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The Acade>[y regrets to announce the death of

Professor Josiah Willard Gibbs.

Professor Gibbs was born in New Haven, Conn., Febru-

ary 11, 1839, and died April 28, 1903.

At the regular meeting of the Academy held May 13,

the following minute on the death of Professor Gibbs was

unanimously adopted :

The Academy has learned with the deepest regret and sor-

row of the death of its most distinguished member, Professor

Jo!>iah Willard Gibbs, and desires to place on record its deep

sense of the loss sustained by the whole scientific world, and

in an especial degree by the members of this body.

The first published investigations of Professor Gibbs ap-

peared in the Transactions of this Academy in 18V3, under

the titles of " Graphical Methods in the Thermodynamics of

Fluids," and "A Method of Geometrical Representation of

the Thermodynamic Properties of Substances b}" means of

Surfaces," and these were followed, in 1875 and 1878, by his

celebrated papers on "The Equilibrium of Heterogeneous

Substances." The great importance of this work is shown
by the fact that the author anticipated, by purely theoretical

considerations, a large number of the discoveries in Physical

Chemistry which have since been made, and that he intro-

duced, into this field, the most powerful method of theoreti-

cal investigation now known :—a method, moreover, which,

being independent of special hypotheses, seems destined to

hold a permanent place among those great scientific methods
which the lapse of time does not render obsolete. The
Academy in emphasizing, in this memorial, the researches of

Professor Gibbs published in its Transactions, is not unmind-

ful of his distinguished achievements in other scientific lines,

but it leaves to others the special mention of such work,

proud of the fact that it recognized so early the value of his

researches in Thermodynamics, and was instrumental in giv-

ing that work to the scientific world.
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THE CONNECTICUT ACADEMY OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES.

CENTENNIAL ANNIVERSAKY, OCTOBER 11th, 1899.

NORTH SHEFFIELD HALL.

Afternoon Session, 3 p. m.

1. Reading of Communications from Corresponding Societies,

by Alexander W. Evans, Ph.D., Secretary of the Academy,

2. Address of Welcome, by His Honor Lyman A. Mills,

Lieutenant Governor of Connecticut.

3. Address ; The Debt of this Century to Learned Societies,

by Professor William H. Brewer, Ph.D., President of

the xVcadem}'.

4. Address ; Scientific Thought in the Nineteenth Century, by

Professor William North Rice, LL.D., of Wesleyan

University.

[At the close of the addresses an opportunity will be offered for oral

communications from delegates of Corresponding Societies.]

Evening Session, 8 p. m.

5. Address ; The History of the Academy during its First

Century, by Hon. Simeon E. Baldwin, LL.D.

Reception by the Academy of delegates from Corresponding Societies and

invited guests, in Winchester Hall, from 9 to 11 p. m.

With the above program the Connecticut Academy of Arts

and Sciences, the third in age of the learned societies of America,

celebrated on tlie 11th of October, eighteen hundred and ninety-

nine, its one-hundredth anniversary. By a happy coincidence the

Centennial of the Academy came into near conjunction with

the Bicentennial of Yale University, the foster-parent of the



Centennial Anniversary.

Academy, but at the same time was far enough removed to

escape occultation.

In the absence of his Excellency the Grovernor of Connecticut,

who had official engagements elsewhere, the Lieutenant Governor,

Hon. Lyman A. Mills, welcomed the Academy and its guests in

the name of the State.

The addresses of the occasion, by the President of the Academy

and two of its honored members, are printed in the pages that

follow. Both to Judge Baldwin, of the Supreme Court of Con-

necticut, who drew so faithful a picture of the Academy's past,

setting it in just relation to its environment and making even its

more humble details attractive, and to Professor Rice, of Wes-

leyan University, who so admirabl}' outlined the course of scien-

tific thought in the nineteenth century, the Academy is under

great obligation for the service rendered.

The cordial greetings received from the correspondents of the

Academy at home and abroad, conveying congratulations on the

work achieved in the past and good wishes for the future, added

much to the interest of the occasion. Their number and wide

distribution, as shown in the subjoined list, bear witness to the

sympathy which in this age unites the workers in science of all

lands.

Johns Hopkins University,

Boston Society of Natural Histor}',

Harvard University,

Field Columbian Museum,
Connecticut Historical Society,

Trinity College, ....
State Historical Society of Wisconsin,

Wesleyan University,

New London County Historical Society,

Linnean Society of New York,
New York Academy of Sciences, .

American Philosophical Society,

Franklin Institute,

Pennsylvania Historical Society,

Missouri Botanical Garden,
Academy of Science,

Essex Institute,

Georgia Historical Society,

Smithsonian Institution,

United States Naval Observatory, .

Baltimore.

Boston.

Cambridge.
Chicago.

Hartford.
Hartford.

Madison.
MiddletoM^n.

New London.
New York.
New York,
Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

Philadelphia,

St. Louis.

St. Louis.

Salem,

Savannah.
Washington.
Washington.
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Amsterdam.
Basel,

Bata via.

Koiiinklijke Akademie van WetenscliajDpen,

Xaturt'orseliende Gesellscliaft,

Bataviaascli Genootscliap van Kunsten en Weten-
scliappen, ......

Ivoninklijke Xatnnrkiindige Yereeniging in Neder-
landscb-Indie, .....

Koniglich Preussische Akademie der Wissenschaf-

ten, .

Government Observatory, ....
Meteorologisclies Observatorinm,
Natnrwissensehaftliclier Verein,

Queensland Branch of the Royal Geographical
Society of iVustralasia, , . . .

Academic des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-
Arts de Belgiqne,

Institnt Meteorologiqne de Roumanie,
Societe Linneenne de Normandie,
Asiatic Society of Bengal,

Kongelige Frederiks Universitet,

Koninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Institunt, De Bilt.

Naturforscher-Gesellschaft bei der Kaiserlichen

Universitiit, ....
A^erein fiir Erdknnde,
Royal Observatory,

Natm-forschende Gesellschaft,

Natnrforschende Gesellschaft,

Xaturforschende Gesellschaft,

Kongliga Vetenskaps och Yitterhets Samhalle,

JS^ova Scotian Institute of Science,

Societas Scientiarum Fennica,

Societas pro Fauna et Flora Fennica,

Medicinisch-Naturwissenschafliche Gesellschaft,

Society Physico-Mathematique,
Is aturwisseuschaftlicher Yerein fiir Schlesvrig-Hol-

stein, .......
Physikalisch-dkonomische Gesellschaft, .

Geological Society, .....
Mathematical Society, .....
Royal Historical Society, . . . - .

Royal Society, ......
Konglige Carolinska Universitet,

Literary and Philosophical Society,

Wesfiilischer Provincial-Yerein fiir Wissenschaft

und Kunst, ......
Real Istituto d'Incoraggiainento,

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechan-
ical Engineers, . . . Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Geological Survey of Canada, . . . Ottawa.

Batavia.

Berlin.

Bombay.
Bremen.
Bremen.

Brisbane.

Briixelles.

Bucharest.

Caen.

Calcutta.

Christiania.

Dorpat.
Dresden.
Edinburgh.
Emden.

Freiburg im Breisgau.

Gorlitz.

Gothenburg.
Halifax.

Helsingfors.

Helsingfors.

Jena.

Kasan.

Kiel.

Konigsberg.
London.
London.
London.
London.
Lund.
Manchester.

Miinster.

Naples.
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Soci^te Matliomatiqne de France, . . . Paris.
Observatoire Central Nicolas, . . . Pulkowa.
Reale Accadeiiiia dei Lincei, .... Rome.
Societa Italiana delle Scienze detta del XL, . Rome.
Academic Impcrialc des Sciences, . . .St. Petersbiiro-,
Comitc (n'-oloirique, St. Petersburg.'
Observatoire Plijsi(|ue Central Nicolas, . St. Petersburg.
Russisch Kaiserliehe Mineralogische Gesellschaft, St. Petersburg.
Sociedad Cientilica de Chile, .... Santiago. '

Roval Society of New South Wales, . . Sidney.

J,f"f'
»''! Tromso.

Reale .Mnseo di Zoologia e di Anatomia Comparata, Turin.
Ivonglige Universitet, Upsala.

From these greetings we venture to select for reproduction
here, on the ground of our inheritance of a common language and
of other common heritages, the followino-:

THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF LONDON
FOR IMPROVING NATURAL KNOWLEDGE

Sends to the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences on the
happy occasion of its celebrating the Centenary of its foundation
brotherly greetmgs and hearty congratulations.
From the earliest days the Royal Society has felt that its efforts

should not be confined to the city whose name forms part of its
title, and has always sympathized with, and, from time to time
has assisted undertakings for improving Natural Knowled^re
earned out in various parts of the world. It remembers withpnde how since its early years it has been able to count as mem-
bers of .tself many distinguished n.en of science dwelling on theother side of the Atlantic, some of whom Connecticut cfn claim

And to the earnest wish that the Connecticut Academy of Artsad Sciences may enjoy continued prosperity in time to c meadds the no less sincere and earnest wish that the brotherly tiehetween those who on the two sides of the ocean ai^rvotWthemselves to improving Natural Knowledge may g,w s flstronger as the years pass on.
^

^ ^^^ '^'^^

Lister,
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THE LONDON MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY

Present fraternal greetings to the Connecticut Academy of

Sciences on the occasion of the Inindredtli anniversary of their

foundation.

They look hack with satisfaction on the exchange of publica-

tions which has subsisted between the two bodies ever since their

own foundation in the year 1805.

They rt^cognize with much pleasure the importance of the

researches in Mathematical and Physical Science given to the

world by the Connecticut Academy in a language wiiich does not

convey to them any suggestion of a foreign origin. In no coun-

try has the value of these researches been earlier or more fully

recognized than in Great Britain.

They desire and expect a long career of increasing usefulness

and honor for the Connecticut Academy of Sciences, which even

now takes rank among the most ancient of the existing learned

societies of the world.

Signed in behalf of the London Mathematical Society.

Kelvin, President.

Joseph Larmok, Treaswrer.

Robert Tucker, )

A. E. H. Love, i

London, July 31, 1899.

Secretaries.

THE COUNCIL OF THE MANCHESTER LITERARY
AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY

Send most cordial greetings on the occasion of the Centenary

of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences.

They recall the great services w^hich the Academy has rendered,

not only in the encouragement of scientific research within its

own borders, but also by the singular merit of its publications,

many of which they feel will rank as permanent landmarks in

the history of Science.

The Council feel that they can express no better wish than that

the Academy may continue to flourish in a manner wortliy of its

past traditions.

26th September, 1899.

Horace Lamb, President.

R. Ct. Gwtther, ) Honorary
Francis Jones, ) Secretaries.
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EOYAL ObSEKVATOEY, EDINBURGH.

27th September, 1899.

To the Secretary Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences^

New Eave7i, Connecticut, TJ. 8. A.

Dear Sir—The Staff of this Observatory desire to join with

me in most heartily congratulating the Connecticut Academy of

Arts and Sciences on the celebration of the hundredth anniver-

sary of its foundation.

On this auspicious occasion we particularly call to mind the

distinguished services to the Sciences of Meteorology and Astron-

omy done by your illustrious members Loomis and H. A.

Newton, whose names will ever be associated with the scientific

progress of the closing century.

Wishing the most complete success to your commemoration and

regretting that it is not practicable for any of us to share per-

sonally therein, I am, Dear Sir,

Very faithfully yours,

Ralph Copeland.

In addition to the greetings sent, several of the societies had

also appointed delegates to represent them at the Celebration,

delegates of foreign societies being naturally chosen from their

American membership. Some who had accepted appointment

found themselves at the last moment unable to come. Actually

present were these : from the Boston Society of Natural History,

Professor Edward S. Morse ; from Harvard University, Professor

Charles R. Lanman ; from the Connecticut Historical Society,

Hon. Simeon E. Baldwin ; from Wesleyan University, Professor

William North Rice; from the Geological Society of London,

Professors George J. Brush and Edward S. Dana ; from the

Literary and Philosophical Society of Manchester, Professor J.

Willard Gibbs ; from the North of England Institute of Mining

and Mechanical Engineers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Mr. Richard

P. Rothwell, of New York.

With a reception tendered by the Academy to the delegates

and invited guests, the celebration, and with it the record of the

first century, was closed.

W



THE FIRST CENTURY OF THE CONNECTICUT
ACADEMY OF ARTiS AND SCIENCES.

An Historical Address delivered before the Academy at its Centennial

Anniversary, on October 11th, 1899.

By Simeon E. Baldwin, LL.D.

American science, and perhaps we may say American letters,

first began to take shape in the latter half of the eighteenth

century. Franklin was easily the tirst in each. One is almost

tempted to declare that he was the lirst American who wrote

good English : it is certainly safe to say that he was the first

whose style of composition had a distinct and lasting charm.

This gave wings to his scientific discoveries and conclusions,

and made him a citizen of the world.

It was natural that he should take the lead in introducing

upon our continent the learned academy.

The American Philosophical Society sprang from his creative

touch, and had its tirst beginnings at Philadelphia in 1744. Bos-

ton followed in 1780 with the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences, and the list for the century was closed at New Haven

with the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1799.*

It is seldom that anything enduring is originally constituted in

the form and manner which subsequently mark its character.

In laying the foundations of the oldest of the societies which I

have named, which was in 1743, it was Franklin's aim to bring

into association all who had any reputation for scientific attain-

ments in the different colonies. While an organization was

effected in 1744, no one came in, outside of Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey, and after a languishing existence of a

quarter of a century it was merged with a local society of Phila-

* An association called "The Society for Promoting Useful Knowledge"

existed in the city of New York in 1792, which met monthly ; but it was not

incorporated. Morse's American Geography, ed. of 1792, 265.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. IX.
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delphia under a charter from the State of Pennsylvania, incor-

porating it as the American Philosophical Society for the Promo-

tion of Useful Knowledge. Of tliis Franklin was the first

President, and it has ever since maintained an honorable position

in the republic of letters.

In like manner the Academy, whose centennial we meet to-night

to celebrate, was founded on the ruins of an earlier organization,

the Coiuiecticut Society of Arts and Sciences. In 1779, Benjamin

Guild, a Harvard tutor, who was then planning the foundation of

the American Academy at Boston, on his way back from Phila-

delphia, where he had probably made himself acquainted witli

the constitution and methods of the American Philosophical

Society, stopped over at New Haven to see one of its early mem-

bers. President Stiles. The establishment of academies both at

Boston and jSTew Haven was talked over at length, and each soon

made earnest efforts in that direction. A few months later, Mr.

Guild was able to send Dr. Stiles a copy of the charter granted

by Massachusetts for the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

In Connecticut, however, a less friendly spirit was shown. The

relations between the State and Yale College were somewhat

strained. That institution had become a body of great and grow-

ing importance. It was self-governing. The fellows or trustees

were all Congregational clergymen, and perpetuated themselves

by filling vacancies, as they might arise. Ko power of visitation

had been reserved in terms to the State, when the charter was

granted, and none was admitted to exist by the College authori-

ties. It was obvious that any academy of arts and sciences which
might be incorporated would naturally graWtate towards the

College, and come ultimately under the leadership of the same set

of men.

There were those also, even among the Congregational clergy,

by whom the College was viewed with some distrust. President
Clap had been a Calvinist of the old school, but President Stiles

was what in those days was denominated a Latitudinarian. He
wa-s of opinion that the true theory of Christian redemption was
that—to use his own words in a letter to Dr. Franklin—a " happy
immortality" had thus been "purchased for the virtuous and
truly good of every religious denomination in Christendom, and
for those of every age, nation and mythology, who reverence the
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Deity, are filled witii iiite<^rity, righteousness, and benevolence."*

Such sentiments did not generally prevail in the Congregational

piilpits of the State, and those who did not share them were able

to point to the declining state of the College church as evidence

of their evil tendency.

Under these circumstances a charter for " the Connecticut

Academy of Arts and Sciences," drafted by President Stiles, was

sent by him to the Kev. Dr. Nathan Strong of Hartford for pre-

sentation to the General Assembly at its May session, to be held

in that city in 1781. The Academy was to consist of a President

and Fellows, the first meeting to be called by Dr. Stiles and held

at " the chapel of the College of Connecticut Hall in N^ew

Haven." A blank was left in the draft for the names of the

incorporators, which it was proba1)ly supposed could best be filled

by Dr. Strong on consultation with the friends of the measure in

the Assembly. Apparently it found friends in the upper house,

for it was there passed, and with such inconsiderate haste that the

blank was left unfilled, thus making the bill totally inoperative.

In the lower house it received more careful attention. An
amendment was proposed to make the Academy " at all times

subject to the visitation and inspection of the General Assembly "

and the matter continued to the next session at Xew Haven.f In

this disposition of it the upj^er house finally concurred, and after

one or two similar continuances at subsequent sessions. Dr. Stiles

evidently thought it best to make a fresh start on a different basis,

for we find him. in 1783, in consultation with his cousin. Rev.

John Devotion of Saybrook, over a new charter, for the " Connec-

ticut Academy of Sciences," making the Governor of the State

the first President, and the Secretary of the State the " chief

Secretary." The Academy was to have power to establish a

botanical garden and to purchase or erect a suitable building, con-

taining a hall for its meetings, a library, and rooms adapted to

the purposes of a museum. Tlie first meeting was to be held at

Middletown.:}:

* Franklin's Memoirs, Phila. ed. of 1834, i, 622.

t Conn. State Mss. Archives, Colleges and Schools, 1T63-1T89, Xo. 13-i.

The Yale Book, I, 331.

X Mss. Diary of President Stiles. Vol. 11, p. 282. This draft of a charter is

also preserved in the Stiles Mss., in the Yale library.
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A sedulous desire to avoid any marked connection with the Col-

lege is shown in this scheme of organization. The arts were even

exT'luded from the corporate name. It fared, however, no better

than its predecessor ; one cause perhaps, being that it provided

that the proposed building should be free of taxation. The pub-

lic mind, also, was full of other things. The era of the revolution

had closed, but that of reconstruction, with all its possibilities, was

now opening.

Three years later, in despair of obtaining the legislation desired,

a voluntary association* was formed at Hartford during the ses-

sion of the General Assembly there, by the name of the Connecti-

cut Society of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Stiles and Dr. Strong were

among its active promoters, the number of whom was limited to

sixty, and soon rose to over forty, the Lieutenant-Governor of the

State being the first President. It was to have two semi-annual

sessions, alternately at Hartford and New Haven, during the ses-

sion of the legislature at each place.

No prophet was needed to predict the practical failure of this

scheme. It was an appendage to the General Assembly, but

without its countenance. It had no fixed center nor place of

abode.

A learned academy must be the outgrowth, or at least must

have the cordial support, either of a university or of a capital. It

must draw its life from an exchange of the fruits of scholarship,

or an exchange of news of scientific discovery. Nor can it be

migratory. It nmst have a ttoO arSi, if it would exert a continuous

and lasting influence.

But one paper was ever published by the Connecticut Society

of Arts and Sciences—a dissertation on the Language of the

Muhhekaneew Indians, by Rev. Dr. Jonathan Edwards, the

younger. It is one of acknowledged merit, and was communi-
cated to the Society in October, 1787.

The times were then growing more and more unfavorable to

the cultivation of any science but that of politics.

The one great subject of thought was the formation of a better

government for the United States. The Convention which

* Stiles' Diary, Vol. 10, p. 150. A search througli the Journal of the May
Session, 1786, confirms the accuracy of Dr. Stiles' entry as to its not being incor-
porated.
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framed the Constitution of 1789 had jnst closed its sessions.

Wht'tlier to ratify or reject the work, wliether to side with Ham-
ilton or Patrick Hemy, were ({uestions which quite superseded

any that could be raised by Dr. Edwards as to the analogy

between the Hebrew and the tongue of the Muhhekaneews.

Party spirit soon awoke, and Avhatever time Connecticut could

give to academic subjects was devoted to readjusting the relations

between the State and Yale College by bringing the Governor,

Lieutenant-Governor, and six of the Assistants into her board of

management.

This was accomplished in 1792, and seven j^ears later, on March

Ith, 1799, a new organization was quietly effected at New Ilaven,

under the name originally selected Iw Dr. Stiles. It was at first

a voluntary association, but a few months later, at the October

session of the General Assembly, in 1799, a charter of incorpora-

tion was easily obtained. It included many of the members of

the Connecticut Society of Arts and Sciences, but there was no

formal merger of the moribund institution with that thus brought

into existence.

The first meeting of the Academy under its charter was held at

the State House in this city on October "iSd, 1799.

There was an organization on a solid foundation. The President

was the President of Yale Colleoe. The Vice-President was the Gov-

ernor of the State, and the head of the " Counselors " was the Lieu-

tenant-Governor ; both also being ex ojflcio Fellows of the College.

The charter did not specify the objects of the Academy, otherwise

than by its name, and in the preamble, which declared that " lit-

erary Societies have been found to promote, diffuse and pteserve

the knowledge of those Arts and Sciences, which are the support

of Agriculture, Manufactures, and Commerce, and to advance the

dignity, virtue and happiness of a people." These same words

were repeated in the charter of the American Geological Society,

when that was incorporated by Connecticut, twenty years later.*

Any organization of which President Dwight was the head had

from that fact alone an assurance of success. His strong, domi-

nating character, active mind, and untiring energy, set the Acad-

emy at once upon a course of useful activity.

* Private Laws of Connecticiat, Vol. 1, p. 1098.
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New Haven was but a small capital. Yale was but a small

college. But there were then few larger cities, and only one

larger college on the American continent.

The niemhership of the Academy was co-extensive with the

State, and embraced men of all parties and all shades of opinion.

Among those named in the charter were Chief Justice Swift of

Windham, whose treatises on legal topics were among the earliest

as they are among the best of American works of that character

;

Josiah Meigs, an ardent Jeffersonian, then holding the chair of

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy at Yale, but soon to find a

more congenial political atmosphere in Georgia, where he went in

1801 to become President of its State University ;
Noah Webster;

Abraham Bishop, whose attacks on President Dwight in political

addresses soon put an impassable gulf between them; Chief Justice

Hosmer of Middletown; Judge Pierpont Edwards; Chief Justice

Ellsworth of Windsor ; and Dr. Bela Hubbard, rector of Trinity

Cliurch, and the leader of the Episcopalian clergy of the diocese.

President Dwight was particularly interested in political

science. He was also a close student of history, and saw the

importance for the United States of reducing to proper form for

future use all the historical and statistical material that, so famil-

iar as to be uninteresting to one generation, is of priceless value

to the next.

Under his lead, in December, 1799, action was taken towards

memorializing Congress to enlarge the objects of the national

census of 1800, and to secure greater particularity in the returns.

Cociperation in this effort was invited from the American Philo-

sophical Society and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The Academy also, a week later, agreed on a circular letter to

be issued in its name, asking for statistical information as to the

State of Connecticut and the several towns within its jurisdiction.

The result of this request, which was followed up by newspaper
addresses, and much private correspondence, was that such statis-

tics were oljtained from more than thirty towns ;* by far the most
valuable ])eiiig those for New Haven prepared by President
Dwight. This piece of his work was published by the Academy
in 1811, in a pamphlet of 84 pages, as the first part of the first

The Yale Book, I, 333.
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voliiine of a series to be entitled " A Statistical Account of the

Towns and Parishes in the State of Connecticut." It was fol-

lowed, in 1815, by a similar account of the towns in Litchfield

county, by James Morris, and in 1819, by one of those in Middle-

sex county, by Rev. Dr. David Dudley Field of lladdam, father

of an illustrious family. To this work Dr. Field added in 1827 a

sketch of the history of Guilford and Madison.* It is to be

ret^retted that the projected series was carried no farther.

During its first twenty years of existence, the Academy held its

annual meetings at the State House in New Haven, and its others

at the residences of its members in succession. An oration by

some person of distinction was a feature of the annual meeting,

and at those held at |)rivate houses some paper of a less formal

character was generally presented, or topics of general interest

discussed. If one of the mendjers was writing a book, some of

the chapters would be likely to pass in this way, while in manu-

script, before the Academy, and the views presented receive its

friendly criticism. President Dwight's defence of the common

language of New England, and of the pronunciation of English

by her people, contained in a letter to an imaginary Englishman,

published after his death in the fourth volume of his " Travels in

New England and New York," was presented in this way as a

communication to the Academy in 1813.

In 1818, a report was adopted from a committee of which Pro-

fessor Silliman was the chairman, urging the importance of a

proper geological survey and map of the State. This was the

beginning of an effort to press the subject upon the attention of

the legislature, which resulted, in 1835, in the appointment by

the State of two members of the Academy, Dr. Charles Upham
Shepard and Dr. James G. Percival, to undertake the work.

Dr. Shepard's report, which was mainly confined to mineralogy,

was published in 1837, in a thick pamphlet of 188 pages, and Dr.

Percival's, with the geological map, followed five years later in a

volume of much larger dimensions.

The published transactions of the Academy, aside from the

Statistical Account of the State, which was designed to stand by

itself as a separate work, began with Part 1 of Volume 1, printed

* This was the foundation of Smith's History of Guilford, published in 1874.
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in 1810. The second part followed in 1811, the tliird in 1813,

and the fourth and last in 1S16. The range of subjects discussed

was broad. Two papers read by Noah Webster in 1^799 and 1806

had the place of honor, and treated of the supposed moderation

in the temperature of winter in modern times. It was his opinion

that the spread of population over the earth, and the attendant

alterations in the face of the ground occasioned by clearing and

cultivation, had resulted in a less equal and uniform distribution

of heat and cold among the several seasons, but that the cold of

winter was in the aggregate as great as ever, though less steady.

Judge Daggett narrated the history of a law suit brought for

destroying a dam across the Housatonic river, in which the

defence was that ponding the water had been a cause of fever

and ague. A lengthy paper by Dr. Benjamin W. Dwight, of

Catskill, New York, a son of the President, on Chronic Debility

of the Stomach, excited wide attention, and was republished in

England. One of its positions might well commend it to English

readers. "Wine, and wine only,'"* he wrote, "is recommended

in holy writ for dyspeptic complaints. ' A little wine for thy

stomach's sake, and thine often infirmities' was the direction of

the Apostle Paul to Timothy. The words ' thy stomach's sake,

and thine often infirmities' prove the disease to have been

Chronic Debility of that viscus, with a numerous train of morbid

sympathies ; and no prescription of Hippocrates could have been

better."

Another son of the President, Sereno E. Dwight, then a mem-
ber of the JSTew Haven Bar, contributed a dissertation on the

Origin of Springs. The volume closed with a mathematical

demonstration of Stewart's Properties of the Circle, by Professor

Strong of Hamilton College. It contained also a number of
papers on subjects of natural philosophy, and two from the pen of
President Dwight, the more important one being Observations on
Language, the theme of which was that the intelligence of any
nation may be exactly estimated from its vocabulary.

The year after the completion of Volume 1 of the Memoirs of
the Academy (which was the style of the title adopted) President
Dwight's death sent the Presidency of the College, and with it

naturally that of the Academy, into the hands of Dr. Day.
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His horizon was not so broad as that of liis predecessor in these

offices, nor his executive powers of equal energy.

Another circumstance also now occurred to weaken the position

of the Academy as an active force in the cultivation of the Arts
and Sciences. In 1818, Professor Sillinian undertook the arduous

task of editing and publishing a scientific periodical of a general

cliaracter, and in July of that year, the first number of the
"• American Journal of Science and Arts " appeared from the

New Haven press. He had made important contributions to tlie

first volume of the Academy's ^[emoirs, and had always been one

of its leading spirits. Such, indeed, he continued to be for many
years, but his main interest henceforth as to scientific publications

was naturally centered in the Journal, for whose regular issue he

had become responsible, and which wa,s soon called, in common
parlance, by his name. To sui)port his undertaking, a vote had

been passed in February, '' that the Committee of Publication

may allow such of the Academy's papers as they think proper, to

be published in Mr. Silliman's Scientific Journah"

Free use was made of this authority, and a large part of the

contents of the Journal was for many years drawn from this

source. In some cases this fact was noted in publication ; but in

most it was not. Among the more important communications to

the Academy which were thus transferred to the Journal of

Science may be mentioned a series of articles, some by Edward C
Herrick, and others by Professors Olmstead and Loomis, stating

the observations and conclusions which did so much to call general

attention to the periodicity of meteoric showers and to confirm

what is now the universally accepted theory of their cause.

In 1826, when the Journal was in great need of financial sup-

port, the Academy further voted to pay for a year the cost of

printing such of its papers as might be published in it. In Bald-

win's Annals of Yale College,'"^ published in 1831, it is described

as a publication '* honorable to the science of our common coun-

try,'' and having " an additional value as being adopted as the

acknowledged organ of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and

Sciences."

The Christian Spectator, also, another New Haven magazine,

which was founded in 1819, drew heavily from the productive

* P. 207.
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force of the Academy. That, and its successors, the New Eiig-

lauder, and the Tale Review, were always mainly conducted by

our members. The Spectator and the New Englander both culti-

vated political as well as theological science, and spoke on most of

the subjects which from time to time commanded public attention.

The Review has confined itself mainly to matters of politics and

economies.

The last of the regular series of annual orations was delivered

bv Professor A. M; Fisher, in 1818. In 1819, the annual meet-

iug, instead of taking place at the State House, was held at the

residence of President Day, and in 1820, the day of it falling in

the College vacation, when the Secretary was absent from town,

none was called.

The Academy was now fast becoming a mere local literary

society, and, if the truth must be told, but a languishing one at

that. Its meetings were often without a quorum, and it seemed to

have lost its life and spring. As a feeder to the American Jour-

nal of Science, it served a useful purpose ; as a center of social

intercourse it served another : but neither was the appropriate

function of an academy of arts and sciences. That must not only

do something : it must publish its doings, or die.

In 1833, an earnest effort was made to place it upon a better

foundation, by dividing up the field which it sought to cover into

distinct departments, and confiding each to a standing committee

for regular inquiry and report. Early in 1834 such committees

were appointed, and their arrangement was as follows :

On Mathematics and Natural Philosophy : Professor Olmstead,
chairman.

On Chemistry and the kindred sciences, including Mineralogy
and Geology : Professor Silliman, chairman.
On Botany and Zoology : Mr. C. M. Shepard, chairman.
On Medical Science : Professor Charles Hubbard, chairman.
On Intellectual Science : President Day, chairman.
On Law and Political Science : Judge Daggett, chairman.
On Theological Science (iuclding Sacred Literature, Ecclesiasti-

cal History, Natural and Revealed Religion, Homiletics, Litur-
gies, Canon Law)

: Rev. Dr. James Murdock, chairman.
On Historical Science (including History, Geography, Chronol-

ogy, Antiquities and Statistics) : Dr. Noah Webster, chairman.
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Oil Pliil(»loii;y and Criticism : Professor Kiiigsley, chairman.

( )ii Btllcs-Lettres : Professor Goodrich, chairman.

On the Fine Arts : H. Augur (the sculptor), chairman.

On Education : Professor Woolsey, chairman.

On tliese committees appeared the names of a numher of non-

resident members, including Professors Lathrop of Hamilton Col-

lege, New York, Fowler of Middlebury College, Vermont, and

Mitchell of Chapel Hill College, North Carolina, Rev. J. P.

Cowles of Princeton, Massachusetts, and Professor Ethan A.

Andrews of Boston.

The scheme was too ambitious, and little was accomplished

by it.

A specialization of research of another character was commenc-

ing at Yale, which was perhaps more in accordance with the spirit

of modern scholarship, but was destined to exert an unfavorable

influence on the fortunes of the Academy. I refer to the forma-

tion of particular societies for the promotion of particular sciences.

C)ne of the earliest was the Yale Natural History Society, which

achieved considerable results, particularly through the investiga-

tions of James Harvey Linsley of Stratford, whose catalogue of

the Mammalia of Connecticut, and of the Shells of Connecticut,

prepared for its service, were afterwards published in the Ameri-

can Journal of Science and Arts. Other organizations of a simi-

lar kind followed later, and one by one, especially of late years,

the Classical Club, the Political Science Club, the Mathematical

Club, and others at Yale have seized upon almost every field

originally appropriated by the Academy, pursuing their studies

with the ardor of youth, and the enthusiasm that is best kindled

by daily intercourse between men engaged in the same pursuits,

and acting; under the lead of a trained scholar, easier to share

with tliem the latest word of the best man on the subject in hand.

In 1836 President Day declined a re-election to the Presidency

of the Academy, and that position passed into the hands of Pro-

fessor Silliman.

In every association, whatever its form or purpose, the presiding

oflicer holds a great power in the matter of shaping its general

policy. It is the greater because it is largely undefined and, so to

speak, unexpressed. He inspires resolutions which others offer

;
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leads the way to the consideration of this subject rather than that;

appoints on committees those who" reflect his own views. He is

held b}' the public responsible for the success of the organization,

and he must have an influence commensurate with his responsibil-

ity.

President Day's retirement loosened the connection between

the Academy and the College, and none of his successors in the

presidency of Yale have had any prominent official connection

with the Academy. President Woolsey's studies ran in the direc-

tion of the classics and of political science and jurisprudence.

From these the Academy had largely turned away since the insti-

tution of the American Journal of Science and Arts, and during

his term of office as President of the University, the rise and

growth of the Scientific School had brought it into a more vital

connection with that than it had ever had with the college proper,

or, as it now began to be called, the academic department.

Another change came over the Academy at the time when the

last of its original founders were passing away. In the true and

original sense it had from its early years been a convivial body,

i^othing, after all, promotes freedom of intellectual intercourse,

and the exchange of thought, so much as gathering to share a

social meal. Such assemblies the Eomans called convivia

because, as Cicero says in one of his letters,! it is on occasions of

this kind that life is most truly enjoyed.

From its early days it had been one of the unwritten laws and
institutions of the Academy, that the member at whose house the
monthly or bi-monthly meetings were held should provide some
simple entertainment to succeed the regular business of the even-
ing. At first tlie refection was confined to the fruit in season, or
nnts and raisins. Later it assumed more the form of a supper,
and while some of the members insisted that it did as much as
anything else to hold the Academy together, there were others,
among whom President (then Professor) Woolsey was prominent,
who declared that it was a diversion from their proper work and
ought to be abandoned.

In November, 1842, a committee was appointed to report on
the expediency of such a change of practice, consisting of Eev.
Dr. :\Inrd(>ck, and Professors Larned and Olmstead. A month

* To Lucius Papinius Paetus, Book XIII, Ep. IX.
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later thev reported that while the customary entertainment mi^ht

be " an elegant and agreeable relaxation after tlie severer exercises

of the meeting " and afforded a pleasant opportunity for social inter-

course, yet, to quote their words, "• that the indulgence of the sen-

sual appetites never made a j)hilosopher ; that animal pleasures

and indulgences are unbecoming and unsuital)le in the conven-

tions of scientific men for scientific purposes; that such festivities,

late in the evening, are generally injurious to health ; that the

expense and trouble of preparing them are very considerable and

unequally fall on only a part of the attending members ; that

these festivities are becoming more and more luxurious and expen-

sive, and cannot easily be kept within moderate bounds ; and

lastly that they are a bad example to be exhibited in the vicinity

of the college : they afford to dissipated students a plausible

excuse for their midnight revels, and tend to paralyze the efforts

of the college officers to restrain their pupils from debasing and

expensive carousals."

The report was accepted, and so in Cliristmas week of 1842 the

modest suppers of the Academy came to an end. Tradition says

that President Woolsey never attended another meeting.

There is, in truth, a certain and altogether natural and right

attraction to almost every man, now, as fully as in the days of

Cicero, in the pleasures of the table, enjoyed in moderation and

in congenial company. The Academy had thrown away what

had been a real magnet, and its meetings as years went on became

more formal, and not infrequently were without a quorum.

One may sometimes read between the leaves of history more

than the page contains. I am inclined to think that President

Woolsey's attack and Professor Larned's report came in part

—

though no doubt half unconsciously to themselves—from the fact

that their wants in the direction of such social entertainments had

been better met by an institution, now become a venerable one,

founded in 1838 by eight gentlemen of the city, all, I believe,

members of the Academy, and still known, by right of primogen-

iture, only by the name of " The Club."

This was a company of personal friends, by 1842 somewhat

enlarged in numbers, who took tea, in the old New England

fashion (what the housewives call a " high tea ") at each other's

houses in succession two or three times a month, and afterwards
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listened to a paper or a talk on a given subject which was after-

wards discussed by all in turn.

Of this President Woolsev, Professor Larned, Dr. Bacon, Pro-

fessor Gibbs, Professor Twining, Henry White, Kev. Henry G.

Ludlow and Dr. Henry A. Tomlinson were the original members,

and in a smaller circle and with the freedom which greater inti-

macy gives, after what took the place of an ordinary meal could

enjoy the pleasures of literary conversation.

The weakening of the Academy which followed the abandon-

ment of the supper was soon manifested in another way.

A library of some value had been accumulated, partly by gift

or exchange and partly by purchase, during its first half century.

In 1847 the whole of it was sold to Yale College.

The Connecticut Historical Society of Hartford had been

incorporated in 1825. Here was another organization formed

to accomplish what had been originally one of the cherished

objects of the Academy, and towards which its early members

had made such important contribution. In 1847, at the same

time when the library was disposed of, it was voted to deposit

with this Society, as a loan, all the statistical accounts of Connec-

ticut towns which remained in manuscript in its archives. These

covered with more or less completeness, twenty-five towns.*

Subsequently, in 1859, when the Historical Society was about

to publish a volume of its transactions, the Academy contributed

a sixth of the entire cost.

The change of policy manifested by the steps taken in 1847
which I have mentioned was followed in 1848 by a vote to sus-

pend the collection of the annual dues.

The Academy had thus in some measure settled its estate ; but
it was by no means dead. The meetings were still often of

decided interest, and served at least to diffuse intelligence of what

* The list of the statistics thus turned over to the Connecticut Historical Soci-
ety includes those for the following towns : Bethlehem, Bolton, Canterbury,
Cheshire, Cornwall, Coventry, East Windsor, Farmington (Wintonbury parish),
Franklin, Haddam, Goshen, Lebanon, Lisbon, Pomfret, Preston (North Society),
Ridgefield, Stratford, Tolland, Union, Wallingford, AVashington, Watertown,
Willington, Windham, Winchester. Certain statistics as to New London remain
in the archives of the Academy.
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was gointj; on in the seieiitilic world.* In 1856 a movement was

made toward resuming greater activity, by the introduction of a

resolution '' that literature as well as science and every subject

tending to the advancement of knowledge or the promotion of

human happiness comes within the scope and original plan of this

Association,'' and further that papers suitable for publication

should thereafter be pul)lished as from the Transactions of the

Academy, either in the American Journal of Science or in the

volume form, and that collection of the annual dues should be

resumed.

A discussion, however, resulted in laying these propositions on

the table. They were evidenth' somewhat antagonistic to tlie

policy which had been adopted by the American Journal of

Science, which naturally preferred to ignore the original sources

from which so many of its articles were derived. In 1861, how-

ever, a vote was passed to request the editors of the Journal to give

credit to tlie Academy for all papers which had formed a part of

its transactions

A year later the Academy obtained what it had long needed, and

the more imperatively, since the discontinuance of its evening sup-

pers, a regular and fixed place of meeting. This was due to the

kindness of Mr. Sheffield, one of its members, who is gratefully

remembered as the founder of the Sheffield Scientific School.

Its last gathering at the house of a member was on "November

19, 1862, at that of Tutor Lebeus C. Chapin, on the corner of

Church and Wall streets, and it has met ever since at Sheffield

Hall. In modeUing that building, a few years later, Mr. Sheffield

constructed the handsome library room in the third story with

special reference to the wants of the Academy, and in conformity

with his wishes, the Governing Board of the School in 1866

offered it as a place where our meetings could be permanently

held. The offer was received with due thanks, but the Academy

did not commit itself to an acceptance in terms. Had it done so,

it would have been less wise and far-seeing than those who laid its

first foundations. The charter prepared by President Stiles and

Mr. Devotion, in 1T83, contemplated a building which the Acad-

* Those of its members most interested in philological studies had, lender the

lead of Dr. Mnrdock, procured a charter from the State in 1844 for their incor-

poration as the " Philological Society." Special Laws of Conn. IV, 1199.
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einy should own, itself, and make a place, not only for its meet-

ings, but for collections which might be of public value. Such a

building may yet be its final home. Let us hope that when our

successors celelirate its next centennial, it may be in an unbor-

rowed hall, that shall perpetuate the name of some friend of learn-

ing and stand as his stately gift to science and the arts, as culti-

vated by the people of Connecticut.

In December, 1863, at the instance of Professor Gilman, now

President of John Hopkins University, the Academy voted to

reconnnence the publication of its transactions, but to aim espec-

ially at printing such papers as " on account of their length, their

technical or special character, or their local interest, would be

inappropriate to the American Journal of Science ; " particularly

disclaiming any desire to interfere with "the field which the Jour-

nal occupies with so much credit to the country and the College."

Collection of the annual dues of the Academy had been resumed,

and with the aid of some special subscriptions to the publication

fund, the first part of the first volume of the current series of our

Transactions was carried through the press in 1865. In 186Y a

furtiier contribution of nearly $400 was received from the treasury

of the " Yale Natural History Society," which had become prac-

tically defunct, to be devoted to the publication of papers on the

branches of science which that Society had been formed to pro-

mote. In 18T1 the second part of the volume appeared, and since

then parts of volumes have been issued every few years, the tenth

volume being now half through the press.

The general character of their contents is such as was indicated

by the vote of the Academy in 1863. There is little in them of a

popular character; but it may fairly be said that there has been
much to interest and to inform the scientific reader. An occa-

sional contribution will be found by students of "philology, and
one pertains to the general history of letters and the drama, but
the subjects considered have generally been such as relate to Nat-
ural History, Physiology or Mathematics, and the papers mainly
of tlie kind that are originally submitted by title, and are known
only to the committee on publication before they appear in print.

While this is true of them, in the shape in which they appear
in our Transactions, it is, however, no less true that in many
instances the subject considered has been less formally presented
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by the author at tlio ineeting-s of the Academy, and the main

results or conclusions thus communicated and discussed.

( )ur tirst published volume bore, as has been said, the name of

Memoirs of the Academy. Tn planniui;!; for the second volume,

half a century later, it was thought best to entitle it as the Transac-

tions of the Academy. The question then arose whether it should

be numbered as volume two, or volume one, and in view of this

change of name, as well as of the great lapse of time since the

earlier publication, it was concluded to make it the commence-

ment of an independent series.

The exchange list of the Academy in 1810 was limited for the

United States to the Massachusetts Historical Society ; the Amer-

ican Academy of Arts and Sciences ; the New York Agricultural

Society ; the Xew York Historical Society, and the American

Philosophical Society.

Six copies of Part 1 of Volume I were also put in the hands of

Dr. Noah AYebster, to be transmitted by him to such foreign

societies or libraries as he might think proper to select. At pres-

ent our Transactions are exchanged for those of nearly a hundred

learned societies in this country, and of more than twice as many

in foreign countries.*

A valuable library lias tiius been accumulated, which is depos-

ited for convenience, and under an arrangement which contemplates

its remaining there permanently, in the library of Yale University,

the head of which is also the librarian of the Academy.

The Academy now assembles monthly in the Faculty room on

the lirst floor of Sheliield Hall, its last meeting being its seven

hundred and eighty-sixth.

Its ordinary course of business does not differ materially from

that which I have described as pursued half a century ago. Some

topic previously announced is presented, either by a written

paper, or an oral explanation, and opportunity is then given for a

general discussion.

In this way, independently of what has been accomplished by

its publications, the Academy has been of substantial service for a

hundred years to the College and to the city, particularly, but

often to the State and to the country, as well.

* Aboiat 225.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI.
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To some of the results of its labors I have ah-eady sufficiently

adverted. I must add that too high a value can hardly be set on

the Statistical Account of New Haven by President Dwight, as a

study of ail American town in the formative period of American

government. It was republished, a few years ago, by the city

authorities in its year book. A census of New Haven was also

taken by a committee of the Academy early in the century, the

results of which are on file in our archives, and well merit future

publication. The collection of statistics from all the towns in the

State would probably have been achieved, had President Dwight

lived ten years longer, and what was accomphshed will be of the

greatest importance whenever a history of Connecticut is written

that deals, from the standpoint of the sociologist, with the charac-

ter of her people and her institutions.

In 1 836, when the two hundredth anniversary of the founding

of New Haven was approaching, the Academy voted to apj)oint

one of its members to prepare a historical address for the occa-

sion, and took an active part in providing for its proper celebra-

tion. The address by Professor Kingsley, which was its main

feature, was a careful and masterly production, and the Academy

also procured, partly at its own expense, the striking of a set of

medals to commemorate the day.

In 1873, the necessity of a better map of the State than any yet

produced was made the subject of discussion at several of our

meetings. The result was a memorial from the Academy to the

General Assembly for a new topographic survey, and a public

agitation of the question, out of which came the very excellent

ty])ographical atlas of Connecticut, published in 1893 by the col-

laboration of the United States Geological Survey and a Commis-
sion appointed by the State, of which the chairman was the present

President of the Academy.

Provision was made by the Academy in 1799 for keeping at its

expense a meteorological register, and the results contained in its

archives, when combined with some records of an earlier and
others of a later date, made by other observers at New Haven,
constitute a history of the weather which is nearly complete from
1779 to the present hour.*

* See the Yale Book, I, 335.
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The stimulating effect of tlic discnssioiis at tlie ordinary meet-

ings of tlie Academy on the life of the community one is lial^le to

underestimate. Here, one after another, each of the great dis-

coveries of modern science, of the great advances in modern
thought, has been presented by those competent to explain its

character and bearings, and made familiar to a company of intelli-

gent men, who in turn were sure to diffuse the information so

received through a wider circle.

Thus, the stethoscope was exhibited and its utility demonstrated

before the Academy by Dr. Charles Hooker in 1829, when it was

still unknown to many of his profession, and distrusted by many
more.

So of the discoveries and conclusions of Professor Marsh in the

domain of palaeontology, several were informally communicated

to the Academy before they had become the property of tlie

world. In the field of philology, the origin and growth of lan-

guage, early discussed, as we have seen, by President Dwight,

was taken up, forty years ago, Avith a profounder scholarship, by

Professor Whitney, and the positions stated here which he after-

wards advanced in his printed works. It would be easy to refer to

others, many of whom are still of us, who have in such ways con-

tributed to make the ordinary meetings of the Academy a source

of influence and power.

Its functions, however, have become, as the years go on, divided

by sharper and sharper lines. Its unpublished transactions bear

little relation to its published transactions. It may not unfairly

be said that it prints nothing that has been read before it, and

nothing that could be read before it. Our transactions include,

as has been stated, much, the germ or antecedents of which have

been the subject of an informal talk or brief paper at one of our

meetings. But much of the matter is so elaborated and expressed

in terms so technical as hardly to be intelligible to any one with-

out tlie aid of plates and figures, and not to be intelligible to most

of the author's associates in the Academy, at all. He is speaking

to a different audience. The mathematician sends his message to

scholars in his line,—to two or three in this foreign university,

and two or three in that. The naturalist, in like manner, may

interest one man in Vienna, another in Paris, another in Oxford.

Neither of these writers, perhaps, could understand, or would care
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to understand, the paper of the other. Each has made a contri-

bution to the stock of human knowledge, and the Academy, with-

out connnitting itself to the conclusions of any of its members, is

glad to serve as a vehicle of transmission, by which such as it may

deem of sufficient importance may be communicated to the scholars

of tlie world.

The estimation in which the publications of the Academy are

held by those to whom they are thus especially addressed may be

shown from a single though certainly a conspicuous instance.

The three pa])ers contributed by Professor J. Willard Gibbs to

the second and third volumes of our Transactions, on Thermody-

namics, and fresh modes of expression whicli Chemistry can bor-

row from Mathematics, have been universally recognized as con-

taining practical suggestions of the first importance, as well as

statements of certain laws never before distinctly formulated, as

to the properties and inter-relations of heterogeneous substances.

One of those (the law of phases) is now commonly known by

chemists as Gibbs' law. These articles were translated into Ger-

man by Professor Ostwald of the University of Leipsic, in 1892,

and a French version of one of them, (that in regard to the equi-

librium of heterogeneous substances), by Professor Chatelier of

the College of France, has appeared this year at Paris. In the

preface to this book, Professor Chatelier declares that the sym-

bolic representations of chemical substances or compositions pro-

posed b\^ Professor Gibbs in the second volume of our Transactions

have already proved of inestimable service to science by opening

a way to the study of subjects so complex that it would have been

absolutely impossible to reach any intelligible result without the

aid thus afforded of what spoke to the senses and the imagination.

A new branch of chemistry, he says, has thus been created '' dont
Vimportance, tons les jours croissante, devient aujourd^hui com-
parable a celle de la chimie jyondercde creee par Lavoisier." *

I need not comment on the comparison thus suggested between,

the recent advance in chemical science flowing from the use of

Professor Gibbs' methods of investigation, and the great stride

taken in human,knowledge when the " phlogiston " theory of Stahl
was replaced by the proposition of Lavoisier that nothing; is lost

* fiquilibre des Syst^mes Chimiques, Paris, 1899, vi.
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ill (.oiuldistiuii, the weight of the jn'odiiets l)C'iiii;- equal to the

weight of tlie constituents.

As we look back on the century wliicli closes to-day, we cannot

l)ut see that the Connecticut Academy of 1T99 was Yale College

in another form.

In one sense it was a higher form, for it was a reaching forward

to a broader field of ac(]uirenieiits and achievements than any

college could lay open. It was a movement towards bringing to

New Haven the life of a University,—the first movement ; for the

College had done nothing l)eside College work, save in tlie single

line of theology.

^[ost of the original members of the Academy were graduates

of Yale, and, if we except Dr. AVebster, the leaders among them

were actively connected witli its faculty or board of government.

From such a body, formed in the eighteenth century, nothing

was to be expected in the line of technical or abstract research.

For that the mind even of their great chief, President Dwight,

was unfitted. He had large executive ability, and remarkable

powers of close observation and forcible statement. But he was

no scholar, as we now count scholarship.

The same thing niay be said of his colleague Silliman. He had

the art of teaching others what he knew himself. He was active

in gathering facts upon which later science might build theories.

But he was one of those from whose followers some soon must

come to o.utstrip him.

It was not indeed until the second half of this tirst century of

our existence that a generation of professed scholars existed in the

United States. The material of our college faculties before that

time was taken from the chnrch, the bar, or the medical profes-

sion." There were no doctors of philosophy. Dr. Shei3ard and

Dr. Percival, who made, as has been said, the geological survey

of Connecticnt, were doctors of medicine. We are apt to forget

how short was the entire list of college presidents and professors

in the United States at the close of the eighteenth century.

Instead of the thousands whom we can count to-day, they hardly

* Much of the teaching was doue, as it still is iu our professional schools, by

men whose life was mainly devoted to other pursuits, to which their connection

with the college was merely an incident. See Life of Francis AVayland, I, 210.
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numbered fifty in all. It was the day of small things in Amer-

ican letters. .

Our first volume of memoirs was such a collection as might now

he made (but would not now be made) by the collaboration of a

dozen intelligent men of liberal education, none of whom had

made any department of human knowledge a special study, except

so far as it might afford him a means of professional livelihood.

I say would not now be made, for the world is quick to recognize

the worth of speciahzation in scholarship, and to demand that what

a learned academy shall publish be such as only learning and

original research can produce.

The history of the Academy up to 1840 was sketched by Edward

C. Herrick in the American Quarterly Kegister for August of that

year. A later article in the Yale Book,* by Professor Loomis,

brought it down to 1877. Its first century is now auspiciously

closed, and its story is before you.

It is a record perhaps of no great achievements. It may have

published no dazzling discoveries. Its influences have been often

indirect, and their source perhaps unknown. But in one way or

another, changing its course from time to time to meet the new

conditions it had to face, as best it could, it has kept steadily ta

its work, with no break of activity, and hopes that it has done no

dishonor to its position as the third in age of tlie literary societies

of the United States.

It has failed in the original aim, indicated by its name, of serv-

ing to promote and develop the cultivation of the arts and

sciences in the State of Connecticut in particular. Instead of

becoming a real State organization, it has assumed the character

of a local one. An association formed between men who live at

a distance from each other may be able to gather many of them
together at an annual meeting, or on some special occasion when
topics of interest are to be discussed by those whose opinions are

worth hearing. Such is the case with our State Medical and Bar
Associations, and those of the clergy of the various denominations.

But if meetings are to be held monthly, and always at the same
place, they will soon inevitably become meetings of those who
reside there, and the proceedings will take a local color.

* I. 329.
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To this ma}' be attributed in part the faihire to complete the

Statistical Account of the towns of Connecticut. Comparatively

few, outside of New Ilaven, would interest themselves actively in

a work directed and controlled by a handful of New Haven men.

On the other hand, the Academy has l^een a source for the dif-

fusion of knowledge throughout all our States, and, we may say,

throughout all the world. It has been, more than anything else,

the perpetual springhead of the American Journal of Science, and

its Memoirs and Transactions have preserved statistics, recorded

observations and developed theories, that have been of service

wherever science is cultivated and arts pursued.

It has not fultilled all of its founders' hopes. But it may have

done better. If it has narrowed its field in one direction, it has

widened it in another.

It does not end the century as it began it. If it did, it would

be unworthy of its name. It has changed with the times. New
modes of action, new premises of reasoning, new rules of science,

have become the projjerty of the world. To these the Academy

has sought to couform, and as it stands before the door of the

Twentieth Century, and awaits its opening, it may claim to enter

as one of the rightful heirs of possessions and possibilities to which

it has itself made no unimportant contributions.

Child of the eighteenth century, trained at the school of the

uineteenth, the Academy now steps forward to a third age, still

in the spirit that belongs to perpetual youth. That can be

claimed by the corporation formed for the promotion of knowl-

edge, alone of all human things. Perpetuit}^ comes to it as the

gift of the State : youth as its birthright ; for human knowledge

is yet in its infancy, and what we have already accumulated will

be seen by each future generation in a different light, bringing to

them a new meaning, and asking from them new conclusions.

The business corporation, the ecclesiastical corporation, the cor-

poration to support this or that particular school of professional

practice, may find, as centuries go by, not only its methods but its

objects antiquated and outworn. It is the corporation formed to

promote all knowledge, to seek truth wherever it may be found,

to expose error wherever it may be detected, that endures.



SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY.

It is an interesting fact that the life of our Association is almost

coextensive with that nineteenth century of Christian civilization

which is now drawing to a close. In intellectual, as in physical

phenomena, we are tempted to overestimate the magnitude of

near objects and to underestimate that of distant ones ; but science

and art tend to advance with accelerated velocity, and we are

undoubtedly right in ranking the achievements of our age in

science and its applications as far greater than those of any pre-

vious century.

When our predecessors assembled a hundred years ago to organ-

ize this Academy, they could avail themselves of no other means

of transportation than those which were in use before the time of

Homer. If they were I'equired to traverse distances over land

too great for convenient walking, they were carried or drawn by

horses. If they had occasion to cross bodies of water, they used

oars or sails. We have been brought to our destination to-day by

the forces of steam and electricity.

The harnessing of these mighty forces for man's use has trans-

formed not only the modes of transportation, but also the processes

of production of all kinds of commodities. It has wrought a revolu-

tion in the whole industrial system. The day of the small work-
^<h()p is gone. The day of the great factory is come. Every
piiase of human life is affected by those arts which have arisen

from the ai)p]ications of science. Comforts and luxuries which a
hundi-ed years ago were beyond the reach of the most wealthy,
are now avaihible for the use of even the poor. Aniline dyes give
to fabrics used for clothing or decoration colors beside which
those of the rainbow are pale neutral tints. Sanitary science
arrests the massacre of the innocents, and increases the average
<luration of human life. Anaesthetics and antiseptics take away
from surgery its pahi and its peril.

But, though our Association is an Academy of Arts and
Sciences, it has, at least in its later life, devoted '^itself chiefly to
the cultivation of pure science, leaving to other organizations^he
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(levi'lopment of the applications of science. Fitly, then, our

tlioiii;ht.s to-day dwell, not U})()n the vast progress of the useful

arts, hnt upon the progress of pure science. Not the economic

and the industrial, hnt the intellectual history of our centurv

claims our attention.

I do not propose, in the few moments allotted to me this after-

noon, to give an inventory of the important scientific discoveries

of the nineteenth centnry. The time would not suffice therefor,

even were n)y knowledge of the various sciences snfficiently

encyclopsiedic to justify me in the attempt. I wish rather to call

your attention to a single broad, general aspect of the intellectual

history of our age. I wish to remind you in how large a degree

those general ideas which make the distinction between the un-

scientific and the scientific view of nature have been the work of

the nineteenth century.

The first of these ideas is the extension of the universe in sjjace.

The unscientific mind looks uixm the celestial bodies as mere

aj)pendages to the earth, relativ^ely of small size, and at no very

great distance. The scientific mind beholds the stellar universe

stretching away, beyond measured distances whose numerical

expression transcends all power of imagination, into immeasur-

able immensities.

The second of these ideas is the extension of the universe in

time. To the unscientilic mind, the univ^erse has no history.

Since it began to exist, it has existed substantially in its present

condition. Among Christian peoples, vmtil the belief was cor-

rected by science, the Hebrew tradition of a creative week six

thousand years ago was generally accepted as historic fact. If,

on the other hand, unscientific minds, not possessed of any sup-

posed revelation in regard to the date of the world's origin,

thought of the universe as eternal, that eternity was still con-

ceived as an eternity of unhistoric monotony. The scientific

mind sees in the present condition of the universe the monuments

of a long history of progress.

The third of these ideas is the unity of the universe. To the

unscientific mind the universe is a chaos. To the scientific mind

it becomes a cosmos. To the unscientific mind, the processes of

nature seem to be the result of forces mutually independent and

often discordant. Polytheism in religion is the natural counter-
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part of the unscioiitiiic view of the universe. To the scientific

mind, the houndless complexity of the universe is dominated by a

supreme unity. One system of law, intelligil)le, formulable, per-

vades the universe, through all its measureless extension in space

and time. The student of science maybe theist or pantheist,

atheist or agnostic
;
polytheist he can never be.

What, then, let us ask ourselves, has been the contribution of

our century to the development of these three ideas, which char-

acterize the scientific view of nature :—the spatial extension of

the universe, the historic extension of the universe, and the unity

of the universe.

The development of the idea of the extension of the universe

in space belongs mainly to earlier times than ours. The Greek

geometers acquired approximately correct notions of the size of

the earth and the distance of the moon. The Copernican astron-

omy in the sixteenth century shifted the center of the solar system

from the earth to the sun, and placed in truer perspective our view

of the celestial spheres. But, though astronomy, the oldest of

the sisterhood of the sciences, attained a somewhat mature devel-

opment centuries ago, it has in our own century thrown new light

upon the subject of the vastness of the universe. The discovery

of Neptune has greatly increased the area of the solar system
;

the measurement of the parallax of a few of the brightest and

presumably the nearest of the stars has rendered far more definite

our knowledge of the magnitude of the stellar universe ; and tele-

scopes of higlier magnifying j)ower than had been used before

have resolved many clustei-s of small and distant stars.

If the development of the idea of the spatial extension of the

universe belongs mainly to an earlier period, the idea of its his-

toric extension belongs mainly to our century. It is true, indeed,

tliat Pytliagoras and others of the ancient philosophers did not

fail to recognize indications of change in the surface of the earth.

And, in the beginning of the Eenaissance, we find Leonardo da
V^inci and others insisting that the fossils discovered in excava-
tions in the stratified rocks were proof of the former existence of
a sea teeming with marine life, where cultivated lands and popu-
lous cities had taken its place. Button's " Theory of the Earth,"
which in an important sense marks the beginning of modern
gooloL'-ieiil theorizing, appeared in the Edinburgh Philosophical
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Transactions in 1788, Imt was not ])ul)li.slied as a separate work
till seven years later. Not till 1815 was pnblished William

Smith's (xeological Map of England, the first example of system-

atic stratigraphic work extended over any large area of country.

To the beginning of our century belong also the classical and

epoch-making researches of Cuvier upon the fossil fauna of the

Paris basin. By far the larger part, therefore, of the develop-

ment of geologic science, with its far-reaching revelations of con-

tinental emergence and submergence, mountain growth and decay,

and evolution and extinction of successive faunas and floras, belongs

to the nineteenth century. Far on into our centur}^ extended

the conflict with theological conservatism, in which the elder

Silliman, James L. Kingsley, and others of the early members of

our Academy bore an honorable part, and wdiicli ended in the

recognition, by the general public as well as by the select circle of

scientific students, of an antiquity of the earth far transcending

the limits allowed by venerable tradition.

To our century also belongs chiefly the development in astron-

omy of the idea of the history of the solar system. It is, indeed,

true that, in the conception of the nebular hypothesis, Laplace,

whose " Theorie de la Monde " was published in 1796, was pre-

ceded by Kant and Swedenborg ; but the credit of a discovery

belongs not so much to the flrst conception of an idea as to its

development into a thoroughly scientific theory. Our century,

moreover, has added to those evidences of the nebular theory which

Laplace derived from the analogies of movement in the solar sys-

tem, the evidence furnished by the spectroscope, which finds in

the nebulae matter in some such condition as that from which the

solar system is supposed to have been evolved.

But by far the most important contribution of this century to

the intellectual life of man is tiie share which it has had in devel-

oping the idea of the unity of nature. The greatest step prior to

this century in the development of that idea (and ]u-obably the

most important single discovery in the whole history of science)

was Newton's discovery of universal gravitation two hundred

years ago ; but the investigations of our century have revealed,

with a fullness not dreamed of before, a threefold unity in nature

—a unity of substance, a unity of force, and a unity of process.

Spectrum analysis has taught us somewhat of the chemical con-

stitution, not only of the sun, but also of the distant stars and
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nel)ul» ; and lias thus revealed a substantial identity of chemical

constitution throughout the universe. Profoundly interestinor,

from this ])oint of view, is the recent discovery, in uraninite and

some other minerals, of the element helium, previously known

only by its line in the spectrum of the sun. Profoundly interest-

in^r will be, if confirmed by further researches, the still more recent

alleged discovery of terrestrial coronium.

The doctrine of the conservation of energy formulates a unity

of force in all physical processes. In this case, as in others, pro-

phetic glimpses of the truth came to gifted minds in earlier times.

Li>rd Bacon declared heat to be a species of motion. And Huy-

ghens, in the seventeenth century, distinctly formulated the

theory of light as an undulation, though the mighty influence of

Newton maintained the emission theory in general acceptance for

a century and a half,

"When Lavoisier exploded the phlogiston theory, and laid the

foundation of modern chemical philosophy, it was seen that, in

every chemical change, there is a complete equation of matter.

But there was in the phlogiston theory a distorted representation

of a truth which the chemical theory of Lavoisier and his succes-

sors ignored. They could give no account of the light and heat

and electricity so generally associated with chemical transforma-

tions. These "imponderable agents,'' as they were called,

believed to be material, yet so tenuous as to be destitute of

weight, haunted like ghosts the workshop of the artisan and the

laboratory of the scientist, wonderfully important in their effects,

but utterly unintelligible in their nature. It was almost exactly

at the beginning of our century that the researches of Kumford
discovered the first words of the spell by which tliese ghosts were

destined to be laid. When Rumford declared, in his interpreta-

tion of his experiments, " Anything which any insulated body or

system of bodies can continue to furnish without limitation, can-

not possibly be a material substance," the fate of the supposed
imponderable body, caloric, was sealed; but it was not till near
the middle of our century that Joule completed the work of Rum-
ford by the determination of the mechanical equivalent of heat.

About the same time, Foucault's measurement of the velocity of
light in air and in water afforded conclusive proc>f of the undula-
tory theory of light. In these great discoveries was laid the
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stroiii!; loiindatioii for the inagnitieent generalization of the con-

servation of energy—a generalization which the sagacious intuition

of Mayer and Carpenter and Le Oonte at once extended beyond

the reahn of inorganic nature to the more subtile processes of

vegetable and animal life. In this connection, L may be pei--

mitted to refer to the work of some of my colleagues, with the

Atwater-Kosa calorimeter, which has given more complete experi-

mental proof than had previously been given of the conservation

of energy in the human l)ody.

But by far the greatest of the intellectual achievements of our

age has been the development of the idea of the unity of process

pervading the whole history of nature. The word which sums

up in itself the expression of the most characteristic and fruitful

intellectual life of our age is the word evolution. The latter half

of our century has been so dominated by that idea in all its think-

ing, that it may well be named the Age of Evolution. We may
give as the date of the beginning of the new epoch the year 1858;

and the Wittenberg theses of the intellectual reformation of our

time were the twin papers of Darwin and Wallace, wherein was

promulgated the theory of natural selection.

And yet, of course, the idea of evolution was not new, when

these papers were presented to the Linnsean Society. Consciously

or unconsciously, the aim of science at all times must have been

to bring events that seemed isolated into a continuous develop-

ment. To exclude the idea of evolution from any class of phe-

nomena is to exclude that class of phenomena from the realm of

science. In the former half of our century, evolutionary concep-

tions of the history of inorganic nature had become pretty well

established. The nebular hypothesis was obviously a theory of

planetary evolution. The LyelHan geology, which took the place

of the catastrophism of the last century, was the conception of

evolution applied to the physical history of the earth.

Nor had there been wanting anticipations of evolution within

the realm of biology. The author of that sublime Hebrew psalm

of creation, preserved to us as the first chapter of Genesis, was in

his way a good deal of an evolutionist. "Let the earth bring

forth,"- —" let the waters bring forth,"—are words that point to a

process of growth rather than to a process of manufacture in the

origination of living beings. In crude and vague forms, the idea
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of evolution was held by some of the Greek philosophers. Just

at the beginning of our century Lamarck developed the idea of

evolution into something like a scientific theory.

Yet it is no less true that the epoch of evolution in human

thought began with Darwin. Manifold suggestions there were of

genetic relationships between different organisms, whether organic

forms were studied by the systematist or the embryologist, the

geographer or the paleontologist ; but each and all found the path

to any credible theory of organic evolution blocked by the stub-

born fact that variations in species appeared everywhere to be

limited in degree, and to oscillate about a central average type,

instead of becoming cumulative from generation to generation.

In the Darwinian principle of natural selection, for the first

time, was suggested a force, whose existence in nature could not

be doubted, and whose tendency, conservative in stable environ-

ment, progressive in changing environment, would account at

once for the permanence of species through long ages, and for

epochs of relatively rapid change. However Darwin's work may
be discredited by the exaggerations of Weismannism, however it

may be minified b}^ Neo-Lamarckians, it is the theory of natural

selection which has so nearly removed the barrier in the path of

evolution, impassable before, as to lead, first the scientific world,

and later the world of thought in general, to a substantially unani-

mous belief in the derivative origin of species. Certain it is that

no discovery since Newton's discovery of universal gravitation has

produced so profound an effect upon the intellectual life of man-
kind. The tombs of jN^ewton and Darwin lie close together in

England's Valhalla, and together their names must stand as the

two great epoch-making names in the history of science.

Darwin's discovery relates primarily to the origin of species by
descent with modification from preexisting species. It throws no
direct light upon the question of the origin of life. But analogy
is a guide that we may reasonably follow in our thinking, provided
only we bear in mind that she is a treacherous guide and some-
times leads astray. Conclusions that rest only on analogy must
be held tentatively and not dogmatically. Yet it would be an
unreasonable excess of caution that would refuse to recognize the
direction in which analogy points. When we trace a continuous
evolution from the nebula to the dawn of life, and a^ain a con-
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timicus evolution from tlie duwii of life to the varied flora and

fauna of to-day, crowned with i^lory l).y the appearance of man
himself, we can hardly fail to accept the suggestion that the tran-

sition from the lifeless to the living was itself a process of evolu-

tion. Though the supposed instances of spontaneous generation

all resolve tiiemselves into errors of experimentation, though the

power of chemical synthesis, in spite of the vast progress it has

made, stops far short of the complexity of protoplasm, though we
must confess ourselves unahle to imagine any hypothesis for the

origin of that com})lcx apparatus which the microscope is reveal-

ing to us in the infinitesimal laboratory of the cell, are we not

compelled to believe that the law of continuit}' has not been

broken, and that at least a reasonable hypothesis as to the method

of natural transition from the lifeless to the living may yet be

within reach of human discovery ?

Still further. Are we content to believe that evolution beg-an

with the nebula i Are we satisfied to assume our chemical atoms

as an ultimate and inexplicable fact ? Herschel and Maxwell,

indeed, have I'easoned, from the supposed absolute likeness of

atoms of any particular element, that they bear " the stamp of a

manufactured article,'' and must therefore be supposed to have

been specially created at some definite epoch of beginning. But,

when we are speaking of things of which we know so little as we
know of atoms, there is logically a boundless difference between

saying that we know no difference between the atoms of hydrogen

and saying that we know there is no difference. Is it not legiti-

mate for us to recognize here again the direction in which

analogy points, and to ask whether those fundamental units of

physical nature, the atoms themselves, may not be products of

evolution i Thus analogy suggests to us the question, whether

there is any beginning of the series of evolutionary changes which

we see stretching backward into the remote past ; whether the

nebulae from which systems have been evolved were not them-

selves evolved ; w'hether existing forms of matter were not

evolved from other forms that we know not ; whether creative

Power and creative Intelligence have not been eternally immanent

in an eternal universe. I cannot help thinking that theology may
fitly welcome such a suggestion, as relieving it from the incon-

gruous notion of a benevolent Deity spending an eternity in soli-
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tude and idleness. The contemplation of liis own attributes might

seem a fitting employment for a Hindoo Brahm. It hardly fits the

character of the Heavenly Father, of whom we are told that he

" worketh hitherto."'

In the last suggestion I have ventured outside the realm of

science. But most men are not so constituted tliat they can carry

their scientific and their philosophical and religious beliefs in com-

partments separated by thought-proof bulkheads. Scientific and

philosophic and religious thought, in the individual and in the

race, must act and react upon each other. It was.therefore, inev-

itable, that our century of scientific progress should disturb the

religious beliefs of men. When conceptions of the cosmos, with

which religious beliefs had been associated, were rudely shattered,

it was inevitable tliat those religious beliefs themselves should

seem to be imperilled. And so, in the early years of the century,

it was said, " If the world is more than six thousand years old, the

Bible is a fraud, and the Christian religion a dream." And later,

it was said, " If physical and vital forces are correlated with each

other, there is no soul, no distinction of right and wrong, and no

immortality." And again it was said, " If species originate by evolu-

tion, and not by special creation, there is no God." So it had been

said centuries before, " If the earth revolves around the sun. Chris-

tian faith must be abandoned as a superstition." But in the nine-

teenth century, as in the sixteenth, the scientific conclusions won

their way to universal acceptance, and Christian faith survived.

It showed a plasticity which enabled it to adapt itself to the

changing environment. The magically inerrant Bible may be

abandoned, and leave intact the faith of the church in a divine

revelation. The correlation of forces acting in the human cere-

brum with those of inorganic nature may be freely admitted ; and

yet we may hold that there are in the universe other forms of

causation than physical energy, and that the inexpugnable belief

of moral responsibility is more valid than the strongest induction.

The '" carpenter God" of the older natural theology may vanish

from a universe which we have come to regard as a growth and

not a building; but there remains the immanent Intelligence

" Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,

And the round ocean, and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man ;
"

—

the God in whom " we live and move and have our being."
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The church has learned wisdom. The persecution of Galileo is

not likely to be repeated, nor even the milder forms of persecution

which assailed the geologists at the beginning, and the evolutionists

in the middle, of our century. And science, too, has learned

something. In all its wealth of discovery, it recognizes more

clearly than ever before the fathomless abysses of the unknown

and unknowable. It stands with unsandaled feet in the presence

of mysteries that transcend human thought. Religion never so

tolerant. Science never so reverent. Xearer than ever before

seems the time when all souls that are loyal to truth and goodness

shall find fellowship in freedom of faith and in service of love.

"William ISTorth Rice.

d



THE DEBT OF THIS CENTURY TO LEAENED
SOCIETIES.

Address by Professor William H. Brewer, President of the Academy.

In meeting together to rejoice over the completion of a hun-

dred years' work, it is iitting that we should consider what the

character of that work has been and what its relations are to the

century's progress.

In the few minutes allotted me, any detailed history of the

origin of learned societies will be impossible. I wish, therefore,

to speak more particularly of the role they have played during

the one hundred years of this Academy's existence, and I think

it will be found that, in this period, they have been, directly or

indirectly, a most potent factor of progress in material advance-

ment and in intellectual culture. Their influence has probably

been even greater than that of the universities, in that they have

dealt with adult men rather than with youth; for it is from men
in mature life that the impulse comes which demands and promotes

progress.

When the Connecticut Academy was founded, the terms

''learned," "learned societies," and "intellectual culture," were

broad and comprehensive in theory, but in active use they were

curiously restricted. There were then but three " learned " pro-

fessions,—law, medicine, and theology. The universities recog-

nized a fourth comprehensive department,—philosophy. But
since that date, and chiefly during the last thirty or forty years,

the world has acknowledged many other professions as learned.

In my own college days, I can not remember of ever hearing the

term " professional " engineer, or " professional " chemist, except

as applied to the teachers of engineering or of chemistry in tech-

nical schools, colleges, or universities. I had never then heard
the term " professional engineer " applied to a person whose voca-
tion was that of planning or of carrying out engineering works,
nor to the chemist employed in the manufacture of commercial
products.
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All this now is changed, ami the pnblic understanding as to

what "learning" signifies is very different. The civil engineer,

designing and building great structures; the mechanical engineer,

employing abstruse mathematics in economizing the energies used

in steam engines, electric motors, or water wheels ; the chemist,

conducting great metallurgical works or manufacturing commer-

cial products : each is recognized as belonging to a learned profes-

sion as truly as is the village lawyer, the parish clergyiuan, or the

country doctor. So, too, the societies of engineers, chemical and

other similar associations, are recognized as learned societies as

truly as those which are more especially devoted to history, litera-

ture, pure science, medicine, or philosophy.

But no line of separation can be drawn between those societies

honored with the term "learned," organized for the promotion

of intellectual culture, and those designed purely for material or

economic objects. Nor does the precise name indicate the intel-

lectual status. Under various designations,—academies, societies,

associations, and clubs, they range through every grade.

Very few of the existing academies and learned societies of

the world were founded before 1750. But between the middle aud

the end of the eighteenth century, the great social and industrial

revolutions first allowed and then promoted the establishment of

many such organizations. Some of these, although relating more

particularly to the industries, may in a sense be classed as learned,

since the promotion of science for its practical use in the arts of

life can not be separated from its promotion for purely scientific

investigation or mental culture.

In this country but two " learned societies " had been founded

prior to the establishment of the Connecticut Academy, and when

the last century closed these were too young to have had niuch

influence. Before our Revolutionary War, the American Philo-

sophical Society of Fhiladelj^hia was the only strictly learned

society as then understood, but there were also a few local medi-

cal associations.

Zoology and botany may be said to have been established by

Linnaeus about 1750 or a little later. Geology and chemistry

had their true beginning during the last quarter of the same

century. There were, of course, a science and a literature of

botany long before, as there was likewise a so-called science of
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cliemistry and geology, but these were uot founded on natural

laws in the sense in which these sciences are now understood.

Tiie practical application of the natural sciences to the arts and

industries began with the development of the sciences themselves,

and the two went on together, so closely associated that they were

never independent of each other. They were parallel and corre-

lated. This was more especially felt as chemistry and geology

progressed. Their applications were so important and varied, and

the possible effects so far-reaching, that learned men began to

take means to disseminate the knowledge gained and to make it

available. While investigators in pure science thus labored

directly to increase the sum of human knowledge, and indirectly

to increase man's intellectual pleasure by contemplation of the

phenomena of nature, the practical applications of science fur-

nished the proper stimulus.

Hence, the dawning of the light of modern science inaugurated

a new era in the arts and industries. Agriculture and manufac-

tures form the foundation of civilization. Cultured nations subsist

on the products of the soil ; and without manufactures, particu-

larly of the metals, there can be no considerable vrealth. As arts,

these industries had been developing from pre-historic times, but

as mere arts unaided by science, they furnished little hope for

advance in higher development. As populations became denser,

and the soil was longer tilled, new problems arose which art alone

could not solve. There was and could be no science of metal-

lurgy or of agriculture until there was a science of chemistry

;

and other industrial arts had scarcely advanced for thousands of

years.

As soon as chemistry and geology began to assume the dignity

of exact sciences, their aid was, therefore, immediately invoked in

various arts and industries. But it was agriculture that made
the strongest demands for assistance. Consequently, before the

close of the last century, agricultural societies were established in

nearly every country of Europe, and in America as well. " The
Philadelphia Society for the Promotion of Agriculture " was
instituted in February, 1785, less than two years after the
achievement of our national independence. A similar society
was formed in Charleston, South Carolina, in August of the
same year

; another in New York, in February, 1791, one in
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Massachusetts, in March, 1792 ; and in Connecticut, in August,

1794. The New York society was organized "for the promotion

of Agriculture, Arts and Manufactures;" the others specified

agriculture only. " The Connecticut Society for the Promotion

of Ac/ricidture''^ v;?^i^ founded three and a half years before this

Academy, and for many years some of its leading members were

the same men who were promiiifut in the Academy.

The material interest involved was so vast, that a few states

attempted to carry on agricultural schools. Finally, in 1862, the

United States Congress appropriated land for the establishment

of schools of science in every state in the Union ; and the organi-

zation of Agricultural Experiment Stations soon followed. That

all this might have been accomplished in time, without the stim-

ulus of " societies," is possible. It is probable, however, that,

but for them, there would have been no such rapid spread of

instruction in science and its a{)j)lieations.

We must bear in mind that in 1799 there was very little, if

indeed any, natural science taught in the colleges and universities

of this country. One or two professors of chemistry were

appointed in the very last years of the last century, and a few

more in the first decade of this. Instruction in geology came in

somewhat later, but for forty years or more after the foundation

of this Academy, in only half a dozen of the numerous colleges

of the country was anything more than the merest rudiments of

chemistry and geology taught, and nothing whatever of natural

history except a little botany, which was also taught in some of

the medical schools.

During this period, a somewhat better condition of things

existed in the universities of Europe. There was a continuous

appeal from the various industries to the colleges and higher

institutions of learning for more instruction in the natural

sciences. But from no other source was this appeal more persist-

ent and at the same time more effective than from the many socie-

ties which had been formed in all these countries for the promo-

tion and encouragement of science.

Polytechnic schools were started after a fashion about the

beginning of this century, but it was not until later that they

came into existence as schools of science, to be pursued for

its application to the liberal arts. In a number of cases, these
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scliools were actually established by local societies, by extending

their work from that of interesting adults to the teaching of youth

also. To-day, polytechnic institutions are for "higher educa-

tion," and scientific investigation goes on in them as truly and as

zealously as in the universities.

Among the sciences, chemistry and geology have been much

alike in their influence in turning the current of popular attention

toward science. They are cultivated for their practical applica-

tions more than the other natural sciences, and this has brought

them into closer touch with the masses of intelligent men in the

industries.

So long as chemistry was pursued as a mere art, it was asso-

ciated with astrology and magic. While its devotees sought the

Philosopher's Stone or the Elixir of Life, the outside public looked

on with awe and superstition. When the art of alchemy devel-

oped into the science of chemistry, there was a sudden burst of

light. The mysterious chemical transformations, which before

had awakened in the outside world only an awe resulting in

superstition, now inspired a new interest, and awe was transmuted

into scientific curiosity, a desire to learn what the laws were

which controlled the wonderful phenomena.

Geology is so extensively an applied science that it receives

more government aid than any other science. Geological surveys

are established in every civilized country, because of industrial

necessities. The first geological surveys, systematically made,

of which I have any knowledge, were instigated and carried on

under the direction of the early societies; and later, when
states took up the work, it was often the case that this action was

first stimulated by the local societies. This Academy initiated an

early geological survey of Connecticut. The facts which these

surveys brought out called into existence special geological socie-

ties. The field geologists had to meet in order to unify and sys-

tematize their publications, as well as for mutual instruction and
encouragement. The meetings of the American Geologists led to

the organization of the wider and more general American Asso-
ciationfor the Advancement of Science. This in turn has reacted
on the general public, and diffused the knowledge gained by
special investigators. The great truths thus spread have given
intellectual pleasure to thousands who do not study geology for
its practical applications.
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The oldest geoojrapliical society dates back to 1740, and tliere

were but few, if any, more at the close of that century. In this

century they have multiplied enormously. Some of them are

general, but the great majority are either local or special in their

objects. They have done much to extend and disseminate geo-

grajjthical icnowledge, but vastly more in stimulating and cul-

tivating a taste for the enjoyment of natural scenery. They

followed rather than led the development of the societies for the

promotion of geology and natural history, but have had much to

do with fostering a love for these sciences in later times. Their

most ol)vious effect on intellectual culture is the part they have

played in cultivating a taste for nature, and in changing public

sentiment in respect to the appreciation of natural scenery. The

contemj)latioii of the beauties of mountains or the sublimity of

nature in her grander aspects formed an inconspicuous jmrt of the

intellectual pleasures of mankind until lately. Neither in the

literature of sacred or profane writers of antiquity, nor in the

literature of the middle ages, is there evidence of any such senti-

ment as pervades the poetry and literature of the century now

closing. No one climbed mountains for the sake of enjoying the

grandeur of the view, nor visited them to enjoy their beauties.

Mountains were held in awe and fear ; they were the abode of

dragons and demons ; they must sometimes be crossed because of

necessity, but were never visited for the sake of pleasurable con-

templation until scientists led the way. Before the last quarter

of the last century, there are two or three records of persons

visiting the Alps to see the wonderful glaciers; but to the world

at large the Alps were dreary, desolate, awful. There are many

allusions in literature to this fact.

As soon as the various branches of natural history began to

develop as sciences, mountainous countries became most interest-

ing fields for investigation, and began to be visited by scientific

men, particularly those interested in geology, botany, and zoology.

In 1T60, that eminent scientist and lover of nature, de Saussure

of Geneva, visited the valley of Charaounix, and the next year

he advertised throughout the region that he would liberally reward

any one who could discover a practical way to reach the top of

the " Great White Mountain." Further, should the attempts be

unsuccessful he would pay for the time lost in seeking a way.
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Men crossed the mountains for business, and there were hardy

guides well acquainted with the country, but they visited passes,

not peaks. And not till more than a quarter of a century

later did the guide Balmat succeed in finding a path to the top.

The very next year (1787), de Saussure made his famous ascent,

the first in history when any high mountain was climbed for

scientific observation. There was a second ascent the following

year, but no other till 1802. During the twenty-five years after

de Saussure, tliere were less than half a dozen ascents; but no

attempts whatever, that I am aware of, were made to climb any

other high peaks. About 1840 were begun by Agassiz and

Forbes those researches on glaciers, classic in the annals of

science.

When these pioneers had successfully frightened away the

demons and devils that had so long guarded the mountain mys-

teries and veiled their beauties, the general public, learned and

unlearned people alike, began to find pleasure in the contempla-

tion of the wild and the grand, and this sentiment now finds

abundant expression in poetry, song, literature, and art. The

exploration of mountains for scientific investigation has resulted

in enormous gain to mankind in intellectual and aesthetic pleasure.

There is to-day scarcely a mountain range in any country of our

civilization but has a society or club of devotees organized for its

study. As learned societies, they have greatly promoted our

geographical knowledge; incidentally they have contributed in

large measure to the amount of pleasure to be derived from travel

and from the better appreciation of the beauties of nature.

Switzerland, which had been shunned for two thousand years

because of its dreary mountains, has now, because of those same
mountains, become the playground of Europe, and mountain
climbing, about which so many tales of terror were formerly told,

has now become a pastime and a sport. Kailways carry the
strong and the weak alike to peaks high in the clouds.

Tlie publications of learned societies, under various names and
in various ways, furnish by far the most comprehensive literature
of science, philosophy, history, and art, that we have. For a time,
this was almost the only way of publisliing to the world new
discoveries. To-day it is as pervasive as it is extensive, and as yet
no substitute has been found for this means of publishing and dis-
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semiiiating the details hy which results have been obtained, even

if the bare results nii^ht be made available through the periodical

press or other channels. These publications are an important

part of every public library, but by reason of their enormous
extent no library can be complete in them. It is only when we
attempt to investigate their number in any branch of science that

we can appreciate the great influence such associations must have

liad in diffusing learning and information among the mass of the

people and in making it available for their industries, their com-

fort and their intellectual pleasure.

Many of the learned societies maintain libraries and museums,

and in some cases these libraries furnish almost the only consider-

able scientific literature accessible to the comraunitj', while the

museum gives them further knowledge of other regions of the

earth than their own.

Finally, learned societies practice and cultivate the brotherhood

of mankind as do no other organizations. Science knows no nation

nor country ; it is bounded neither by oceans nor continents ; its

home can not be located by latitude or longitude ; it knows no

race nor people ; it swears special allegiance to no form of gov-

ernment ; it is bound by no creed ; it claims no one language. A
new fact observed, a new law demonstrated, immediately becomes

public property. Xo matter in what continent or country it

originates, or to what nation or creed or race the discoverer

belongs, or in what language the new truth is first announced

;

the learned societies discuss it, and pass upon it, they aid in dis-

seminating it, their publications give it a measure of authority,

and through the various channels for the diffusion of knowledge

it is sure in time to become the common property of mankind.

The function of these organizations will of course be modified

in the new century upon which we are approaching, but it is safe

to say that they will eonti-ibute as greatly to its progress as they

have to that of the century now closing. Societies of one kind

and another are to-day so numerous, they embrace such a wide

range of objects, and there is gathered into them so large a propor-

tion of the active men of all the countries of our modern civiliza-

tion, that they have come to be the leading and perhaps the

most important factor in shaping and directing human activities,

both material and intellectual.
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Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences,

By Gift and Exchange from Oct. 1, 1899, to Dec. 31, 1902.

Albany.—iVew York State Library.

Annual report. LXXXI, LXXXII, 1898-99. 8°.

Bulletin. Legislation. No. XI-XIV, 1899-1901. 8o.

iVtfio York State Museum of Natural History.

Annual report. L. 3, LI. 1, 2, LII. 1,2, 1896-98. 8°.

Bulletin. No. 24-39, 41-43, 45, 1899-1901. 8°.

University of the State of New York.

Home education bulletin. No. XXX-XXXVIII, 1899-1901. 8°.

Amei'ican Association for the Advancement of Science.

Proceedings. Meeting XLVIII-L, 1899-1901. 8°.

Annapolis.— United States Naval Institute.

Proceedings. Vol. XXV. 3, 4, XXVI. XXVII, XXVIII. 1-3, 1899-1902. 8°.

Baltimore.—Johns Hopkins University.

American chemical journal. Vol. XXII. 4-6, XXIII-XXVIII, 1899-1902.

8°.

University circulars. No. 142-160, 1899-1902. 4°.

Berkeley.— University of California.

Publications. Botany. Vol. L 1, 1902. 8°.

Zoology. Vol. I. 1, 1902. 8°.

Blue Hill.—Meteorological Obso'vatory.

Bulletin. 1900, no. I. 4°.

Boston.—Amei'ican Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Proceedings. Vol. XXXV. 4-27, XXXVI, XXXVII, XXXVIII. 1-9, 1898-

1902. 8°.

Society of Natural History.

Memoirs. Vol. V. 6-8, 1900-02. 4°.

Proceedings. Vol. XXIX. 6-18, XXX. 1-7, 1899-1902. 8°.

Occasional papers. IV. Vol. I. 3, VI, 1900-01. 8°.

Boulder.— University of Colorado.

Studies. Vol. I. 1, 1902. 8°.

Brooklyn.—Museum of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences.

Science bulletin. Vol. I. 1, 2, 1902. 8°.

Buffalo.—Society of Natural Sciences.

Bulletin. Vol. VI. 2-4, VIL 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Cambridge.—Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College.

Annals. Vol. XXVIII. 2, XXXII. 2, XXXIII, XXXVII. 1, 2, XXXVIII,
XL. 6-9, XLII. 2, XLIII, XLIV. 1, 2, XLV, XLVIII. 1, 2, 1899-1902. 4°.

Annual report. LIV-LVII, 1899-1902. 8°.
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CAMBRinoE —Mtimim of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College.

Memoirs. Vol. XXIII. 2, XXIV, XXV. 1, XXVII. 1, 2, 1899-1903. 4°.

Bulletin. Vol. XXXIV, XXXV. 3-8, XXXVI, XXXVII. 1-3, XXXVIII.

1-7, XXXIX. 1-4, XL. 1-3, XLI. 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

Annual report. 1899-1900, 1900-01, 1901-02. 8o.

Chapel HiLh.—Slixfia Mitchell Scientific Society.

Journal. Vol. XVI, XVII, 1899-1901. 8°.

CaiCkQO.—Academy of Sciences.

Bulletin. Vol. II, 3-5, 1900-02. 8°.

Geosrapbical and Natural History Survey. Bulletin. No. IV. 1, 1900. 8«.

Special publication. No. I, 1902. 8°.

Entomological Society.

Occasional memoirs. Vol. I, 1900. 8°.

Field Columbian Museum.

Publications. No. 40-58, 60-68. 1899-1903. 8».

Birds of Eastern North America. Water birds. Pt. I, II. By C. B. Cory.

1899. 4°.

John Crerar Library.

Annual report. V, VII.

List of books in the reading room, Jan. 1900. 8°.

List of bil)liographies of special subjects, July 1902. 8°.

TTniversily of Chicago.

Journal of geology. Vol. VII. 6-8, VIII-X, 1899-1903. 8°.

Cincinnati.—Lloyd Library of Botany, Phnrmacy and Materia Medica.

Bulletin. Keproductlon series. No. 1 , 2, 1900-01 . 8°.

Mycological series. No. 1, 2, 1902. 8°.

Mxxeimi Association.

Annual report. XIX, XXI, 1899-1901. 8°.

Society of Natural History.

Journal. Vol. XIX. 5-8, XX. 1, 2, 1900-02. 8°.

Colorado Springs.—Colorado College Scientific Society.

Colorado College studies. II, IV, V, VII-IX, 1891-1901. 8°.

CoLU.MBiA.— University of Missouri.

Studies. Vol. I. 1-4, 1901-02. 8°.

Laws Observatory. Bulletin. No. 1, 1902. 4°.

Columbus.—Journal of mycology. Vol. VIII. 3, 1902. 8°.

Des Moines.—/oica Academy of Sciences.

Proceedings. Vol. VII, 1899. 8°.

Iowa Geological Survey.

Publications. Vol XI, 1901. 8°.

G RAN viLLE.

—

Denison University.

Bulletin of the Scientific Laboratories. Vol. XI. 9-11, XII. 1-4, 1899-
1902. 8°.

Journal of comparative neurology. Vol. IX. 3, 4, X-XII, 1899-1902. 8°.
Honolulu.—&r?iife Pauahi Bishop Museum.

.Memoirs. Vol. I, 1-4, 1899-1902. 4°.

Occasional papers. Vol. I, 1898-1902. 8°.

Fauna Hawaiiensis. Vol. I. 1-3, II. 1-5, III. I, 1899-1901. 4°.
Indianapolis.—//idmMa Academy of Science.

Proceedings. 1897. 8°.

ITHACA.-Journal of physical chemistry. Vol. III. 7-9, IV-VI, 1899-1902. 8°.
hk^SlSQ.—Michigan Academy of Science.

Report. I, III, 1894-1901. 8°.
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Lawrence.— University of Kansas.

Kansas University quarterly. Vol. VIII, A. 4, B. 1 ; IX, A; X, A ; 1899-

1901. 8°.

Science bulletin. Vol. I. 1-9, 1902. 8°.

Bulletin of the Department of Entomology. Alfalfa, grasshoppers, bees

:

their relationship. 1899. 8°.

The honeybee and its food plants, with special reference to

alfalfa. 1899. 8°.

Madison.— Washburn Observatory.

Publications. Vol. X. 2, XI, 1901-02. 8°.

Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters.

Transactions. Vol. XII. 2, XIII. 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey.

Bulletin. No. 1-6, 7, pt. 1, 1898-1901.

Milwaukee.—Public Museum.

Annual report. XVII-XX, 1898-1902. 8°.

Wisconsin Natural History Society.

Bulletin. N. S. Vol. I, II. 1-3, 1900-1902. 8°.

Minneapolis.—J/i7t«eso^a Geological and Natural History Survey.

Annual report. XXIV, 1895-98. 8°.

Geology of Minnesota. Final report. Vol. IV-VI, 1899-1901. 4°.

Missoula.— University of Montana.

Bulletin. Biological series. No. 1, 1901. 8°.

Mt. Hamilton.—Lick Observatory.

Publications. Vol. IV, V, 1900-01. 4°.

New York.—Academy of Sciences.

Annals. Vol. XII, XIII, XIV. 1, 2, 1899-1901. 8°.

Memoirs. Vol. II. 1-3, 1899-1901. 4°.

American Geographical Society.

Bulletin. Vol. XXXI. 4, 5, XXXIl-XXXIV, 1899-1902. 8°,

American Museum ofNatural History.

Bulletin. Vol. XL 2-4, XII-XIV, XVI, XVII. 1, 2, XVIII. 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

Annual report. 1899-1900. 8°,

Memoirs. Vol. I. 4-7, II. 4-6, III. 1, IV. 1, 2, 1900-01. 4°.

Botanical Garden.

Bulletin. No. 1-7, 1896-1902. 8°.

Entomological Society.

Journal. Vol. VIII. 1, 3, 4, IX, X. 1, 1900-02. 8°.

Linnaean Society.

Abstract of proceedings. 1898-1902. 8°.

Public Library.

Bulletin. Vol. III-VI, 1899-1902. 8°.

Scientific Alliance.

Annual directory. IX, X, 1899-1901. 8°.

Oberlin.— 0&e>-Zi7i College.

Laboratory bulletin. No. 10-12, 1900-1902. 8o.

Wilson Ornithological Chapter of the Agassiz Association.

Wilson bulletin. No. 28, 29, 38, 40, 1899-1902. 8°.

Philadelphia.—Academy of Natural Sciences.

Journal. Vol. XL 3, 4, XII. 1, 1900-02. 4°.

Am,erica7i Entomological Society.

Transactions. Vol. XXVI. 2-4, XXVII, XXVIII. 1, 2, 1899-1902. 8°.

Frajiklin Institute.

Journal. Vol. CXLVIII. 4-6, CXLIX-CLIV, 1899-1902. 8°.
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Contributions from the Botanical Laboratory. \ ol. II. 1, 1898. 8 .

Waaner Free. LisHtute.

Transactions. Vol. III. 4, IV-VI, 1898-99. 8o.

Pittsburgh.— Carnegie Mumim.

Publications. No. VI, VII, 1900. 8°.

Celebration of founder's day. IV, V, 1899-1900. 8°.

Portland, U^.-Society of Natural History.

Proceedings. Vol. II. o, 1901. 8°.

Providence.-5>-ou-»i University.
. , ^ ^ ,

, „ I8t,«_i401 8°
Contributions from the Anatomical Laboratory. I, II, 1898-1901. S .

Rochester.—^ca(?e«i?/ of Science.

Proceedings. Vol. IIL 2, IV. 1, 1900-01. 8°.

St Louis.—Academy of Science.

Transactions Vol. IX. .5-9, X, XI, XII. 1-7, 1899-1902. 8°.

-Missouri Botanical Garden.

Annual report. XI-XIII, 1901-02. 8°.

Salem.—Essex Institute.

Annual report. 1899-1902. S^.

San YvLKViCiSCO.— California Academy of Sciences.

Occasional papers. VII, VIH, 1900-190L 8°.

Proceedings. Ser. III. Math.-phys., Vol. I. 5-7; Geology, Vol. I. 7-11,

II. 1; Botany, Vol. I. 10, IL 1-10; Zoology, Vol. IL 1-11, III. 1-4;

1899-1902. 8°.

California State Mining Bitreau.

Bulletin. No. XIII, XIV, XVI, 1897-99. 8°.

TOPEKA.

—

Kansas Academy of Science.

Transactions. Vol. XVII, 1899-1900. 8°.

Tufts College.

Studies. VI, VII, 1900-1902. 8°.

Urbana.—ii^i/iois Slate Laboratory of Natural History.

Bulletin. Vol. V. 7-12, VI. 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Washington.—Biological Society.

Proceedings. Vol. XIII, pp. 61-200, 1900. 8«>.

Philosophical Society.

Bulletin. Vol. VIII, XII, XIII, XIV, pp. 1-204, 1885-1902. 8°.

United States Department of Agriculture

Bureau of Plant Industry. Bulletin. No. IX, XII, XV, 1902. 8°.

Division of Agrostology. Bulletin. No. XXII, XXIV, 1900. 8°.

Library bulletin. No. XXXVII, XXXIX-XLIV, 1901-2. 8°.

Weather Bureau. Report. 1899-1903. 4°.

Bulletin. No. XXVIII, XXX-XXXII, XXXV, 1899-1902.

United States Geological Survey.

Annual report. XIX, pt. 2, 3, 5, XX, pt 1-7, XXI, pt. 1-7, 1898-1900. 8°.

Bulletin. No. 157-204, 1899-1902. 8°.

Geological atlas of the United States. Fol. 49-71, 1898-1901.

Monographs. Vol. XXXIX-XLI, 1900-02. 4°.

Mineral resources of the United States. 1900,1901. 8°.

Map of Alaska, showing gold-bearing rocks. 1898. 8°.

Preliminary report on the Cape Nome gold region, Alaska. 1900. S°.

Reconnaissances in the Cape Nome and Norton Bay regions, Alaska, in

1900. 8°.

Geology and mineral resources ol a portion of the Copper River district,

Alaska. 1901. 8°.
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Wasiiisgton.— United States National Museum.

Aiiiuial report. 1897-99. 8°.

Bulletin. No. XX.XIX, N-Q, L-LII. 1899-1903. 8°.

Proceedings. Vol. XXI-XXIV. 18it9-1902. 8°.

Special bulletin. American Hydroids. Pt. I. The Plumularidae by C.

C. Nutting. 1900. 40.

United States Naval Observatory.

Astronomical and meteorological obsen'ations. J891-2, 4°.

Report of the superintendent. 1899-1901. 8°.

Smithsonian Institution, Bureati of Eth^ioloqy

.

Annual report. XVII. 1, 2, XVIII. 1, 2, XIX. 1, 3, 1895-98. 8°.

Wilkes-Barre.— Wyoming Historical and Geological Society.

Proceedings and collections. Vol. IV. 2, V-V^II, 1899-1902. 8°.

Worcester.—American Antiquarian Society.

Proceedings. New series. Vol. XIII. 1, 2, XIV, XV. 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

Amiens.—Societe Linne'enne du Xbrd de la France.

Bulletin. No. 293-.333, 1897-1900. S".

Memoires. Tome X, 1899-1902. 8°.

Amsterdam.—Koji. Akademie van Wete/ischappen.

Jaarboek. 1898-1901.' 8°.

Verhandelingen. Afdeel. Natuurkunde. Sectie I. Deel IV, VI. 6-7,

VII, VIII. 1, 2. Sectie II. Deel VI. 3-8, VII, VIII, IX. 1-2. 1898-

1903. 6°..

Verslagen van de gewone vergaderingen van de wis- en natuurknndige

afdeeling. Deel VII-X, 1899-1902. 8°.

Proceedings. Section of sciences. Vol. I-IV, 1899-1902. 8°.

Antwerpen.—Paedologisch Jaarboek. III-IV, 1902-3. 8°.

Augsburg.—XaturhUtorischer Vereinfiir Sckuiaben und Xeuburg.

Bericht. XXXIV, XXXV, 1900-03. 8°.

Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science.

Report. 8th meeting, Melbourne, 1901. S°.

AuXERRE.

—

Societe des Sciences Ifistoriques et Nafurelles de V Tonne.

Bulletin. Tome LII. 1, LIII, LIV, LV. 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Bamberg.—Xaturforschende Gesellschaft.

Bericht. XVII, XVIII, 1899-1901. 8°.

Basel.—Xaturforschende Gesellschaft.

Verhandlungen. Theil XII. 2, 3, XIII, XIV, 1899-1902. 8°.

Namenverzeichniss und Sachregister der Bde. VI-XII, 1875-1900. 8°.

BatAVI A.

—

Kon. Xatuurkxmdige Vereeniging in Xederlandsch-lndie.

Natuurknndige tijdschrift. Deel LIX-LXI, 1900-02. 8°.

Magnetical and Meteorological Observatory.

Observations. Vol. XXI-XXIII, 1899-1901. 4°.

Regenwaarnemingen in Nederlandsch-Indie. Jaarg. XX-XXII, 1898-

1900. 8°.

Bergen.—Museum.

Aarbog. 1899-1901, 1903, i. 8°.

Account of the Crustacea of Norway. By G. O. Sars. Vol. III. 1-10, IV.

1-6, 1899-1902. 8".

Report on Norwegian marine investigations, 1895-97. 4°.

Meeresfanna von Bergen. Heft I, 1901. 8°.

Berlin.—Kbn, 3Iuseum fur Naturkunde.

Mitteilungen aus der zoologischen Sammlung. Bd. I, II. 1, 2, 1898-1902.

8°.

Bericht. 1899, 1900. 8°.
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BKKhiv.—KdnigUcheSternivarte.
t *•* m^ 11 on

Veroffentlichungen des kon. astronom. Rechen-Instituts. No. 11-20,

1QOO-O'' 8°

Nature noWtates. Jahrg. XXI. 15-24, XXII. XXIII, XXIV. 1899-1902. 8°.

Bologna —R Accad^mia delle Scknze deW Islituto di Bologna.

Rendiconto. N. S., Vol. II, HI, 1897-99. 8°.

Bombay —Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Journal. No. LV-LVII, and extra no., 1899-1902. 8°.

-Oovei-nmeiit Observatory.

Ma^netical and meteorological observations. 1897-99. 4«>.

Boss.—yaUirhistorischer Verein der premsischen Rheinlande, Westfalens tmd des

Reg.-Bezirks Osnabruck.

Verhandluugen. Jahrg. LVI-LVIII, 1899-1901. 8°.

Sitzunssberichte der niederrheinischen Gesellschaft fiir Natur- und Heil-

knnde. 1899-1901. 8°.

BOKDKAUX.—J.carfc'»ii'e Rationale des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts.

Actes. Annee LVIII-LXII, 1896-1900. 8°.

Societe Linneenne.

Actes. Tome LHI-LVI, 1898-1901. 8°.

Societe des Sciences Physiques et Natiirelles.

M*5moires. 5- ser. Tome V. 6" ser. Tome I. 1899-1901. 8°.

Proces-verbaux. Annee 1898-1901. 8°.

Braunschweig.—Botariisches Institut des kon. Lyceum Hosianum.

Arbeiten. 1, 1901. 4°.

Bremen.—Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein.

Abhandlungen. Bd. XVI. 2, 3, XVII. 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Meteorologisches Obse)-vatorium.

Deutsches meteorologisches Jahrbuch. Jahrg. X-XII, 1899-1901. 4°.

BREShkV.—Schlesische Gesellschaftfur vaterliindlsche Cnltur.

Jahres-Bericlit. LXXVI-LXXIX, 1898-1901. 8°.

Brisbane.— Queensland Branch of the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia.

Proceedings and transactions. Vol. XIV, XV, 1898-1900. 8°.

Queensland geographical journal. Vol. XVI, XVII, 1900-02. 8°.

Queensland Museum.

Annals. No. V, 1900. 8°.

BrI'nn.—Naturforscher Verein.

Verhandlungen. Bd. XXXVI-XXXIX, 1897-1900. 8°.

Bericht der meteorologischen Commission. XVI-XIX, 1896-99. S°.

Bruxelles.—Academic Royaie des Sciences, des Lettres et des Beaux-Arts de Belgiquc.

Memoires. Tome LIV. 1-5, 1901-02. 4°.

Memoires couronnes et memoires des savants etrangers. Tome LVII
LVIII, LIX. 1, 2, 1899-1901. 4°.

Memoires couronnes et autres memoires. Tome LVIII-LX, 1899-1902.

8°.

Bulletins. Classe des sciences. 1899-1901, 1902, no. 1-5. 8°.

Annuaire. Annee LXVI-LXVIII, 1900-02. 8°.

Societe Entomologique de Belgique.

Annates. Tome XLIII-XLV, 1899-1901. 8°.

Memoires. VII, VIII, 1900-01. 8°.

Societe Royale Beige de Geographic.

Bulletin. Annee XXIII. ?.-6, XXIV, XXV, XXVI. 1-4, 1899-]9(»2. 8°.

Table des matieres, vol. 1-25. 1892. 8°.
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Bkuxblles.—Socie'te Rotjah de Botaulque.

Bulk-tin. Tome XXXVII-XXXIX, 1899-]900. 8°.

Saddle lioyale Maldcoloi/iqiie lU Beh/ique.

Annales. Tome XXXI. 2, XXXll-XXXV, 189t)-1900. 8°.

Buc'AKEST.

—

Listilut Meteorolof/iqite de liournanie.

Annales. Tome XIV, XV, 1898-99. 4°.

Buletinul lunar. Anul IX, X, lOOO-Ol. 4°.

Lui Stefan C. Hepites. 1901. -1°.

Soci^te des Scicncen.

Bulletin. Annee VIII, IX, X. 1-4, 6, XI. 1-4, 1889-1902. 4°.

BuoxPEST.

—

Koti. wig. Iteic/isanstdU fiir Meteorologie iiud ErdmagnetUmus.

Jahrbiicher. Jahrtr. XXVIII. 1, XXIX, XXX, 2, 1898-1900. 4°.

Publicationen. Bd. II-H", 1900-01. 4°.

Beobachtungen angestellt am Astrophys. und Meteorol. Observatorium
in ()-GyaHa. Bd. XVII-XXI. 1894-98. 8°.

Buenos Aikes.—Sociedad Cientifica Argpittum.

Anales. Tomo XLVIII. 3-6, XLIX-LIII, LIV. 1-4, 1899-1902. 8°.

Muxeo Nacional.

Anales. Tomo VII, VIII. 1, 1902. 8°.

Comunicaciones. Tomo I. 4-10, 1899-1901. 8°.

Cougreao Cietitiflco Latino Americano.

Primera reunion. Vol. I-IV, 1898-99. 8°.

Uaen.—Socieie Linneenne de Normaiidie.

Bulletin. 5= ser. Vol. II-IV, 1898-1900. 8°.

Calcutta.—Agnatic Society of Bengal.

Journal. Vol. LXVIII-LXX, LXXI, pt. ii. 1, iii, 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

Proceedings. 1899, no. 4-11, 1900, 1901, 1902, no. 1-.5. 8°.

The Kavniira^abdamrta, a Kaymirl grammar, by Ifvara-Kaura. Ed. by

G. A. Grierson. Pt. I, II, 1897-98. 8°.

Dictionary of the Lepcha-language, compiled by the late Gen. G. Main-
•H'aring, revised and completed by A. Griinwedel. Berlin, 1898. 8°.

Oeological Survey of India.

Paheontologia ludica. Ser. IX, vol. II. 2. Ser. XV, vol. I. 2,111. 1,2.

New ser., vol. I. 1-3. 1899-1901. 4°.

Memoirs. Vol. XXVIII. 3, XXIX-XXXI, XXXII. 1, 2, XXXIII. 1, 2,

XXXIV. 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

General report. Jan. 1&97-April 1901. 8°.

Manual of the economic geology of India. 2d ed. Pt. I. Corundum.
1898. 8°.

Meteorological Department of the Governme?it of India.

Indian meteorological memoirs. Vol. VI. 5-7, X. 3, 4, XI. 1-3, XII. 1-4,

1899-1903. fo.

Monthly weather review. 1899, May-Dec; 1900 : 1901 ; 1902, Jan.-June. f°.

Rainfall of India. 1898-1900. f°.

Report on administration. 1898-1902. fo.

Memorandum on the meteorological conditions prevailing in the Indian

monsoon region in 1902. By John Murray. Simla, 1902. f°.

Cambridge.—Philosophical Society.

Transactions. Vol. XVIII, XIX. 1, 2, 1900-02. 4°.

Proceedings. Vol. X. 3-7, XI. 1-6, 1899-1902. 8°.

List of fellows, associates and honorary members, Jan. 1901. 8°.

Catania.—Accademia Gioenia, di Scienze Naturali.

Atti. Ser. IV. Vol. XII-XIV, 1899-1901. 4°,

Bullettino mensile. Nuova serie. Fasc. 60-73, 1899-1902. 8°.

e
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C^j^r..-Societd^egHSpem^i^^<^
XXX, XXXI. 1-10, 1889-1902. 4°.

Memorie. ^ ol. XXMH. '-i-*, ^-^i^- -^-^-^'

Chemnitz -XatHrwl^.^schaftU';he Gesellschaft.

Bericht. XIV. 1896-99. 8°.

Cherbourg -Socme Nationah des Sciences Miturelles.

MTmoires. Tome XXXI, XXXII, 1898-1902. 8°.

CHRiSTiANiA.-iTon^. Xorske UniversKet.
^ . ^ .,. .^r. oo

Norway : official publication for the Paris Exposition. 1900. 8 .

^'orwegiftches meteorologisches Institut.

Jahrbuch. 1898,1899. 4°.

Mrwegian North-Atlantic Expedition, 1876-78.

Publication XXV-XXVIII, 1899-1901. 4°.

Videnskahs Schkabet.

Forhandlinger. 1899-1901. 8°.

Chcr —Natwforschende GescllscJiaft Graubundens.

Jahresbericht. Neue Folge. Jalirg. XLI-XLV, 1898-1902. 8°.

Cordoba.—Academia Kacional de Ciencias.

Boletin. Tomo XVI. 2^, XVII. 1, 1900-02. 8°.

Danzig.—Naturforschende Gesellschaft.

Schriftcn. Neue Fol.oe. Bd. X. 1-3, 1899-1901. 8°.

Dijon.—J-cad^wie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres.

Memoires. 4" ser. Tome VII, 1899-1900. 8°.

DoRPAT.— ffe/e/trte Estnische Gesellschaft.

Sitzungsberichte. 1898-1900. 8°.

Verhandlungen. Bd. XIX, XX, 1898-1900. 8°.

Inhalts-Verzeichniss zu Bd. I-XX. 1900. 8°.

Naturforscher- Gesellschaft bei der Universitdt Dorpat.

Archiv fiir die Naturkunde Liv-, Ehst- und Kurlands. Ser. II. Bd. XII. 1,

1902. 8°.

Sitzungsberichte. Bd. XII. 2, 3, 1900-01. 8°.

Schriften. X, 1902. 8°.

Dresden.—Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft Ms.

Sitzungsberichte und Abbandlungen. 1899-1901, 1902, i. 8°,

Vereinfur Erdkunde.

Jahresbericht. III-V, VIII, IX, XXVII, 1866-1901. 8°.

F. von Bellingshausens Forschungsfahrten im Siidlichen Eismeer. Leip-

zig, 1902. 8°.

Dublin.—Royal Dublin Society.

Economic proceedings. Vol. I. 1, 2, 1898-99. S°.

Scientific proceedings. New ser. Vol. IX. 1-4, 1898-1901. 8°.

Scientific transactions. Ser. II. Vol. VII. 1-13, 1895-1901. 4°.

Index to the scientific proceedings and transactions, 1877-1898. 8°.

Royal Irish Academy.

Transactions. Vol. XXXI. 8-14, XXXII A. 1, 2, 1900-02. 4°.

Proceedings. Ser. III. Vol, V. 3-5, VL 1, 3, 1899-1901. 8°.

Trinity College Observatory.

Astronomical observations and researches made at Dunsink. Pt. IX,
1900. 4°.

Edinburgh.—Botanical Society.

Transactions and proceedings. Vol. XXI. 4, 1900. 8°.

Geological Society.

Transactions. Vol. VIII. 1, 1901. 8°.

Royal Observatory.

Annals. Vol. I, 1902. 4°.
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Edinburgh.—^oj/a? Physical Society.

Proceedings. Vol. XIV. 2-4, 1898-1901. 8°.

Royal Society.

Proceedings. Vol. XXII, 1898-9. 8°.

Transactions. Vol. XL, pt. 1, no. 8, 1901. 4".

Emden.—Naturforschende OescUschaft.

Jahresbericlit. LXXXIII-LXXXVI, 1S99-1901. 8°.

Erfukt.—liim. Akademie qemeinniitziqer Wis.senschaften.

Jahrbiicher. Neue Folge. Heft XXV-XXVIII, 1899-1902. 8°.

FiRENZE.

—

Bihlioteca Nazimiale Centrale.

Bollettino delle pubblicazioni Italiane ricevute per dirltto di stampa.

No. 329-360; n. s. no. 1-23; 1899-1902. 8°.

R. Ixtitiito di Studi Snperiori Fratici e di Perfezioiiaynento,

Pubblicazioni. Sezioue di filosofia e filologia.

Sabbadini (R.) and Barozzi (L.). Studi sul Panormita e sul Valla.

1896. 8°.

Casonova (E.). La carta nautica di Conte di Ottomano Freducci.

1896. 8°.

Marzi (D.). La quistione della riforma del calendario nel quinto con-

cilio Lateranense. 1S96. 8°.

Coli (E.). II paradiso terrestre Dantesco. 1897. 8°.

Sezione di scienze fisiche e naturali.

Oddi (R.) and Rossi (L^.). Sul decorso delle vie afferenti del midollo

spinale. 1891. 8°.

Ristori(G.). Cheloniani fossili di Moutebamboli e Casteani. 1895. 8°.

Bottazzi (F.). Sullo sviluppo embrionale della funzione motoria

negli organ! e cellule muscolari. 1897. 8°.

Contributi alia flsiologia del tessuto di cellule muscolari. Parte

I-III. 1897. 8°.

Sezione di medicina e chirurgia.

Inverardi (G.). Rendiconto summario dell' Istituto Ostetrico-Gine-

cologico di Firenze. 1892. 8°.

Chiarugi (G.). Contribuzioui alio studio dello sviluppo dei nervi

encefalici nei mammiferi. Parte I-IV. 1894-97. 8°.

Rossi (U.). Sulla struttura dell' ovidutto del Oeotriton fuscus. 189.5.

8°.

Contributo alio studio della struttura, della maturazione e della

distruzione delle uova degli Anflbi. 1895. 8°.

Staderini (R.). Osservazioni comparative sullo sviluppo e sui carat-

teri deflnitivi della cavita del quarto ventricolo al suo estremo

caudale. 1896. 8°.

Trambusti (A.). Ricerche citologiche sul midollo delle ossa nella

difterite. 1896. 8°.

Lustig (A.). Risultati delle ricerche fatte in India negli animali e

nell' uomo intorno alia vaccinazione preventiva contro la peste

bubbonica e alia sieroterapia. 1897. 8°.

FuANKFURT A. M.

—

Deutsche malalcozoologische Oesellschaft.

Nachrichtsblatt. Jahrg. XXXI. 9- 12, XXXII, XXXIIL 1,3, 5-12, XXXIV.
1-6, 9-12, 1899-1902. 8°.

Senckenbergische naturforschende Gesellschaft,

Abhandlungen. Bd. XX. 2, 3, XXI. 1-4, XXV. 1-3, XXVI. 1-4, XXVIII,
1897-1903. 4°.

Bericht. 1899-1903. 8°.
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FRANKFrRT A O -Naturim^^en^chaftUcher Verein des Regieru7igsbezirks Frankfurt.

Helios. Abhandlunsen uud monatliclie Mittheilungen .
Jahrg. XVII-XIX,

l!K)0-02. S°.

Socictatum litterae. Jahrg. XIII, XIV, 1899-1900. 8°.

Frkibcug in B.—Mturforschende GeMschaft.

Berichte. Bd. XI. '>, 3, XII, 1900-03. 8°.

Gzv.t\E.—Iiistitut National Genevois.

Mt^moires. Tome XYIII, 1893-1900. 4°.

Bulletin. Tome XXXV, 1900. 8°.

Soci^te de Physique et d'Histoire Naiurelle.

Momoires. Tome XXXIII. 2, XXXIV, 1899-1902. 4°.

Genova.—i»/«seo Uivico di Storia Naturale.

Annali. Vol. XXXIX, XL, 1898-1901. 8°.

Indice generale sistemaiico, vol. 1-40, 1901. 8<^.

GlESSEN.— 06er/ie.ssJ.scAe Gesellschqft fur Natur- und Heilkimde.

Bericht. XXXII, XXXIII, 1897-1902. 8°.

Glasgow.—Philosoph ical Society.

Proceedings. Vol. XXX-XXXIII, 1888-1902. 8°.

GdnhiTZ.—yaturforschetide GeseJhchaft.

Abhandlungen. Bd. XXIII, 1901. 8°.

GOTEBORG.

—

Kon. Vetenskaps och Vllterhets Samhdlle.

Handlingar. 4de folj. Haft. II-IV, 1899-1902. 8°.

GOTTINGEN.

—

Kiin. Oesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Nachrichten. Phil.-hist. Klasse. 1899, ii-iv ; 1900; 1901; ,1902, i-iv. 8°.

Math.-phys. Klasse. 1899, ii, iii ; 1900; 1901 ; 1902, i-v. 8°.

Gcsehiift. Mittheilungen. 1900; 1901; 1902, i. 8°.

GiJSTROW.— Verein der Preunde der NaturgeHchichte in Mecklenburg.

Archiv. Jahrg. LIII. 2, LIV, LV, LVI. 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

Habana.—Academia de Ciencias Me'dicas, Fisicas y Xaturales.

Anales. No. 421-425, 1899-1900. 8°.

Real Colegio de Belen.

Observaciones magneticas y meteorologicas. 1876-80, 1898-1901. 4°.

Halifax,—Nova Scotiau Institute of Natural Science.

Proceedings and transactions. Vol. X, 1-3, 1899-1901. 8°.

Department of llines, Nova Scotia.

Report. 1899-1900. 8°.

Halle.—Kais. Tjeopoldinisch-Carolinische deutsche Akademie der Naturforscher.

Nova acta. Bd. LXXIX. 2, 3, 1901. 4°.

Leopoldina. Heft XXXV-XXXVII, 1899-1901. 4°.

Naturforxchende Gesellschaft.

Abhandlungen. Bd. XXII, XXIII, 1900-01. 8°.

Hamburg.—Deutsche Seeivarte.

Aus dem Archiv. Jahrg. XXII-XXIV, 1899-1901. 4°.

Deutsches raeteorologisches Jahrbuch, 1898-1900. 4°.

Katalog der Bibliothek. Nachtrag III. 1901. 8°.

NaturwiKsenscliafllicher Verein.

Abhandlungen. Bd. XVI, 1900-01. 4°.

Verhandlungen. III. Folge. VII-IX, 1899-1901. 8°.

Hannover.— .Va<i»7i(sto)-j.sc/ie Gesellschaft.

Jahresbericht. XLVIII, XLIX, 1897-99. 8°.

Harlem.— il/M.st'e Teyler.

Archives. Serie II. Vol. VII. 1-5, VIII. 1-3, 1900-02. 8©.
Herdenking van het honderdvijftigjarig bestaau, op 7 Juni, 1902. 8°.
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Harlism.—Sociite Hollandaise des Sciences.

Archives nt^erlandaises dea sciences exactes et naturelles. 2' ser. Toiue

III-VI, VII. 1, 1899-1902. 8°.

Le Havke.—Societe Oeolixjiqiie de Nonnatidie.

Bulletin. Tome XVIII, XIX, 189(5-1899. 8o.

Hblsingfous.—Societaa Scieiitiaimm Feiunca.

Acta. Tom. XXIV-XXVII, 1899-1900. 4°.

Ofvcrsigt af fi>rliaiulling;u-. XL-XLII, 1897-1900. 8«>.

Bidrag till kiinnedom af Finlands natur och folk. Hiift. LVIl-LX,

1898-1900. 8°.

Hermannstadt.— 6'ie6mb/<>;(7i.s'c7ter Vere'm fiir Naturwixseiuchaften.

Verhandlungeu und Mittbeilungen. Jahrg. XLVII-LI, 1897-1901. 8°.

JASSY.— Universitc de Jassy.

Annales scientitiques. Tome I. 2, 1900. 8°.

Jena.—Medicinisch-naturwissensc/iaftliche Geselhchaft.

Jenaische Zeilschrift fiir Natmwissenschaft, Bd. XXXIII. 3-4, XXXV,
XXXVI, XXXVII. 1, 2, 1899-1903. 8°.

K ASAN.

—

Obnervatohr Maqru'thine.

Observations. Annee 1894-97. 8°.

Obsefvatoire MrOioroloffique.

Bulletin. 1899-1901, 1902 Jan.- Mai.

Societe Physico-Mathematiquc de V Universite Imperiale.

Bulletin. 2« ser. Tome VIII. 4, IX, X, 1899-1901. 8°.

Kiel.—Kiin. Christian Albreclits-Universitdt.

Sehriftcn. 1898-99, 189'J-HKXI, 1901-01. 8°.

Naturwissenschaftlicher Vereiufiir Schleswig-Hohtein.

Schriften. Bd. XI. 2, XII. 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Kiev.—Kievskie Obshchestvo le^testvoinpi/tatelei

.

Zapiski. Tom. XVI, XVII. 1, 1899-19D1. 8°.

KjtJBENHAVN.

—

Kon. Daiiske Videnskabernes Sehkab.

Oversigt over forhandlingcr. 1899, iv-vi; 1900; 1901; 1902, i-iii. 8«>.

Naturhistorisk Foren ing.

Videnskabelige meddelser. Aaret 1899-1901. 8°.

KoNiGSBERG.

—

Konigl, physikalisch-okonomische Gesellschaft.

Schriften. Jahrg. XL-XLII, 1899-1901. 4°.

Krakow.—K. k. Siernwarte.

Materyaly do klimatografli Galicyi. Rok 1898, 1899, 1901. 8°.

La Plata.—Museo.

Revista. Tomo IX, X, 1899-1902. 8°.

Anales. Seccion geologica y mineralogica. II, III, 1900-01. f°.

JJniversidad

.

Facultad de ciencias fisico-matematicas. Publicaciones. No. I, 1901. 8°,

Lausanne.—Societe Vandoise des Sciences XatiirelJes.

Bulletin. 3* ser. No. 132-144, 1899-1903. 8°.

Leiden.—Nederlandsche Dierkuiidige Vereeniging.

Tijdschrifl. Ser. II. Deel VI. 2-4, VII, 1899-1902. 8°.

Aauwinsten van die bibliotheek, 1 Aug. 1897—31 Dec. 1898. 8°.

Sternwarte.

Annaleu. Bd. VIII, 1902. 4°.

Verslag. 1896-1900. 8°.

Catalogus der bibliotheek. 4de supplement, 1892-1901. 8°.

Leipzig.—Kon. Sdchische Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften.

Berichte. Math.-phys. Classe. Bd. LI, allgem. Th., naturvviss. Th.,

math. Th. 5, 6, LII, LIII, LIV. 1, 3, 1899-1902. 8°.
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^^irzxo.-Naturforschende GeMafL
Sitzungsberichte. Jahrg. XXII-XXV, \b\i^ J».

Verein fUr Erdkunde.

Mittheilungen. 1899-1901. 8°.
icqq iqoi 8° and f°

Wissenschaftliche Veroffentlichungen^ if •, Jo Tori. 8o
ZoologischerAnzeiger. No. 597-610, 612-691, 1899-1903. 8°.

\^TiK^v:nG.-Sevhnko-Oesdhchaft der Wimnschaften.

Chronik. 1900, 1901, 1903. i, ii. 8°.

UiG^.—Sodite m>yale des Sciences.
„, ttt a- ^ ttt 18Q=i

Memoires Ser. II. Tome XVIII-XX. S6r. III. Tome l-III. 1895-

1901. 8".

Lima —Academia Nacional de Medecina.

Boletin. Afio II. 1, 1900. 8°.

hiSBOk.—Ministeno de Marinha e Ultramar.

Album de estadistica graphica dos caminhos de ferro portuguezes das

provlncias ultramarinas. 1898. f°.

Sociedade de Ueographia. „„„,«„„ oo
Boletim. Serie XVI. 13, XVII-XIX. XX. 7-10, 1898-1903. 8°.

-Numero commemorativo do 35° anniversario da Sociedade. 1891. 8 .

Llimas.— Ohservatorio Belloch.

Observaciones meteorologieas. 1903, Enero-Junio.

London.— Geological Society.

Quarterly journal. Vol. LV. 4, LVI-LVIII, 1899-1901. 8°.

Geological literature added to the library, 1898-1901. 8°.

Linnean Society.

Journal. Zoology. No. 176-185, 1899-1903. 8°.

Journal. Botany. No. 239-345, 1899-1903. 8°.

Proceedings. Nov. 1898-June 1903. 8°.

List. 1899-1903. 8°.

Mathematical Society.

Proceedings. No. 673-789, 1899-1903. 8°.

National Physical Laboratory.

Report. 1901. 8°.

Royal Microscopical Society.

Journal. 1899. v, vi, 1900-1903. 8°.

li<yyal Physical Society.

Proceedings. Session 1899-1900. 8°.

Royal Society.

Philosophical transactions. Vol. CLXXXIX B, CXC A, B, CXCI A, B,

CXCII A, B, CXCIII A, CXCIV A, 1897-1900. 4°.

Proceedings. No. 419-467, 1899-1903. 8°.

List of council and fellows. 1898-99. 4°.

Year-book. 1902. 8°.

Reports to the evolution committee. 1, 1903. 8°.

LoovAiN.—La Cellule. Tome XVI. 3, XVII, XVIII, XIX. 1, 1899-1901. 8°.

Lund.—Kongl. Carolinska ITniversitet.

Acta. Tom. XXXV, XXXVI, 1899-1900. 4°.

Luxemboukg.—Institut Royal, Orand-Ducal.

Publications. Section des sciences naturelles et math^matiques. Tome
XXV, XXVI, 1900-01. 8°.

Lyon.—Academic des Sciences, Belles-Lettres et Arts.

M6moires. Sciences et leltres. 3« ser. Tome VI, 1901. 8°.

Madras.— Government Observatory.

Report. 1899-1901. 8°.

Results of observations with the meridian circle. Vol. IX, 1899. 4°.
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Madrid.— Comin6n del Mapa Oeohigico de Espai'ia.

Bolctin. Tomo XXV, XXVI, 1898-99. 8°.

Explicacion del mapa geologico de Espafia. For L. Mallaila. Tomo IV,

1903. 8°.

Obnet-vatorio.

Observaciones metcorologicas. 1898-99. 8°.

Manchester.—Literary and Philosophical SocieUj.

Memoirs and proceediiigs. Series IV. Vol. XLIII. 4, 5, XLIV-XLVI,
XLVII, 1. 1899-1902. 8°

MARBURa.

—

Oesellschafl zur Beforderung der gesammten Naturtoisseiischaften.

Sitzungsberichte. Jahr«. 1898-1901. 8°.

Mbtz.—AcadSmie.

Mdmoires. 3« s6r. Ann^e XXVI-X XVIII, 1890-99. 8°.

Mexico.—Anociacidn de Ingenieros y Arquitectos.

Anales. Tomo VIII, IX, 1899-19o0. 8°.

Instiluto Geoloyico de Mexico.

Boletin No. XII-XV, 1899-1901. 4°.

Insiituto Medico yacional.

Anales. Tomo IV. 2-17, V. 1-5, 1899-1902. 4°.

Datos para la materia medica Mexicana. Parte III. 1900. 8°.

Ohservatorio Meteorohjgico Central.

Boletin mensual. 1899, no. 5-12, 1900, 1901, no. 1-10. 4°.

El clima de la Repiiblica Mexicana en 1896. 16°.

Informe sobre el eclipse total del sol de 28 Mayo de 1900. 2 v. 8°.

Informes presentados a la Secretaria de Fomento, 1899-1901. 80.

Sociedad Cientifica ^'Antonio Alzate."

Memorias y revista. Tomo XII. 11, 12, XIII. 1-4, XIV-XVII, 1899-1902.

8°.

Sociedad Mexicana de Historia Natural.

La naturaleza. Ser. II. Tomo III. 3, 4, 1899. 4°.

MiDDELBURG.

—

Zeeuwsch Genootschap der Wetetischappen.

Arehief. Deel VIII, 1899-1901. 8°.

Levensberichten van Zeeuwsche medici. Door A. A. Fokker en J. C.

DeMan. 1900. 8°.

MiLANO.

—

Eeal Istituto Lornbardo di Scieme e Lettere.

Rendiconto. Serie II. Vol. XXXII- XXXIV, 1899-1901. 8°.

Reale Osservatono di Brera.

Pubblieazioni. XXXIX, XL. 3, XLI, 1899-1901. 4°.

Riassunto delle osservazioni meteorologiche. 1899-1901. 4°.

Societd Italiana di Scienze yaturali.

Atti. Vol. XXXVII. 3, 4, XXXVIII-XL, XLI. 1-3, 1898-1902. 8°.

Memorie. Tomo VL 3, 1901. 4°.

MODENA.—ifegria Accademia delle Scienze., Lettere ed Arti.

Memorie. Serie IIL Tomo I, II, 1898-1900. 4°.

Societd dei Naturalisti.

Memorie. Serie ITI. Vol. XVI. 3. Ser. IV. Tomo I, II. 1899-1901. 8°.

Mont Blanc.— Ohsei-vatoire Meie'orologique.

Annales. Tome IV, V, 1900-01. 4°.

Montevideo.—Museo Nacional.

Anales. Entrega XII-XXII. Tomo IV. 1. 1899-1902. 4°.

Observatorio Meteorohjgico del Colegio Pio de Villa Colon.

Boletin mensual. Ano XI. 8-12, XII, XIII, 1899-1901. 4°.

El ano meterologico 1898-99, 1899-1900, 1900-01.
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MoNTPELLiER.—.Irarfc'nu'e des Sciences et Leitres.

Memoires. Section des lettres. Ser. II. Tome II. 3, 3, III, IV. 1, 1899-

1900. 8°.

Section des sciences. Ser. II. Tome II. 5-7, III. 1, 2, 1898-1903. 8°.

Section de m^decine. Ser. II. Tome I. 3-4, 1898-1900. 4°.

Catalogue de la bibliotheque. 1" partie. 1901. 8=.

Montreal.—Xatural History Society.

Canadian record of science. Vol. II. 7, 8, III-VII, VIII. 1-7, 1887-1901. 8°.

yio&COXJ.—Observatoire Metcorologiqne de VUniversite Imperiale.

Observations. 1899, 1900, 1901, Jan., Feb.

Societi Imperiale des Naturalistes.

Bulletin. Annee 1898. ii-iv, 1899, 1900, 1901. i, ii, 1902. 1, 2, 8°.

Mi;NCHEN.

—

Kon. bayerische Akademie der Wissenschajten.

Sitzungsberichte. Philosoph.-philolog. uud liistor. Classe. 1898. ii, 1899-

1901, 1902. i, ii. Inhaltsverzeichuiss, 1886-99. 8°.

Mathemat.-pbysikal. Classe. 1898. iv, 1899-1901, 1902. i, ii. Inbalts-

verzeichuiss, 1886-99. 8°.

Simonsfeld (H.). Wilhelm Heinricb Riehl als Kunsthistoriker. Festrede

. . . Miinchen, 1898. 4°.

Furtwiingler (A.). Ueber Kunstsammlungen in alter und neuer Zeit.

Festrede . . . Miinchen, J899. 4°.

Orif (K. v.). Ueber die Hiilfsmittel, Methoden und Resultate der inter-

nationalen Erdmessung. Festrede . . . Miinchen, 1S99. 4°.

Zittel (K. A. v.). Riickblick auf die Griindung und die Entwickelung der

kon. bay Akademie der Wissenschaften im 19. Jahrhundert. Rede . . .

Miinchen, 1899. 4°.

Ziele und Aufgaben der Akademien im20. Jahrhundert. Rede . . .

Miinchen, 1900. 4°.

Ranke (J.). Die akademische Kommission fiir Erforschung der Urge-
sehichte und die Organization der urgeschichtlichen Forschung in Bay-

ern durch Konig Ludwig I. Festrede . . . Miinchen, 1900. 4°.

Riggauer (H.). Ueber die Entwickelung der Numismatik und der numis-
matischen Sammlungen im 19. Jahrhundert. Festrede . . . Miinchen,
1900. 4°.

Lipps(T.). Psychologie, WissenschaftundLeben. Festrede . .. Miinchen,
1901. 4°.

M.\JssTEii.— Westfdlische7- Provincial- Verein fiir Wissenschaft und Kunst.
Jahresbericht. XXVII, XXVIII, 1898-1900. 8°.

Nancy.—Academic de Slatiislas.

Memoires. 5^ s(5r. Tome XVI-XIX, 1898-1903. 8°.

Napoli.—if. Accademia delle Scietize Fisiche e Matematiche.
Atti. Ser. II. Vol. IX, X, 1899-1901. 4°.

Rendiconto. Ser. III. Vol. V. 8-12, VI, VII, VIII. 1-7, 1899-1902. 4°.
Real Mituto d''Incoraggiamento alle Scienze Naturali, etc.

Atti. Ser. V. Vol. I, II, 1899-1901. 4°.

Neuchatel.—>S'ocfe'<e' des Sciences Naturdles.

Bulletin. Tome XXVI, XXVII, 1897-99. 8°.

Table des matieres, Memoires t. I-IV, Bulletin t. 1-25. 1899. 8°.
NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.-iVor</i of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical

Engineers.

Transactions. Vol. XLVIII. 5-8, XLIX, L. 1-6, LI. 1-4, LII. 1, 1899-1903. 8°.
General and subject-matter indices, vol. 1-38, 1853-59. 8°.

Subject-mutter index of mining, mechanical and metallurgical literature
for 1900. 8°.

Annual report of the council. 1899-1900. 8°.
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NOrnbekg.—Xaturhutorische Qeselhchaft,

Abhandlungen. Bd. XII-XIV, 189!t-1902. 8°.

Saccular-Feier, 1801-HK)1. Festschrift. 1901. 8°.

Odessa.—Society des ya(uralin/e.ide hi Nouvelle Ru.ssie.

Zapi.ski. Tom. XXII. a, XXIir, XXIV. 1, 1898-1901. 4°.

Mateinaticheskoe otdiclenie. Tom. XVI, XIX, 1899. 8°.

Universite ImperMle.

Annales de I'observatoire mai^iu-tique et metoorologique. Annt5e V-VII,
1898-1900. 4°.

Revue lueteorologique. Ser. II. Vol. V, 1901. 4°.

Miiteriaux pour la cliniatoloKle du siid-ouest de la Russie. 1899. 4°.

PassalsUy (P.). Auomalies magnetiques dans le regioa de Krivoi-Rog.
liK)l. 4°.

Ottawa.— Geological and Natural Ilisto)'y Sm-vey of Canada.

Annual report. New series. Vol. X, XI, 1897-98. General index to reports

of progress, 1866-1884. 8°.

Preliminary report on the Klondike gold fields. 1900. 8°.

Catalogue of Canadian birds. Pt. I. 1900. 8°.

Geological map of the Dominion of Canada. Western sheet No. 783.

Relief map of Canada and the United States. 1900.

Literary and Scientific Society.

Transactions. No. I-III, 1897-1902. 8°.

Meteorological Service of the Dominion of Canada.

Report. 1896.

Oxford.—Radclife Library.

Catalogue of books added, 1899-1901 . 8°.

Radclifte Obaervatory.

Results of astronomical and meteorological observations. Vol. XLVIII,
1892-99. 8°.
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I.— Observatioxs on the Digestion of Proteids avith Papain.

By Lafayette B. Mendel and Frank P. Underbill.

[From the Shefifielcl Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry, Yale University.]

In bis recent book on "Tbe Soluble Ferments and Fermentation,"

J. R. Green writes: "It is uncertain whether pepsin is represented

in the vegetable kingdom. All the proteolytic enzymes Avhich have

been fully inA-estigated have been found capable of carrying the

hydrolysis beyond the stage of peptone. The Avork of the earlier

observers did not include a careful examination of the products of

the decomposition, and hence for the present it remains uncertain

whether or no some of the ferments belong to the peptic categorv.'"

In another connection the same author says :
" On a review of all

these vegetable proteolytic enzymes it will be seen that our knowledge

is not at present sufficiently definite for us to say whether Ave have

to do with one or many. Some of them may be peptic only, though

it seems probable that they are all tryptic. Those which ha\'e been

at all exhaustively examined undoubtedly carry the proteolysis to the

stage of crystalline amides. "We do not yet know, again, Avhethei

there is one enzyme only, A'arying somewhat in its features according

to the conditions of its secretion, or whether the different plants dis-

cussed yield different varieties of trypsin. Bromelin and papain

certainly shoAV very little difference in their behaviour, and one is

tempted to pronounce them identical. For the present, hoAA'ever, it is

perhaps advisable to leaA'e this question undecided.'"

The proteolytic enzyme obtained from the fruit and juices of the

melon-tree Carica papana and ordinarily termed j^apain (papayotin),^

has usually been regarded as closely related in its action to the trvp-

sin of the pancreas.* There are, hoAvever, very few reliable observa-

tions on record which permit one to draAv a definite conclusion regard-

ing the class to Avhich the enzA'uie may properly be assigned. The

1 J. E. Green: The Soluble Ferments and Fermentation, 1899, p. 195.

-Green : loc. cit., p. 219.

^Moncorvo employed the term "Caricin." (Jahresbericht fiir Thierchemie,

1880, X, p. 294.) Other names, such as "Caroid." "Papoid," are applied to

commercial preparations of the enzyme.

* Neumeister : Lehrbuch der physiologischen Chemie, 1897, pp. 141, 237.

Moore : Schaefer's Text-book of Physiology, 1898, 1, p. 403. Oppenheimer : Die

Fermente und ihre Wirkungen, 1900, p. 135. (The references to the literature

on papain and its action are here given.)

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 1 October, 1901.
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earlier investio:ators were content to note that the extracts of various

parts of the plant, and preparations made from them, are able to dis-

solve proteids like fibrin in the presence of antiseptics, e. g. thymol

and hydrocyanic acid. It had long been known that parts of the

Garica papaya possess a vigorous action in softening meat and were

used by the natives of tropical countries, when Wurtz ' began his

more careful studies of the proteolytic enzyme present in the plant.

He o-ave to it the name papain, and ascertained that it dissolved

fibrin, raw^ meat, coagulated egg-white and gluten ; milk was clotted

by it and the precipitated casein subsequently dissolved. He further

found that a slightly purified enzyme mixture dissolved fibrin in

acid, neutral and alkaline media. Regarding the products formed,

Wurtz merely states in one case that 0.1 gram of his papain dissolved

one hundred grams of moist fibrin in a neutral medium in the pres-

ence of HON in thirty-six hours; from the products formed a small

quantity of a crystalline substance having the appearance of leucin

was isolated." No mention is made of tyrosin. Because of the

readiness with which it acts in neutral fluids, Wurtz concluded that

papain is closely related to trypsin.

Somewhat later Martin^ undertook a study of papain. He used a

commercial preparation in most of his experiments, while in a few

cases the dry juice of the unripe fruit was employed. The results of

the digestive action of the commercial papain on fibrin and egg-albu-

min solution were reported, Prussic acid was used to prevent putre-

factive changes. A quantitative study of this enzyme preparation

indicated that it was active in the highest degree in neutral and

alkaline solutions (one-fourth per cent. Na^COJ ; in solutions of higher

alkalinity (one-half or one per cent. Na^COg), the action, though well

mai'ked, was not so great. Acid prevented the action of the papain

though in weakly acid solutions (0.05 per cent. HCl) some degree of

digestion may have taken place. Martin also investigated the pro-

ducts formed during the papain-digestion of fibrin in neutral and

alkaline media. He observed the early formation of a "globulin-

like" substance intermediate between the native proteid and the

derived alkali-proteid usually formed in proteolysis. We shall have

occasion to refer to this body later. It is not precipitated like alkali-

proteid when the digestive fluids are neutralized, but separates out

' Wurtz and Boucliut : Comptes rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1879,

Ixxxix, p. 425. Wurtz: ibid., 1880, xc, p. 1379 ; 1880, xci, p. 787.

'^ Wurtz : Comptes rendiis de I'Academie des Sciences, 1880, xc, p. 1379.

5 Martin : Journal of Physiology, 1884, v, p. 213 ; 1885, vi, p. 336.
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abundantly when these neutral fluids are heated. Its occurrence is too

characteristic and the quantities formed are too large to be ascribed

to traces of unprecipitated alkali-proteid. Peptones (in the older

sense) were obtained by concentrating the filtrates from the globulin-

like body and precipitating with a large excess of alcohol a substance

which gave the biuret reaction and was readily diffusible. From the

alcoholic solution, crystals of leucin were obtained. Martin experi-

enced more difficulty, however, iu showing the presence of tyrosin.

Xo crystals could be obtained ; but when the alcoholic peptone-

flltrate was dried, an extract could be prepared from it with absolute

alcohol. This solution gave Millou's reaction and led Martin to con-

clude the jjresence of tyrosin. In his own words " we have, then, in

papain a proteolytic ferment acting almost exactly like tryjDsin : sim-

ilar in the j^roneness of decomposition in solution, in its erosion of

coagulated proteid: in the formation of an 'intermediate' body from

the proteid ; and the formation of a perfect peptone, and of leucin

and tyrosin.'" Ijater Martin obtained impure crystals of tyrosin and

leucin from the dried papaw juice, and also apparently identified

them in small quantit}^ among the products of the self-digestion of

this material. The crude way in which the material at his disposal

was prepared by no means excludes the possibility of previous decom-

position through the agency of bacteria and the formation of bac-

terial enzymes." This might, at least, reasonably be assumed of a

"yellow brown powder of sickly smell" obtained by drying, chiefly

in the East Indies, the juice of the unripe fruit in the open air and

under glass. Furthermore the quantity of leucin and tyrosin—if

such they were—obtained in the digestions with large quantities of

proteid, was extremely small when compared with the typical results of

tryptic proteolysis ; and Martin himself has been far more cautious in

drawing any final conclusion than have those who have subsequently

quoted his investigations. For he says : " It is evident moreover

that too general a deduction cannot at present be drawn as to the

nature of the proteolytic change, as to whether the agent acts like

animal pepsin or like trypsin."^ In studying the literature of papain-

proteolysis we have been surprised to find upon what scanty and

meagre data some of the cnrrent statements on the subject are based
;

and we have dwelt particularly upon these widely quoted observa-

tions of Martin to illustrate this point.

1 Martin: loc. cit., 1884, v, p. 230.

- Some commercial preparations have been reported to contain spores and

dead forms of bacilli. (Dowdeswell : Practitioner, 1883, xxx. May.)

^Martin : Journal of Physiology, 1885, vi, p. 360.
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In 1892, Chittenden' published the results of an extensive study of

the digestive action of "Papoid," a therapeutic agent prepared from

the various parts of the papaw plant, Carica papaya. The enzyme-

like character of the preparation was clearly shown by the readiness

with which it dissolved proteids like fi-esh and boiled fibrin, raw and

cooked beef proteids and coagulated egg-white in neutral, alkaline

and acid media, even in the pi'esence of vai'ious antiseptic agents.

While the attention of this investigator was directed particularly

to the conditions under which the proteoh^sis proceeds best, he inci-

dentally made several observations with reference to the products

formed. With coagulated egg-albumin, a peculiar albuniose-like

body, a deuteroalbumose, a fairly large amount of peptone and some

leucin and tyrosin were isolated. With raw blood-fibrin and cooked

beef-proteids similar results were obtained.^ Pai'ticularly conspic-

uous was a soluble albumose formed in the fibrin digestions. It was

completely precipitable from a neutral solution by heat and pai'took

of the general character of hetereoralbumose, being insoluble in

water but completely insoluble in salt solutions as well as in dilute

acids and alkalies. This substance recalls the "globulin-like" body

described by Martin. While calling attention to the points of

resemblance between the action of papoid and trj^psin, Chittenden

points out that the latter is ordinarily associated with an alkaline

secretion, and as a proteolytic agent acts to advantage only in alka-

line fluids. On the other hand, the action of papoid in neu-

tral solutions is increased by the addition of a very small amount

of hydrochloric acid. Wurtz" has also stated that the liquid juice of

the papaw is neutral in reaction. Chittenden therefore merel3^ con-

cludes "that the power possessed by papoid of dissolving various

forms of proteid matter is dependent upon an ordinary digestive

action akin to, or identical with, that of digestive ferments in general,

whether animal or vegetable.

In a subsequent paper from this laboratory^ it was demonstrated

that not only are true albumoses (in Kiihne's sense) formed bj' vari-

ous commercial papain preparations acting in different media, but

' Chittenden : Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences,

1892, ix, p. 298.

" We learn from Professor Chittenden that the quantities of leucin and tyrosin

found by him were small at the most.

^ Wurtz and Bouchut : Comptes rendus de I'Academie des Sciences, 1879,

Ixxxix, p. 425.

* Chittenden, Mendel and McDermott : American Journal of Physiology, 1898,

i, p. 255. The references to the literature are given in this paper.
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—contrary to the statements of several writers—peptones, i. e.,

biuret-giving compounds not precipitable by ammonium sulphate

or zinc sulphate, are formed in considerable amounts. The latter

were separated from digestive mixtures and their physiological

action was investigated. Previous to this Neumeister' only had

directed attention to this point. His report is, however, very scanty,

and the commercial preparation of '' papayotin " which he iised must

have been rather inactive ; for although it dissolved coagulated egg-

white in an alkaline mixture, it failed to digest fresh fibrin or to act

in acid or neutral solutions. He arrived at no definite conclusion

regarding the nature of the enzyme.

The present investigation is the outcome of an attempt to isolate

the end-products of the action of papain upon purified proteids.

Relj'ing upon such statements as have been introduced into the

literature on this subject, Ave had expected to find a marked resem-

blance in character between the products formed by trypsin and

those resulting from papain j^roteolysis. Our experiments, on the

contrary, soon indicated that pronounced differences exist. From the

data accumulated we feel justified in reporting some additional

features regarding the action of the papaw enzyme. We have not

been fortunate enough to secure specimens of the fruit itself for

stud}' ; but the results obtained with four commercial preparations

from' different sources are fairly concordant and characteristic and

give no occasion to suspect the extensive admixture of other enzymes.

These preparations will be referred to below as Papain A, B, C, and

D; they were bought under the names of "Papoid," " Caroid,"

"Papain (Lehn and Fink's)," and "Papain (Merck's)" respectively.

Our observations will be considered under four chapters in the part

following.

I. The Influence of the Reaction on the Proteolytic Action

of Papain.

A survey of the literature on the action of papain shows that the

observers have by no means been agreed regarding the conditions of

reaction under which proteolysis proceeds favorably. Wurtz, the

earliest careful investigator of this point, and Chittenden, who made

the most exhaustive study (with "papoid"), both found the enzyme

active in acid, alkaline and neutral media, as already indicated.

Similar observations were made by Polak'^ with two papain prepara-

^ Nenmeister : Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, 1890, xxvi, p. 82.

-Polak : Jahresbericlit fiir Thierchemie, 188'i, xii, p. 254.
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tions in the digestion of various proteids. While nearly all writers

have found that weakly alkaline fluids favor the action of papain,

there has been great diversity of experience regarding the influence

of acid reaction/ Undoubtedly the conditions determining the

character of the acid reaction, i. e., the presence or absence of free

uinieral acid, are of decisive influence and have been overlooked in

this connection, as frequently elsewhere, in discussions regarding

enzvme activity.^ Our own experiments confirm the results obtained

by the three writers above named in showing pronounced proteo-

lytic activity in digestive mixtures with various reactions.

Methods. The general course of these experiments has been to

treat the proteid used with relatively concentrated solutions of the

enzyme preparation under examination, enough sodium fluoride

being dissolved in the mixture in every case to make the total

strength of this antiseptic equivalent to at least one per cent. Pre-

vious trials had demonstrated that this salt does not interfere seri-

ously with the action of papain.^ The digestions were carried on in

an oven at 37° C. In the sei'ies of quantitative trials reported below

ten grams of moist coagulated egg-white, finely comminuted, were

used. To this, 50 c.c. of 0.2 per cent. HCl were added for the acid

digestions, 50 c.c. of 2 per cent. HNaCOg solution for the alkaline

digestions, and 50 c.c. of water for the neutral media. Finally 1.5

grams of papain were digested with 125 c.c. of water and 50 c.c.

of the filtrate were employed in each digestion. Each digestion

mixture was thus made up as follows :

10 grams of moist proteid (2.025 grams of dry proteid),

100 c.c. of fluid containing 1 gram NaF,

/ 0.1 per cent. HCl, or

papain and-: 1.0 " HNaCO.,, or

( water.

Control trials were simultaneously carried out with boiled papain

solutions, and lastly the solvent action of the fluids used was ascer-

tained.' After allowing the digestive action to proceed at 37° C.

^ For the literature references on this point see Oppenheimer : Die Fermente
und ihre Wirkungen, 1900, p. 136 ; also Pickardt : Centralblatt fiir Physiologie,

1900, xiv, p. 851.

^ Cf. Hanford : American Journal of Physiology, 1900, iv, p. 250.

* Cf. Chittenden, Mendel and McDermott : American Journal of Phj^siology,

1898, i, p. 259.

•• The complete extent of digestive action is not alwaj's accurately represented
in this way, since what is estimated as undigested residue may frequently be
made up in part of transformation products, like antialbumid. resulting from
the work of the enzj-me.
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with frequent agitation of the mixture for four hours, it was stopped

by heating, and the undissolved residue filtered upon dried and

Aveighed ash-free papers, then thoroughly washed with hot water

and dried to constant weight at 105° C. From the figures thus

obtained the percentage of proteid dissolved was calculated. The
results ai'e tabulated below.

PAPAIX DICKSTIOX OF COAGULATED EGG-ALBUMIX.

(The figures indicate the percentages of proteid dissolved.)

Medium.
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litres of 0.6 per cent. HCl at 40°-45° C. for two months. Experi-

ments of this type will scarcely appeal to one as offering reliable

evidence regarding the work of the enz^-me pepsin, especially as no

control experiments to show the influence of such large excesses of

free hydrochloric acid are presented. How vigorously dilute acids

alone nia}^ act on proteids has been shown by Fr. Goldschmidt.'

More important, however, are experiments like those of Pfaundler."

This investigator showed that while in prolonged pepsin-HCl diges-

tion there arise products which no longer give the biuret reaction,

leucin and tyrosin cannot be found ready formed. Tryptophan, in

particular, has always been regarded as a typical product of tryptic

enzymes, although Malfatti^ has recently observed that it may be

formed by extracts of the stomach. He gives no conclusive proof,

however, that the action is due to the enzyme pepsin. Tyrosin has

not been found among the products of pepsin-proteolysis.

Bertrand^ and others have shown that exti'acts of Russida delica

and other species of fungi contain an oxidizing enzyme, which they

named tyrosinase, and which brings about a black coloration when

added to solutions containing tyrosin. The reaction is one of oxida-

tion and may be observed with many genera. Harlay° has subse-

quently asserted that this reaction is a delicate test for the presence

of tyrosin and enables one to distinguish between the products of

peptic and tryptic digestion. With peptic digestion mixtures the

extracts of Russida yield a red, then green color; tryptic products

turn red, then black. Applying this test to the products of papain

digestion, Harlay'^ has observed a resemblance in reaction to that

obtained with the peptic digestion products. Although these obser-

vations, published during the progress of our experiments, were

made with extracts of a different member of the papaw family, viz.,

Carlca hastifolia, they lend additional evidence to the results which

we have obtained with the closeh^ related species.

' Goldschmidt : Ueber die Wirkimg von Saiiren anf Eiweissstoffe. Inaugural-

Dissertation, 1898, Strassburg.

-Pfaundler
: Zeitsclirift fur pbj'siologische Chemie, 1900, xxx, p. 99.

^Malfatti : Zeitschvift fiir pbysiologische Chemie. 1900, xxxi, p. 43.

^ Bertrand : Bulletin de la society cbimique, 1896 (3), xv, p. 793. Bourquelot

:

Bulletin de la society uiycologique de France, 1897, xiii, p. 65. Cf. also Green :

The Soluble Ferments and Fermentations, 1899. pp. 399, 300.
'" Harlay : Journal de pharmacie, 1899 [vi] 5, p. 'I2b.

^ Harlay : Abstract in Journal of the Chemical Society, 1900. Part I, July,

p. 419.
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We have searched for leucin, tyrosiu and tryptophan among the

pi'oducts of papain digestion under a variety of conditions. In a

very large number of experiments we have uniformly failed to

detect them. They are therefore, in our opinion, not normal products

of the proteolytic action of papain. Enzyme pi-eparations from

four different manufacturers were tested in solutions of differing

reactions and on the following proteids : casein, fibrin, coagulated

egg-albumin, muscle tissue (boiled and unboiled). Only in one

series of experiments, viz., those with unboiled muscle tissue, did the

products already referred to regularly appear. These cases will be

considered in detail below.

Methods. The digestions were carried out at 3o°-38°C. in the

presence of two per cent, sodium fluoride, or thymol, to avoid bac-

terial decomposition. The reaction of the digestive mixtures varied

as described on page 6. At the end of varying periods of time

they were filtered and neutralized, when necessary ; the fluids were

then heated on the water-bath, and after the removal of the charac-

teristic albumose-like body which usually separates out, they were

concentrated to a small volume and set aside in a cool place to allow

bodies like leucin and tyrosin to crystallize out. Finally the residues

were extracted with warm alcohol to remove some of these latter

compounds and eliminate the greater part of the soluble pro-

teids. The alcoholic extracts were in turn concentrated, allowed to

stand, and carefully examined under the microscope for crystals of

leucin and tyrosin. Trytophan was searched for by the bromine-

water test both in the original concentrated neutralized solution and

in the final alcoholic extracts.

The results of over sixty trials made with the four papain prepara-

tions (more particularly with papain A, B and D) and with the pro-

teids mentioned, were entirely negative so far as the appearance or

detection of leucin, tyrosin or tryptophan was concerned. The

observations were so concordant in this respect, that it is scarcely

necessary to enumerate the variations in time of digestion, the reac-

tion of the digestive media, the quantity of enzyme used and other

details. Comparisons with control trials always indicated a vigorous

digestion in every case. In some instances the digestion was allowed

to continue at 35°C. for over a month without altering the results

noted. Only with fresh muscle tissue were these tryptic end-products

obtained. When hashed muscle (lean beefsteak), washed free from

blood with water, was digested with papain in the presence of two

per cent, sodium fluoride, the tryptophan reaction was repeatedly
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obtained in tlie acid digestions ; and frequently typical leuciu crys-

tals, less often characteristic tyrosin crystals, could be detected with

the microscope. There was no difference in the three papain prepara-

tions in this respect. The suspicion that the meat thus prepared long

after the death of the animal might be contaminated Avith bacterial

enzymes, led to the use of dog's and rabbit's muscle removed from the

freshly killed animal immediatelj^ after perfusion of the blood-vessels

with isotonic sodium chloride solution to wash out the blood com-

pletely. Precisely similar results were obtained with such material

in the acid and neutral media. Finally trials were made with muscle

tissue previously heated in boiling water. With the boiled muscle

no leucin, tyrosin or tryptophan was ever obtained. These facts

seem to indicate the existence of an enzyme in the muscle tissue

which may assist in the proteolysis accomplished by papain on the

fresh tissue and may carry the action to a stage where relatively simple

products are formed. The self-digestion (autolysis) of muscle after

exclusion of bacteria by the use of chloroform-water, Avas observed

long ago by Salkowski.' He failed to find leucin and tyrosin among

the products. More recently Jacoby ^ obtained large quantities of

leucin, tyrosin and also tryptophan in the self-digestion of the liver.

These observations indicate an explanation for the exceptional results

obtained with fresh muscle tissue in our papain digestions, by refer-

ring to the muscle itself the active agent in the production of trypto-

phan, etc., in these cases—a conclusion which is supported by the

uniformly negative results obtained with the heated tissue.

///. The JVature of some Products of Papain Proteolysis.

While the experiments just outlined indicate the marked difference

between trypsin-and papain-proteolysis so far as the end-products

formed under ordinarj' conditions are concerned, a closer study

of the primar}^ products has shosvn them to resemble in many respects

the bodies obtained under similar conditions in pepsin-hydrochloric

acid digestion. Oar investigation in this direction has been confined

to the proteid casein, since this is readilj^ obtained in large quantities

in a state of considerable purity. The products formed from casein by
pepsin-hydrochloric acid have been investigated by Chittenden' and

' Salkowski : Arcliiv fur Physiologie, 1890, p. 554 ; Zeitschrift fur klinische

Medicin, 1880, xvii, Supplementband, p. 77.

- Jacoby
: Zeitschrift fiir physiologisclie Chemie, 1900, xxx, p. 162.

2 Chittenden : Studies from the laboratory of physiological chemistry, Yale
University, 1887, ii, p. 156; 1889, iii, p. 66.
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his pupils, and more recently by Fr. Alexander,' The latter employed

the method of fractional precipitation introduced by E. P. Pick° for

the albumoses. We have followed their scheme of analysis quite

closel}', and refer to the papers of the writers mentioned for the

details of the method. The separation of the individual caseoses was

made in the neutralized and somewhat concentrated digestion filtrates,

after removal of the characteristic albuniose-like substance which has

already been referred to as precipitating when heat is applied.

Instead of reproducing our protocols at length, we give an outline of

one of several experiments with casein and then add a brief resume

of the main results ascertained from all the trials.

Eoeperiment A. In this experiment 1^ kilos of moist casein obtained from

skimmed milk and purified by re-precipitating three times were treated with

2i liters of 0.25 per cent. NaoC03,4 grams of papain A and strong alcoholic

thymol solution. The mixture was kept at 38° C. for 11 days. During this inter-

val portions had repeatedly been withdi-awn and examined for leuoin, tyrosin and

tryptophan (as described on page 9) with negative results. Therefore 4 grams of

papain were again added. After digesting for 7 days longer, during which time

samples had again been withdrawn and examined for leucin, etc., with negative

outcome, the material was filtered and neutralized with acetic acid, whereupon

a very slight precipitate was obtained. The filtrates were then concentrated as

already indicated, until they contained about ten per cent, of dissolved substance.

On treatment of the carefully neutralized iiuid with saturated ammonium sul-

phate solution, Fraction I., which began to be precipitated when a content of

2.6 c.c. of saturated ammonium sulphate solution in a total volume of 10 c.c.

was reached, was completely separated when 6 c.c. of the sulphate solution were

present. In a large portion of digestion material this fraction was then precipi-

tated by mixing ten volumes of the digestive solution with nine volumes of

ammonium sulphate solution (following Alexander),'' and after standing, this frac-

tion was filtered off completely. In this filtrate the lower limit of precipitation

was found to be 5.1 c.c, and the upper limit at 6.7 c.c. of ammonium sulphate

solution. Fraction II. was then separated from a larger quantity of the original

material by adding one volume of it to three volumes of saturated ammonium sul-

phate solution. For this filtrate obtained therefrom, lower and upper precipitation

limits of 7.8 c.c, and about 9.5 c.c. of ammonium sulphate solution respectively

were ascertained. Fraction III. was therefore removed by saturating the remainder

of the original digestion material with ammonium sulphate crystals and filter-

ing after some hours. 'When the salt-saturated fluid thus obtained was further

treated with -^(^71 sulphuric acid (saturated with ammonium sulphate) a precip-

itate. Fraction IV., separated. It was relatively large in quantity and was

removed by adding one-half volume of the salt-saturated acid to the entire fluid.

The filtrate still gave a strong biuret reaction, indicating the presence of pep-

1 Alexander: Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie, 1898, xxv, p. 411.

-' Pick : Zeitschrift fvir physiologische Chemie, 1897, xxiv, p. 246.

^ Alexander : Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie, 1898, xxv, p. 418.
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tones. The latter were removed by precipitation with an equal volume of Lugol's

solution saturated 'with ammonium sulphate. This peptone precipitate could

always be divided into two fractions, one insoluble (V) and the other soluble

(YI) in 95 per cent, alcohol. These portions both gave the biuret reaction.

Experiment B. This was carried out under precisely the same conditions as

Experiment A, except that 2.2 liters of 0.02 per cent. HCl were added instead of

the alkali. A total of 8 grams of papain A was added, and the digestion stopped

after 38 days. No leucin, tyrosin or tryptophan were found. The results of the

fractional analysis are given below.

Experiment C. Alkaline digestion containing 300 grams of freshly precipi-

tated casein, 1500 c.c. of 0.25 per cent. Na^COg, 4 grams of papain B and thymol

solution. Digestion at 38° C. for 26 days.

Experiment D. Acid digestion like Experiment C except that 1500 c.c. of

0.02 per cent. HCl were added in place of the alkali.

Experiment E. Alkaline digestion like Experiment C, the enzyme used being

papain C. Digestion at 38° C. for 26 days.

Experiment F. Acid digestion like Experiment D, with papain C. Digested

at 38' C. for 26 days.

A summary of the results of the fractional precipitation of the

digestion products according to the general plan outlined under

Experiment A follows. The figures given indicate cubic centimetres

of saturated sulphate solution in a total volume of ten cubic centimetres.

FRACTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE PAPAIN DIGESTION,

Preparation
used.
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IT^. General Concli(sio?is.

The observations recorded in this paper indicate that papain

belongs to a class of enzymes which differs somewhat in type from

the two proteolytic enzymes that have received most careful investi-

gation in the past, viz., pepsin and tryjisin, ' "While the products of

the papain digestion of proteids resemble quite closely those of pep-

sin so far as these have been examined in detail, the enzyme differs

from ordinar}' animal pepsin in that it acts readily in both neutral

and alkaline media. On the other hand, although papain is com-

parable with trypsin in exerting a solvent action in fluids of various

reactions, the failure to form leucin, tyrosin and tryptophan in

appreciable quantities—at least under conditions in which they are

readily formed in large quantities by other tryptic enzymes—places

it in a class of its own for the present.

The failure of papain to conform exactly with any of the standards

set in the past for jjroteolytic enzymes need not surj^rise us. The
more carefully such enzymes—especially those from vegetable

sources—are being examined with reference to their activities, the

more varied are found to be the manifestations which characterize

and distinguish them. We may refer, for example, to bromelin, the

proteolytic enzyme of the pineapple [Ananassa sativa), which has

been studied very thoroughly by Chittenden/ Bromelin readily

forms leucin and tyrosin in large quantities in both acid and neutral

media, besides the characteristic proteoses and peptones.^ This

recalls the proteolytic enzyme of the yeast, discovered by Salkowski^

and quite recently found by Hahn and Geret^ in the yeast juice

exi:)ressed by Buchner's method. It acts with intense vigor, giving

rise readily to leucin and tyrosin
;
pejjtone is not obtained and albu-

moses occur only in traces ; acid reaction is favorable, while alkalies

retard digestion with it. The circumstance that the favorable reac-

tion corresponds with the one best for pepsin, while the products

formed resemble those resulting in trypsin proteolysis (the absence

of peptones being unique), has led Hahn and Geret to classify this

yeast enzyme by itself and to give it a new name : yeast endotrypsin,

' Chittenden : Jotimal of Physiology, 1893, xv, p. 249.

-In iinpublished experiments by 0. H. Schell, Ph.B. and one of ns. tryp-

tophan and other end-products were found in addition to those already described.

2 Salkowski : Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie, 1889, xiii, p. 5*^7.

''Hahn and Geret : Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, 1900, xl, p. 117.
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Similarh^ the enzyme found by Green' in the germinating seeds of

Luplnns hirsutus acts in acid media, forming leucin and tyrosin
;

but the primary products are also found. Related enzymes have

been described by others. The proteolytic enzyme of the pitcher

plant, Xepenthes, which Vines^ has studied, seems to resemble pepsin

most closely ; for it acts only in acid fluids, forming large quantities

of albumoses, small amounts of peptone and only traces of leucin, if

any. Tyrosin has not been obtained. In writing of various vege-

table enzymes, Vines says :
" It is a remarkable fact that, whatever

may be the reaction of the medium in which they can work, all these

enzvmes are essentially tryptic in their mode of action ; in fact it is

not improbable that this may be a characteristic feature of all vege-

table proteolytic enzymes whatsoever.'" On the contrary, we

believe that the actual experiments of Vines, as well as the work

recorded in this paper, make it more probable that plants, like

animals, produce various kinds of proteolytic enzymes.*

April, 1901.

> Green : Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society, London, 1887, B,

clxxviii, p. 39.

' Vines : Annals of Botany, 1897, xi, p. 563 ; 1898, xii, p. 546.

^ Vines: loc. cit., 1898, xii, p. 555.

^Cf. Pfeffer: Pflanzenphysiologie, 1897, i, p. 511-512.
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Additions to the Fauna of the Behmudas fuom the
Yale Expedition of 1901, with Notes on Other Species.

By a. E. Verrill.

The following additions to the fauna of the Bermudas are due

ahnost entirely to the large collections made in the spring of 1901,

by Mr. A. II. Verrill, who was there from March 7th to May 9th,

and the writer, who took part in the work from April 10th to May
9th. Dr. W. G. Van Name joined us during the latter part of the

time, but he worked chiefly on the Tunicata, which are not included

in this article.

About 75 sj^ecies of insects and -25 species of spiders were also

obtained. Many of these were not before known from Bermuda,

but they will be treated in subsequent articles. The numerous

Isopoda and Amphipoda, and most of the Annelida, also remain to

be studied, as well as many of the smaller shells, among which there

ai'e probably many additions to the fauna. There are also some

additional land shells, Myriapoda, earthworms, etc.

I have added notes on some of the rarer or less known species,

of those previously recorded,* where such information seemed partic-

ularly desirable, for the benefit of future students.

That so many species of comparatively large and conspicuous

marine animals could be added in a few weeks to the fauna of a

locality, where so many previous collections have been made, may
seem strange. This is due, however, partly to a very careful scru-

tiny of the hiding places of those forms that depend upon conceal-

ment for their safety, partly upon the fact that localities were visited

where we did not collect in 1898, in which certain species seem

to be localized, and perhaps, in some cases, upon the earlier season

of the year (March), when some of the new forms came into shallow

water to spawn.

The illustrations are mostly from colored drawings, made from

life, by Mr. A. H. Verrill. Others are from photographs made hj

him, either from living or freshly killed specimens. It is unfortu-

nate that the colored figures could not now be reproduced in colors

by the Academy, for in these groups of soft-bodied animals the

colors are often highly characteristic, as well as beautiful.

The marine invertebrate fauna of the Bermudas, now known,

includes about 900 species. The known fishes are about 200.

* Species previously recorded are in italic type. Those now first recorded

(so far as known) are in black-face type.
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CRUSTACEA.
DECAPODA.

Epialtus bituberculatus JI. Edw, (?) var. Bermudensis Ver.

Plate I. Figure 1.

This form differs so decidedly from the several so-called varieties

of E. bituberculatus figured by A. Milne-Edwards (Crust. Reg.

Mex., p. 137, pi. xxvii) that it seems necessary to give it, at the

least, a varietal name. Indeed, the differences are so great as to

indicate a distinct species, but, unfortunately, we obtained only a

single example. It resembles the E. Braziliensis Dana, considered

a variety by A. M. Edw., more than var. affinis Stimp. From both

it differs in having a much longer and differently shaped rostrum
;

in the more transverse front edge of the carapax and the much

deeper emargination on the sides ; the more prominent lateral tuber-

cles ; the much longer legs and chelipeds ; and especially in the

much longer and differently shaped chelae.

The leno-th of the rostrum to that of the rest of the carapax is as

1:1.62; the length of the carapax (without rostrum) to its breadth

is as 1:1.30 ; the length of the chelre is equal to that of the carapax

to base of rostrum ; the length of the chelae to the breadth is as 3:1,

their distal portion being decidedly the larger. Total length of

carapax and rostrum, 15.7'^'"; greatest breadth, l^.S'"""; length of

rostrum, 12°^"^
; of chelae, ICS"^"".

The sides of the carapax are deeply concave in outline between

the two tubercles ; the anterior tubercles are much the larger, but

the posterior are a little more prominent and more acutely angular,

their anterior edge being incurved. The rostrum is rather long with

the outlines in front of the eyes distinctly incurved, but the tip is

obtusely rounded ; there is a pair of distinct angular denticles in

front of the eyes, back of which the outlines are nearly parallel.

The front margins of the carapax are nearly transverse, sloping but

little from the orbits to the antero-lateral tubercles, which are

bluntly rounded.

The color in life was brownish purple, becoming greenish ante-

riorly and grayish on the legs ; on the posterior part of the carapax

there is a large, broad T-shaped spot of cream-color. Chelipeds yel-

lowish brown, the claws whitish.

Flatts Inlet, cut out of a deep hole in a ledge, one specimen only,

April, 1901 (A. H. v.).

The E. bituberculatus is recorded from Chili, Panama, Florida

(var. affinis), Brazil, etc.
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Pericera subparallela Stimp.

Pericera subparallela Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. York, vii, p. 182

[54], 1860, (St. Thomas.) A. Milue-Edw., Crust. Reg. .Mez., p. 54, pi. xiii.

figs. 3-3d, (GaudaloniDe.)

A single specimen of this species, from Bermuda, was in the col-

lection of 1898. It has been determined by Miss M. J. Rathbun.

Platypodia spectahilis (Herbst).

Cancer lobatus Milne-Edw. , Hist. Nat. Crust., i, p. 375.

Attergatis lobatus Stimpson, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. York, 1860, p. 74.

Lophactcea lobata A. Milne-Edwards, Nouv. Arch. Museum, Mem. I, p. 249, pi.

xvi, fig. 3 ; Crust. Reg. Mexico, p. 242. Rankin, Annals N. York Acad.,

xii, p. 529.

Plate I. Figure 2.

Several specimens of this beautiful species were obtained under

stones and among bright colored sponges. In life its colors are very

bright, but imitative of sponges, etc. The carapax is bright orange-

red with particolored, irregular, broad streaks, blotches, and angular

or rounded ocellated spots of various sizes. These generally have a

small, bright yellow center, surrounded by a wide white band,

which is edged with bright blue and surrounded by a thin black line.

The arrangement of the spots and blotches is variable. Sometimes

small, round, ocellated spots, with the several colors distinct, occur

on the large light blotches, either singly or in lines or groups
;

others are scattered over the carapax. The chelipeds and legs are

colored in the same way, but here the spots mostly take the form of

half-bands, or angular patches at the joints. The tips of the claws

are black. The larger patches of color are often unsymmetrically

arranged on the carapax, which tends to obscure its outline and

increases the imitative effect.

Cardiosoma Guanhumi Latr. Great Land Crab.

M.-Edw., Illust. ed. Cu^aer, pi. xx, figs. 1-li. S. I. Smith, these Trans., ii, p.

143, pi. V, fig. 3, 1870.

In addition to the locality for this large land crab on Cooper's

Island, mentioned in my former paper (vol. x, p. 573), we this year

found its large holes in considerable numbers near the shore at

Hungry Bay, on the south side of the Main Island, As the holes

ai'e very deep and generally excavated among stones and the roots

of trees, it is very difficult to dig them out. They are said to come

out of their holes in the night, in summer. If so they might, per-

haps, be captured by torchlight.

Trans. Coxn. Acad., Vol. XI. 2 October, 1901.
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Cyclois Bairdii Stimpson.

Cyclois Bairdii Stimpson, Notes on N. Amer. Cnist., II, Annals Lye. Nat.

Hist. New York, vol. vii, p. 237 [109], 1860, (Cape St. Lucas.)

M. J. Rathbun, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mns., xxi, p. 610, 1898; Bull. Univer. Iowa,

1898, p. 290, (Bahamas.)

Plate II. Figures 1, 2.

In life the carapax is pale yellow or yellowish white with several

rows of lemon-yellow spots and with rather numerous smaller spots

of bright red. or crimson, chiefly near the lateral margins and on the

antero-lateral teeth. Chelipeds and legs brighter yellow, banded

and spotted with bright red. The chelfe have a large crescent-shaped

spot of red on the inner side at the joint, and the tips and dorsal

spines are red ; two spots of red on the cai*pus. Ambulatory legs

brighter yellow, with three or four bands of red and purple at the

joints and with marginal lines of purple ; eye-stalks orange and yel-

low. Two living specimens of this species, about two inches broad,

were taken by A. H. Verrill, in shallow water on a sandy bottom,

near "Waterloo," Castle Harbor, April, 1901. The cast shells, some

of them of larger size, were also found on the north side of Long

Bird Island, opposite the sand flats, in May.

It was originally described from Cape St. Lucas, where it is abun-

dant. Specimens from Panama (Capt. J. M. Dow) are in the

Museum of Yale University. Miss M. J. Rathbun has recorded it

from the West Indies. She considers our specimens identical (judg-

ing from the photographs).

Clibanarius Verrillii Rathbun.

Amer. Journ. Science, xi, p. 328, April, 1901.

Plate VIII. Figure 2, 3.

A few small specimens that appear to belong to this species were

taken this year, at Hungry Bay. The figure, here given, is from

one of the original types.

Albiinea oxycephala Miers.

Plate VIII. Figure 1.

A large and perfect living specimen of this fine species was dug
out of the sandy beach, between tides, near Hungry Bay, February,

1901, by Mr. T. G. Gosling, and presented to us. The photograph,

here reproduced, was from this specimen. No other example was
found. It is probably rare at this season of the year, but like

Hi2)pa, it ma}' be more common in summer. Its color, in life, was
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yellowish white, or about the color of the shell-sand in which it

lives.

Tozeuma Carolinensis Kingsley.

Tozeuma Carolinensis Kingsley, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1878, pp. 90,

328, 1879, p. 413, pi. xiv, fig. 8 ; Amer. Naturalist, xxxiii, p. 715, fig. 8, 1899.

A small, slender and delicate shrimp. Rostrum long, flat, and nar-

row, its edge nearly straight above, without teeth, above or below

but with a fine spinule at the base, back of the eyes ; at tip, which*

is subacute, there are fine spinules, and hair-like ones below.

Chelipeds much shorter than the other legs, with a short swollen

claw and a short, round carpus. Second pereipods much longer and

more slender, with a small chela and a short carpus.

Other legs long and slender, not chelate ; eye-stalks are short,

swollen at base.

Dredged in three fathoms, on a soft weedy bottom, in Castle

Harbor, May, 1901.

Thor Floridanus Kingsley.

Thor Floridamis Kingsley, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1878, p. 95; op.

cit., 1879, p. 421, pi. xiv, fig. 6; Amer. Naturalist, xxxiii, p. 718, fig. 20,

1899.

A small, stout-bodied, smooth shrimp, with large conspicuous

black eyes, on stout stalks, and a short rostrum, not quite reaching

the tips of the eyes, and having four or five acute denticles on the

sloping upper edge ; but none below. The anterior feet are stouter

and shorter than the next pair, with small, rather short chelae.

Those of the second pair are decidedly longer and filiform, with

minute chelre and a very slender, .5-jointed carpus. The other legs

are of about the same length, but stouter and subequal.

The body and legs are translucent whitish with minute specks of

orange-red ; eye-stalks, antennal scales, and outer maxillipeds tinged

with orange in formalin (this color was not noted in the living

specimens). Eggs rather large, not very numerous, orange in

formalin.

Dredged in " The Reach," in two to three fathoms, shell-sand and

mud, May 5th, 1901. Two females wdth eggs.

Gnatho2)hylluni Americanum Guerin.

Gnathophyllum Americanum Guerin, in La Sagra's Hist. I. Cuba, vol. vii, p.

XX ; atlas, vol. viii, pi. ii, f. 14, 1857.

Verrill, Amer. Joum. Sci., vol. xi, p. 328 (note), April, 1901 ; Pontonidce, sp.,

these Trans., x, p. 579.
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The carapax is smooth, curiously banded with black and yellow.

In the eo-g-bearing female it is much swollen laterally. The first

and second legs are chelate. The first leg is smaller and somewTiat

shorter ; its carpus is elongated and clavate, longer than the chela.

Tlie second leg is much shorter and rather lai'ger, and its chela is

strong but not much enlarged ; carpus shorter than chela (about

one-half as long) ; hand much longer than claw. Other legs simple,

slender, subequal, the last two rather longer. Rostrum short, ob-

liquely truncated ; the tip is acute and reaches almost to the end of

the ocular peduncle, or to the base of the eye ; basal part of the

upper edge is short and straight, smooth ; it then slopes rapidly to

the tip, with about five close teeth. Eye-peduncles project straight

forward, and are of moderate length ; a sjDine is situated below and

back of its base and above the base of the. antenna. The edge of

the carapax is cut away at the bases of the antennoe and then

extends forward. Abdomen is swollen and the edges overlap in an

angle below it, so as to conceal the cluster of eggs.

Color, in life, is conspicuous and characteristic. The carapax and

abdomen are covered with many narrow, transverse bands of bright

yellow and black of about equal width. The telson is pale yellow

with basal and terminal spots of orange. Antennae purplish blue
;

eye-stalks light yellow ; legs pale yellow, each with two dark blue

bands edged with orange ; chelipeds with a single, blue carpal band,

edged with orange ; chelae pale yellow. This curious species, of

which only a fcAv poor specimens have been previously recorded from

Bermuda (Amer. Journ. Sci., xi, p. 328, 1901), was taken alive at

Hungry Bay, April 5th, 1901, by A. H. Verrill, who made a

colored sketch of it.

This specimen is a female carrying a large cluster of eggs.

STOMATOPODA.

Pseudosquilla ciliata Miers.

Pseudosquilla ciliata Miers, Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. V, vol. v, p. 108,

pi. iii, figs. 7, 8, 1880. Brooks, Voy. Chall., xvi, pp. 53-55, pi. xv, fig. 10,

1886. Bigelow, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., xvii, p. 499, 1894. Rankin, Annals

N. York Acad. Sci., xii, p. 545, 1899.

P. stylifera Von Martens (t. Miers).

The color of this species is quite variable, like that of Gonodacty-

liis chiragra, with which it is often associated. Frequently the colors

are imitative of the sandy bottom, the back being variegated or

specked with white on a gray or pale j'ellow ground ; m other cases
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it is dull yellowish green or dark olive-green, but nearly always there

is a pale median dorsal stripe of light gray or whitish, and usually a

siniilai", but less distinct, stripe on each side. Frequently there are

three pairs of blackish spots ; one pair on the thorax, one on the first

abdominal segment, and another at the base of the telson.

It was not uncommon, swimming near the bottom, in shallow water

at Hungry Bay and at Long Bird Island. It was also found in cavi-

ties in loose stones, below low-tide. Clusters of its eggs were found

in such cavities, April 19th; the}^ were greenish yellow and resemble

those of G. chiragra, which were found at the saine time. This

species resembles the latter in form and appearance, but it is usually

larger and swims more freely, so that most of our specimens were

taken with a hand-net, while swimming. It was not taken by our

party in 1898, for lack of information as to its habits.

It can be distinguished at once from G. chiragra by its lacking

the bulbous enlargement of the chelipeds.

It has been recorded from various parts of the Indo-Pacific region,

including the Hawaiian Is., and also from the West Indies.

ARTHROSTRACA.

Cyamus fascicularis V., sp. nov. Sperin-\\-liale Louse.

Plate VIII. FiarRE 4.

Specimens of a slender-bodied Cyamus, which is probably a new
species, were taken from the body of a young sperm whale, taken

off Bermuda and brought to St. George's for exhibition, in April.

This species is much more slender than those of the right whales

and allied cetaceans. The two branchial segments are about as

wide as the following ones, and bear fascicles of small, short, some-

what unequal branchioe, scarcel}^ longer than the segments. There

are about 10 to 12 branchial filaments in each of the four groups.

The first segment is consolidated with the head, which is narrow

and rather long, with conspicuous eyes. Antennae are about f the

length of the head. First pair of legs small, beneath the second.

The hands of the second pair are not miich swollen, and have two
strong denticles, besides a similar one at the distal angle of the

carpus. The three posterior feet have a recurved denticle on the distal

angle of the carpus.

Color, yellowish white ; branchije have small black spots. The
specimens described are females. No males were taken.

Length of body and head, 9"""
;
greatest breadth of body, 3.5"'"'.
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Orchestia agilis Smith.

Report U. S. Fish Com. for 1871 and 1872, I, p. 555 [261], pi. iv, fig. 14, 1873.

This abundant New England Amphipod occurs in equal abundance

at Bermuda, under decaying sea-weeds at high-tide mark, on all the

shores.

CIRRIPEDIA.

Balanus declivis Darwin, var. cuspidatus, nov.

Balanus declivis Darwin, Mon. Cirrijiedia, ii, p. 275, pi. vii, figs. 4n-4d, 1854.

(West Indies.)

Our specimens differ as a variety from the typical form described

by Darwin, in having the summit of the rostrum divided into 4 or 6

acute denticles ; it is very convex and considerably incurved. The

summit of the carina is bilobed by a narrow incision. The base is

membranous and very obliquelj^ placed, owing to the downward pro-

longation of the rostrum, as in the type.

Long Bird Island, on the flats, imbedded in a blackish, massive

keratose sponge (Spongia, sp.), which often lives half buried in

the calcareous sand at low tide, and which also harbors a small

Alpheiis and several isopod crustaceans.

This is a veiy singular barnacle, remai'kable for the jDCCuliar

oblique membranous base, and the pointed basal end of the rostrum,

which are characters developed to suit its mode of life, imbedded up

to its aperture in sponges. The type was from the West Indies, in

sponges.

Tetraclita porosa (Gm.) Darwin.

Darwiu, Men. Cirripedia, ii, p. 330, pi. x, figs. 1-lm, 1854.

This is the common, small, sessile barnacle found on the rocks

between tides, with the general appearance of some species of

J3ala)nis. It can easily be distinguished by the 4-parted shell.

Catophragmus imbricatus Sowerby.

Sowerby, Genera of Recent and Fossil Shells, Plate. Darwin, Mo nog. Cirrip.,

ii, p. 490, 1854.

Plate VIII. Figures 8, 9.

Several specimens of this interesting barnacle were found on

littoral rocks. They are all young (about 5 to 8'""' in diameter) and

agree well with the young one described by Darwin, from Antigua.

The eight primary mural plates are pointed and surrounded and

partially concealed by about three alternating whorls of smaller,

pointed plates, rapidly decreasing in size exteriorly. The opercular
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scuta are strongly concentrically ribbed and have a deep, median

radial sulcus. The base is calcareous, but thin. The color is pure

white.

MOLLUSCA.
CEPHALOPODA.

Loligo Pealei (Lesueur) Bv. Squid.

LoUgo Pealei Verrill, Anmml Report U. S. Fish Com. for 1879 [pp. 132-161],

plates xxvi to xxxii, 1882 ; Veiiill, these Trans., vol. v, 1879, pp. 308-340,

pi. xxix, figs. 1-4, pi. xxxvii, figs. 1-3, pi. xxxix, fig. 4 ; pi. xl
;

pi. xlv,

figs. 3, 4.

A single specimen of this species, about 6 inches long, was found

floating and nearh' dead at Long Bird Island, near the shore, April,

1901.

Ommastrephes Bartramii (Les.) D'Orb. Flying Squid.

Sthenoteuthis BartramiiYevTiW, iheseTxaus,., v, pp. 223,288, 1881; Annual

Report U. S. Fish Com. for 1879 [pp. 112-114], 1882.

I was told by the fishermen that schools of the flying squid

{0. Bartramii) are often seen, and that it is sometimes used for

bait.

In this connection, it is of much interest to record that among
large numbers of the shells of Spirula Peronii, cast up on the beach

at Elbow Bay, March 10th, several were found by A. H. Verrill with

portions of the flesh still attached. Tavo of these were preserved in

formalin, with the remnants of the animal. This proves that this

species lives not far away from that shore, and it may be abundant

just outside the reefs, in rather deep water.

GASTROPODA.

Tectibraxchiata.

Dolabrifera ascifera (Rang) Morch.

A2?Iysia (Dolahella) ascifera Rang, Hist. Nat. Aplvs., p. 51, pi. iv, figs. 7-9.

Dolabrifera ascifera Morch, Mai. Bl., xxii, p. 176. Sowerbj', Conch. Icon.,

xvi, pi. i, figs. 6a, 66. Pilsbry, Man. Conchology, xvi, pt. 63, p. 124, pi.

xxxiv, figs. 17, 19, 20. 29 ;
pi. Ixv, figs. 10, 11. Berg., Verh. k. k. Zool. Bot.

Gesellsch., Wien, xxii, 1872, p. 441, pi. v, figs. 25-29; pi. vi, figs. 1-10,

anatomy.

Plate II. Figures 6o, 66. Pl.\te III. Figure 2. Plate IV. Figure 12.

A rather small, ovate, light-colored species, the body covered with

small, low, rounded A'erruca^ ; the head with small ])a]iill{e.
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Body depressed, broadh^ rounded posteriorly ; foot broad, the

edo-es thill and undulated. Mantle-lobe oyer the gill-cavity is short,

leaving an open sinus at each end of the cavity. Tentacles and rhino

-

phores about equal in length and similarly folded, the tentacles

broader or more expanded distally.

Color of upper surface pale yellovrish gray and brown, or light

fawn-color, mottled with yellowish white ; head paler. Under side

of foot blue with white spots.

Length, eO"'", in life ; breadth, about 30™'°. The shell is narrow,

oblong anteriorly, elongated, with a much produced beak, which is

tapered but blunt. The sinus is slightly concave and about ^ the

total length of the shell, ending in a very obtuse angle. The anterior

and inner margins are nearly parallel, narrowing slightly anteriorly
;

the anterior edges obliquely truncate, with rounded angles.

Hungry Bay, April 5, 1901, under stones at extreme low-tide.

Two specimens found together, as if breeding. (A. H. Y.)

Dolabrifera virens V., sp. nov.

Plate II. Figures 4o, 4&, on, 5&. Plate IV. Figure 11.

^^^Mhk-u^,

Fig. 1.

—

Dolabrifera virens V. About i natural size.

A rather large, yellowish green species, covered with small, elon-

gated, conical, acute or distally branched papillae.

Body broad-ovate, broader and well rounded posteriorly ; the

whole upper surface of the body and head is covered with conical

papillae, 1 to 2"°™ long, part of which are acute at tip and part are

divided at the end into 2 to 4 small branches. Rhinophores shorter

and much smaller than the tentacles, deeply folded and enlarged at

the ends. Tentacles very large, elongated, with broadly expanded

ends, the edges undulated and thin. Mantle-lobe rather small, nearlj'-

semicircular, leaving a small open sinus at each end of the branchial

cavity.

Color above, in life, dull yellowish green, with ill-defined blotches

of pale brownish, and with white spots ; the pajjilla^ are mostl}^ lighter

and more yellow
; margin pale bluish with white specks ; under
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surface olive-green, spotted with white. Rhinophores green, with

white spots and edges.

Length, in life, up to 100'"°'
; breadth, about 50°"°.

The shell is firm, calcareous, rather oblong, with the beak produced

and grooved or sometimes spoon-shaped, being concavely excavated
;

the sinus is incurved and has the inner margin thickened ; anterior

end obliquely truncated and angular ; a thin, high, median, vertical

crest or keel runs about ^ of the length, on the inside. Left margin

nearly straight or slightly incurved. The outer surface is faintly

radially ribbed. The shell varies considerably in form in the sevei'al

examples examined, and especially in the ratios of length to breadth,

as shown in the two figures given. The beak may be acute or spoon-

shaped ; in one it was wholly lacking, due apparently to injury and

partial repair. In one specimen the shell was in two parts, having

been bi'oken before death and only slightly repaired.

Hungry Bay, under stones at low tide, April 5, 1901, 5 specimens.

(A. H. V.) Another specimen was taken in May by Mr. W. G.

YanXame.

Tethys (Aplysia) morio V. , sp. nov.

Plate III. Figures 5, oo.

A very large species, over a foot long, dark umber-brown or nearly

black, without definite spots, but with black stripes on the head, and

with very large broadly overlapping lateral flaps.

Body thick and stout, swollen, very obtuse posteriorly. Head
and neck thick and stout (but perhaps not seen fully extended).

Lateral natatorial flaps very wide and overlapping about half their

breadth, entirely free posteriorly, and extending to the end of the

short foot. Rhinophores rather small and short, conical. Tentacles

large and very broad, foliaceous, with thin expanded margins.

Color of body and exterior of flaps very dark umber-brown or

brownish black, with few obscure dusky blotches on the sides of foot

and with a purplish tinge along the edges of the flaps. Head, above

and on the sides, covered Avith a number of narrow, purplish black,

longitudinal stripes.

Length, in life, when not fully extended, 400'°"'
; height, 145""°.

The shell is very thin, transparent, pale yellow, oblong-ovate,

obtusely rounded anteriorl}-, with the posterior sinus long and only

slightly incurved ; beak rather prominent, scarcely incurved, with a

reflexed membranous edge, which also extends along both posterior

margins. In the formalin preparation there is no calcareous layer

present. The surface is concentrically undulated and faintly longi-
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tudinally grooved. Length to breadth as 3 : 2. Length, 60"^"'
;

breadth, 40'°'".

No mantle-pore coukl be found, nor any distinct pore for the

"opaline gland"; the latter probably discharges through many

minute pores.

A single specimen was found in Castle Harbor, March 21, cast

upon the beach but still living and not damaged. (A. H. V.)

This species resembles 2\ megaptera V., in the great size of its

lateral flaps, but differs very decidedly in its colors and other char-

acters.

Tethys (Aplysia) tarda V. , sp. nov.

Plate III. Figures 4, 4a, 4&.

A rather small, short, thick species, with relatively narrow side-

flaps and short rhinophores ; dusky yellowish brown, irregularly

streaked with darker brown or blackish on the head and sides.

Body ovate, obtuse posteriorly, the foot not produced. Head

small, emarginate ; neck short and thick. Rhinophores short, sub-

conical, tapered. Tentacles larger and rather longer, wide at base,

deeply folded. Side-flaps unusually narrow, scarcely meeting over

the back, and apparently not capable of being used for swimming,

the edges undiilated and free to the posterior ends, which extend

nearly to the short tip of the foot. Branchial siphon elongated,

expanded distally. Mantle over shell with a small, simple, nearly

central pore, often Avith Avhite streaks, or rows of white spots, radi-

ating from it.

General color usually is dark dusky brown or umber-brown. The

ground-color is a dull, dark yellowish brown on the sides and head,

but irregularly blotched, striped and streaked with dark, duskj^

brown or sepia. The streaks on the head mostly take the form of

narrow lines, those on the sides of the body are broader and more

irregular, and are united b}^ transverse lines, so as to form a coarse,

irregular reticulation. Edges of side-flaps and siphon bluish gray

with a purplish tinge, or grayish white. Inner surface of flaps dark

brown with dark gray blotches. Shell-mantle dark brown, irregularly

spotted with grayish white, some of the spots usuall}' arranged

radially around the central pore. Si})hon similar in color. Tenta-

cles and rhinophores light brown, with transverse patches or lines of

dark broAvn.

Length, in life, O^™"" ; height, 30''^"^.

The shell is thin, translucent, pale yellow, ovate-elliptical, rather

narrow, ratios as 3.2 : 2 ; the posterior end is produced, with the
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beak rather acute, not incurved, but Avitli a small, narrow, reflexed

terminal and marginal fold
;
posterior sinus rather long, decidedly

incurved, ending anteriorly in a broadly rounded angle ; the anterior

half of the shell forms about half of a regular ellipse. In the forma-

lin preparation there is a thin, white posterior calcareous layer, that

has mostly fallen off. The surface is slightly undulated concentri-

cally. Length, 32"^°^ ; breadth, 20"°^

Cony Island, buried in sand nearly out of sight, April 4 ; also at

Long Bird Island, in shallow water, in May, buried in sand, with

only the back slightly exposed. (A. H. Y.)

This species seems to live habitually nearly buried in sand. It is

very sluggish and probably cannot swim freely, at least in confine-

ment it made no effort to swim. Its back, as exposed, resembles in

color a keratose sponge found in the same localities and partly buried

in the sand.

In color and form this species somewhat resembles T. Floridensis

Pilsbry (Man. Conch., xvi, p. 82, pi. xxxvii, figs. 15-19), but the

latter is described as having the side-flaj^s " ample," while in the

present species they are unusually small. The shell of Floridensis

is wide, and quite different in form, being nearly as broad as long,

while in our species it is unusualh' narrow. In respect to the form

of the shell, T. Braziliana D'Orb. is much like this, but it has large

side-flaps, a tubular mantle-pore, a long neck, and other differential

characters.

Tethys dactylomela Rang.

VeiTill, these Trans., x, p. 545, 1900.

Plate III. Figure 3.

This was very common this year on the shores of Castle Harbor,

breeding in April. Its eggs were laid in clusters of long thin, terete,

yellow strings, attached by one end to weeds ; the eggs are very

small and very numerous, in 6 to 8 rows. The colors were generally

as ordinarily described, the ground-color varying from light yellow

to dark olive-green. A few that Avere nearly albinos were seen, and

one that \Yas melanistic, the ground-color being so dark that the

round black spots were barely visible.

Placobrauchopsis niveus Y., sp. nov.

Plate IV. Figure 10.

A very small, nearly pure white species. Mantle broad-elliptical,

slightly emarginate anteriorly, and Avith a distinct lateral branchial
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sinus ; its surface is miuutely papillose and rough. Head broad,

with the angles somewhat produced into short, broad tentacles.

Rhinophores stout, rather long, strongly folded, of nearly uniform

breadth, obtuse. Foot wider than the mantle, and only slightly

longer, the edges thin and undulated, the anterior angles a little pro-

duced but obtuse. Gill plumose, attached for about half its length,

white. The mantle contains spicules, but, as preserved in formalin,

it is soft and rather thick.

Color pale grayish white or translucent white, specked with flake-

white, and with a purplish gray visceral organ showing through on

the back.

Length, in life, IG"""".

Harrington Sound, in shallow w^ater, on the under side of a coral

[Isophyllia dipsacea), April 9th ; also in Castle Harbor, low-tide,

under stones, in May.

Kuncina inconspicua V., sp. nov.

Plate III. Figure 6.

A very small dark green and brown species. Head bilobed .and

emarginate in front with a pair of small, round black eyes near the

front edge. Mantle oblong or subelliptical, evenly rounded poster-

riorly. Foot wider than mantle, with thin iindulated margins, well

rounded posteriorly. Gill small Avith fine filaments situated under

the right mantle-border, near the posterior end.

Color of mantle very dark green or greenish brown with a narrow

orange border ; upper side of foot light green, specked with white

and edged with a narrow orange or violet line.

Length, 2 to 3™'^ in life.

Castle Harbor, at low-tide, under stones, in May. Several speci-

mens.

NUDIBRANCHIATA.

Elysia ornata (Swainson) Ver.

Thallepus ornatus Swaiuson, Treatise Malac, jjp. 250, 359, 1840, from a draw-

ing, (West Indies.

)

Dalahrifera (?) ornata Pilsbry, Man. Conchology, vol. xvi, p. 126.

Plate IV. Figure 5.

This beautiful species was originalh^ imperfectly described, as

indicated above, from the West Indies. The description was from
a colored drawing only, and was so imperfect that the place of the

species in the Mollusca has never been settled. The colors, as
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described, are so characteristic and striking that there can be no

doubt of its specific identity witli our specimens.

The body, in life, is usually yellowish olive-green, but it varies

from light yellowish green to dark olive-green ; both surfaces of the

flaps and the sides of the body are finely specked with black and

flake-Avhite dots, often appearing to be slightly raised above the sur-

face. The side flaps are wide with thin flexible and usually undu-

lated margins, which are elegantly bordered with a narrow bright

orange band, outside of which the edge is marked by a black line.

The folded rhinophores are large and long, with the posterior side

orange and the edge black. There is often a white patch on the

top of the head. Under side of foot paler green than the body.

This interesting species was found pairing and sj^awning in con-

siderable numbers on the shore of Castle Harbor in March, by A.

H. Verrill. It occurred mostly on a curious bright green alga

( Caulerpa clavifera), on which it laid its eggs in a long coiled ribbon.

According to the notes, the egg-band, when first laid, floated freely

in the water, being attached only by the proximal end, but it was

afterwards cleverly coiled up and attached for its whole length by
the parent, before being left to its fate. The species became com-

paratively rare in a few days, perhaps retiring into deeper. water.

Only a very few could be found at the same place after my arrival

» in April, The last specimens seen occurred April 17th.

Elysia subomata V., sp. uov.

Plate IV. Figure 4.

Head large ; body elongated, acute behind ; neck long in exten-

sion. Rhinophores large and long, folded and strongly expanded

at the tip. Side flaps large, pointed posteriorly ; their outer sur-

faces and the sides of the body are covered Avith small scattered

verrucffi.

Color of body and outside of flaps olive-green, finely mottled with

grayish white. Close to the edge there is a very narrow orange-

brown line ; the extreme edge is darker brown. Inner surface of

flaps dark green with pale dendritic and inosculating vessels. Rhin-

ophores marked distally with brown ; more proximally there is a

gray patch ; base green specked with gray.

Length, up to 25™" in extension.

Castle Harbor, under stones, iu May. Rare.

This species is evidenth" closelv allied to E. ornata, but the latter

was very constant in its markings, in over 200 specimens examined,
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and did not show, in any case, the distinctly, though minutely,

papillose surface of this species, which also appeared later and with

someAvhat different habits.

Elysia flava "V., sp. nov,

Plate IV. Figure 1.

Body much elongated in extension ; head relatively small, bilobed

in front. Rhinophores rather small, about as long as the breadth of

the head, folded but not much expanded distally. Side flaps mod-

erately wide, undulated, rounded anteriorly, nari'ow posteriorly, and

extending nearly to tip of the pointed foot.

Color of head, neck, rhinophores, back, and foot light yellow, with

white specks on the back, and faint dull brown markings back of

the head and on the sides of the neck. Outside of the flaps olive-

green, si:)ecked Avith white and covered with very minute papillae
;

edges of flaps flake-white, with dendritic branches of white extend-

ing inward. Inner surface of flaps are almost black, due to the very

dark or blackish green, arborescently branched internal organs.

Length, about IS'"'" while living and in extension.

Castle Harbor, at Waterloo, under stones at low-tide, April 17,

1901. .Rare.

Elysia picta V., sp. nov.

Plate IV. Figure 3.

A small, very brilliantly colored species. Body rather stout.

Head large and neck rather long ; rhinophores long, clavate, and

deeply folded ; their length is equal to twice the breadth of the head.

Side-flaps large and broad, their edges thin and strongly undu-

lated ; they extend posteriorly to the tip of the foot.

Color of upper side of head, upper part of sides of neck, and

whole of back and inner sui'face of flaps dark reddish brown, with a

purplish spot between anterior ends of flaps ; front of head bright

red; aline of the same red runs back on each side of the neck and

along the entire edge of the flaps to the end of the foot ; below

this red border there is a band of bright blue ; middle of head and

bases of rhinophores light yellow, and this color extends backward

as a broad median stripe on the neck, thus forming a cross-shaped

mark of yellow, which terminates posteriorly in a blue spot on the

neck, and in a blue band on each rhinophore ; on the latter the

blue is followed by a brown band, this by a wider red band, while

the tip is brown. A blue spot centered with yellow surrounds the

genital openings, on the right side of the neck.
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- Outer surface of lateral flaps olive-green below, becotaing yellow-

ish above, and nearly white next to the blue submarginal band ; its

surface is thickly specked with yellowish white.

Length, 10'"'"
; length of rhinophores, 3.5™".

Hungry Ba^'^, April 5, 1901, under stones at low-tide ; two speci-

mens, pairing. (A. H. V.) Very rare.

This species can be recognized at once by its many brilliant colors,

and especially by the marginal bands of red and blue, and by the

yellow cross on the head and neck. It can swim freely by means of

its large side-flaps.

Elysia papillosa V., sp. nov.

Plate IV. Figure 3.

A small, grayish, distinctly papillose species. Body rather elon-

gated in extension ; head large ; neck long ; rhinophores large
;

strongly folded and wide at the tips. Side-flaps large, thin, usually

with the edges deeply undulated. Whole surface of body, head,

and outside of flaps thickly covered with small conical papillae.

Color of head, neck, and outside of flaps grayish blue, paler ante-

riorly, and spotted with darker gray on the outside of the flaps, and

specked with flake-white over the whole surface. Inside of flaps

darker ash-gray ; the edges bordered with white. Rhinophores are

like the head, but with two indistinct transverse bands of orange-

brown on the posterior side.

Length, about 12"^" in extension.

Hungry Bay, under stones, at a very low-tide, April 5, 1901.

(A. H. V.) Rare.

This species can swim freely by means of its ample lateral flaps.

Lamellidoris aureopuncta V., sp. nov.

Plate IV. Figure 9.

A very small, nearly white species, with a row of small, round,

yellow spots near each lateral edge of the mantle.

Body elliptical, obtuse at both ends. The foot is longer and

wider than the mantle ; anteriorly it is subtruncate with obtuse

angles, posteriorly it is rather obtuse and not much produced. The
mantle is evenly convex, nearly smooth, but hardened by spicules.

Rhinophores small, slender, acute, with many oblique plications

and no distinct sheath. Gills 6 or 7, simply pinnate, with fine

branches, retractile.
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Color of mantle and foot and gills pale, translucent, yellowish

white, with whiter specks, due to spicules ; near each lateral margin

of the mantle there is a row usually of five small, round, golden

yellow spots, to which the name refers. A greenish visceral organ

often shows through on the back. Rhinophores yellowish.

Length, 10""°'
; breadth, o""", in life.

Harrington Sound, in shallow water, under corals, April 28, 1901.

Lamellidoris miniata V., sp. nov.

Plate III. Figure 1.

See figure 3, below.

A small, bright red, finely papillose si^ecies. Head rounded,

emarginate in front, with a pair of slender oral tentacles. Body

elliptical, strongly convex. Foot thin, wider and much longer than

the mantle, its anterior angles produced into folded lobes. Rhino-

phores rather large, fusiform or subclavate ; thick and strongly

plicated, basal part smooth ; tip naked, acute and white ; no evident

sheaths. Gills about eight, rather large, simply pinnate, with fine

filaments, retractile. Surface of mantle covered with minute, conical,

pointed papillae.

Color of mantle bright red or deep orange-red, with an obscure

median brownish stripe
;

gills and middle of rhinophores darker red,

surrounded at base with grayish blue ; the rhinophores are tipped

with white. Foot and head paler orange or pinkish.

Length of foot, of largest, in extension, 10™""
; of mantle, V'o"^""

;

another was 6""" long, S'o™™ broad.

Castle Harbor, under stones at low-tide, April 10th and iVth, 1901.

Lamellidoris lactea Ver.

These Trans., x, p. 548, 1900.

Plate TV. Figures 8a, 86.

A few additional specimens of this rare species were obtained.

In these the dorsal surface of the mantle and the sides below its

border were milk-white, spotted and specked with purplish gray or

pale lavender, some of the spots near the middle being larger and

roundish
; there was a tinge of orange around the bases of the gills

and on the low thick sheaths of the rhinophores. The gills are

rather long, simply pinnate ; about 7 to 9 were counted. The
rhinophores are small, conical, dark gray.
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LamelUdoris {?) olivacea V.

Doris (?) olivacea Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 548, 1900.

Plate IV. Figure 7.

A larger and better specimen of this species was obtained this

season. The central area of the back, in this example, is covered

with small, conical, whitish or grayish papillte. The rhinophores are

long, tapered, subacute, with an orange ring at base. The wide

undulated mantle-border contains spicules.

Chromodoris [/) roseopicta V.

These Trans., x. p. 549, pi. Ixvi, fig. 1, 1900.

Fig. 2.

—

Chromodoris roseopicta V., gills in profile, enlarged. 2a.—The same,

posterior view of gills. 3.

—

LamelUdoris miniata V. Head and front part

of foot, enlarged.

Larger and better specimens of this beautiful species were obtained

this year ; they show that some of the characters of the type-speci-

men were due to immaturity or imperfect expansion.

In the best examples the mantle border is broad, strongly undu-

lated, and projects beyond the margins of the foot. The back is

everywhere covered with prominent rosy-tipped, rather blunt

papillae ; some of these, larger than the rest, form three rows of 5 or

6 along the back, and these are surrounded at base with bright

yellow specks. The rhinophores, in expansion, are clavate-fusiform,

stout, subacute, plicated, bright red, striped with narrow lines of

white spots. The gills are large and long, about 24; of these 12 or

14 are simple, long, tapered, pinnate plumes ; behind and within

these there is, on each side, a gronp of 5 or G smaller divergent

plumes, which arise in a subspiral manner from a common stem.

The color, in general, is the same as in the type.

Harrington Sound, Hungry Bay, Long Bird Island, etc., usually

on the under side of a massive, brown keratose sponge {Spongia, sp.)

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 3 October, 1901.
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Scyllsea pelagica (Linne).

A single lai'ge living specimen of this species was found at Long

Bird Island, on the flats, in May. Its color was light orange, with a

marginal band of deep orange, edged with white around the lateral

lobes and along the upper lateral margins of the body ; sides of

body were specked with flake-white, but without purple spots.

Back of rhinophores deep orange ; edges white.

Length, 55""".

Facelina Goslingii V., sp. nov.

Plate IV, Figure 6.

Body, in life, when extended, elongated and rather slender, tapered

to an acute point posteriorly. Head large, rounded, with a pair

of very long, slender, tapered, acute tentacles. Rhinophores much

smaller, not half as long, acute, with strong plications on the

distal portion, naked near the base. Foot with the anterior angles

prolonged into a pair of long, tapered, tentacle-like organs, more

than half as long as the true tentacles and similarly colored. Dorsal

papillffi numerous, long, very slender, fusiform, acute, easily decidu-

ous, arranged in numerous (about 10 to 12) double groups along

each side, leaving a broad naked dorsal region. The anterior groups

contain numerous crowded papillae, in two or more transverse rows
;

the posterior groups gradually diminish till the last contain very few

papillse.

Color of back pale, translucent, grayish white, with a median

stripe of white, edged with narrow red lines, and with a lateral stripe

of orange on each side along the bases of the papilla?, which are

white crossed by numerous bands of light rose-red or pink. Head

white in front, tinged with pink around the mouth and with a median,

usually Y-shaped streak of red on the front and extending between

the tentacles, and an ocellated, round, blue spot at the upper base

of each tentacle ; back of neck with a median blue streak. Tentacles

and tentacular processes of foot white proximall}^, then with a light

red band followed by a wide blue distal band. Rhinophores nearly

white. Foot edged with blue anteriorly.

The odontophore has but a single row of teeth ; these have broad,

thick bases and taper rather rapidly to the acute, naked, somewhat

incurved tips. There are about 10 to 12 acute serrations on each

edge, the distal ones becoming very small. The cutting edges of

the jaws are brown and chitons with a submarginal rib ; the two

edges form nearly a right angle, when flattened by pressure.
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Length, in life, 35 to io"""".

Taken in considerable numbers in the mangrove swamp at Hungry
Bay, on a filamentous green alga, March 10th, 1901 (A. H. V.). In

April (5th) both the alga and the mollusk had disappeared.

This is a very handsome and active species. It is difficult to pre-

serve entire, for it casts its papillse very readily when irritated in any

way.

It is named in honor of Mr. T. Goodwin Gosling, of Bermuda,

who first discovered it. I have referred it to JEacelina with some

doubt, for its anatomy has not yet been fully studied.

PROSOBRANCHIATA.

Volva vmiplicata (Sowerbyj.

Ovulum uniplicatum Sowerby, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1848, j). 135.

Volva xmipUcata Tiyon, Amer. Marine Conch., p. 93, jdI. ix, fig. 93, 1873.

The purple variety of this species was found adhering to a purple

specimen of Gorgonia fiaheUum, from Castle Harbor reefs.

PULMONATA.

Among the Pulmonata, apparently not before recorded, are the

following

:

Melampus bullim.oides Mont. Sliore of Hungry Bay.

PBlaumeria heteroclita Mont. Shore near Hungi-y Bay, iinder stones.

Also an undetermined, small, strongly dejiressed, smooth, helicoid

shell, 8 to 10""™ in diameter; the aperture is simple, lunate; lip

acute ; umbilicus open and deep, but not ver}- large. Hamilton, in

gardens.

BIVALVIA.
Cardium. medium Linue.

A single dead si^ecimen of this West Indian species was found in

the cavities of a stone fished up from about 100 feet deep, off the

outer reefs.

ECHINODERMA.
Only one species, so far as positively determined, was added to

the Echinoderma this year. This was an interesting simple-armed

astrophytid {^Astroporpa affinis), which was found clinging to a

Verrucella from off the outer reefs.

Several other species of special interest were obtained, which we

did not collect in 1898.
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OPHIUROIDEA.

Astroporpa affinis Lutkeu.

Lutkeu, Adclit. ad Hist. Ophiur., II, p. 154, pi. v, figs 5a, 56, 1859.

Four specimens of this rare species were found clinging to the

branches of a large gorgonian ( Verrucella grandis V.), brought up

from about 100 feet, off the outer reefs, on a fislierman's hook. The

color, as di*ied, after a few days, is light j^ellowish or grayish-brown

on the raised annulations of the arms and ribs, and darker brown on

the annular grooves.

ASTERIOIDEA.

Luidia clathrata (Say).

Asterias clathrata Say, Journ. Acad. jSTat. Sci. Philad., v, p. 141, 1825.

Luidia clathrata Lutken, Vldensk. Meddel., p. 37, 1859. A. Agassiz, N_

Amer. Starfishes, p. 117, pi. xx. Perrier, Arch. Zool. Exper., v, p. 253,

1876. Sladen, Voy. Challenger, Zool., vol. xxx, pp. 245, 353, 1889.

Several fine specimens of this species Avere taken on a white shell-

sand bottom in shallow water, at Trunk Island, Harrington Sound.

It also occurred at Long Bird Island and other localities, on shell-

sand bottoms in shallow water. Its presence is indicated by a star-

shaped impression in the sand. But it moves about under the sand

with remarkable rapidity, when disturbed, by means of its large

arabulacral tubes, so that it is not easy to capture it, after it has

taken alarm.

Its color in life is generally light cream-color, often with a rosy or

flesh-colored tint, and frequently with a darker grayish or greenish

median streak on each ray. It becomes at least a foot in diameter

at Bermuda.

Linckia Guildingii Gray.

Linckia Guildingii Gray, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 285. Perrier,

Arch. Zool. Exper., iv, p. 408, 1875. A. Agassiz, N. Amer. Starfishes, p. 105,

pi. xiv, figs. 1-6. H. L. Clark, Ann. N. York Acad., xi, p. 412, 1898.

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 671. (Ophidiaste^', by error, on p. 584.)

Ophidiaster ornithojyus Miill. & Troschel, Syst. Aster., p. 31, 1842.

Linckia ornithopiis Verrill, these Trans., vol. i, p. 367.

Several small specimens of this species were taken, mostly at

HungT}'' Bay and Long Bird Island, under stones below low-tide.

It is dull orano^e or orano-e-brown in life.
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ECHINOIDEA.

The most interesting species of this group, taken this year, is the

following :

EcMnoneus semilunaris (Gm.) Lam.

Echinoneus semilunaris Lam., Auim. s. Vert., p. 19, 1816. A. Agassiz, Revis-

Echin., p. 118 (Sjti.), 333 (descr.), 550, pi. xiv, figs. 1-5, pi. xxxviii, fig. 26,

1873.

Echinoneus gibbosus Lam., Auim. s. Vert., p. 16, 1816.

Echinoneus elegans Desor, in Agassiz, Mon. Echin., p. 47, pi. vi, figs. 4-6, 1842.

Echinoneus confonnis Desor, op. cit., p. 48, pi. vi, figs. 11-21, 1842.

This interesting species appears not to have been obtained there

for many years, though it was recorded b}^ Mr. A. Agassiz. Two
living specimens were taken at Hungry Bay in March, by A. H.

Verrill. They were found buried in sand and gravel, under stones,

in small tide-pools, at extreme low-tide. Their color in life was

purplish red or bright copper-red.

HOLOTHUmOIDEA.

Holothuria Mathbnni Lampert.

Holothuria, sj]., Eathbun, these Trans., v, p. 141, 1879. (Description.)

Plate I. Figures 6o, 66, 7.

The most interesting holothurian was a large species of Holothuria

which has the habit, unusual in this genus, of burrowing deeply in

the sand at and below low-tide mark on the sand flats, much like the

Arenicola cristata, with Avhich it is usualh' associated. It makes a

distinct mound of sand around the mouth of its burrow, which runs

obliquely downward, often to the depth of two feet or more.

This holothurian itself, when expanded, was often 18 to 20 inches

long and 1 inch to 1^ inches in diameter in the middle.

It is usually long-fusiform in extension, tapering gradually to each

end. Its color is usually gray, pale grayish brown, or purplish brown,

with irregular rows of roundish brown or purplish spots. It is often

stained with rusty brown or yellow. The surface is papillose, and

the integument is firm and tough.

This was not uncommon on the flats exposed at low-tide at Long
Bii-d Island, and other similar localities. A single specimen was in

Mr. Goode's collection of 1S76, without special locality.

This is probably H. RatJihuni Lamp., recenth^ recorded from Ber-

muda by Mr. H. L. Clark (Proc. Boston Soc. N. Hist,, xxix, pp. 343,

344, May, 1901),
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ANNELIDA.
CH^TOPODA.

An important collection of marine annelids was made this year,

but it has not yet been studied in detail. A number of new forms

are known to be included in the lot. Among the additional genera

are Terehellides, PterosyUis, and others.

Several interesting species of earthworms were also obtained, but

they have not yet been examined with care.

The following large and handsome new Pectinaria was found in

considerable numbers :

—

Pectinaria regalis V., sp. nov.

Plate VIII. Figuhes 6, 7.

A large, stout species, with large groups of bright golden, acute

opercular setfe, of which there are 11 to 13 in each group, the outer-

jnost and two to four of the inner ones much smaller than the rest.

Opercular disk broadly rounded, smooth, with the dorsal edge

crenulated, and with a slender acute antenna on the ventro-lateral

angles ; a stouter, bent, obtuse lobule stands at the base of the ventral

edge, on each side. The ventral lobe has about ten slender mar-

ginal i^apillae on each half of the ventral edge, besides three or four

smaller ones on the incurved lateral edges.

The buccal segment bears a pair of slender tentacular cirri, longer

than the antennae, and below these, on each side, four rounded

prominent lobules. The gills are large, the anterior pair much the

larger ; below each gill there is a prominent transverse ridge

separated below by a median glandular pad. Similar ridges occur

on the next two segments, but the fourth ventral pad is bilobed.

On fifteen segments, following the 2d branchial, there is a con-

spicuous dorsal fascicle of golden setse, largest on the 3d to 9th.

The two next segments appear to lack dorsal setae ; the next (last

thoracic) has a small group of recurved setae on the dorsal side-

The caudal region has five segments, besides the caudal, which is

semicircular, with about 24 rounded marginal papillae. Rows of

uncini begin on the 4th post-branchial segment.

Length, up to 95™'»
; diameter, 12-13'""'.

The tube is regularly tapered and considerably bent ; it is com-
posed of rather large, nearly uniform, rounded grains of calcareous

sand. This fine species Avas found at Cony Island and the
" Scaur," between tides, in shell-sand. Very local.
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Arenicola cristata Stimpson,

Proceedings Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., v, p. 114. Webster, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

No. 25, p. 323, 1884.

This large species was very common at low-tide and down to three

fathoms at several localities, especially at Long Bird Island on the

flats, Castle Harbor at AVaterloo and Tuckers Town, at Hungry
Bay, etc. It makes a conspicuous burrow, at the mouth of which

there is usually a long cylindrical or coiled roll of mucus, nearly an

inch in diameter.

Fallacla protochona (Schmarda) Quatr.

Hesione protochona Schmarda, Neue "Wirb. Thiei-e, I, p. 79, pi. xxviii, fig.

226, 1861. Qiiatrefages, Hist. Nat. des Ann., II, p. 98, 1865. Webster, op.

cit., p. 811, pi. viii, fig. 21, 1884.

Plate VIII. Figure 5.

Some large and fine specimens of this species were taken in 1901.

Some of them were at least six inches (150"'") long while living.

They were mostly found under stones at low-tide at Hungry Bay,

the Scaur, Cony Island, Castle Harbor, etc.

Some of the largest were found swimming rapidly at the surface,

by rapid undulations of the body.

In life the color is pale brownish yellow, striped longitudinally

with many fine dark brown lines.

GEPHYRiEA.
Sipunculus nudus Linn^ (?)

Selenka in Semper's Reisen in den Philippinen, ii, Bd. iv, 1888.

W^ard, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xxi, pp. 147-182, 1891.

A large species, 200 to 250™" in length and 15 to 20™" in diameter

when expanded. It contracts variously in foi'malin, sometimes to

a cylindrical form, 150™" in length and 10 to 12"" in diameter ; in

other cases the middle of the body is much narrower and both ends

are bulbous.

The body is longitudinally sulcate, with about 32 grooves, sepa-

rating wider muscular bands. These are crossed by numerous circu-

lar grooves and bands, which divide the surface into more or less

conspicuous squarish or oblong areas, which are often distinctly

raised, especially posteriorly. The posterior end is suddenly tapered

to an obtuse point, the tapered portion being nearly smooth, but

longitudinally sulcated ; that portion of the base of the j)robosci8

which is visible is closely covered with small broad-based, obtuse,

conical, pale brown verructxi.
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The anus is a conspicuous transverse slit, on a slightly raised or

thickened brownish area, covered with radial grooves. The nephri-

dial pores are very distinctl}^ transversely bilabiate ; they are sepa-

rated by about seven longitudinal muscular bands, and are situated

on the eighth muscular band in front of the anal pore.

The color in life is brownish flesh-color, or light 3'ellowish brown.

In formalin it is dull, pale yellowish brown, a little darker on the

posterior end and at the base of the proboscis, as well as around the

anal pore ; the surface has a glistening appearance.

One sjaecimen is somewhat darker, being covered with fine dark

brown specks, which form alternately lighter and darkei', very

narrow stripes on the body, two narrow dark lines being situated on

each longitudinal muscular band.

The internal anatomy has not yet been studied sufliciently to

determine positively whether this be identical with the Eurojiean

8. nudus, which has been reported also from Florida.

Sand flats of Long Bird Island, in deep burrows, April, 1901.

Physcosoma, sp.

A large species, 150 to 1V5'"™ long, and about 8 to 10""^ in diame-

ter, when expanded.

It was translucent flesh-color, finely specked with yellowish brown.

The two long and large segmental organs showed through the integ-

ument as purplish folded tubes 20 to SO""™ long.

There are 20 wide muscular bands ; seven on each side between

the anal and nephridial pores and six between the two latter. The

surface is covered with fine granule-like elevations ; around the

posterior end is a wide zone of larger, crowded, low, yellow, rounded

verrucjB, not chitinous ; a similar zone surrounds the base of the

proboscis. On the inner surface of the longitudinal muscles are

scattered, oblong, low, verruciform bodies, about .5'""' long. The
intestine is long and large, forming about 45 spiral turns. The
transverse muscles form thin narrow bands or lines, very near

together.

Thalassema Baronii Greef.

Thalassema Baronii Greef, Acta Ac. Germ., xli, p. 151, 1879. Shipley in

Willey's Z06I. Results, part iii, p. 745, pi. xxxiii, figs. 1 and 7, 1899 ; Proc.

Z06I. Soc. London, 1899, p. 55. Selenka, Challenger Voy., Zool., xiii, p. 1.

Plate V. Figure 9.

Length, in life, in extension, 50 to 65""", diameter 12 to 15"^",

but the form is very changeable. The color of the body was bluish-
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green, striped loiio-itudinally with about eight bands of bright pink

or light violet-red, these stripes being of nearly the same breadth as

the green ones. Proboscis similar to the greenish parts of the body,

but rather lighter, or more distinctly bluish, without stripes.

The body, in expansion, was usually thick-fusiform or lai'ger in

front of the middle. The proboscis was usually short, stout and

blunt, but changeable according to state of expansion.

Three specimens were collected on one of the serpuline atolls near

Hungry Bay, at a very low tide in March. The}' were imbedded in

loose sand and gravel. (A. H. Y.)

TURBELLARIA.

POLYCLADIA.

Thysanozoon nigrum Girard.

Thysanozoon nignun Girard, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. iv, p. 137,

1854 (from Cape Florida).

Thysanozoon Brochii, var. nigrum Lang, Die Polycladen, Fauna iind Flora des

Golfes von Neapel, p. 535, 1884.

A large, nearly jet black species, thickly covered above with large

obtuse or subacute, unequal papillae.

Body broad, oblong-elliptical, with thin undulated margins, used

actively in swimming. Tentacular lobes elongated, projecting

upward and forward, deeply folded. A small, roundish or cordate

cerebral cluster of minute ocelli, surrounded by a small pale area.

Whole dorsal side covered with rather closely crowded papillae, part of

which are much smaller than the others ; they are mostly tapered

and rather obtuse, but many are fusiform and subacute.

Color usually nearly- pure black, sometimes with patches of dark

gray and fine specks of white, and with faint } ellowish reticulated

lines anteriorly ; under side light smoky brown. Papillre blackish,

often tinged with greenish yellow.

Length, in life, up to 60"^"'
; breadth, 30 to 4.5""".

Castle Harbor and Harrington Sound, in May, usually found swim-

ming actively at the surface, but sometimes living under stones.

It was called "sea-devil" b}' some of the fishermen, probably

owing to its black color.

Thysanozoon griseum V., sp. nov.

Plate V. Figure 7.

Body usually oblong-elliptical or ovate in extension, but change-

able. Length to breadth often as i': 1. Dorsal surface thick] v cov-
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erecl with elongated, acute, unequal papillae. Tentacular folds prom-

inent, not very near together. Cerebral ocelli form two slightly-

separated, small, nearly semicircular groups, surrounded by a pale

area. Color of dorsal side mostly bi'ownish gray, tinged with yel-

low, and with a broad median stripe of white, on which the papillae

are also white ; the other papillae are spotted with orange, white,

and dark brown. Tentacles gray, spotted with flake-white. On

their anterior edges there are, apparently, many minute black ocelli
;

other black specks that may be ocelli form a row on the front margin,

between the tentacles and on the lateral margins as far back as the

cerebral ocelli, or farther.

Length, 35 to 40""
; breadth, 16 to 20"".

Harrington Sound, under dead corals, in April.

This may, perhaps, prove to be only a pale variety of T. nigrum,

when a larger series can be studied, but aside from the difference in

color, the separate groups of cerebral ocelli and the more prominent

tentacles seem to be important characters. Only one specimen was

taken.

Pseudoceros bicolor V., sp, nov.

Plate V. Figure 5.

Body broadly elliptical with very thin undulated edges. Pseudo-

tentacles are broad, short, rounded folds with a deep sinus between

them, and with numerous minute ocelli on their front edges. Far-

ther back than the bases of the pseudotentacles there is a round

median group of numerous small cerebral ocelli. There are also

two small light colored elevations.

Color of the central area very dark, almost black, with acute

lobes of the same color extending toward the margin, which is

translucent white, tinged with gray.

Length, about 30""
; breadth, 15"", but the form is very change-

able.

Long Bird Island, under stones at low-tide, April, 1901 (A. H. V.).

Pseudoceros aureolineata V., sp. nov.

Plate V. Figure 6.

Body broadly elliptical, with thin undulated margins, but very

changeable in form. Pseudotentacles broadly folded, bearing numer-

ous small ocelli on the margin ; rows of similar ocelli extend along

the whole margin of the body. A round cluster of small cerebral

ocelli is situated anteriorly.
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Color, above, in life, light purplish-brown or purplish fawn-color,

irregularly spotted and specked with white, and with a median row

of Avhite spots or small blotches ; toward the margin is a row of

greenish spots, about at the edge of the browai area. The margin is

translucent white, with a narrow, bright, light orange line at the edge;

Under side anteriorly specked with i3ake-white.

Length, about 25™'"
; breadth, 18 to 20'"™.

Long Bird Island, under stones just below low-tide, April ]9,

rare.

Stylochus Bermudensis V., sp. nov.

Body oblong-elliptical in life, with thin undulated edges. Ten-

tacles not long, rather far apart, situated about at the anterior fourth,

conical and subacute in extension, short and blunt in partial contrac-

tion. Ocelli form a cluster in the base of each tentacle, and two or

three marginal i-ows along the anterior part of the body, extending

back past the middle.

Color, above, grayish green on a white ground color. The greenish

color forms specks and blotches over the surface, with the white

ground-color showing between them, and specked with flake-white.

Just back of the tentacles there is a transverse row of three white

spots, the median one the largest ; under side white, mouth central.

Length, 18™"" in extension ; breadth, 8 to O"^"".

Harrington Sound, in shallow water, under corals, April 14, 1901.

The onl}^ specimen found was accidentally lost before a detailed

figure had been made. The clusters of cerebral ocelli were not

noted.

Discocelis binoculata Y., sp. nov.

Plate Y. Figures 3, 4.

A long, narrow, very active and changeable species, with thin and

much undulated edges ; anterior end generally obtusely rounded
;

posterior end tapered. Breadth to length often as 1 to 6 or 8, in

extension.

The cerebral ocelli form two distinct round clusters, separated by

a space greater than their diameters.

Xo marginal ocelli could be seen in one specimen, but in others

there seemed to be a row of very small ones anteriorl}^

Ground-color, pale flesh-color ; light pink
;
pale yellowish-orange

;

or salmon, paler and translucent toward the margins ; a row of

about 12 orange-brown, roundish spots along each side of the back,
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about midway between the middle and the edges ; outside and

between these are numerous small specks of the same color. A
median pale gastric streak extends from the ocelli to near the pos-

terior end ; it is usually bordered by a deeper colored, salmon or

light orange band.

The stomach is long and narrow, occupying most of the length of

the body behind the eyes. It gives off, mostly at right angles, a

large number of narrow, lateral, dendritic branches. The pharynx

is not very long, subcentral, lobulated.

Length in extension, up to 30 or 40""
; breadth, 6 to 8"", but it

often contracted to a shorter and broader form.

Under stones and dead corals, and in their crevices, at low-tide,

Long Bird Island, April 19th and 29th. It is a verj^ active species

and creeps rapidly into holes and crevices, when disturbed.

This closely resembles, in color, general appearance, and in the

cerebral eyes, the Leptoplana Alcinoi of the Bay of Naples, as

figured b}' Lang (Polycladen, p. 486, pi. ii, figs. 2 and 5). But our

specimens appeared to have a row of small, anterior marginal ocelli,

that are not present in the former.

Discocelis cyclops Y., sp. nov.

Plate V. Figure 1.

Body usually much elongated, rather narrow, with thin, more or

less undulated margins ; anterior margin usually obtusely rounded
;

posterior end often tapered.

The two cerebral groups of ocelli are semicircular or semiellipti-

cal and ver}^ close together, so that they seem to form a single,

rather conspicuous, rounded or elliptical eye, of larger size than

usual in this group. Around the front margin there are also two or

three rows of minute ocelli, which extend somewhat farther back

than the cerebral groups.

Color of the body usually pale, translucent flesh-color or pale

cream-color, but nearly white toward the margins ; there is a rather

Avide median dorsal stripe of orange-brown, made up of minute

round brown specks ; similar specks are scattered over the whole

surface, except near the edges, which are pale and translucent.

One specimen was, in general, reddish brown, due to the color of

the dendritic gastric branches showing through. Another was

nearly white, specked with orange. The dark median gastric stripe

is often bordered with whitish.

The mouth is far forward, only a little behind the eyes.
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The proboscis, which is often ejected in formalin sohition, is large

and clavate, four-lobed at the end, 12 to 14'""' long.

Length, up to 75 to 9()"""
; breadth, 10 to Lo""'", in extension

; ^ often

contracts into much shorter and broader forms.

Harrington Sound, April I'sth, on under side of dead corals, in

shallow water. Castle Harbor, at Waterloo, low-tide, under stones,

Maj' 5th. The Scaur, under stones at low-tide, May.

This species is here referred to the genus Discocelis with some

doubt, for its anatomy has not yet been sufficiently studied.

Trigonoporus microps V., sp. nov.

Plate V. Figure 2.

Body thin, usually long and narrow, veiy extensile and change-

able, the edges usuall}' much undulated and very thin ; both ends

may be subacute in extension. When fully extended the body is

very narrow, the breadth being about one-sixth to one-eighth of the

length.

Cerebral clusters of ocelli are lacking ; but numerous minute

ocelli are scattered over the anterior dorsal region and along the

anterior margins, becoming much more numerous and crowded into

several rows close to the anterior end. The stomach is very long,

extending through most of the length of the body, and it gives off

very numerous, nearly transverse, lateral branches, which are sub-

divided into numerous dendritic branchlets.

Color of the body pale flesh-color or cream-color, the stomach and

its branches showing through as rather darker pale ocher or

brownish markings.

Length up to 50 or 60'"'^
; breadth, in extension, 5 to 10°^™.

Castle Harbor and " The Scaur," under stones at low-tide ; May
1st to 5th.

This species closely resembles T. cejyhalophthalma, of the Gulf of

Xaples, (see Lang, Polycladen, p. 503, pi. ii, fig. 1), in form and in

the arrangement of the ocelli. The latter, however, differs in color

and, apparently, in the relative length of the median gastric cavity,

which is about one-third the total length, yet when more fully

studied they may prove to be identical. The internal reproductive

oi'gans of our species have not been studied, so that its generic

position is not positively settled. I have placed it in Trigonoporus

mainly because of its close resemblence to the Naples species, as to

form of body and arrangement of the ocelli. In the latter the gas-

ti'ic streak is white, bordered and continued by orange-brown, other-

wise the upper side is pale greenish gray.
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Leptoplana lactoalba V.

These Trans., x, p. 595, fig. 9, 1900.

Numerous siDecimens of this species were taken in 1901, many of

which differ from the typical form, in being more or less tinged

with flesh -color or pale yellowish brown. For this variety it may
be convenient to have a special name. No differences, except in

color, were noticed.

Var. tincta, nov.
Plate Y. Figure 8.

Color of dorsal surface pale flesh-color, light salmon-color, or pale

brownish yellow, due to numerous minute specks of pigment scattered

in the tissues ; margins paler ; not very translucent. In this species

the principal or most conspicuous cerebral ocelli form a pair of round

clusters, well apart, on slightly elevated verrucas. There is a simple

row of two or three ocelli behind the round groups and a crowded,

usually curved row in front. The stomach is not very long. No
marginal ocelli wei"e observed.

The form is \ex\ changeable and the species is very active, both

in creeping and swimming.

Length up to 40 or 50°^°^
; breadth, IS to 25'"'".

Long Bird Island; Harrington Sound; Castle Harbor, etc., under

stones and corals. Common.

NEMERTINA.
Two or three additional species of Nemerteans were obtained in

1901, but they have not jQt been fully studied.

The most interesting one was taken singly, two or three times,

under stones, at low-tide. It was 150 to 175'"™ long, and about 4 or

gmm
iji-oad. It was somewhat flattened, except antei'iorly. Its color

was bright orange or scarlet ; no eyes were seen. It appeared to be

related to Polia or Eupolia.

A species of Lineus was found in May by Mr. W. G. Van Name,

among algaB, in a rather brackish pond near Bailey Bay. It was

dark grayish brown on the upper side, paler beneath. Length, 75 to

100'"'". It occurred in considerable numbers, but it has not yet been

studied with care.

The terrestrial nemertean {Tetrastemma agricola W. Suhm) was

found common in April, near Hungry Bay, under stones and burrow-

ing in the soil like an earthworm. They were from 2 to 4 inches
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long, wlien extended, but they are said to grow to tbe length of 6

inches. They are quite active and can be kept alive for a long time

in jars of moist earth. They occurred not only near the shore, but

on the xiplands where the soil was almost dry. The larger ones, in

life, were dark grayish brown or slate-color along the back, but the

smaller ones were nearly white.

ANTHOZOA.
ACTINARIA.

Cerianthus natans V., sp. nov.

Plate IX. Figure 6.

Body in extension when swimming, rather long, bulbous or clavate

near the base and enlarged rapidly close to the disk. Outer tenta-

cles about 38, subequal, tapered, not very long, thin, length usually

less than one-half the diameter of the disk ; they appear to form

two or three rows. Inner or oral tentacles much smaller and more

slender, about 24, apparently forming two series, owing to their

alternate positions.

Color of body orange-brown, tinged with yellow. Outer tentacles

reddish brown, crossed by five or six bands of white ; disk yellowish

around bases of tentacles Avith a brown spot in front of the base of

each ; central part of disk bluish gray. Oral tentacles nearly white

;

mouth yellow, with lines of red running in from between the oral

tentacles.

Length, in life 110°^'"; diameter of column, 10 to o^'"'^
; of disk

and tentacles, 45'°™, length of outer tentacles, about 10™™.

Cony Island, floating free among algre, March 26, 1901. (A. H. Y.)

This species, when kept in confinement, could swim about actively

by expelling water from the pore in the bulbous base. Only one

example was taken. The tentacles are much shorter than usual in

this group.

Epicystis oscidifera (Lesueur) Yer.

Ven-ill, these Trans., x, p. 556, 1900.

Plate VII. Figure 1.

Numerous specimens of this elegant actinian were obtained, some

of them of large size. These render it still more probable that this

form is distinct ivova. E. crucifera, for it seems to have a character-

istic pattern of colors.
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The column is usually streaked with light red and pale pink, much

as in crucifera, but the tentacles are longitudinall}^ striped with

green and white, one of the green stripes on the outside and two on

the inside being dark green, while the lateral ones are light green
;

there is often an inner median streak or spot of yellow or orange
;

the bases are surrounded by dark green lines which run in on the

disk as radial lines. The disk is generally lined or striped radially

with green and white, variegated with orange and dark green spots.

The lips are bright yellow, edged with green. The suckers are

bright red and form short rows on the upper part.

There are usually only 6 or 12 of the primary and secondary ten-

tacles that have more or less evident transverse raised ridges on the

inner face of the tentacles. One of these usually occupies the inner

end of each of the six infoldings of the disk.

It is sometimes 150""^^ or more in diameter.

Hungry Bay ; Castle Harbor ; Harrington Sound. It lives

between stones and in crevices of rocks and corals.

Lebrunia Dance (D. & M.) Ver.

Verrill, Amer. Journ. Sci., vii, p. 46, fig. 15, 1899. These Trans., x, p. 555,

pi. Ixvii, fig. 3
;

pi. lix, fig. 1, 1900.

Plate VI. Figure 1.

A number of large specimens of this species were obtained. They
varied considerably in color, but none were distinctly green like

those obtained in 1898.

The column, tentacles, and disk were generally light yellowish

brown or fawn-color. The branchiae were usually darker brown,

often light umber-brown or chocolate-brown. The tentacles often

had pale tips. The gills in extension were usually much longer than

the tentacles ; they were much branched arborescently, but they had

few or no distinct rounded acrorhagi.

In this last character and in color they differed decidedly from

the 1898 specimens, described and figured by me in 1900, and agreed

nearly with L. neglecta, as described by McMurrich, from the

Bahamas.

Phellia simplex V., sp. nov.

Column slender, elongated, often vermiform, changeable, covered

with a closely adherent, brownish or dirty epidermis, except close to

each end.

Tentacles about 24 ; inner ones slender, tapered but little, longer

and larger than the outer ones, and equal to the diameter of the

disk
; outer ones small.
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Color of disk usually buif, with white radii ; tentacles translucent

buflp with a broad proximal 2:>atch of flake-white, beyond which there

are two or three transverse bands of dark reddish brown. The
lowest of these bands is W-shaped ; the others are simple annula-

tions.

Length, in life, 18 to 24'""'
; diameter, \ to 5™"\

Long Bird Island, under stones at low-tide, April 19th; also at

Waterloo, Castle Harbor.

This species has the aspect of an Edioardsia, but its basal disk is

well developed.

Phellia rufa Ver.

These Trans., x, p. 557, pi. Ixviii, fig. 2, 1900.

Plate VI. Figure 5.

Numerous fine specimens of this species were found under stones

in several localities, but it was particularly abundant and large at

Waterloo, Castle Harbor, where the tidal streams from the adjacent

<3aves flow out of the stony shores between tides.

At the latter locality specimens very much larger than the types

were obtained. Some of these, in life, were 75 to 100™™ long, and

20 to 86™™ in diameter of body, with a correspondingly increased

number of tentacles, which were often 96 to 120 ; the inner 12 are

often erect and decidedly the largest The form of the body is very

changeable.

In nearly all cases the column is a deep brownish red or dull

salmon-brown, and the tough epidermis, which adheres very closely

and extends nearly to the tentacles, is wi'inkled in contraction. The

disk and tentacles vary much in color, but are nearly always hand-

somely variegated with red, salmon-brown, or purplish brown, and

flake-white. The tentacles are generally banded with flake-white

and often they have two or three W-shaped bands of dark purplish

brown or reddish brown. The disk has radial stripes or spots of the

same brown colors, alternating with white, or the brown spots may
be V-shaped.

Aij)tasia tagetes (D. & M.) Andres.

Plate VI. Figure 6.

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 557, pi. Ixvii, fig. 3, 1900.

This species was found very common in IDOl, and numerous

marked variations in its colors were observed.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 4 October, 1901.
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The most prolific locality was the mangrove swamp at " Fairy

Lands," where it occurred iu great numbers, in April, attached to

the fallen and floating mangrove leaves and twigs. At this place

numerous color-varieties occurred. Many of the specimens had one

or both of the directive tentacles longei- than the rest and partially

or wholly flake-white ; a band of white also crossed the disk in line

with these tentacles. The other tentacles and disk were variously

spotted and barred with flake-white ; most commonly the ground-

color of the tentacles was pale umber-brown or greenish, crossed by

two to five unequal half bands and crescents of flake-white, on the

inside.

One nearly albino specimen occurred at Waterloo. This had a

pale flesh-colored, translucent column, with white specks above. The

long, slender, acute tentacles were pale yellowish, crossed on the

inside, mostly near the middle, with 8-12 crescent-shaped, flake-white

spots and intermediate specks ; disk pale, with radial flake-white

specks and spots.

Anemonia elegans V., sp. nov.

Plate VI. Figure 4.

Column smooth, in ordinary expansion short, cylindrical, expanded

at the base and summit; basal disk large, with undulated edges.

Tentacles not retractile, numerous, in three or four rows, the inner

ones much the longer, about equal to the diameter of the disk,

slender, but little tapered, obtuse. Disk usually depressed with the

mouth raised, but it is very changeable.

Color of column pale, brownish yellow or light fawn-color, some-

times light orange ; tentacles light yellow or pale orange-yellow,,

with light purple or pink tips, edged below with whitish, and with

a red basal line on each side and behind the base, and a triangular

spot of whitish on the inner base in some cases ; lips light red or

scarlet ; inside of mouth darker red, with two whitish gonidial

grooves ; disk yellowish, with narrow radial red or brown lines.

Height of column, in life, 12 to 15™"^; diameter, 10 to 12"»";

length of longest tentacles, 10 to 12"™.

Cony Island, March 26, 1901 (A. H. V.).

Castle Harbor, under stones at low-tide, in May. Rare.

In color this resembles some varieties of Condylactis passiflora,

but it has much more numerous and smaller tentacles than the young
of that species of similar size.
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Actinia melanaster V., sp. nov.

Plate VI. Figures 3, 3.

Column in life rather short and broad, nearly cylindrical, expanded

at base, but probably capable of much greater elongation. Tenta-

cles numerous (al)out 7(j), retractile, very unequal, forming three or

more rows, the inner 24 much the largest and longest, tapered, acute,

arising well in from the edge of the disk ; outer ones not half as

long and much smaller. Two gonidial grooves ; lips raised.

Color of colunan, in life, dark reddish brown ; disk with a large,

dark brown, stellate central area, with about 24 tapered radii, Avhich

run out between the bases of the inner tentacles, and with narrow

pale radial lines ; outer portion of disk, between the brown radii,

and inner bases of tentacles light yellow. Tentacles, except at base,

dark reddish brown, with a central lighter reddish brown stripe.

Mouth red, the lips edged with bluish white.

Specimens preserved in formalin have the following characters :

Tentacles about 96, long, tapered, acute, strongly sulcated in for-

malin preparations, length of inner ones about half the diameter of

the disk. They are not very unequal; the inner 24 are, however,

larger and longer than the rest and set in considerably from the

border of the disk, and rather swollen near the base. They form five

cycles or more, and seem to stand in three or four rows. More or

less of the outer ones are imperfectly developed and short. Below the

tentacles there is a distinct fosse and a marginal fold. On the latter

there is a circle of about 24 larger acrorhagi, alternating with smaller

ones. The larger ones are prominent, verruciform, and slightly

lobulate on the outer or lower side, but apparently not perforated.

The column below the margin, as presei'ved, is strongly vermiculate

and sulcate, with about 96 sulci, alternately larger and smaller. The

ridges between the sulci are crossed irregularly and closely by strong

transverse and oblique or zigzag wrinkles, giving them a vermicu-

late appearance. No distinct suckers could be seen.

Mouth has two strong gonidial grooves and numerous lateral folds.

Diameter of disk as preserved, 25'"™
; height of column, 20"™

;

length of tentacles, 10-15'°'".

Diameter of the column in life, 20 to 30"""
; its length, 40 to 60"^™;

diameter of disk and tentacles, 40 to 50™"\

Several specimens of this species were found at the entrance of

Flagg's Inlet, deeply buried in crevices of the ledges, from which

they could not be extracted except by cutting away the rock.

(A. H. V.)
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Condylactls passiflora (Duch. and Mich.).

Ducliass. and Michelotti, Corall. Antilles, Supl., p. 31, pi. v, fig. 7. Verrill,

these Trans., x, p. 555, 1900.

Some additional color-varieties of this very common species were

observed this year. The most remarkable one was a large specimen,

over a foot in diameter when expanded, found at " Sans Souci," in

the interstices of a sea-wall. In this the column was light red, as

usual, but the tentacles were pea-green with bright blue tips, instead

of the usual pink, magenta, or violet tips. The tentacles, as seen

expanded, were large and swollen, three to four inches long, with

enlarged, obtuse or swollen tips.

Some pale or nearly albino specimens were also observed. The

tips of the tentacles frequently lack the bright colors.

Palythoa grandiflora Ver.

Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 564, pi. Ixviii, fig. 6, 1901.

Plate VII. Figure 2.

Very extensive colonies of this species, several feet across, were

found between tides, at Waterloo, in the course of the tidal streams.

These were nearly uniform in color. The disk was generally orange-

brown or dark yellowish brown, with paler radii and tentacles. A
small portion of one of these groups was photographed while living

and expanded, and this photograph is here reproduced.

GORGONIACEA.
Eunicea atra V., sp. nov.

Plate IX. Figures 4, 5.

A black, rather large, much-branched species with the branches

dichotomously divided, subparallel, often crooked, and very vari-

able in size on the same specimen. The edges of the large calicles

are only a little raised, and generally have a small, acute, angular

lower lip, which may be obsolete. Most of the branches arise from

near the base ; many are rather long and cylindrical ; others are

more or less clavate, some are tapered and not more than two-thirds

as large as the average. The calicles are variable in size and form
;

the larger ones are usually elliptical and rather close together.

Height, 12 to 16 inches (300 to 400'""); breadth of the clusters of

branches, about the same; diameter of branches, 10 to 12"™; of

calicles, 0.5 to 1.5"".
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When living the color is black, and when first taken from the

sea the water, mixed with mucus, that drips from the branches is

almost ink-black and imparts a black stain to one's clothes and hands.

This black coloring matter gives a black color to a large quantity of

alcohol or formalin solution.

When dried the coral is black or dark umber. The polyps are

yellowish brown, large and long in ex])ansion. They contract rather

slowly, but completely.

The spicules of the coenenchyma (pi. ix) are mostly rather large

and variable in form; the most characteristic are moderately stout,

roughly warted spindles, sometimes with a side-lobe or branch
;

others are short thick spindles ; with these are many others of

smaller size.

This species was taken in about eight feet of water at " The

Reach," where there is a rather strong tidal current.

The size and form of the calicles and slight development of their

lower lip will distinguish this from the allied species.

Verrucella grandis V., sp. nov.

Plate IX. Figures 1, 2, 3.

This is a large, dichotomously branched, arborescent, yellow

species, that growls at least five feet high.

The trunk is 12 to 1(5"™ in diameter, and the axis is round, very

hard, calcareous, light brownish yellow. The coenenchyma is rather

thin, but hard, deep ocher-yellow, or inclining to orange-yellow. It

forks repeated h', so that there are numerous long and rather slender

terminal branches, 12 to 18 inches long (300 to 450°"") and 2 to 4°"»

in diameter. The branches are somewhat flattened and occasionally

squarish, with a sulcation along each side. The verrucse, on the

trunk and larger branches, are low and broadly rounded, about 1 to

1*5™™ in diameter, crow^ded in 3 or 4 rows on each side ; on the

branchlets they are mostly in two alternating rows on each side and

are more elevated ; their wider bases are in contact ; summit

rounded.

The spicules of the coenenchyma (figure 3) are orange-colored, and

small ; the most abundant are short, strongly warted, double

spindles ; with these are many short forms, not much longer than

broad, with papillose ends ; several other smaller forms also occur.

A single large specimen, five feet high, was brought iip from the

depth of about 100 feet, outside the North Reefs, on a fisherman's

hook. May, 1901.
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POLYZOA.
The following additional species of bryozoa have been noticed in

the collections made this year. The nomenclature followed is that

of Smitt, (Florida Bryozoa, 1872). See also Aniathia Goodei Yew,

described last spring (Amer. Journ. Science, xi, p. 329, Apr., 1901),

but not figured.

Idmonea Atlantica Forbes.

Smitt, Florida Bryozoa, p. 6, pi. ii, fig. 7.

Off the North Reefs, 16 fathoms.

Mollia patellaria (Moll, as Eschava).

Mollia patellaria Smitt, op. cit., p. 13, pi. ii, fig. 72.

Off the North Reefs, 16 fathoms.

Porina subsulcata Smitt.

Op. cit., p. 28, pi. vi, figs. 136-140.

With the preceding.

Porina plagiopora (Busk).

Lepralia plagiopora Busk, Crag Polyzoa, p. 44, pi. iv, fig. 5.

Porina pilagiopora Smitt, op. cit., p. 30, pi. vi, figs. 134, 135.

With the preceding.

Anarthropora minuscula Smitt, 1867.

Op. cit., p. 31, pi. vi. fig. 141.

With the preceding.

Gemellipora glabra Smitt.

Op. cit., p. 37, pi. xi, figs. 207-210.

With the preceding.

Hippothoa mucronata Smitt.

Op. cit., p. 45, pi. viii, fig. 169.

Ou under side of corals, shallow water.

Lepralia edax Busk.

CeUopora edax Busk, Crag Polyzoa, p. 59, pi. ix, fig. 6, pi. xxii, fig. 3.

Lepralia edax Smitt, op. cit., p. 63, pi. xi, figs. 220-225.

On under side of corals, shallow water.

Cellepora avicularis.

Smitt, op. cit., p. 53, pi. ix, figs. 193-198.

Off North Reefs, on Verrucella, 1 6 fathoms.
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ENTEROPNEUSTA.
Balanoglossus, sp.

A species of Balanoglossus was found this year burrowing in the

sand-flats on the north side of Long Bird Island. It was about

150""" in length. Its color was ocher-yellow to dull orange-brown.

Its structure has not yet been studied with care. No species of this

group has hitherto been reported fi'om the Bermudas.

LEPTOCARDIA.

Sranchiostoma (Jarihmum Sund. Lancelet.

Smidevall, Olfers, Vet. Akad. Forhaiidl., xii, 1853. Andrews, Synopsis

Studies Biol. Lab., Johns Hopkins Univ., v, 4, p. 240, 1893. Jord. and

Everm., Fishes Amer., i, p. 3, 1896.

Hitherto no locality for this Amphioxus has been known at Ber-

muda except on the west side of the inlet at the Flatts, where it was

first discovered by Mr. Goode, in 1876. This year we dredged it on

Figure 4.—Lancelet {Branchiostoma Caribceuin). xlj^.

a bottom of hard shell-sand and mud, in Castle Harbor, about one-

half a mile north of Castle Island, in 15 to 20 feet of water. This is

also one of the localities for Strombus gigas. Another similar

locality, near Tucker's Island, in Great Sound, where Stronibiis

gigas is found, would very likely also yield the lancelet.

FISETES.

Carcharinus platyodon (Poey). Shark.

Squalus platyodon Poey, Memorias, ii, p. 831, 1861.

Carcharias platyodon Jordan and Gilbert, Proe. U. S. Nat. Mus., p. 243, 1882.

Carcharinus platyodon Jord. and Ever., Fishes N. Amer., i, p. 39, 189G.

A dead specimen of this species, about four feet long, was found

on the south beach near Tuckerstowu, in April. It was badly

decomposed and only some teeth could be preserved. From these

the species has been identified bj^Mr. Samuel Garman. The color of

the upper side was grayish blue ; white below.

It has been recorded from Cuba, Texas, and the Gulf of Mexico,

where it grows to a much larger size (10 to 15 feet long).
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Pseudoscarus guacamaia (Cuv.). Green Parrot Fish.

Seams guacamaia Cuv., Reg. Auim., ed. ii, vol. ii, p. 265, 1829.

Pseudoacarus gnacainaia Jordan and Ever., Fishes North Amer. , ii, p. 1657;

iv. pi. 246, fig. 617. Evermann and Marsh, Fishes and Fisheries of Porto

Rico, p. 245, fig. 68, 1900.

Many specimens of this species were found among the dead fishes

on the beach of Long Bird Island, early in March, 1901. The tur-

quois-blue teeth were conspicuons. No other parts could be saved.

(Coll. A. H. V.)

Eques lanceolatus (Linn^) Gunth. Guapena. Ribbon Fish.

Chcpiodon lanceolatus Linne, Syst. Nat., ed. x, p. 277, 1758.

Eques balteatus Cuvier, Reg. Anim., ed. 2, ii, pi. xxix, fig. 2, 1829.

Eques lanceolatus Gunther, Catal. Fishes, ii, p. 279, 1860. Jordan and Everm.,

Fishes N. Amer., ii, p. 1489, 1898.

Figure 5.—Ribbon Fish. Eques lanceolatus. J.

One specimen, retaining its characteristic color-marks, was found

among the dead fishes cast on the beach near Hamilton early in

March, 1901. (A. H. V.)

Eupomacentrus fuscus (Cuv. and Val.) J. and Ever. Maria Molly. Brown

Cock-ej-e Pilot.

Pomacentrus fuscus Cuv. and Val., Hist. Nat. Pois., v, p. 432, 1830.

Eupomacentrus fuscus Jord. and Everm., Fishes N. Amer., ii, p. 1552, 1898.

Everm. and Marsh, Fishes of Porto Rico, p. 224, pi. xxvii, colored, 1900.

Common in the mangrove swamp at Hungry Bay, April, 1901.

(A. H. V.)

Scomberomorus maculatus (Mitch.). Spanish Mackerel. Carita.

Scomber maculatus Mitchell, Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soe. N. York, i, p. 426,

1815.

Scomberomorus maculatus Jordan and Ever., Fishes N. Am., i, p. 874, iv, pi.

cxxxiv, fig. 368. Everm. and Marsh, Fishes Porto Rico, p. 123, pi. vi

(colored), 1900.

I was told by some of the inhabitants that this species is occa-

sionally taken, but I saw no specimens.
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Lycodontis fanehris (Ranz.) J, and Ever.

Green Moray. Black Moray.

Gymnothorax funrbris Ranzaui, Nov. Com. Ac. Sci. Bonou., iv, p. T6. 1840,

Brazil.

Lycodontis funebris J. and Ever., Fishes N. Amer. , i, p. 396, 1896. Ever.

and Marsh, op. cit., p. 77, 1900.

One specimen of this species was found among the dead fishes on

the shore, early in March. I have seen two large living speci-

mens in the Xew York Aquarium, brought from Bermuda by Prof.

C. E. Bristol and party, in 1899.

REPTILES.

Anolis principalis (Linne), Blue-tailed Lizard. American Chameleon.

Anolis C'arolinensis Dum. and Bibrou.

Plate I. Figure o.

A single specimen of this small lizard was recently found in a jar

containing a mixed lot of marine invertebrates collected by ]Mr. G.

Brown Goode, at Bermuda, in 1876.

The only label was " Bermuda," in Mr. Goode's handwriting. As

the specimens in the jar had never been assorted and all the other

things were common Bermudian species, we must infer that the

locality label is correct. But since there is no special note in

I'espect to the lizard, it is quite possible that ]\[r. Goode knew that it

had been carried to Bermuda, in captivity. It is possible, however,^

that he did not distinguish it from the young of the common Ber-

muda species and for that reason made no special note of it. Na
other example has occurred, so far as I know, but that proves verj'^

little, for no systematic search for reptiles has been made by any

one in Bermuda.

Mr, Samuel Garman has compared this specimen with those taken

in the southern United States and Cuba, and finds no diflFerences

whatever.

It is quite possible that it has recentl}' been introduced into Ber-

muda, either accidentally or intentionally, and that it has become

locally naturalized there, in small numbers, like several foreign

Inrds. This lizard was first mentioned by me in the Amer, Journ.

Sci,, xi, p, 330, April, 1901.
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BIRDS.

A list of 17 species of birds that have been recently added to the

fauna has been published by Mr. A. H, Verrill.*

Of these, five species are recent successful introductions by com-

merce, either intentional or accidental. These are the American

Goldfinch, the European Goldfinch, the European Tree-Sparrow, the

Wheatear, and the Mockingbird, all of which are now resident

and breed. The others (12) are rare migrants that pi'obably do not

breed there, though it is possible that the Red-billed Tropic Bird,

* Amer. Journ. Sci., xii, p. 64, for July (issued June 32d to 38th), 1901. He
has also printed a more detailed article in " The Osprey," v, pp. 83-85, for June,

1901, with figures of the three following species and of the Tropic Bird, photo-

graphed from life. In these articles he has described the Bermuda Cardinal

Bird and the Blue Bird as new subspecies, peculiar to Bermuda. The Cardinal

Bird is named Cardinal is cardinaUs Somersii ; the Blue Bird, Sialia sialis Ber-

mudensis ; the Ground Dove, ColuinbigaUina passerina Bahamensis.

Outram Bangs and Thos. S. Bradlee have also published a paper on the Birds

of Bermuda in " The Auk " for July, 1901, pp. 349-357, in which new names are

given to some of these birds and others.

They name the Ground Dove, ColuinbigaUina bermudiana ; the White-eyed

Vireo, Vireo bermudianus ; the Catbird, Galeoscoptesberniudianus ; the Cardinal*

CardinaUs bermudianus.

Mr. Verrill's article appears to have been published a few days earlier than

the latter.

To me it seems quite useless to regard these very slightly differentiated forms

as distinct "species." The differences noted, especially in the Ground Dove,

Catbird, and Vireo, are trivial and scarcely sufficient to constitute varieties. To

consider them as "subspecies" is certainly a sufficient strain on the much-

stretched meaning of the term "subspecies." I should, therefore, call them

mere local varieties, scarcely differentiated.

In respect to the Ground Dove, there are reasons for believing that it was intro-

duced to Bermuda from the Bahamas, since the settlement of the islands, like

many other things. None of the earlier writers mentioned it in the lists of

birds that they gave. This would hardly have been the case had it been

present, for it is exceedingly tame and familiar.

A. K. Fisher, Bird Lore, Oct., 1901, p. 178, states that the original Motacilla

sialis Linn^, ed. x, p. 187, was from Bermuda. This is not true. He gave it as

from " Bermudis & America calidore." He also quotes Catesby, Hist. Caro-

lina, etc., p. 47, pi. 47, 1731. Catesby says that he had seen it in "Carolina,

Virginia, Maryland, and the Bermudas." But he states in his preface that his

birds were mostly drawn in Carolina and Georgia, where he spent several years

in drawing them. A few were drawn in the Bahamas, where he spent about a

year, mostly on the fishes and plants. He does not say that he made any

drawings in Bermuda, where he probably made a mere passing visit. The
Bluebird does not occur in the Bahamas. His figure clearly represents the com-

mon North American variety.
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of whicli a few were seen, may breed in small numbers with the

common species. I may add that the European Starling has been

taken several times, and may have become naturalized, but if so it

is still rare.

MAMMALS.

Phoca vetulina ? (Linn^). Common Harbor Seal.

A seal, appai'ently of this species, has been taken at Bermuda. A
skin is still preserved in the local collection made by the late Mr.

Bartram, at St. Georges. It may, however, be the young of the

West Indian seal.

Orca gladiator Gray=Orca orca (Linne). Killer.

120

Figure 6.—Killer.

I was told by fishermen that this species is occasionally seen in

Bermuda waters.

Grampus griseus Cuvier. Grampus.

This species is also found in Bermuda waters, according to the

local whalers.

Delphinus delphis (Linne). Dolphin.

This common oceanic dolphin also occurs in the waters around the

Bermudas and should be considered as belonging to its fauna.

Probably several other related cetaceans occur, more or less fre-

quently, in the vicinity of the islands.

While we were at Bermuda, in April, 1901, a small sperm whale,

about 30 feet long, was captui*ed and brought to St. Georges, Avhere

it was put on exhibition for a few daj's.

Sperm whales are not rare in the waters a few miles from Ber-

muda, but they are far less common than they were formerly.

The Biscay Right Whale {Balmna cisarctica Cope= ^. J3is-

cayensis Gervais) is now very rare in these waters, where it was

once common.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate I.

Figure 1.

—

Epialtus hituherculatus, var. BermudensisY., new var. Photog. from life,

xlf.

Figure 2

—

Platypodia spectahilis (Herbst). Photog. from life, x 1 J.

Figure 3.

—

Pagurias insignis (Saussure) Benedict =Pe<roc7ie?rMS insignis, vol. x, p. 578.

Figure 4.— Calcinus sulcatus Edw. Photog. from life. Natural size.

Figure 5.

—

Anolis principalis (L.). Dorsal view of head and neck of a Bermuda speci-

men. Photog. from nature, x 3.

Figures 6rt, 5.

—

Holothuria RalJihuni Lamp. Photog. of two living specimens. \.

Figure 7.—The same. Tentacles expanded. Drawn from life, x IJ.

Plate II.

Figure 1.— Cyclois Bairdii '&l\xn^, Photog. from life, x IJ.

Figure 2.—The same. Front view. Photog. from life. About natural size.

Figure 3.— Ophiolepis paucispina M. and Tr. See vol. x, p. 585. Enlarged.

Figures 4a, 46.

—

Doldbrifera virens V., sp. nov. Dorsal and ventral sides of the shelL

Photog. from nature. Natural size.

Figures 5a, bh.—The same. Shell of another specimen. Dorsal and ventral sides.

Natural size.

Figures 6a, 6&.

—

Dolahrifera ascifera. Shell, dorsal and ventral sides. Photog. from

nature. Natural size.

Plate III.

Figure 1.

—

Lamellidoris miniata V., sp. nov. Type. From life, x 3.

Figure 2.

—

Dolabrifera ascifera. Dorsal side. From life. f.

Figure 3.

—

Tethys (Aplysia) daclylomela Rang. Dorsal side. Photog. from living

specimen. ^.

Figure 4.

—

Tethys (Aplysia) tarda V., sp. nov. Type. From life. Natural size.

Figure 4a.—The same. Shell, Dorsal side. f.

Figure 4i.—The same. Shell. Ventral side. f.

Figure 5.

—

Tethys (Aplysia) inorio V., sp. nov. Type. From life. I.

Figure 5a.—The same. Shell. Dorsal side. f.

Figure 6.

—

Runcina inconspicua V., sp. nov. Type. Dorsal side. From life, x 16.

Plate IV.

Figure 1.— if/j/s/a /ava v., sp. nov. Type. Dorsal side. From life, x 2^.

Figure 2.

—

Elysia picta V., sp. nov. Type. Two specimens. From life, x 2J.

Figures.

—

Elysia papillosa Y., sp. noY. Type. Side view. From life. x3i.

Figure 4.

—

Elysia subornata Ver.. sp. nov. Type. From nature, x If.

Figure 5.

—

Elysia ornata (Swain) Ver. Dorsal view, with side-flaps expanded. From

life. J natural size.

Figure 6.

—

Facelina Goslingii V., sp. nov. Type. From life. |.

Figure 7.

—

Lamellidoris ? olivacea Ver. Dorsal view. From life, x 3.

Figures 8a, h.—Lamellidoris lactea V., sp. nov. Type. Dorsal and side views, x 3.
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Figure 9.

—

Lamellidoris aureopnnciata V., sp. nov. Type. Side view. From life.

x3.

Figure 10.

—

Pleurohranchopsis niveus V., sp. dov. Type. Side view. From life,

xlf.

Figure 11.

—

Dolalrifera virens Y., s^p. nor. Type. Dorsal side. Photog. from a liv-

ing specimen, f.

Figure 12.

—

Dolabrifera ascijera. Dorsal side. Photog. from life. Natural size.

Plate Y.

Figure 1.

—

Discocelis cyclops V., sp. nov. Type. Drawn from life, x 2.

Figure 2.— Trigonoporus microps Y., sp. nov. Type. Drawn from life, x 2.

Figure 3.

—

Discocelis hinoculata Y., sp. nov. Type. Drawn from life, x 2.

Figure 4.—The same. Tj'pe. Drawn from life, x 2.

Figure 5

—

Pseudoceros bicolor Y., sp. nov. Type. Drawn from life, x If.

Figure 6.

—

Pseudoceros aureolineata Y., sp. nov. Type. Drawn from life, x If.

Figure 7.

—

Thysanozoon griseum Y., sp. nov. Type. Drawn from life. Xatural size.

Figure 8.

—

Leptoplana lactoalba Yer., var. tincia Y. Drawn from life, x 1;^.

Figure 9.

—

Thalassema Baronii Greef. Photog. from a colored drawing from life.

Natural size.

Figure 10.— Golfingia elongata Yer., vol. x, p. 670. Type. Photog. from nature, x 2.

Plate YI.

Figure 1

—

Lebrunia Dance (D. & M.) Yer. Side view. Photog. of a living speci-

men. \.

Figure 2.

—

Actinia melanaster Y., sp. nov. Type. From life. Natural size.

Figure 3.—The same. Photog. of a living specimen, f

.

Figure 4.

—

Anemorda elegans Y ., sp. nov. Type. Specimen with the stomodseum

protruded from the mouth, x IJ.

Figure 5.

—

Phellia rufa Yer. From life. ^

Figure 6.

—

Aiptasia tagetes (D. and M.) Andres. Photograph from life of two speci-

mens attached to floating mangrove leaves. Abont f natural size.

Plate YII.

Figure 1.

—

Epicystis osculifera (Les.) Yer. Photog. from a living specimen. |.

Figure 2.

—

Palythoa grandiflora Yer. Photog. of a living group in expansion. Nat-

ural size.

Plate YIII.

Figure 1.

—

Albunea oxyopJithalma Miers. (See errata.) Photog. from a preserved

specimen, f.

Figure 2.— Clibanarius Verrillii Rathbun. 1901. Type. Photog. from nature. Left

side. X I^.

Figure 3.—The same. Another specimen. Dorsal, x 1^.

Figure 4.— Cyamus fc(scicularis Y., sp. nov. Type. Photog. from nature, x 4.

Figure 5.

—

Fallacia prolochona Schmarda. Photog. from a living specimen. \.

Figure 6.

—

Pectinuria regalis Yer., sp. nov. Type, with tube. Photog. from a pre-

served specimen. Side view. f.

Figure 7.—The same. Another specimen, f.

Figures 8, 9.— Catophragmtis imbricatus Sowerby. Two specimens. Photog. from

nature, x 2i.
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Plate IX.

Figure la.— Verrucella grandis Y ., sp. nov. Part of a terminal branch of the typev

Front view, x 1|.

Figure 1& — Part of a large branch. Front view. Photog. from nature, x H.

Figure 2.—The same. Part of one of the larger branches, seen edgewise, x H.

Figures.—The same. Spicules, various forms. Camera drawings. xl70.

Figure 4a. b.—Eunicea alra V., sp. nov. Type. Distal portions of two branches

from one specimen. About f natural size.

Figure 5.—The same specimen. Group of spicules of various kinds. From camera

drawings, x 17.

Figure 6.— Cerianthus nutans V., sp. nov. Type. Side view. From life. ^.

Figure 7.

—

Polycarpa muUiphiala Ver. One of the gonads. Much enlarged. See-

vol. X, p. 591.

Figure 8.

—

Styela x>artit(i. (Stlmp.), from the New England coast. See vol. x, p. 588.

Gonads much enlarged.

[All the figures on the above plates are from photographs and drawings by Mr.

A. Hyatt Verrill.]

ERRATA.

Page 17, line 1. For Pericera subparallela, read Macrocceloma subparallelum Miers.

Page 18, line 8 from bottom. For Alhunea oxycephala, read Albunea oxyophthalma

Miers.

Page 35, line 21. For Blaumeria, read Blauneria.

Page 35, line 22. The undetermined helicoid shell may be Helicina lucida (Drap.) of

southern Europe.
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—

Vakiatioxs and Nomenclature of Bermudiax, West
Indian and Brazilian Reef Corals, with notes on various

Indo-Pacific Corals.

By a. E. Verrill.

The following observations on a few of the common reef corals of

the West Indian fauna are some of the results of my studies of the

reef corals continued during the past forty years. During this

period I have examined nearly all of the important collections of

corals in the United States, including the types of Dana and others.*

I have also had opportunities to study, in life, and to collect large

series of several of the species here discussed.

The nomenclature of many of the corals is still unsettled. This is

due largely to the natural difficulties of the subject. Perhaps there

is no other group in which it is more difficult to determine the true

characters of the genera and species and the actual limits of their

variations. These difficulties cannot be overcome except by long

and careful studies of large series of specimens of all ages and forms,

grown under many diverse conditions. Good series of but few

species can be found in most museums, even at the present time.

Formerly, when most of the species were first described, series of

specimens were generally unknown, and most of the species were

described from a single specimen, or from veiy few, and these were

often so beach-worn as to be nearly worthless for such a purpose.

In addition to these natural difficulties, the early literature is very

unsatisfactory, for numerous species were often confounded under a

single name, and a genus was often equivalent to one or several

families, or even to the whole order.

In subdividing the old groups, later writers did not always take

sufficient pains to follow the ordinary rules of zoological nomencla-

ture, even in some cases when there could have been no reasonable

doubt of the identity of the species and genera of the early writers.

* Among the collections studied by me are those of the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology, which I labelled and catalogued many years ago; those of the U. S.

Nat. Museum, including most of Dana's tyjies ; those of the Museum of Yale

University, also including many types of Dana and others ; those of the Ameri-

can Museum, New York City; those of Professor Ward of Rochester, N. Y.,

now in the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago ; of the Peabody Acad. Science,

Salem, Mass. ; of the Boston Society of Natural History, and many others.
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The diagnoses of the Linnsean species are very poor and imperfect,

and have led to much confusion. The longer descriptions of Pallas

(1766) are excellent for that period.

Ill this article I have treated many of those genera and species

that are among the most confused, but have not attempted to discuss

all such cases, even among West Indian corals.

Mr. Vaughan (op. cit., 1901) has referred to the very poor charac-

ter of the works of Duchassaing and Michelotti on the West Indian

corals, which have led to much confusion and have very much

retarded the elucidation of the synonymy. My own opinion of

their works are entirely harmonious with Mr. Vaughan's. Fortu-

nately Mr. Vaughan has been able to study the types of these authors

that are in the Museum of Turin, and therefore he has been able to

rectify many of their mistakes. In such cases I can but follow his

determinations of their species, for I have not seen the types. I

have, however, formerly studied a collection of corals sent to the

Museum of Comparative Zoology by Duchassaing, as examples of

their species. But I found that in very many cases the specimens

sent did not at all resemble the species described under the same

names, and concluded that Mr. Duchassaing himself was unable to

identify their species.

Mr. Vaughan has also recentlj^ studied some of the types of

Ehrenberg and of Edwards and Haime, and has thus been able to

correct several errors.

That the nomenclature adopted by Dana, Edwards and Haime, and

other standard authors is not in accordance with the strict rules of

priority in zoological nomenclature, has been well known to me and

others for many years.* Personally, however, I should have preferred

to have left the current names undisturbed, considering that long

usage gives sanction to many slight irregularities of this kind, in the

earlier writings, and I have hitherto avoided making many changes

in current names for such strictly technical reasons.

* I do not share the opinion expressed by Mr. Vaughan (op. cit., p. 4) that

M.-Edw. and Haiine were influenced by unworthy motives, or autocratic ideas.

Nor would I accuse them of changing names "arbitrarily" or "through ignor-

ance." They did not hold precisely the same views of the rules of nomenclature

that Mr. Vaughan follows, but they were in accord with the best usage of their

period and country. Their great works are monuments of long, laborious, and

faithful study, continued for over twelve years, and embracing all known corals.

That they made a few mistakes is natural. We are all liable to do that. No
one is infallible. I find it necessary to change 12 out of the 28 names of corals

in Mr. Vaughan's revised list, p. 8.
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But several recent writers, especially Mr. Gregor}^ and Mr.

Vaughan, have seen fit to make several radical innovations of this

kind, changing the long current names of various genera and species

to make them comply with more rigid modern rules of pi'iority.

In a number of cases, however, they have been unfortunate in

choosing or adopting the new names, so that their nomenclature has,

in such instances, no more permanent foundations than the older ones

they disjjlaced, as will be shown later.

Therefore, I have thought it desirable to look more deeply into

this subject, and to go as nearly as possible to the root of the matter,

and so have made several necessary changes that otherwise I should

have chosen to have left untouched.

The changes in the application of the names Mfjeandrina, 3fcean-

dra, Manicina, Madrepora, Acropora, Favites, etc., are among the

more notable instances of this kind. However, if they must be made,

the sooner the better.

MADREPORARIA.

Family Mseandridae Yer., nom. nov.

Mceandrinidce Verrill, Comm. Essex lust., v, p. 32, 1866.

This family is intended to include all those meandriniform genera

in which the zooids remain more or less united in series, and when
living do not in expansion raise the disk above the calicinal walls or

collines, and the astreiform corals that increase by fission.

The coral may have the calicinal centers scarcely distinct, along

the bottom of more or less elongated calicinal grooves, and the tenta-

cles not in circles around the mouths (subfamily Mceayidrince). Or

they may be perfectly distinct and marked by the radiating arrange-

ment of the septa, as well as by the aggregations of the columella,

and the tentacles forming circles, [Trachyphylllnce, Faintince).

The septa are rather finely dentate or serrulate and have a paliform

lobe, with an emargination above it which marks the situation of the

tentacles and border of the disk. The increase is chiefly by contin-

uous incomplete fission, but in many cases exothecal budding also

occurs (see pp. 68, Tl). Most of the corals in this family are massive

and some grow to great size. Nearly all are tropical reef-builders.

The new name of the family is due to the necessary transfer of the

name Mceandrina to the famil}- Eusmillidoe, (see p. 60, note).

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 5 October, 1901.
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Subfamil}' Maeandrinae Ver., nom. nov.

Maeandriform corals with indistinct calicinal centers and confluent

zooids. Tentacles mostly in parallel rows.

Maeandra Oken (emended.) Type, M. labyrinthiformis (L.). " Brain Corals.

"

Mycedium (pars) Browne, Civil and Nat. Hist. Jamaica, 1756 ; ed. 2, 1789,

{non Oken).

Mceandra (pars) Oken, Lehrb. Naturg., p. 70, 1815.

Meandrina {pars) Lam., ii, p. 344, 1816, (not of 1801.)

MtBandra {pars) + Manicina {pars) Ehrenberg, Corall. Eoth. Meeres, pp. 99,

101, 1834.

Meandrina + Manicina {pars) Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exp., 1846.

Mceandrina + Cceloria + Manicina + Diploria + Leptoria {pars) Edw. and Haime,

Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, pp. 388-401, 1857.

Platygyra + Diploria + Manicina Vaughan, Fossil Corals of Curacao, etc.,

Samml. Geol. Reichs-Mus. , Leiden, Ser. 2, ii, i, pp. 45, 48, 1901.

A Study of large series of various species of the above so-called

genera, during many years, has convinced me that they should all be

reunited into one genus, which would thus correspond more nearly

with the genus Meandrina Lam. (1816) and to Meandrina of Dana

+ Manicina, pars.

If it be necessary to restrict Meandrina* (Lam., 1801) to the type

raeandrites (L.)=pectinata Lam., as claimed by Vaughan and others,

the next generic name, in order of publication, would be Mmandra
of Oken, 1815, in which the first species [areola=Manicina areolata,

authors), as well as the second and fourth, belongs to this grouj).

Ehrenberg, also, definitely adopted this name neai'ly in the sense

used here. Vaughan arbitrarily chooses to assume that M. mean-

di'ites should be considered the type of Mrieandra, and therefore

places that name as a synonym of Meandrina. This is not logical

and is contrary to his method of reasoning in other similar cases

(e. g. Favites Link, on p. 22).

* In establishing the genus Meandrina in 1801 (Syst. An., p. 372) Lamarck

named but one species, M. pectinata=Madrepora meandrites L. ; Ellis and Sol.,

which may properly be the type, though he added many other species in 1816.

M.-Edw. and Haime referred to these facts (Corall., ii. p. 389), but preferred to

take for the type M. filoyrana, on the ground that denticulated septa was given

by Lamarck (1801) as a character of the genus.

It is certainly a legitimate question for doubt, whether the characters given to

a genus are not of more importance than the particular species cited as an

example by the older writers, who did not usually give them as " tyjjes" in the

modern sense.
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As a matter of fact, one of the meandrites-gvon^ was included

by Oken in this genus by mere accident, it being erroneously referred

to as a variety of a true Mieandra {M. labi/rinthiformis (L.)=
Diploria), while the four other species are of tlie Diploria and

Cmlovia groups. Moreover, he founded, in tlie same work, a new
genus [Pecthiia) for the mea7idrit€s-grow\). This of itself would

show that he did not intend to include ineandrltes in Mmandra. The

fact that a copied figure of meandrites was given, as an example,

has no special significance in this case, for the publisher of such

general works, rather than the author, is in many cases responsible

for the selection of the illustrations, which, as is well known, are

often misleading.

It would be far more consistent and correct to take either the first

species (J/. areola-=areolata)., or else the second species mentioned,

for the type of Mceandra. Meandrites had already been eliminated

by Lamarck, as Vaughan himself admits, when he named it as the

type of Meandrina, in 1801. But Ehrenberg (1834), in adopting

the genus Mmandra, used it in nearly the sense now proposed,

though he eliminated Oken's first species, referring it erroneously

to his new genus Manicina, which, as understood by him, included

Plerogyra and also Colpophyllia E. and H. (See note, p. 85.)

.

Platygyra was used by Ehrenberg as a subgenus of Mmandra. It

included Cmloria, Diploria, and Leptoria E, and H,, or the whole

of his Mmandra except Dendrogyra. Therefore it is a synonym of

Mmai I dra proper.

These eliminations of two of Oken's species clearly leave, as the

real available type, M. labyrinthiformis (lAwne) =.D iploria cerehri-

formis E. and H., which is var. a. of Oken's second species. There-

fore, should others still prefer to consider the latter the type of a

special genus, on account of its usually double ridges, it should be

called Mmandra labyrinthiformis (L.) Oken, but for those who do not

thus restrict the Linnsean name it should be Mmandra implicata

(Ellis and Sol.), or else 31. cerebriformis. The forms StoJcesi (E.

and H.) and geographica Whitf., are mere growth-variations in the

forms of the ridges and grooves.

The characters that have been used by authors to separate

Mmandrina E. and H., Diploria, Cmloria, and Manicina are due
only to slightly different modes of growth. These several forms do

not show anj'- structural differences, such as should characterize

genera. Young examples of Diploria can scarcely be distinguished

from Manicina, of similar age, even by the forms of the grooves
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and ridges. Many large specimens of typical Diploria have both

single and double ridges on their different parts, or even side by side,

and the same is true of Manicina. The calicles may form long

series, more or less winding, or they may be short, or even circum-

scribed, equally in Diploria^ Coeloria, and Mceandrina E. and H.,

and these variations are often seen on a single specimen of either

group. They all form radial infoldings or coUines at the margins,

when young. Resorption of parts of the collines is frequent.

In J)iploria and 3Ianicina E. and H, and probably in the other

groups, the ends or other parts of the growing ridges often expand,

and give rise to new zooids, and thus form new actinal grooves by

extracalicinal budding. Therefore the intervening ridges in such

cases are necessaril}^ simple for a time. See pi. x, figs. 1-3.

The genus Mmandra, as restricted above, would include the fol-

lowing four common West Indian species, two of which are found

at the Bermudas.*

Besides these there are two or three other rare West Indian

species that are not well known. One of these (J/, varia), which was

described by Dana as Astrcea varia, is remarkable for having a large

part of its surface covered with circumscribed polj^gonal calicles like

those of Goniastrcea, to which genus it has usually been referred.

But simple or multiple circumscribed calicles also occur, more or

less frequently, in all the other species, and they are often due to

extracalicinal budding and subsequent division. There is a large

specimen of 31. clivosa in the Museum of Yale University which

has a large part of its surface covered Avith simple angular calicles,

while in other parts they are long and meandriniform, as usual. The

same is true of some of the East Indian species of the Coeloria-groi\-p.

In the Indo-Pacific region, including the Red Sea,f there are a

considerable number of nominal species of Mmandra, most of which

have been referred to Coeloria and Leptoria.

* Nelson (Trans. Geol. Soc. London, v, p. 112) records the occurrence of M.

areolata as a fossil in the older beach rock. Probably his specimens are the

same that Mr. Vaughan has recently identified as Mycetophyllia Lamarckana
(in coll. Geol. Soc). Neither of these species has been found living at the

Bermudas, but the older "beach rock " there contains also several West Indian

shells that no longer exist in the Bermudas, indicating a period of warmer
climate than at present. This rock may be ijost-glacial in age. It is ovei'laid

by several forest or red-clay beds with much aeolian limestone interstratified.

f See Klunzinger, C. B., Die Korallthiere des Rothen Meeres. Madreporaria.

Berlin, 1879. In this excellent work there are good descriptions and photo-

graphic figures of five species and four varieties of Coeloria and of one species

of Leptoria.
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Among those of the section Cceloria are the following :

3f. dcedalca (Ellis). E. Indies.

31. dmdalina {J).).^=iAstrma deformis, pars, Dana, (non Lam.)

Fiji Is.

3f. spongiosa (Dana). West Indies (?). PI. xii, fig. 3.

M. pacliychlla Ehr.=r C labyrinthiformis E. & H., non Linne.

M. lamelUna {K\\Y., •^. 99) +3/. leptochila, J?,hr.,= C. Bottai and

G. Forskddana E. and H. =: C. Arabica Klz. Red Sea.

M. laticolUs E. and H., (Corall., ii, p. 415, pi. D4, fig. 4, as Cfeloria).

M. Sinensis (E. and H., Corall., ii, p. 410, as Cmloria). China.

31. stricta (E. and H,, op. cit., p. 417). E. Indies.

M. astrmiformis (E. and H, op. cit., p. 417). Red Sea.

3d. Esperi (E. and H., op. cit., p. 417). Red Sea.

M. leptoticha (Klz., as Cceloria). Red Sea.

M. laxa Ver., sp. nov. This has broad, distant, and very thin

septa, with the edges sparingly and very irregularly toothed, and

with the summits broad and rounded or subtruncate. Walls very

thin. Valleys deep, mostly sinuous. Columella but little developed.

Depth of calicinal valleys, about 7"""
; width about 5 to 8""™. Kings-

mills Islands.

31. elegans, M. deltoides, M. Australiensis (all Rehb.), Australia.

The following have been referred to Leptoria by Edw. and Hairae,

on account of the soraew^hat lamellose columella :*

31. gracilis (Dana). Fiji Is. ; 31. tenuis (Dana). Tonga Is.

The following are, apparenth', more closely related to the typical

West Indian species :

31. rustica (Dana). Wakes Island.

M. valida (Dana). Locality unknown.

M. riidis Yi^vx\\\= M. phrygia Dana, non Ellis and Sol.

31. delicatida (Ortman, 1888). Samoa.

The following species were referred to Diploria :—
31. crassior (E. and H., Corall., ii, p. 403). China Sea.

31. spinulosa (E. and H., op. cit., p. 404). China Sea.

He proposes C Arahica Klz. to include M. leptochila and M. lamellina Ehr.,

+ C. Forskcelana, C. Bottai, and C. subdentata Edw. and Haime, as varieties.

This shows that the Eed Sea species are quite as variable as the West Indian.

However, it seems to me undesirable to give a new name (Arabica) to this

revised and extended species. It would be better to extend the sense of M,

lamellina (Ehr.) so as to include all these forms.

* The structure of the columella is not essentially different in the two follow-

ing species (types examined) from that of typical Mceandra, especially that of

labyrinthiformis when the latter is poorly developed. It is not a continuous

plate, but consists of small, irregular, interrupted laminpe.
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Mseandra labyrinthiformis (L.) V. Brain Stone. Brain Coral.

Madrepora labyrinthiformis (pars) Linn^, Syst. Nat., ed. x, p. 794, 1758.

Mach-epora meandrites, var. y, Pallas, Elench. Zooph., p. 292, 293, 1766.

Madrepora implicata Ellis and Solander, p. 164, 1786. Gmelin, op. cit., p.

3763.

Madrepora labyrinthiformis Esper, Pflanzenth., p. 74, pi. iii, 1789.

Mceandra meandrites {pars), including as var. a, labyrinthiformis (Linn^),

Oken, Lelrrb. Naturg. Zool., i, p. 70, 1815.

Meandrina eerebriformis Lamarck, Hist. Nat. Anim. s. Vert., p. 246, 1816.

Mceandra (Platygyra) eerebriformis, vars. a and b, Ehrenterg, Corall. Rothen

Meeres, Abhandl. Kgl. Akad. Wiss. Berl., p. 324 [100], 1834.

Meandrina eerebriformis, p. 263, pi. xiv, fig. 2 ; + Meandrina truncata, p. 264,

pi. xiv, figs. 1, la, Dana, Zooph. U. States Expl. Exped., 1846.

Diploma eerebriformis Milne-Edwards and Haime, Compt.-rend., xxvii, p. 493,

1848.

Diploria eerebriformis •,+Diplona Stokesi, pi. D4, fig. S ; + Dijjloria truncata

Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, pp. 402, 403, 405, 1857.

? Moeandrina labyrinthiformis Pourtales, Florida Reefs. Corals, pi. ix, figs. 10-12,

1880.

Diploria eerebriformis Pourtales, 111. Cat. Mus. Comp. Zool., No. iv, Mem. ii,

p. 75, 1871 ; Verrill, the.se Trans., x, p. 552, 1900.

Diploria geographica Whitfield, Bull. Amer. Mus., N. York, xiv, p. 223, pi.

xxxiii, xxxiv, 1901. (Types examined.)

Diploria labyrinthiformis Vaughan, Samml. Geol. Reichs-Mus. , ii, p. 45,

1901 (jioji Cceloria labyrinthiformis Edw. and Haime).

Plate X. Figures 1-3.

This species can usually be distinguished from the allied forms b}^

the generally double ridges between the actinal grooves and b}' the

presence on these ridges of a more or less Avide intermural furrow,

but the furrow may be lacking or obsolete, and the wall may be

simple and solid on parts of many specimens.

While living, the color of the soft parts is usually dull orange-

yeltow, but it varies from light ocher-yellow to brownish orange.

The structure and appearance of the tentacles, mouth, and disk are

like those of 31. cerebricni and 31. clivosa.

This is the most abundant of the reef-corals at the Bermudas,

When it grows under very favorable conditions it forms large,

evenly hemispherical or dome-shaped masses, which are sometimes

5 or 6 feet in diameter, and nearly as high. Perfect specimens of

this form, from 8 inches to 2 feet in diameter, are much sought after

by collectors, and are, therefore, common in museums. Much larger

numbers of specimens on the reefs take on irregular, broad, thick

encrusting forms, due to less favorable conditions, injuries, and

especially to crowding and coalescence.
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A very extensive series of this species was collected, in 1898 and

19(11, in order to study its variations. Over 300 specimens of all

sizes from less than half an inch up to over five feet in diameter

were studied by me.

The variations are very great in several directions :— as in the

modes of growth ; breadth and depth of the actinal grooves ; and

especially' in the breadth of the intervening ridges and of the inter-

mural or exothecal groove at their summits. The length, direction,

and arrangement of the grooves and ridges vary in every possible

way, often presenting the most diverse ari-angements on different

parts of a single large specimen, especially if it has grown in a more

or less crowded or restricted position.

These common variations include those forms that have been

named Diplotia Stokesi Edw. and Haime, but Avhich differ in no

way from the typical forms, except in having unusually wide ridges,

surmounted by a deep intermural groove, which often expands,

especially at the end of a ridge, to the breadth of 10 to 15™"'.

Extracalicinal budding frequently occurs in these wide intermural

grooves. In life, many of these grooves show a distinct mouth, or

a series of mouths, with rows of tentacles, before any marked

changes occur in the underlying coral. But soon the bottom of the

groove receives deposits of columellar tissues, and then paliform

lobes and septa rapidly appear. Thus after a short period of growth,

these grooves become true actinal grooves formed over the exothecal

tissues of the walls, by true budding. They often become as deep

and well formed as the other furrows before they break through, at

one or more j^laces, and thus become connected with the older

grooves. Some of them, both long series and single calicles, may
remain isolated for a long time in some specimens.

As a matter of course, actinal grooves formed in this way must be

separated for some time by simple walls only. This accounts for

many of the cases where simple ridges are found mixed with double

ones on the same specimen (pi. x, fig. 1). A single ridge may also,

on this account, be double for a part of its length and single in other

parts, or it may divide into two simple ones, in certain places.*

* Probably some of the confusion in respect to the synonymy of this species

is clue to the fact that this mode of growth has not been recognized by autliors,

and therefore specimens of this species with simple ridges have been referred to

different species and to a different genus {Mceandrina), for such specimens have

all the characters of Mceandrina, as contrasted with Diplotia. (See p. 67.)

It is not improbable that the figures of M. labyrinthiformis Ponrtales (op. cit.,

Florida Reefs, pi. ix. figs. 10-13, 1880) were drawn from a specimen of this kind
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Tliis mode of increase, by exothecal budding, seems to occur most

freely in young specimens 2 to 3 inches in diameter, though not

exchisively so. In such specimens the ridges are often all or nearly

all broad and deeply grooved, or just ready to divide (plate x, figure

3). Others, scarcely larger, may be found in which all or nearly all

the rido-es are narrow and single, without grooves, the divisions

having already taken place (pi. x, fig. 2). Specimens in both these

stages, and in various intermediate conditions, were collected by me

in Bermuda, both in 1898 and 1901.

The stage in which broad and deeply grooved ridges occur has

been named as a distinct species {Diploria Stokesi) by Edwards

and Haime, Some later writers have called it a "young stage";

others have called it a variety. It appears, from the facts just

stated, that is is only a phase of growth, which may occur at various

stages of development. M. triincata Dana seems to have been based

on a phase following the division of the ridges and before the new

grooves had developed on their summits. Such specimens are not

rare. See pi. x, fig. 2.

Large specimens occur in which one part will show the Stokesi

arrangement, while another part will be of the typical form ; and

still other parts will j^resent simple or nearly simple solid ridges of

the truncata phase. See pi. x, fig. 1.

Many oblong specimens show, especially on the sides, many long

and nearly parallel, subradial, or nearly transverse ridges and

grooves, while on other parts they present the ordinary convoluted

arrangement.

The gyri are often in places more or less angular or zigzag, especi-

ally on the median or more crowded portions, thus showing that the

form recently described and figured by Whitfield as D. geographical

is only a form of growth, not of varietal value.

Many of the larger hemispherical and oblong examples consist of

two, three, or more originally separate masses that have come in

contact by growth and crowding, and have then grafted them-

selves together completely. The planes of union are usualh' shown

only by a thin line of epithecal tissue. Some of these double speci-

mens are as evenly and regularly hemispherical as the simple ones.

and not from M. cerehrxim, as Vaiighan supposed. The types from which the

original plates of that Report .were drawn were not separately preseiTed nor in

any way indicated by labels. While I had charge of the coral-collections of the

Mus. of Comp. Zoology (1860-1864), I tried in vain to identify the specimens

that had previously been figured on those plates, which were then unpublished.

Therefore any question of sjmonymy must be settled by the plates themselves.

Fortunately they are very accurate.

* Bull. Amer. Mus., xiv, p. 223, 1901.
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The characters of the septa and costse are also variable, though

inore reliable than the form of the ridges. The septa are not verj-

crowded, though more so than in 31. cerebrum. Smaller, thin ones

alternate with the larger and usually extend down below the pali-

form lobe. The larger septa are rather broad, generality with the

inner edge perpendicular, and often sometimes broader above,

usually with the summit broadly rounded and continued into promi-

nent costs? which have rather regular conical or spiniform serrations

on their edges. The paliform lobe is generally well developed and

roughl}"^ serrulate; the inner edge of the septa bears numerous, small,^

close, irregulai", elongated teeth, many of which are rough or forked

at the tip ; those toward the summit are longer, directed strongly

obliquely upward and frequently incurved ; those on the rounded

summit are usually more regular and divergent. The sides of the

larger sej)ta are covered with rather few and scattered conical

grains,—much fewer and smaller than in J/, cerebrum.

The columella is variable, but usually well developed, composed of

curled lamellose processes, and thickened at the centers. Some-

times it is larger and nearly solid or subvesicular.

In transverse section the walls vary in breadth, but are usually

thick and solid. In those specimens that have thin and simple walls

at the surface, a section made an inch or so from the surface usually

shows most of the walls as thick as usual (about 3 to 5""™). The

septa in section are thin and sparingly spinulose laterally, quite unlike

those of M. cerebrum in similar sections.

The actinal grooves vary considerably in breadth and depth, but

they are always decidedly narrower and shallower than those of

typical 31. cerebrum, and have a more square-cut appearance. The
breadth from wall to wall, at top, is generally 5 to 10"'"

; of the

open valley, septal edge to septal edge, 4 to 6™"
; depth, mostly 4 to

gmm ;number of septa to a centimeter, usually 14 to 16. One

variety {compacta) has unusually shallow and narrow valleys (3-5™"-

wide), with crowded septa.

This species is the largest and most important of the Bermu-

dian reef corals. It occurs abundanth" on the inner reefs of

Great Sound, Castle Harbor, etc., often close to the shores and in

water only two feet deep at low-tide, and mostly in less than twenty

feet. It is still more abundant on the outer reefs. It does not occur

in Harrington Sound, ])robably owing to a slightly diminished salin-

ity of the water, due to its nearly land-locked condition. It may
form masses 6 to 8 feet in diameter and height.

It is found on the Florida reefs and throuffhout the West Indies,
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Mseandra cerebrum (Ellis and Sol.) V. Brain Coral. Brain Stone.

Madrepora cerebrum Ellis and Sol., Nat. Hist. Zooph., p. 163, 1786. Gmelin,

in Linn^, Syst Nat., ed. xiii, vi, p. 3763, 1798.

Madrepora labyrinthica Ellis and Solander, Nat. Hist. Zooph., p. 160, pi. xlvi,

figs. 3, 4, 1786 (not of Pallas, which is M. meandrifes Linne, ed. x.)

Meandrina labyrinthica {2}ars) Lamarck, Hist. Nat. Anim. sans Vert., ii, p.

246, 1816 (non Mad. labyrinthica Pallas).

Meandrina sinuosa LeSueur, Mem. Mus. d'Hist. Nat. Paris, vi, p. 278, pi. xv,

fig. 4, and f varieties viridis, p. 279, pi. xv, fig. 5; ? appressa, p. 280, pi.

XV, fig. 6 ; ? rubra, p. 280, pi. xv, fig. 7 ; .? vineola, p. 280, pi. xv, fig. 8, 1820

{non Madrepora sinuosa Ell. and Sol. -Mussa or Isophyllia ; nee Meandrina

sinuosa Quoy and Gaimard).

?? Meandrina dedalea Les. , op. cit.
, p. 281, pi. xvi, fig. 9, 1820.

M. labyrinthica Les., op. cit., pi. xvi, fig. 10, 1820.

Meandrina labyrinthica Lamouroux, Exp. Meth. Gen. Polyp
, p. 54, pi. xlvi,

figs. 3, 4 (reprint from plate of Ellis and Solander), 1821 {non Pallas).

Mceandra {Platygyra) labyrinthica {pars) Ehrenberg, Cor. Rothea Meeres,

Abh. k. Akad. Wiss. Berl. for 1832, p. 323 [99], 1834. (Includes 5 species.

mostly of Coeloria, t. Vaughan, from types.)

Meandrina labyrinthica, p. 256, pi. xiv, fig. 1 ; + M. strigosa, p. 257, pi. xiv,

fig. 4a, Dana, Zooph. U. States Expl. Exp., 1840.

Mceandrina heterogyra, p. 392 ; + M. sinuosissima ; + M. serrata, ^i. 393;4-il/.

crassa,-p. 394, + Coeloria strigosa, p. 418, Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist.

Nat. Corall., t. ii, 1857 (teste Vaughan, from types). See also M. sinuosa

Les. and varieties, described on p. 389, foot note.

Leptoria fragilis Duchassaing and Michelotti, Mem. Corall. Ant., p. 351, 1861

(teste Vaughan, from type).

Mceandrina strigosa Pourtales, Flor. Reefs, Corals, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vii,

pi. ix, figs. 6-9, 1880.

Mceandrina strigosa, pp. 10, 92 ; + M. sinuosissima, pp. 10, 91 ;
4- M. labyrin-

thica, pp. 10, 12, 91 •, + ?M. sinuosa, p. 12, Quelch, Reef Corals, Chall. Exp.,

vol. xvi, 1886.

Mceandrina filograna {pars) Gregory, op. cit., p. 265 {non Esper).

Platygyra viridis Vaughan, Samml. Geol. Reichs-Mus. , ii, p. 51, 1901 (after

var. viridis Les.)

Platygyra sinuosa Vaughan, op. cit., p. 56, 1901.

Mceandrina labyrinthica Whitfield, Bvill. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., N. York,

xiv, p. 221, pi. xxxi, xxxii, 1901. (Abnormal, tj'pe studied.)

Plate X. Figure 4. Plate XII. Figure 4. Plate XIV. Figures 4, 5.

This species usually forms evenly convex, thick, encrusting masses,

or when well grown, large even hemispheres, sometimes a yard or

more in diameter, with intricately convoluted gyri. Its actinal

grooves are usually widei- and more open than in the preceding

species, while the mural ridges are generally high, narrow, solid,

and rather thin in sections, and they usually appear acute at the

crest, owing partly to the fact that the septa are generally narrowed
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toward the summit ; but also l)ccause tlie Avail itself is generally

(but not ahva^'s) reduced to a thin solid lamina, which, as seen frotn

above, runs as a zigzag line from sei)tum to septum. The larger

septa usually alternate with small very thin ones, most of which do

not extend half way to the paliform lobes, thus leaving wide inter-

sept al spaces below. The large septa are usually thin and rather

narrow, with the inner edge rapidh' sloping or nearly perpendicular

to the well marked paliform lobe, so that the actinal grooves are

generally deep and often more than twice as wide as the ridges, the

width decreasing gradually to the level of the paliform lobes. The

summits of the septa are only slightlv prominent above the thin

wall, and may be evenly but obtusely rounded, or they may have a

gothic form, narrowing rather abruptly, giving a rather acute form

to the ridges. Their inner edges are strongly and usually rather

regularly serrulate, the teeth are often angular and sharp like saw-

teeth, but are frequently more elongated and uneven, some of thera

having minutely forked or lacerate tips; the teeth are directed

obliquely upward, but are seldom incurved, as is so often the case

in the preceding species. The paliform lobes are a little thickened

and roughly serrulate on the sides and edges. The sides of the

septa are almost always very roughly spinulose or hispid, being

thickly covered with small, acute, spiniform grains, much more

numerous and conspicuous than in the allied species. This is usually

a good diagnostic character, and is available even in worn specimens,

for these lateral sejital spinules are conspicuous on the thin septa in

transverse sections. The columella varies considerably ; it is usually

well developed and composed of numerous, small, thin, contorted

lamin.T, sharply spinulose laterally, and united into a nearly continu-

ous but uneven series, with thickenings at irregular intervals. In

some oases the columella is much less developed and composed of

few lamintB. The gyvi in large specimens are long and intricately

convoluted in every direction, but in smaller examples they may be

more or less radial, or parallel for long distances, especially on the

sides. In some specimens, though rarely, short gyri occur, and in

some instances isolated, round or elliptical, AstrcBa-\\k.e calicles may
be found, due to intermural budding, but these are much less com-

mon than in lahyrinthlforniis and clivosa. PI. xiv, fig. 4. Double

mural ridges are rarely seen, but they sometimes occur, especially

near the margins of the smaller specimens.

In sections the coral is rather cellular ; the walls are relative thin

and nearly solid, being seldom more than 1-5 to 2"'™ thick, while the
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septa are alternately thicker and thinner, and show numerous lateral

spinules, as mentioned above. See pi. x, fig. 4.

This species can usualh^ be easily recognized by its evenl}" convex

surface and the long convoluted simple, often gothic ridges, with

the crest of the wall, thin, solid, and often in a zigzag line ; by its

rather open grooves, generally wider than the ridges, and usually

sho^ving rather open interseptal spaces and thin unequal septa ; and

especially by the strongly spinulose lateral surfaces of the septa.

The width and depth of the actinal grooves varies considerably,

but is almost always greater than in labyrinthiformis. The breadth

from wall to wall is generally 8 to 14'"™, rarely as little as 6™'"
; open

space between septal edges, near summit, mostly 6 to U)""" ; depth of

grooves mosth^ 6 to 10'"", usually about 8"^"'. Number of septa to a

centimeter, usually about 24 to 28, when the smaller ones are

developed.

The color of this species, in life, so far as observed by me at the

Bermudas, is dull yellow, ocher-yellow, or brownish yellow. It

appears not to have the oi'ange-yellow color, so general in labyrinth-

iformis. In the Bahamas it is more variable in color.

I think it very improbable that all the various color-varieties^

named by Lesueur from the color alone, pertain to this species.

But in any case they cannot be determined from color alone, for the

color of such corals is variable and uncertain. Therefore M. viridis

of Lesueur rests on no valid characters.

This species is not abundant in the Bermudas. It is somelimes,^

though rather rarely, found on the inner reefs, associated with the

preceding species, but it occurs more commonly on the extreme

outer reefs. Most of the larger specimens that I have seen were

from the vicinity of the North Rocks, where it becomes one to two

feet or more in diameter. It is common in the West Indies and on

the Florida Reefs, w^here it grows to a large size. I have seen

specimens over a yard across.

At least two forms of simple ridged Mceandrce occur on the outer

reefs of the Bermudas. Whether they represent more than varieties

of the above species may be doubtful, for no one has yet obtained a

sufficiently large series of them for study. Those that I have seen

appear to me to belong to two species, for they differ decidedl}^ as

to the form and denticulation of the septa and in other waj^s. The
more common form seems to be the abundant West Indian and

Florida species, named above.

I am not prepared to admit that all the described West Indian
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forms, referred to tliis species by Vaughan, realh^ belong to one

species. It is certain that too many species of this group have been

admitted by Edw. and Haime ; Duch. and Michel. ; and others.

But Gregory has gone to the opposite extreme in uniting 31. clivosa

=filo(/rana, etc., to this species, from which it differs very plainly.

The latter does not occur at the Bermudas.

Much diversity of opinion has prevailed as to the correct name for

this species, as shown by the above synonymy. Apparently none of

the names in use for members of this genus in works previous to

Lesueur's memoir are available, except M. cerebrum Ellis and Solan-

der, which was evidently based on the most common form of this

species. Their description, though brief, is characteristic, and they

also give the vernacular name, "Brainstone," which is still in use in

the Bahamas and the Bermudas. But it was also undoubtedly

included by Linne, Pallas, Ellis and Solander, Esper, and other

writers of the 1 8th century under several other names that now
apply more strictly to different species.

It appears to me that M. shiuosa of Lesueur could be retained

for this species, were it the first available name that clearly applies to

it. Vaughan rejects it because Lesueur referred donhtfidlij to the

Madrepora sinuosa of Ellis and Solander (probably from memory
alone). But the latter belongs to a widely different genus, and has

no particular resemblance to this species, so that there can be no

danger of confusion in this case. Lesueur described his species

under a different genus, as if it were new. His erroneous and use-

less synonym, given with doubt, should not invalidate his name.

Moreover, Vaughan adopts viridis, the name of one of the color-

varieties described by Lesueur, for the species. There can be no

certainty that this variety pertains to M. shiiiosa, for Lesueur gave

to it no characters except the green color. It is well known that the

green color, so frequent in coral animals, is generally due to a para-

sitic, unicellular, vegetable organism and it may occur in almost any

species of reef corals, so that one could never be certain of the

difference or identity of two allied corals having this color, even in

the same locality, without studying the hard parts. On this account

also, the name viridis should not be adopted for this species. In

this case the name viridis is not connected directly with any si)ecitic

characters and therefore has no claims for recognition. The same

remark would ai)ply to the other "varieties" of Lesueur. They are

not recognizably characterized. The next distinctive name, not

based on color, appears to be strigosa Dana, 184(i.
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I have seen the type of Dana's strigosa and consider it this species

from personal study of it. The figures published by Poui'tales (op.

cit., 1880) are excellent.

Whitfield (op. cit., 1901*) has described and figured an interesting

abnormal specimen of this species from the Bahamas, which he

thought a case of union between a Gtenophyllia and Mmandrlna.

But the central part, which he called Ctenop/ri/llia, is not that genus.

It has serrate septa and is only a variation of this Mceandra, in

which the ridges and valleys have become unusually wi'de, the latter

varying from about 12 to IS™"". Similar cases are not rare.

Maeandra clivosa (Ellis and Sol.) Ver.

Madrepora clivosa Ellis and Solander, Nat. Hist. Zooph., p. 163, 1786.

. Madrepora filograna Esper, Pflanzenth., p. 139, pi. xxii, figs. 1, 3, 1789.

Madrepora clivosa Gmelin, Linne, Syst. Nat., ed. xiii, p. 3763, 1790.

Meandrina, filograna Lamarck, Hist. Nat. An. s. Vert., t. ii, p. 248, 1816.

Meandrina interrupta, p. 258, pi. xiv, fig. 18 ; M. filograna, p. 262 ; M.

mammosa, pi. xiv, figs. 10, 10a; Dana, Zooph. U. States Expl. Exp., 1846.

Meandrina filograna ; M. grandilobata ; M. superficialis Milne Edwards and

Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. iii, xi, pp. 280, 281, 283, 1849, (t. Vaughan).

Mceandrina filograna ; M. grandilobata; M. superficialis and M. f mammosa,

p. 396, Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, pp. 390, 391, 396,

1857, (t. Vaughan from types).

Mceandrina clivosa Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, No. 3, p. 48, 1864 ; Pro-

ceed. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., x, p. 323, 1865.

Mceandrina superficialis; M. interrupta; M. grandiloha ; and M. filograna

Duchassaing and Michelotti, Mem. Corall. Ant., p. 74, 1860, (t. Vaughan,

from types).

Mceandrina clivosa Pourtalfes, 111. Cat. No. iv, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., ii, p.

74, 1871.

Mceandrina clivosa Pourtales, Florida Reefs, Corals, Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool.,

vii. No. 1, pi. ix, figs. 1-5, 1880.

Mceandrina filograna (jiars) Gregory, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lond., vol. Ii,

p. 265, 1895.

Platygyra clivosa Vaughan, op. cit., p. 57, 1901.

This species is easily distinguished by its narrow actinal grooves

and generally simple, solid ridges ; by the crowded septa, alternately

larger and smaller, and not rising much above the wall ; by the

number of septa to a centimeter, which is 28 to 36, usually about 30;

by the narrow, interrupted columella ; and by the nodose, gibbous,

or lobulated character of the coral, except when young.

* Notice of a Eemarkable Case of Combination between two different Genera

of Living Corals, Bull. Amer. Mus., xiv, p. 221. I have recently examined this

specimen, with Mr. Whitfield.
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Gregoiy (op. cit., 1895, p. 265) erroneously united this and the

preceding species. They are certainly clearly distinct. The name
clivosa has unquestionable claims to priority.

This coral does not occur at the l>ermudas, but it is very abundant

and large on the Florida reefs and at the Bahamas, as well as farther

south, throughout the West Indies, and at Colon.

This species varies extensively in the length and form of the cali-

cinal grooves. Usually they are long and very sinuous, but in many
specimens part of them are, in certain jiarts, shorter and circum-

scribed, with some oval or angular astreiform calicles, especially on

the flat or depressed portions, between the nodules.

V^ar. dispar V. no\\

I have already alluded (p. (is) to a Florida specimen in the Yale

Museum that has a large part of the flat basal mass covered with

more or less short and circumscribed angular calicles, much like those

of M. Agassizli. But on the nodules they are long and sinuous, as

usual. Florida Reefs, coll. E. B. Hunt.

Yar. explanata Y. nov. Plate xiv, figure 2.

When young this may form rather thm encrusting plates, often

with their spreading, or even free and foliaceous edges somewhat

resembling a Meridina. In this condition the sejjta are more

loosel}^ arranged and obliquely inclined ; the collines become small,

narrow, and sharply triangular, close to the edge, and the valleys

become shallow and flat, most of them having short, rudimentary

collines dividing them into two. Detached fragments of this form

might easily be mistaken for a distinct species.

Colon, Yale Museum, coll. F. H. Bradley.

Mseandra varia (Daua) Ver.

Astrcsa (Fissicella) varia Dana, Zooph. U. States Expl. Exp., p. 236, pi. xii,

figs. 18a, 13&, 1846.

Prionasfrcea ? varia Edw. and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, p. 524, 1857.

Goniastrcea varia Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 48, 1864.

Of this rare species, supposed to be West Indian, I have seen only

few specimens and have none at hand for figuring. Dana's type I

have not seen. He does not state where it was placed. However,

Dana's description and figures indicate that this is a M(eandra wath

mostly circumscribed, Go7iiastrcea-]ike calicles, much as in the next,

but with a more cellular structure.

Meandrina spongiosa Dana is entirely unlike this species, to which

Dana thought it might be united as a variety.
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The type of the former is in the Museum of Yale University. It

is one of the Cceloria-gvow]), with larger, open, mostly polygonal

calicles, rather few septa, and with a very cellular texture, as seen in

sections. Its origin is very uncertain. I do not think it probable

that it came from the West Indies, as Dana supposed. No recent

collector has found it in American waters, so far as I know. See

pi. xiv, fig. 3.

Maeandra Agassizii (Edw. and Haime).

Astrcea reticularifs Dana, Zoopli., p. 237, pi. xii, figs. 9-9c {non Lam.)= Pr!0}i-

astrcea? ^gassizii Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 524, 1857.

Plate XIV. Figures 1, la.

This rare species when well grown forms compact, even, hemi-

spherical masses, a foot or more in diameter. Such a mass, from the

Bahamas, in the Museum of Yale University, is ten inches across and

about six thick. A large part of the calicles are simple, astrseiform,

angular, often hexagonal or pentagonal, like those of a Goniastrcea,

separated by narrow rather acute walls. But in many places, espe-

cially toward the borders, they form more or less elongated, msean-

driniform grooves, which often become branched and convoluted, as

in typical Mceandra. Some of these actinal grooves become one to

two inches long (25 to 50™""); 2.5 to 4™™ wide; they are separated by

regular ridges, similar to those of M. cUvosa, but smaller and more

regular. The mfendriniform grooves are often mixed with asti'aeiform

calicles, and all intermediate forms may occur on one specimen.

The ridges are rather high, rounded or with a gothic profile, and

have a simple, solid wall; they are about 2 to 3™"™ wide. The septa are

numerous, veiy thin, close, pretty regular, about 25-30 to a centime-

ter, and they project but little above the wall. The edge is finely

serrulate and there is a small but distinct paliform lobe. The

columella is well developed, spongy, composed of small convoluted

laminae, as in most other species of the genus.

On those parts where most of the calicles are simple and regular,

they are mostly from 4 to 7""" in diameter ; double ones are from

12-1 4mm lojjg^

This species has not been found at the Bermudas and probably

not on the Florida Reefs. Most specimens that I have seen have

been from the Bahamas, where it seems to be rare. It is generally

mistaken for a Goniastrcea, which it often closely resembles, but it

is closely related to M. clivosa.
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Maeandra areolata (Liime).

Madrcpora areolata (pars) Liiiii^, Syst., ed. x, p. 795, 1758. Pallas, Eleiich

.

Zooph., p. 295, 176G; ? Ellis and Sol., Nat. Hist. Zoophytes, p. 161, pi.

xlvii, figs. 4, 5, 1786.

Madrtpora areola (pars) Linue, Sys. Nat. ed. xii, p. ^274, 1767. Esjier.

Pflanz., i, pp. 76, 84, pi. v, figs. 1-4, young, worn; and Madrepora mean-

drites (pars), pi. iv, figs. 1, 2, adult, 1788.

Mceandra areola Oken, Lehi". Naturg. , i, p. 70, 1815.

Meandrina areolata Lam., Hist. Anim., ed. i, vol. ii, p. 247, 1816 (iion Linne,

ed. x). ? Lamouroiix, Expos. Method., p. 55, pi. xlvii, fig. 5, 1821 (reprint of

plate of Ellis and Sol.).

Manicina hispida + Manicina prceriq^ta + ? Manicina manica Ehrenberg, Corall.

Rothen Meeres, p. 336, 337 [102, 103] 1834 (non M. areolata, p. 103).

Manicina areolata Dana, Zooph. U. S. Expl. Exp., p. 191, pi. ix, fig. 3, 1846.

Edw. and Haime, Corall., ii, p. 397, 1857. Verrill, Bull Mus. Comp. Zool.,

i, p. 48, 1864. Pourtalfes, Florida Reefs, Corals, Mem. Miis. Comp. Zool.,

vii, pi. V, figs. 1-22, pi. vi, figs. 1-7, 1880.

Manicina ? dilafata + M. prcernpta+ M. hispida Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exped.,

pp. 191-193, pi. ix, fig. 3, 1846.

Manicina strigilis + M. hispida + M. Danai + M. Valenciennesi Edw. and

Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, pp. 399-401, 1857.

Plate XI. Figures 1, 2. Plate XII. Figures 1, 2, 3.

This very common Florida and West Indian species does not

occnr at the Bermudas.*

It varies greatly in form and in the height, breadth, and form of

the actinal grooves and intervening ridges. These are generally

more or less regular infoldings while the coral is young, but in large

specimens they become forked and more or less convoluted, finally

assuming, in old specimens, the raeandriniforni arrangement. The

actinal grooves are, however, always much wider, deeper, and more

open than in either of the three preceding species. The septa are

generally strongly granulated or subhispid on the sides and roughly

denticulated on the edges, with a broad basal paliform lobe. It is

pedicellate when young, but usually becomes free when old.

Some of the nominal species, quoted in the synonymy, were

based on beach-worn specimens, which look very unlike fresh ones.

The name Madrepora areolata was first applied by Linne (Syst.,

ed. X, p. 795, 1758) chiefly to the East Indian coral now generally

known as Trachyphyllia amarantuni Edw. and Haime. Ehrenberg's

Manicina areolata was probably the same or a related species
(
T.

* The fossils mentioned by Nelson as belonging to this species were probably

Mycetophijllia (see p. 68, note).

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 6 October, 1901.
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Geoffroyi E. and H.). The former should be called Trachyphyllia

amaranthns* (Miill.).

Linne evidently had the East Indian species in view when he

established the sjiccies 3f. areolata, for he quoted a recognizable

figui-eof it (Rumphius, Amb., 6, p. 244, pi. 87, fig. 1), and gave " O.

Asiatico " as its habitat. His diagnosis is so indefinite that it would

api^ly to either species. This name should properly have been

restricted to the East Indian coral, but in view of the whole history

of the name, and especially in consequence of the early application

of the name, amaranthus, by Mtiller, lYYo, to the oriental species,

the name areolata should continue to be used for the American coral.

Linne, however, quoted Petiver, Pterigraphia Americana, pi. xx,

fig. 16, 1712, which undoubted!}^ refers to the American species.

In the ed. xii, p. 1274, he arbitrarily changed the name to areola,

keeping the same diagnosis, with slight changes.

Pallas (1766, p. 275) added the American species to that of Linne,

and quoted references to both in earlier books, though his diagnosis

applies best to the East Indian species.

Esper's name [areola) was applied mainly to the West Indian

species, which he figured. His additional figure on pi. iv, figs. 1, 2,

erroneously referred by him to meandrites, represents an old speci-

men with more or less convoluted groo.ves, such as are of frequent

occurrence in favorable situations. It is represented with wide

grooves ; serrulate septa ; and narrow subacute ridges, double in

some places.

Dana's M. dilatata was based on a figure in Ellis and Solander, pi.

xlvii, fig. 4, He' apparently had no specimen. The figure is not

determinable with certainty. It looks like a young Trachyphyllia

amaranthus. But it might have been made from a poor drawing

of a beach-worn, young M. areolata. Hence I place M. dilatata

here as a doubtful synonym. In either case the name is useless.

The most imjjortant variations in this species are those that are

due to the number and closeness of the septa; the amount of

* According to Bruggmann (Abliand. naturwiss. Vereins, Bremen, 1878, 549)

the name Madrepora mnaranthus was given to this coral by Ph. L. S. Miiller in

1775 (German ed. Linn^, Syst. Nat., vi, ii, p. 682, which I have not seen), and

he proposed to call it TrachyphyUia amarantus. But it seems more desirable to

follow Miiller's spelling and call it T. amaranthus (Miill.). "Sea amaranth"
was its ancient vernacular name. The specific name amaranfum, as it was
given by Dana, was based on a mistake in spelling. Riimphius called it Amar-
anthus saxeus.
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columella ; and the solidity or vesicular character of the collines.

Some of these forms are, perhaps, worthy of varietal names :

Var. liispida (Ehr. )= M. jyrmriipta Dana {non Ehr,).

The type of Dana's 31. prairupta is in the Yale Museum. It is a

variety of M. areolata, with the collines mostly solid, narrower than

usual, and partly sinuous. Septa rather narrow, thickened at base,

emarginate, hispid laterally, roughly serrulate ; columella largely

developed, finely lamellose. The collines are thin and simple in

some places, but double in others. The valleys are mostl}^ broad

and open, \2 to 20™'" wide, usually about IS™"" ; collines mostly 4 to

6""' wide. PI. xii, fig. 2, type of Dana.

Florida Reefs.

Var. confertifolia V., no v.

Plate XI. Figure 2.

Form as usual. Collines generally wide, double, truncate or sul-

cate, sometimes simple, rather compact. Septa numerous and

crowded, alternately wider and narrower, about 11 to 12 wider ones

to a centimeter, not very hispid laterally, finely and pretty regularly

serrulate, usually wide and rounded distally, and with a broad basal

paliform lobe. External costse numerous, pretty evenly spinulose.

Columella usually well developed, spongy or finely lamellose. Cali-

cinal valleys wide and open, mostly about 20™™ wide, sometimes
25mm . collines mostly 10 to 12"°™ broad.

Florida Reefs. Yale Museum.

Var. laxifoUa V., nov.

Plate XII. Figure 1.

Form as usual, but generally with lobulate margins. Valleys

usually narrower than in the preceding variety, rather deep, often

with perpendicular walls. Collines short at first, but branched and

sinuous when older, mostly narrow, generally double, often becom-

ing simple when older, usually with very cellular exotheca. Septa

fewer than usual, and less crowded, about eight or nine wider ones

to a centimeter, with small ones alternating, so openly placed that

the interseptal spaces appear unusually wide and conspicuous, rather

wide and rounded distal h^, moderately hispid laterally, pretty evenly

and sharply serrulate, but the large, rounded paliform lobe is often

lacerate-toothed. Columella well developed, finely lamellose. Ex-

terior costse prominent, sublaraellar, sharply serrulate. Valleys

mostly 10 to 13™™ wide ; collines 5 to 12"'™ wide.

Florida Reefs and St. Thomas. Yale Museum.
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Var. cohnnellaris \., nov.

Form as usual. Septa numerous, crowded, much thickened toward

the base and very strongly hispid laterally, edges roughly serrulate

and lacerate. Cokitnella highly developed, broad, trabecular or

finely lamellose, the lamellae often largely coalescent and rough on

the surface. A'alleys usually wide and open. Collines either single

or double, often sulcate. This is near var. hisjyida (Ehr.)^ in the

hispid character of the septa.

Florida Reefs, Yale Museum.

Var. angusta of Dana, p. 196, I have not seen. It may have

been based on a young example of 31. labyrinthiformis.

Maeandra conferta Yer.

Favia conferta Vemll, these Trans., vol. i, p. 355, 1868.

Favia conferta {23ars) Vaughan, op. cit., pp. 39, 40, 1901.

Plate XIII. Figure 6.

Although this species has the aspect of a Favia, near F. fragum,

when the calicles are mostly simple and elliptical, other specimens,

and often even different parts of the same specimen, have more or

less elongated, narrow cells or valleys, with several indistinct actinal

centers, nearly as in M. Agassizii and parts of M. clivosa. These

short valleys are often curved, or bent a little in sigmoid shape,

but are not sinuous. They are then separated by small, narrow,

solid collines.

It is evidently closely related to 3f. varia, but has much narrower

calicles and valleys, and still more of the valleys are circumscribed.

The septa are thinner and more numerous, rather regularly serrulate.

Brazil, at Pernambuco, Bahia, the Abrolhos Reefs, etc. Yale

Mus., coll. Hartt; Rathbun,

Vaughan (op. cit., 1901) thinks that this species is not distinct

from Favia gravida Ver. It seems that they must be referred to

distinct genera. (See p. 91.) I have figured one of the types.

Subfamily Trachyphyllinse Ver., nov.

M»andriform corals that have distinct calicinal centers and radiat-

ing septa. (See p. 65.)

Manicina versus Colpopliyllia. Type M. gyrosa Ehr.

Podasteria (provisional name) Ehr., p. 101, 1834.

If we consider M. areolata (L.) as congeneric Avith Mmandra, as

above explained (p. 67), the name Manicina must either be dropped

altogether for a genus, or else applied to some other type. By the
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process of elimination, the last subdivision of Manicina Elir. to

receive a name was the group named Gyrosmilia in 1851. This was

based on M. interrupta, the second species under Manicina in

Ehrenberg's list,* pp. 101-103.

But Gyrosmilia is generally regarded as inseparable from Plerogyra

E. and H., 1848 {Euphyllia, pars, Dana, 1846). It is doubtful

whether Plerogyra can be kept as a genus distinct from Euphyllia,

from which it differs chiefly in the loose union of the walls.

On p. 102, under M. gyrosa, Ehrenberg states that gyrosa does

not agree with the generic characters, and proposes for it a provi-

sional generic name [Podasteria). This might take the place of

Colpophyllia\ according to strict rules of priority, but he gives no

definition of the generic characters, nor does he refer to it his fissa

(sp. 6) and mceandrites (sp. 7), though they are probably all forms

of the same species {gyrosa).

It seems best, therefore, to restrict the name Manicina, if it is to

be retained for a genus, to the group named Colpophyllia E. and H.,

with M. gyrosa as the type. Podasteria and Colpophyllia would

thus become strict synonyms of it. It is doubtful whether more

than one species is known, most, if not all, of the several named

sj^ecies being mere forms of gyrosa.

This would surely produce the least disturbance in the current

nomenclature. The only alternative would be to restore it to the

second and third species = Plerogyra + Gyrosmilia E. and H. But

in case these should be united to Euphyllia D. (1846), as is likely,

the name would again lapse or else come back to Colpophyllia.

Another view may, possibly, be reasonably held. Manicina (E.

and H.) by some may be thought worthy of recognition as a section

or subgenus of Mwandra, with M. {Manicina) areolata as the type.

But I know of no structural characters by which such a group can

be distinguished.

* The 1st species is a Mussa (E. and H.^ ; the 3d is type of Gyrosmilia, 1851=
Plerogyra E. and H., 1848 ; 3d is Plerogyra ; 4, 6, 7 are Colpophyllia E. and H.,

1848=Pof?asfc)'m Ehr., 1834 ; 5th is Mceandrina (revis.)—Pectinia Oken ; 8, 9, 10

are Mceanclra, restr., Oken ; 12 is Tridacophyllia Blainv., 1830. The 11th, M.

areolata Ehr. {nan L.), is doubtful. Edw. and H. refer it to Traehyphyllia

Geoffroyi, but the description in Ehr. does not apply to a TrackyjihyIlia, for it

implies true sulcated collines, ^' truncatis, passim fissis." It is indetermiiaable

from the description.

f Ehrenberg's three species, Nos. 4, 6, 7, all belong to Manicina (Podasteria)

gyrosa (or Colpophyllia gyrosa E. and H.), according to Vaughan, who has

recently examined the types of Ehrenberg, in Berlin.
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The principal distinctions between areolata and Colpophyllia is

the presence of well defined calicinal centers and radial septa in the

latter, while in the former they are indistinct, as in 3fma7id7'a / and

the absence of a columella in Colpophyllia.

Callogyra Y., gen. nov.

Coral pedicelled ; calicles large and with very distinct centers in

deep valleys, mostlj'^ united in short series. Collines large, with

simple or double walls united by exotheca. Septa with paliform

lobes ; edges finely serrulate. Columella trabecular. Outer surface

naked, covered with spinulose cost^. Endotheca not abundant, deep

within the interseptal spaces.

This genus is like a Trachy^yhyllia with coalesced walls, and might,

indeed, be considered a section of that genus if intermediate condi-

tions were known. It bears about the same relations to that genus

that Syinphyllla does to Mussa, or Plerogyra to Eapthyllia.

In form, the type resembles the Manicina areolata of authors, but

differs widely from it in its large, distinct calicles, and finely and

evenly serrulate septa. It also has a general resemblance to Mean-

drina [Pectinia) JBraziliensis, but the latter has entire septa and the

calicinal centers are not distinct.

It is also nearly allied to Manicina, emended = Colpophyllia E.

and H., but the latter forms more massive and cellular corals, with-

out a columella, and has different exterior costse, and less distinct

calicles.

Callogyra forraosa V. , sp. nov.

Plate XXIV. Figures 1, 2.

The coral is narrowly pedicelled, glomerate, elliptical, with lobed

margins and with high radial collines, more or less forked and

curved, much as in Isophyllice and young Mmandrm. Between the

collines are large marginal calicles, which render the margin lobu-

late ; two large calicles occupy the central valley. The valleys are

deep and rather wide, the central ones with perpendicular walls.

The calicinal centers are very distinct and occupied \>j a loose trabec-

ular columella. The collines are simple in some places, with a thin

wall, but in most places they are double with two thin walls near

together ; their summits are obtusely rounded.

The septa are thin with wide interspaces ; their breadth is moder-

ate; lengths very different, corresponding to the five cycles to which
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they generally belong, the smallest being quite short. The lai'ger

ones have wide but slightly marked paliform lobes and are broadly

rounded at the summits ; their surfaces are finely granulate, and

costulate close to the border ; their edges are very finely and regu-

larly denticulated.

The under side is covered with elevated, lamellate, radial costae,

which are sharply and closely dentate on their edges, the teeth being

small and spiniform.

Length of the coral, 75"'"
; breadth, 60™™ ; width of the valleys

mostly 13 to 25"™
; depth, 10-18'"".

The type is from an unknown locality, but was supposed to be

West Indian. It belongs to the American Museum, New York.

From its affinities with Trachyphyllla , I think its origin is more

likely Indo-Pacific.

There is a smaller worn specimen in the Museum of Yale

University, locality unknown.

Subfamily Favitinae Ver., nom. nov.

This subfamily is intended to include all the astreiform corals that

normally or chiefly increase by fission or by intracalicinal budding,

for these two methods intergrade completely and often coexist on

the same coral. It is thus nearly equivalent to Fissicella of Dana.

Paliform lobes or teeth are generally present.

This group is very closely related to Mcea)idrinm. The principal

difference consists in the more complete fission of the zooids and the

rapid and usually complete isolation of the calicles, which may be

either circular or angular.

Pei'haps it would have been thought better by many to have con-

sidered the group a distinct family near MmandridcG, under the

name Favitidce. But the study of such species as Favia gravida

and F. frag urn, in comparison with Mceandra conferta, M. Agassizii,

and 31. clivosa, var. dispar, shows that the two groups nearly inter-

grade.

The occasionally isolated calicles of Mceandra are structurally

identical with those of Favia. Perhaps the two groups are not

even of subfamily rank.

I have used Favites as the typical genus from which to form the

family name, because the ultimate fate of Astrea and Favia^ is still

uncertain. (See p. 89.)
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Favia Okeu, 1815, restricted by Edw. and Haime, 1857. Star Corals.

Astrea (1st section) Lamarck, Syst. Anim. s. Vei-t., p. 371, 1801
;
(pars) Hist.

Anim., ii, p. 60, 1816.

Favites {imrs) Link, Besclir. Nat.-Samml., Univ. Rostock, iii, p. 162, 1807.

Favia {pars) Oken, Lehrb. Nattirg., i, p. 67, 1815.

Astrea, subgenus FissiceUa (pars) Dana, Zooph., p. 220, 1846.

Parastrea Edw. and Haime, Compt. -rendus, x.wii, p. 495, 1848; Ann. Sci.

Nat., xii, 1850.

Favia Edw. and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, p. 426, 1857; Verrill, these

Trans., i, pp. 353-355, 1868.

Astrea Verrill, Comm. Essex Inst., v, p. 33, 1865; Verrill, in Dana. Coral

Islands, pp. 380. 388, 1874.

Astrcea Quelch, Reef Corals, Chall. Exped., xvi, 1886.

The name of this large genus has been much in question for a

long time. This is due to several reasons. When Astrea was first

proposed by Lamai'ck (1801) he gave it two sections with a single

species as an example of each. His first section had A. rotidosa

as its type. The second section had A. galaxea {=radians) as the

type. Properly the name should have been retained for the former^

as the more typical and first named.

But Oken, 1815, made two divisions similar to, but not the same

as those of Lamarck, and applied the name Favia to the group

more like the first of Lamarck's sections, and Astrea to the second.

Blainville, in 1830, named the latter Siderastrcea.

But under Favia Oken named three species, which belong to

three modern genera, viz : 1. F. ananas^F. fragum y 2. F. caver-

nosa-=. Orhicelhi cavernosa ; 3. F. favites ox favosa-^? Prionastrma

abdita E. and }l.=zFavites Link.

The true relations of A. rotulosa Ellis and Sol., Lamarck's fir^t

type of Astrea, are still doubtful. It was referred to Favia by Edw.
and Haime, perhaps erroneously. Their species, thus named, may
very likely be different. It has much larger calicles, more numerous

septa, and they place it in the section with feeble pali. The general

appearance of the original figure is more like an OrbiceUa or

Plesiastroea. It has a circle of very distinct, prominent ])ali, in

which it agrees with Plesiastrcea. The calicles are regular and cir-

cular and the septa are few and very prominent. I have never seen

a perfect specimen of it. A few beach-worn West Indian corals

that I have seen may belong to it, but they are not i^ositively deter-

minable.
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It may be an East Indian coral of the J^lesiastrcea-growp. In that

case Astrea, if retained, should be restricted to this, as the original

type, and thus it would be distinct from Favia.

The name Favites was given by Link, 1807, to a genus nearly

equivalent to Astrea Lam. and Favia Oken, of which it could be con-

sidered a synonym. It included four genera. Vaughan (op. cit.,

1901, p. 21) proposed to restore the name for a part (the favosa-

group) of Link's genus, and thus use it in place of Prionastrma. It

might have been substituted, equally as well, for Favia (in the

usual sense) for the latter was practically synonymous. But Vaughan
is justifiable in considering favosa-=abdita as the proper type.*

There is an additional reason why Astrea is rejected by some

writers, as by Vaughan (op. cit., 1901, pp. 60, 61).

Bolten used the name Astrcea for a group of gastropod shells in

1798. His genus was not properly defined and has never come into

use. It included species usually referred to Turbo (L.) and Xeno-

phora. Whether it should be restored for an}^ of these shells is ver}^

doubtful. Bolten's work was a mere catalogue, not a scientific

work in any legitimate sense, and it is extremely rare. Still his

names are recognized by many malacologists.

The difference in the original spelling of the two names would,

perhaps, be a sufticient reason for retaining both, if not otherwise

invalid.

It seems to me necessary to wait for the re-examination of the true

Astrea rotidosa before the status of Astrea can be settled.

However, it would evidently lead to less confusion to reject Astrea

altogether, on the ground of its prior use by Bolten, than to use it

for Siderastrcea, as some have done, for the latter does not belong to

the group Astrceidce, but is a fungian coral.

Astrea is said to have been used by Gmelin, 1789 (see L. Agassiz,

Nomencl. Zool., and Gregory, op. cit., p. 278). The latter cites it as

on p. 3767, under M. astroites. But the name is used there only as

a part of a polynomial name quoted from Browne (Hist. Jamaica,

1756, p. 392), with other descriptive quotations, and in no sense as a

generic term. Browne gave several sj^ecies of Astrea, but he used

the term only as a part of his polynomial descriptive names.

* Favites Link {pars)-=Fissicella {pars) Dana=Pnonas<rcea Edw. and H. +
MetastrcBa E. and H. For a review of the jirincipal species see p. 93.
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Favia fragum (Esper) Edw. and Haime.

Madrepora ananas (pars) Pallas, Eleneh. Zooph., p. 331, 1766 (not of Linne,

Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758, p. 797, which was a palaeozoic fossil {Acermdaria),

from Gothland.

Madrepora ananas {pars) Linne, Syst. Nat., ed. xii, i, p. 1375, (not of ed. x,)

1767.

Madrepora ananas Ellis and Solander, Nat. Hist. Zooph., p. 168, pi. xlvii,

fig. 6, 1786.

Madrepora fragum Esper, Pflanzenth., Fortsetz., i, p. 79, pi. Ixiv, figs. 1, 2,

1797 (nan Madrepora ananas Esper, Pflanzenth., pp. 138-131, pi. xix, which

is a Dichoccenia.)

Favia ananas {pars) Oken, Lehrbnch Naturgesch. , Zool., i, p. 67, 1815.

Astrea ananas Lamarck, Hist. Nat. Anim. s. Vert., ii, p. 360, 1816.

Astrea ananas LeSneur, Mem. Miis. Hist. Nat. Paris, vi, p. 285, pi. xvi, fig.

13, 1820.

Astrea ananas Lamouroux, Exp. Meth. Gen. Polyp., p. 59, pi. xlvii, fig. 6,

(after Ellis and Sol.)

Favia ananas and i^ama /rogrruji Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall.,

ii, pp. 485-439, 1857.

Favia incerta, p. 351 [75], pi. x, figs. 13, 14 ; + Favia coarctata, p. 352 [76], pi.

X, figs. 17, 18 ; + Favia ananas, p. 352, Duchassaing and Miehelotti, Mem.

Corall. Ant., 1861 (t. Vaughan, from types).

Favia ananas Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 48, 1864.

Favia fragum Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 355, 1868.

Astrcea ananas and A. coarctata Quelch, Narrative Chall. Exp. Zool., i, pt. i,

foot-note, p. 146, 1885.

Astrcea coarctata, pp. 9, 13, 98; + Astrcea incerta; + Astrcea ananas, p. 12,

98; +Astra;a fragum, pp. 13, 98, 99, Quelch, Reef Corals, Chall. Exp. Zool.,

xvi, 1886.

Favis ananas Gregory, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, Ii, p. 260, 1895.

Favia fragum Vaughan, Samml. Geol. Reichs-Mus., Leiden, ii, p. 24, 1901.

Plate XIII. Figures 1, 2.

The name ananas, as applied to this species, dates from Pallas,

1766, who described it very well indeed. But the name, as used

I^reviously by Linne (Syst., ed. x, p. 797) was particularly applied to

a Gothland fossil coral of the genus Aeervidaria. So it should, with-

out doubt, be dropped for this living species, to which it has been

so long applied. However, this name has also been applied, by the

earlier writers, to other existing species, so that its synonymy is

complex. Fortunately the early name fragum is available and has,

apparently, not often been applied to other species, so that its use

for this one can hardly lead to any confusion. My own experience,

based on a study of large numbers of specimens, living and dead, is

in accord with that of Mr. Vaughan, as to the necessity of uniting

the several forms described b}^ Duch. and Mich, and by Quelch as
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distinct species. The differences noticed are due to slight variations

in growth, and especially to the greater or lesser ci'owding of the

calicles. Sometimes the intervening spaces are very narrow; in other

specimens, and more commonly, they are rather wide. The calicles

may be circular, angular, or elliptical. The extreme forms occur asso-

ciated together in tide-pools at the Bermudas, but intermediate

specimens also occur in the sarjie places. In life, the soft parts

agree in color and structure.

My figures (pi. xiii, figs. 1, 2) are from photographs of two Ber-

muda specimens, found together. They show nearly the extreme

forms of variation. The color of the soft parts, in life, is light

yellow.

This coral is common on the Florida Reefs, and throughout the

West Indies in shallow water. It is also abundant at the Azores,

(t. Quelch.) It never becomes large.

Favia gravida Ver.

Favia gravida Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 354, 1868.

Favia conferta {pars) Vaviglian, op. cit.
, pp. 39, 40, 1901 {non Verrill).

Plate XIII. Figure 3.

This Brazilian species is nearly allied to JP. fragxim of the "West

Indies. I do not think it is so closely related to M. conferta as

Vaughan supposes, for he has united the two forms under the latter.

(See p. 84.) I have never found mjeandriniform calicles or valleys

as in the latter, and the septa, columella, and sections of the walls are

different.

I have here figured one of the types.

Abrolhos Reefs, Bahia and Pernambuco, coll. C. F. Hartt ; R.

Rathbun.

Favia leptophylla Ver.

Favia leptoiihylla Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 353, 1868.

Plate XIII. Figures 4, 5.

This species is very unlike any of those forms related to F.

fragum. It has double walls and vesicular exotheca between the

calicles. The proper walls are thin, continuous; those of adjacent

calicles are separated by a loose, vesicular structure, with thin dis-

sepiments. The septa are rather few, very thin with rather promi-

nent summits. This species produces some intermural buds, but it

increases mainly by fission.

The photographs here reproduced arc from the original type, now

in the Museum of Yale University.

Abrolhos Reefs, Brazil, coll. C. F. Hartt.
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Favites Link, 1807, restricted.

Favites Link (pars), op. cit., p. 162, 1807.

Favia (pars) Oken, Lehrb. Naturg., i, p. 67, 1815.

Fissicella (pars) Dana, Zooph., p. 220, 1846.

Prionastrcea Edw. and Haime, Comptes-rend., xxvii, p. 495, 1848.

Prionastrcea and Metastrcea Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, pp. 513 and

525, 1857.

Calicles usually angular or polygonal, separated by nearly solid

walls, which often contain a single series of cellules, more distinct

toward the base. The division of the calicles is generally excentric,^

or near the margin, by unequal fission or intracalicinal budding, but

it may also be by median fission, where the calicles become crowded,

or in the central parts. Septa rather numerous, denticulated, the

larger teeth usually proximal. Columella developed more or less,

spongy or trabecular. Pali usually distinctly developed.

The history of the name of this genus has been discussed on

page SO.

This large genus appears to be absent from the West Indian

fauna. The American species, hitherto referred to it, belong in

other groups, so far as I have seen them. Among the better known

Indo-Pacific species are the following, most of which I have studied

personally :

—

Favites favites (Pallas, not M. favosa L., ed. x, which was a

fossil)= P. abdita (Lam.) E. and H. East Indies ; Singapore.

F.profandicella (E. and H.).

F. crassior (E. and II.).

F. magnifica (Bv. ; E. and H.) {non Dana). Batavia.

F. magnistellata (E. and H.).

F. obtusata (Lam.; E. and H.). Tongatabou; Fiji.

F. sulfurea (E. and H.). Vanikoro.

F. Quoyi (E. and H.). New Ireland; Fiji.

F. Ellisiana V. (nom. nov.)=:J£ favosa Ellis and Sol., Hist,, p.

167, pi. 1, fig. 1, 1VS6, v^on lAnne= Prionastrcea favosa E. and H.,

)i07i Linne.

F fusco-viridis {Q. and G.; Dana). Tongatabou; Fiji.

F. virens (Dana). Fiji.

F. flexuosa, (Dana). Fiji.

F. spectabilis (Ver.)r=:^4s^rcea magnifica Dana, /io;^- Blainv. = P.

spectabilis Ver. East Indies.

F. sinuosa (Dana). Fiji.

F. favulns (Dana). Fiji.
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E. coronata (Stucler, issi) Singapore,

F. robusta (Dana). Fiji; Aniboina.

E valida {yeY.)=^Aslrma lieliopora {pars^ Dana, p. 246, pi. xiii,

figs. 11a, ll5. Wakes I.

F. tessellata Yer., nora. nov. = ^. tesserifera Dana {non Ehr.).

F. Chinensis (Ver.)=.Prionastrc€a Chrnensis Ver., Conim. Essex

Inst., V, p. 35, 186G. Hong Kong.

F arniata (Ver.)= Astrcea intersepta Dana, Zooph,, p. 246, pi. xiii,

figs. 12a to \-2d (non ¥,!i\)er,= Sfephanoccenia)= Plesiastrcea arniata

Ver. in Dana, Coral Is., ed. ii, p. 381.

F. coronella Ver., sp. nov. — Astrma 2^(t'>'vistella (/)«rs) Dana,

Zooph., p. 244, but not the figures. One of Dana's specimens differs

from the type. Calicles small, (2 -.5 to 3-5°"",) angular, separated by

narrow, nearly solid walls. Septa unequal, in three cycles or more,

usually 24 to 30, those of the 3d cycle verj^ narrow, the larger ones

roughly serrate and sti'ongly granulated ; six prominent pali before

the primary septa ; columella nearly solid. Endothecal dissepiments

regular, nearh' horizontal, not crowded. This and the next preced-

ing might be refen-ed to Gonlastrcea about as Avell as to Favites. Fiji.

The following are from the Red Sea :

F. ffibbosa (Klunz., p. 40, pi. iv, fig. 10, as Prionastrcea.

T. pentagona. (Esp. ; Klz., non Ehr.,= P. melicerum E. and H.

F. spinosa (Klunz., p. 39, })1. iv, f. 7, pi. x, f. .5).

F. vasta (Klunz., p. 38, pi. iv, f. 8, 12, pi. x, f, 4a, 4 J, as Prionas-

troea).

F tesserifera (Ehr.; Klz.; E. and H.).

F. ^ijyptoriim (Edw. and H.) = Jletastra^a -^gyptorum E. and

H. Recent and fossil.

Family OrbicellidaB Ver. Star Corals.

This family will include the astreiform corals that have circular or

nearly cii'cular calicles, and increase by mural or exothecal budding.

The polyps, Avhen expanded, are exsert.

Orbicella (Dana), restricted.

Astneu, subgenus Orbicella {pars), Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exped.
, p. 206, 1846.

Heliastrcea Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 456, 1857.

Orbicella Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 47, 1864. Verrill, in Dana's

Corals and Coral Islands, ed. 1, p. 380, 1872; ed. 2, pp. 380, 388, 1874; ed.

3, pp. 421, 429, 1890.

Corallites cylindrical or nearly so. Costae well developed and

serving, with more or less cellular intercostal exotheca, to unite the

corallites. Septa exsert
;
paliform teeth and columella are present.
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Orbicella annularis (Ellis and Sol.) Dana. Star Corals.

Madrepora astroites Pallas, Elench. Zooph.', p. 330, 1766 (not of Linne, ed. x,

p. 796, wliicli was a palaeozoic fossil, nor of ed. xii).

ff Madrepora acrojiora Linne, Syst. Nat., ed. xii, p. 1276, 1766. (Probably

not this species, perhaps a Solenastrcea, but indeterminable.)

Madrepora annularis Ellis and Solander, Nat. Hist. Zooph., p. 169, pi. liii,

fig. 1, 2, and Madrepora faveolata, p. 166, pi. liii, figs. 5, 6, 1786.

?f Madrepora acropora Esper, Pflanzenth., Fortsetz., i, p. 21, pi. xxxviii, 1797,

{non Linnd, Syst., ed., xii, p, 1276.)

Astrea annularis hamarck, Hist. Nat. Anim. s. Vert., ii, p. 259, 1816.

Astrea annularis Lamouronx, Exp. Meth. Genres de Polyp., p. 58, pi. liii,

figs. 1, 2, and Astrea faveolata, p. 58, pi. liii, figs. 5, 6, 1831.

Astrea (Orbicella) annularis Dana, Zoophytes U. S. Expl. Exp., p. 214, pi. x,

fig. 6, and ? A. (O) stellulata, p. 215, pi. x, fig. 7, (variety,) 1846.

Heliastra'a annularis Milne-Edwards and Haime, Hist. Nat. Coral]., ii, p. 473;

and ? Heliasfrcea acropora, p. 477, 1857.

Heliastrea annularis ; + H. acropora ; + H. Z<a»iavcfci Duchassaing and Michel-

otti, Mem. Corall. Antilles, p. 352, [76], 1861 (t. Vaughan from types, non H.

Lamarckana E. and H.).

Orbicella arinularis Verrill, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., ix, p. 33, 1862, rate

of growth.

Phyllocoenia sculpta + P. limbata + Cyphastrcea costata (jjctrs) + Astrcea Burba-

densis Duncan, Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, xix, pp. 433-444, pi. xv,

figs. 6, 6a, 1863, all fossils, (t. Vaughan from types).

Plesiastrcea ramea Duncan (fossil), op. cit., xx, p. 39, 1864 (t. Vaughan).

Orbicella annularis Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 48, 1864; Pourtales,

Flor. Eeefs, Cor., Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., vii, No. 1, pi. iv, figs. 1-10, 1880.

Orbicella annularis A. Agassiz, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xx. No. 2, p. 61, pis.

i, ii, 1890, rate of growth. Verrill, these Trans., x, p. 553, 1900.

Orbicella acropora (pars) Gregory, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lond., Ii, p. 273

(non 1^111114,) ; + Cyphastrcea costata, p. 274: ; + Echinopora Franski, p. 374,

pi. xi, figs. 2a, 2b, 1895, (teste Vaughan from types).

Orbicella acropora Vaughan, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., xxviii. No. 5, p. 275,

1899; Samml. Geol. Eeichs-Mus., ii, p. 22, 1901, (not of Gardiner, 1899).

Plate XV. Figure 1.

This common and well known species was admirably figured by
Professor L. Agassiz in the plates of Florida Reefs, published by
Pourtal^s, 1880.

It shows considerable variations in the size of the calicles ; in the

extent to which they are crowded together ; in the prominence of

their borders above the intervening exotheca ; in the prominence of

the septa above the walls ; and in the extent to which the small

septa of the third cycle are developed. But yet these variations, so

far as I have seen, never go so far as to render difficult the recogni-

tion of the species, unless the specimens are badly worn.
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The specimens from wliieli the figures of annularis, faveolata,

stellidata, and pleiades were made, in the work of Ellis and Solander,

were all badly worn. Hence there has always been much uncer-

tainty as to their identification. However, there seems to be no

doubt but that their annularis was really this species, and their

faveolata was probably the same species, more eroded. There is

more doubt about stellidata. It may be the same thing, but it might

be a Solenastrcea. (See p. 97.)

It seems best, however, to let Dana's determination of the latter

stand, for it is as likel}' to be correct as any other, and is based on

types still preserved.

The M. acropora of Linne is utterly indetermiuable. The locality

is unknown, and the diagnosis is so brief and vague that it applies

equally well to any one of a dozen or more species of small astrean

corals, both Pacific and Atlantic. Nor does the author refer to any

figuie in earlier works. It is useless and unfortunate to try to apply

the name to the present species and to displace a valid and long

established name b}^ one of extreme uncertaint}^, as has been done

recently by both Gregory and Vaughan. I do not know any good

reason for such a course, in this case. The name acropora (li.)

should be discarded as indeterminable, both genericall}^ and specific-

ally. If used at all it should onh' date from H. acropt>ra E. and H.

There is no certainty nor probability that the Linnaean species was

the same as annularis, nor is there any good reason to believe that

the acropora of Esper, or of Edw. and Hairae was the same as the

acropora of Linne. Even if the acropora of Edw. and Haime should

prove to be only a variation of annidaris (which may still be

doubted), it does not follow that the name should be adopted as from

Linne (ed. xii), for Edw. and Haime applied this name arbitrarily to

the particular form that they had in view. They could have had no

more knowledge of this Linnaean species than Esper, Lamarck, Dana,

and other's, for there is nothing definite on which to base any such

knowledge. It is certain that the contemporaries of Linne, like

Pallas and Ellis, did not thus identify this species, for they described

the annularis under other names. The acropora oi Esper may or

may not be the same as annidaris, but in either case the latter has

several years priority. Had this species been what Linne had before

him, he would undoubtedly have referred to Pallas, who had already

well described it as M. astroites, for he referred to the other species

described hy Pallas. Tliat Pallas had the annularis particularly in

view, instead of cavernosa, in his description of astroites, is evident
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from what he there says of the size of the calicles, and also when,

on p. 326, ht) compares the stars of M. porites with those of his

astroites, and says they are subequal.

This species occasionally shows certain calicles larger than usual,

and with more septa. Such calicles may subdivide by regular fission,

as is the case with the similar unusually large cells in some species

of Porites, Madrepora, Pocillopora, etc., in which fission is elsewhere

very unusual. One of our Bermuda specimens shows such a cell in

the very process of subdivision, (pi. xv, fig. 1, a).

This coral occurs on the outer reefs of the Bermudas, but it is not

common there. It is very common and grows to a large size on the

Florida Reefs, in the Bahamas,* and throughout the West Indies.

"When well grown it forms hemispherical or spheroidal masses, up

to five feet or more in diameter. But it also grows in irregular

incrusting plates, and sometimes in nodose or lobulate masses, or

even in branched forms.

Mr. A. Agassiz in the work quoted, 1890, has given some interest-

ing data as to its rate of growth. Other data were given by me in

Proc. Boston Soc, x, p. 862, and in Dana's Coral Islands, p. 125.

Variety, stellulata (Dana, ex. Ellis and Sol.).

Heliastrcea stellulata Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 473, 1857.

? Cyphastrcea ohlita Duch, and Mich., Corall. Ant., p. 77, 1860.

Plate XV. Figure 2.

The two types of Dana's stellidata are in the Museum of Yale Uni-

versity. They are beach-worn specimens of a true Orbicella, more or

less infiltrated with calcium carbonate, to which the unusual solidity

of the walls and exotheca, in some parts, as seen in sections figured by

Dana, seems to be partly due. In other parts the structure is neai'ly

as in O. annularis, to which it probably belongs, though there are

differences in the sections not due to infiltration. Its septal arrange-

ment is the same as in ordinary specimens of the latter, those of the

third cycle being distinct, but narrow and thin. The borders of the

calicles seem to have been but little raised, and the septa rather

thinner than usual, and not much exsert, but the poor condition of

the specimens renders these characters rather uncertain.

The calicles are rather smaller (2 to 2"5™'" in diameter) than is usual

in 0. annularis. The thin septa are in thi-ee regular cycles ; those

of the third cycle are very thin and reach only one-fourth or one-

* There is a fine Bahama specimen, about four feet in diameter and three in

height, in the Amer. Mus., New York (coll. R. P. Whitfield).
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third to the columoHa, which is well developed. The septa are a

little thickened at the wall ; their faces are only slightly granulated.

There are a few irregular small teeth on their inner edges where best

preserved; upper ends are all worn off ; some have a paliform tooth

at the base. The costae are well developed, inosculating, with irreg-

ular exothecal dissepiments between them, as in O. aniiidaris. But

in some vertical sections the walls appear as narrow, solid structures,

(where unaltered) ; in the sections the columella region is loosely

filled with stout ascending trabecuUe; the endotheca consists of small,

very thin, nearly horizontal dissepiments, inclining downward a little,

and often in two series. No. 4266.

Their origin is uncex'tain, but it appears to be West Indian. They
are in the same beach-Avorn state as several other types of West
Indian corals studied by Professor Dana. Apparently most West
Indian corals, in good condition, were scarce in American museums
at the time Avhen he wrote his great work.

It appears to be a small or somewhat dwarfed variety of 0. annu-

laris. I have seen fresh specimens of a similar variety from the

Florida Reefs.

This may well be identical with M. stellulata Ellis and Sol., but

the latter cannot be determined with any certainty from the figure,

which represents a badly worn specimen. Its calicles, as figured,

are mostly even smaller than in Dana's type, and somewhat unequal

in size ; the walls appear to be as solid as in the latter ; the calicles

project slightly as in anmdaris ; 12 to 15 septa are figured, all per-

fect ; columella is as in annularis. There is much more reason for

calling this a variety of 0. annularis than there is for identifying it

with Sole7iastrcea hyades, as Gregory has done. There is no evidence

that it is a Solenastrma.*

* Gregory (op. eit., p. 273, 1895) adopts the navtie Solenastroea stelhilata {e^.

Ellis and Sol.) for 5'. hyades (Dana), and refers O. stellulata Dana and Heliastrcea

stellulata Edw. and Haiiue to it as synonymous. It is probable that Edw. and

Haime knew their own genera and that their stellulata was not a Solenastrcea. To

me it seems perfectly identical with Dana's form, and only a variety of anmilaris.

It seems strange that Gregory should have tried to restore such indetei'min-

able and badly described species as the stellulata Ellis and Sol. and acrojoora

Linne, in new senses, while he rejected others, much better described, like M.

carernosa L.inne, M. clivosa Ellis and Sol., because insufificiently characterized.

He says of cavernosa that the diagnosis "is so imperfect and inadequate that it

is absoliTtely useless. " This remark, if tme, would apply much better to the

diagnoses of acropora (see p. 95) and stellulata, which he adopts, though in

doing so he discards well established later names, based on good descriptions.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 7 November, 1901.
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Orbicella excelsa Dana. Star Coral.

Astrcea (Orbicella) excelsa Dana, Zooph., p. 212, pi. x, fig. 16, 1846.

Heliastroea ? excelsa Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall.. ii, p. 478, 1857.

Solenastrcea excelsa Verrill, in Dana, Coral Is., ed. 1, p. 380, 1872; ed. 3, p.

421, 1890.

Solenastrcea excelsa (jKirs) Pourtales, Deep Sea Corals, p. 77, 1871.

Plate XV. Figure 4.

Daua'i;! type of this species, in the Bo.ston Society of Natural His-

tory, was carefully studied by me a number of years ago, and

descriptions were made at that time. The type is apparently slightly

beach-worn, but so little that the natural surface of the coenenchyma

and costae and the summits of the septa are well preserved in most

parts, and there is no evidence of post-mortem alteration by infiltra-

tion to account for the solidity of the coenenchyma, referred to by

Dana, and which is, indeed, quite remarkable in most parts. The

coral is very solid and heavy as contrasted with 0. anmdaris or

Solenastrma hyades.

A fragment, apparently of the same specimen, and which appears

to have been used b}^ Dana in describing the details, is preserved

in the Museum of Yale University. From this the accompanying

photograph has been made. (PI. xv, fig. 4.) The coral grows

in irregular, often upright, lobed or gibbous masses, up to 100 to

150"^™ or more high, but when young it must be encrusting. No. 1729.

The type specimen is so strongly lobed that the lobules in some

places look like incipient branches. But these may possibly be due

to the coral growing over the tubes of invading bivalves or annelids,

though none can be seen without sections. The calicles are more

closely crowded on the lobules, especially at the obtuse summits

Avhere they become angular and are separated by thin walls and

cellular exotheca. Elsewhere the calicles are nearly circular, scarcely

elevated, and separated by exothecal spaces usually about equal to

the radii of the calicles, but toward the base often equal to their

diameters. The exotheca and walls are very solid in most parts.

The 24 costae are subequal, thickened, only slightly raised, faintly

or almost microscopically granulated; those of adjacent calicles are

So under Cyphasfrcea costata Duncan = C. oblita D. and M. (p. 274, op. cit.) he

says : "it was named by Duchass. and Mich, two years previously ; but they gave

so inadequate a diagnosis that their name has no claim to precedence." Yet the

latter diagnosis consists of six lines, giving details of the septa, costae, columella,

pali, graniilations, etc., that were never mentioned by Linne, Ellis and Sol., and

other early wi-iters on whose briefer diagnoses he bases radical changes in

accepted nomenclature.
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usually separated at the surface by a slight intermediate groove, form-

ing polygonal areas around the calicles. The exotheca is nearly level

with the edges of the walls and costje, flat or. slightly concave,

minutely granulated or nearly smooth, sometimes slightly vesicular at

the surface, but usually almost solid and blended ^vith the costoe and

walls ; near the tips costa? unite and exotheca is cellular.

In a transverse section, near the surface, the entire partition

between the calicles may be perfectly solid, whether thick or thin,

but in many cases one or two rows of small rounded or crescent-

shaped vesicles can be seen, and sometimes, close to the surface, vesi-

cular dissepiments are visible between the small costse, while close to

the basal margin of the coral the exotheca may be decidedly vesicu-

lar, appearing almost like miniature honey-comb in transverse sec-

tions. But this basal portion is formed by the thin, down-growing

margin, where the new calicles are very short, oblique, and far apart,

as in many other corals that have a thin, proliferous margin.

The septa are generally 24, subequal, in three regular cycles
;

those of the first two cycles are nearly equal in height and thickness;

those of the third cycle are thinner and narrower, and generally bend

to the right and left in pairs to join the straight sejDta of the second

cycle, usually at a point more than half-way to the columella, and

often very near it. The summits of all the septa are narrow and

only slightly raised above the walls. The edges are irregularly ser-

rulate, two to four of the basal teeth being the larger. The sides are

distinctly granulated. The septa are all thin, but slightly thickened

toward the wall, and all are narrowed above the base, so as to leave a

cup-like calicnlar cavity. The columella is small, trabecular, papil-

lose, and often nearly wanting. In transverse sections of some

calicles it is solid, and formed by the imion of the inner edges of the

septa, but in most it is small, porous, trabecular.

Diameter of the calicles 2"5 to 3™°^; breadth of intercalicinal

spaces, usually 1 to 2™", sometimes 3 to 4"'"' or more, near the base.

Origin uncertain, supposed to be West Indies. Several irregular

gibbous masses of this species, 3 to 5 inches in thickness, in the

Amer. Mus., Xew York, were found near Osprey, West Florida,

cast on the beach after a storm, by R. P. Whitfield (No, 485). I

have also seen specimens from Key West.

This species, in the form and structure of its calicles and septa,

resembles Solenastrma hyades, but the latter has cellular exotheca

and rudimentary costse, characteristic of Solenastrcea, while this has

the costaj and exotheca of Orhicella, though the exotheca and walls
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become more solid and heavy than usual in that genus, but not more

so than in 0. hirtella and some other species. In both this and

hyades the septa. of the third cycle are well developed and bend

toward and join those of the second cycles ; in both the septa are

thin and but little prominent above the wall; and the columella is

usually well developed in both. But hyades lacks the radial costal

ridges on the exotheca and the bounding polygonal grooves between

the calicles. The differences in sections are very marked. However,

there are places, near the base, where the exotheca becomes more cel-

lular in this species, and in sections of the under side it is composed

of angular exothecal cells separated by thin dissepiments only.

In some respects this species is intermediate between SolenastroBa

and Orbicella, and raises the doubt whether a larger series might not

compel us to unite the two genera.

I have seen no specimens truly intermediate between this and

hyades, and as they can be distinguished by structural characters

generally held to be generic, it is necessary to keep them separate

here, but they may eventually prove to be one species. In that case

Solenastrma cannot be maintained as a distinct genus.

From O. annularis and var. stellulata it can at once be distin-

guished by the thinner and much less projecting septa, and by the

wider septa of the third cycle, which do not bend toward and join the

septa of the second cycle in those forms.

Orbicella hispidula V., sp. nov.

Plate XV. Figures 3, 3a, 3&.

Coral an encrusting mass over 125™™ across, and from 5 to 20"""

thick. The texture is rather solid and heavy, there being much solid

exotheca between the calicles, which are rather far apart, the inter-

spaces being mostly equal to, and often exceeding, their diameter.

The calicles are round, regularly stellate, a little prominent, with

swollen, sloping, costate rims, much as in those of 0. annularis, which

they resemble in size, though distinctly larger. The septa are in

three very regular cycles : the twelve principal ones are wide, nearly

equal, all reaching the rather large columella ; their edges are per-

pendicular and finely, sharply serrate, with slender rough teeth,

which extend also over their prominent, obtuse or subtruncate sum-

mits, giving them a rough appearance under a lens ; their surfaces

are also rough or hispid with numerous conical grains. The septa of

the third cycle are narrow, straight, and usually reach about half-

way to the columella.
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The costse are thick, nut very high, meeting or inosculating

between the calicles, and covered with a single row of small, slender,

rough spinules. The columella is well developed, formed of con-

torted trabecular processes, and often having a small pit in the cen-

ter and a few erect spinules, similar to the slender, rough, paliform

teeth that often (but not regularly) stand at thi' base of some of the

12 larger septa.

In sections the walls are very thick and nearly solid. The endo-

thecal dissepiments are small, thin, irregularly convex or flat above.

The calicles are not filled up below, or only slightly encroached upon,

by a deposit between some of the septa. Diameter of the calicles 3

to 3.5'"'"
; distance between them mostly 2 to 4'"'", often more.

Florida Reefs (Maj. E. B. Hunt), Yale Museum, No. 98. Near

Nassau, N. P. (coll. R P. AVhitfield), Amer. Mus., New York.

This has the general appearance of O. annularis, but with calicles

larger than usual and decidedly farther apart. The walls and

€xotheca are much thicker and more solid, and the endothecal cells

are fewer and less regular. The sharply spinulose and hispid septa

and costfe are also characteristic. The exothecal deposits are nearly

as solid as in Ocullna.

A Nassau specimen, in the American jNIuseum, is an irregular

rounded mass, about five inches in diameter and three to four thick,

with a lobulated surface. The coral is heavy and solid ; the surface

of the coenenchyma is spinulose ; the costae well developed. The

<;alicles ai*e more variable in size than in the type, in some places

being one-half smaller and closely crowded. Coll. R. P. Whitfield.

Orbicella Braziliana Ver. , nom. nov.

OrbiceUa cavernosa Quelch, Voy. Chall. , xvi, p. 106, 1886 {non Lam.).

I propose this name fur the form taken b}' the Challenger, off

Barra Grande, Brazil, in 30 fathoms.

According to Quelch it forms rounded masses two feet in diame-

ter. Its exotheca is so vesicular as to parth" hide the costal ; the

septa are uniformly thickened. As he refers it to cavernosa, it

should have large calicles with four cycles of septa. Since nearly

all the other Brazilian corals are distinct from the \Vest Indian, the

locality and depth where this was found, as well as the characters

mentioned, indicate a species distinct frum the common West Indian

reef species.
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Orbicella cavernosa (Linne) Ver.

Madrepora cavernosa Linn^, Sj'st., ed. xii, -p. 1276, 1766. Esper, Fortselz, i,

p. 18, pi. xxxvii, 1797.

Madrepora radiata Ellis and Sol., Zooph., p. 169, pi. xlvii, fig. 8, 1786.

Favia cavernosa Oken, Lehr. Naturg., p. 67, 1815.

Asfrea radiata and A. argus Lam., Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ii, pj). 258, 259,

1816 ; ed. 2, p. 404. Lamouroux, Encyl. Meth., pp. 57, 131, pi. xlvii, fig. 8,

1824. (Reprint of plate of Ellis and Sol.)

Astrea cavernosa Schweig., Naturg., p. 419, 1820. Edw. and Haime, Brit.

Fossil Corals, p. xxxix, 1850.

Astrea (Orbicella) argus and A. (0.) radiata Dana, Zoojih., pp 206, 207. jil. x,

figs, la, 1&, 1846.

Astrea cavernosa, A. radiata, and A. conferta Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci.

Nat., vol. X, pi. ix, figs. 1, la, vol. xii, pp. 97, 101, 102, 1850.

Heliastrcea conferta, H. cavernosa, and H. radiata Edw. and Haime, Hist.

Corall., ii, pp. 460, 463, 470, 1857.

Orbicella cavernosa Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 47, 1864. Proc.

Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., x, p. 323, 1865. These Trans., x, p. 553, 1900.

Pourtales, Florida Reefs, p. 76, 1871. Quelch, Reef Corals, Chall. Exp.,

xvi, pp. 12, 108, 1886.

Orbicella radiata {pars), Gregory, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc, Ii, p. 270, 1895.

Orbicella cavernosa Vaughan, op. cit., p. 27, 1901 (Syn. and description).

Vauglian adds to the synonyms the following fossil forms described by Duncan:

A. endotheeata, A. cylindrica, A. antiguensis f, A. intermedia, A. antil-

larum?, A. brevis.

Much of the confugion in regard to the name of this species is

due to the fact that it was generally described and figured from

badly beach-worn specimens by the earlier writers. Such specimens

have the septa and calicles worn away and the hard exotheca thus

becomes prominent around the excavate calicles, so as to greath'

change the appearance of the coral. Another cause is the rather

wide variations in the size of the calicles.

The normal or average specimens have the calicles about 6 to S"""

in diameter, but occasionally a specimen occurs in which part or all

of them may be 9-10™", or rarely, even n™™ in diameter. Some-

times, on crowded parts of large specimens, the diameter ma}' be

onl}^ 4 to 5"""'. The degree of elevation of the calicles is also more

or less variable on a single specimen.

The calicles may be j^retty close together, where crowded, but in

other cases they are separated by spaces of 4 to C""^ or more. The

costae are usually well developed as denticulated, rounded, radial

ribs, usuall}^ 48 in number.

The septa are generally about 48, arranged in four regular cycles,

but several of those of the last cycle are often rudimentary or lack-

ing, reducing the number to 40-44. They ditfer in breadth and
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tliickness according to the cycles ; those of the last cycle are very

thin and often bend toward and join those of the third cycle. The

princii^al septa are exsert, denticulated, and thickened at the wall.

The columella is usually well developed and broad. The paliform

teeth are distinct, but not very prominent. It sometimes forms hem-

ispherical masses four to five feet or more in diameter.

This species appears to be rare at the Bermudas, and probably

occurs only on the outermost reefs. The only specimen seen by me
from there was from near the North Rocks. (Centennial collection.)

It is a hemisphere about 11 inches in diameter, of the typical form.

It is common on the Florida reefs and throughout the West Indies.

Bahia, Brazil; (Yale Mus.);= var. hirta, nov., with elevated corallites;

roughly serrate, thin costfe and septa; calicles deep, -o-
G'"'" bi-oad

;

septa narrow, perpendicular within, usually 40-44. PI. xxxiii, figs.

2, 2a.

Orbicella aperta Verrill.

Heliastrcea aperta Verrill, these Trans., vol. i, part 2. p. 356, 1868.

Plate XXXIII. Figures 1, la.

This species is remarkable, not only for its thin, lacerately toothed,

and strongly exsert septa, but also for its very thin walls and abun-

dant and very cellular exotbeca, so that the coral is very light, as

compared with 0. cacernosa and 0. annularis. There are usually

four cycles of septa, those of the third being very narrow.

The costie are rather feeble and those of the fourth cycle are

rudimentary or lacking.

The calicles average somewhat smaller than in 0. caveriiosa, but

decidedly larger than in 0. annularis. They are about 6 to 8"'™ in

diameter. The interseptal loculi are deep and wide. The columella

is rather wide, but is loosely trabecular and lamellar.

Having recently reexamined the original type of this species, in

comparison with large series of O. cavernosa, I must adhere to my
original opinion that it is a distinct species.

Mr. Gregory (op. cit., p. 271) thinks it is only a form of O. carer-

nosa. Mr. Yaughan (op. cit., p. 31) thinks it a strongly marked

variety, if not a distinct species.

Both species occur on the coast of Brazil, in shallow water, and

apparently in the same region, but perhaps not in the same stations.

The type was from the Abrolhos Reefs, Brazil, in three to four

feet of water. According to Mr. R. Ratlibun, it is abundant in the

Bay of Bahia, as at the Island of Itaparica, where it is collected to

be burned into quicklime, with other corals. No. 15 is.
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Solenastraea hyades (Dana) D. and Mich.

Astrca {Orbicella) hijades Dana, Zooph. U. States Expl. Exp., p. 312, pi. x,

fig. 15, 1846.

Heliastrcea? hyades Edw. and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, p. 478, 1857.

Solenast7-aa Boumoni Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., xii, p. 121, 1850;

Hist. Corall., ii, p. 497, 1857.

Solenastrea hyades + ^ S.micans + f Heliastrcea abdita Duch. and Mich. , Corall.

Antill., pp. 76, 77, pi. ix, figs. 9, 10 (not 10 and 11, as in text), 1860. (On

pi. ix there are two figures niimbered 9, one by error for 10.)

Solenastrcea hyades Verrill, in Dana, Coral Islands, ed. 1, p. 280; ed. 3, p. 421,

1890.

Solenastroia excelsa (pars) Poiart., Deep Sea Corals, p. 77, 1871.

fi' Solenastra'a stelhduta (pars) Gregory, Quart. J. Linn. Soc, Ii, p. 273, pi. x,

figs, 4a, 4:b, 1895 (non Ellis and Sol.).

Platk XV. Figures 5, 5a.

The types of Orbicella hyades Dana and 0. excelsa Dana are in

the Boston Society of Natural History, where I carefully studied

them several years ago.

Very similar specimens of hyades, from St. Thomas, attached to

stones, are in the Yale Museum. These form convex masses, encrust-

ing and thin at the margins, where tlie newly formed calicles are

very oblique. (PI. xv, fig. 5.) No. 1586^.

Calicles circular, or nearly so, mostly 3 to 3.5"'"' in diameter ; bor-

ders generally distinctly elevated above the exotheca, often to the

height of .5 to 1""". Younger and smaller calicles, 1.5 to 2.5™™ in

diameter, are scattered between the full grown ones. In the middle

of the convex sumnnt the calicles are so crowded that the walls are

in contact, and here they often become angular by crowding, and

Avhen not in contact their edges may not be elevated. On other

parts they may be separated by intervals of -2 to 8""° or more. The

Avails are very thin. The costae are thickened and roughly minutely

serrulate ; they are very narrow and mostl}^ confined to the wall,

never extending across the exothecal s}>aces, Avhen these occur.

The surface of the exotheca is smooth or vesicular ; in sections the

exotheca is openly vesicular.

Septa 20 to 24, mostly 24 in mature calicles ; 12 extend to the

columella ; those of the third cycle are also wide, but thinner, and

most of them bend toward and join the larger ones about midway

between the Avail and columella. The septa all become thin and

curved toward the columella, but thickened at the wall ; the sum-

mits are narrowed and rather prominent above the Avails ;
inner

edge irregularly and roughly serrulate, especialh^ distally ; sides
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roughly granulated. Paliforni lobes small and thin. Columella

usually rather small and loose ; foriued of small twisted processes

from the inner edges of the septa, but variable in size.

Thickness of the larger mass from St. Thomas, about 50™"'
;

diameter, 125™'"
; diameter of calicles mostly 3 to 3.5™™

; rarely 4^'°'.

'l^his species is found on the Florida Reefs and throughout the

West Indies. It has not been found at the Bermudas. St. Thomas
(coll. C. F. Hartt, Yale Mus.). In the Anier. Museum, New York,

there is a large turbinate mass, 12 to 14 inches in diameter and

about 10 inches high, from Jamaica.

Mr. Pourtales put Madrepora pleiades Ellis and Sol. and 31.

stellulata E. and H., as doubtful synonyms of this species. The
original descriptions and figures of both those species are too imper-

fect for definite determination, having been based on badly beach-

worn specimens, superficially examined, and rudely figured.

Mr. Gregory adopted sfeUidata as the name of this or an allied

fossil species, and put hyades under Orbicella acropora. Yet Dana's

description and figures are vastly better than those of Ellis and

Solander. It seems incredible that such an error should have been

made in so recent a work. The stellulata of Dana (ex. Ellis and

Sol.) is an OrhiceUa, and is cpiite likely to be the same species named

stellulata by Ellis and Sol. Surely Dana had as good reasons for

his opinion as Gregory had. Therefore, it seems best to follow

Dana's determination of that name, as being the prior one, and also

because it eliminates a very doubtful and useless uame. See p. 97.

As for pAeiades (Ellis and Sol.), that is so doubtful a form that it

has been interpreted in many diifereut ways. According to Edw.

and Haime it is the same as their Heliastrcea acropyora, and this

seems to be the prevailing opinion. But the description and figure

would apply just as well or better to certain East Indian species of

iSolenastrcea. Hence it is best to eliminate the name b}^ considering

it the same as Solenastrcea pleiades (Dana). There is no reason for

thinking that it was a West Indian coral.

The fossil Solenastrcea stellulata of Gregory may not be this

species, for it has larger costte, and much thicker and more solid

exotheca and walls, while the septa of the third cycle are represented

as narrow and straight. The figured sections resemble more nearl}-

some of those seen in Orbicella excelsa, to which I am inclined to

believe that his figured specimens belong.

The Madrepora hyades Ellis and Sol. was a Siderastrcea, and has

no relation to Dana's species.
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Plesiastraea Goodei Verrill.

These Traus., x, p. 553, pi. Ixvii, fig. 1, 1900.

In addition to the type, I have seen another fine Bermudian speci-

men of this species, in the American Museum, New York, collected

on a reef in Bailey Bay, at the depth of about 20 feet, by Mr. R. P.

sSr ^11?,

Figure 1.

—

Plesiastrcea Goodei Ver. Part of type. x 4.

Whitfield, in 1897. It is about 10 inches in diameter, in the form of

a somewhat irregular and lobulated hemisphere.

The same museum has two smaller specimens, in the form of sub-

conical masses, 3 to 4 inches in diameter, obtained in the Bahamas

by Mr. R. P. Whitfield. These also agree xery closely with the

type in all essential points, but some of them have the calicles more

crowded, smaller, and subangular m some areas.

Stephanoccenia intersepta (Esper.) Edw. and H.

Madrepora intersepta Esper, Pflanz., Forts., I, p. 99, pi. Ixxix, 1797.

Astrea intersejita Lam., Hist. Anim. s. Vert., ii, p. 266, 1816 ; ed. ii, p. 417,

{non Dana).

Stephanoccenia intersepta and S. MicheUni Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat.,

X, pp. 300, 301, pi. 7, fig. 1-lb. 1849; Hist. Corall., ii, pp. 265, 266, 1857.

Gregory, Quart. Joiir. Geol. Soc. London, Ii, p. 276, pi. xi, figs. 5a, ob, 6,

1895. Vaugban, op. cit., p. 20, 1901.

AntiUasfrwa spongiformis Dviucan, Eevision Mad., p. 108, 1884, (t. Gregory

from type).

The recent specimens that I have seen from the West Indies agree

better with S. MicheUni. which is, perhajjs, only a massive variety

of S. intersepta.

The American Museum, New York, has a large lobulated mass,

over a foot in diameter, from Jamaica. This has six large rounded

lobes, the largest about 6 inches in diameter, rising from a common
basal mass.

The septa are much exsert, narrow, entire, and with the inner

edge perpendicular, leaving a narrow central cup. The columella is
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small, lamellose, sometimes with a minute central tubercle. The
calicles vary considerably in size, being smaller and more crowded,

sometimes angular, at the bases of the lobes. The distance between

them is also variable. The diameter of the calicles varies from l.To

to 2.5"^"', but most of them are about 2 to 2.5™™.

Throughout the West Indies, but not recorded from Florida nor

from the Bermudas. Fossil in the elevated reefs of many of the

West Indies.

Cyphastraea nodulosa Ver., sp. iiov.

Plate XXXI. Figures 2, 2a, 2b.

The coral forms small nodular masses, about 55 to 65'""' in diameter

and 35 to 45'"'" high, consisting of numerous small, rounded or short,

subclavate nodules, rising like incipient branches from a common
thick, irregular base. It is compact and heavy, with small circular

calicles.

The corallites, where not much crowded, project distinctly above

the coenenchyma and have a rather thin rim and feebly costate Avail.

In other parts they are not at all raised and the calicles may be

immersed in the coenenchyma, which is very compact, with the sur-

face sometimes covered with low rounded granules, in radial costal

lines, but in other parts it is often nearly smooth.

The calicles are small, but rather open and deep, owing to the

narrow septa. They are mostly from 1.25 to 1.50™™ in diameter, and

are often separated by spaces of 1 to 2'^^™.

The septa are in three cycles, consisting of 12 narrow, subequal

ones, of the two first cycles, alternating with 12 ver}^ narrow or

rudimentary ones of the third cycle. These last are often lacking,

or invisible without a lens, in some of the systems.

The larger septa are narrow, usually much exsert, with an obtuse,

serrulate apex, and a perpendicular inner edge, which is finely ser-

rulate or subentire ; their proximal portion is very thin and denticxi-

late. The paliform tooth is very small, but distinct, papilliform.

The columella is small, minutely trabecular with one or more minute

papillae on the sui'face.

In sections the walls and exotheca are often entirely compact,

especially near the surface, but in other parts there may be exothecal

cellules ; the septa are thin and divided into numerous fine tra-

beculaB ; the dissepiments are numerous, very thin, nearly horizontal,

often subtabular ; columella loosely trabecular.

Bahamas,—R. P. Whitfield; three specimens. No. 542, Amer. Mus.
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Family Stylophoridae Ver.

Styloijhorince 'Edw. and Haime, Hist., ii, p. 132, 1857.

Stylophoridce Vei'rill, these Trans., i, p. 5l4, 1867.

Corals mostly branched, often encrusting when young ; sometimes

lobulate or massive, increasing by budding. Calicles small, stellate,

inmersed, usually separated by rather abundant exothecal coenen-

chyma, not entirely solid, and often granulated or striated on the

surface. Septa generally either 10 or 12. Loculi between the septa

not filled up below by stereoplasm. Columella various. Polyps

exsert in expansion, usually with 12, 20, or 24 tentacles.

This family is chiefly Indo-Pacific, where it is represented by

numerous species of Htylophora.

Madracis decactis (Lym.) Ver.

Astrea decactis Lyman, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 260, 1859.

Madracis decactis Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 45, 1864. Pourtales,

Deep Sea Corals, pp. 28, 67, pi. vil, figs. 1-4, 1871. Quelch, op. eit., p. 53,

1886. Gregory, op. cit., p. 258, tig. 1, 1895. Verrill, these Trans., x, p.

554, pi. Ixvii, figs. 8, 10, 1900.

Reussia lamellosa Duch. and Mich., Corall. Antill., p. 339 [62], pi. ix, figs. 7,

8 (as numbered on plate, not 8, 9 as in text), 1860 {non Sti/lophora mirabilis,

p. 61, pi. ix, figs. 6, 9, as numbered, not 6, 7, as in text).

Stephanocoenia dendroidea Duncan, Quart. J. Linn. Soc, xix, p. 432, 1863, non

Edw. and H. (t. Gregory).

Axhelia decactis Vaughan, op. cit., p. 8, 1901.

? Madracis asperula Moseley, Voy. Chall.. ii, p. 182, 1880, from S. W. Bank,

off Bermuda, 30 fath. (.? non E. and Haime).

This species occurs in thin crusts, irregularly massive, nodose or

lobulated, and also both in slender, and in short, stout, branched

Figure 2.

—

Madracis decactis (Ly.) Ver. Part of the dry coral.

Figure 2a.—The same, with the polyps expanded, x 12.

forms. The animals have been described both by Pourtales and

myself and were figured by me. (These Trans., x, pi. Ixvii, fig. 10.)
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The sjcneral color ot" tlic coral, in life, is yellow, yellowish brown,

or purplish hrowii ; disk often ])urplisli, with white radii, forming a

star around the mouth ; lips and ti{)S of tentacles white.

As stated by Pourtales, and figured by me in 1900, there are three

pentamerous cycles of tentacles (5, 5, 10) and two equal cycles of

septa (5, 5). Sometimes a few rudimentary septa of the third cycle

appear. One Bermuda spe(?imen has several very large calicles, with

20 to :iO regular septa. PI. xiv, tig. 0.

Duncan (Revision, ]>. 45, 1884) united Au'ohelia E. and H. with

this genus, under the name of Madrocis. Several others have done

the same. Yaughan, however (op. cit., pp. 5, 8), proposes to unite

them under the name Axhella. Both names are of the same date.

Therefore, if they are to be united, Duncan's choice of names has

precedence and should be upheld. Kent gave it the name Pentalo-

phora, as a substitute for Heusskc (preoccupied).

However, these genera seem to me sufticienth^ distinct. Axohelia

lacks the definite bounding ridges of the calicles and the granulated

exotheca. Its exothecal surfaces are smooth or striated, and show

no partitions between the calicles.

Perhaps the 3Iadracis taken by the Challenger, on the S. W.
Bank, in 30 fathoms, and recorded by Moseley as 31. asperula, was

31. decactis, which is not uncommon on the reefs in shallow water.*

Some of the lobulated or branched clumps are 6 inches or more

high and broad, but they are very brittle and not often obtained

entire. Several large and fine s|)ecimens of this kind are preserved

iu the American Museum, Xew York, as well as a slender, dichoto-

mously branched variety. Both forms occur at the Bermudas.

It is found on the Bermuda Reefs and thi'oughout tlie West Indies.

It also occurs as a fossil in the raised reefs of many of the islands.

Gregory (op. cit.) records it as a Pleistocene fossil from Bermuda,

(probably from Nelson's collection in Geol. Soc, London). The age

of such Bermuda fossils, from the "beach rock," is however very

uncertain, but they are probably postpliocene, or post glacial.

Pourtales was evidently wrong in referring to this species the

Stylophora tnirabilis Duch. and Mich. Probably he was misled by

errors in the numbering of the plate (ix). On that plate there are

two figs. 9. One of these is a misprint for 7, and represents the

enlarged calicles of the mirabilis (fig. 6), and shows 18 to 24 equal

septa. The other fig. 9 is a Sohruistrcea and should have been lo.

Other errors in numbering occur on this plate.

* Pourtalfes (Deep Sea Corals, p. 27, pi. vii, fig. 4, and in later papers) records

M. asperula Edw. and Haime, from the West Indian region, in 86-280 fathoms.
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Axohelia Schrammii ?Pourt., Mem. Mus. ComiJ. Zool., iv, p. 41, pi. viii,

fig, 2. 1874.

Plate XVIII. Figures 3, 4.

Coral small, arborescently branched, the terminal branches slender,

tapered, acute ; the larger stems are about 12-15™™ in diameter. The

coral is hard ; the coenenchyma is abundant in the larger branches, and

its surface is covered with long, curved septocostal striae, between

which it is microscopically granulated, but there are no lines of gran-

ules bounding the calicinal areas, as in Madracis. Septa 10, equal,

narrow, slightly prominent. Columella small, solid, tubercular.

Several specimens are in the Museum of Yale Univ. They are

attached to pieces of a cable. (Coll. H. A.Ward.) Guadaloupe (Pourt.),

Its calicles agree better with A. myrtaster (?) Pourt., pi. viii, fig.

3, which may not be distinct. No. 5662.

Family Oculinidae Edw. and Haime, restr.

OcuUnidoe, Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 514, 1867.

Corals generally branched, increasing by budding. Calicles round,

stellate. Septa 12 to 48 or rarely more, unequal, usually entire or

subentire
;

pali often present. Ititerseptal loculi become filled up

and obliterated below by a solid endothecal deposit, or stereoplasm.

Usually a solid coenenchyma, with curved costal striations on its

surface, separates the calicles, especially in the older parts of the

coral, where it is often abundant.

Madrepora (Linne) Oken, restr. (non Lam.). Type, M. oculata Linne.

Madrepora (pars) Linne, and of all writers before 1801 (not of Lainarck, 1801,

nor of 1816 ; not of Ehrenberg, 1834).

Matrepora, restricted (altered spelling), Oken, Lehrb. Naturg., p. 73, 1815.

Ocidina (pars) Lamarck. Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ii, p. 284, 1816.

Amplielia and Lophelia Edw. and Haime, Comptes-rendiis, xxix, p. 69, 1849.

AmphiheUa and Lophohi I ia Edw. and Haime, Hist. Nat. Corall., ii, pp. 116,

118, 1857.

Lophohelia Ponrtales, Deep Sea Corals, p. 25.

It is well known that Linne (Syst. Nat., ed. x, 1758) did not include

in his genus Madrepora any recognized species of the Lamarckian

genus of that name, but placed by an error M. ninrieata (in which

several species were included) in his genus 3fillepora, although it

agrees with his definition of Madrepora. He corrected this mistake

in the ed. xii, p. 12*79, where Madrepora muricata appears. Pallas,

(Elenchus, p. 327, 1766) had previously made the same correction.

No valid attempt to subdivide the great genus Madrepora seems to
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luive been made until IBul, when Lamarck (ISyst. Anim., pp. 369-;i'75)

divided it into eight genera."-^ Unfortunately he restricted the name

Madrepora to the group that included 31. muricata and M. porites

Pallas. The latter was made the type of Porites, by Link, 1807.

The next restriction of the name was by Oken (Lehrb., 1815), who

established a number of additional generic subdivisions and restricted

Madrepora (which he spelled Mat7'epora\) to four species, one of

which, JI. ramea, became the type of DendrophylUa Bv., 1830 ; the

others wei'e earlier (1816) placed in Oculina by Lamarck. One of

these {M. oculata Linne), which is the long-known and officinal "white

coral" of the Mediterranean, the ''• Madrepora vidgaris'''' of Tourne-

fort, may well be taken as the true type of Madrepora^ not only on

account of Oken's restriction, but also because of the rule, advocated

and followed by many naturalists of the Linnsean period, that the
' type of a genus should be the most common or officinal and well-

known species, if such were included. Certainly M. oculata would

answer well to this requirement, and so would M. prolifera.

Moreover, in following the principle of elimination, this was one of

the ver}^ last of the determinable Linnsvan species to receive a special

generic name (1849). M. prolifera, the second species of Oken, and

the type of Lophohelia E. and H., is now made congeneric Avith

M. ocidata.

Therefore, it appears that ocidata should be taken as the true type

of the restricted genus Madrepora, if the Lamarckian nomenclature

must, in this case, be abandoned, as argued by YaughanJ and other

recent writers.

* These genera are as follows:

—

CiicloUtea, p. 369; Fungia, p. 369; Caryo-

phijUia, p. 370 ; Madrepora, p. 371 ; Astrea, p. 371 ; Meandrina, p. 372 ; Pavona,

p. 372 ; Agarhia, p. 373.

f That Oken, in using Matrepora, did not intend it as a new name, but only as

a corrected spelling of Madrepora, is proved by the fact that in citing the Lin-

naean names of species under various genera, he invariably quotes them as

^' Matrepora^^ or "Mat." of Linne. The generic divisions of Madrepora pro-

posed by Oken are as follows :

—

Astrea, p. 65 = Astrea {pars) Lam., 1801 ; Acro-

pora, p. 66; Turbinaria, p. 67; Favia, p. 07; Pectinia, p. 68 = Meandrina

Lam., 1801 ; Undaria, p. 69 = Agaricia, Lam., 1801 ; Mycedium, p. 69 ; Mcean-

dra, p. 70; Matrepora, p. 71 (includes 4 species, viz.

—

M. ramea, M. prolifera,

M. virginea, M. oculata) ; Gahixea, p. 72 (with 4 species) ; Mussa, p. 73 (2 sjjecies)

;

Fungia, p. 74, 2 STp. = Fungia Lam., 1801.

Probably Lamarck's Systems Anim. sans Vert., 1801, was not known to Oken,

for he makes no reference to it. The coincidences in some of the names were

probably due to the inflxience of the older specific and polynomial names.

Neither does he refer to Link's work of 1807.

X Samml. Geol. Reichs-Mus., ii, p. CS, 1901.
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Ehrenbery-, in 1834, definitely restricted Madrepora to a group

that included Porites and Mo7itipora, while he called the Lamarckian

o-enus, Heteropora. His nomenclature cannot be followed : lst»

because Porites had been separated and named by Link, 1807, and

Lamarck, 1816 ; 2d, no recognizable species of Montipora was

included in Madrepora by Linne, ed. x ; 3d, Heteropora had pre-

viously been used by Blainville for a bryozoan; 4th, Oken's restric-

tion has priority.

For several reasons, it seems to me doubtful whether, under the

rules of priority usually accepted, it will not be thought by man}'

unnecessary to abandon the name Madrepora for the nmricata-

type, as restricted by Lamarck, for the following reasons :

—

lgt_—By Linne and all other writers of his period Madrepora was

used as a collective name for all corals of the order Madreporaria. It

was rather an order or suborder than a genus, and therefore it seems

useless to apply the rigid modern rules of priority to such a group

name.

2d.

—

Madrepora niuricata L. had been referred to Madrepora by

Linne, as M. spinosa, before the date of ed. x (Mus. Tessin., p. 118),

and its reference to Millepora in the later work was clearly an error

speedily corrected.*

,3d.—Linne, in ed. xii, gave his more mature and corrected views as

to his own genera. Therefore, for the discussion of generic nomen-

clature, it might be better not to go back of that edition.

4th.—It is possible that at least one of his species in the ed. x,

viz. M. poUpjama, No. 28, p. 795, belongs to the Lamarckian genus

Madrepora, for it was described as having cylindrical, 12-rayed

calicles, though the larger cells, mentioned by him, were probably

parasitic barnacles. This species is probably indeterminable. It

may have been a Montipora.

Should M. polygama L. be hereafter positively identified as a

species congeneric with M. niuricata, as is possible, this fact alone

would, perhaps, make valid Lamarck's restriction of the name Madre-

pora in the opinion of many. Such a determination is not impos-

sible, though this species has hitherto remained very doubtful.

In the meantime many persons will doubtless prefer to take the

more recent and radical course, and apply some other name to

Lamarck's Madrepora. Vaughan (op. cit., p. 68) has adopted

Isopora, first used under Madrepora as a subgeneric name by Studer,

* By another error he referred the "red coral'" {Corallium rubrum) to Madre-

pora (M. rubra, p. 797).
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in 1878. Under this name he included the whole extensive genus.

This name would surely be a very inappropriate one, so far as its

significance is concerned, nor would Studer's definition apply to the

genus, as a whole. Moreover, it ma}^ become necessarj^ to separate

Isopora, in Studer's sense, as a genus. I believe that Acropora

Oken has much better claims for adoption in place of Madrepora.

(See below.)

As restricted above, the genus will include branching oculinoid

corals that increase by lateral or marginal buds ; with turbinate

corallites, and deep cup-like calicles. The coenenchyma is usually

abundant and solid in the main branches and trunk, but may be

very scanty in the terminal branches. Pali lacking. Septa broad,

entire. Columella small or lacking.

Besides the type and 31. virginea (L.), which is considered identi-

cal with it by Edw. and Haime, the genus Madrepora, as restricted

above, would include the following species and others:

M. vemista E. and H., Australia.

M. exigua (Pourt., as Lophohelia). Off Florida, 36-79 fathoms.

M. Carolina (Pourt., as Lophohelia). Off Havana.

M. prolifera (L.). Boreal and Arctic, and in deep waterto Florida.

M. infundihulifera'Ldiva. (as Oculina). Kent, fig., 1871
;
Quelch,

p. 53. Ternate.

31. siibcostata (Edw. and H.). Locality unknown.

M. Defraneei (E. and H.). Pliocene of Europe.

M. Candida (Moseley, 1881, as Lophohelia). Off Sombrero I,, 450

fathoms.

M. tenuis (Moseley, 1881, as Lophohelia). Philippine Is.

M. anthophyllites (Ellis and Sol.) ; E. and Haime, as Lophohelia.

E. Indies. Type is in Hunterian Mus., t. Young,

M. ornata (Duncan). North Atlantic.

Family Eusmillidae Verrill, 1866.

EiismilUnce (jjcirs) and Euphylliacece Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall.. ii, pp. 144

and 183, 1857.

Corals dichotomous, glomerate, or massive, often meandriniform

or astreiform, increasing chiefiy by fission, complete or incomplete.

Septa entire or nearly so, sometimes very finely serrulate. Pali-

form lobe, feeble or lacking. Columella variously developed, often

lacking. Zoitids actiniform, much exsert in expansion.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 8 November, 1901.
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Eusmilia aspera (Dana) Edw. and Haime.

Ev.phyllia aspera Dana, Zooph. U. S. Expl. Exp., pp. 164, 720, pi. ix, fig. 7,

1846.

Eusmilia aspera Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 187, 1857.

E\ismilia Knon'ii Edw. and Haime, Mon. Aster., Ann. Sci. Nat., Zool., ser. 3,

X, p. 265, pi. V, fig. 2, 1849.* Gregory, op. eit., p. 261, 1895. Vaughan,

op. eit., p. 13, 1901.

Dana's figured type is iu the Yale Museum. The description is

good and the outline figure is very correct. It represents a branch

with three calicles, broken from a larger specimen, also in the Yale

Museum. No, 466.
3.

Figure 3.

—

Eusmillia aspera (Dana). Part of type, ^ natural size.

This specimen has the columella well developed in most of the

calicles, though small in some of the younger ones. It consists of

variously contorted thin laminae. The costae are alternately large

and small ; the larger ones are thick, angular, uneven or lobed, often

cristate near the calicles, and irregularly dentate, with small rough

teeth.

There can be no doubt of its identity with E. Knorrii E. and H.,

as these authors themselves admitted in their Hist. Corall., 1857.

Therefore it seems strange that both Gregory and Vaughan shoiild

have tried to restore this discarded later name without any legiti-

mate reason, f

* Gregory (op. eit., p. 261) quotes tlie date of Knorrii Edw. and Haime,

Monog., as 1848. Edw. and Haime themselves quote it in Hist. Corall., ii, 188,

as 1849. Gregory also quotes aspera Dana as 1848. It is well known that his

report was published in 1846. But Gregory repeats this wrong date under

various other species, so that we cannot reckon it a typographical error. Edw.

and Haime give the date as 1846, correctly.

f Gregory's statement that Dana's species was '

' so inadequately diagnosed

that there can be no certainty regarding it," is obviously erroneous. Edw. and

Haime certainly were able to recognize it. The figure and description are far

better than those of most corals before Dana's work. Moreover, the type, duly

labeled, was in the same case and on the same shelf with other specimens that

Mr. Gregory examined when he made his very hasty visit to the Yale Museum,

(see p. 145). He could have studied it and various other types of Dana, had he

taken the necessary time.
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Family Mussidse Ver.

Fasciculate, glomerate, massive, and sometimes simple corals,

increasing by fission, and with strongly dentate or spinose septa,

Avithout a paliform lobe. Calicles generally large, sometimes united

in short or long series, but always with distinct centers and radial

septa. Polyps much exsert in expansion, actiniform, with large

tentacles.

Isophyllia Edw. and Haime (emended*). Rose Corals. " Cactus Corals."

.]/i(.s.sa {pars) Dana, Zooph., p. 173, 1846.

SymphiiUia {pars) Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., xi, p. 236, 1849 ; CoralL,

ii, p. 373, 1857: Duch. and Mich., Corall. Antill., p. 69, 1861.

Isophi/llia Edw. and Haime, Pol. Foss. Paleoz., p. 87, 1849; Hist. Corall.. ii.

p. 974, 1857.

MijcetophyUia {pars) Edw. and Haime, Compt.-reud., xxvii, p. 491, 1848 ;

Hist. Corall., ii, p. 375, 1857 (2d section).

Lithophyllia {pars) Dnch. and Mich., Corall. Antill.. pp. 67, 68, 1860, young,

{noil Edw. and Haime).

riophyllia {pars) Bruggmann, Ann. and Mag. Xat. Hist., Oct., 1877, p. 312.

SijiHjjhyllia {jiars) Duncan, Revision, Joum. Linn. Soc, xviii, p. 91, 1884.

This genus, as now restricted, includes a group of Mussidm in

which the calicles, when mature, are large and open, isolated or in

series, with numerous large, strongly serrate septa ; the serrations

are either subequal, or else larger toward the columella, which is

* The genus, as here limited, corresponds with that of Edw. and Haime of the

same name, plus certain forms referred by them to Symphyllia and to Mycefo-

jjhyUia {M. Danaana E. and H., Hist., -p. 377, pi. D4, fig. 2). Most of their

species of Symphyllia are simply Mussce with coalescent walls. So SymijhylUa

and Isophyllia cannot be united in bulk, as was done by Duncan and by Pour-

tales, under either name. Symphyllia should be dropped and its species should

be distributed to Mussa and Iso})hyllia, according to their stracture. But if

retained at all, even as a subgenus, it should be used for the typical East Indian

forms, like S. radians E. and H.

I cannot distinguish in MycelophylUa Danaana E. and H. any characters apart

from Isophyllia.

Nor can I find any good reason for separating UlophylUa. or at least the typi-

cal species, ^videly from Symphyllia and consequently should consider such

species as neai'ly related to the massive Mussce. The only difference from

Symphyllia, as stated by Edw. and Haime, consists in the denticles of the

septa being larger toward the columella, while in the latter the distal ones are

the larger. But I have studied specimens of crispa, the typical species, (see p.

131) and have found the teeth variable in this respect; in some calicles the larger

teeth were distal, in others proximal, in one specimen, and these differences may

be observed on the septa of a single calicle. The fossil forms of Edw. and
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formed of looselj' arranged processes of the septa. The cost.ne are

distinct, but narrow, serrulate ribs. The primaiy collines are radial,

dividing the margin, at one stage of gro%vth, into several (normally

six) calicinal lobes ; they may be solid, with a simple Arall, or the}'

may be double, with intermural exotheca and a groove on the

summit. These variations often occur on one specimen. The union

of the walls may also be so incomplete that they stand separately

in manj^ parts of some examples. The calicles vary greatly in size,

form, and degree of union into series, even on one specimen of most

species, when full grown.

The relative number and closeness of the septa, the granulation of

their surfaces, the general character and size of their serrations, and

the character of the costre and their serrations afford much better

characters for specific distinctions. But all these vary more or less,

so that a large series must be studied Avith great care before one can

reach an intelligent opinion as to the limits of any of the species of

this group.

The figures that have been published of the species of this genus

are entirely unsatisfactory. Even the beautiful lithographic figures

drawn b}^ Sonrel for Professor L. Agassiz (see Pourtales, Florida

Reefy, pi. vii) are by no means correct enough for systematic pur-

poses.* Photographs alone can properly represent corals of this

character. After a most careful study of the large series of

Isophyllim in my own collections and others that are in the Yale

Museum, the Museum of Comp. Zoology, the American .Museum,

New York, and several other large collections, I am convinced that

far too many species have been recognized. In the Bermudian series

Haime I have not seen. The absence of spinose eostje seems to be a character

of more value for distinguishing true Ulophyllia than the position of the larger

teeth. But the Eed Sea species figured by Klunzinger look more distinct, on

account of their acute, nearly naked collines, which thus approach those of

TridacophyUia. The American species that have been called Ulophyllia belong

to Isophyllia.

In our Bermuda Isophyllia' similar variations in the position of the larger

teeth often occur, as will be noted in the descriptions. Indeed, the larger teeth

are more frequently the proximal ones.

It may eventually be necessary to reunite all these groups under the original

genus Mussa, if a few additional intermediate forms should be discovered.

* This is due to the impossiblity of drawing by hand, with accuracy, the vast

number of unequal septa and their numerous variable denticles. All the figures

are, therefore, generalized or idealized by the artist, so that the septa and their

teeth are much too regular and uniform, and for the same reason, they also

appear too numerous and too crowded.
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I can find no evidence of more than three species, and I am not cer-

tain tliat more tlian two of these can eventually be kei)t apart.

<^uelch, however, with a much smaller series, recorded (op. cit., pp.

10, 11) eight species from Uerinuchi, including the young forms that

he called LithophyUiu. Probably all his Bermuda forms belong to

I. dlpsacea and I. frag'dh.

AV^hen j'oung, all species of this genus and of Massa (including

Syinphyllla), etc., have a simple, more or less cup-shaped coral,

attached b}^ a rather broad base. These may become in some cases

'lb to 40™"° in diameter before they begin to form marginal infold-

ings, as a commencement of the process of fission.

Such simple young forms have been put in a special genus

{Scolymla Haime, 1852, or LithophyUia Edw. and Hairae, 1857).

The type of this genus was M. lacera Pallas. It appears to be the

young of 3fussa carduus (Ellis and Sol., sp.).*

Therefore LithophyUia is a synonym of Mussa, rather than of

Isophyllia, though several species described by Duch. and Mich,

unquestionably belong to IsophyUia, as indicated in the synonymy

above. All the Bermuda simple forms are young of Isophyllia, and

mostly of I. dipsacea and I. fragilis. PI. xix, tig. 5.

The generic relations of these simple young forms can usually be

told by the character and spinulation of the costae. In 31'ussa the

costse are generally imperfect, with rows of strong, sharp spines, often

recurved. In Isophyliia the costie are generally raised and continu-

ous ribs, often lamelliform, and their spines are small and more

regular, usually more like serrations of the edge. In Miissa the

septa are also more strongly and more unevenly serrate or lacerate,

especially toward the outer end.

At a later stage, but varying in size, even in the same species, the

edge of the cup begins to be undulated or lobed ; most commonly

there are six outfoldings and six infoldings at first, corresponding to

the primary and secondary septa, but the number may vary from

three to seven, or even eight or more. When four lobes are formed

the coral is apt to be squarish. (See pi. xvii, fig. 4.) These primary

folds and lobes may continue to grow regularly for some time, till

several large marginal calicles, usually five or six, develop ai'ound

the central, stellate, primary calicle (pi. xvii, figs. 1-2). This is the

most normal and regular mode of growth for all the species of this

* This large species should, therefore, be called Mussa lacera (Pallas) Oken.

The calicles are often 40 to 60°"" broad, mostly isolated ; costae strongly spinose.

It is found throughout the West Indies, to South America, but not at the

Bermudas. See below, p. 130.
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genus. The infolding of the margin is often delayed till the caliele

is 25 to 40""" across.

But frequently the first outfoldings of the margin begin much

sooner than usual to form secondary folds of the same nature, before

the first series of calicles is fully formed. This gives rise to the

earh" formation of a much lai'ger number of calicles, some of which

may long remain incomj)lete and united in series. For the same

reason the calicles in such a coral will be, for some time, smaller in

size than those that divide more slowly, thus giving them a very

different appearance. But both conditions may exist at the same

time on some specimens, and man}^ irregularities constantly occur.

(See pi. xvii, figs. 5, G.) Some species, however, normally divide

more rapidh' than others. (PI. xx, fig. 1.) The outfoldings of the

margin may not much affect its regular circular outline, as in pi.

xvii, figs. 1, 2, {I. fragilis). But in other cases they may be so

extensive as to produce a deepl}' lobulated outline, when seen from

below, as in pi. xvii, fig. 3, {I. fragilis). Large specimens of either

species (see pi. xvii, figs. 5, 6 of fragilis) generally have a large

number of calicles, irregularly arranged, maTiy of them isolated, but

mostly in short series.

Resorption of parts of the walls and septa or of the entire thick-

ness of the collines frequently takes place, and thus alters the appear-

ance. In some cases this results in breaking up the collines into

detached portions or isolated columns. This I have seen in I. fragilis.

The genus is chiefly, or perhaps entirely, American. The simple

form described as I. aiistralis, first from Australia, was considered

the type of a special genus, Homophyllia, by Bruggmann, 1877.

The species described by Klunzinger from the Red Sea as /. ery-

thrcea appears to me to belong rather to TJlophyllia or Mussa.

Isophyllia dipsacea Dana. Eose Coral.

Mii&sa dipsacea Dana, Zooph., p. 184, 1846.

SymphijUia dipsacea Edw. and Haime, Corall., il, p. 373, 1857.

Isophyllia dipsacea Terrill, Bull. Miis. Comp. Zool., i, p. 49, 1864 ; Poiirtales,

Deep Sea Corals, p. 71, 1871 ; Florida Reefs, pi. vii, figs. 1-8, 1880.

Isophyllia australis (pars) Edw. and Haime, Corall., ii, p. 375 (yonng), 1857.

? Symphyllia anp.mone + S. comferta + S. agloe + S. helianthus + S. Thomasiana +
S. aspera + S. cylindrica + S. Knoxi + S. verrucosa (abnormal) Duch. and

Mich., Corall. Antill., pp. 71, 72, 1860.

^ Lithophyllia argemone + L. cylindHca Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 68, pi. ix^

fig. 121, pi. X, fig. 15, pi. ix, figs. 17, 18, 1860, (young).

Isophyllia australis + cylindrica + Knoxi + Lithophyllia Cubensis + L. lacera

(nan Pallas) + Z,. argemone Quelch, Voy. Chall., Zool., xvi, pp. 10, 11, 12,

pp. 83-86, 1886.
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Plate XVIII. Figure 2. Plate XIX. Figures 2, 3. Plate XX. Figure 2.

This species occurs in abundance at the Bermudas, in shallow

water (1 to 20 feet) on nearly all the reefs, and also along the shores

attached to rocks, and even to small stones on shell-sand bottoms,

where other corals do not grow. It is very abundant even in

Harrington Sound, where but feAV species of corals are found, owing

to the less density of the water.

I have personally collected and studied hundreds of specimens of

this and the following species, and have kept large numbers alive, to

ascertain, if possible, whether two or more species occur there, and

to learn the character and extent of the variations.

Probably no coral varies more than this in form, mode of growth,

union and separation of the calicles, and consequently in the size

and form of the calicles, character of the columella, number and size

of the teeth of the septa, extent of the epitheca, etc.

Therefore many nominal species have been founded, especially by

Duch. and Mich., on mere stages of growth and on ordinary indi-

vidual variations in the mode of growth, union of the walls, etc.

The colors of the living animals of this and fragills are also

extremely variable, and often very beautiful. Most commonly they

are variegated with gray, lavender-blue, green, and flake-white in

variable proportions. But specimens often occurred, especially in

1898, rarely in 1 90 1, that were largely or wholly bright emerald-

green, or grass-green. I have had some that were bright green over

one-half the surface, and lavender and gray on the other half. The

difference in the external appearance of the animals of this and

fragilis are slight. Therefore the color of the animal cannot be

used to distinguish species nor even varieties.

The same is true of the isolation and union of the calicles in series,

for a single specimen often shows the extreme conditions on its

different parts. The collines generally have simple, solid, rather

thick walls, but sometimes they are double with a groove on the

summit, as is the case more commonly in fragilis.

This species has a heavier and more solid coral than fragilis, with

stronger and thicker walls. It can best be distinguished by the

decidedly thicker and closer septa, which have stronger, stouter, and

more regular, spiniforni teeth on their edges, the size of the teeth

decidedly increasing toward the columella, where the septa are also

usually distinctly thicker.

The calicles, when Avell grown, are generally broader, more flar-

ing, and more shallow. The costae are less prominent, thicker.
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closer, and strongly spinulose, with small, but strong, acute, rough

spines. The collines are radial at first, but may soon become

sinuous. They may be solid, or they may be double with a groove

on top, more or less wide and deep. In many large specimens a con-

siderable proportion of the calicles are simple.

A medium specimen, 80™™ across, has usually 10 to 12 septa to the

centimeter, of which 7 or 8 are larger ones, the others being much

smaller. The larger calicles are 20 to 25™" wide, but others on the

same coral are not over 15™™; they are 8 to 10™™ deep. This

example has double walls. The columella in this is made up of few

strong trabeculae and angular spines. In this specimen the lai'ger

septa are thickened toward the columella and bear on that part

large, thick, spiniform teeth ; more distally the teeth are smaller,

decreasing to the margin. PI. xviii, fig. 2.

A very well grown Bermudian specimen, 100™™ in diameter, has

five pretty nearh' circumscribed large marginal calicles ; four of

them are just beginning to have marginal infoldings, for new

collines. In this the diameter of the undivided calicles is 28™™, but

some that are beginning to divide are 30 to .33™™ across, transversely,

but 40 to 45™™ across the broadest parts; depth 10 to 13™™. The

collines are double-walled in most places, with a wide, deep, inter-

mural groove.

The septa are numerous, close, rather thick, especially toward the

columella ; the edges are strongly and rather regularly toothed, the

teeth being mostly acute and thickened, generally decreasing in

length toward the margin of the calicles. The costae are thickened,

little elevated, roughly spinose, with small acute spines.

This coral was attached by a small central pedicel and the under

side is six-lobed and imperfectly covered with epitheca to within

4 to 8™™ of the margin. The columella is formed of rather slender,

loose trabecular and spinous processes. PI. xix, fig. 2.

A Bermudian specimen with six unusually large and oj^en, nearly

simple, marginal calicles has six large, regular marginal lobes, con-

spicuous on the under side ; only one of these has begun to infold

the margin, for secondary divisions. The collines are thick and

nearly solid. The five undivided marginal calicles are 22, 23, 28, 32,

and 35™™, in transverse internal diameter, from wall to wall ; the

one that has just begun to divide is 40™™ across and 52™™ long ; the

most regular one is 32™™ wide and 40™™ long ; the central calicle is

about 20 by :>5'"™ across, and 15™™ deep ; the marginal calicles are

about 8 to 10™™ deep. (PI. xx, fig. 2.)
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Tlie septa are strong, thickest toward the columella, where they

bear large, stout, angular, acute teeth, often irregular and united by

their bases. Small thin septa usually alternate with the larger ones,

and have long, thin, shar[) teeth. There are usually about five

larger and four smaller septa to a centimeter. The columella is

small and composed of many slender processes in some of the calicles,

Wnd of fewer, stouter ones in others. The costiB are thick, not much
elevated, roughly spinulose, with small acute spines.

This specimen is quite different from most, in appearance, owing

to the great size, shallowness, and regularity of its calicles, but it

seems to be simply a specimen that has delayed its secondary divi-

sions longer than usual, so that its calicles have grown broader.

A few examples of this species have very shallow calicles, the

inner surface of the cup being nearly flat, but in other respects they

agree with the ordinary forms.

Two or more specimens, crowded when 3'oung, may graft them-

selves together and later form a solid coral similar to the normal

ones, but usually somewhat more irregular.

Abnormal specimens, owing to injuries or disease, may have the

septa very much thickened and often hollow, and their spines may
be hollow, sw^oUen, or even bulbous at the tips. S. verrucosa, D.

and M. was evidently based on a specimen of this kind.

Our largest perfect specimens are 150 to 200"'" (six to eight inches)

in diameter, but larger and less perfect ones were often seen, perhaps

the largest were 10 inches across.

This species is found from Bermuda and the Florida Reefs, south-

Avard, throughout all the West Indies.

Isophyilia fragilis (Dana) Yer. Rose Coral. Lettuce Coral.

Mnssa fragilis Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exp., p. 185, pi. viii, fig. 9, 1846.

Isophyilia fragilis Verrill, in Dana, Coral Islands, ed. 2, p. 380, 1874, ed.

3, p. 424, 1890. Quelch, Voy. Chall., Z06I., xvi, p. 84.

Sipnphi/llia Guadulpensis Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., xi, p. 256,

1849 ; Hist. Coral!., ii, p. 373, 1857. (Young.)

Isophyilia Giiaduljiensis Pourtales, Deep Sea Corals, p. 71, 1871.

Symphyllia ?strigosa + f S. anemone + ? S. marginata Dueh. and Mich., Corall.

Antill., pp. 70, 72, pi. x, fig. 16, 1860. (Indeterminable from the descrip-

tions.)

Plate XYI. Figures 1, 2. Plate XVII. Figures 1-7.

Plate XYIII. Figure 1. Plate XIX. Figures 1, 4, 5.

This species, which is about as common as dlpsacea at Bermuda,

and lives with it, can best be distinguished from the latter by the

thin, lacerate-toothed, very unequal principal septa, which are not
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crowded, but have rather wide interseptal spaces, in which are the

much thinner and narrower small septa ; by the usually deep, steep-

walled calicles ; and by the prominent, thin, lamelliform, rather dis-

tant, and only slightly serrulate external costse.

Figure 4.—/sop^jy/Zux fragilis (D.). Portion of a specimen having many of tlie

calicles isolated, with the polyps partly contracted. Photographed from

nature. About f natural size.

Figure 4a.—The same, with the polyps. A specimen having two calicles isolated

and the rest in a long connected series. About | natural size.

The collines may be high, steep, and narrow, with a thin solid Avail,

or they may be double-walled, with a groove on top ;
or they may

be entirely disunited in some specimens, up to 2-5 inches (65""") in

diameter. But these variations in the collines may occur on a single

specimen. The septa are decidedly thinner, fewer, and much more

openl}^ arranged than in dqysacea of the same size, and the latter

has shorter, much stouter, and more regular septal teeth, and le^;s

prominent, closer, thicker, and more spinulose costa:'.

The original type* of Dana belongs to the Museum of Yale

* Vaughan (op. cit., pp. 41, 42, 1901) erroneously refers this species to CoJpo-

phyllia gyrosa. He says that from the descriptions "no specific distinction

between the two can be discovered." This statement seems absurd, for the

Mussa fragilis^IsophyUia was very well described and figured by Dana. He

also described and figured the strong, spiniform teeth of the septa. Such a

mistake seems unaccountable, and the more so because Quelch had already

referred it to IsophyUiu, in addition to my previous determination of it. The

type of /. fragilis, in the Yale Museum, I have now figured. (See pi. xvi,

fig. 1-)
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University. It is attached to a stone on which the name and

locality (Bermuda) were written in Dana's handwriting. The stone

is of granitoid character, but it may have been taken to Bermuda

in balhist, as often happens there. It belonged to the Redfield

Bermuda collection, which was presented to Yale University many

years ago. No. 4298.

This specimen, owing to its growing ui)on an angular corner of a

stone, is quite irregular in form ; one side is closely adherent to the

stone, almost to the edge, while the other side is free from 10 to

35™™, and shows very well the thin lamellate costae, finely, unevenly

serrulate, especially distally where they are highest. They are about

one-third as thick as the Avidth of the intercostal spaces. The

collines are irregular and crooked ; most of them are double-walled,

with a slight groove on top, the walls themselves being thin ; in

some places the walls are simple, or nearly so. The valleys are

unequal ; most are elongated, deep, and narrowed by crowding

;

others are nearly circular and less deep ; the longer ones are 14 to

20™™ wide, from wall to wall ; the larger circular ones are about

24™™ broad (in other specimens they are often 30™™ broad).

The septa are very thin, very unequal, openly arranged ; their

edges are irregularly and sharplj' dentate, with long, thin, flat, acute

or lacerate teeth, unequal in length and breadth, rough on their sides

and ends ; the larger teeth are near the columella There are about

six principal septa to a centimeter, with four or five much thinner

ones. The columella is open and loose in structure, composed of

slender, irregular, rough spiniform processes from the septa. This

coral is 80'"™ broad and 49™™ high, where thickest (pi. xvi, fig. l).

A somewhat younger, turbinate specimen from Bermuda (coll.

1901), agreeing \qyj closely with the type in the characters of the

septa, dentations, costae, etc., has deeper and more flaring calicles of

somewhat large size, 20 to 30™™ in diameter. In this the walls are

in nearly all cases separate ; they have united partially in some of

the collines, leaving a wide furrow, but in two collines they form

only a very thin and simple wall, showing that this is a matter of

small importance. This specimen was attached by a small pedicel,

leaving the lobulated outer Avail free for 30 to 35™™ all around ; the

costte are thin, hi^h, laminar, and verv finelv serrulate. (PI. xix,

fig. 1.)

Other regular young specimens, v.hen attached by a small pedicel,

have an imperfect epitheca that covers most of the under side,

except within 4 or 5™™ from the edge, and the base may be flat and

horizontal, circular or lobed. (PI. xvii, figs. 1-3.)
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Simple young specimens, 20 to 25™"' in diameter, are low, shallow,

nearly circular, and usually show no trace of division or lobulation

of the margins. They may have five cycles of septa, with the

larger ones lacerately toothed as in the adult. Plate xix, fig. 5.

The radial lobes and collines vary greatly with age ; the most

regular young ones, 40 to 6.5"^°' across, usually have six regular,

radial calicinal lobes, with six radial collines, and a central primary

calicle, but the primary lobes are often five, more rarely four or

three. The collines are frequently solid or nearly so, without a

groove on top. (PL xvii, figures 1--^.)

In ordinary adult specimens the septa are thin, generally rather

broad, unequal, and not very close together. The number to a cen-

timeter may be eight to twelve, in fully formed calicles, but in

imperfectly formed calicles there may be ten to twelve or more.

The larger ones are normally thin, but firm, broadly rounded toward

the margin, and not very prominent above the wall. But the form

varies greatly in different calicles. The serrations are generally

numerous, unequal, and mostly rather long, the larger teeth being

flat, not very wide at base, and with the tips mostly acute, but some-

times forked or lacerate. Those toward the outer ends of the septa

are usually decidedly shorter than the inner ones, but they are

irregularly larger and smaller on the whole edge. The columella

ma^'^ be rather large and spongy, or it may be small and trabecular

or lauiinose even on the same specimen.

The costJB are well developed, and like raised, thin ribs, separated

by regular grooves, and with the edges sharply and rather regularly

serrate, with the teeth very much smaller than those of the septa.

Sometimes the costse are sublamellar. They may be confined to a

narrow zone close to the edge, or they may be more than 25™™ long,

according to the variable extent of the epitheca.

This species is more apt to have part of the corallites isolated and

nearly circular than I. dipsacea. Frequently many of them are dis-

united for much of their length. The larger round calicles may
sometimes become 40™™ in diameter before they begin to divide.

One of our Bermudian specimens has, on one side, a simple,

curved, linear valley, five inches long (125™™), containing a row of

uniform, united calicles, while on the other side the calicles are

partly isolated, and partly in short groups of two or three, and of

various forms.

In the form and colors of the soft parts this species does not differ

materially from the last. Its colors are equally variable, but per-
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liaps the bright green colors are more common in this species. Tlie

tentacles are less numerous.

When full grown this sj)ecies is often 6 to 8 inches (150 to 200^'")

in diameter and 4 to 5 inches thick.

When the calicles are crowded resorption of portions of the

collines ma^^ break them up into detached cone-like or columnar por-

tions, or raay simply cause interruptions of their continuity.

Specimens partially killed by injury to the calicles may repair

themselves by budding out new cup-shaped calicles from the muti-

lated parts, and then the new growth may go on just as in the case

of young ones arising from eggs.

During the spring of 1901, owing to a period of unusually cold

and stormy w-eather in February and March, many dead or partly

dead specimens of this species and I. dipsacea were seen, in place,

and even those that seemed to be uninjured refused to expand,

though in previous years they expanded very freely in confinement.

They expand best in bright sunshine and during hot days.

This species is common at the Bermudas, in shallow water.

Florida Reefs. West Indies to St. Thomas. Probably generally

distributed in the West Indies.

In most collections this species is confused Avith I. dipsacea,

usually under the latter name. It is not always easy to distinguish

the two, without careful examination. It is possible that the two

forms may eventually have to be united as varieties of one species.

But all the numerous specimens of this group that I have hitherto

studied can be pretty definitely arranged under the two species, by

the diffei'ences in the septa and costae.

The following species seems to be so different that it can hardly

be confused with either of the preceding, unless when young.

Isophyllia multiflora V., sp. nov.

? IsophyUia multilcimeUa Pourt., Deep Sea Corals, p. 70, 1871 {non Duch. and

Mich.)

Plate XX. Figure 1. Plate XXV. Figure 1.

This species is remarkable for the rapid division of the calicles,

and the unusually small size of the calicles, which are very crowded,

and many of them are isolated or in very short series.

The collines are mostly irregular, simple, narrow, with a thin solid

wall, but in the larger examples they are often meandriniform. The

calicles are rather deep, mostly decidedly stellate, generally 14 or

15™"' in diameter, but varying from 12 to IS""™ ; depth G to 8™°'.
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Septa rather narrow and thin, closely arranged, their edges covered

with numerous rather slender, acute, rough teeth, the proximal ones

usually the larger. The sides of the septa and teeth are covered

with numerous, sharp, rough, conical grains, giving them a rough or

hispid appearance, under a lens. The columella is well developed,

rough, porous, composed of small, irregular, contorted and hispid

lamellae and spinous processes of the septa. There are usually 11 or

12 well-formed septa to a centimeter, besides some rudimentary ones.

The costge are not much elevated, except close to the edge, slightly

thickened, hispid laterally, and sharply serrate with small rough

sj^inules. The epitheca is imperfect, but usually covers much of

the lower side.

The animals of this coral are smaller than in the other species, and

they form elegant crowded groups, when expanded. The colors are

similar to those of dipsacea and fragilis, but emerald-green is per-

haps a more common color in this.

Our largest Bermudian specimen (pi. xx, fig. 1) is 40'"™ thick and
85""^ across, with a nearly flat upper surface. This has 27 distinct

calicinal centers, of which onl}^ five or six are isolated, most of the

others forming series of two or three. The raai'gin has about twelve

small lobes.

A very regular small specimen (pi. xxi, fig. l) is about SS""""

broad and 25™"" high, with twelve small marginal lobes and twelve

radial collines, six of which are primary and extend to the central

calicle in sinuous lines, mostly uniting to the five-lobed colline sur-

rounding the centi'al calicle, while the short secondary collines are

nearly radial and unequally developed. Each of the six primary

marginal calicles has already divided into three, more or less sepa-

rated calicles, and the secondary central calicle has formed four

smaller ones around itself, so that it is 5-lobed. Thus there are now
23 distinct calicinal centers on this small specimen. No. 4009.

A considerably larger one of I. dipsacea or I. fragilis would

usually have but seven calicles. This rapid increase in the calicles

seems to be characteristic of this species, which often resembles an

astrgean coral, such as Acanthastrwa, in the size and shape of its

calicles and septal teeth, though many of the calicles are not isolated,

like those of the latter.

I am una;ble to refer this rather rare species to any of those

described by Duch. and Mich., or others,* unless it be the form

* The Isophyllia Danaana (Edw. and H., as Mycetophyllia, Hist., ii, p. 377,

pi. D4, fig. 2) resembles this species in the width of the calicles and valleys, and

in its septa, but the valleys are long and sinuous ; the collines low and obtuse
;

and the columella is feebly developed.
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l»]-iefly described by PourtaK-s as mult'ilainella^ which seems quite

distinct from the species to which he doubtfully referred it.

Bennutla ami the Florida Reefs. Occui's also in the West Indies,

at the Bahamas, etc. It occurred on the Serj)uline Atolls, near

Hungry Bay, and in Great Sound, Bermuda.

Mussa (Symphyllia) hispida V., sp. nov.

Astrcva dipsaeea Dana, Zouph., p. 235, pi. xi, figs. 4-4d, 1846 (non Lam.)

Acanthastrcea dipsaeea Verrill, in Dana, Coral Islands, ed. 1, p. 380 ; ed. 3, p.

421, 1890, non E. & H.

Plate XXI. Figures 3, 2a, 2b, 2c.

Dana's type of this species is preserved in the Museum of Yale

University in good condition. No. 428'7.

It is an astreiform, hemispherical mass, about 100'"'^ in diameter.

The calicles are mostly simple and clearly circumscribed ; some are

circular, but many are elliptical or irregular ; some are elongated

and have 2, 3, or 4 centers in a series, as in I. multiflora.

The walls between the calicles are double and separated by an

o])enly vesicular exothecal structure, the proper wall being thin and

solid. The septa are thin, sharply- granulated laterally, deeply lacin-

iate, especially near the columella, and have long, rough, lacerate

and hispid teeth, largest toward the top. The columella is large,

loosely and coarsely trabecular, with rough spines on the surface.

In a section the coral appears very cellular ; the endothecal dissepi-

ments are compound, long, and much inclined ; septa are perforate

and trabecular.

Diameter of calicles, 8 to 18™™
; the elongated calicles with two

or three centers may be 25 to 30™™ long ; 10 to 12™™ Avide ; depth

7-10"'™
; distance between them, 2 to 4™™. West Indies (t. Dana).

Rare in collections.

This species resembles Acanthastrma, in which I formerly placed

it, but it has the structure of a 3fussa. The double wall and

vesicular exotheca are not found in Acanthastra3a, nor the elongated

calicles with several centers, dividing by fission.

The locality of Dana's type was uncertain, but was supposed to be

West Indian. A similar species is found at Pernambuco, Brazil.

See below; List of Brazilian Corals, and pi. xxi, f. 3,

Mussa (Symphyllia) rigida (Dana) Ver.

Astrcea {Fissicella) rigida Dana, Zooph., p. 337, pi. xii, figs. 8a-8t7, 1846.

Prionastvcea ? rujida Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 533, 1857.

Isophyllia rigida Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Z06I., i, p. 50, 1864 ; Coral Islands,

ed. 3, p. 433 {non Pourtales).
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Plate XXV. Figures 2, 3.

The IsophylUa rlgkla Verrill (Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 50,

1864) was based on Astrea rigida Dana (Zoopli., p. 237, 184G). The

type of the latter is in the Museum of Yale University. It is a badly

beach-worn, astreiform specimen, with irregular polygonal calicles,

mostly 10 to 12""" across. The walls are very solid, often 3 to 4™"'

thick. The edges of the septa are entirely destroyed. In sections it

resembles an Isophyllia with unusually Avell isolated calicles. Its

origin is unknown ; West Indies? No, 4297.

Several fresh specimens from the Bahamas (coll. R. P. Whitfield),

Amer. Mus. and Yale Mus., are apparently of this species. These

have deep, roundish or irregular, isolated calicles, 10-15"'™ in diame-

ter ; many are dividing ; septa about 30, stout, exsert, strongly

spinose-dentate, the distal teeth larger, divergent ; upper ones erect,

prominent, acute; columella small, trabecular. Walls entirely united,

nearly solid. The larger hemispherical masses are 90-100"*™ across.

No. 6616. Plate xxxiii, fig. 4.

Allied to M. Ilarttii, var. conferta, but septa are thicker, with the

distal erect teeth much stronger ; walls more solid.

Mussa Harttii Verrill.

Mussa narttii + SymjjhyUia Harttii Verrill, these Trans., i, pp. 357, 358, 1868.

E. Rathbun, Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., ii, p. 40, 1878 ; Amer. Naturalist,

xiii, p. 542, 1879.

Plate XXII. Figures 1-2. Plate XXIII. Figures 1, 2.

Plate XXV. Figure 4. Plate XXXIII. Figure 3.

A larger series of this species than that first studied has convinced

me that both the forms originally described by me, provisionally, as

distinct, are really only extreme growth-forn'is of one variable species.

In the Museum of Yale University there are several intermediate

specimens, some,of which I have now figured. (PI. xxii, figs. 1, 2.)

It occurs with all the corallites united to their summits by a vesi-

cular exotheca {/Si/m2)hyllki-iorm, pi. xxiii, fig. 1), var. aonferta ; in

dichotomous groups with the calicles and branches disunited, and

without exotheca (fig. 2), var. laxa : in masses with the corallites free

for only a short distance, leaving only deep grooves between (pi. xxii,

fig. 1); in groups in which the corallites are free for \ or ^ their

lengths, with exotheca below (fig. 2), var. intermedia • and in various

other intermediate forms.

One specimen (pi. xxxiii, fig. 3) consists of a cluster of seven

calicles of the Symphyllla-iovva, arising from a dichotomous branch

of the typical Miissa-ioYn\. No. 4545.
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The calicles generally separate rather quickly in all the forms, and

a large i)art of them are circular and irregularly elliptical, or hour-

glass shape, owing to imperfect division. The size of the calicles, even

when circular, is quite variable, but is mostly between 12 and 18"™
;

the ellii^tical ones are often 25 to 30""" long.

The septa are generally werj thin, deeply lacerately toothed, the

longer teeth being on the wider and rounded upper portion. They
are usually rather openly spaced, about 9 or 10 wide ones to a centi-

meter, with as many very narrow or rudimentary alternating ones.

In some specimens there are 12 large septa to a centimeter.

In the extreme form, var. confertifolia (fig. xxii, fig. 1), there are

16 larger and 16 smaller, very thin septa to a centimeter.

The columella is generally well developed, very porous, composed

of numerous rough, irregular trabecular processes, with free spines

on its surface. But sometimes it is coarsely, rudely trabecular and

very loosely arranged, or it may be almost lacking.

The costje are usually rather thm and not much elevated, but they

are covered with numerous, rather close, sharp, elongated, often

recurved spinules. These costal spines are very characteristic for

this species, but in some specimens they become fewer, more irregu-

lar and less elongated, on some parts at least.

Brazil, from Pernambuco to Abrolhos Reefs ; Victoria ; Porto

Seguro, Bahia, Mar Grande, etc., common,—C, F. Hartt ; R. Rath-

bun. According to Mr. Rathbuu the clusters are sometimes 2 feet

across.

Var. confertifolia Ver., nov.

Plate XXII. Figure 1.

The type of this variety is much more delicate than usual, with

much more numerous, thinner, and crowded septa (about 16 larger

and 16 smaller septa to the centimeter) ; the}^ are covered with long,

slender, sharp teeth. The columella is well developed and finely

trabecular. The cost® are small, close, and crowdedly spinose, with

small acute spinules, much as in the typical form, but smaller.

The corallites are short, pretty closely crowded, circular, elliptical,

and some are irregular and rather smaller than usual. Thej- are

united for only a short distance, or not at all, by exotheca.

Pernambuco, Brazil,—Derby and Wilmot, 18V0. No. 4551.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XL 9 November, 1901.
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Mussa lacera (Pallas) Oken.

Madrejwra lacera Pallas, Elench. Zooph., p. 208, 1766. Esper, Pflanz., i, p. 148,

pi. XXV, fig. 2, 1791.

Madrepora cardmis Ellis and Sol., Zooph., p. 153, pi. xxv, 1786.

Mussa lacera Oken, Lelir. Natiirg., p. 75, 1815.

CaryojiJnjllia cardims Lam., Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ii, p. 229, 1816; ed. 2, p.

357.

Caryophyllia lacera (^ars) Ehr., Corall. R. Meeres, p. 92, 1834. Edw. andHaime,

Ann. Sci. Nat., ii, p. 238, 1849.

Mussa carduus Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exp., p. 175, 1846. Edw. and Haime, Hist.

Corall., ii, p. 334, 1857.

Lithophyllia lacera Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 291, 1857 (Young-) + 7^.

Cubensis, op. cit.
,
p. 292.

Scolymia lacera Haime, Mem. Soc. Geol. France, iv, p. 279, 1852. Bruggmanu.

Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., xx, p. 303, 1877. Vaughan, op. cit., pp. 6, 34.

1901.

This large species is common in the Bahamas and southward to

Curacao.

On the Florida reefs it seems to be rather rare. It has not been

found at the Bermudas. It forms dichotomous clumps, often more

than a foot high and broad. The calicles, when full grown, are

mostly isolated and nearly circular. They are from 40 to 65™™ in

diameter, and sometimes more, but mostly about 50™™. The calicles

vary in depth, some being shallow, others rather deep. The septa

are numerous and strongly toothed, but the teeth vary widely in

form ; usually the distal ones are much the larger. The larger septa

are usually pretty thick, but sometimes they are thin and fragile.

The exterior is covered with rows of strong, acute costal spines.

I regard the simple forms with broad calicles and wide base,

referred by Edw. and Haime to Lithophyllia lacera, as the young of

this species before fission takes place. The two forms occur in the

same localities. It is certain that all the species of 3Iiissa and

Isophyllia have such a simple young stage, before they begin to

divide, in which the diameter of the cup equals or exceeds that of

the adult calicles after division. The size of the calicles and the

number and character of the septa and their denticulations all corre-

spond well in the two forms. Moreover, I have seen specimens of

the simple Lithopyllia-ioYva in which infoldings of the margin had

already taken place, to begin the process of fission.

If this form be not the young of " carduus,^^ as I believe, then its

young have not been discovered, which would be remarkable in the

case of such a large and common species.
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Pallas described both forms and considered them the same, under

the name of J/, lacera. The type of carduus is still in the Hunte-

rian Mus. (t. Young).

Probably the LithophylUa Cuhensis Edw. and Haime is only a

slight variation of the same young form, for similar variations occur

in the adult calicles.

Mussa angulosa (Pallas) Oken.

Madrepora angulosa Pallas, op. cit. , p. 299, 1766. Esper, op. cit., i, p. 92, pi.

vii, 1791.

Mussa angulosa Oken, Lehr. Natiirg., p. 73, 1815. Dana, Zooph., p. 176, 1846.

Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 329, 1857.

This species is closely allied to 3f. lacera. It differs from it in

the smaller size of the branches and calicles, which are usually from

25 to 50™™ in diameter, and are apt to be crowded and angular.

The principal septa are generally rather wide and exsert. A study

of a large series of specimens might, perhaps, compel lis to unite

them in one species.

It is much less common in collection than J\f. lacera, and most

specimens are beach-worn. It ranges from Florida to the Antilles,

but seems to be rare on the Florida reefs.

TJlophyllia crispa (Lam.) Edw. and Haime.

OulophylUa crispa Edw. and H. , Ann. Sci. Nat., ser. 3, xi, p. 268, 1849.

Ulophyllia crispa Edw. and H., Hist. Corall., ii, p. 378, 1857.

I have studied a fine large specimen from Singapore, in the Ward
collection, now in the Field Columbian Museum, at Chicago.

This is 12 X 8 inches across, and about 6 inches thick. The valleys

are mostly 15 to 20™™ wide, but some are 25 to 30™™ across in the

widest places; depth 10 to 15™™.

The septa are rather loosely arranged, usually 9 or 10 to a centi-

meter, mostly wide and strongly toothed at base, projecting but

little above the walls, and not much thickened ; narrow ones alter-

nate in some places between the wider ones, but not regularly. The

large teeth of the wide septa are mostly broad at base, triangular,

about as broad as high, subequal ; usually the larger ones are on the

basal part, but not infrequently the larger ones are above the middle.

The ridges or collines are angular, broad at base, thin and simple

at the summit. Columella variable, sometimes well developed,

trabecular, sometimes open or rudimentary. Exterior of the coral

lobulated at the margin, faintly costulate, nearly smooth, and with-

out spines.
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This is not a West Indian species, as some writers have supposed.

All specimens that I have seen were from Singapore.

Several other, apparently distinct species, have been described

from the Indo-Pacific I'egion, Among them are the following :

—

TI. aspera Quelch, op. cit., xvi, p. 88, pi. iii, figs. b-bb. Banda.

IT. cellulosa Quelch, op. cit., p. 87, pi. iii, figs. (5-6c, 1886. Banda.

U. maxima Rehberg, Abh. Geb. Naturw. Ver., Hamburg, xii, p.

18, pi. i, fig. 12, 1892. Duke of York Island.

IT. Stuhlmanni Rehb., op. cit., p. 17. Zanzibar.

Addenda to Favltinm.

The following species should have been inserted on page 91.

Favia Whitfield! Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXV. Figure 5.

This coral forms rounded masses, up to four inches (100""") in

diameter. Calicles a little elevated, rather large, 8-12™™ in diameter,

mostly nearly circular ; some are elliptical and undergoing fission; a

few are irregularly lobed. Their cavities are rather deep, funnel-

shaped, narrow at the bottom.

Septa somewhat exsert, rounded at the summit, and roughly ser-

rate
;
paliform lobe well developed, serrate. Columella small, lamel-

lose or trabecular ; walls thick, solid, separated \>\ dense exotheca

having few cellules in one row.

Nassau, N, P.,—coll. R. P. Whitfield. Two good, fresh specimens

are in the American Museum Nat. Hist., New York. No. 543. I

have seen other specimens that are beach-worn.

This species is quite unlike any of the other West Indian species

of Favia. Its general appearance, and especially its large, round

calicles cause it to resemble some of the East Indian species. Its

septa are more roughly serrate than in most species.

Family Echinoporidae. Emended.

Coral usually foliaceous or frondose, sometimes branched, rarely

encrusting, generally thin, with the exotheca or ccenenchyma spar-

ingly developed and usually cellular, but sometimes solid {Acantho-

pora). Corallites short, often obliquely appressed ; increasing

chiefly by marginal, basal, or intercostal budding, generally scattered

irregularly and only on one side of the foliaceous species, but some-

times on both sides, and not forming collines, but sometimes

arranged in short rows.
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Septa often strongly exsert, dentate or lacerate, the distal ones

usually continuous with the costfe. Common base often thin, but

firm, imperforate, irregularly costate, often echinulate.

These corals often resemble fungian corals, like Agaricia and

Podabacia, but they have distinct and often large exothecal dissepi-

ments and lack synapticula'.

To this family I now unite the genus Mycedhnn Oken, as

emended,= P/i2///ffsirte« Dana.

Mycedium (Oken) Edw. and Hairne. Type M. elephantotus (Pallas; Esper.)

Mycedium (pars) Oken, Lehr. Natiirg. , i, 69, 1815.

Agaricia (jyars) Ehr., Corall., p. 105, 1834 {non Lam.)

Phiillastrcva Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exped., p. 269, 1846.

Helioseris (pars) Edw. and Haime, Compt.-rend., xxix, p. 73, 1849.

Mycedinm (pars) Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., xv, p. 130, 1851 ; Hist.

Nat. Corall., iii, p. 72, 1860 (non Mijcedia Dana, 1846).

The coral in this genus usually forms thin, foliaceous, often con-

torted fronds, simple or clustered. They may be unifacial or bifa-

cial. The calicles are rather large, one-sided, oblique or appressed,

stellate, usually scattered, not in long series. Collines rudimentary

or lacking. Septa rather few, thickened, serrate or laciniate, exsert,

prominent externally, continuous from calicle to calicle, as septo-

•costae. Costoe coarse, rough, serrate. Under side of coral rather

coarsely costate.

Much unnecessary confusion has arisen as to the characters of this

genus.

This has been due chiefly to the fact that most writers have failed

to recognize the true characters of the type species, Madrepora ele-

2)hantotus* of Pallas, and have had very different species under this

name, including two or more West Indian species of Agaricia, as will

be shown under that genus, which have nothing to do with the true

elephantotus. Milne-Edw. and Haime had, however, a more correct

idea of the nature of the original genus, and their interpretation of

it must hold good, even though they included some species that may
better be placed elsewhere. But their species described as elephait-

totus is not tiie species of Pallas.

* It has been suggested by Qvielch that this spelling was a typographical error

for elephantopus, but the allusion is plainly to the resemblance of a broad
foliaceous coral to an elephant's ear, not to the foot. Some of the early poly-

nomial writers gave these foliaceous corals the vernacular name "Elephants
Ears." See Voy. Chall., xvi, p. 116, foot note.
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The 31. elephantotus of Pallas was not an Agaricia, and was

from " Oceanus Indicus." It belongs to a strictly Indo-Pacific

group of corals. It was carefuU}^ described b}^ Pallas, who said that

he had seen but a single specimen. So that there Avas here no con-

fusion due to an original mixture of several species. Such confusion

was due to the confounding of other very unlike species with it l)y

subsequent writers, even down to the present year.

Vaughan (op. cit., pp. 63, 64, 67, 1901) identifies it with a West

Indian species very close to "J/! fragile,'''' from which he thinks it

may be distinct (p. 67), and he states that he has seen good speci-

mens, but does not give the characters. Therefore we can only

infer that he considers it a West Indian foliaceous Agaricia.

Gregory (op. cit., pp. 280, 281, 1895) unites it definitely with the

sj^ecies A. fragilis, without a mark of doubt.

But the species described by Pallas, as plainly stated by him, was

a Avidely different coral. He stated that the stars (calicles) arc-

scattered, nearly in quincunx ; that they are prominent and lacerate;

that the exterior of the coral has rather remote, rough, longitudinal

costfe ; and that it seems intermediate between 31. agaricites and

31. lactuca.

None of these characters apply to the Agaricia fragilis and its

allies, nor to any true Agaricia. His description* clearly indicates

a coral with large, well-defined, stellate, scattered calicles, having

lacerate septa, continuous distally with the suV_)parallel, radial,

granulated costjB, and with a coarse, roughl}^ costate exterior surface,

instead of one with the fine and even striations characteristic of

Agaricia fragilis and its allies.

Pallas does not state that the calicles are in series, nor does he

mention transverse sulci or collines, though these characters are

carefully described by him under M. agaricites on a previous page.

Hence we must conclude that they did not exist in his species, espe-

cially as he also says that the stai's are nearly in quincunx. This is

also the case in Esper's elephantotus.

* The original Latin description (Elench. Zooph., p. 290) is as follows :

—

" Madrepora conglomerata subturbinata, intns lamellis gi'anulosis parallelis-

stellisqiie lacero-prominnlis sparsis.

Corallium format laminam tenuem, snbturbinatam, iindato-ci'ispam, laeinio-

sam, sessilem, extus longitudinaliter porcis remotiiisculis striatam ; intus praedi-

tam lamellis longitudinalibus, subparallelis, obtusisatque granulosis, quae passim

interruptas sunt stellis rariusculis, fere in quincunces sparsis, lacero promi-

nulis ; harum lamellae istae lougitudinales quasi radii sunt. Locus : Oceanus
Indicus.

Est quasi medium inter M. Lactucam & agaricitis quasdam varietates."
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III fact, tlic description calls for a coarsely costate and rough

coral, having scattered, stellate calicles, without collines.

The genus PlnjllaMrom Dana, based ou P. tub!fex Dana, corre-

sponds to it in many respects, and is evidently congeneric with it, as

noted by Edw. aii<l Kaiuie. Several other allied species are known

to me.

Unfortunately, Edw. and Haime described as elephantotiis a very

distinct species, with very tine, close, equal costal stri;e on the under

side, and this has helped to perpetuate the confusion.

Esper (PHanz., i, pi. xviii, figs. 1-4) figured as 3f. eleplumtotus

Pallas, from the East Inrlies, a foliaceous species, with thin, clustered,

convoluted fronds, strongly radially costate and serrate, but not

echinate, below. Calicles stellate, appressed, raised proximally, with

coarse, serrate, angular septa. This may well be the real elephanto-

tus Pallas. It corresponds to it better than does any other figure.

Dana (Zooph., p. 339) referred to a specimen of this species that

he had seen in Peale's Museum, Philadelphia. This museum was

burned many years ago, but Dana's sketch of this specimen is

in the collections of the Yale ^Museum, with other unpublished draw-

ings of corals presented by him.

It is probably of Indo-Pacific origin.

Ehrenberg described in 1834 a different species under the name

of Agarlcia ? elephantotiis.'^ It had calicles six lines in diameter

which is much larger than those of Esj^er's species.

The Mycedhun Okeni Edw. and Haime (Hist., iii, p. 75, pi. Dl'i?

figs. Ic/, 1^ (not 2)), also has large calicles, 10™"" in diameter, and is

probably very close to elejyhantotus, if not the same. It has rough,

dentate, angular septa and the calicles somewhat in series. There

is evidently an error in the numbering of the figures on the plate.

Quelch {o\). cit., p. 116) referred this species to Phyllastrcea Dana.

As for 31. cucidlata Ellis and Sol, it seems to be a species of

Agarlcia that cannot yet be positively identified. I have seen no

specimens like it, nor do any of the modern descriptions agree very

well with it. It is certainly not the same as elephantotus of Pallas,

though it may be the species wrongly called by that name in some

modern books; i:)0ssibly it is the M. elephantotus of Edw. and Haime,

but the latter is not the elephantotus Pallas. Gregory puts it as

a synonym of his erroneous elephantotns-fragilis. The A. cucuUata

Dana is probably A. pnirpurea Les., described below.

* Doubting its real identity with the Pallasian species, he gave it the provi-

sional name of meyasfoma, as noted also by Dana. It is perhaps a Tridac-

ophyUia. Edw. and Haime, ii, p. 381, consider it the young of T. lachica.
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Some of the sj^ecies of Podahacia resemble the M. elephantotus

rather closely in form. This is particularly the case with an appar-

ently undescribed species.*

Mycedium explanatum Verrill.

Phyllastrcea explanata Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. , i, p. 53, 1864.

Plate XXIX. Figures la, \h, \c.

Additional specimens of this species show considerable variations

from the type.

The fronds may be 8-10'°'° thick, but become very thin, about

.05'°'°, at the margin. The under side is covered with unequal,

raised, rounded, dichotomous costoe, the larger ones separated by

three to six smaller ones ; they are not serrulate nor echinate. On
the older parts of the upper side, the corallites are large, often

crowded, sometimes erect, but usually much inclined, mostly 8-10"'"'

in diameter. The septa vary from less than 12 to 18. Most com-

monly there are about 12 larger, subequal, very thick and prominent

ones, with several much thinner ones of the 3d cycle. The large

ones are perpendicular within, acute-angular at the summit, and con-

* Podabacia dispar, sp. nov. Coral thin, foliaceous, in broad fronds, often

concave above, and very thin at the edges. Common wall thin but compact,

with few or no perforations, and covered with unequal, slightly raised, but con-

tinuous, costse ; often every 4th or 8th one is larger than the intermediate ones,

which decrease in size according to the cycle of the septa with which they corre-

spond, the smallest extending only a short distance from the edges. Their edges

are finely granulated, and sometimes the larger ones are sparingly denticulate

with very small, rough, irregular teeth, very much smaller than those of P. Crus-

tacea. The calicles are irregularly scattered ; the lai'ger ones are stellate, with

a well developed columella, made up of irregular rough processes, sometimes

united into a nearly solid mass. Septa thin, in three cycles, with some very

thin perforated ones of the 4th cycle on the distal side. Usually there are nine

to twelve larger septa ; but in the outer calicles there are visually but six. The

principal septa are wide, rise abruptly, and form a prominent, somewhat

thickened lobe or angle at the summit, beyond which the edge is concave, thin,

finely and sharply serrate, and continuous with the long septo-costae. The

prominent angle is often lacerate-toothed, but more frequently it is subentire.

The septo-costas are of several sizes, but generally the alternate ones are very

thin, deeply lacerate, and much perforated close to the edge. The synapticulae

are lai'ge and conspicuous. Plate xxix, figs. 5, 5a.

Diameter of the larger calicles, 4-6"""
; thickness of coral, 1.5 to 3 inches

from edge, 6-8"'°\

Samoa Is. (Coll. H. A. Ward). Museum of Yale Univ., No. 6178, and Field

Columb. Mus., Chicago.
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vexly rounded externally, where tbey pass into thick, stout costse,

bearing several eonical, rough, often hollow spines.

The summit is roughly serrate or spinulose ; the inner edge and

sides sharply and roughly granulated. The septo-costse are often

long, hecoming thinner between the corallites than on their walls,

and alternately thicker and thinner ; they bear rather fine, strong,

suberect, acute or lacerate spines. Toward the margin of the coral

the corallites are smaller, more appressed, but circular, and have 6 to

12 larger, thick, prominent, exsert, acute, lacerate or spinose septa.

The septo-costae here become thinner and higher, with erect, rough

or lacerate, rather distant spines. The columella is generally pretty

well developed and roughly trabecular.

In sections (fig. Ic) the exotheca is pretty compact, with numerous

rather small dissepiments, much smaller than in the next species.

Tahiti; Mus. Comp. ZooL; Yale Mus.; Field Columb. Mus.

For the older, thick form, with stout, swollen or rounded corallites,

I have used the variety name, turgida. It often looks like a dis-

tinct species, but it grades into the thinner form. The differences

are probably due to age.

Mycedium tenuicostatum Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXIX. Figures 3, 2o, 26, 2c.

Coral forms a large foliaceous frond, more or less bent and irregu-

lar, considerably thickened and cellular in the older parts, but thin

at the margin.

Exterior dichotomousl}^ costate ; the costae are unequal, 1 to 3 or

o smaller ones between the larger ; all are broadly I'ounded, more

than twice as wide as the narrow intervening grooves ; their surfaces

are slightly rough with minute granules.

Corallites, toward the center of the upper side, are large and much
crowded, expanded, prominent, often erect ; the larger ones are 15 to

IS'""^ across, with ver}^ exsert, excurved, very roughly lacerate and

spinose septa, which are thick and broad at the summit, with the

inner edge flaring and roughly dentate and the outer or costal por-

tion laceratel}' dentate. There are often 24 septa, in three cycles,

but frequently only 12 to 18 are present ; those of the third cycle

are thin and narrow ; sometimes smaller septa of the fourth cycle

appear. Many corallites are but little prominent, with the septa

thinner and not much exsert, angular at the summit, and roughly
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spinulose. The septo-costse are very thin and high, separated by

spaces 4 to times as wide, with few angular teeth.

In sections (fig. 2c), the exotheca is abundant, coarsely cellular
;

the dissepiments are convex and numerous, Singapore ('?); Mus.

Yale Univ.: Field Columb, Museum.

Echinopora elegans Ver., sp. uov.

Plate XXIX. Figure 3.

The coral forms broad, thin, contorted, foliaceous fronds, some-

times 20 inches (500™") broad and 10 inches high, while the average

thickness of the folise may be 3 to 4™", becoming very thin and

translucent toward the margins, but yet compact and strong. Under
side has rather loosely scattered small calicles in some parts, but

toward the margins they are absent and the surface is evenly and

closely covered with very small, nearlj^ equal costal, roughened with

minute granules.

The upper side is roughly echinulate, and bears larger and more

prominent calicles, which are rather crowded in some parts, but

irregularly arranged, and becoming more scattered toward the mar-

gins, where the intervals are often equal to three or four times their

diameter.

The larger corallites are verruciform, 3 to 4™"^ in diameter, with

ver}^ roughl}" echinulate septa and costse.

The septa, in the larger calicles, form three ver}- unequal cj^cles.

The six primaries are much exsert, a little thickened, hispid laterally,

and with the edges finely lacerately toothed. Usually they consist

of two or three deeply divided lobes, the outer one standing on the

outer thecal margin ; the next, just within the calicle, is a little

wider ; the third, usually smaller, may represent the paliform lobe or

tooth. Those of the second cj'cle are smaller and thinner, but lobed

in the same way. Those of the third cycle are very small and

narrow, or often rudimentary.

The septo-costai are numerous, even, and rather close, represented,

in general, hy rows of small, upright, echinulate or lacerate spinules

of about equal size
; toward the margins the costulie become more

elevated, with the edge echino-lacerate.

The columella is usually well developed, finely trabecular or spongy.

Samoa (coll. Ward); Mus. Yale University and Field Columbian

Museum. No. 6180.
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Echinopora concinna Ver. , sp. nov.

Plate XXIX. Figure 4.

The coral forms large, thin, foliaceous, bent fronds, a foot or more

across, becoming very thin bnt firm at the edges. Both surfaces

bear similar calicles in the type.

The septo-costfe are fine, very regular, only slightly raised, and

each bears a row of regularly spaced, not crowded, small, erect,

rough spinules, which give a neat and very regularly spinulose char-

acter to the surface.

The calicles are small, low, verruciform, rather open, with deep

and conspicuous interseptal loculi. The septa are in three cycles,

the smallest ver}^ thin and narrow. The lai'ger ones are wide,

thickened at the walls, a little prominent, angular at the summit, and

laceratelj^ toothed.

The columella is well developed and finely trabecular or spongy.

Diameter of calicles about 4"'™; their height about 1 to 2™"\

Pelew I.,—coll. Ward; Yale Museum and Field Colura. Mus.,

Chicago. This is allied to JE. st.rialula Studer, (Monatsb. Kong.

Akad. Wiss., Berlin, 1877, p. G44, pi. iii, figs. 10a, b,) from NeAV

Britain.

Family AgaricidcB Ver., 1867.

Fungidce (pars) Dana, Zooph., p. 283, 1846.

LojjJioserince (paj'.s) Edw. and Haime, Compt.-rend. , xxix, p. 71, 1849. Hist.

Corall., iii, p. 85, 1860.

Lophoseridoi Duncan, Revision, p. 1\Q, + PlesiofungUlce {pars), p. 133, 1884.

Agariciclce Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 542, 1867.

Corals generally compound, increasing mostly by marginal bud-

ding, often thin foliaceous or frondose, either unifacial or bifacial,

sometimes in thick plates or massive. Calicles small and shallow,

often without definite solid walls. Septa usually numerous, low,

finely sei'rulate or subentire, more or less of them continuous, as

septo-costa?, with those of adjacent calicles.

Synapticulse exist between the septa, and in thick or massive forms

there are also dissepiments. Outer wall compact, imperforate, usually

with slender, serrulate costal striations, seldom echinate.

Polyps short, scarcely exsert, with small, short, verruciform, blunt

or clavate, or often rudimentary tentacles.
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Agaricia Lam. (emended). Type A. iindata Ellis and Sol.*

Agaricia (pars) Lamarck, Syst. Anim. sans Vert., p. 375, 1801 (1st species is

" 3f. cucuUata Ellis and Sol.,"' 3d species is M. undata ; 2d species is now
Merulina ampliata).

Undaria O^en, Lehr. Natiirg., p. 68, 1815 (includes 1st, agaricifes; 2d, undata).

Agancia {pars) Lam., Hist. Anim. s. Vert., 1815.

Agaricia (subgenus Mycedia) Dana, Zooph., pp. 333, 335, 1846 {non Mycedium

Oken, 1815).

Agancia and Mycedium (pars) Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, pp. 72, 80, 1860.

Duch. and Mich., Cor. Antill., pp. 80, 81, 1860.

Agaricia Quelch, Voy. Chall., Zool., xvi, p. 116. Gregory, op. cit., p. 279,

1895. Vaughan, op. cit., p. 63, 1901.

This genus cannot be divided into two, on account of the charac-

ter of the unifacial or bifacial corals, as many writers have tried to

do, nor on the character of an encrusting mode of growth, as dis-

tinguished from the pedieelled, cup-shaped or turbinate, and folia-

ceous corals, formed by several of the species, and perhaps by all

under certain conditions, and when young. Better generic and

specific characters are to be found in the finely striated under side of

the coral, when it is free, and in the distinctly stellate calicles,

usually arranged in concentric lines or grooves, often separated hy

ridges or collines, around the primary calicle, but this arrangement

may become irregular, obscured, or wholly lacking, in parts of very

old or crowded specimens of some species, like A. agaricites.

The septa are but little prominent, usually in two to four cycles,

and are usually finely and rather evenly serrulate. The calicles are

usually rather small or of moderate size, much larger and far more

distinctly stellate than in Pachyseris, but not so large and prominent

as in Mycedium (true sense). The septa and costse are not coarse

and not spinose, nor laeerately toothed, as in the latter.

The calicles often resemble those of some species of Pavona] very

closely and so does the frondose structure of the coral.

The mistake of confounding true Mycedium with this genus has

already been discussed above (pp. 183-135).

* I take A. undata as type, because there is still much doubt as to the real

affinities of cucullata. The latter has been identified with 31. elephantotus by

many, and hence put under Mycedium. A. uyidata is evidently closely allied to

A. fragilis. The original type is still in the Hunterian Mus. (t. Young, Ann.

Mag. N. H., xix, p. 116, 1877).

f Pavona Lam., 1801, p. 372, but spelled Pavonia Lam., 1816 ; Dana, 1840, etc.

The two examples given, in 1801, were 1st, P. cristata, with reference to Ellis

and Sol., pi. 63; 2d, P. lactuca (Pallas). Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 81,

1860, and Gregory, op. cit., p. 279, 1895, quote P. cristata Lam., 1801, as a

synonym of Agaricia agaricites. If this were so, then Pavona and Agaricia
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Much confusion has always existed as to the number and charac-

ters of the species inchided in this group. Gregory and Yaughan,

among recent writers, have gone too far in uniting diverse species,

so as to reduce the number of American species to two or three only.

Gi'egory (op. cit., pp. 270, 280) united with agaricites, not only cris-

tata, but also iindata (E. and S.); porpiirea Les. ; (jihhosa D. ; Zes-

soni D. and M. ; vesparium D. and M, ; and even " A. arthrophylla "

Horn.* (i. e. anthophyllum), which has no resemblance to agaricites

and belongs to Pachyseris. Probably some of the other species that

he lumped together, perhaps rather hastily, may also be distinct.

Vaughan (op. cit., 1901) followed Gregory pretty closely, but was

inclined to keep fragilis and elephantotus separate, and he was doubt-

ful about anthophyUum. But under agaricites he puts LamarcM,
Danai (D. and M.), and with doubt, Sancti-Johannis D. and M.

He has studied the types of Danai D. and M. ; Lessoni; and vespa-

rium at Turin, and his opinion is important as to these. But the

Danai and Sai^ctl-Johannis are referred to the elephantotus-fragilis

group by Gregory.

This genus is almost exclusively West Indian, but A. Forskalli

Edw. and H. is a fossil from the recent deposits of the Red Sea.

Quelch (Voy. Chall., xvi, p. 118) described Agaricia regidaris from

Levuka I. In the Indo-Pacific fauna it is mostly rej)laced by

Pavonia and Pachyseris, with numerous species.

would be synonymous. But Edw. and Haime refer the M. cHstata of Ellis and

Sol. to Lophoseris (op. cit., p. 66), which is synonymous with Pavonia of

authors. So the reference, first named, is doubtless an error. On the same

page " Madrepora agaricites Dana" is quoted, by eiTor. The original definition

of Pavona would apply equally to that genus and to some species of Agaricia,

like A. agaricites. Agaricia was then separated wholly on account of the

unifacial coral—a character of minor importance.

* Pachyseris anthophyUum (llorn, 1860) Ver. The type of this species was

studied by me in the Philadelphia Acad. Nat. Science a number of years ago.

It is a typical Pachyseris, closely allied to P. inonticulosa Ver., and is doubtless

of Indo-Pacific origin, like all the related species. The surface is covered with

lobes and monticules, much as in certain examples of all the other species. The

septa are laterally covered with numerous close and prominent, rough or

crisped, flat or irregular granulations, which fill up much of the space between

them, the granulations being often nearly in contact across the interseptal

spaces, giving the septa a crowded and thickened appearance, though the septa

themselves are rather thin for the genus, and alternately unequal. The ridges

or coUines are somewhat irregular, obtusely rounded, or somewhat angular, not

very elevated, nor very close together. The calicinal centers are indistinct.

The calicinal groove is narrow and deep, and contains a columella-lamella of

variable thickness. The under sui'face of the frond is finely and regularly

costulate.
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Agaricia fragilis Dana. Hat Coral. Shade Coral.

Acjaricia (Myccdia) fragilis Dana, Zooph. U. States Expl. Exp., p. 341, 1846.

Mycedium fragile Ven-ill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 55, 1864. Pourtales,

Deep Sea Corals, pp. 48, 82, 1871. Florida Reefs Corals, pi. xi, figs. 1-10

(series of young), pi. xiii, figs. 1-5 (adult), pi. xiv, figs. 1-9 (details), 1880.

Mycedia fragilis Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 83, 1860.

? Agaricia Lamarcki and ?A. undata (no»i Ellis and Sol.) Edw. and Haime,

Hist. Corall., iii, pp. 83, 83, 1860.

Agaricia fragilis Quelch, Challenger Voy., Zool., xvi, p. 116, 1886. Vaughan,

op. cit., p. 67, 1901.

Agaricia elephantotus (pars) Gregory, Quart. Joum. Geol. Soc. London, li, p.

280, 1895 (non Pallas).

Plate XXVI. Figures la-Id.

This elegant species has been so full}^ and beautifullj" illustrated

by Sonrel in the plates of the Florida Corals Reefs, by Louis Agassiz,

edited by Pourtales, quoted above, that little need be added, except

as to its synonymy and habits, and some special variations. It is the

onlt/ species of Agaricia found at the Bermudas, where it is very

common in very shallow water, as well as in two to four fathoms.

So that Gregory's idea that it is a deep water variety is not valid.

In Harrington Sound, where there is scarcely any tide, it can often

be gathered by hand from water not over a foot deep, especially

under the shade of overhanging cliffs, but it is most abundant in

six to twelve feet of water. It generally lives in sheltered localities,

where heavy surf does not occur. It often occurs in colonies.

In the spring of 1901, many recently dead and partly dead speci-

mens, mostly of large size, were seen in Harrington Sound. This

Avas due, without doubt, to a period of unusually cold and stormy

M^eather in February and March, which also killed vast numbers of

fishes, etc., in Bermuda waters.*

No forms like 31. elep/umtotus, nor like A. agaricites, are ever

found here, which is good evidence that they are distinct and more

tropical species.

Hundreds of specimens from Bermuda, studied by me, show but

slight variations, aside from those due to ordinary growth and to

injuries. The specimens here are always pedicelled, Avith a broad,

thin, delicate, cup-shaped, saucer-shaped, or salver-shaped frond,

when normally grown ; rarely the edges bend down all around, and

the upper side may then be flat or concave. After injuries the frond

may become irregular, or even much deformed, owing to unequal

repairs, but it never becomes truly encrusting.

* See Amer. Joum. Sci., xii, p. 88, 1901.
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Til some instaiict's the coral has been penetrated by the double

siphon-tubes ol" Gastrocltoina, which may rise one to two inches

above the upper surface. In such cases these tubes become covered

to the tips with an encrusting growth of the coral, as is usual with

corals of this and other groups, thus forming conical or chimney-

like structures. These are the only instances in which I have seen

this species assume, even in a small part, an encrusting mode of

growth, but this does not affect the general form of the frond.

This coral does not become thick, except close to the region of the

pedicel. Frequently, bilobed specimens occur, with two primary or

large calicles around which the concentric circles of calicles have

been formed (see pi. xxvi, fig. Ic). Large specimens at Bermuda are

sometimes a foot across, but these are usually deformed, owing to

injuries. Perfectly regular specimens are seldom more than half

that size (150™").

Sometimes two or more specimens, coming in contact when young,

graft themselves together by their edges, which are always veiy

thin and fragile.

The calicles are always small, generally with their edges somewhat

elevated. They are always plainly stellate. The septa and costae

are thin, nearly even, and finely serrulate. The collines vary con-

siderabh' in height and the distance between them, but they are

generally long, rather regular, rounded, and not much elevated, the

calicles being mostly in long concentric series, but frequently they

are isolated or form short series. The color of the animal, in life, is

rich chocolate-brown or |)uvplish brown. The tentacles are whitish,

very small and short.

In respect to the size of the collines, this species often resembles

the figure of A. undata in Ellis and Sol. But that figure represents

a coral with less defined and smaller calicles, and having a thicker

frond, quite unlike the delicate fronds of this species. Of course

this may have been due to the fault of the artist, but the plates of

that work are generally pretty accurate. Hence I believe it to be a

distinct, much larger, and more massive species, probably inhabiting

deeper water.* The type is still extant. See p. 140, note.

* It is doubtful whether many recent writers have seen specimens of the true

A. undata, though Pourtales said that he had seen it in Cuba. I am not sui"e that

I have myself seen a specimen that I could refer to that species with confidence.

But that does not prove that such a species does not exist. 1 have studied large

numbers of undescribed West Indian Alcyonaria from moderate depths. Num-
erous unknown or rare corals are pi'obably to be found in those waters. The
early collections often contained rare and little known species, seldom seen in

modern collections. Some of these were doubtless brought up on anchors or on

the hooks of fishermen, a prolific source for obtaining rarities in all seas.
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Dana (Zouph., p. 336, pi. xxi, fig. 8) refers to two large specimens

of undata that he had seen. One of these was in the American

Museum, New York. The other in the Mus. Acad. Nat. Sciences,

Philadelphia. I have been unable to find either of these specimens,

but there is an unpublished sketch of the latter, by Dana, in the

Yale Museum. Dana states that it was 15 inches long and 8 broad.

The former was 18 by 12 inches, and was from Ke}' West.

The " American Museum " referred to is not the present museum
of that name. It was a small private museum that was destroyed

by fire many years ago.

The coral described by Edw. and Haime (Hist., ii, p. 83) as A.

undata does not seem to me to be the undata of Sol. and Ellis. It

was described as very thin and fragile (thickness of frond 2™™).

The calicles are in series, separated by small, distinct collines, but

they have only 10 to 12 septa, and are smaller than those of fragiliSy

the diameter being 1.5°"". It is evidently near the latter and may be

only a variety of it with smaller calicles and fewer septa than

usual. A. fragilis usually has 15 to 20 septa, sometimes 24. But

in the absence of a figure, it is hardly possible to decide this ques-

tion, without a reexamination of the type.

A. Laniarcki Edw. and Haime (Hist., iii, p. S2)^A.undata'L^v^.y

1816, .^ won Ellis and Sol., has been placed as a synonym of agari-

cites by Vaughan, but according to the original description it agrees

pretty closely with fragilis and undata. It was described as grow-

•ing in a thin (7-8°"° thick), expanded frond, undulated and ver}^

finely costellate below, and with broad, low, obtuse, unequal, con-

centric collines above. Calicles numerous and close, 2°^™ broad,

with 16-20 septa, and a large columella; septa pretty thin, close,

very finely denticulated. Collines 19™'" apart.

This description applies very well, in many respects, to some spe-

cimen of fragilis, though the thickness of the coral is rather too

great. In this respect and others it seems to be more like the true

undata Ellis and Sol., where Lamarck placed it. Vaughan does not

say that he saw the types of either of the last two species. Had he

studied the types, his opinion of these species would be entitled to

great weight, in each case. The undata Dana is another species.

A. Danai (Duch. and Mich.), non Edw. and Haime, was placed

by Gregory under his elei^hantotusfragHis group. But by Vaughan
(from types) it was put wwdi^x agaricites. Quelch (op. cit., p. 116)

puts it down as a thick variety of A. fragilis. It forms a thick and

solid, largely free frond, adherent at the center, but the original
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description is very brief and poor, giving no account whatever of

the calicles, septa, costte, etc. I have seen examples of agaricites

growing in the same form, but the same is true of A. purpurea.

The name was preoccupied by Edw. and Hairae (Corall., ii, p. 84),

who applied it to A. cristata Dana {)ion Lam.). This last belongs

to the frondose a(/aricites-gron\). A part of the type is still in the

Yale Museum (see p. 146, fig. 6, and pi. xxvii, fig. 5).

Gregory also makes the same disposition of J/. Sancti-pJoJiannis

and A. frondosa Duch. and Mich. But Yaughan refers the former

doubtfully to agaricites (types not seen). He does not mention

frondosa D. and M.
;
Qnelch thought it distinct. (See p. 149.)

Mr. Gregory also studied the types of some of the species of

Duch. and Mich., at Turin, but unfortunately he does not state which

particular species he examined,* so that one cannot tell whose opin-

ion has most value, as in the cases cited above, when he and 3Ir.

Yaughan disagree.

Agaricia crassa Ver.. sp. nov. " Pineapple Coral."

Plate XXX. Figure 6. Plate XXXIV. Figure 2.

Coral massive, very heavy, forming compact, spheroidal or hemis-

pherical masses, up to 150™™ in diameter and 100"'™ thick, covered

with areolated and reticulated collines.

Calicles deep, rather crowded, 2-3"°™ in diameter, with about

30-36 rather thin, finely serrulate, scarcely exsert septa ; the 12

larger ones vary but little in thickness and alternate with narrower

and slightly thinner ones. Many calicles are isolated or in short

rows of two to six. The collines, which are variable in height,

form curiously and intricately reticulated patterns, consisting of

angular or rounded areas, bounded by high, acute collines, each

enclosing numerous smaller, sunken areas of various sizes and shapes,

bounded by lower, irregularly reticulated collines. Exotheca and

walls, in sections, nearly solid ; endotheca cellular, with numerous

transverse dissepiments ; columella solid.

Bahamas (coll. R. P. Whitfield), six or seven specimens, all much
alike ; Amer. Mus., No. 514; and Yale Museum, No. 6617.

* Mr. Gregory states also (op. cit., p. 256) that he examined the collection in

the Yale Miisenm. Uufortiinately his visit to New Haven was made in vacation,

when I was not in town. Apparently he overlooked various type of Dana

which were in the cases that were opened for him. His examinations were

very brief. See p. 114.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 10 November, 1901.
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Agaricia agaricites (L.) E. and Haime.

Madrepora agaricites (pars) Linn^, Syst. Nat., ed. x, p. T95, 1758 ; ed. xii, p.

1274, 1767. Pallas (pars) Elench. Zooph., p. 287, 1766. Ellis and Sol.,

Zooph., p. 159, pi. Ixiii, 1786. Esper, Pflanz., i, p. 132, 1789.

Zlidaria arjaricites Oken, Lehrb. Nat., p. 69, 1815.

Pavonia agaricites Lam., Hist. Anim. s. Vert., ii, p. 239, 1816.

Agaricia (Mycedia) agaricites Dana, Zooph., p. 342, 1846.

Agaricia agaricites Edvv. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., xv, p. 127, 1851 ; Hist.

Corall., iii, p. 81, 1860. Poiirtales, Deep Sea Corals, p. 82, 1871 ; Florida

Reefs, pi. xi, figs. 11-13, pi. xii, figs. 1-3, 1880.

Agaricia agaricites (pars) Gregory, op. cit., p. 279, 1895 (synonymy). Vaughan,

op. cit., p. 64, 1901.

Agaricia (Mycedia) gibbosa Dana, Zooph., p. 341, 1846 (var. from type).

Agaricia (Mycedia) cristata Dana, Zooph., p. 343, 1846 (large celled var., from

type), and var. tenuifolia.

Agaricia Danai Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 84, 18Q0=cristata Dana, non

Lam. {non Mycedium Danai Dnch. and Mich., 1860). Large celled variety.

Mycedium Danai Duch. and Mich., Corall. Antill., p. 81, 1860 (t. Vaughan,

from type,) non Edw. and Haime. Lamellate variety.

Mycedium Lessoni and M. vesparium Duch. and Mich., op. cit., p. 81, 1860,

(t. Vaughan, from types). Reticulated, encrusting varieties.

? Mycedium Sancti-Johannis Duch. and Mich., op. cit., Supl., p. 187, 1866,

(t. Vaughan, but not from types).

f Agaricia frondosa Quelch, op. cit., p. 118, 1886. (?noH D. and Mich.).

Plate XXVI. Figures 2, 3. Plate XXVIl. Figures 1-3, 5-7.

This species varies greatly in mode of growth and form, and also

in the size of the calicles and their arrangement, and in the character

and size of the collines, which are nearly abortive in some cases.

Figure 5.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. Dana. Part of a frond of a well-grown

Bahamas specimen, natural size. Fig. 6.—The same. Part of the original

type of Dana, natiiral size. Fig. Ii.—Agaricia agaricites, var. agaricites.

Part of a frond of a large, loculale, West Indian specimen, natural size.
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Therefore it is natural tliat there !^hould have been much confusion

as to the limits of the species. It is even quite possible that two or

more species are included in the above synonymy. Several of the

forms referred to differ so much that no one would unite them did

not intennediate specimens occur.

Hence it seems best to treat the following forms as varieties :

Variety a.—agaric ites. Typical. Fig. 7.

Plate XXVI. Figure 2. Plate XXVII. Figures 7, 7a.

This usually has the base largely encrusting or attached, at first,

but when larger it has more or less erect, crest-like, rounded or

irregular, bifacial fronds, rising from the upper surface. Sometimes,

in very large examples, these unite and form loculi. The edges of

the basal part may be more or less free and unifacial, with the under-

side finely costulate. Calicles of medium size, when full grown

mostly 2 to 3""* in diameter, but variable on a single specimen.

Septa usually -lA to 36, narrow, crowded, and subequal. Collines

usually numerous, more or less developed, mostly transverse, or

parallel with the edges of the fronds and crests, and mostly^vith

angular or acute summits, but often reticulate. The valleys are

angular, rather deep and narrow ; calicles plainly stellate, mostly in

series, but often isolated or in pairs, and then usually pentagonal.

Septo-costie are small, numerous, closely crowded, finely and closely

granulated, not conspicuously unequal, with very narrow spaces

between them. Pourtales (Florida Reefs, Corals, pi. xii, figs. 1, 2)

giA-es excellent figures of this form.

It is common from Florida southwards. I have seen several speci-

mens over a foot across, with frondose loculi, and folia over six

inches high. A large and typical specimen of this variety 12 to 14

inches across and 8 to 10 high, from near Nassau, N. P. (coll. Whit-

field), is in the Amer. Museum, Xew York. (Fig. 7, p. 146, No. 5671.)

Var. b.—Dance E. and H. [non D. and M.);= ^. cristata Dana.

Figs. 5, 6.

Plate XXVI. Figure 3. Plate XXVII. Figures 5, 6.

This grows nearly like the preceding, but the coral is thicker and

more massive, and the fronds are often very large and thick, usually

rounded, with the edges bifacial and acute. The collines are usuallj'-

strong and acute, often rising into sharp crests, but whei'e the cali-

cles are crowded on the basal parts, the collines may be nearly abor-
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tive and some of the calicles may be in pairs or isolated, polygonal,

and astreiform, separated only by angular walls. The principal

distinction is in the much larger size of the calicles, which, when

full grown, are usually 3.5 to 4°"" in diameter, and in the smaller

number and marked inequality of the septa, the primary and second-

ary ones being thickened and so wide that they leave only a small

central pit, while the smaller septa are much narrower and thinner,

and are lacking in j^art of the systems. The columella is usuallj^

solid. Septo-costae are strong, thin, conspicuously alternately

unequal, not crowded, finely granulated. No. 4301, type of Dana.

Florida Reefs, etc. ; Yale Museum. Large frondose specimens,

12-15 inches broad and abotit 10 high, from the Bahamas (coll.

Whitfield) are in the Amer. Mus., New York. Single fronds may
be 225™"' wide ; 200 high ; 44 thick. No. 275.

Var. c.

—

gibhosa (Dana)=.? vesjKirhtm D. and M.

Plate XXVII. Figures 1, la.

This forms irregular, encrusting, nodular or lobulated masses,

without distinct crests. The common base, in the type, is free,

striated, and unifacial for some distance, and the edge is thin. The

collines are low, mostly reticulated, or very irregular, and often

lacking. The calicles are in short irregular series, or isolated, and

angular or astreiform. They are nearly as large as in var, Danm.

(See pi. xxvii, fig. 1, from type.) No. 1860.

Var. d.—piisilla Y.=f M. Lessoni (D. and M.).

Plate XXVII. Figure 3.

This form is almost entirely encrusting, often with the collines

abortive, or nearly so, but when present they are small and near

together, concentric or reticulated, rounded or obtuse. The calicles

are generally irregularly arranged or in short series, crowded, and

many are isolated
; they are unusually small (mostly about 1 to

1.5°"", rarely 2™"") but otherwise they resemble those of typical

agaricites. The septa are about 20 to 24, alternately unequal, rather

thick, crowded. The small size of the calicles is the most important

character. (PI, xxvii, fig. 3.) No. 1489,

Var. e.—tenuifolia Dana (under A. cristata). Forms thin, folia-

ceous fronds; calicles small, 1.5"™ across, stellate, scattered, scarcely

seriate, collines low, rounded. Similar to var, d, but foliaceous.

The relations of Lamarcki, which Vaughan refers here, have been

discussed under fragilis (p. 144). If it really belongs to agaricites,
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u'liich I doubt, it should receive tiie variety name Lamarckl (E. and

H.) ou account of its thin, pedicelled fronds and small calicles.

^1. frondosa (Duch. and Mich.) Quelch, is also a doubtful form,

which Quelch thinks distinct. According to Quelch it forms solid

crests ; the coUines are irregularly arranged, close, and not acute.

The calicles have about 30 septa, seldom more. This seems to me
to be near Danai of Edw. and \\.=.cristuta Dana (our var. h), but it

may not be the same as the type of D. and Mich.

This common species and its varieties are found on the Florida

reefs and throughout the West Indies to South America and Colon.

From Colon I have received varieties a, b, d. They were all

found in shallow water, under similar conditions. None of these

forms have been found at Bermuda. A small form, near var. d, is

found at the Abrolhos Reefs, Brazil, and a small, more nearly typical

specimen near var. a, from Pernambueo, is in the Yale Museum.

Agaricia purpurea (Les.) Dana.

Agaricia purpurea Les., Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat. Paris, vi, p. 2T6, pi. xv, fig, 3,

a, b, e, 1820. Dana, Zooph., p. 340, 1846 (uuifacial variety).

? Mycedium Danai Diich. and Mich., Corall. Antill., p. [81], 1860 (non Eclw.

and Haime).

Plate XXYII. Figures 4, 4o, 46.

This sjjecies usually forms broad, thick unifacial fronds, gener-

ally attached near the middle or else partly encrusting. The fronds

may be flat or ciip-shaped. The collines are usually narrow, acute,

short, and often irregular or reticulated. The calicles are large and

open, deep, angular, often isolated, and deeply sunken between the

sharp walls or collines. They are oblique and often so deep and

curved that the wide bottom cannot be seen. The septa are thin

and narrow, leaving a wide, open, central space, and wide spaces

between them ; there are usually ^i to 36, alternatel}' very unequal.

(PI. xxvii, fig. 4.)

In sections a small, solid, papilliform columella is present in some

calicles, and there are well formed tabular dissepiments in the thicker

parts, which extend quite across the calicles. The common wall is

very solid, but it has some radial, angular cavities in the thick basal

portion near the pedicel. The cost® of the under side ai-e slender,

])retty even, and regular.

This differs so much from the several varieties of agaricites,

described above, that it seems probable that it is distinct. It is

remarkable for the large and very deep, open, angular calicles, sep-

arated b}^ rather tliin, acute walls, and for the tabulate dissepiments.
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The figured specimens are from Colon (Yale Mus.). They differ

somewhat from Lesueur's type, in the size and depth of the calicles.

This form may be distinguished as var. faveolata Ver. It was

attached by a stout pedicel. No. 1201.

Agaricia nobilis Ter., sp. nov.

? Mycedium elephantotus Edw. and Haime, Hist. CoralL, iii, p. 74, 1860.

(Syn. excl., non Pallas sp.).

Plate XXVIII. Figures 1, 2.

Coral grows in the form of broad, rounded, thin, foliaceous

fronds, attached by a central pedicel. The frond may be flat, or

concave, or variously bent and lobed, but when young and normal

it is round and cup-shaped or salver-shaped. It is very hard and

translucent, so that though very thin, especially towards the mar-

gins, it is stronger than most thin corals. The under side is finely

and nearly evenly covered by fine costal riblets and strife; these

cost* are finely granulated on their edges.

The upper side is loosely covered with rather large, deep, promi-

nent, appressed, stellate calicles. These are irregularly arranged
;

many stand singly ; but most are in pairs, or series of three to six

or more, in front of short, rather prominent, curved, obtuse-angled

collines, having the longer proximal slopes concave and often lobu-

lated, with swellings corresponding to each calicle. The short

collines, when supporting one to three calicles, are crescent-shaped in

outline, and look like curved brackets.

The calicles are inclined strongly outward, except those near the

center ; the central pit is rather large and deep, usually without a

columella, but some of the calicles may have a small, solid, tuber-

culiform one.

The septa are alternately larger and smaller ; usually there are

36 to 48 in the larger calicles, of which 16 to 24 are much the

larger and thicker. The summits are prominent and angular ; the

inner edges of the outer septa descend abruptly, while those of the

outer side are angulated at the top and concave above, and usually

below, the angle. The edges of the septa are very finely serrulate

or granulate.

The septo-costae are of variable length, but usually rather long^

especially towards the margin ; their lengths are from 5 to 12""" or

more, but mostly about 10"'"'. They are regularly alternately larger

and smaller, the larger ones being distinctly thickened, while the

smaller ones are thin and much lower. Their edges are very evenly,

microscopically serrulate or granulate.
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Breadth of the type, which is a single frond, 400'""' by 15U"'™
;

thickness 5"" to 0.5""" or less; at 25'"'" from the edge, about 1"'"'

thick ; diameter of larger calieles, mostly 4 to G'""".

The tyi)e is from Turk's Island, W. I. (Mus. Yale University).

It is a rare species in American collections. Xo. 850.

This is, perhaps, one of the species that have been confoimded

under the name of elephantotas Pallas, a very different East Indian

species, and the type of Mycedium (see p. 134 above). The present

species is destitute of the rough serrations and spinules of that species

and differs in many ways, though it grows in a similar form. This

may, however, Ije the elephantotus Edw. and Haime ; but their

synonymy does not apply to it.

Whether this is the form united to A, fragilis hy Gregory under

the name of elephantotus I do not know. Xeither can I tell whether

it be the elephantotus of Pourtales, or of Vaughan (op. cit., p. 67),

for they give no descriptions. But it is not the elephantotus of

Oken, nor of Ehrenberg, nor of Dana, nor of Esper.

It is quite distinct from A. fragilis, though it grows in similar

shaped, thin fronds. But the fronds of this species are much larger,

thicker, and firmer. The calieles are much larger, more appressed,

more prominent proximally, and much deepei*. The collines are

much shorter, larger, highei', and much more irregular. The septa

and septo-costae are also quite different.

Siderastraea siderea (E. and Sol.) Blainv.

Madrepora siderea Ellis and Sol., op. cit., p. 168, pi. xlix, fig. 2, 1786.

Astrea siderea Lam., Hist., ii. p. 267, 1816. Lesueur, op cit., p. 286, pi.

xvi, fig. 14, 1820. Lamx., op. cit., p. 60, pi. xlix, fig. 2, 1824. Edw. and

Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, p. 509, 1857. Gregory {pars), op. cit., p. 278, 1895.

Siderastrcea siderea Blainv., op. cit., p. 335, 1880; Man. Actin., p. 370, 1834.

Edw. and Haime, Monog., p. 141, 1849. Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i,

p. 55, 1864. Pourtales, Reef Corals, p. 81, 1871. Vaughan, op. cit., p. 62,

1901. Verrill {pars), these Trans., x, p. 554, 1900.

Pavonia siderea Dana, Zooph., p. 331, 1846.

Siderastrma grandis Duncan, op. cit., p. 441, pi. xvi, figs. 5a, 6, 1863, fossil,

(t. Vaughan).

Plate XXX. Figures 2, 3.

This coral forms large, compact, heraisi^herical masses up to 2 feet

or more in diameter.

The calieles are usually deep, narrow at the bottom, and larger

than in either of the other American species (usually o-O"^"" in greater

diameter when full grown). They are angular, mostly pentagonal
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or bexao-onal, usually with a definite, raised, acute or subacute bound-

ing wall between them, which ma}- show as a thin zigzag line between

the ends of the septa. Usually 3 or 4 rows of synapticulse show on

each side of the wall, between the septa, wuth conspicuous loculi

between them.

The septa are in five cycles, the last cycle being incomplete.

There are usually, in well formed calicles, 50 to 64 septa ;
the aver-

age number being about 58. But specimens often occur in which

the number seldom exceeds 48 or 50.

The septa are finely serrulate and pretty even in height, though

those of the different cycles can easily be distinguished by the gra-

dations in breadth and thickness. Those of the last cycle are thin

and often bend toward and join those of the preceding cycle. The

columella is small, at the bottom of a small central pit. It usually

consists of about 3 to unequal papillae.

It is very common on the Florida keys and reefs and throughout

the West Indies. Also at Colon, Col. (variety nitida) ;
and at the

Bermudas (variety ?). It is hardy and can live in muddy situations,

and where exposed at low tide, like &. radians, though it seems more

partial to the reefs.

The Bermudian specimens that have been referred to this species,

so far as I have observed them, are not of the typical form, and maj^

be an extreme variety of *S'. radians. The calicles are not so large

nor so deep as in the Florida form, nor are the septa so numerous,

(about 42-48).

Var. nitida Y., nov. Plate xxx. Figure 3.

The Colon specimens (Yale Mus.) are convex, encrusting plates.

Their calicles are" not quite so large as in the typical forms, and are

much more shalloAV, while the bounding walls are less distinct, lower,

and more rounded, so that the calicles seem less angular and more

blended. The septa are numerous (about 50), crowded, and rather

equal, giving the calicles a neat and even appearance. No. 1028.

"When well grown this species seems quite distinct from S. radians.

It has decidedly larger, deeper, and more angular calicles, which

have more elevated and distinct walls. Usually there are about 5,

sometimes (J, calicles to 2 centimeters, when in rows. The septa are

more numerous (usually 50 to GO) and more equal in elevation.

But impoverished specimens occur, which are not always easy to

distinguish from some of the varieties of 6'. radians.

For the reasons for retaining Siderastrcea as the name of this genus,

see above, pp. H8, Si).
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Siderastraea radians (Pallas) Ver.

Madrepora ladians Pallas, Elench. Zooph., p. 322, 1766.

Madrepora galaxea Ellis and Sol., Zooph., p. 168, pi. xlvii, fig. 7, 1786.

Asirea galaxea Lam., Syst., p. 371, 1801; Hist., ii, p. 267, 1816. Lesueur,

op. cit., p. 285, pi. xvi, fig. 3, 1820. Lamx., op. cit., p. 60, pi. xlvii, fig. 7,

1821.

Astrea radians Oken, Lehr. Nat., p. 65, 1815.

Astrea (Siderasirea) galaxea Blainv., Diet. Sci. Nat., ix, p. 335, 1830; Man.

Actin., p. 370, 1834.

Astrcea radians Edw. and Haime. Hist. CoralL, ii, p. 506, 1857. Gregory, op.

cit., p. 277, 1895.

Siderina galaxea {pars) Dana. Zooph., p. 218, pi. x, iigs. 12, \2b, 12c. (Type

examined.)

Siderastrcea galaxea Edw. and Haime, Ann. Sci. Nat., xii, p. 139, 1850. Pour-

tales, Reef Corals, p. 81, 1871; Florida Reefs, pi. xi, figs. 14-21, j'oung,

pi. XV, figs. 1-12, 1880. Qnelch, op. cit., p. 113, 1886.

Siderastrcea radians Yerrill, Bnll. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 55, 1864; Coral

Reefs and Islands, p. 380 ; ed. 3, p. 421. Vaughan, op. cit., p. 61, 1901.

Plate XXX. Figure 1.

This coral usually forms rounded spheroidal or hemispherical

masses, which may become 12 to 15 inches (400 to oOO"'") in diame-

ter ; but it is often encrusting, especially when young, and it often

grows in broad irregular masses; not infrequently it is almost globu-

lar and lies loose on the bottom, with calicles developed on all sides.

Such loose masses are most commonly 2 to 5 inches (50-120""'°) in

diameter. They were doubtless all attached when very young, but

perhaps only to small bits of shell, etc.

The calicles are deep in the center and small, their diameter when

full grown is mostly 2.5 to 3.5°'™, the average size being about S"""*,

rarely 4™™. They are angular with rounded corners, and usually

appear as if separated by thick Avails, owing to the low rounded

summits of the walls, which are, however, actually rather thin, with

one or two rows of small synapticulfe showing on each side.

The septa are decidedlj' unequal in width and thickness, those of

the first two cycles standing out very plainly from the others. They

form three complete cycles, with part of the fourth cycle developed,

so that the number is usually 36 to 40, in the larger calicles, (rarely

48). But the size of the calicles and the number of septa vary con-

siderably on a single specimen, according to the amount of crowding,

or the rapidity of growth.

The septa are closely arranged, with very narrow loculi. The

larger ones are wide, broadly rounded, somewhat exsert, with all the

edge pretty evenly serrulate, though the distal serrations are apt to

be rather larger. The six primaries are distinctly larger than the
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secondaries, and those of each cycle are successively narrower and

thinner ; all are nearly straight and seldom united. The proximal

half of the inner edge is nearly perpendicular, thus producing a

deep central pit. The columella is small and papillose.

The polyps are but slightly exsert ; the tentacles are small, short,

cylindrical, or clavate ; they form several circles, and appear some-

what scattered, those of successive cycles being in different circles

and decreasing in size.

But they are not bilobed, nor trilobed, as Agassiz and Pourtales

suj^posed.* This appearance is due to a smaller one standing on one

or both sides of a larger one, and close to it.

The general color in life is dull gray, yellowish gray, ocher-yellow,

or rusty brown, sometimes tinged with a purplish rosy tint ; the

polyps are paler, with the lips and tips of the tentacles whitish.

This species, which is abundant at the Bermudas, is more hardy

than most reef corals, for it can live and grow well in shallow water

on mud flats, where it is laid bare b^^ nearly every tide, and Avhere

most other corals would be smothered in the mud, though S. siderea

and some forms of Isophyllia fragilis are usually found with it in

such places.

It is often partly buried in the white calcareous mud of the flats,

and 3'et seems healthy there. It is also abundant in the small, shal-

low pools left on the flats by the tide. But it is equally common on

the reefs, where it often grows larger. It is also found well grown

in Harrington Sound.

Exposure to the dry air, or even to the hot sun, for an hour or so,

does not kill it, if it be wet beneath. Probably its porosity enables

it to absorb suflicient water to prevent drying up.

It is equally common on the Florida reefs and flats, and through-

out the West Indies to South America and Colon.

The decidedly smaller size of the calicles, fewer septa, and the

conspicuously larger primary and secondary septa serve to distin-

guish this species from 8. siderea.

But it varies considerably in all these characters, so that some

specimens may occur that seem almost intermediate between the two

species. In all such cases the average condition of the full grown

calicles must be considered as of primary importance.

* The observations of Prof. L. Agassiz on the polyps of this genus, in 1850,

and his figures in "Florida Eeefs," pi. xv, figs. 1-7, relate to (5. radians. In my
note on this subject (these Trans., x, p. 554, 1900), I refen-ed to it under

S. siderea. But my studies of the polyps included both species. They are very

similar, but S. siderea has larger polyps and more tentacles.
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New buds appear chiefly between the angles of the calicles.

Fission of tlie larger calicles occurs occasionally.

Siderastrsea stellata Ver.

These Traus., i, p. 353, 1868. Ratbbuii, R., Amer. Naturalist, xiii, p. .541,

1879, (habits). Vaughan, op. cit., p. 63, 1901.

Plate XXX. Figures 4, 5.

This species is related to /8. radians and has the same ability to

endure impure shallow waters and exposure to the air and sunshine,

without injury.

It is widely distributed on the coast of Brazil ; Bahia, Abrolhos

Keefs, etc.,—coll. C. F. Hartt ; R. Rathbun.

I have figured one of the types, from a photograph. No. 1464.

Var. conferta Ver., op. cit., p. 353.

Plate XXX. Figure 5.

This peculiar Brazilian form has not yet been figured. Therefore

I have reproduced a photographic figure of one of the types,—the

extreme form. No. 1464*/.

Asteroseris Verrill.

This genus seems to be related to Blesioseris Duncan.*

Dana described in 1846 a rare, thin, laminar or foliaceous coral

{Agaricia planulata) that is the type of this genus.

I have studied a fragment of the original type, which is here

figured (pi. xxvii, fig. 8). No. 4309.

The genus is remarkable for the low, reticulated collines, enclos-

ing polygonal areas in which there are usually two or several stellate

calicles. Each of these groups consists of a parent calicle from

which the others around it have been produced as buds from it.

These calicles of a group are not at first separated by definite boun-

daries, the costfe being continuous from one to another. Columella

is a minute tubercle, or is lacking. Under side naked, finely striated.

Calicinal walls solid. Synapticula and trabeculae few or lacking.

The type of that genus {Mcendroseris Australim Rouss., from

Australia) is a convex, gibbous, encrusting coral. But as both

encrusting, massive, and foliaceous sjiecies occur in allied genera

{Pavonia, Agaricia, etc.), it is possible that they might also occur

* Mceandroseris (pars) Rousseau, Voy. Dumont d'Urville, Zool., v, p. 121,

1854. Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., iii, p. 61, 1860. Plesiosens Duncan, Jour.

Linn. Soc, Zool., xvii, p. 309, 1883; Revision Scler. Zoanth., op. cit., xviii, p.

161, 1884.
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iu this. But the type of Plesioseris has distinct synapticula and a

well developed papillaiy columella, which are not found in our

genus.

The resemblance to the fossil genus Oroseris* is very close, in the

form and mode of grouping of the calicles, and in the low, irregular

collines, as well as in the foliaceous form of the coral. But Oroseris,

according to Duncan, does not have solid mural and colline walls,

these parts, as seen in sections, being trabecular. Were it not for

this character, I should have considered this coral a living species

of Oroseris or Comoserls, which it certainly closely resembles.

The grouped arrangement of the calicles is somewhat like that of

Polyastra venosa Ehr.,f p. 106, 1874, but the- latter seems to form a

massive, astreiform coral. It is, however, only imperfectly, known,

the description being verj^ incomplete and without a figure.

The form, general appearance, and the characters of the septo-

costEe are somewhat like those of Pachyseris, but the latter does not

have stellate calicles and its collines are much larger and more

regular.

Asteroseris planulata (Dana) Ver.

Agaricia {MycecUa) pJanulata Dana, Zooph., p. 338, 1846.

Agariciaf planulata Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., iii, p. 84, 1860.

Asteroseris planulata Verrill, in Dana, Coral Islands, ed. i, p. 383, 1872 ; ed.

3, p. 424, 1890.

Plate XXYII. Figure 8.

The type specimen was a broad, thin frond, half a line thick,

attached only at one point. Dana states that it was in the Museum

of the Lyceum of Natural History, Utica, N. Y.

A fragment of this specimen, used by him for figuring the details,

and now preserved in the Yale Museum, affords the following

description :

—

The calicles are polygonal and very shallow or superficial, being

only slightly concave, except at the minute central pit, which is

deep; they are about 4 to 4..5°^^ broad when full grown, but many

are only 2 to 2.5'"". They are often placed singly, with a slightly

raised solid wall over which the septa are confluent and in part

* Oroseris Edw. and Haime, Pol. Foss. Palasoz., p. 130, 1851 ; Hist. Corall.,

ii, p. 78, 1860.

+ This genus is probably identical with Tichoseris Quelch, (Ann. and Mag.

Nat. Hist., xiii, p. 295, 1884). The type of the latter is an astreiform coral

from the Fiji Islands.
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geniculate ; many are in pairs, either equal or unequal, due to

immediate budding ; others form small groups of three to five,

evidently resulting from budding from the larger one of the group.

Such groups are surrounded hj low, solid, reticulating collines, only

a little larger than the walls around isolated calicles, and arranged

without order. Rarely the calicles are in short rows of three or

more.

The septa are numerous (i'4 to :5G), very close, thickened, espec-

ially toward the inner ends, and closely, finely granulated or crispate

on the sides, as in Pachyseris ; their exposed, nearly horizontal

edges are minutely and roughly serrulate or granulate, but the inner

ends of the larger ones descend nearly perpendicularly at the minute

central pit, and this portion, as seen in section, is rather regularly

and finel}^ serrulate. The septa are very unequal and form four

pretty regular cycles, sometimes with some of a fifth cycle. The
primary and secondary ones are decidedly larger and thicker than

the others and most of them reach the central pit, but the secon-

daries are a little the shorter and thinner ; those of the third and

fourth cycles are successively shorter ; the smallest are very short

and extend inward only a short distance in some of the systems, but

are often quite long and curved in the lateral systems. All the

septa rise to about the same level. The columella, when present, is

a minute solid tubercle, or sometimes two.

The under side is naked, Avith small concentric undulations, and

also with shallow radial valleys, between which the surface is

slightly convex ; these convex parts are covered with fine, divergent

radial striae, which run obliquely to the valley's on either side in a

fan-like manner.

These costal striae are only slightl}' raised, closely crowded, and

distinctly granulated. In vertical sections the coral is nearly solid,

except close to the upper surface. The interseptal spaces fill up

very quickly with a solid deposit and the interseptal walls are thick

and solid.

The original type, according to Dana, was a thin frond ten inches

broad and one-eighth of an inch thick. Thickness of the fragment,

described above, -3 to 5"™. The habitat is unknown, but it is prob-

ably Indo-Pacific.

The Meridina amjiUata (E. and Sol.) Ehr. was included in the

West Indian fauna by Duch. and Mich. (op. cit., p. 80, 1860), but

not as fi'om personal observation. It is found only in the Indo-

Pacific region, like all the other species of the genus.
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Family Poritidse Dana, 1846.

Poritince (subfamily) Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 173, 1860.

Poritidce Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 503, 1867.

Corals very porous, branched, encrusting, lobulate, or massive,

increasing chiefly by budding. Calicles mostly small, shallow, stel-

late, circular, or angular, usually all of one kind, closely united, or

not separated by much coenenchyma, sometimes without evident

walls. Septa more or less perforated, or fenestrate, often imperfect,

mostly 12 to 24. Pali often present. Dissepiments few, sometimes'

tabulate. The calicles are generally all equal, but in some species

of Porites a few larger ones, with more than 12 septa, appear irregu-

larly and may divide by fission. The branches do not have a large

leading or axial zooid. Polyps much exsert in expansion. Tenta-

cles 12-24, rarely more.

Porites polymorpha Link.

Madrepora porites {jmrs) Pallas, Elench. Zooph., p. 324, 1766. Linne, ed.

xii, p. 1279, 1767. Ellis and Sol., p. 172, pi. xMi, figs. 1, 2, 1786.

Porites polymoiphus Link, Besch. Nat. Samml., Rostock, p. 162, 1807.

Porites clavaria Lam., Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ii, p. 270, 1816. Dana,

Zooph., p. 554, 1846. Edw. and Haime, Corall., iii, p. 174, 1860. Pourtales,

Florida Reefs, pi. xii, figs. 4-6, 1880. Rathbnn, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x,

pp. 356-361, pi. xvi, pi. xvii, fig. 2, pi. xix, fig. 1, 1887. Gregory (pars),

op. cit., p. 282, 1895.

Porites porites Vaughan, op. cit., p. 73, 1901.

Plate XXXI. Figures 3, 3a,

The above synonymy includes only the leading references to the

more typical form generally called JP. clavaria Lam. Mr. Gregory

has given a very full list of references to this and the other

branched forms of West Indian Porites, all of which he masses

together under the name of P. clavaria. Mr. Vaughan (op. cit., p.

73) also gives some additional synonyms and localities.* No doubt

too many " species " have been named, but I very much doubt

whether they should all be united into one species. However, I do

not propose to discuss that question at this time.

* Mr. Vaughan states that he has examined the type of P. nodifera Klunz.,

and found it identical with P. clavaria. He thinks, like Rehberg, that the locality

" Red Sea" is due to a wrong label. He also unites P. valida Duch. and Mich,

with this species.
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But, as having an important bearing on the subject, 1 will state

that while clavaria (auth.), growing in irregular, stout-branched

clumps, is abundant at the Bermudas, in a variety of stations, both

in shallow water and on the reefs, and also in Harrington Sound,

P. furcata has never been found there by me, nor by others so far

as I can learn. This would certainly indicate that the latter is a

distinct species, with a different phj'siological nature, or with a differ-

ent embryology. It either requires warmer water, or else its free-

swimming larviv are too short-lived to reach the Bermudas in the

northward currents. Were the two forms the same species, differing

merely in form of growth, due to environment, they should both be

found at the Bermudas, for the conditions are varied there.

Mr. Richard Rathbun (op. cit., 1887) has very fully described and

figured most of the various varieties of these two species.

As for the name of this species, I cannot follow Vaughan in

adopting Porites porites for it, for such a course would be contrary

to the ordinary- principles of elimination, which he, himself, employs

in similar cases.

It is true that Pallas and all writers previous to Link (180'7)

included nearl}- all the species of Porites then known under the

name Madrepora pOrites, which was a collective or generic group.

Esper eliminated one species as JSI. conglomerata, and another as M.
tirenosa. Link eliminated another, the present form, by naming it

polymorphus. Therefore, the specific name porites, if used at all,

should be applied to one of the remaining species of those mentioned

by Pallas, as varieties.*

* Pallas mentions first in his description (p. 324) a massive, gibbous species

" massse, gibbae, tuberosae, tunicatae," and on p. 325, " Notae," he*speaks first of

"massas informes, gibbas," "ex India," with stars subeqnal to those of Mad.

astroites= Orbicella annularis.

This East Indian, gibbous, massive species, with large stars, was, without

much doubt, a Rhodaraa, probably R. calicularis (Lam.) E. and H., but possibly

the Chinese and East Indian form named R. Lagreneii E. and H. (diameter of

calicles 4""™), which may not be distinct from the former.

Therefore, it seems to me best to restrict porites, as a species, to the former

and call it Rhodarcea porites, thus avoiding the repetition of porites and con-

forming with the principle of recognizing prior eliminations at one and the

same time. None of the species of ivwe Porites have the "stars" much more

than 1.5"™ in diameter, rarely 2""".
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Porites astreoides Lam.

Madrepora porites (pars) Pallas, Elench. Zooph., p. 324, 1766.

Porites astreoides Lam., Hist. Anim. sans Vert., ed. 1, ii, p. 269, 1816; ed. 2,

ii, p. 435, 1836. Lamx., Expos. Metli., p. 651, 1824, (non Ehr., 1834).

Porites astroides Lesueur, Mem. Mus. Hist. Nat., Paris, vi, p. 287, pi. xvi,

fig. 15, 1820. Edw. and Haime, Hist. CoralL, iii, p. 178, 1860.

Porites astrceoides Dana, Zooph. U. S. Expl. Exp., p. 561, 1846. Verrill, Bull.

Mns. Comp. Zool., i, p. 42, 1864. Pourtales, Reef Corals, Mem. Mus. Comp.

Zool., ii, p. 85, 1871 ; Florida Reefs, pi. xvi, figs. 1-12, 1880. Quelch, Voy.

Chall., xvi, pp. 11, 13, 182, 1886. Rathbun, Catal., Proe. U. S. Nat. Mus.,

X, p. 354, 1887. Gregory, op. cit., p. 284, 1895, (synonymy).

Porites sxiperficialis, P. incerta, P. Guadalupensis, and P. agaricus Ducli. and

Mich., Corall. Antilles, pp. [82, 83] 358, 359, 1860 (t. Vaughan from types).

Neoporites littoralis, N. superficialis, N. Guadaiiqjensis, N. agaricus, X. incerta

Duch. and Mich., Siipl. Corall. Ant., pp. 191-193 [97-99], 1866 (t. Vaughan

from types).

Neoporites Michelim, N. astrceoides, N. subtilis, and Cosmoporites laevigata

Duch. and Mich., op. cit., pp. 192, 193 [98, 99], pi. x, figs. 7-10, 13, 16,

1866 (t. Vaughan, but types not examined).

Porites CoUegniana Duncan, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London, xix, p. 437,

1863 ; xxiv, p. 25, 1868 (t. Vaughan from types, fossil).

Porites astreoides (pars) Vaughan, op. cit., pp. 74-77, 1901.

Plate XXXI. Figure 4.

This coral is encrusting when young, but it soon foi-ms thick

rounded masses, with more or less raised lumps or low nodules over

the surface, but it never becomes branched. It may form masses 2

feet or more in diameter.

When living its color is usually lighter or darker yellowish brown,

or dull brownish yellow ; sometimes it is j^ellowish gray, or even

bluish gray.

The calicles are larger, deeper, and more distinct than in P.

clavaria, and their walls are higher, thicker and more distinct at the

surface. The 12 septa are also more distinct and less porous. The

columella is rather small and porous, often with a small, central,

irregular papilla, which may be lacking and is easily broken. The

interseptal loculi are rather large and deep for this group. Small

paliform papillse are sometimes present, but more often are absent or

rudimentary. The inner tooth or lobe of the septae is often very

distinct, erect, and paliform. The upper part of the wall is thin and

divided into small, rough, flat denticles at the edge, higher than the

septa, but it becomes thicker and rather solid a little farther down.

Well-formed calicles are from 1.25 to 1.50'°'° in diameter ; when

in series there may be about 6 to a centimeter.
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It is abundant both in shallow water and on the reefs at the Ber-

mudas. It also occurs even in Harrington Sound. It is still more

abundant on the Florida Reefs and throughout the West Indies to

Colon, Columbia. A variety occui's at Pernambuco, Brazil. See

below, Revised List of Brazilian Corals.

Quelch (op. cit., pp. 181, 182) has recorded two of the forms

described by D. and Mich., as from the Cape Verde Islands. But

the identity of his forms needs confirmation, by comparison of types.

The descriptions and figures of D. and M. are too poor for deter-

mination.

I am not at all sure that all the forms described by Duch. and

Mich., and referred to this species by Vaughan, are one species,

though I have placed them among the synonyms on his authority.

If his opinion be correct, then this species is more variable in the

Antilles than it is at the Bermudas and Florida reefs, from whence

I have examined large series.

There can be no doubt, however, that they have made too many
species, by far, in this group. I have seen only two or three forms

that could be recognized even as varieties, and doubt if more than

two massive species are included in their list, even if all be not forms

of P. astreoides.

But I believe that Mr. Yaughan is wrong in uniting P. solida

Ver.=P. Verrillii Rehb. to this species. Possibly he has not seen

the true P. Verrillii, for both species occur on the coast of Brazil.

Porites Verrillii Eehb.

Porites solida Verrill, these Trans., i, part 2, p. 358, 1868.* Rathbun, op. cit.,

p. 365, 1887, (non Forskal, sp., 1775 =P. solida Klunz., p. 42.)

Porites Verrillii Rehberg, Abh. Naturw. Ver., Hamburg, xii, p. 48, 1893.

Vaughan, op. cit., p. 76, 1901.

Plate XXXI. Figure 5.

Mr. Vaughan (op. cit.) considers this only a form of P. astreoides,

but as the latter occurs with it on the coast of Brazil, he may not

have studied a genuine example. I believe they are quite distinct.

I have, therefore, figured a portion of the original type.

* The Porites solida (FoTsk.)K]z., from the Red Sea, is a different, solid,

massive species, of which the Yale Mugeum now has an authentic example.

The use of the same name for the Brazilian coral was due to an oversight, on

my part, in overlooking Foi'skal's name,—not to any intention of uniting the

two species.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 11 December, 1901.
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This coral is much heavier aud more solid than P. astreoides. Its

calicles are larger and deeper, and separated by thicker, more prom-

inent, and more solid walls. The details of the calicles are also

different, as best shown by enlarged photographic figures.

The 12 septa are well developed and wider than usual. The colu-

mella is large, nearly solid, and usually has a central tubercle. Pali

are rudimentary or lacking.

That abnormal or imperfectl}^ developed calicles of P. astreoides

or P. clavaria (auth.) may resemble normal calicles of this or other

species, is not siifficient proof that they are identical, as Mr. Gregory

and Mr. Yaughan seem to think.

If we should use this as a crucial test, then all known species of

Porites could be reunited into one polymorphic species, for all sorts

of variations of this kind can be found in every species of the genus.

The same is true of many other genera of corals, e. g. Madrepora=L

Acropora V., where the existence of imperfect or unusually formed

calicles is a feature found in most of the 200 species.

The only reasonable way to group such corals into true species is

to compare calicles that are normally and naturally developed, and

those that are fully grown. Starved specimens or calicles, and those

that are dwarfed or abnormal from other unfavorable conditions, are

very liable to mislead, in this and many other genera, and should not

be made too much of.

So the average size of well-developed calicles is generally charac-

teristic of species, even though the dwarf calicles of one might not

exceed the average calicles of another. The same rule will apply to

all other characters, for all the characters are variable.

According to Mr. R. Rathbun, this species is common on the coast

of Brazil, from Parahyba do Norte to the Abrolhos Reefs, and is

abundant at Pernambuco. But perhaps part of his specimens were

P. astreoides, variety. See p. 161. The type was from the Abrolhos

Reefs,—coll. C. F. Hartt. Xo. 4539.

Porites Branneri Eathbun.

Porites Brannen Rath., Catal. Porites, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. x. p. 355,

pi. xix, fig. 2, 1887. Vaughan, op. cit., p. 77, 1901.

Plate XXXI. Figures 6, Go.

Two Brazilian specimens in the Yale Museum agree well with Mi\

Rathbun's description. They are regularly and evenly rounded,

very porous masses, formed by a thick encrustation over other species
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of dead rounded corals {llmandra conferta in one case), but they

show no trace of branching.

The calicles are unusually small and shallow, nearly uniform in

size, mostly closely crowded, polygonal, and separated by thin

fenestrated walls. The septa are 12 narrow, thin, roughly echino-

lacerate and fenestrated, often a little exsert ; their inner edges unite

to a wide columelliform ring, leaving a circle of very small loculi

;

in the center of the ring-like columella there is a small pit. The
pali are very slender, erect, lacerate, mostly 3 to 5, sometimes 6

;

frequently all are absent or broken off.

The whole surface of the coral has a delicate, lace-like appearance,

owing to the uniformly small size of the calicles and the thinness

and porosity of the walls.

The masses are 3 to 5 inches in diameter ; breadth of the calicles

0.9 to l.S""", mostly about 1™'"
; when in rows there may be 9 to a

centimeter.

Parahyba do Noi'te and Pernambuco, Brazil,—R. Ratbbun. Our

specimens are from Pernambuco,—coll. C. F. Hartt. No. 4552.

Mr. Vaughan suggested that this might be a young stage of

P. clavaria. To me they seem to be perfectly distinct.

Family Acroporidae Ver., nom. nov.

MadreporidcE Dana, Zooph., p. 431, 1846.

Madreporidce (pars) and Poritidce (pars) Edw. and Haime, Corall. , ill, pp. 89,

207, 1860.

Madreporidoi Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 501, 1867.

Corals very porous, usually branched or foliaceous, sometimes

lobed or massive, encrusting when young, increasing by budding,

rarely by fission. Coenenchyma abundant, porous, often spinulose.

Corallites cyclindrical, small, generall}^ of two sizes, which may
differ in structure. The larger ones may form the terminal or

parent calicle of the branches, or occupy only the uj^per side of

foliaceous species.

Calicles small, deep ; septa usually or 12; sometinies more in

larger sporadic calicles; usually continuous, but perforated. Dissepi-

ments few. Polyps much exsert in expansion ; tentacles slender,

tapered, generally 12, rarely more.

The genus Aci'opora is the only one in the West Indian fauna,

where it has but one species. Montipora and Anacropora are

wholly Indo-Pacific; the former has about 100 species.
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Acropora Oken (restr.). Type, A. miiricata.

Madrepora (jKirs) Lam., Syst. Anim., p. 371, 1801 {non Liune, eel. x). Lain.,

Hist. Anim. s. Vert., ii, p. 277, 1816. Dana, Zoopb., p. 435, 1846. Edw.

and Haime, Hist. Corall., iii, p. 132, 1860 {non Ehr.).

Acropora (pars) Oken, Lehr. Natarg.
, p. 66, 1815 (type, 3d species=A. viuri-

cata).

Heteropora Ehr., Corall. Rothen Meeres, p. 333, 1834 (non Blainv. , aPolyzoan).

Madrepora Rathbnn, R., Catal. Genus Madrepora in U. S. Nat. Mns., Proc.

XJ. S. Nat. Mus., vol. x, pp. 10-19, 1887. Khmz., Corall. Roth. Meeres, ii,

p. 2, 1879.

Madrepora Brook (with ten subgenera). Cat. Mad. Brit. Mus., i, p. 22, 1893.

Isopora Vaughan, op. cit., p. 68, 1901.

On pp. 110-113 I have discussed the use of the name Madrepora,

and its inapplicability to this great genus for which it has so long

been used, if we are to follow the strict rules of priority and go

back to ed. x of Linne.

The substitute-name that has the prior claim for adoption, and

which seems available, is Acropora Oken, 1815. This originally

included three generic types. The 1st is PocUlopora damicornis

;

2d is a Porites ; 3d is A. muricata (L.).

The first two having been eliminated by Link and Lamarck,

Acropora can be restricted to the third species, which is the true

West Indian muricata.

Vaughan used the much later and objectionable name Isopora

Studer, 1878, originally applied to a small section of the genus in

which the axial corallites are indistinct or clustered. This is so

exceptional a character that, the group may hereafter be separated

as a genus. Heteropora Ehr. was preoccupied by Blainville.

The most prominent character of the genus Acropjora is the exist-

ence of a special axial corallite, at the end of each branch, usually

larger and more symmetrical than the radial corallites that bud out

from its sides and cover the lateral surfaces of the branches.

The latter are various in shape, but are nearl}^ always more or less

one-sided and bilabiate ; except a few that are to become axial coral-

lites of new branches.

On the under surfaces or on the bases of the branches, or in

crowded positions, where the conditions are unfavorable, their prom-

inent margins may be obsolete, or nearly so, or they may be wholly

immersed in the ccenenchyma.

The septa are usually in two cycles, those of the second cycle

being smaller, and often rudimentary or lacking. In the lateral

corallites the directive septa are usually wider than the others.
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Acropora muricata (Linne) Okeii.

MilU'pora muricata {pars) Linne, Syst., ed. x, p. 792, 1758.

Madrepora muricata (pars) Pallas, Elench. Zooph., p. 327, 1766. Linne, ed.

xii, p. 1279, 1767. Esper (j^f^s), Forts., i, p. 53, pi. 50, pi. 51. Lamarck,

Syst., p. 371, 1801.

Acropora muricata Okeu, op. cit., p. 66, 1815.

Madrepora cervicornis + M. proUfera-\-M. palmata +M. flahellum Lam.. Hist.

Anim. s. Vert., pp. 278, 281, 1816. Ditto, Dana, Zoopli. Expl. Exp., 1846.

Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., iii, pp. 136, 139, 160, 1860. Dana, Coral

Islands, ed. iii, pp. 99, 113, 124, 127. (Growth, etc.) Pourtalfes, Deep

Sea Corals, pp. 83, 84, 1871; Florida Reefs, pi. xvii, pi. xviii, pi. xix, 1880.

Gregory, Ann. and Mag. N. Hist., vi, p. 20, 1900.

Madrepora aubaquilis and Madrepora peranqjla Horn, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.

Philad., 1860, p. 435, (=var. jjalmata, and alces auth., types examined).

Madrepora cornuta and Madrepora Thomasiana Duch. aad Mich., op. cit.,

1860, p. 82, (=var. surciilo-jmlmafa and palmata).

M. ethica D. and M., op. cit., p. 82, 1860, but not the figures, (= var. jyrolifera,

young or dwarfed).

Madrepora Mexicana Eehb., op. cit., p. 38, pi. iii, fig. 16. 1892.

Madrepora muricata and varieties, Brook, Cat. Mad., i, pp. 23-30, 1893.

Vaughan, op. cit., p. 69, 1901.

Madrepora palmata Whitfield, Bull. Amer. Mns., x, p. 463, pi. xxiv. (A

very large and fine example.)

Plate XXXII. Figure 1.

The name muricata should properly be restricted to this varied

West Indian form, as has been done by Brook, Vaughan, and others.

That the five nominal West Indian species : cervicornis, prolifera,

alces, palmata, and flabellum, formerly universally believed to be

distinct, are really only variations of one species, must now be

admitted, in view of the more careful studies of larger series made

during recent years.

This view had been suggested several times, during many years,

but Brook was the first modern writer to definitely unite them and

consider them all varieties of nmricata. My own experience had

led me to the same conclusion some years ago, for I had seen many
intermediate specimens.*

* Gregory, in Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 7, vol. vi, 1900, p. 20-31, dis-

sents from this view, and objects to the i;se of muricata for any American

species. The American branched forms were, however, certainly included under

muricata by Linnd, Pallas, Esper, and all other early writers, and Brook had a

perfect right to restrict it to the American species. His usage must be followed,

according to the ordinary rules of nomenclature.
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The most remarkable specimen that I have studied is now figured

(pi. xxxii, fig. 1). It is preserved in the Museum of Yale University.

In most parts it is a typical specimen of variety pahnata. But

growing out of the upper side of one of its palmate fronds there is a

cluster of typical branches of the variety prolifera. The two forms

are in perfect continuity and there is no evidence of injury or other

physical cause for this abrupt alteration in the character of the

growth at this particular place. No. 6621.

Many specimens of var. pahnata have the distal ends of some of

the fronds divided into digitate branches of variety prolifera, but

in such cases the change is gradual. Such subvarieties may be

designated as pahnato-proUfera, for convenience.

Var. pahnata, when growing vigorously, often produces small,

ascending, or incipient branchlets over the whole or part of its upper

surface, which is then very uneven. Some of these branchlets some-

times become 75 to 100"™ long, and agree with prolifera. The large

specimen from the Bahamas, in the American Museum, figured b}'

Whitfield (op. cit.) is one of this kind. I have named this sub-

variety, surcido-pahnata. M. cornuta D. and M. seems to have been

based on a specimen of this kind.

Specimens intermediate between variety cervicornis and variety

prroliftra are to be found in many American collections, but I have

never seen specimens clearly intermediate between palmata and ctr-

vicornis, though such probably exist. They seem to be the extremes

of the variations in form.

YSiriety Jl(/ljellum grows \ike pahiuda, but forms much thinner

fronds than usual.

Many specimens occur, especially in the Bahamas, intermediate

between flahelluni and prolifera. In some of these there may be

on one side of the same clum|j, broad frondlike branches of the

flabelliform type, while on the other side digitate clusters of pro-

lifera may occur ; or a flabelliform branch maj' end in free digita-

tions ; or free branches, proxim ally of the prolifera form, ma}',

farther out, coalesce into a flat frond, and distally may again split

up into prolifera branchlets. The American Museum, New York,

has a good series of such intermediate forms, from the Bahamas,

(coll. R. P. Whitfield).

For these intermediate forms, I use the name flahello-prolifera.
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Var. infundibuluni Ver., var. nov.

This is similar to palmata, but it forms broad cup-like or funnel-

shaped corals with a nearly even rim, without prominent lobes or

digitations. Florida Reefs, Bahamas, etc.

Variety alces {ax\i\\.,? non T)2ir\a)=perampla Horn, is like palmata,

but with longer and narrower, thick, digitate fronds.

The name, J/, alces, was first applied by Dana to specimens said

to have been collected in the East Indies by the XJ. S. Exploring

Expedition. I believe that these specimens are still in the U. S.

National Museum, where I saw them many years ago, but without

careful study. A careful reexamination of the types would be

required to determine whether they be identical with the West

Indian form usually called alces. Possibly the locality given by

Dana was erroneous. But he also gives special differences in the

form of the corallites, which he saj's are tubular and not nariform.

Therefore it seems best to use perawpla for this variety.

Var. columnarh Ver., var. nov.

This variety forms large, cylindrical, or long-conical, tapering

columns, sometimes 6 to 10 inches in diameter at base, and 4 to 6

feet or more in height, without branches. There is a large conical

specimen from Cumana in the Mus. of Comp. Zoology.

Varieties palmata and alces=iperampla grow to great size. The
trunk may become 12 to 18 inches in diameter, with the fronds

spreading out to the breadth of 15 to 20 feet, and sometimes attain-

ing a height of 16 to 20 feet or more. The broad, spreading fronds

of adjacent trees of this kind may come in contact and partially join

themselves together, so as to form large submarine arches. Divers

describe the appearance of such growths, when seen fx-om below, as

somewhat resembling the trunks and branches of large forest trees.

(See also Dana, Corals and Coral Islands, ed. ii, pp. 126, 127, 1874
;

ed. iii, pp. 120, 127, 1890.)

Var. cervicornis also grows to a large size, though much less mas-

sive than jjalmata. Tree-like specimens are often 10 feet high and

Inroad, but are difficult to transport. The American Museum has

three large ones from the Bahamas. They are about four to five

feet high and six feet broad, with the main trunk about three inches

(75'"™) in diameter. The terminal branches are long and divergent,
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round, 35 to 20°"" in diameter, regularly and gradually tapered,^

often curved or even hooked. They grow isolated on a bottom of

shell-sand and mud, in 12 to 15 feet of water, near Nassau, N. P.,

—

coll. R. P. Whitfield.

This species, in its several varieties, is abundant on the Florida

Reefs and throughout the West Indies. It is also common as a

fossil in the raised reefs of various islands. It does not occur at the

Bermudas, nor on the Brazilian coast.

It has been recorded from the East Indies, etc., by Brook and

others, but perhaps all such records are erroneous. I have seen no

authentic example of either variety from the Indo-Pacific region.

It does not occur at Panama, nor elsewhere on the Pacific coast of

America. The gemis is absent from that coast, except A. crassa (E.

and H.), recorded from the Galapagos Is.

Gregory (Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 1900, pp. 20-31) gives details

of the Indo-Pacific specimens, recorded by Brook, after an examina-

tion of the types, and concludes that none of them belong to either

of the West Indian varieties, but to distinct species. The, Singapore

specimen, referred by Brook to palmata (No. 93, 4, 7, 24), may be

the true (dees of Dana. According to Gregory, it is distinct from

palmata in its calicles and coenenchyma, but grows in the same form.

The Madrepora ethica D. and M. (op. cit., p. 82, 1860) seems to

be a dwarfed or young, slender form of var. proUfera. But the figures

referred to it (pi. x, figs. V, 8) do not agree with the description at

all. They appear rather to represent a MUlepora.

This species, in all its diverse forms of growth, retains pretty

constantly the characteristic forms of its axial and radial or

lateral calicles, and the characteristic j^orous and
g

roughly echinulate texture of the coenenchyma s.^h

The radial corallites and their calicles .uc i'^^Tj^Sl J"^^-

larger than in most species of the genus. The

corallites are rather openly nariform or tubo-naii-
^

form, costate, and porous. The septa are well ',

developed, the directives widei*. The axial coi il "a

lites are stout, tubular, usually much exsert, not

swollen ; walls porous and strongly costate exter- muricata,\»x. pro-

nally
;
calicles large, tubular

;
primary septa well

J'Jjs%li^axiarc"or'

developed, subequal ; secondaries nai'rower ; the allites are too small

septa form a distinct, 12-rayed star.

Errata.—Page 51, line 3 from bottom, for Flaggs read Flatts.—Page 128,.

line 17, for xxxiii, fig. 4, read xxv, fig. 3.

[For explanation of plates, see end of Article IV.
j



IV.

—

Comparisons of the Bermudian, M^est Indian, and Bra-

zilian Coral Faunve. By A. E. Verrill.

Plates x-xxxv.

1.— Characteristics of the Berniudian Coral Fauna.*

The coral-fauna of the Bermudas must be regarded as a detached

colony of the more hardy species that have migrated from the West

Indies through the agency of the northward currents, by which their

free-swimming larvae have been carried to these islands.

Therefore the particular species that have become established

there, have been determined both by the duration of their free larval

stages and by their ability to endure the cooler waters of this area.

It has been a process of natural selection, in this sense, though it

probabl}^ has not yet gone far enough to differentiate a single new
species nor even au}^ marked varietal forms, f

Probably most of the species have migrated directly from the

Bahamas. How long a time is required for drifting objects to travel

from the Bahamas to the Bermudas is not known. The distance is

rather more than TOO miles, but any floating object would not travel

in a straight line, so that it would, most likely, travel nearly 1,000

miles in such a journey. At the rate of 1 mile per hour the north-

ward drift would be IOCS miles in 42 days, or 720 miles in 30 days.

Probably the average rate of the current, in this region, may not be

much greater than this.

* After this article was in type I received the important report by Dr. T. W.
Vaughan on The Stony Corals of Porto Ricau Waters (Bulletin U. S. Fish Coram,

for 1900, ii, pp. 289-320, with 38 plates, Dec, 1901). Hence I am able to make
use of it only, by inserting, in the synonymy, references to it, and especially to

the important plates, reproduced from photographs.

But as Mr. Vaughan uses the same nomenclature and repeats the same argu-

ments to sustain his conclusions that he published in his preceding paper of

1901 (Fossil Corals of the Elevated Reefs of Curacoa, etc.), a better opportunity

to refer to his woi'k would have involved no changes in my own conclusions.

t Two new species that I have now described from the Bermudas {Mussa annec-

tens and Mussa (Isophyllia) multiflora are not yet known from the West
Indies, but they will probably be found there when carefully looked for.
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But if floating forms should escape from the western Bahamas

and pass directly into the full current of the Gulf Stream, where the

velocity is three to four miles an hour, a large part of the northward

journey could be made in a much shorter time. Then we may sup-

pose that by eastward surface currents, caused by the prevailing

southwest winds, such forms could easily be driven eastwaixl from

the Gulf Stream to the Bermudas. By this course it is pi'obable

that the journey might be made in less than four weeks, under

favorable conditions.

That this course is taken by many forms of marine life is certain,

for after every period of strong southwesterly winds large numbers

of Gulf Stream species of animals are cast ashore on the Bermudas,

especially on the southern side. Among these are Physalia, the

Gulf-Stream crabs and shrimp, etc.

Probably the larval period of many corals is too brief to permit

them to make this journey. Others may arrive there that are not

able to endure the low temperature of the water during the Avinter.

Thus it happens that many of the West Indian genera and species

are not found at the Bermudas.

The absence of all varieties of Acropora {Mndreporci) muricata

is particularly noteworthy, for these are among the most abundant

and important of the West Indian reef corals.

Other important West Indian genera that are lacking are Col-

pophyllia, Moeandrina (= Pectinia auth.), Dendrogyra, Dicho-

ccenia, EusmilUa, Stephanocoenia, and tSolenastrcea

.

The absence of certain very common species of West Indian corals,

and the presence of others of the same genera, is also noteworthy.

Thus Moeandra clivosa and M. {3Ianicina auth.) areolata are absent,

while two other species are present in abundance. Agaricia agari-

cites is absent, while A. fragilis is common. Porites furcata is

unknown, while P. polymorjoha (=: clavaria) and P. astreoides are

common.

On the other hand, some genei'a- and species appear to be more

abundant than in most parts of the West Indies. Thus the subgenus

Isojyhyllia, so abundant here, seems to be less developed elsewhere.

The same is perhaps true of Ocvlina and Madracis, as well as of

Agaricia fragilis and Mmandra {^Diploria) labyrinthiforniis. The
latter is here the prevailing reef coral, but it seems to be relatively

less abundant in the West Indies. But Mr. Whitfield informs me
that it is very abundant at the Bahamas.
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Revised List of Bermudinn Corals.

MADREPORARIA.

Family Maeandridae. See p. 65.

Favidce Vaughan, Stony Corals of Porto Rican Waters, p. 302.

Maeaudra labyrinthifonnis (L.) Oken. See p. 70.

Plate x, figures 1-3 ; pl. xii, fig. 5.

Common Brain Coral. Brain Stone.

Yevj abundant on nearly all reefs, except in Harrington Sound.

Maeandra cerebrum (Ellis & Sol.) Ver. See p. 74.

Platygyra viHdis Vaughan, op. cit.
, p. 306, plates ix-xiii.

Plate x, fig. 4 ; pl. xii, fig. 4 ; pl. xiv, figs. 4, 5 ; pl. xix, fig. 7.

Brain Coral. Brain Stone.

Common on the outer reefs ; rare near the shores ; absent from

Harrington Sound.

Favia fragum (Esper) E. & H. See p. 90.

Favia fragum Vaughan, op. cit., p. 303, pl. viii, figs. 1, 2.

Plate xiii, figures 1, 2.

Small Star Coral.

Common in shallow Avater and on the reefs; also in tide-pools.

Family Orbicellidse. See p. 93. Vaughan, p. 300.

Orbicella annularis (E. & Sol.) Dana. See p. 94.

Orbicella acroporu Vaughan, op. cit., p. 301, plates vi, vii.

Plate xv, figures 1, la.

Star Coral (with small stars).

Outer reefs, not common ; rarel}^ on inner reefs. (See figure 9,

p. 173.)

Orbicella cavernosa (L.) Ver. See p. 102.

Great Star Coral (with large stars).

Outer reefs, near North Rocks, rare.
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Plesiastraea Goodei Yer. See p. 106, cut 1.

Plate xxx, figures 1, la.

Small-eyed Star Coral.

Outer reefs, at North Rocks, rare ; Bailej^ Bay reefs, rare.

Family Stylophoridae. See p. 108.

Madracis decactis (Ly.) Ver. See p. 108, cuts 2, 2a.

Plate xiv, figure 6.

Ten-rayed Star Coral.

Outer and inner reefs, common ; Harrington Sound, 0.5 to 2

fath., not rare.

Family Oculinidse. See p. 110.

Oculina (Lam., restricted) ; Dana (pars) ; Edw. & Haime.

''•Ivory Corals.''''

The genus Oculina is common at the Bermudas, and especially so

in Harrington Sound, where it occurs in several forms usually con-

sidered as distinct species.

During both my trips to the Bermudas I made large collections of

this genus, in order to ascertain, if possible, the number of species

and their variations. But I have not as yet had opportunities to

devote the requisite amount of time to this subject.

Some of the species of Oculina grow at considerable depths. I

was told by fishermen that they had occasionally hooked up living

branches from 20-25 fathoms, on the hard grounds outside of the

outer reefs, but I did not see any of these specimens.

It is certain that all the species are highly variable in general

appearance, size of trunk and branches, mode of branching, prom-

inence and size of the calicles, presence and character of the costal

striations, amount of coenenchyma, etc. The number and character

of the septa and pali and the size of the columella are also more or

less variable. Thus it becomes very difficult to limit the species.

I feel certain that too many species of Oculina have been recog-

nized among the Bermuda corals, esj^ecially by Quelch, who records

seven species. Apparently all my specimens can be arranged in four

species, at the most, and perhaps in three. Therefore I now give

the following species only provisionally :
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Oculina varicosa Lesueur.

Oculina varicosa Les., Mem. Mus. Paris, vi, p. 291, pi. xvii, fig. 19, 1820.

Dana, Zooph. Expl. Exp., p. 67, fig. 28, and p. 394, 1846, type examined.

Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., iv, p. 46, 1864. Pourtalfes, Reef Corals,

p. 66, 1877; Florida Reefs, pi. i, figs. 1-4
;

pi. ii, figs. 3, 4 ;
pi. iii, figs. 8,

9, 1880. Qixelch, op. cit., p. 48, 1886.

Plate XXXII. Figures 2, 3, 4.

Large Ii)ory Coral. Tree Coral.

This is much the largest and finest species of Oculina, as well as

the most distinct, but it is comj^aratively rare, and not often found

in very shallow water.

It branches very distantl^^ in an irregularly arborescent manner,

the few branches being usually crooked, rather long, and tapering.

The main trunk may be 30 to 50'""' in diameter ; many of the larger

branches are 20 to 25'"'" in diameter, in large specimens.

%L b

'^

Figure 9.

—

Orbicella annularis D.

Group of calicles, somewhat
enlarged, after Sonrel. Both
figures from Webster's Inter-

national Dictionary.

In>>

Figt;re 10.—«, Oculina varicosa Les.,

tijDS of two branches with polyps
expanded, natural size ; b, part of

a branch, more enlarged, after

Sonrel, in Agassiz, Florida Reefs.

The coenenchyma is abundant, very solid, white, and neai'l}'"

smooth in the trunk and larger branches, but it becomes small in

amount .on the tapering terminal branchlets, especially near the tips.

The calicles are mostly of rather large size. The corallites on the

principal branches are usually mammiform, with large swollen bases,

abruptly narrowing to the cylindrical distal portion, often with the

summit and calicle somewhat contracted. But they may vary

greatly in the amount of swelling of the base, even on the same

specimen. In some cases the bases are very large and much swollen,

so as to be nearly hemispherical and in contact proximally. In

other cases they are much higher than broad, and subconical, but

these may also be in contact proximally. On the under sides of the

branches and in other unfavorable places, the calicles may be only

slightly raised, and the swollen base may be wanting, or even

replaced by a slightly sunken area or fosse, surrounded by a raised

border, as in O. robusta Pourt. and some of the other species.
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On the smaller brandies and branchlets the swollen bases of the

corallites gradually decrease in size, till they may disappear. In

such cases the distal corallites are cylindrical, somewhat prominent,

and they stand at a rather wide angle to the branch, even to near

the tips. But quite often the bases are distinctly swollen nearly to

the tips of the branches.

The costal strife are often Avell developed, about 24 in number,

radiating on the sides, but often curving at the sutural lines, when

the latter are distinct between the bases of the corallites. On the

larger branches and trunk the costal strife and sutural grooves are

often entirely lacking and the whole surface appears smooth.

Figure 11.

—

Oculina varicosa Les. Part of a branch with the polyps expanded^

much enlarged. From a drawing by A. H. Verrill.

The septa are mostly 24 to 36, varying in width and thickness

according to the cycles. The 12 larger ones are usually distinctly

thicker and wider than the others, subentire, and only a little exsert,

broadly rounded at summit, thick at the walls.

The pali are generally 10 or 12, rather small and thin, and not

very prominent. The columella is of moderate size and papillose.

On our largest specimen there are several scattered, abnormally

large corallites, having 40 to 56 or more septa. These are exsert

and have large and deep calicles with narrow septa. Their calicles

are 5 to 7"™ in diameter.

The ordinary calicles are mostly about 2-75 to 3*50"^"^ in diameter,

rarely 4™™, but on the thicker branches and trunk their diameter is

often only 2™™, being smallest in those corallites that have very

swollen bases ; these large bases are often 10 to 13'"'" in diameter

and 6 to 8""" high.

Our largest specimen was about 400""'" (16 inches) high, when

entire.

Bermuda, 6-12 fathoms ; in Harrington Sound, etc. Rare on the

Florida Reefs and in the West Indies.
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Var. conigera Ver., nov.

Oculina varicosa, var., Pourtales, Florida Reefs, pi. ii, fig. 3, 1880.

Plate XXX. Figure 3.

A remarkable variety, from Bermuda, has large and very prom-

inent conical corallites, sloping continuously from the margin of the

calicle to the base, with a smooth, even surface ; no costal striae.

Their bases are in contact and they stand out at nearly right angles

to the branch. The calicles are small and contracted, rather shallow,

with 24 thin, unequal septa, those of the third cycle being very

narrow and thin. Pali small ; columella poorly developed. Only

one branch is in the collection. A larger specimen has been well

figured in the Report on Florida Reefs.

Oculina di£fusa Lam., 1816.

Oculina diffusa Dana, Zooph., p. 397, 1846. Edw. & Haime (pars), Corall.,

ii, p. 107, 1857. Poiirtalfes, Reef Corals, p. 65, 1877; Florida Reefs, pi. iii,

figs. 10-13, 1880. Quelch, op. cit., p. 47, 1886, descr.

Oculina diffusa Vaughan, op. cit., p. 294, pi. i, figs. 5, 5a, 1901.

Toory Coral. Bush Coral.

This is the most abundant species, both here and at the Florida

Reefs. It usually forms densely branched clumps, with numerous

slender ascending branchlets. But it also grows in open, arbores-

cently bi-anched forms. The calicles are rather large, usually 3 to

4™™ in diameter. The corallites are more or less prominent, becom-

ing oblique toward the tips of the branches, but on the larger

branches they may be surrounded by a depression and outer ridge,

or become circiimvallate. The septa are usually 24, rather narrow,

little exsert. Columella well developed.

Oculina pallens Ehrenberg.

Corall. Rothen Meeres, p. 79, 1834. Dana, Zooph., p. 67, fig. 29, p. 395, 1846,

Pourtales, Reef Corals, p. 66, 1877; Florida Reefs, pi. iii, figs. 14-17, 1888.

Quelch, op. cit., p. 48, 1886, (descr.).

^Oculina speciosa 'Ed.w . & Haime, Monog.
, p. 67, pi. iv, fig. 1, 1850; Hist.

Corall., ii, p. 106, 1857. Quelch, op. cit., p. 50, (descr. and notes on the

original type, examined).

Ivory Coral. Tree Coral.

This forms rather handsome arborescently branched corals, about

a foot high, with the branches rather few, long, divergent, and

tapered. The corallites are of medium size, 2.5 to 3™"" in diameter,
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rather prominent, somewhat enlarged proximally. They usually

stand at a large angle to the branches. The septa are exsert, usually

24
;
pali are not very well developed ; and the columella is rather

large and papillose.

It is common in Harrington Sound in 1 to 8 fathoms ; Bailey Bay,

2 to 6 fathoms, etc.

Oculina Valenciennesi Edw. & Haime.

Monog. Oculinidfe, p. 69, 1850; Hist. Corall., ii, p. 108, 1857.

? Oculina Banksi Edw. & H., Monog., p. 68 ; Hist. Corall., ii, p. 107, 1857.

? Oculina Bermudiana Duch. & Mich., Supl. Corall. Antilles, p. 162 [68], pi. x,

figs. 1, 3 (poor), 1866. Quelch, op. cit., p. 51 (as Bermudensis).

Plate xxxn, figure 5.

Ivory Coral. Tree Coral.

This species forms openly and irregularly branched, or rather

straggling arborescent corals, a foot or more high, with the branches

rather long and crooked. The larger branches are fx'om 12 to 20™™

in diameter, in large specimens ; corallites mostly circumvallate.

The distal corallites are usually a little prominent, but those on the

larger branches and trunk ai'e mostly low, and scarcely exsert ; their

bases are usually surrounded by a shallow, circular depression, out-

side of which there is a wide and low surrounding ridge. The

depressions and ridges are crossed by the curved, radial costal

striations. Common at the Bermudas, especially in Harrington

Sound, 1 to 8 fathoms.

The singular looking coral described by Edw. & Haime as

O. Banksli may be only ^n older and more developed form of this

species, Avith calicles larger and more deeply sunken in a fosse than

usual, and with higher investing ridges. The locality of the type

was unknown, but it was from the collection of Sir Joseph Banks.

Catesby (Hist. Cai'olina, etc.. Introduction) states that he made a

collection of corals in the Bahamas and afterwards presented them

to Sir Joseph Banks, who was one of his patrons. It is probable,

therefore, that this type was from the Bahamas.

I have seen a fine specimen, agreeing well with the original descrip-

tion of Banksii, in the Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., from the Bahamas

(coll. R. P. Whitfield), but have not had an opportunity to study it

,

carefully.

I can find nothing in the brief description and poor figure of

O. Bermudiana by which to distinguish it from the present species.
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Oculina coronalis Quelch.

Voy. Challenger, xvi, p. 49, pi. i, figs. 6-6c.

Ivory Coral.

This is an openly branched arborescent species, with the branches

long, often divai'icate and contorted, spreading in all directions,

seldom coalescent.

The most important character is the corona-like, close group of

12 erect, stout pali, which seem to be rather more developed than is

iisual in any of the other species. The columella is well developed,

papillose. Septa :?4, unequal, very granulated, little exsert. Calicles

distant, 2 to 3°"" in diameter.

I have seen no specimens agreeing perfectly with this form, which

may be a distinct species. But in most respects it agrees pretty

closely with some specimens of 0. paltens, from which it may not be

distinct.

Family Mussidae. See p. 115.

Mussa Oken, Dana. See pp. 115-118, 128.

Mussa + SymphylUa + Isophyllia + MycetophyUia + ? UlophyiUa Edw. &
Haime, Hist. Corall., ii, 1857.

Cactus Corals.

Since printing the previous article, I have had occasion to study a

new species of 3fiissa, described below, which is closely related, in

most respects, to the typical species of Isophyllia, but yet it has the

larger, exsert, distal septal teeth and the distally thickened septa

characteristic of Mussa. See fig. 12.

In fact, it is truly intermediate between the two groups.

Consequently I am now led to reunite them, together with Sym-

phylUa, MycetophyUia, and Ulophyllia, in the old genus Mussa.

But it may, nevertheless, be convenient to keep them in use as siib-

ordinate groups, equivalent to sub-genera, or sections, that are not

clearh^ limited by structural characters, such as should characterize

true genera.

On pages 115, 116 (note) I have already stated that this Avould

probably have to be done eventually. See also my remarks, below,

on the Brazilian species {M. tenuisepta and M. Braziliensis), which

ai"e also connecting species.

It is easy, also, to find in some calicles of typical Isophylllce, like

/. fragilis, septa that have the distal teeth larger than the rest.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 12 December, 1901.
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Sometimes this feature, in that species and others, may be found

characteristic of many entire calicles. It is then, scarcely more than

a variable specific character in some species.

In respect to the Symphyllia condition, I will add that I have one

specimen of JSI. [IsophylUa) fragilis, from Bermuda, in which the

six calicles terminate entirely distinct dichotomous branches, as in

31. Harttii, var. laxa. The calicles are partly isolated, partly under-

going fission. There is no exotheca.

As to TJlophyllia, I am in some doubt, for I have been unable to

study more than a few specimens of that group. Other species that

have been figured appear to difl'er more from Mussa than those that

I have seen, and possibly some of them may be generically distinct.

The Indo-Pacific species of Mussa (including Symphyllia, typical)

differ as a whole from the West Indian species in having bi'oader

and more exsert septa, with larger and usually broader distal teeth,

and usually in having stronger or more spiniform costal teeth. The

columella is also apt to be more lamellose. But all these parts are

variable and do not present any tangible generic characters for sepa-

rating them from the West Indian group. These last present a wide

range of variation in the size and character of the calicles and septa,

and in their dentition.

Mussa (Symphyllia) annectens Ver., sp. nov.

Plate xxxv, figures 1, 2.

Rose Coral. Cactus Coral. Tooth Coral [Bahamas). Figure 12.

Coral massive, either pedicelled or broadly attached, more or less

hemispherical, up to 6 inches (150™™) in diameter, with the walls of

the corallites united, to their summits, by costae and cellular exotheca,

but nearly always showing a narrow groove along the summit. The

proper walls are thin and solid. Calicles of moderate size and deep,

mostly in short, separate, lobulate series, with two to four centers.

Many of the compound calicles have a stellate or rosette-like foi'ni

with three to six lobes, each of which has a calicinal center, Avhich

surround a larger central one. In other places the calicles run

together in sinuous valleys, which are then about 12 to 15™™ wide

from wall to wall, but between the edges of the septa only 7 to 10""^

wide. The largest calicles that are not dividing are usually about

18 to 20"™ across, rarely 25™'°
; depth of calicle to top of wall,

9_12™™. The septa are not very wide, but rather thick distally, and

strongly exsert ; their summits are often wider than the middle por-
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tion, and rounded, but many are narrowed and angular or subacute
;

all are terminated by two to four, more commonly three, strong,

sharp, erect teeth, giving the coral a rough and spinose appearance.

The inner edge is usually nearly perpendicular and thinner, and

is divided into a variable number, usually six to eight, of sharp

spiniform teeth, usually pointing strongly upward. These teeth of

the inner edge are generally decidedly smallei', shorter, and thinner

than the distal ones, but they are quite variable in size and form,

and some of them are sometimes about as large and wide as those

of the exsert portion, but not so thick. Sometimes they are all

subequal, but in other places they are very unequal. See figure 12.

Figure \2.—Mussa annectens Ver. A series of outlines of the larger septa,

from the type specimen, enlarged ; a, b, two septa mth true Mussa denti-

tion ; c, d, two septa with dentition of intermediate character ; e, f, two

septa of the Isophyllia type
; g, h, two septa from the outer side of marginal

calicles, to show the character of the costal spines. Drawn by A. H. Verrill.

In the type specimens the septa are rather openly arranged, and

separated by interspaces exceeding their own thickness. But in one

example they are thicker and more crowded. They are unequal in

width and thickness, according to the three or four cycles that they

represent, those of the last cycle being almost rudimentary. There

are usually seven or eight larger ones to lO"""" in the type. The sides

of the septa are sharply granulated. The columella is well devel-

oped, trabecular, and covered with rough, irregularly divergent

spines.

The under side is strongly lobulated near the margin and naked

for about 20 to 40™™ in the type, but inuch less in some others. The

costae are rather coarse, irregular, in some places having somewhat

raised lamella?, with sharply serrate edges ; in other places low and

feebly toothed.

Hamilton Harboi', Bermuda, on the reefs.
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This interesting species is represented by three large specimens,

4 to 6 inches in diameter, with numerous calicles. They were

recently found in a lot of unassorted corals collected in Hamilton

Harbor by Mr. A. Hj^att Verrill, March, 1901, and hitherto over-

looked.

It is clearly a true Mussa, as contrasted with Isophyllia, for the

distal, erect, exsert septal teeth are the stronger. The complete

union of the walls by exotheca would place it in 8ymphyllia, if that

group be recognized.

It is more nearly related to M. [Symphyllia) rigicla Dana, of the

West Indies, than to any other known species. But it has much
larger calicles, and they are compound and much lobulated, and

rarely astreiform, as in the latter. The walls, also, are much less

solid. It also has a general resemblance to M. (IsojjhyUia) multi-

Jiora, but the latter has thinner and more numerous septa, which ai'e

toothed as in Isophyllia, and its calicles are smaller and more often

isolated.

Mussa (Isophyllia) dipsacea (D.) Ver. See p. 118.

Plate xviii, figs. 2, 5 ; pl. xix, figs. 3, 3 ; pl. xx, fig. 2.

Rose Coral. Cactus Coral.

Occurs in the same places as the following ; common.

Mussa (Isophyllia) fragilis (D.) Ver. See p. 121.

Plate xvi, figs. 1, 2; pl. xvii, figs. 1-7; pl. xviii, figs. 1, 6;

pl. xix, figs. 1, 4, 5.

Rose Coral. Cactus Coral.

Outer and inner reefs and rocks, and on shallow flats, very com-

mon ; Harrington Sd., common in 2-8 feet of water.

Mussa (Isophyllia) multiflora Ver. See p. 125.

Plate xx, fig. 1 ; pl. xxv, fig. 1.

Outer reefs ; Serpuline atolls ; Hamilton Harbor, not common.

The numerous other species of Isophyllia and Lithophyllia,

recorded by Quelch, are probably all varieties and young oi M. fra-

gilis and 31. dipsacea.
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Family Agaricidae. See p. 139.

Agaricia fragilis Dana. See p. 142.

Plate xxvi, figures \a-\d.

Hat Coral. Shade Coral.

Bermudas, on the reefs in shallow water ; Castle Harbor ; Har-

rington Sound, 0.5 to 3 fathoms, common ; Florida and the West

Indies, rather rare.

Siderastraea radians (Pallas) Ver. See p. 153.

Vaughan, Corals Porto Rican Waters, p. 309, pi. xv, pi. xvi, fig. 2, 1901.

Plate xxx, figure 1.

Star Coral.

Bermudas, common, both on the reefs and in shallow water in all

bays and sounds
;
grassy flats of Long Bird Island at low tide and

in pools, etc. Florida; everywhere in the West Indies and to Colon
;

abundant.

Siderastraea siderea (Ellis & Sol.) Plain v. See p. 151.

Vaughan, op. cit., p. 309, pi. xiv, figs. 1, 2, pi. xvi, fig. 1, 1901.

Plate xxx, figures 2, 3.

Star Coral.

Bermudas, much less common than the last. Florida Reefs and

West Indies ; Colon, etc. ; common.

Family Poritidae Gray, 1840. Dana, 1846. See p. 158.

Porites polymorpha Link. See p. 158.

Porites porites (jjo>'s=forma clavaria) Vaughan, op. cit., pp. 314-316, pi.

xxix, pi. xxxi, fig. 2.

Plate xxxi, figures 3, 3o.

Bermudas, common on the reefs and also in the shallow bays, 0.5

to 3 fathoms ; Harrington Sound. Florida and through the AVest

Indies ; abundant.

Porites astreoides Les. See p. 160.

Porites astreoides Vaughan, op. cit., p. 317, plates xxxii-xxxiv, 1901.

Plate xxxi, figures 4, 4a.

Common in shallow water and on the reefs, 0.5 to 4 fathoms.

Florida and through the West Indies to Pernambuco, Brazil,

abundant.
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HYDROCORALLIA.

Family Milleporidae Fleru. {pars), 1828. Edw. and Haime ( jjars), Hist. Corall.,

iii, p. 224, 1860.

Millepora alcicornis Linu^.

Dana, Zooph., p. 543, 1846. Edw. & Haime, Corall., iii, p. 228, 1860.

Ponrtalfes, Florida Reefs, pi. xx, figs. 1-6, 1880, excellent. Quelch, Voy.

Chall., xvi, p. 190, 1886. Vaughan, Corals Porto Eican Waters, p. 318,

plates xxxv-xxxviii.

Finger Coral. Sea Ginger. Ginger Coral.

Figure 13.

—

Millepora alcicornis L.

Tips of branches, | natural size. After Sonrel, in Agassiz.

Abundant everyvvhere on the Bermuda reefs and also on ledges

and rocks near the shore, in 0'.5 to 5 fathoms ; Harrington Sound,

0.5 to 4 fathoms. Abundant on the Florida Reefs and thi'oughout

the West Indies to Colon. Abrolhos Reefs, Brazil, (var.)

Quelch recorded also M. ramosa Pallas (two specimens), and

31. Carthaginiensis Duch, & Mich., as from the Bermudas. I did

not find any specimens agreeing with either of these forms, which

may be only growth-varieties of alcicornis.

The following species, which are not reef-corals, were recorded by
Moseley as dredged by the Challenger about the Bermudas. See

vol. ii, part T, pp. 138-184, 1880 :

f Caryophyllia cylindracea Reuss. ; Moseley, p. 138.— 43.5 fath.

Axohelia dumetosa Duch. ; Moseley, p. 182.—435 fath,

Gladocora arhuscida Edw. & H. ; Moseley, p. 184.—435 fath.

Bathyactis .symmetrica Mosele}-, p. 186, pi. xi, figs. 8-9a.—32 fath.

and 1075 fath.

Deltocyathus italicns Edw. & Haime ; Moseley, p. 145, cuts.

—

1075 fath.

Caryophyllia communis Moseley, p. 135, pi. i, figs. 4-5a.—690
fath.
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yindracis aspernla YAw. & Ilaime ; Moseley, p. 182.—On Soiitli-

Avest Bank, :]0 fath. See p. 109, above.

Mr. G. Browne Goode, in a letter in 1877, mentions finding a

small Astrangia at the Bermudas. The specimens have not been

found in his collections. It may have been Astrangia solitaria

(Les.) Ver., which is common in the West Indies.

•2.— Characteristics of the West Indian Coral Fauna.

The coral fauna of the West Indian area is remarkably uniform

from Florida and the Bahamas to the Lesser Antilles and the coast

of Venezuela, and to Colon. The Florida reefs and keys, so far as

known, lack a few species that are found in the Bahamas and further

southward. But this may be due to the much greater difficulty in

making collections on the outer reefs of Florida, as compared with

those of the Bahamas. Still the list of Florida reef-corals published

by Pourtales (Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., ii) includes nearl}' all the

important West Indian species, though some that are abundant else-

where seem to be rare on the Florida Reefs. Among the larger

Bahama species, not yet known from Florida, ai*e Dendrogyra

<;yli7idrus, Stephanocoenia intersepta, Solenastrma hyades, Plesias-

trcea Goodei, Mussa rigida, Agaricia crassa. But it is probable

that all these will eventually be discovered there.

The lists of species known from Colon and Cumana are probably

very imperfect, as they represent only a small amount of collecting,

but they include most of the ordinarv West Indian reef-corals.

At Curacoa the coral fauna is known to be essentially the same as

in the Bahamas. The same is true of St. Thomas and Guadaloupe.

The West Indian coral fauna is, however, totally distinct from

that of Panama and the Indo-Pacific region. Not a single species

is positively known to be common to the West Indies and either of

those regions.*

With the coral fauna of Brazil there is a direct relationship.

Apparently a few of the species are also closely related to, and per-

haps identical with, those of the eastern Atlantic*

* Qnelch (Voy. Challenger, xvi, pp. 91, 99) records- Ji/ctniciHa areolata from
10-20 fath., off Cape of Good Hope, and Favia fragum from the Azores, on the

shores. He also records (pp. 181, 182) from the Cape Verde Islands, two of the

nominal West Indian fonns of Porites described by Duch. & Mich., but the lat-

ter are absolutely indeterminable withoiit comparison of the types. His species

may be quite different.
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This is not surprising, for various West Indian raollusks and

echinoderms, and some gorgonians, etc., are known to occur on the

E. African coasts.

With the Mediterranean fauna there is little resemblance, but the

genus Cladocora is found in both faunae.

The West Indian coral-fauna is characterized by a few genera that

are not known to occur in the Indo-Pacific fauna, and by others that

are comparatively rare in that fauna. But there is no family of

corals restricted to the West Indies.

Among the genera peculiar to the West Indies are ColpophylUa,

Dendrogyra, 3Ieandrina, rest. [=iP€ctinia auth.), Easmillia, Ste2>ha-

noccenia, and perhaps the subgenus Isophyllia.

Among the common genera that are comparatively rare in the

Indo-Pacific, the following may be mentioned : Agaricia, Sideras-

trcea, Cladocora, Madracis, Ocidina (rest.), Dichocoenia, Orbicella.

But the West Indian reef-fauna is also characterized by the con-

spicuous absence of a large number of genera and even of some large

families of corals that are abundant in the Indo-Pacific.

Among the families that are lacking are the Turbinaridce, Eupsam-

midce, Fungidoi* (with numerous genera), Pocilloporidm.

Of the important Indo-Pacific genera that are lacking, the follow-

ing are notable : Turhinaria, Astrmoporo, Montipora, Alveo2)ora,f

Sy}iarcea, Psammocora, Pavonia, Pachyseris,Fungia, Berpetolitha,

Cryptohacia, Halomitra, Podohacia, Merulina, Hydnophora, Trida-

cophylUa, Echinopora, Mycedium (restr.), TJlophyllia, Trachypjhyllia,

Galaxea, Euphyllia, Plerogyra, Favites = Prionastrcea, Acantlias-

trcea, Pocillopora , Siylophora (true), Seriatopora, and many others.

The total absence of the slender-branched, corymbose and cjespi-

tose species of Acropora [Madrepora auth.) is one of the most con-

spicuous differences between the West Indian and the Indo-Pacific

reefs. Such species are exceedingly abundant and varied on the lat-

ter, and give to them some of their most striking characteristics. The

absence of Pocillopora, which abounds on all the Indo-Pacific reefs,

and even in the Panama fauna, is also a striking feature of the West

Indian reefs. There are, however, a number of genera that are well

developed and abundant in both of these great faunal areas. Among
these are Porites, Mceandra, Favia, Solenastrma, Mussa, Milliporay

and the stout-branched species of Acropora.

* A few small, simple representatives of this family, from deep water, have

Ijeen described by Pourtales.

f Species of Alveopora have been described as fossils in the later tertiary

deposits of some of the islands, but none are known living in the West Indies.
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The interesting relations between the West Indian and the Brazil-

ian coral fauna? will be discussed in the next chapter.

At present, it is impossible to make a satisfactory general cata-

logue of the West Indian corals. This is due mainly to the large

number of forms badly determined and too imperfectly described by

Duch. and Michelotti, esjjecially those of the genera Miissa {Iso-

phyllia), Agaricia, Porites, etc. All of these and others need careful

revision, with large collections and comparisons of types.

3.— Characteristics of the Brazilian Coral Fauna.

The known Brazilian reef corals are but few in number, though

the reefs have now been well explored, but they are of unuisual inter-

est, partly because they constitute a very special coral fauna, and

partly because several of them present remarkably generalized or

archaic characters, combining within a single sj^ecies characters

Avhich ordinarily characterize two or more distinct genera.

This would seem to indicate that this fauna is a small surviving

remnant of an ancient coral fauna that has mostly disappeared.

Possibly this fauna may date back to the early Tertiary period.

Certain of the still existing species may have been the ancestral

species from which some of the modern West Indian reef-corals may
have been derived, by evolution, under more tropical conditions.

Among those of special interest in this way, I may mention, espe-

cially, Mussa JBraziliensis and J/! tenuisepta, both of which present

characters of Mussa (group Symphyllia), IsophylUa, and Favia, so

that they might be placed about equally well in either of these three

groups, while they also closeh^ resemble Acanthastrcea.

Mussa Harttii occurs in the form of a tyjjical Mussa, with free

dichotomous branches, and in the form of a Symphyllia, with abun-

dant exotheca, uniting the corallites completely together. But all

sorts of intermediate states also occur. Thus it serves to compel the

union of these genera.

Mceandra conferta Ver., originall}^ referred by me to Favia, is

almost exactly intermediate between the two genera in all its charac-

ters, and therefore shows their close relations and common origin.

It is specifically allied to F. gravida, which lives with it, and also

to F. fragum and Mmandra Agassizii, as well as M. clivosa, of the

West Indies. Indeed these five species form a nearly continuous

series of closely related forms, ranging from typical Favia to typical

Mceandra.
*
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On the other hand, Favia leptophylla Ver. closely resembles an

OrhiceUa, and especially the Brazilian Orbicella aperta Ver., not only

in external form and appearance, but especially in the internal struc-

ture, both of the endotheca and exotheca (see the figured sections.

Plates xiii and xxxiii, from photographs). Indeed, they are so much

alike that I have, at times, hesitated to keep them apart, even as sep-

arate species.

And yet the former increases mainh^ by median or subraedian fis-

sion, as in Favia, Avhile the latter increases mainly by extramural or

exothecal budding, as in typical OrhiceUa. In 0. aperta, however,

fission occasionally occurs, while a few exothecal buds can be found

on Favia leptophylla.

Thus these two forms serve to show the close relationship of two

genera, which are typical of two groups, often considered as of

subfamily or even family rank. I very much regret that I have

been unable to study a large series of these forms, for such a series

might even compel us to unite the two in one species, which might

then be referred to either genus, about equally well.

Siderastroea stellata is, in several ways, intermediate between

S. radians and S. side^'ea, the two West Indian species, though per-

haps nearer to the former. It may well have been the ancestral

form of both.

Meandrina [Pectinia) Braziliensis must be considered as a primi-

tive or ancestral form of its genus, for it retains through life the sim-

ple lobulated condition of growth characteristic of the young of the

much larger and more complex forms [M. meandrites, etc) found in

the West Indies.

The Brazilian Agaricia, so far as known, resembles the young of

the West Indian A. agaricites much more than the adult.

Very few of the Brazilian reef corals are strictly identical with

those of the West Indies. This is due, undoubtedly, to the vast vol-

ume of fresh water discharged by the Amazon River. This forms a

barrier absolutely impassable to many forms of shallow-water marine

animals, and to their free-swimming larval stages, when these live at

the surface or at moderate depths. Those species living at the bot-

tom, at considerable depths, would be less affected, for the fresh

water would reach the bottom only at moderate depths, and near

the coast.

But as the reef corals are all sensitive to brackish water, and all

inhabit shallow water and have freve-swimming, surface-dwelling

larvfe, they naturally form one of the groups least able to pass such
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a barrier as is produced by the Amazonian waters. Indeed, the

wonder is that any of the species shouhl ever have passed this bar-

rier, exce])t by human agenc}', unless they were in existence at a time

wlien the South American continent was less elevated, and when the

lower Amazonian valle}' may have been a great salt-water Bay.*

It is possible, of course, that some of the smaller and rarer incrust-

ing forms, like the Agaricio, may have been carried from the West
Indies to Brazil on the bottoms of vessels. If such vessels were kept

well out at sea, away from the Amazonian waters, this might occur,

for I have seen tine branching specimens of Ocidhia, six inches in

height, as well as other corals, taken from the bottoms of vessels at

the Bermudas. But the abundant and larger species, widely dis-

tributed on the coast, carmot be accounted for in any such way. In

fact, the only ones to which such an explanation couhl possibly be

supposed to apply, would be the Agaricia, Porltes astreoides, var,,

and 3Iillepora alcicornis. But the two latter are too abundant and

too widely distributed to make such an explanation seem reasonable.

Since the course of the ocean currents along that coast is north-

ward, any species common to the two faunse is far more likely to

have been carried northwards from Brazil to the West Indies by
their agency, than in the opposite direction. Indeed, it would seem

impossible for such species to migrate southward along the northern

Brazilian coast.

Therefore the original home of those species found in both regions

must have been the Brazilian coast.

Most of the Brazilian corals were first described by me in vol. i,

part ii, of these Transactions, 1867, but they were not then figured.

Prof. C. F. Hartt contributed to that paper notes on their habits and

distribution.

The structure, extent, and distribution of the Brazilian coral reefs

have been described by Prof. C. F. Harttf and by 3Ir. R. Rathbun.J
Prof, J. D. Dana, in his " Corals and Coral Islands," has made
extracts from Prof. Hartt's descriptions (see pp. 140-142, and p. 55

of ed. iv, 1890), and on p. 1 1;] has given a partial list of the corals.

* It has even been suggested that a direct marine connection between the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, bv the way of the Amazon Valley, may have existed

in the Cretaceous and early Tertiary periods.

t Geology and Physical Geography of Brazil, 1879, pp. 187-214.

X Notes on the Coral Eeefs of the Island of Itaparica, Bahia, and of Parahyba
do Norte, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., xx, pp. 39-41, 1878; Brazilian Corals and
Coral Eeefs, Amer. Naturalist, xiii, pp. 539-551, 1879.
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Many of the important West Indian genera of reef-corals are

apparently absent from the Brazilian reefs. Among these are Acro-

pora {Madre])ora Lam.), Colpophyllia, Dendrogyra, Dichocoenia,

Solenastrcea, Ocxdina, subgenus Isophyllia, etc.

The absence of large species of brain corals {Mceaudra = 3fean-

drina and Diploria auth.) is also a remarkable feature, for these and

the several varieties of Acropora niiwicata are the most conspicuous

and most abundant of the West Indian corals, and contribute more

than any others to the growth of the reefs.

The Brazilian coral fauna is, however, far more nearh^ related to

the West Indian fauna than to any other. It has no special connec-

tion with the Indo-Pacific fauna, nor with the Panamaian fauna.

The only genera found common to Brazil and the Indo-Pacific region

are the nearly cosmotropical genera, Porites, Favla, Mussa, Orbicella,

and Millepora. Of these, Porites alone occurs at Panama. But

the species, even of these genera, are allied to the corresponding

West Indian forms, and less so to those of the Indo-Pacific.

On the other hand, none of the characteristic Indo-Pacific genera

and species occur on the Brazilian reefs. (See above, p. 184.)

Revised List of Brazilian Reef Corals.

MADREPORARIA.

Family Maeandridae Ver. See p. 65.

Mseandra conferta Ver. See p. 84, and these Trans., i, p. 355.

Plate xiii, figure 6.

Abrolhos Reefs, types, (C. F. Hartt) ; Bahia and Fernando

Noronha (Hartt)
;
Mar Grande, Bahia (Rathbun) ; Pernambuco

(Hartt, Rathbun). Cape Frio to Pernambuco, common in tide-

pools (Hartt).

Favia gravida Ver. See p. 91, and these Trans., i, p. 354.

Plate xiii, figure 3.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, (C. F. Hartt) ; Pernambuco and Bahia

(R. Rathbun) ; Cape Frio to Pernambuco, common in tide-pools

(C. F. Hartt).
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Favia leptophylla Ver. See p. 91, and these Trans., i, p. 353.

Plate xiii, figures 4, 5.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, (C. F. Hartt).

Family Orbicellidee. See p. 93. Vaugban, p. 300.

Orbicella aperta Ver. See p. 103, and these Trans., i, p. 356.

Plate xxxiii, figures 1, la.

Abrolhos Reefs, tj'pe, (C. F. Hartt) ; Itaparica, Bay of Bahia

(C. F. Hartt, R. Rathbun).

Orbicella Braziliana Ver. See p. 101.

Off Barra Grande, in 30 fathoms, Challenger Exped. (Quelch).

Orbicella cavernosa, var. hirta Ver. See p. 103.

Plate xxxiii, figure 2, 2a.

This form, briefly described on p. 103, deserves further notice.

Although it resembles O. cavernosa in appearance, it differs so

much in details that it may hereafter be separated as a distinct

species, when a series of specimens can be carefully compared. I

have, unfortunately, only seen one specimen. This is an incrusting

plate, 130"^™ broad and 30 to 40""" thick.

The mature corallites are pretty uniform in size, rather exsert,

near together, nearly round, roughened by the slightly exsert,

unequal, rudely serrulate, rounded tops of the septa, and stronglj^

costate on the nearly vertical sides. The costfe are rather elevated,

unequal in height, but nearly equal in thickness, not much thickened

above, interlocking ; their edges are roughly and lacerately serrulate,

or hispid, the teeth being divided into small points ; their sides are

also roughly hispid Avith sharp granules, leaving narrow intercostal

spaces. The calicles are wide and deep. The septa are about 40 to

48 in the larger calicles, those of the last cycle being quite narrow,

but nearly as high as the others distally, and toothed in the same

way. The 24 larger septa are subequal, rather narrow, rounded

distally, their inner edge concave or perpendicular, so that the calicle

is broad below, and often slight constricted above by the overarch-

ing of the upper part of the septa. The entire edge of the septa is

roughly serrulate, but more so on the distal portion, and their sur-

faces are roughly granulated. At the base there is a rough, sj^ine-

like paliforni tooth, directed inward to the columella, and often
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blending with the processes of the latter. The columella is broad,

flat, rudel}" trabecular, covered with rough, blunt, papilliform spines.

In sections, the exotheca is very cellular with several rows of

arched dissepiments ; the walls are thin and compact ; the endotheca

is formed by wdde, thin, sloping dissepiments ; septa trabecular and

perforated near the columella.

Diameter of the larger calicles, 7 to 8™'"
; depth, 2-3™",

Bahia, Brazil, R. Rathbun, 1876.

Orbicella cavernosa, var. compacta (Rath. MSS.), Vaiighan.

Vaiighan, op. cit., p. 31, 1901.

According to Mr. Vaughan, Mr, Rathbun had considered this a

distinct species, but Mi-. Vaughan, himself, thinks it only a varietj'

of 0. cavernosa^ "with dense walls between the corallites." I have

not seen the specimens.

Figure 14.

—

Meandrina Braziliensis. A young specimen, No. 4557. Natural

size.

Family Euszaillidas Ver. See p. 113.

Meandrina Lam., 1801, non 1816. See p. 66.

Meandrina Braziliensis (Edw. & Haime) Vaughan.

Ctenophyllia Braziliensis Edw. & Haime, Monog., Ann. Sci. Nat., x, p. 279,

pi. vi, fig. 7, 1849.

Pectinia Braziliensis Edw. & Haime, Pol. foss. palseoz., p. 57, 1851; Hist.

Coral]., ii, p. 2i)9, 1858. Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 353, 1867.

Meandrina Braziliensis Vaughan, op. cit., p. 20, 1901.

Plate xxxiv, figure 1.

This elegant species is pedicellate and usually oblong in form,

with the secondary collines and valleys mostly transverse and sim-

ple, (See p, 186.) The valleys are deep ; the septa are wide,

rounded distally, exsert, and nearly entire.
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According to Mr. R. Kathbun (op. cit., p. 542), it usually does not

occur attached to the reefs, but ou the mud-flats, in sheltered places,

partially buried in the mud, and usually unattached when mature

(at ]>ahia, etc.). But when young it is, even in such places, undoubt-

edl}' attached to small pieces of stone, or shells, as is the case with

other similar corals {Mmaiulra areolata, etc.).

A young specimen from the Abrolhos Reefs, in the Yale Museum

(Xo. 4537, coll. C. F. Hartt), was, however, firmly attached by a

pedicel 23""" long and 16'"'" wide, and somewhat expanded at the edge

of the attached base.*

This specimen (tig. 14, above) is 52"^'" long, 33°^'" wide, 32™" high.

The valleys are mostly 7 to 9""" wide ; the collines (and septa) are

about 8 to 9'"'" across, M'here simple.

Thus all the calicinal centers and grooves and their septa are much

smaller and narrower than in the adult, which is in accordance with

all young meandriform corals.

Its margins are deeply lobulated, with four lobes on one side and

five on the other. The infoldings that form the collines are deep
;

three of the collines on each side have already subdivided distally

into two or three short lobes, defining short valleys that start out

from the median valley, which is as narrow as the lateral ones.

The septa are rather thin, alternately wider and very narrow, but

the wider ones are alternately unequal, as if in three cycles. The

larger ones ai-e broadly rounded distally, little exsert, nearh^ per-

pendicular within the valleys. The distal third of their edges is

* In contrast with this specimen, I add a description of a yonng example of

M. meandrites, of almost exactly the same size, from the Bahamas, collected by

E. P. Whitfield, and now in the Amer. Mus. Nat. History. It was firmly

attached by the central part of the base.

Length, SO"""" ; breadth, about 18°""
; height, about So""". It has six primary

marginal folds or lobes, and about three small secondary ones, some just form-

ing, and a little irregular.

The septa are somewhat exsert, entire, or nearly so ; the edge is couvexly

rounded and narrowed distally. Small narrow ones alternate with the wider

ones. Columella large, formed of small convoluted lamellae and trabeculae,

without any median continuous lamella. Collines narrow, double in most parts.

External wall with raised, unequal costae, two or three small ones between the

larger ones, and sparsely sernilate with small, rough denticles.

" Color of the animal, in life, emerald green" (Whitfield).

Another young specimen, from the same collection (No. 507), is a little larger.

Length, 7o'"°> ; breadth, 62""" ; thickness, 36'""'. This is already meandriform,

with deep valleys and stouter collines. The columella is small, but coarsely

lamellose, with irregular thickenings, but without a median lamella.
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minutely and sliaqjly serrulate, each denticle forming the end of a

curved series of sharp granules on each side. These gradually fade

out proximally.

The columella is formed by a continuous, median, lamelliform

plate, and hj thin, interrupted lamellse on each side of it, formed by

foliate extensions of the lower inner edge of the septa, which bend

to one side and unite together more or less, and also join the central

lamella at irregular intervals.

The exterior wall is covered with rows of small, rough, or lacerate,

conical spinules that stand on slightly raised costse. There is no

epitheca. The exterior was covered with living tissue to the basal

edge of the pedicel. The larger specimen, figured on plate xxxiv,

tig. 1, was from Itaparica L, Bay of Bahia. No. 4543.

Abrolhos Reefs and Victoria (Hartt) ; Itaparica I., Bahia(Rathbun).

Family Mussidse Ver. See p. 115.

Mussa Harttii Yer. See p. 128, and these Trans., i, pp. 357, 358, 1867.

Plates xxii, xxiii, xxv, xxxiii.

Var. laxa, Ver. See p. 138.

Plate xxiii, figure 2.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, Victoria, Porto Seguro, and Pernambuco

(Hartt) ; Bahia (R. Rathbun). Mostly in 3-6 feet of water (Hartt).

Var. conferta Ver. See p. 129.

Plate xxiii, fig. 1 ; pl. xxv, fig. 8 ; pl. xxxiii, fig. 3.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, (C. F. Hartt) ; Pernambuco, Victoria,

Porto Seguro, Mar Grande, and Periperi, Bahia (C. F. Hartt,

R. Rathbun).

Var. intermedia Ver. See p. 128.

Plate xxii, figure 2.

Pernambuco (Rathbun). ,

Var. confertifolia Ver. See p. 129.

Plate xxii, figure 1.

Pernambuco, type, (Derbj^ and Wilmot), No, 4551.

Mussa (Symphyllia) Braziliensis Ver.

Acanthastraa Braziliensis Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 355, 1867.

Plate xxi, fig. 1 ; pl. xxxiii, fig. 4.
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This cannot properly be retained in Acanthastrcea, for it increases

by median and subniedian fission. The calicles are very irregular,

varying from circular to oblong-elliptical, hour-glass shaped, three-

lobed to five-lobed, etc. They often have three or more centers.

They are also very variable in size. Where the calicles are crowded

the walls are completely united, thin and solid ; in some other places

they are united by cellular exotheca and costfe.

The mode of growth and forms of the calicles are like several

species of Mtissa, especially M. hispida V. and M. rigida D., to

which it is evidently closely allied. From the former it differs

chiefly in the smaller size of the calicles, the reduced columella, the

fewer and less laciniate septa, and the thinner walls, solid or with

little exotheca.

But the larger and somewhat paliform teeth at the base of the

septa cause it to resemble some species of Favia, very decidedly.

It might, in fact, be referred to that genus without hesitation by

some writers, for it is in several ways an intermediate species. But

it seems to lack true paliform lobes or teeth. It appears to be related

more directly to Mussa tenuisepta V. and 3T. Harttii, which inhabit

the same region. It may, then, be considered a Favia-Yike Mussa,

with unusually small and well isolated calicles for a Mussa.

Abrolhos Reefs, type. No. 1467, Porto Seguro, Sta. Cruz, Bahia

;

Maceio, low tide to 15 feet or more, abundant (C. F. Hartt).

Mussa (Symphyllia) tenuisepta Ver., sp. nov. See p. 127.

Plate xxi, figure 3.

Coral massive, astreiform, with the corallites mostly isolated and

united to the edges of the calicles by costse and cellular exotheca,

the division walls usually showing a superficial furrow at the surface.

Proper calicinal walls very thin. Under side closely adherent to

very near the edge in the tyj^es ; the exterior costse, where visible,,

are thin, elevated, and lacerately spinulose.

Calicles moderately large, diameter mostly 15 to 25™™, average

about 20™™, rather shallow, rapidly narrowed to the bottom, irreg-

ular in form. Many of the smaller ones are rounded, but the larger

ones are mostly lobulate, with two to four lobes, and many are

undergoing median or submedian fission. A few small calicles seem

to have arisen from exothecal buds.

The septa are thin, numerous, rather crowded, not very wide, little

exsert, with their thin inner edges sloping and deeply laciniately

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XT. 18 December, 1901.
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toothed ; lateral surfaces sharply and finely spinulose. The teeth are

often of nearly uniform size and length on the Avhole edge, but more

frequentlj' the upper ones are wider and thicker, while the lower

ones are slender, sharj), mostly branched, thorny or lacerate, but often

acute and simple. Very thin and narrow septa often alternate with

the wider ones. Columella well developed, trabecular and roughly

spinulose.

The larger specimen is about 112™™ broad and 45'"" thick.

Pernambuco, 1^70, two types (C. F. Hartt), Nos. 4542 and 4543.

This species might be placed in the subgenus Isophyllia about as

well as in Sym2:)hylUa, for in the smaller specimen the distal teeth

are generally not larger than the proximal. But in the larger ex-

ample the reverse is true, so that it is another intermediate form.

It is nearly allied to M. hispida V. (see p. 127), but has more

numerous and thinner septa. A larger series may eventually show

that they are varieties of a single species.

Family Astrangidae Yer. These Trans., i, p. 524, 1867.

Astrangia, sp.

Mr. R. Rathbun (op. cit., 1877, p. 542) mentioned the occurrence

of an Astrangia on the Brazilian reefs, but I have not seen the

specimens referred to. He stated that the corallites are widely

separated, but " united by thin, creeping stolons."

According to Vaughan (Porto Rican Corals, p. 299), there are

three species of Astragidm on the Brazilian coast : An Astrangia

similar to A. solitaria (Les.) Ver., 1864; a new species, A. Rathhiini

Vaughan, MSS. ; and Phyllangia Americana Edw. and Haime.

Family Agaricidae Ver. See p. 139.

Agaricia agaricites (Linne) E. & Haime. See pp. 146, 149.

Plate xxvi, fig. 2 ; pl. xxvii, figs. 2, 2a, 7, 7a (typical form).

Var. humilis Ver., nov.

Agaricia. agaricites f Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 352, 1867.

Coral small, encrusting, but often with a narrow, very thin, trans-

lucent free edge, which is delicately striate-costulate externally, the

costula? being alternately larger and smaller and minutely gran-

ulated.

Calicles small, deep, crowded, mostly in short, irregular, concen-

tric or sinuous series of 3 to 12, in narrow, deep valleys, separated by

narrow, acute collines, M^hich often anastomose. In the young speci-
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mens, 15 to 30™"^ broad, the collines are less acute and prettj-

regularly concentric around a larger, regular, central, i^J'iinary

calicle.

The septa are mostly in three cycles, and of three diflferent sizes
;

the number varies from 20 to 32, The primary and secondary'- septa

are thickened, especially distally, but the primaries are wider and

thicker proximally than the others ; tertiaries are much narrower

and thinner ; all are finely and sharply granulated laterally, and a

little exsert. They are not so much crowded as in typical agarlcites,

and are more unequal in size and thickness. The central pit is deep

and narrow. Columella is small, solid, umbonate.

Diameter of ordinary calicles 1.5 to 2.5'"""
; of central one, about

(mm

According to Prof. Hartt it never becomes more than two or three

inches broad. Our largest specimen is 65™'° broad, partially cover-

ing a rather thickish frond of partially dead coral of the same kind,

which appears to have been repeatedly nearly killed and then

renewed by outgrowths. It shows no tendency to form upright

crests or fronds, but one edge is free for a breadth of 30'""\ but of

this only 4 to G"""" was living.

The other specimens are young. The smallest is a simple primary

corallite, 4°^'" in diameter, closely sessile, even to the edges ; it has

four cycles of unequal septa. The next larger (on the same Mitssa)

is 15'°'° broad, with a larger primary central calicle and two con-

centric circles around it, Avith some of the third circle on one side.

This is also closely adherent and incrusting to the very edge,

except at one place, where the edge is free for 2 to 3™'°. In this

the inequality in thickness of the cycles of septa is very marked.

This form may prove to be a distinct species when a larger series

can be studied, but with my small specimens the distinctive charac-

ters seem very slight, and may be largely due to immaturity, or to a

dwarfed state, owing to unfavorable conditions of groAvth.

It agrees better with a 3'oung specimen from Key West, Florida

(pi. xxvii, figs. 2, 2a, No. 103), than with any of the other West

Indian forms that I have. But the latter has larger calicles ; much

higher and larger collines ; thicker, closer, and less unequal septa

;

more finely and evenly striated exterior ; and a less closely incrust-

ing mode of growth. I have considered the latter a young stage of

the typical agaricUes.

The var. piisilla, from Colon, has decidedly smaller calicles and

collines, and appears more like a depauperate variety of ayarieites.
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The entire group is a difficult one, and needs more study, with larger

collections.

Maria Farinha, Pernambuco, No. 4522, type ; and Abrolhos Reefs,

No. 4538, type, Yale Mus. (C. F. Hartt). No. 4538 includes three

young examples on Miissa Harttii.

Siderastrsea stellata Ver. See p. 155, and these Trans., i, pp. 352, 353.

Plate xxx, figures 4, 5.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, (C. F. Hartt) ; Pernambuco, Mar Grande,

Bahia (R. Rathbun). Common everywhere north of Cape Frio, on

the reefs, in shallow water, and in tide-pools (C. F. Hartt).

Var. conferta Ver. See p. 155.

Plate xxx, figure 5.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, (C. F. Hartt) ; occurs with the last.

Family Poritidge. See p. 158.

Porites Verrillii Rehb. See p. 161.

Plate xxxi, figure 5.

Abrolhos Reefs, type, and Porto Seguro (C. F. Hartt); Pernam
buco ? (Rathbun).

Porites Branneri Rath. See p. 163.

Plate xxxi, figures 6, 6a.

Parahyba do Norte and Pernambuco (R. Rathbun).

Porites astreoides Les. See p. 160.

Plate xxxi, figs. 4, 4rt (typical form).

Var. Braziliensis Ver., nov.

The specimens from Pernambuco are thick incrusting plates, 125

to 150™"' broad, with an uneven surface, much infested with bar-

nacles. The coral is very porous. The calicles are rather smaller

than in the West Indian astreoides, and more crowded than usual

in that form. They are mostly polygonal, separated by rather thin

and high porous division walls, with a sharp crest, roughly denticu-

lated by the to]>s of the septa, which are lacerately serrulate. Near

the margins they are often less crowded, somewhat rounded, and

separated by thicker division walls. A considerable number of

major calicles. with 24 septa, are scattered over the surface, and

some are undergoing fission.
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The septa are narrow, equal, and all join the wide columella, so as

to leave a rather regular circle of small, deep, interseptal loculi or

pits. The columella is unusually wide, nearly flat, generally with-

out either a central pit or umbo.

Diameter of the calicles mostly 1.5 to 2"™.

Maria Farinha, Pernamlnico (Hartt, 1870). No. 4540,

This coral is much more porous than P. Verrillii ; the calicles are

less conspicuously stellate ; the division walls are much narrower

and more porous ; the columella is larger, and not umbonate, as in

that species.

HYDROZOA.

HYDROCORALLIA
,

Family Milleporidae Flein., pars, 1838. Edw. & Haime (pars).

Millepora nitida Ter. PL xxxvi D, fig. 1.

These Trans., i, p. 362, 1867.

Abrolhos Reefs and Porto Seguro, low-tide to 4 feet deep (C. F.

Hartt).

Millepora Braziliensis Ver. PI. xxxvi D, fig. 2.

These Trans., i, p. 363, 1867.

Pernambuco and Abrolhos (C. F, Hartt, R. Rathbun).

Millepora alcicornis (L.), var. cellulosa Ver.

These Trans., i, p. 363, 1867.

Pernambuco (C. F. Hartt), type ; Rio Formosa ; Parahyba do

Norte.

Millepora alcicornis (L.), var. digitata ? Esper.

Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 364, 1867.

Abrolhos, Cape Frio, Porto Seguro, Bahia, and Maceio (C. F.

Hartt).

Millepora alcicornis (L.), var. fenestrata D. & Mich.

Verrill, these Trans., i, p. 364, 1867.

Abrolhos Reefs (C. F. Hartt).

I have not revised the several forms of Millejwra recorded by me
in 1867, though collections since received might cause some changes
or additions, if carefully studied.
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Family Stylasteridae Gray.

Stylaster, sp.

Pernambuco, on Mussa Harttii (R. Rathbun).

Recorded only by Rathbun, Amer. Nat., xiii, p. 542, 1879.

Many of the corals m the above list undoubtedly occur on all the

principal groups of reefs, from the Roccas, north of Cape St. Roque,

to the Abrolhos, but I have given only those particular localities

from which I have seen specimens, or from which they have been

recorded by Prof. Hartt or Mr. Rathbun.

The following species of corals, dredged by the Hassler Exjjedi-

tion off the coast of Brazil, in moderate depths, were described by

Pourtales (Mem. Mus. Comp. Zool., iv, 1874). None of them are

reef-corals :

Flahellum Braziliense Pourt., p. 38, pi. vi, figs. 16, 17.

Off Brazil, 11° 49' S., 40 fathoms.

Sphenotrochus aiiritus Pourt., p. 37, pi. vi, figs. 14, 15.

Off Cape Frio, Brazil, 35 fath., and S. lat. 11° 49', 12-18 fathoms.

Bathycyatlius maculatus Pourt., p. 34, pi. vi, figs. 5, 6.

Ofl^ the Abrolhos Is., 30 fathoms.

Thecocyathus cylindracens f Pourt.

Off Cape Frio, Brazil, 35 fathoms, dead.

Cladocora patriarca Pourt., p. 42, pi. vii, fig. 7.

Off Cape Frio, 35 fathoms.

Axohelia diimetosa D. & M. ?.
' Pourt., pp. 40, 41, pi. viii, fig. 1.

Off Brazil, S. lat. 10° 49', 12 fath., (identity doubtful, t. Pourt.).

Madracis asperula E, & H. ; Pourt., p. 41. See above, p. 109; also.

The Atlantic, i, p. 360, figure; and Vaughan, Porto Rico

Corals, p. 234, pi. i, fig. 4, pi. xvii, fig. 2.

Off Brazil, S. lat. 11° 49', 40 fathoms.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES X-XXXV.

The figures on these plates are reproduced from photogi'aphs made by Mr. A.

Hyatt Verrill, of New Haven, who has taken unusual pains to bring out the

finer details of structure.* The photographs necessai'ily lose many of the details

by this process of engraving, but I believe they will show quite as much struc-

ture as many of the poorer photographs that are often reprodiiced by much
more expensive processes, and certainly much more than can be shown by the

best lithographic plates. Had the requisite funds been available, I should have

preferred to have enlarged many of them considerably more, in order to show

finer details.

Plate X.

Figure 1.

—

Mcvandra labyrinthiformis (Linne). Top view of a Bermuda speci-

men showing both single and double collines of various breadths. In several

places it also shows the commencement of the formation of exothecal buds

and calicles on the double collines. Natural size. Page 70. •

Figure 2.—The same. Part of a young Bermuda specimen with nearly all the

collines simple (var. truncata Dana). About ~.^ natural size. Page 72.

Figures.—Part *of a young Bermuda specimen with wide double collines (var.

Stokesii). On several of the wider places exothecal buds were forming.

About % natural size. Page 72.

Figure 4.

—

Mcecmdra cerebrum (Ellis and Sol.) Ver. Vertical section of a Ber-

muda specimen, x 3. Page 74.

Plate XL

Figure 1.

—

Mcecmdra areokda. Top view of a large Florida specimen, No. 1833c,

with sinuous, meaudriform valleys and Diploria-like collines ; a, profile

view of an attached Faiia fragum (yoiing). Slightly reduced (^). Page

81.

Figure 2.—The same, Var. confertifolia Ver., nov. Side view of the type, No.

1833&, from Key West, Fla. Natural size. Page 83.

Plate XII.

Figure 1.

—

Mcecmdra areolata, var. laxifolia Ver. Top view of the type from
Florida. No. 1833a. About natural size (li)". Page 83.

Figure 2.—The same. Var. hispida. (Type of Mcmicina prcerupta Dana, No.

4294.) Top view, slightly enlarged ( x IJ^). Page 83.

Figure 3.—The same. Variety with double collines and cellular exotheca.

About natural size (|4). Page 81.

Figure 4.

—

Mcecmdra cerebrum. Top view of a part of a typical Bermuda si)eci-

men. Natui-al size. Page 74.

Figure 5.

—

Mceandra labyrinthiformis, var. Stokesii. Portion of a Bermuda
specimen showing the beginning of several exothecal buds, at o, b, c, d.

About natural size (1^). Page 71.

* The reproductions have been made by The Gill Engraving Co., New York.
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Plate XIII.

Figures 1, 2.

—

Favia fragum. Two varieties found together at Bermuda, x li^.

Page 90.

Figure 3.

—

Favia gravida. Type. Top view of a part of one of the original

specimens, No. 1465. x 2. Page 91.

Figure 4.

—

Favia leptophyUa Ver. Top view of a part of the tj^pe. No. 1517.

X 2^^. Page 91.

Figure 5.—The same specimen. Vertical section, x 2j^5.

Figure 6.

—

Mceandra conferia Ver. Top view of part of one of the types. No.

1466. x2. Page 84.

Plate XIV.

Figui'es 1, la.

—

Mceandra Agassizii. Top views of different parts of one Bahama

specimen. No. 5615. 1, natural size ; la, enlarged about 13^^. Page 81.

Figure 2.

—

Mceandra clivosa, var. explanata Ver., nov. Top view of a part next

the margin of No. 1196. About natural size (1^). Page 79.

Figure 3.

—

Ma;andra spongiosa (Dana). Top view of a part of the type. No.

4383. Natural size. Pages 69, 80.

Figiire 4.

—

Mceandra cerebrum. Top view of the middle of a Bermuda speci-

men with acute narrow collines. Reduced to abont %. Page 74.

Figure 5.—The same. Portion of a Florida specimen, No. 1901, showing the

formation of astreiform calicles (a, b) by exothecal budding, x li^. Page 75.

Figure 6.

—

Madracis decactis (Ly.). End of a lobate branch, showing an excep-

tionally large calicle, with numerous septa, surrounded by those of ordinary

size, but here crowded and without coenenchyma between them. x 4.

Page 108.

Plate XV.

Figure 1.

—

Orbicella annularis. Portion of upper surface of a Bermuda speci-

men. A, A calicle undergoing fission. Enlarged I'j^^. Page 94.

Figure la.—The same specimen. Natural size.

Figure 2.—The same. Var. stelhdaia (Dana). Portion of Dana's type, with

worn surface. No. 4266 ; a, a transverse section, x 2^^. Page 96.

Figure 3.

—

Orbicella hispidula Ver., sp. nov. Portion of the STirface of the

type, No. 98. x 1%. Page 100.

Figure 3a.—The same specimen, x 2i^.

Figure %li —The same specimen ; vertical section, x 2%.
Figure 4.

—

Orbicella excelsa Dana. One of the distal lobes of one of the original

tj-pes. No. 1729. x !}£. Page 98.

Figure 4o, 46.—The same specimen. x2}^.

Figure 5.

—

Solenastroea hyades (D.). Side \-iew of a specimen from St. Thomas.

No. 15866. X 11^. Page 104.

Figure 5a.—The same specimen. About natural size (1^^).

Figure 56.—The same specimen. Group of calicles from the side, where not

crowded, xli.f.
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Plate XVI.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa {IsophylUa) fragUis D. Side view of Dana's original type, No.

4298. Natural size. Page 131.

Figure 3.—Tlie same. A well-grown normal specimen, from the Bermudas.

Natural size. Page 121.

Plate XVII.

Figui'es 1, 2.

—

Mussa {Isojjhylliti) fragUis Dana. Top and bottom views of a

symmetrical young specimen, having five primary lobes or infoldings of the

margin. About natural size. Page 124.

Figure 3.—The same. A young specimen of about the same age, having 6 mar-

ginal folds, with the margin stellate below. About natural size. Page 124.

Figure 4.—The same. A younger specimen with four marginal folds. About

natural size.

Figure 5.—The same. A large mature Bermuda specimen, with numerous cali-

cles, many isolated, }^ natural size. Page 121.

Figure 6.—The same. A similar but smaller Bermuda specimen, reduced to %.
Page 121.

Figure 7.—The same. A specimen of the more common size and form, }.^ nat-

ural size. Page 121.

Plate XVIII.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa {IsophylUa) fragUis Dana. A symmetrical young specimen

with six primary marginal infoldings. Natui'al size. Page 131.

Figure 3.

—

Mussa (IsophyUia) dipsacea Dana. A normal, nearly regular Ber-

muda specimen of the oi'dinary size. Natural size. Page 118.

Figure 3.

—

Axohelia Schrammii Pourt. Part of a branch of No. 5662. x 2}£.

Page 110.

Figure 4.—The same. Part of a branch. No. 5662. x 2. Page 110.

Figure 5.

—

Mussa {IsophylUa) dipsacea Dana. Part of the calicles of a large

Bermuda specimen, to show character of dentition. Natural size.

Figure 6.

—

Mussa {IsophylUa) fragiUs Dana. Part of the under side, to show

character of the costae and of the epitheca (e). About natural size.

Plate XIX.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa {IsophylUa) fragiUs Dana. A young Bermuda specimen with

double, partly sepai'ate walls, much like the type, but more regular in form,

.About natural size. Page 123.

Figure 3. — Mussa {Isoj>hylUa) dipsacea Dana. A Bermuda specimen with the

calicles mostly isolated and the walls only partly united. Natural size.

Page 130.

Figure 3.—The same. A young specimen with three i^rimary infoldings, just

developing. Enlarged about 1^. Page 118.

Figure 4.

—

Mussa {IsophylUa) fvagilis (?). A young five-lobed example, with the

infoldings appearing earlier than usual in this species, and therefore resem-

bling M. multiflora, to which it may belong. Natural size. Page 121.
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Figure 5.—The same (?). A young, simple, undivided example, probablj- of M.

fragilis, in the Scohjmia or Lithophyllia stage, x l^^- Page 124.

Figure 6.

—

Mussa (IsophyUia) fragilis (Dana). A young, -typical Bermuda speci-

men. X 13^.

Figure 7.

—

Mceandra cerebrum. Oblique view of a few collines to show denti-

tion of septa. From same specimen as fig. 5, pi. xiv. An exothecal calicle

is shown at b. About natural size.

Plate XX.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa (IsophyUia) dijjsacea Dana. A Bermiida specimen with un-

usually large and shallow calicles. Side view. About ^^ natural size.

Page 120.

Figiu'e 2.

—

Mussa {IsophyUia) muUiflora Ver. , sp. nov. The best type. Natiiral

size. Page 125.

Plate XXI.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa (SymphyUia) Braziliensis Ver. Part of the upper surface of

the type. No. 1467. Natural size. Page 192.

Figures 2, 2a.

—

Mussa (SymphyUia) hispida Ver., sp. nov. Portions of the iipper

surface. No. 4287. x 1)^. Page 127.

Figure 26.—The same specimen. Transverse section, x 1|.

Figure 2c.—The same specimen. Vertical section, x 2J>2-

Figure 3.

—

Mussa (SymphyUia) tenuisepta Ver., sp, nov. Part of the surface of

the type. No. 4542. About If natural size. Page 193.

Plate XXII.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa Harttii, var. confertifolia Ver., nov., with corallites partly

free. Type, No. 4544. About natural size. Page 129.

Figure 2.

—

Mussa Harttii, var. intermedia Ver., nov., with corallites partly

united proximally. About natural size. Page 128.

Plate XXIII.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa Harttii Ver., var. conferta Ver., nov. One of the types. No.

4514. From Bahia. About natural size, x l^. Page 128.

Figure 2.—The same. Var. laxa Ver., nov. Type. No. 1468. Natural size.

Page 128.

Plate XXIV.

Figure 1.

—

CaUogyra formosa Ver., sp. and gen. nov. Type.* Upper side.

About natural size (^). Page 86.

Figure 2.—The same specimen. Under side. ^.

* Mr. R. P. Whitfield is quite positive that this specimen came from the

Bahamas.
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Plate XXV.

Figure 1.

—

Mussa {Isophyllia) multiflora Ver., sp. nov. A young specimen (No.

4009). Natural size. Page 126.

Figure 2.

—

Mussa {SymphyUia) riffida (Dana). Tj'pe of Dana. No. 4297. Trans-

verse section, x 2. Page 127.

Figure 3.—The same. A fresh Bahama specimen, in Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.

Natural size. Page 128.

Figure 4.

—

Mussa Harttii, var. conferta Ver. Vertical section of type, x 2.

Page 128.

Figure 5.

—

Favia Whitfieldi Ver. ,sp. nov. Type, in Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. No.

543. Natural size. Page 132.

Plate XXVI.

Figures la, 16.

—

Agaricia fragilis Dana, from Bermuda. Upper and under sides

of two symmetrical young specimens of ordinary size and fonn. Reduced

to |. Page 142.

Figure Ic.—The same. Upper side of a specimen with two primary calicles,

perhaps due to the early coalescence of two young specimens. Page 142.

Figiire Irf.—The same. Side view of two small specimens. All the above re-

duced to about I natural size. Page 142.

Figure 2.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. agaricites. Part of the surface of a large

frondose specimen. No. 5671 (= fig. 7, pi. xxvii). From the Bahamas.

X 3. Page 146.

Figure 8.—The same. Var. Dance E. and H. Part of the surface of a frond

from a large Bahama specimen (= fig. 6, pi. xxvii). x 3. Page 147.

Plate XXVII.

Figure 1.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. gibbosa D. Part of Dana's type from Bar-

bados. No. 1860. Side view of a terminal lobe. Natural size. Page 148.

Figure la.—The same specimen. Calicles, x 1^.

Figure 2.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. agaricites, young. About half of a small

incrusting Florida specimen. No. 103. Natural size. Page 147.

Figure 2a.—The same specimen. Calicles, x If,

Figure 8.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. pusilla V., nov. Part of the type. From
Colon. No. 1487. Natural size. Page 148.

Figure 3a.—The same specimen. Part of upper side, x If.

Figure 4.

—

Agaricia pxirpurea Les., var. /oreo?a/a V., nov. Upper surface of

one of the types. No. 1201. From Colon, x If . Page 149.

Figure 4a.—The same specimen. Vertical section, x If.

Figure 5.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. Dana' E. and H. Part of Dana's type. No.

4301. xU. Page 147.

Figure 6.—The same variety. Part of a large frond from the Bahamas, x 1^.

Figure 6a.—The same specimen. No. 5672. A group of calicles, x 5.

Figure 7.

—

Agaricia agaricites, var. agaricites. Part of a frond from a large,

frondose, Bahama specimen. No. 5671. x If . Page 147.

Figure 7a.—The same specimen. Calicles, x 5.

Figures 8, 8a.

—

Asteroseris planulata (Dana) Ver. Small portions of Dana's

type. No. 4309. x 3. A transverse section is shown at b. Page 156.
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Plate XXVIII.

Figure 1.

—

Agaricia nobilis Ver., nov. TyjDe No. 850, from Turks I. Eeduced

to %. Page 150.

Figure 2.—The same specimen. Part of upper surface, x 1}^.

Plate XXIX.

Figures 1, la. Ift.

—

Mi/cedium explanatum Ver., nov. Parts of upper side of

type, No. 6173. x 1^. Page 136.

Figure Ic.—The same specimen. Vertical section, x If.

Figure Id.—The same specimen. Under side, near margin. Natural size.

Figures 3, 2a, 2b.—MycecUum tenuicostatum Ver., nov. Parts of upper aide of

type. No. 6174. x 1-^^. Page 137.

Figure 2c.—The same specimen. Vertical section, x If.

Figure 2d.—The same specimen. Under side. Natural size.

Figures, 3a.

—

Echinojmra elegans Yer., nov. Parts of the upper side of the

type. No. 6180. x 2^. Page 138.

Figure 4.

—

Echinopora concinna Ver., nov. Part of upper side of the type. No.

6182. X 21^. Page 139.

Figure 5.

—

Podobacia dispar Ver., nov. Part of the upper side of the type, No.

6178, towards the margin, x 1^. Page 136.

Figure 5a.—The same specimen. Underside. Natural size.

Plate XXX.

Figure 1.

—

Siderastrcea radians. Group of oalicles, from a Florida specimen.

No. 1901. x2M. Page 153.

Figure 2.

—

Siderastrcea siderea. Group of calicles from a West Indian speci-

men. No. 1838. x2^4. Page 151.

Figures.

—

S. siderea, var. nitida Vev., nov. Group of calicles from the tyiie.

No. 1028, from Colon, x 2^^. Page 152.

Figure 4.

—

S. stellata Ver. Group of calicles from one of the types. No. 1464,

from Brazil, x 2}'£. Page 155.

Figure 5.—S. stellata, var. conferta Ver. Group of calicles from one of the

types. No. 1464a, from Brazil. x2}{. Page 155.

Figure 6.

—

Agaricia crassa Ver. Groups of calicles from the type. No. 514,

Am. Mus., from near Nassau, x 2. Page 145.

Plate XXXI.

Figures 1, la.

—

Plesiastrcea Goodei Ver. Groups of calicles from the Bermuda

type. No. 6628. x 5. Page 106.

Figure'2.

—

Cyphastrma nodulosa Ver. Side view of the type. No. 542, Amer.

Mus., and No. 6625, Yale Mus. From near Nassau, N. P. x 1)^. Page 107.

Figvires 2a, 26.—The same specimen. Groups of calicles, x 4.

Figures 3, 3a.

—

Porites x>objnxorpha Link. Groups of calicles from a Bermuda

specimen, x 4. Page 158.

Figures 4, 4a.

—

Porites astreoides Les. Groups of calicles from a Bermuda

specimen, x 4. Page 160.
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Figure 5.

—

Porites VerrilUi Eehb. Group of calicles from the type of Verrill.

No. 4539. From the Abrolhos Reefs, x 4. Page 161.

Figiires 6, 6o.

—

Porites Branneri'R&ih. Groups of calicles from a Pernambuco

specimen. No. 4553. x4. Page 162.

Plate XXXII.

Figure 1.

—

Acropora muricata, var. surculo-palmata Ver. Top view of a West
Indian specimen. No. 6621, having a cluster of var. prolifera growing up
from a frond of var. palmata. Reduced to about }.^. Page 165.

Figure 2.

—

Oculina varicosa Les. Branch of a Bermuda specimen, showing

prominent corallites on one side and low circumvallate ones on the other

side at x, x, x. Natural size. Page 173.

Figure 3.—The same. Part of a branch with more swollen corallites. x \.

Figure 4.—The same. Var. conigeraVev., nov. Part of the type. From Ber-

muda. No. 4495. X 1)^. Page 175.

Figure 5.

—

O. Valenciennesii ? Part of a branch of a Bermuda specimen with

low circumvallate corallites. No. 1311. x IJj. Page 176.

Plate XXXIII.

Figure 1.

—

Orbicella aperta Ver. Group of calicles from the type. No. 1518,

From the Abrolhos Reefs, x 2. Page 103.

Figure la.^—The same specimen. Vertical section, x 2.

Figure 2.— Orbicella cavernosa, var. hirta Ver. Calicles of the type, No. 4517

from Brazil, 1876. x 1%. Page 189.

Figure 3.

—

Mussa Harttii, var. conferla, growing out from a branch of var. laxa.

No. 4545. From Brazil. About natural size (li). Page 128.

Figure 4.

—

Mussa {Symphyllia) Braziliensis Ver. Group of calicles from the

type. No. 1467. About natural size. Page 192.

Plate XXXIV.

Figure 1.

—

Meandrina Braziliensis (E. and H.) Vaughan. A mature specimen

from Bahia. No. 4543. About natural size {{%). Page 190.

Figure 2.

—

Agaricia crassa Ver., sp. nov. Side view of one of the types. From
Nassau, N. P., No. 514, Amer. Mus. About natural size. Page 145.

Plate XXXV.

Figure 1.—Mussa an«ecfcns Ver., sp. nov. Part of one of the types. From
Bermuda, x \%. Page 178.

Figure 2.—The same specimen. Natural size.

[Cuts in the text, Nos. 3, 8, 9, 10, 13 ; and 4, 5, 6 of Article II, were loaned by
the publishers of Webster's International Dictionary. The others are original.]
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ADDENDA.

Since this article was put in type I have corresponded with Dr.

T. W. Vaughan, in regard to various debated cases in the nomen-

clatui'e of the West Indian Reef Corals, concerning which we did

not agree, as stated above in Article III. See also note, p. 169.

He has recently authorized me to state that he now agrees Avith

my determinations in the following cases :
—

Mmandra versus Flatygyra. P. 66-68.

He accepts the former name, as restricted by me (p. 66), instead

of Platygyra, and also agrees with me as to the necessity of uniting

to it Diploria, Manicina (auth.), and Codoria. (See p. 67.)

Acropora versus Isopora. P. 164, 208.

He accepts the name Acropora for this genus, as restricted (p. 164)

instead of Isopora. He also agrees with me as to the restriction of

Madrepora to the type of 3£. ocalata,^ Amphihelia and Lopho-

helia. See jjp. 110-113.

Madracis versus Axohelia. P. 109.

He accepts the former, as having priority.

Orhicella annularis versus 0. acropora. P. 94, 95,

He agrees with me as to the propriety of using the former name.

In respect to the restriction of Meandrina to the type of M. niean-

drites^^Pectinia auth. we were alreadj^ in accord (p. 66). Also in

the use of Favites for Prionastrvea (p. 92); and in the union of all

known West Indian forms of Acropora under the name niuricata

(p. 165). On some other minor points we no longer differ.

But he does not, at present, agree with me in the use of Moeandra

cerebrum in place of M. virldis, on the ground that he does not con-

sider the description of Ellis and Solander sufficient for the identi-

fication of the species. (See pp. 74, 77.)

Nor does he agree with me as to the use of Porites polymorpha

(p. 158), instead of P. porites or P. clavaria. He believes that Ellis

and Solander practically restricted porites to the type of clavaria.

If their treatment of the species can be considered as such a restric-

tion, then the name properly should hold for this species. But I

have not hitherto considered that Ellis and Solander intended to

separate the West Indian form from others, but that they merely

described the form that they had from the West Indies as an

example of the species. This point is a debatable one.

Mr. Vaughan's family name Favidae is equivalent to xny Mman-
dridce (p. 65), and has priority. His use of the family name Orbicel-

lidce also has priority over my identical use of it (p. 93).



V,

—

Notes on Corals of the genus Acropora (Madrepora
Lam.) avith new Descriptions and Figures of Types, and

OF several New Species.

By a. E. Verrill.

Many changes in the nomenclature of this great and difficult genus

have recently been made, especially in the extensive descriptive

catalogue by Brook. But in consequence of the new determinations

of manj^ of the species by him, and of his redescriptions of a number
of the types of Ehreuberg, Edw. and Haime, Quelch, and others, it

has become very desirable to compare the types of Dana and other

American writers with his new descriptions.

It is certain that there is still great confusion among writers on

corals as to the character and limits of many of the species of this

genus, and especially as to the application of the names given by

Lamarck, Ehrenberg, and other earlj^ writers to some of the species.

Such Lamarckian names as laxa, abrotanoides, corymbosa, and

others have each been applied to a dozen or more species, by as many
different writers.

This is due parth^ to the total lack of figures of many of the

older types, and partly to the very short and imperfect descriptions.

Brook has done great service by redescribing in detail many of these

original types, in the museums of Berlin, Paris, and the British

Museum. But if he could have figured them, his woi'k would have

been of much greater value.

Now that photographs of corals can be so easily and cheaply

reproduced, it is to be hoped that all the extant tj'pes will soon be

illustrated.

At this time, owing to the lack of funds for the purpose, I am
able to give figures of only a few of the tyi^es in our museum, but I

hope that more work of this kind can be done at no distant time.

In this article I have undertaken to redescribe only a few selected

out of the whole number of Dana's types that are in the Yale

Museum,* selecting those in respect to which European writers have

made the most mistakes, and those whicli Dana did not figure. I

* The principal set of Dana's types is iu the U. S. Nat. Mnsenm. Those have

been enumerated by Mr. R. Rathbun, Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., x, 1887. But he

did not redescribe them.
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have also given additional descriptions of several of my own types,

described in 1864-68, and on the type of A. tubigera (Horn, 1860)

I have added descriptions of several new species.

A number of these types are here figured from enlarged photo-

graphs, made by Mr. A. Hyatt Verrill.

Acropora Oken (restr.). Type, A. muricata.

Madrepora {pars) Lam., Syst. Anim., p. 371, 1801 [non Linne, ed. x). Lam,
Hist. Anim. s. Vert., ii, p. 277, 1816. Dana, Zooph., p. 435, 1846. Edw.
and Haime, Hist. Corall., iii, p. 132, 1860 {non Ehr.).

Acropora {pars) Oken, Lehr. Natiirg. , p. 66, 1815 (type, 3d species=^4. muri

cata).

Madrepora Brook (with ten subgenera), Cat. Mad. Brit. Mus., i, p. 22, 1893.

Isopora Vaughan, Fossil Corals Curacoa, etc., p. 68, 1901. Stony Corals Porto

Eican Waters, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. for 1900, ii, p. 312, 1901.*

On pages 110-113 and 164,1 have given reasons for displacing

Madrepora as the name of this genus, and for the substitution of

Acropora. Oken.

In brief they are these:

1st. No recognized species of this genus was included in Madreporft

by Linne, in his Syst. Xat., ed. x.

2d. M. muricata (auth.), which originally included all the known

species of Acropora, was put under Millepora in the ed. x,

though placed in Madrepora in ed. xii, as also by Pallas.

Therefore it cannot properly be taken as the type of Madre-

pora if the ed. x is to be used as the starting point of the

binomial system.

3d. Lamarck, in 1801, gave only two species as examples of Madre-

pora, viz : 31. muricata and 31. j)orites. The latter was

made the type of the genus Porites by Link, in 1807, other-

wise it might have been adopted for the type of 3Iadrepora.

4th. Oken, in 1815, proposed the genus AcrojJora, including three

species, of which the third was A. muricata. This can be

adopted as its true type, because the second had already

been placed in Porites by Link, 1807 ; and the first was

placed in Pocillopora by Lamarck, in 1816. This leaves the

name Acropora clearly available for the great genus of which

A. muricata is the type.

The genus Acropora (restr.) is characterized by the piesence of at

least two forms of corallites. In all branched forms there is a sym-

* Mr. Vaughan has recently authorized me to state that he now accepts the

name Acropora for this genus, instead of Isopora. See p. 206.
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metrical and usually larger axial corallite at the end of each branch

(sometimes more than one), wliich })roduces radial or lateral buds

around its base. These buds mosth^ develop into a symmetrical,

often one-sided or labiate radial corallites in which the zooids may
have longer directive tentacles and wider directive septa.

More or less of the radial corallites become larger and symmetri-

cal and eventually ma^' become the axial corallites of new branches

or branchlets.

Other radial corallites, without prominent lips, often occur on the

larger branches, or on their under sides, wholly immersed in the

coenenchj'ma.

Most, if not all, of the species when young form incrusting groups

or plates. In this stage new corallites are formed around the margins

from exothecal buds. Massive or unbranched species sometimes have

scattered axial corallites, scarcely more prominent than the others.

The porous cwnenchyma is usuall}' scanty in the smaller branches,

but often becomes abundant in the basal mass and larger branches.

The septa are usually 12, in two cycles, those of the second cj-cle

being narrow and thin, and often rudimentary or entirely lacking.

The directive septa are usually wider than the others, and often

unequal. Sometimes all the septa are nearly aboi'tive.

In several species a few larger or giant calicles occur, with 24 septa.

The surface of the coenenchyma varies much in character and often

furnishes useful specific characters, but it is liable to var}' on differ-

ent parts of a single specimen, according to age and other conditions.

It is commonly porous or pitted, and more or less thickly covered

with minute rough or shai'p spinules or granules.

The walls of the corallites may be regularlj^ costulate, or else

covered Avith granules, either in rows or densely grouped. These

differences afford useful specific characters, but are liable to vary.

Brook (Cat, Mad., 1893) recognized 220 species. Probably many
of these will be united when larger series can be compared. Prob-

ably Brook has attached too much importance to variations in modes

of growth,

I have studied about 120 species, most of which seem valid,

including those described by Dana, a number of the types of Edw.

and Haime, and many others from China, the East Indies, Ceylon,

Red Sea, etc. But of many of these I have not seen good series.

The types of most of Dana's species collected by the U, S, Expl,

Exped, are in the U. S, National Museum, The first series of the

duplicates of that collection was early given to Professor Dana for

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 14 January, 1903,
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the Museum of Yale Universit}', These I found in the original

packages, with Dana's labels, when I took charge of them in

1864.

A second series of duplicates was selected from the collections in

the National Museum (then in the Smithsonian Inst.) by me in

1860, under the direction of Professor S. F. Baird, for the Museum
of Comparative Zoolog}".

The types of Dana's species received from other sources are mostly

in the Museum of Yale Universit3^ The most important of these

came from Point Pedro, Ceylon, collected in 1843, by the Rev.

George H. Apthorp, who was a missionary there, 1833-1844. His

letters relating to this valuable collection are still preserved in the

museum.* Some of the specimens recorded by Dana as from " Singa-

pore " probably w^ere from this collection, but others were correctly

recorded as from Ceylon :—e. g. 31. ejfnsa, M. plantaginea, M.

efflorescens. The locality-labels of some of the Ceylon specimens

were lost before Dana studied them.

The types of my own species, from the U. S. North Pacific Expl.

Exped., are in the Nat. Mus., but duplicates or fragments of most of

them are also in the Museum of Yale University. Other species

described by me in 1864-1866 are in the Museum of Comparative

Zoology and Yale Museum. The sjiecies studied by me from the

Red Sea were mostly in the Ward collection, afterwards purchased

by the Field Columbian Museum of Chicago, but duplicates or frag-

ments of many of them are also in the Yale Museum.

All the West Indian forms seem to be mere growth-varieties of

one polymorphic species. See A. mtiricata and varieties, pp. 165-

168.

* The Eev. George H. Apthorp, of the American Ceylon Mission, was born

May 31st, 1798, at Qniney, Mass.; died at Oodoopitty, Ceylon, June 8th, 1844.

He graduated at Yale College in 1829, and at Princeton Theol. Seminary in

1832. Sailed for Ceylon July 1833, arriving there in Oct. 1833.

He was a very devout man and a devoted missionary, laboring, apparently, in

a very barren and unpromising field, under many and great disadvantages.

The collection of corals was made at Point Pedro, about 7 miles from Varany,

where he was then stationed with his wife, who aided in obtaining and bleaching

the corals, and also in making a collection of shells sent with them.

In his letters of 1843, to Prof. Benj. Silliman, Sr. , he mentions some of the

difficulties encountered, both in obtaining and also in packing the corals, for

no suitable packing materials could be had, except the cast-off garments of the

girls in the mission school. His specimens arrived in good condition, however.

He also states that no other corals had ever been sent away from that locality.

Some of the species sent by him are still very rare in collections, as for example,

Pocillopora grandis D.
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Notes on the Distributio)i and Subdivisions of Acropora.

The following list contains most of the species that I have per-

sonally studied, with their principal recorded localities. It is proba-

ble that most of the East Indian species have a very wide distribu-

tion, though at present recorded from only a few localities, or per-

haps from only one. Many species are known to range from

Singapore to Tahiti or the Fiji Is., or even to the Great Barrier

Reef, and to the Red Sea. Probabh^ many others will be found to

have as great a range, when more fulh" collected.

This wide distribution, and even a greater one, is well known to

occur, also, in the case of numerous mollusks, echinoderms, etc.,

characteristic of the Indo-Pacific fauna.

But it is i^robable that local variations, especially in growth-forms,

will occur in the same coral when found in Asidely separated localities,

as is the case in other groups. Probably many of these growth-

A-ariations have been described as distinct species, but without a

large series of specimens it is not possible to determine this, in most

cases. The variations of A. muricata in the \Yest Indies should

serve as a caution against overestimating the importance of mere

forms of growth in corals of this genus and others.

Many mollusks and echinoderms of the East Indian fauna range to

Australia, Africa, and even to the Hawaiian Islands. But I have

never seen an authentic specimen of Aerojyora from the Hawaiian

Islands. Local collectors assert that the genus does not occur there.

But great quantities of corals, etc., are brought from the Polynesian

Islands to Honolulu by the missionary vessels and sold there as

curiosities.

Many corals, seen in collections, labelled as from the Hawaiian

Islands, have been obtained in this way, but are natives of the

Caroline Islands, Ebon Island, the Kingsmills Islands, etc. This is

especially the case with ornamental species, like Stylaster elegans V.,

Distichopora nitida, etc.

Probably this was the case with the several species of Acro2)ora,

recorded from the Hawaiian Islands by Brook. Their occurrence

there certainly needs confirmation, for in the large authentic col-

lections of corals that I have studied from those islands no Acropora

has occurred.

Specimens of corals are brought to Singapore from long distances

by the natives, for sale, and thus may be recorded from there

erroneously.

Similarly, species of this genus have been recorded from St.

Helena, the White Sea, etc., where they probably do not live.
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Though some of the ten "subgenera" of Brook are useful divi-

sions, for diagnostic jjurposes, others are not of any practical value,

and often serve more to mislead than to help the student. This

remark applies particularly to those based on slight differences in

the mode of growth or branching, and on small variations in the size

or pi-ominence of the terminal or axial corallites. One part of a

single specimen will often go in one such "subgenus," while another

part will go in another.

The forms of the radial corallites ; the texture of the ccenench}'ma

;

and the presence or absence of distinct costse, would give more con-

stant characters for the differentiation of sections of the genus.

For this reason much enlarged photographic figures of the calicles

and ccenenchyma are of the greatest value in illustrating species of

this genus. Drawings seldom give the complex texture satisfac-

torily. Young specimens of all the profusely branched species appear

totally unlike the mature forms, and are, therefore, apt to be errone-

ously determined.

List of Species of Acropora examined.

I have arranged the species alphabetically, for greater convenience

of reference.

An asterisk prefixed, indicates that the species is in the Museum of

Yale University.

Authorities for uamefs and localities are often much abbreviated : B.= Brook
;

D.=Dana; E. and H.=Edw. and Haime ; Kl.=:Kliinzinger ; Q. = Quelch; E.=r

Eehberg; St. = Studer; V.= Verrill.

*Acro2)ora abrotanoides (Lam., non Dana, see polymorphcC).

Brook, op. cit., p. 56, 1893.

Singapore (B.); Polynesia; Tahiti (B.); Great Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. acervata (Dana). Brook, p. 147. See notes, below.

Singapore (D., V.).

*A. acideiis (Dana). Brook, p. 104.

Fiji (D.) ; Philippines ? (Quelch).

*A. acuminata (Ver.) Brook, p. ;38. See notes, below.

Kingsmills Is. (Ver,),

'*A. alliomorplia (Brook, p. 87). Singapore (B.),

*A. amblyclados (Brook, p. 140).

Singapore, Indian O., and Australia (B.).

*A. appressa (Ehr., D., not appersa, as in Edw. and H.) Brook, p.

85. See notes, below.

Singapore and Ceylon (D., y.), Loc, of type unknown.
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*A. Ara/nra (E. and H.) Brook, p. 6G.

Red Sea (E. and H.); Seychelles (B.).

*A. arbuscula (D.) Brook, p. 40. See notes, below.

Singapore (D., X., B.); East Indies; Sulu Sea (B.); Great Barrier

Reef (B.).

*A. arcnata (Brook, p. lOiJ, pi. xii).

Samoa (Br.) ; Fiji ? (V.).

*A. armata (Brook, p. 100; non M. spicifera, Yar,,D.,pl. 33, figs.

4, 4«, young). Brook, p. 100. See A. cytherella and A. turbinata

in notes, below.

Singapore; Tahiti (B.); Fiji?; Diego Garcia (B.). Perhaps

not distinct from turbinata.

A. aspera (D.) Brook, p. 62.

Fiji (D.); Philippines (Q.); Great Barrier Reef (B.); New Hano-

ver (B.).

*A. assimilis (Brook, p. 8.5, pi. xx, fig. A.= J/, ajyjyressa T>., 7ion

Ehr., t. Brook). See notes, below.

Singapore (D., V.); Ceylon (V.); Amboina (Q.).

*^4. aiistera (D.) Brook, p. 56. See notes, below.

Singapore (B.); Philippines? (Q).

*A. brachlata (D.) Brook, p. 43.

E. Indies ; Sulu Sea (D.); Fiji, Sumatra, etc. (B.).

A. calarnnria (Brook, p. 154, pi. xxiii. A, B.).

Rodriguez (B., type).

A. Mrueggemann'i (Brook, p. 145, pi. xxiv, xxxv) = J/. laxa Brug.,

non Lam.

Singapore (type, B., V.); Torres St. and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

^A. canalicidata (Klz.) Brook, p, 151.

Red Sea (KL); G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*^4. cardials (D.) Brook, p. 178.

Fiji (Q.); New Britain (B.); Mauritius (B.); ? Australia (B.).

*^4. cerealis (D.) Brook, p. 91.

Sooloo Sea (D.); Singapore (B.); Amboina (B.); Ternate (B,);

Samoa, Fiji, and Tongatabu (B.) ; Great Barrier Reef (B.)

;

Mauritius and Seychelles (B.).

A. clatJirata (Brook, p. 49, pi. v, vi).

Mauritius (B,).

A. concinna (Brook, p. 165, pi, xvii).

Mauritius, type, and Amirante Is. (B.).

A. conftrta (Q.) Brook, p. lOs.

Fiji (Q.); Tongatabu, Torres St., Amirante Is., and Great Barrier

Reef (B.).
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*A. confraga (Q.) Brook, p. 182.

Fiji (Q.); Malacca (B.); Pelew I. (V.).

*A. conigera (D.) Brook, p. 34.

Singapore (D., V.).

*A. convexa (D.) Brook, p. 118.

Singapore (D., V.); Cebu I. and Ceylon (V.); Tongatabu and G.

Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. corymbosa (Lam., non Dana) Brook, p. 97. See surcalosa.

Indian O. ; Red Sea (Kl., B.); Rodriguez (B.); Zanzibar ? (V.);

China (B.); Tahiti (B.); Great Barrier Reef (B.); Fiji (B.):

Ramesvanim (B.); Tizard Bank (B.),

A. crihripora (D.) Brook, p. 123.

Fiji (D.); Tongatabu and Gr. BaiTier Reef (B.).

*Acropora cucullata Ver., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Indo-Pacific (V.).

A. cimeata (D.) Brook, p. 134.

Fiji (D., Q., B.); Great Barrier Reef (H.).

*A. ciispidata (D.) Brook, p. 124.

Tahiti (D.); Ponape (B.).

*^. cyclopea (D. ; not cycloptera, as in E. and H.) Brook, pars, p. 3:].

Wakes I., Pacific O. (D., Y.). Not West Indian, as in Brook.

*.-! cytherea (D.) Brook, p. 99.

Tahiti (D., V.); Singapore (D., B.); Solomon Is. (B.); Ceylon

(B.); Mauritius (B.); Red Sea (Kl., B.); Diego Garcia (B.).

*Acropora cytherella Ver., sp. nov. (=iT/. spicifera D., var.).

See notes, below.
Tahiti (D.).

*A. Dance (E. and H., Yer,,= J/, deformis D., non Mich.) Brook,^

p. 57.

Tahiti (D.).

*^4 difftisa (Ver.) Brook, p. 80. See notes, below.

Kingsmills Is. (V.); Banda (Q., B.); E. Indies (B.).

*A. digitifera (D.) Brook, p. 75. See notes, below.

E. Indies (D., V.); Madagascar (B.); Gr. Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. dissimilis Ver. sj). nov. {=:M. echidncea D., non Ehi\). See

notes below.

E. Indies and Sulu Sea (D.).

*A. divaricata (D.) Brook, p. (U.

Fiji (D.); Seychelles (B.); Gr. Barrier Reef (B.); Amirante Is.

(B.).

*A. eehinata (D.) Brook, p. 184.

Fiji (D.); Sulu Sea (B.); Liu Kiu Is. (B.); Samoa (B,); Australia

(B.); ? Hawaii (B.), probably imported.
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*A. efflorescens (D.) Brook, p. 35.

Ceylon (D., V., type in Yale Mas.); Fiji (D.); Singapore (B.).

*A. ejfnsii (D.) Brook, p. 76 {nan Quelch, t. Brook). See notes,

below.

Ceylon (D., \ ., type in Yale Mus.); Great Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. Ehrenbergil (E. and Yi..=sc<mdens (Kl.,t. Brook) Brook, p. 48.

See notes, below.

Red Sea (E. and H., B., Y.); Persian Gulf (B.); Indian O. (B.).

*A. erythrcea (Klz.) Brook, p. 157.

Red Sea (Ki.); Mauritius and Maldive Is. (B.); Great Barrier

Reef (B.).

A. exigria (D.) Brook, p. 125.

Fiji (D.); New Hebrides and Solomon Is. (B.).

^4. exilis (Brook, p, 172, pi. x, C, D).

G. Barrier Reef (B., type); China Sea and Arafura Sea (B.).

*A.florlda (D.) Brook, p. 53.

Fiji (D.); Tongatabu, Malacca, and Louisade Is. (B.).

*A. formosa (D.) Brook, p. 43.

Fiji (D.); E. Indies (Y.); Sumatra, Torres St., Sulu Sea, Xew
Ireland (B.).

'*A. Forskalii (Elir., Klz.) Brook, p. 70.

Red Sea (Ehr., K., Y.); Persian Gulf (B.).

*Acropora fraterna Yer., sp. nov. (=ril/] plautaginea., pars, Br.).

See notes, below.
Tahiti (D.).

*^. gemmifera (Brook, p. 142, pi. xxi), near A. frutieosa Br.

Fiji, Torres St., Arafura Sea, and G. Barrier Reef, type, (B.).

*^1. glohlceps (D.) Brook, p. 152.

Tahiti (D.).

*^. gracilis (D.) Brook, p. 32.

Sulu Sea (D.); Fiji, Amboina, and Ceylon (B.).

A. grandis (Brook, p. 42, pi. i, f. A, B).
G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. gravida (D.) Brook, p. 59.

Singapore (D., Y.); Fiji and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

A. Haimei (E. and H.) Brook, p. 77 {non arbnscula Yer.).

Red Sea (E. and H., B., Y.); Ceylon, Mauritius, Maldives, Singa-

pore, and Fiji (B.).

*.'!. hebes (D.) Brook, p. 12S.

Fiji (D., Y., B.); Malacca, Torres St., and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

A. Hemprichii (Ehr., Kl.) Brook, p. 173.

Red Sea (Ehr., K., Y., B); Ceylon, Solomon Is., and G. Barrier

Reef (B.).
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*A. horrUlji (D.) Brook, p. 188.

Fiji (D., v.); ?Arafura Sea (B.).

A. huiniUs (D.) Brook, p. 145.

Fiji (D., B.); G. Barrier Reef (B.).

^A. hyaciiithus (D.) Brook, p. 107.

Fiji (D., v., B.); Tizard Bank and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

A. hydra (Brook, p. 181,=3/. longicyathus Ort., non E. and H.,

t. Brook).
Singapore (V.).

*A. implicata (D.) Brook, p. 172.

Fiji (D.).

^A. inclurata \ er., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Australia (V.).

^4. [Isopora) labrosa (D., Stud.). See A . jKilffera.

Sulu Sea (D.).

^A. ki.va (Lam., jwn Ehr.) Brook, p. 46, from type.

Seychelles, Rodriguez, Macclesfield Bank, and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. longicyathus (E. and H., non Ort.; non proUxaX.) Brook, p.

187, from type.

New Guinea (B.); Palau I. (V.).

*A. Luzon lea Ver., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Luzon, near Manilla (V.), type in Yale Mus.

*^4. microphthahna (Ver.) Brook, ^yars, p. 168. See A. parvistella

v., and notes, below.

Loo Choo Is. (V.), type in Yale Mus.

*A. miJIepora (Ehr., D., non D., t. Brook). Brook, p. 116. See

notes below.

Singapore (D., V., B.); Ceylon (D., Y., B.); Gr. Barrier Keef (B.).

*A. niuricata (L.), Oken. Brook, pp. 2o-30. See pp. 166-169.

*Yar. cervicornis (Lam.).

*Yar. proVifera (Lam.\

^y^x.JiabeJlo-proUfera (Yer., p. 167).

*\ ?ix. 2ialrnato-2)rolifera (Yer., p. 167).

*Yar. surcidopabnata (Yer., p. 167).

*Yar. corn Ida (D. and M.).

*ya.v. Jfabellum (Lam.).

*Yai\ pcdmafa (Lam.).

*yar. perampla (Horn) Y., p. 168,= J/, alces auth., .^ non Dana.

*Yar. infundibidurn (Yer., p. 168).

Yar. colurnnaris (Yer., p. 168).

*Yar. clivosa {y. = ct/clopea Br., non Dana).

Florida and the West Indies, to Colon and Cumana.
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*^. nnsutii (D.) Brook, p. 73. See notes, below.

Tahiti (D., V., B.) ; Fiji (B.).

*Acropora ne(/le<Ha Ver., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Fiji (Daua).

*A. nobllis (D.) Brook, p. 135. See notes, below.

Singapore (D., V.); Ceylon (V.); Java (B.).

*Var. aerundd (D., Ver. from ty])e). y Brook (pars) p. 30.

Singapore (D., V.); Ceylon (B.).

A. ocelhitd (Klz.) Brook, p. 148.

Red Sea (Kl., V.): Ceylon (B.).

*A. pachycyathus Ver., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Locality unknown, Indo-Pacifie (V.).

A. Pacified (Brook, p. 39).

Samoa I. (type), and Tizard Bank (B.).

*Acro]>ora paniculata Ver., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Fiji or Tahiti (V.).

A. p)"i'^'i^iMa (Ver, 18(54: = .^ J/, niirrophthnlmn B., non Ver.),

Brook, p. 197. See notes, below.
Singapore (V.).

*A. 2iiixWlgerii (D.. )iort Q.) Brook, (pars) p. 74.

Tahiti (D., V., B.): Fiji and Mergui Arch. (B.).

A. Pharoonis (E. and H.) Brook, p. bS=^microcy'fthus Kl.

Red Sea (E. and H., B., KL, V.); Indian O. and Keeling I. (B.).

A. plantagineo (Lam., no7i D., t. Brook). Brook, p. 156.

Tahiti; Samoa, Tongatabu, and Ceylon (B.).

A. pocillifera (Lam., D.) Brook, p. 61, descr. from Lam., type.

Tongatabu (Lam., B.); Tahiti (Q., B.); Fiji (B.); New Hebrides,

and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. jiolymorjyho (Brook), p. 169= 3/. ohrotunoides D., non Lam.).

See notes, below,

Fiji? (D.); Malacca (B.).

"^A. p>roltxa (Ver. non = hmg>cyathus, as in Brook, p. 187, See

notes, below, and figure.

Ousima (V.).

*A. 2>rostr(ito (D., non Q.) Brook, p. 119.

Sulu Sea (D.); VFiji (D., B.): ? G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. pumila (Ver.) Brook, p. 166. See notes, below, and tigure.

Bonin Is. (V.).

A. [Tsopora) pKiUfern (Lam., Brook from type, non D.) Brook, p.

131=37, labroso D., t. Brook.

Sulu Sea (D., B.); China Sea, Solomon Is., Diego Garcia, Xew
Guinea, Tizard Bank, Queensland, and G. Barrier Reef (B.).
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*A. pyramidalls (Klz.) Brook, p, 150.

Red Sea (Kl., V., B.); Mauritius, Mergui Arch,, Pelew Is., Caro-

line Is., China Sea, and G. Barrier Reef (B,).

^A. rcnniculosa (D., no7i Q., nee Ortm.).

Fiji (D.).

*A. retusa (D.) Brook, p. 77.

Fiji (D., B.) ; Tahiti (B.).

A. rohusta (D.) Brook, p. 42.

Fiji(D., B.).

A. rosacea (Esp., Stud., Q.) Brook, p. 84. See disshnilis, and

notes, below.
Ternate and Samboangan (Q., B.).

*A. rosaria (D.) Brook, p. 179.

Fiji (D.); Tahiti; Samoa, Louisade Arch , Caroline Is., Tonga-

tabu, and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*^4. Samoensis (Brook, p. 143).

Samoa (B., V.).

*A. scandens (var. of Ehrenhergil, t. Brook, p. 49). See notes,

below.

Red Sea (Kl., V.).

*^. secale (Stud., non Q.) Brook, jjurs, p. S7,= M. plantaginea

pars, D., non Lam. See notes, below.

Ceylon (D., V.); Singapore? (B.); ? China and Tizard Bank (B.).

*A. secaloides Ver., sp. no v. See notes, below.

Singapore (D., V.).

*^4. secunda (C, non Brook). See under A. nobilis, var., and

notes, below.
Singapore (D., V.).

*^4. (Isopora) securis (D., non Q., t. B.) Brook, p. 133.

E. Indies? (D.); Solomon Is. and Amiraute Is. (B.).

*^4. seriata (Ehr., D.) Brook, p. lA:9=2Jallid(/ and pi/raniidalis

[pars) Klz., t. Brook.

Red Sea (Ehr., Kl., B.) ; Mauritius, Mergui Arch., Ceylon, and G.

Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. Solanderi (Def.).

Tertiary of France.

A. sj)ectabiUs Brook, op. cit., p. 141, })1. xviii, fig. B.

Locality of type unknown (B.).

*A. spicifera (D.) Brook, p. d2^:^microclados, pars, Ehr., Stud.

Singapore (D., V., B.); Fiji (D., B.); Tahiti (D., \.); Ceylon (D.^

v., B.); Tizard Bank, China Sea, Gulf of Aden, Mergui Arch,,

Tongatabu, Xew Ireland, New Guinea, New Caledonia, and

Solomon Is. (B.).
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*A. squamosa (Brook, j). 120, pi. xx, fig. B.). See notes, below.

Singapore (B., V.);G. Barrier Reef (B., type).

A. squarrosa (Ehr.) Brook, p. 05.

Red Sea (E., Kl., B., V.); Pelew L, Ponape, Tahiti, and Austra-

lia (B.).

*A. stellulata Ver., sp. nov. See notes, below.

Zanzibar (V.).

*A. striata (Yer.) Brook, p. 178. See notes, below.

Ousima ? (V.).

*A. subidata (D.).

Singapore (D., V., B.); Xew Guinea (B.).

*A. subtilis (Klz.) Brook, p. 68.

Red Sea (Kl., V., B.); Solomon Is. (B.).

*A. surcitlosa (D.) Brook, p. 104. See notes, below.

Fiji (D., B.); Singapore (D., V., B.); Mergui Arch., and G.

Barrier Reef (B.).

*3I. symmetrica (Brook, p. 94, pi. xv). See notes, below.

Mauritius (B., type); Zanzibar (V.).

*A. tenuis (D.) Brook, p. 83.

Locality of type unknown (D.); Samboangan and G. Barrier

Reef (B.).

A. teres (Yer.) Brook, p. 198.

Ousima (Y.).

*A. tortuosa (D.) Brook, p. 71.

Fiji (D.); Caroline Is. (B.).

*A. tubigera (Horn, non Quelch, nee Brook, p. 79). See notes,

below.

Singapore (Y.). Type examined.

*A. tubieinaria (D.) Brook, p. 139.

Fiji (D.); Tahiti (Y.).

'*A. tubulosa (Ehr.) Brook, p. 175.

Red Sea (Ehr., Klz.); New Guinea, Carolina Is., and Malacca

(B.).

*A. turbinata Yar.? See A. surculosa, and notes, below.

Tahiti (D., type in Yale Mus.).

*A. turaida (Yer.) Brook, p. 1G"5. See notes, below.

Hong Kong (Y.); China (B.).

A. turgida (Yer.) Brook, p. 198.

Loo Choo Is. (Y).

*Acropora urceolifera Yer., sp. nov. (=J/. corymbose D., non.

Lam.).

E. Indies (D.).
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A. vallda (D.) Brook, p. 168.

Fiji (D., B ); Tongatabu; Torres St., Mergui Arch., and Singa-

pore (B,).

*A. variabilis (Klz.) Brook, p. lQl-=.coalescens Ort., t. Br.

Red Sea (Kl., V.); Ceylon, Macclesfield Bank, Samoa, Tongatabu,

and G. Barrier Reef (B.).

*A. virgata (D.) Brook, p. 40,

Fiji (D., B.); Tahiti (B.); Kew Hanover, Amboina, and Tonga-

tabu (B.).

^A. Wardii Ver,, sp. nov. See notes, below.

Indo-Pacific (V.).

The localities of numerous specimens of species included in the

above list, that I have studied, Avere doabtful or unknown, many of

the specimens having been bought from dealers. In such cases I

have omitted the doubtful localities, adding only those that seemed

to be authentic.

Probably many of the localities given by others, and quoted here,

are not altogether reliable, for the same reasons.

Another source of error lies in the various modes of cleaning and

bleaching the specimens. Chemicals are sometimes used that injure

the delicate parts. Long exposure to the weather, as in l)leaching

them, alwaj^s destroys or changes the delicate septa, mai'gins of the

calicles, and especially the fine spinules of the surface.

Acropora acervata (Dana) Ver. See p. 212.

Madrepora acervata Dana, Zooph., p. 460, pi. xxxiv, fig. 4, 1846. Brook,

Cat. Madreporarian Corals British Mus. , i, p. 147, 1893.

fMadrepora amblyclados Broo]i., op. cit.
,
p. 140.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 17. Plate XXXVI B. Figure 8.

Brook assumed, without due evidence, that my (1864) determina-

tion of Dana's species was incorrect and that I had a distinct species

in view. However, I had Dana's types in ray hands for comparison,

and still have some branches that he speciall}' described, for the

details.

Brook merely quotes Dana's description and records no additional

specimens. This indicates that he had not identified the species,

although it is a common one at Singapore. Doubtless he has it

under some other name or names in his catalogue.

Brook was, however, probably correct in stating that Dana's

species is not the same as 3f. 2)lanta(/inea Lam., as described by him
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from a spociinen supposed to be one of Lamarck's types. But it was

probably iuchided under that heterogeneous species by Lamarck and

by Edw. and Haime.

This species forms broad convex clumps of rather stout, upright,

more or less divided, obtuse brandies, with a large, swollen axial

corallite. The clumps arise from a broad, short basal mass ; the

outer and under ones are curved and spread out nearly horizontally

in the larger specimens, and they often become flattened, irregular,

and more or less coalescent, but they may be much coalescent on one

side of a clump and entirely free on the other. In young specimens

the outer branches are less spreading, or more upright, and do not

coalesce. The central branches of the upper side are mostly 60 to
HQmm long, often forked at the base, and may give off two or more
small divergent, ascending branches from the middle portion, or dis-

tally. The calicles of the horizontal branches and bases of the

upright ones are mostl}^ immersed, l)ut rather large and conspicuous,

with a very distinct star of six primary septa, the directives larger.

Our largest specimen (No. 6118, from Singapore) is a foot in diame-

ter (300"""), and half as high. I have seen others considerably

larger, from Singapore.

The axial corallites are large (4"""), very short, obtuse, with very

thick, openly porous walls, and a rather small calicle (l""'"), which

has a distinct star of 12 septa, the dii-ectives wider. The lateral

calicles are various in size and form. The larger ones are large and

thick, tubular, strongly ascending, but not much appressed, with the

distal margin obliquely truncate, so that the margin of the calicle is

very oblique.

The outer side of these calicles is much thickened and rounded at

the outer lip, so that the corallites often appear slightly scaphoid
;

in some cases they are somewhat appressed, but usually the inner lip

is fairly well developed, though much shorter and thinner than the

outer. The star is very distinct, usually with 12 septa; the six

primaries are wide, the directives broader ; those of the second cycle

are very narrow and thin, often absent. The exterior wall of these

corallites is porous and densely echinulate-costate, the small spinules

being arranged in costal lines.

Among the larger corallites are many others that are equally wide,

but much shortei', more divergent, the calicles opening more out-

ward, but with a similar thick outer lip and star. Lower down
many are verruciform and a few small ones are immersed.

The coenenchyma of the branches is firm, but somewhat porous,
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and covered with sharp or blunt rough spinules, which are not very-

tine nor very closely arranged ; in some places it becomes reticulate-

porous,

Singapore (D. ; V., type). Several perfect specimens are in the

Museum of Yale University (coll. Capt, Putnam and others) from

Singapore. I have studied others, from the same sources, in the

Mus. of Comp. Zoology; the Peabody Inst., Salem, Mass.; the Field

Columbian Museum, etc. Nos. lYYV, 6118, Yale Mus.

In mode of growth and general appearance this species resembles

^i. Studeri (Br.); A. diversa (Br.); A. hxdlata (Br.); and A. fruti-

cosa (Br.), but in the details of the corallites it does not appear to

agree very Avell with either of these.

Acropora appressa (Elir.O Dana. See p. 212.

Madrepora appressa Dana, Zooph., p. 457, pi. xxxi, fig. 8
;

pi. xxxiv, fig. 5,

{?non Ehr., t. Brook).

Madrepora assimilis Brook, op. cit., p. 85, pi. xx, fig. A.

Madrepora alliomorpha Brook, op. cit., p. 87.

? Madrepora appressa Ehr., I'edescribed by Brook fi'om type, op. cit., p. 87.

Plate XXXVI D. Figure 4. Plate XXXVI E. Figure 4.

Fragments of the type of Dana are in the Yale Museum. No.

2029. Also numerous excellent specimens, of various ages, from

Singapore, which agree perfectly with the type. Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 8,

11, 1371, 1383, 5541.

When young (up to 100 to 150™" broad), this species does not

have the branches of the under side coalescent, or else they are only

slightly so. In this stage of growth the branches form a rounded

convex clump of much divided branches, arising from a stout basal

mass, the outer ones spi'eading and proliferous. Small branchlets

are also given off on the under side and soon begin to be appressed

and flattened, losing their prominent calicles. Gradually, as they

become more flattened and crowded, they begin to coalesce, openly

at first, but eventually, in large specimens, they may form a nearly

continuous plate, with few irregular openings through it, toward the

margins, as described by Dana.

The immersed calicles of the under side are few, scattered, small

(0.5""°), but distinctly stellate, usually with 12 septa, the secondaries

narrow.

The fragments from Dana's types apparently came from two speci-

mens. They have the following characters :

The axial corallites are small (1.5 to 2""^), and about 1-2.5'°"'

exsert ; walls not swollen, calicle with 12 septa. The radial coral-
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lites are mostly strongly ai)pressecl and imbricated, seldom arranged

serially, but rather in quincunx. The more distal ones are some-

what spreading, mostly compressed, tubo-nariform, the larger ones

4_5'nm long, 1.5""° broad, with the aperture very oblique and ellipti-

cal; the inner lip may be wanting, or short and thin; the outer lip

is elongated, a little thickened, either obtusely rounded or narrowed,

usually a little incurved, both laterally and distally. The radial

corallites, a little lower down, gradually become more appressed,

with the outer lip narroAver and more pointed, and the inner lip

abortive. The wall of the distal corallites is strongly grooved and

costulate, with sharp-edged and finely echinulate costulfe; those lower

down have less prominent costula?, and larger, rough or sharp gran-

ules in series ; the lower lip is perforate between the costula?.

Toward the base of the branchlets the corallites become much

shorter, closely appressed, but still tubular, with nearly round calicles.

On the larger basal branches there are many immersed calicles, with

a very distinct l^-raj-ed star, and many others Avith a slightly raised

border. These calicles are very distinctly stellate with six wide and

six narrow septa, and are 0.75 to 0.8"™ in diameter.

All the radial calicles have six strong primary septa, the directives

wider, and six narrow secondarj" ones.

The ccenenchyma is firm, but porous, and roughly echinulate,

with rather large, sharp granules, often in series.

The specimens from Singapore agree well with the types in the

size and form of the branches and corallites, but the walls of the

corallites often lack the costulte and are densely covered with fine

sharp granules, which may be in series ; but in most cases the distal

and less appressed corallites are more or less costulate, even when

those below are evenly echinulate. In some of these specimens the

outer lip of the larger radial corallites is thicker and more convex,

so that the form is slightly scaphoid.

But in the large series of specimens examined, there are all inter-

mediate states and many other variations.

Hence I am led to doubt the distinctness of A. appressa (Ehr.)

;

A. assimilis (Br.); and A. alliomorp>ha (Brook), all of which are cer-

tainly much alike.

Brook, himself, refers Dana's appressa to his assimilis, but the

general figure of the latter (from a photograph) shows some differ-

ences. The most notable is the very evident arrangement of the

corallites in vertical series, which I have not observed to any marked

extent in the Singapore specimens. The type photographed by him
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is from Macclesfield Bank, To me it seems much like M. aUiomor-

pha Brook.

The true appressa Ehr. has been redescribed by Brook from the

type in the Berlin Museum. It has not been figured. It seems to

agree pretty closely with Dana's species in most respects, but has

larger axial and radial corallites than I have observed in the latter.

According to Brook the larger radial ones are up to 8""™ long and
gmm thick; the axial 2-2.5™"' in diameter. lean find no other marked

difference, and possibly this is not beyond the limits of variation in

this species, for many others are known to vary more than this in

the size of the corallites. The upright branches are shorter than in

Dana's type (one inch long, t. Ehr.; 4-6°", t. Brook).

Brook also states that the wall is " dense and echinulate, not

striate." I have shown above that this character is variable in

Dana's form. According to Brook the radial corallites are mostly

"hooked labellate, with a thick, blunt, and frequently incurved

apex." The larger size of the axial corallites (t. Ehr.) formerly led

me to suppose that it might be identical with M. acervata Dana, but

the measurements given by Brook would seem to contradict this,

unless the type be undeveloped in this respect ; but Ehrenberg states

that it is nine inches in diameter.

The distinctions between assimills and alllomorpha seem to me
very slight and at most onh^ varietal. See also A. dissimilis, below.

Acropora arbuscula (Dana) Ver. See p. 213.

Madrepora arbuscula Dana, Zooph., p. 474, pi. xl, fig. 2, 1846. Brook, op.

cil., p. 40.

f M. laxa Lam., Brook, p. 46.

This species, in a large series from Singapore, shows much varia-

tion. There are two branches of Dana's type from the Sulu Sea, in

the Yale Museum (Nos. 2005, 4165) besides a good series from

Singapore.

The type differs a little from most of the latter in having the

radial corallites rather shorter and more squarrose, with the walls

more porous and more distinctly costulate. But these characters

var}^ in this species.

In the type the radial corallites of the upper side of the branch are

rather crowded, subequal, short (about 2-.3""" long and 2'"'" broad),

tubular, with lower Avail a little thicker, obliquely truncate, and with

the aperture terminal and a little oblique, owing to the thinner and

shorter inner lip. The outer lip is distinctly thickened, rounded, but
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not incurved. Tlie Avail is covered Avith elevated thin costulje, which

become echinulate lower down, and on the degenerate corallites of

the loAA^er side of the branch.

The caMienchA^ia is porous-reticulate, or vermiculate-pitted, and

sparingly' granulated.

The Singapore specimens are variously arborescently branched,

Avith rather few divisions, most of the branches not over 16-20"'™

thick. The corallites are often few and degenerate on the under

side, but generally' they are croAvded and rather long on the upper

side.

The radial corallites stand at various angles, even on different

branches of one specimen. Most commonly they are ascending and

stand at 45° to G0°, but they may stand at 90°. They are com-

monly nearly terete, tubular, a little tapered, truncate, Avith the

aperture terminal and often only slightly or not at all oblique, but

in other cases decidedly oblique, as in the type. The larger ones are

often 4-5™"" in length and 2.5""" wide at base. BetAveen these there

are usually many short, A'^erruciform, or subconic corallites.

All the calicles are A^erj^ distinctly stellate, usually with 12 septa,

the primaries Avell developed, with Avider directives ; the secondaries

thin and narrow. The outer Avail is generally distinctly thickened,

and the outer lip a little prominent and rounded, but not incurved.

Externally the Avail of most of the calicles is densely covered Avith

minute granulations, generally in longitudinal lines, but sometimes

uniformly arranged, giving the surface a smoothish appearance. On
the younger calicles distinct costulse are often present, but thc}^ are

seldom so distinct as in the type.

The coenenchj^ma is also generally very finely and closely echinulo-

granulate, like the corallites, but in many parts it becomes pitted,

as in the type.

Some specimens occur in which the corallites of the larger branches

and proximal parts of the smaller ones are short-conical or verruci-

form, with crowded, SAVollen bases, unequal in size, and in contact,

with small, terminal, stellate calicles, 0.5™"" in diameter. But on the

distal parts of the branches corallites of the ordinary form occur.

This variety has the coenenchyma and corallites densely echinulo-

granulate. It seems to grade into the ordinary varieties, though the

small size of the calicles is a striking chai'acter.

At first sight the Singapore variety looks like a distinct species,

owing to the fine, dense granulation of the surface, and the longer

and more tapered corallites. But some of the specimens bave

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 15 January, 1903.
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branches showing almost exactly the structure of the type, though

other branches may be as usual. Therefore I conclude that the

difference is at most only a local variation.

M. laxa Lam., as described from the type by Brook, seems to

differ very little from the Singapore variety of this species, and it

may, perhaps, be identical. It has not been figured.

Acropora austera (D.) Ver. See p. 213.

Madrepora austera Dana, Zooph., p. 478. Brook, p. 56.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 10. Plate XXXVI B. Figure 1.

Branches of Dana's type are in the Yale Museum. These show

that the axial corallites have thick reticulate walls and 12 wide, thin

sejata, the 6 primaries nearly meeting. No. 4190.

The radial corallites also have 12 septa, the secondaries narrow.

The walls of the larger corallites are very porous and costulate,

but the costulje are thin and si^inulose, and more or less interrupted

by the larger pores between them ; toward the margin, the walls are

often reticulate or fenestrate, owing to the large pores. But the

smaller radial corallites often have the walls strongly and roughly

echinulate, without costulre.

The surface of the coenenchyma is openly porous or reticulate,

and very scabrous, with coarse and irregular spinules.

I have seen no specimens, except Dana's type. Brook, apparently,

had no specimens of it, unless he put them under some other species,

as is not improbable. He refers to it, doubtfull}^, some wo^n frag-

ments only.

Acropora dissimilis Ver., sp. nov.

Madreporn eckidncea Dana, Zooph., p. 458, pi. xxxi, fig. 9, pi. xxxv, fig. 3,

1846, non Lam., Ehr., Stud.

Madrepora rosacea Stiider (pars). Brook, op. cit., p. 84, (non M. rosea, as

on pi. XV, nee rosacea Esper, p. 115).

Plate XXXVI. Figure 9. Plate XXXVI A. Figure 9.

Studer was undoubtedly correct in stating that the A. echidnma

(Lam,, and of Ehr.) was a very distinct species from Dana's, but he

was wrong in uniting the latter with Esper's M. rosacea, which has

very exsert radial corallites.

Dana's species is closely allied to cereaUs, ajjpressa, and assimilis.

It has unequal, tubular, loosely arranged, distal radial corallites

;

the longer ones but little appressed, and with oblique margins ; the

calicles open inward and upward.
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It has slender, acute, elongated, proliferous branches, with rather

small axial corallites, about 3""" in diameter and 1 or 2'"™ exsert, with

porous walls and a small, 12-rayed calicle.

The radial corallites are loosely, irregularly ax-ranged, and very

unequal in length. On the distal 25-40"'™ there are many, longer,

ascending, tubular corallites, somewhat incurved, not appressed, with

the aperture oblique. The larger of these, which are free distally

and bear one to several small basal buds, may be 6 to 8'"™ long and

1.75-2™™ in diameter ; some of them give rise to small ascending-

proliferous branches.

Between these are other tubular and tubo-uariform radial calicles

that are about as large, but not so long, attached for nearly the

whole length, but not appressed, or onh' slightly so, with the aper-

ture oblique, round or slightly elliptical, and directed upward, and

without a free inner lip. Part of these are somewhat compressed,

with the outer wall thickened and convex ; others are nearly round

and straight, but all have the outer lip thickened, prominent, obtuse,

sometimes slightly incurved, sometimes straight.

The corallites are about 3-5™™ long and 1.75™™ in diameter.

Others mixed with these are one-half shorter, with the aperture

less oblique. The wall of the distal corallites is echino-costulate
;

that of the more proximal ones is densely echino-granulate, usually

with the granules in series.

On the proximal half of the branches many of the corallites are

immersed or have only short appressed lips ; on the larger branches

they are nearly all immersed, with small stellate calicles.

The radial calicles all have about 12 narrow, unequal septa, the

directives a little wider. The coenenchyma is uneven, pitted, and

roughly granulated.

This species is related to 31. alliomorpha and M. assimilis Brook,

=zM. appressa Dana, but seems to be distinguishable on account of

its much longer and very unequal radial corallites, which are not

so much appressed.

In the length of the radial corallites it is more like the typical

appressa of Ehr., but that is said to have the corallites strongly

appressed and not striate.

As it cannot properly be referred to A. rosacea (Esper), I propose

to give it, for the pi'esent at least, a new name (^4. dissimilis).

Future comparisons with the types may lead to the union of this

and several of the allied forms. The union of this and appressa

(Dana) was suggested by me in 1804, but at present the tendency
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seems to be to separate the allied forms of this group, rather than to

unite them. Still I think it not unlikely that a larger series of

specimens would compel us to unite them in one species.

Acropora diffusa Ver. See p. 214.

Madrepora diffusa Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 41, 1864. Quelch,

op. cit., p. 161. Brook, op. cit.
,
p. 80.

Plate XXXVI C. Figure 2. Plate XXXVI F. Figure 16.

The larger radial corallites in this species are prominent, com-

pressed, nariform, standing at about 45° to 60°, not at all appressed.

The outer lip is thickened, a little incurved and considerably longer

than the thin inner lip. The free part of the inner wall is short

but evident, thin. The aperture is oblique and elliptical. Six

very narrow primary septa are visible ; the directives are a little

wider than the others. The walls are firm but porous and roughh*

echinulate; the sharp granules are often in costal lines, but usually

no distinct costulse are visible, unless on very young corallites.

The axial corallites are a little exsert and scarcely larger than the

radial, with a small calicle (0.Y5 to 1™™). The primary septa are

well developed, but thin.

Kingsmills Is., cotypes. No. 1808.

Acropora digitifera (Dana) Ver. See jd. 214.

Madrepora digitifera Dana, Zoopli., p. 454, 1846. Brook, op. cit., p. 75, 1893.,

Plate XXXVI. Figure 12. Plate XXXVl B. Figure 3.

Several branches of the type-specimen are in the Yale Museum
(No. 430). These were, in part, used by Dana in describing the

details of the calicles. The longer branches are 50-65""™ long, and
10-13"'™ in diameter at base, somewhat curved and compressed, pro-

liferous, Avith small normal branchlets on the distal third.

Near the base the calicles are small and many of them are wholly

immei'sed, deep, with 12 very narrow septa ; others are larger, with

a squarrose, short, thick, spout-like lower lip ; the upper lip is abor-

tive, or nearly so.

The most fully formed, radial calicles (2 to 2-2™™ in diameter) are

on the distal half of the branches ; these are large, strong]}- squar-

rose, or stand nearly at right angles to the branch. They are spout-

shape, rather prominent, with the lower lip thick, expanded, well

rounded, and not at all contracted ; the uj^per lip is short and thin.

They have a distinct star of 1 2 septa, all of which are narrow except
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the two directives. The outer wall is covered with numerous, very

thin costulfe.

The more distal corallites are a little more ascending, but the

lower lip is slightly excurved and expanded, so that the calicles are

conspicuous. Some smaller immersed calicles (0.3°"" in diameter)

are found between the labiate ones nearly to the tips of the branches.

The axial corallites are moderately large (2.5 to S*"""), with thick

Avails, and only a little exsert. The axial calicle is small (1""), with

12 subequal, thin, but not narrow, septa.

The ccenenchyma of the branches is rather dense, with few small

pores, and its surface is covered with rather coarse, I'ough or sharp

spinules, not crowded, and mostlj^ arranged in longitudinal series, or

often united into irregular costulie or small tabula^.

The origin of the type is unknown, but is doubtless Indo-Pacifie.

Acropora effusa (Dana) Ver. See p. 215.

Madrepora effusa Dana, Zooph., p. 455, 1846. Brook, p. 76 {non Queleh).

Plate XXXYI. Figures 16, 16a. Plate XXXVI B. Figures 7, 7a.

Dana's unique type of this species from Ceylon (coll. Rev. Geo.

H. Apthorp) is in the Museum of Yale University.

It is a regular corymbose clump, with a slightly convex surface,

10 by 14 inches (250x350°"°) across, and 5 inches (125""°) high.

The upper surface is covered with- upright branches 25 to 40""° long,

arising from a solid basal mass of canienchyma, covered above with

immersed stellate calicles. The base is broadly in crusting, about

250'°'° across, and free marginally onl}^ for a slight distance, except

on one side, where the free pai-t is 75 to lOO"""" wide. It here forms

a nearly solid plate of coalesced branches, with a few submarginal

openings, without free branchlets, but covered thickly with exsert,

conoidal, verrucose, and tubular corallites, 1-3"™ long, with porous,

echinulate walls and 6-rayed, stellate calicles, the directives wider.

There are few immersed calicles beneath. The ccenenchyma of the

outside base is very porous.

The marginal branches are nearly horizontal at base, and coales-

cent ; submarginal ones are curved upward distall}' ; those nearer

the middle are straight, upright, partly simple and partly forked, or

more or less proliferous; they are rather stout and tapered, 10 to

15™°" thick at base, subacute, with a moderately large, but not swol-

len, axial corallite, 2.5-3.5'°°' in diameter, and l-:5'""' exsert, with

rather thick, openly porous, costulate walls.
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Many of the proliferous branches bear rather nuinerous, large, tubu-

lar corallites, mostly with a few small basal buds, some of them thus

forming the axial corallites of incij^ient branchlets, 8 to 12""' long.

The gemmiferous corallites are much like the axial, regular tubular,

with the calicle terminal, and the walls rather thick and costulate.

Septa 12, all narrow, the directives a little wider.

Radial corallites of various sizes intermixed. The larger ones are

tubular, round or slightly compressed, many of them tubo-nariform
;

many are dimidiate or spout-shaped; others have the aperture sub-

terminal and oblique. The outer lip is usually prominent, a little

thickened, and often slightly incurved, but in others the lip is

shorter and straight ; many have the inner lip short, or abortive, but

in others it is well developed and thin. The smaller intermixed

corallites have the same forms but some are short verruciform, others

labellate ; immersed ones are few, except at the base.

The walls are reticulate-porous and regularly costulate or echino-

costulate on the distal corallites, but often evenly and sharply granu-

lated on those of the lower portion of the branches. The basal coral-

lites are mostly short, verruciform, Avith the calicle terminal. Septa

in nearly all cases are 12, but narrow ; those of the first cycle are

fairly well formed ; those of the second are very narrow, sometimes

rudimentary; directives are rather wider than others.

The longer tubo-nariform calicles are about 3 to 4°"" broad and
2mm

jj^ diameter ; many of these ai^e gemmiferous at base.

Point Pedro, Ceylon, coll. Rev. G. H. Apthorp, 1843. No. 3063.

This species, in its form and mode of growth, resembles A. Studeri

(Br.), but the latter forms more regularly corymbose clumps, with

shorter and more conical branches, and its corallites seem to be more

divaricate and more labiate. A. bmodactyla (Br.), pi. xiii, also has a

similar form, but the corallites are quite different. It is closely

allied to A. secale (type from Ceylon).

Acropora indurata Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 19. Plate XXXVI C. Figure 6.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 12.

Coral dense and heav}'^, sparingly branched, with short, stout

branches, somewhat as in A. rohusta Dana. Branches often QS'""^

or more in diameter, subconic, or gradually tapered, obtuse.

Axial corallites short, scarcely larger than the radial ones and not

much different in form ;
3-3.5™™ in diameter, 1 to 2""° exsert ; walk
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moderately thick and lips rounded ; calicle small (about 1™™), with

12 septa distinct.

Radial corallites irregularly arranged, crowded and exsert on the

upper side ; loosely arranged below, and less exsert ; on the smaller

bi'anches more regular and ascending, nearly adnate, but not ap-

pressed. On the larger branch they stand at angles varj'^ing from

30° to GO", and sometimes form oblique rows. They are verruci-

form, conoidal, or tubo-conoidal, with thickened walls and swollen

base ; summit usually obliquely truncated, with the small calicle

opening upwai'd ; but sometimes it looks downward, or sideways,

and often it is terminal.

Length of the larger radial corallites, mostly 3 to 4™™
; diameter

at base, about 3"""^
; calicles, 0.75 to 0.80""".

The distal end of the radial corallites is usually free for 1 to 3™"",

Avith the inner lip well formed, but some are entirely adnate, with no

free inner lip. No immersed calicles occur on this specimen.

The radial corallites are strongly stellate ; the six primary septa

are well developed, but narrow, thick next the wall, subequal ; the

secondaries are much smaller, but distinct. The whole surface is

uniformly and densely covered with fine rough granules.

The type is a single stout branch, 100™™ long, with one side branch
•20^"' long. No. 6155, Mus. Yale Univ. Australia (coll. Ward).

The rest of the specimen, on which I made my notes several years

ago, may now be in the Field Columbian Museum, Chicago.

This species is remarkable for the unusual density of its coenen-

chyma, and for its conoidal radial corallites.

Acropora Luzonica Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI C. Figure 4. Plate XXXVI F. Figure 9.

Coral arborescent, distantly, loosely, and irregularly branched,

with the branches often forked, mostly ascending, but some are

widely divergent and often crooked. The terminal branchlets taper

gradually to rather slender tips. Principal branches are mostlj'^ 12

to 15™™ in diameter at base ; terminal ones are 6 to 10™™ thick at

base, and up to 60 to 75™™ long. Their tips ai-e subacute, truncate,

with the axial corallite 2 to 3'"™ in diameter and 1 to 3™™ exsert,

walls are not verN' thick, reticulate-porous, and strongly costulate.

The radial corallites are mostly entirely or nearly immersed, on

all the larger branches ; some of them have slightly raised, thin

margins ; others have the loAvcr lip a little proniiiiont ; their calicles
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are rather large (1 to 1-25'"™), and regularly stellate, Avith six well-

developed primary septa and six narrow ones ; the directives nearly

meet in the center.

On the more distal parts, and especialh'^ on the terminal branches,

the margins of the calicles become more elevated, especially on the

lower side, forming thin lower lips that stand out often nearly at

right angles, but unevenly so, thus giving the surface a rough and

irregular appearance.

Those near the ends of the branches are often tubular, but entirely

adnate, with the large, terminal, round calicles opening upward

;

the inner lip being thin and very short or adherent, while the thin

outer lip is tubular and truncate. A little lower down the inner lip

is suppressed and the outer lip is shorter and often half-trbular or

dimidiate, but the calicles are nearly round and often open rather out-

ward, so that they are conspicuous in a side view. They are rather

crowded and unequal in size, the larger ones being about 1.25"^"" in

diameter. All the larger ones have 1 2 septa, but the septa may all

be rather narrow, except the directives, which are usually* well

developed.

The walls are always thin, compact, and strongly costulate. The
ccenenchyma is firm but porous, irregularly pitted, and covered with

rather loosely arranged, small, rough granules.

Manilla Bay, Luzon. The type is in the Mus. Yale Univ. (No.

1809, orig. number 108), received from the Museum of Comp. Zool-

ogy, where there were formerly many specimens.

This species belongs to the subgenus Ewnxadrepora of Brook. It

is, perhaps, more nearly allied to Acropora pnlchra, var. stricta

Brook, than to any other form described by him, but the latter has

smaller and more tubular corallites, and the surface is " closeh'

reticulate."

Acropora microphthalma Ver. See p. 216.

Madrepora microphthalma Verrill, Coram. Essex lust., vi, pp. 83, 102, [49,

68,] 1869. Brook {pars), p. 168.

Plate XXXVI C. Figure 1. Plate XXXVI F. Figure 15.

The specimens referred to this species by Brook (p. 169) appear to

be quite distinct. They are "laxly arborescent; branches elon-

gate, 2"='" thick ; scarcely tapering," and have much larger radial

corallites, which are "dilated, tubular," with the inner part of the

wall "often incomplete or absent."
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None of these characters apply to 1113' original type, which is in

the Yale Museum (No. 774). This is a very much branched, small,

arborescent coral, with the branches small (larofer ones about 10""°),

strongly divaricate, and very proliferous, especially distally. Many
of the smaller branchlets stand nearly at right angles to the branches

;

others at 45° or less.

The axial corallites are small (1.75 to 2'"'"), not swollen, a little

exsert, slightly tapered, with the wall porous and finely echinulate,

rarely echino-costulate.

The radial corallites are very unequal in size and form, but all are

small. The larger ones (1.5-2™") are nearly regularly tubular, a

little tapered distally, obtuse at the end (about 3'""' long), with the

calicle small and only slightly, if at all, oblique, and about 0.5 to

0.6™"" broad, with thickened walls. The six septa nearly meet in the

center ; rudimentary ones of the second cycle are often present, but

minute. These larger corallites mostly diverge at an angle of 45°

or more, except distally.

Between the larger ones are many smaller subconical or verruci-

form corallites, standing at various angles, with the terminal calicles

only 0.3 to 0.4™™ in diameter, while others, like small, rounded

A'erruca^, have calicles of only 0.2™™ diameter, but yet show six septa.

The corallites and coenenchyma are densely covered with minute

sharp granules, and show but few pores.

The type of A. microphthuhna was from the Loo Choo Islands.

The specimens described by Brook were from Korea, Torres St.,

and Ramesvaren. They may, perhaps, belong to ^4. pKirvistella

(Yer., 1864).

Acropora nobilis (Dana) Ver. See p. 217.

Madrepora nobilis Dana, Zooph., p. 481, jjI. vi, fig. 3, 1846, x M. secunda,

var., p. 481, pi. xi, fig. 4. Yeriill. Bull. Mus. Comp. Z06I., i, p. 40, 1864.

A good Ceylon specimen (No. 454) of this species, which was
vised by Dana in his description, is in the Yale Museum, and also a

branch of his East Indian (Singapore) type. Also, one of his types

of M. secunda, from Singapore (No. 2014).

In addition to these, there are numerous good specimens of this

species from Singapore (coll. Capt. W. H. A. Putnam and others). I

have also seen large series in other museums.

The Ceylon specimen is a low clump of short, stout branches, up

to 25-30™™ in diameter, arising from a large basal mass. The
branches divide rajjidly and irregularly, so that the undivided termi-
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nal branches are mostly only 25 to 50'"'" long, and taper rapidly.

Thev stand at various angles ; some are almost squarrose.

Most specimens grow taller (up to 2 feet high^eoo™"') and branch

more arborescently, with longer and more distant branches, variable

in size. This was the case with Dana's Singapore type.

But the characters of the corallites are generally pretty constant

in all. The axial corallites are nearly always large and swollen, with

thick, porous walls ; their diameter is commonly 4 to 5'""\ but varies

from 3 to 6"" on a single specimen ; their calicles are about 2"""

broad ; the naked, exsert portion ma}^ be 2-3""™ in length.

The radial corallites are various in size and form on one branch.

The larger ones, in typical nobilis, are dimidiate-cylindrical or spout-

like, scarcely at all compressed, with the lower lip thick and

rounded, rather long, porous, often slightly expanded, frequently a

little incurved, but distally on the branches more spreading and

often a little excurved, though the greater number are nearly straight

on the outer side; they stand at angles of 50° to 90°, but more gen-

erally at 60° to 70°. The inner lip is usually short and thin. The

larger ones are usually about 2-2.5'"™ broad and 2 to 4"^^'" long.

Their septa are very distinctly stellate, with six rather wide

primary septa, the directives wider, and six narrow ones of the second

cycle. The axial corallites have 12 distinct septa, rarely 24.

The walls of the axial and radial corallites are strongly costulate,

with pores between the costulse ; the lower lip of the radial coral-

lites is fenestrate-porous distally. The coenenchyma is \exY porous

and pitted, and roughly granulated.

Between the larger radial corallites there are many small labellate

or dimidiate ones, with the outer lip either long or short, straight or

incurved, and also a few that are nearly or quite immersed.

Var. secunda Ver., 1864.

Madrepora secunda Dana, op. cit., p. 487, pi. xl, fig. 4.

One of Dana's types of this form, in the Yale Museum, forms a

loosely, arborescently branched clump, about 10 inches high (250'"'°),

with the main branches rather long and divergent, about 15 to IS™"*

in diameter, branching freely distally, with evenly tapered branches.

In its form and mode of branching it does not differ from many
typical specimens of oiobilis, but the main branches are more slender

than usual.

The terminal or axial corallites are thick and swollen, porous, and

costulate, formed exactlj' as in nobilis, though they average rather
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smaller, but several of the branches have them as large as is usual

in typical nobilis / they vary from 3 to 5™™, the average being about

3-0 to 4"'".

The structures of the coenenchyma and walls are as in nohilis.

The lateral corallites are rather smaller than usual in that form,

and they are mostly distinct!}' compressed, and have the outer lip

less thickened, and more often incurved, so that many of the cor-

allites are slightly boat-shaj^ed, and the calicles elliptical ; but they

are cut away on the upper side and have the short inner lip as in

nobilis.

Moreover, on some branches of the type, the calicles are not more

compressed than often occurs on typical nobilis. This character

varies in this species, as in many others, and may be due to more or

less crowding of the buds.

This more compressed and more beaked form of the radial calicles

is, however, the only tangible character for separating this form, even

as a variety.

The secund condition, due to the partial suppression of the coral-

lites on the under sides of some branches, is an accident of growth

that may occur in any species. The smaller size of the branches is

not even of varietal importance.

Brook not only considers secunda a good species, but he puts it in

a different group,* far removed from nobilis, though he refers to my
uniting these forms in 1864. Probably Brook had a different species,

from Australia,! which he described under the name of secunda

,

but he also quotes Dana's description.

My conclusion in regard to this point, in 1864, was based on a

direct comparison of Dana^s types of both forms, with a fine series

of nobilis in the Mus. of Comp. Zoology. Although I have studied

larger collections since then, I have seen no reason to change my
opinion.

* Brook puts secunda in his 1st subgenus, Eumadrepora, on p. 30 ; nobilis in

his 6th subgenus, Tylopora, on p. 135. This is mainly an account of the slight

difference in the size of the axial corallites.

f Brook's Australian specimen is said to have the radial calicles rather distant,

much compressed, thin-walled, tiTbo-nariform or dimidiate, 3-4.5"" long, 1.2-

1 gmm broad ; the walls striato-reticulate, not echinulate, unless at base. Most

of these characters do not apply to Dana's secxmda, especiallj' the thin-walled,

elongated, nariform corallites, nor would Dana's species go in the subgenus

Eumadrepora, as defined.

Hence I believe it a distinct species with a superficial resemblance to secunda

and would propose to call it secundella, sp. nov. The types are from Port Deni-

son and Bandin Is. , Australia (coll. Kent).
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Even in 1864, I had devoted over three years to the contmuous

study of reef-coi'als, including all of Dana's types, so that I was

then very familiar with all his species, and not more likely to err

than now, in comparing types.

A. canalis Quelch, sp. (op. cit., p. 150, pi. ix, fig. 2), from the

Philippines, is a very closely allied species, and perhaps will not

prove to be distinct, when a series from that locality can be studied.

Brook refers the latter (with nohilis) to his subgenus lyloj^ora, on

account of the large, thick-walled axial corallites. This character is

as variable as others, and I think that Brook has given it too much

importance in many cases, thus widely separating species that are

closely allied, and perhaps, in some instances, widely separating

forms that are mere varieties of a single species, as in the case of

secunda and nobilis. To me this species seems to be more nearly

allied to typical Euraadre2yora.

Acropora pachycyathus Ver. , sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 20. Plate XXXVI C. Figure 5.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 6.

Coral probably caespitose, perhaps corymbose. Branches diver'

gent, stout, 20-25™™ in diameter, often irregularly proliferous ; the

terminal branchlets short, tapered, obtuse.

Axial corallites large and swollen, (4-5™'" in diameter), with thick,

rounded, porous walls and a rather large, deep calicle, 2™'" in diame-

ter. They are about 2-4'"™ exsert.

Radial corallites large, thick, unequal in size, ascending, laterally

sessile, very irregularly arranged, often aggregated into uneven and

prominent clusters. The larger ones are mostly tubular, or conic-

tubular, with stout, enlarged bases and thick, swollen, incurved sum-

mits ; their small calicles open obliquely inward, so as not to be

visible in a side view. But with these are some that are more regu-

larly tubular, truncate at the blunt ends, with the calicle round and

terminal ; some of these may carry basal buds and eventually

become axial corallites. They are from 3 to 5™™ long and 3 to 3.5™™ in

diameter. They are mostly attached for the whole length of the

inner side, but not appressed. The inner lip is usually very short or

absent, but may be fairly well developed. The aperture is very

small (0.6 to 1™™) and often is almost concealed by the very thick,

rounded outer lip, which usually curves inward very strongly. On
the distal part of the branchlets they are more regular in form and
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arrangement, with the end truncate and the nearly round calicle

opening upward.

Among the larger radial calicles are many that are smaller, shorter,

conoidal or verruciform, with a very small terminal calicle, often

less than O.o""" in diameter. No entirely immersed calicles occur on

these branches.

Septa of the axial corallites 12, those of the 1st cycle well devel-

oped, the others narrower. In the radial corallites six are wide and

six very narrow, but distinct.

Surface of walls and coenenchyma everywhere rather coarsely and

roughl^^ echinulate ; the granules on the distal corallites usually

thorny or lacerate, not crowded, often in costal lines, but no costulas

are visible. The coenenchyma is dense.

The tyi^e (No. G141) is a single branch with four principal divis-

ions and several small, distal, divergent branchlets.

Locality unknown (coll. Ward). Perhaps the rest of the speci-

men may be in the Field Columbian Museum.

This species is remarkable for the large, very thick-walled, closely

adherent radial calicles, having the small apertures mostly concealed

in a side view, by the very swollen, incurved outer lip.

It belongs to the group Tylostoma, in Brook's system, on account

of the large and swollen axial corallites, but it does not have much
resemblance to any other species of that group. Perhaps, in general

appearance, it is more like A. gonagra than any other species.

Acropora prolixa Ver. See p. 217.

Madrepora prolixa Ver., Communications Essex Inst., Salem, yoI. v, p. 22,

1866. Brook, op. cit., p. 187.

Plate XXXVI. Figures 3, 3a. Plate XXXVI A. Figures 3, 3a.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 14.

Mr. Brook (p. 187) referred this species doubtfully to his M.longi-

cyathus (E. & H.), which he redescribed from the type.

Our species does not agree with his description, nor with an

authentic fragment of the type of Edw. & Haime, sent to the

Mus. of Comp. Zoology, by Prof. Milne-Edwards himself, and with

which I had compared my type, in 18G4, as then stated.*

* Mr.Brook, in numerous instances, ignored the fact that I have had constant

access to the types of Dana and others and that my determinations of species

were made by comparison with types. Thus he often arrived at different

and erroneous results. Had he kept this fact in mind, and given it due weight,,

he might have avoided several erroi's.
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I will add the following details from one of my types :

The coenenchyma is very finely and evenly echinulated, and

almost without visible pores.

The radial corallites are mostly short, verruciform, but some are

long, tubular, tapering from a thickened base ; there are also many
small immersed calicles. The radial calicles are all small, but they

mostly have 1 2 septa, those of the second cycle being very narrow

;

those of the first cycle meet below, as seen in sections.

Wall of the axial calicles is thickened and rounded at the margin;

the sides are without costae. In sections the wall is thick and nearly

solid, and the coenenchyma is dense.

Ousima. No. 1686.

It is nearer A. procumhens (Br., p. 188, pi. xxviii) than to longi-

cyathus. It also resembles, in a general way, A. subglabra (Br.),

and A. Hayneri (Br.).

Acropora stellulata Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI C. Figure 3. Plate XXXVI F. Figure 10.

Coral arborescent, loosely and sparingly branched, with long slowly

and regularly tapered, terete branches, which often diverge at an

angle of 50° to 60°. The larger branches are 12 to 14°^"° in diameter,

or more ; the undivided distal ones may be VO to 100™°^ long? and
10™"" in diameter, 70°"" from the end.

The axial corallites are of moderate size (2 to 2.5™™), cylindrical,

a little exsert, with somewhat thickened porous, strongly costulate

walls, bearing small buds close to the end; the costulae are regular,

thin, and high.

The i-adial corallites are small, tubular, squarrose, short and stand-

ing nearly at right angles on the larger branches, but becoming

longer and slightly ascending more distally. The larger ones on the

distal half of the terminal branches are longer than broad (about
jmrn broad and 2™™ high), slightly or not at all compressed, not

tapered, obliquely truncate, with the outer lip rounded, a little

thickened, and slightly incurved; the inner lip thin. Their walls are

porous, sometimes reticulate-porous, and strongly costulate, with thin,

high costulie. Between these are scattered many smaller, short,

tubular corallites, mostly squarrose and with reticulate walls.

On the larger branches the corallites are of more uniform size and

length, very squarrose, short tubular or sub-verruciform, not so high

as broad (diameter about 1™™), with the calicle terminal and about

0.5 broad. Wholly immersed corallites seldom appear, except a few
on the under side of a single injured branch.
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Six septa are well developed and form a regular star in all the cal-

icles, the directives being wider. In many calicles six very narrow

septa of the second cycle are visible.

The coenencbyma is dense and rather closely covered with rather

sharp rough granules, often united into linear or irregular groups,

and also more or less covering the walls of the corallites on the

larger branches.

Zanzibar, Mns. Yale Univ., type, No. 43.5. Received from Bos-

ton Soc. Nat. History, as a duplicate.

This species somewhat resembles A. virgata (D.), the type of which

(No. 2001) I have compared with this. ^1. virgata has the larger

radial corallites stouter, more ascending, more compressed, obliquely

truncated, with a very short inner lip, and more strongly costulate and

echinulate walls. The corallites of the larger branches are larger, less

squarrose, more prominent. Its coenencbyma is more strongly and

more roughly spinulose.

Acropora tubigera (Horn). See p. 219.

Madvepora tubigera Horn, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1860, p. 435 (non

Qiielch, nee Brook).

Plate XXXVI. Figures 1, 2-2b. Plate XXXVI A. Figures 1, 2, 2a, 26.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 8.

Horn's type, in the Mus. Phil. Acad, of Science, was carefully

examined by me, many years ago, and described in my notes. Sev-

eral fine specimens now in the Museum of Yale University and Mus.

Comp. Zoology, from Singapore, were identified by me, at that time

(1863), by direct comparison with the type.

It is a common Singapore species. Many specimens were brought

from there about 1860 to 1863, by Capt, W. H. A. Putnam, during

several voyages to that port. These are now in the Museum of

Comp. Zoology ; the Peabody Inst., Salem, Mass.; and the Yale

Museum. Altogether I have seen about 20 specimens of it.

It forms somewhat irregular rounded or one-sided, much branched,

convex clumps, up to 12 to 15 inches (300-375™™) across, and 4 to 8

inches (100-200™™) or more in height, with the proliferous terminal,

upright branchlets rather slender, tapered, subacute, and usually ter-

minated by a slender exsert axial corallite.

The texture of the coral is finn, dense, almost translucent, \vith

few pores, and the surface of the coenencbyma is generally vermicu-

lated or irregularly pitted, sometimes costulate, and rough with more

or less numerous spinulose granules.
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The main branches spread out radially from the stout, one-sided

or subcentral base, and branch dichotomously ; the outer branches

lie nearly in one plane, but usually do not coalesce to any consider-

able extent.

The under side is covered Avith short irregular branchlets, directed

outwardly, and somewhat appressed, each having one or several long

divergent, often crooked and tapered tubular axial corallites, up to

10 to IS""" long, and 2 to 2.5'"™ in diameter. Many of these tubular

corallites stand separately, or in clusters of 2 or 3, without any radial

corallites upon them ; but most bear at least a few small, appressed

radial corallites, and many terminate the small, irregular branchlets.

The immersed corallites of the under side are scattered, not very

small, and have a conspicuous star.

The coenenchyma beneath is very firm and dense, translucent, and

with a strongly vermiculated, rough surface, in many places sharply

graniilated.

The ascending branches and branchlets of the upper side are much

subdivided dichotomously, the divisions forming acute angles ; those

toward the margins are often very proliferous. The smaller simple

branches are from 5 to 8™™ in diameter, and up to 20-25"^™ long ;

usually evenly tapered and acute.

The axial corallites are slender (1.7 to 2™™ thick), cylindrical,

and usually considerably exsert (up to 4-6"'™, rarely 10™™) ; the wall

is moderately thick and very strong, though perforate, not swollen

at the margin ; its exterior is covered with regular and rather thin

costulse, between w^hich there are rows of pores, in the grooves.

The radial corallites are rather large, especially on the larger

branches, w^here they are nearly immersed ; the distal radial calicles

are about as large as the axial, or even larger. The distal radial

corallites are short and rather openly tubular, with the summit very

obliquely truncate, so that the inner lip is abortive, or nearly so ; the

outer lip is large, thin, often fenestrate, frequently a little narrowed

and incurved at the tip, but often flaring somewhat. These coral-

lites stand at angles of 30 to 45°, and are not appressed ; they are

about 2.75 to 3™™ long, and about 2.5™™ broad. The wall is thin,

porous distally, and covered with regular, sharply defined costfe.

The calicles are all distinctly stellate ; the radial ones have six

strong primary septa, the directives widest, and usually six very nar-

row secondary ones. The axial corallites have six wide and subequal

septa, usually with six very narrow ones of the second cycle.

On the proximal part of the branches some of the corallites are
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low, vernicifovm, and broad at base ; others are immersed, not

crowded, separated by coarsely and roughly echinulate and irregularl}'

pitted, dense coenenchyma ; the calicles are large and their 12 septa

are distinct and nearly equal.

Singa])ore (coll. Capt. Putnam). Nos, 1370, a, b, c, d, etc.. No.

1483, fragment of tA'pe.

Acropora Bandensis Ver., nom. nov.

Madrejjord fubigera Quelch, op. cit., p. 161. Brook, p. 79, (non Horn).

Probably the specimens described by Quelch and by Brook, from

Banda, as 31. tubigera were not of this species, for they say that it

has a very porous coenenchyma ("extremely porous," Brook), Avhile

in the type and in all our Singa])ore specimens it is remarkable for

its density and hardness.

Brook also states that in the radial calicles the se2:)ta of the second

cycle are " usually not noticeable," which is contrarj^ to the condi-

tion in this species. The axial corallites are also said to be labellate

or nariform. Therefore I propose to designate the Banda form as

A. Bandensis, with the diagnosis as given by Brook.

Acropora tumida Yerrill.

Madrepora tumida Verrill, Sj'nopsis Polj'ps and Corals North Pacific Expl.

Exp., Comm. Essex Inst., v, p. 21, 1866. Brook, op. cit., p. 163.

Plate XXXVI. Figures 11-116. Plate XXXVI B. Figures 2, 2a, 2b.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 3.

This species is easily recognized by the evenness of the under sur-

face of the partially coalesced branches, with very small immersed

calicles, and by the short, swollen, thick-lipped corallites of the

upper surface of the larger branches.

On the distal parts of the upright branchlets the tumid character

of the radial corallites is not so marked, and they are directed more

upward, or may become somewhat appressed, but they are thick at

the base, and taper to the summit, with the end rather squarely trun-

cated and the terminal calicle opening upward.

The walls are echinulo-costulate, or sharply echinulate, with the

acute granules arranged in lines, and with very few pores. There

are six well developed septa, and often four to six rudimentary^ ones.

The axial corallite is a little exsert, rather stout (2.5 to 3"*™) with

thick walls and a small calicle with six subequal primary septa and

six small secondary ones. The calicle is not larger than that of the

radial corallites (about 1™™).

Trans. Conn.. Acad., Vol. XI. 16 January, 1902.
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A fragment of the original type, from near Hong Kong, is in the-

Yale Museum, No. 886. The rest is in the U. S. Nat. Mus.

A. glcmca (Brook) is evidently closely related to this species, and

very likely may be identical with it.

Acropora turbinata (Daua) Ver.

Madrepora surculosa, var. turhinata Dana, Zoopli., p. 446, pi. xxxii, fig. 5..

1846. Brook, op. cit., p. 200, 1893.

Madrepora turbinata Verrill, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., i, p. 42, 1864.

? Madrepora armata Brook, 1892 ; Brook, Catal.. p. 100, pi. x, figs. A. B.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 6. Plate XXXVI A. Figure 6.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 2.

The type of this form, which Dana considered a marked variety

of stircu/osa, is in the Museum of Yale University, No. 2017.

It appears to be a species quite distinct from Dana's type of 31.

surculosa, from the Fiji Islands, fragments of which are also in the

Yale Museum, No. 4181.

This coral forms a somewhat turbinate corymbose, nearly flat

clump, consisting of stout, divergent, ascending primary branches,

arising from an incrusting base and rarely coalescent. The exterior

surfaces of the outer branches, from the base up, are covered with

numerous, small, irregular, divergent, proliferous branches, not at all

appressed, which give the under side a rough, ragged appearance.

These mostly vary in length from 10 to 40™™, the upper ones longer;

the proliferous ones may bear branchlets 5-12"'™ long and 4-6™™ in

diameter, with slender exsert axial corallites, 1,5 to 3.5™™ long, and

tubular, truncate, or labiate-tubular radial corallites, with the ai)er-

ture either terminal or oblique. On the lower branches are numer-

ous immersed corallites, about 1™™ in diameter, with rudimentary or

abortive septa, as in surculosa.

The upper side is covered with rather slender, neatly tapered,

acute, forked or proliferous upright branchlets, their divisions rising

at an acute angle, and nearly parallel, as is well shown in Dana's

general figure of this specimen. Some of them bear 6 to 10 divi-

sions. The larger branchlets are 35 to 50™™ long, often 8 to 10™™

thick at base, when simple or nearly so ; those toward the margins

are compressed and stouter.

Axial corallites are rather small and slender, about 2™™ in diameter

and 1-2™™ exsert; walls thin, reticulate-porous, strongly costulate ;

septa six, narx-ovv, the directives usually a little wider.
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Radial corallites siuall, prominent, regularly arranged, not crowded,

strongly divergent, mostly at angles of 60** to 70°, openly tubular,

with the aperture oblique and looking upward, not compressed, nor

appi'essed, inner lip adnate or abortive ; outer lip prominent, nar-

rowed distally, concave, slightly or not at all incurved, very thin,

fragile, reticulate-porous, regularly costulate, with thin costulse.

Calicles relatively large and open ; septa nearly all abortive or rudi-

mentary; sometimes the directives alone are visible and very narrow.

Below the middle of the branchlets and on the basal branches

are numerous immersed calicles, 0*75 to 1™™ in diameter, with rudi-

mentary or abortive septa.

Cwnenchyma very openly porous and pitted, or vermiculate, and

sometimes lamellose at the surface.

Tahiti, J. D. Dana (coll. U. S. Expl. Exped.). Yale Mus., No.

2017.

This species is closely allied to A. surcidosa (typical), and appar-

ently to A. corymbosa, as restricted by Brook. Compared with a

branch of Dana's tyj^e of surculosa from the Fiji Islands (Yale

Mus., No. 4181), the latter has much more compact ccenenchyma,

echinulate in series at the surface ; the radial corallites are shorter

Avith a broader, more dimidiate, and flatter outer lip, which is also

firmer, much less porous, and more truncate, with more strongly cos-

tulate walls : the calicles are still more widely open, but have the

same sort of rudimentary septa. The rather large, open, immersed

calicles are also essentially the same, with rudimentary or abortive

septa^ but they are perhaps a little larger (1-1.20'"™).

Perhaps, with a large series, we might be obliged to reunite the

two forms, but with the specimens that I have hitherto seen they

seem to be as distinct as many of the recognized species of corymbose

Acroporce. Should we unite these species, it Avould probably be

necessary to unite with them, also, 31. corymbosa (Brook), M. cythe-

rea Dana, M. symmetrica Brook, and others of the same group, in

which the radial and immersed calicles are not stellate, but have

only rudimentary septa. See below under A. symmetrica, \>. 254,

and cytherella, p. 253.

I cannot perceive any appreciable specific differences between

this species and A. armata (Brook), as described and figured by

Brook (see below, p. 252), and think that they should probably

be united.
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Acropora secale (Stud.) Ver. See p. 218.

Madrepora pkmtaginea Daua, Zooph., p. 459, 1846 (non Lam.).

Madrepora secale Studer, Eeise Corv. Gazelle, Monatsb. Kongl. Preuss.

Akad. Wissens., Berlin. 1879, p. 530 (non Brook, p. 88, 1889).

Madrepora Ceylonica Ortmaun+M. remota Ort. + M. valida Ort. + 31. secale

Ort., Zool. Jehr., 1889, iv, pp. 506, 510, pi. xiii, fig. 6; pi. xli, fig. 3.

M. Ceylonica Brook, op. eit., p. 162.

Plate XXXVI. Figures 14, 14a. Plate XXXVI B. Figures 5, 5a.

The large specimen from Ceylon, described by Dana, which is

distinct from his Singapore specimens, is in the Yale Museum (coll.

G. H. Apthorp). This is a crescent-shaped corymbose clump,

attached b}^ a large, one-sided pedicel. It is about 2 feet long and

1 foot broad, with the upper surface a little convex, the length of

the upright branches decreasing from 75-85'"'" in the middle to 25

to 40'"'" near the border, while the under side is inclined upward.

The main branches are completely coalesced, so that the under side

is a nearly even, thick plate, without any projections and with

scarcely any openings, except close to the margin, where the

branches are reticulately joined ; the immersed calicles of the under

side are scattered, small, six-rayed.

The upright branches of the upper side are rather stout (mostly

10 to 15^™), obtuse, somewhat angular, sparingly proliferous, except

the marginal ones. They are rather close, mostly separated by

intervals of 12 to 20™'".

The axial corallites are rather thick and swollen, rounded, little

exsert, with a small calicle and thick, porous walls ; diameter, about

3-3.5™'"
; calicle, about l'""\ The calicle has 12 thin, narrow, sub-

equal septa ; wall closely and finely echino-granulate, in series.

The radial corallites are very unequal in size and form. The

larger ones, which are mostly on the distal part of the branches,

and within 25-35™™ of the tip, are large, tubular, a little tapered,

with thick walls, rounded at tip, and with a small terminal calicle.

Many of these have a few small, radial calicles on their basal por-

tion, and are then like incipient branches. They are 3-6™™ exsert

;

diameter about 2.5-3™™.

Between these, with some nearly or quite immersed calicles, are

also many short (1-2.5™™), thick, ascending or appressed, tubular

corallites, with the outer lip thick, rounded, and often a little in-

curved, and the calicle oblique and slightly elliptical ; the inner lip is

short and thin, or often abortive. Wall densely and finely gran-

ulated, with sharp granules arranged in costal striae.
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Some of the radial oorallites are loiioer (2-3™"^), with the outer

surface convex, or hoat-shaped, and the calicle opening obliquely

inward. 'I'he radial corallites have six narrow primary septa, the

directives rather wider when the calicle is elliptical ; often 4 to 6

I'udimentary septa of the second cycle are also visible.

Point Pedro, Ceylon, 1843 (Rev'd Geo. H. Apthorp), No. 3063.

(See note, p. 210.)

This is the type-specimen on which Dana based his description of

31. planlafilnea. It, therefore, becomes also the type of M. secale

Studer. Studer's 31. secale was simply a new name for Dana's

plantaf/inea. He gave no description. According to Brook (p. 88),

Studer's specimens in the Berlin Museum include more than one

species. He gave Singapore as the locality of his specimens.

Therefore he probably had in mind an East Indian form, rather than

the one from Cejdon. However that ma}^ be, Dana's tjq^e, from

Ceylon, in the Yale Museum, was the one that he described.

The species described as 31. Ceylonica by Ortmann, and by Brook,

with the other related forms described by Ortmann, from Ceylon,

appear to be varieties and different stages of growth of this species.

The specimens described by Brook, as 31. .secale, are probably a

different species, and more like A. ajypressa (Dana).

In mode of growth this species resembles A. leptocyatlius (Br.),

and also ^1. Guppyi (Br.). It may prove to be only a variety of

A. effusa (Dana), to which it is very closely related.

The specimens from Singapore, mentioned but not described by
Dana, are quite distinct, with smaller upright branches ; those of

the lower side not forming a plate ; axial corallites smaller ; radial

corallites short and swollen. One of these types is in the Yale Mus.

(No. 2033). It is not 31. secale of Brook. I have described it below

under the name of A. secoloides.

Acropora secaloides Ver., sjx uov.

Maclrepora pJantaginea (jxirs) Dana, Zooph., p. 459, {no7i Lam., t. Brook).

Madrepova secale (pors) aiith., {mm Studer).

Plate XXXVI. Figures 15, t5«. Pl.^te XXXVI B. Figures 6, 6a.

One of the specimens that Dana named M. plantaf/inea, now in

the Yale Museum, is quite distinct from the Ceylon specimen, on

which his description was evidently based, and which has thus

become the type of A. secale (Studer), see p. 244. The specimen

referred to is from Singapore and apparently belongs to a species
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that has not yet received a distinctive name, hence I propose to call

it A. secaloides.

It is a flat-topped corymbose chimp, about 18x15 inches across

(450x375'°'"), and five inches (125'"'°) thick. It arises from a stout,

short, pedicellate base. The nearly horizontal j^rimary branches

coalesce into a nearly solid plate subcentrally, but farther out there

are manj^ irregular openings, and numerous flattened, obtuse,

appressed branchlets, with only a few small, immersed calicles, the

surface in general appearing rather smooth, as if covered with

plaster of Paris.

The upper side is covered with nearly uj^right, moderately stout

dichotomous branches, mostly 12-18""" in diameter at base. Those

of the central parts are 75 to 100""" long. The}^ may fork two or

three times ; most often they divide near the base into two or three

ascending branches, and these again divide into 2 to 8 terminal

branchlets, 25 to 50""" long. Some of them may be proliferous

near the tip ; they are mostly 8 to 10'""' in diameter, little tapered,

obtuse.

The axial corallites are of moderate size, 2.5-3.5""", usually about
3mm

j^j diameter, and 1-2'"'° exsert, with the walls rather thick, com-

pact, and finely, evenly echinulate-granulate, not at all costulate

;

calicle small, with 12 unequal septa.

The larger radial corallites are short, divergent, with very thick,

prominent, rounded outer lip, not appressed ; inner lip usually

wholly adnate ; calicles, rather small, .07-08""", conspicuously stel-

late, opening upward, little visible in a side view
;
primary septa

well developed, secondaries narrower, but very distinct. Walls

thick, compact, A'ery evenly and finely echinulate-granulate, like the

coenenchyma.

Between the larger radial corallites there are many smaller ones,

often verruciform, with short lips, and some wholly immersed.

On the proximal third of the branches most of the calicles are

immersed, but stellate with 12 septa. Coenenchyma rather compact,

everywhere evenly echinulate-granulate,

Singapore, U. S. Expl. Exped., No. 2033, Yale Mus.

Probably this species has been included under A. secede by several

writers. Indeed, it is quite probable that Studer himself so included

it, for he refers to specimens of the latter from Singapore, but he

did not describe them. It does not appear to agree with A. secale

(Brook), 71071 Stud., which has more apjDressed corallites, but it may
be that it varies in this respect.
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In general aj)})earance this has some resemblance to A. calamaria

(Br.), but the primary branches of the latter do not coalesce into a

basal disk, at least in the type, and its branchlets are more obtuse,

shorter and thicker, and the corallites do not agree ver^' closely.

-A.cropora fraterna Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 18. Plate XXXVI B. Figure 9.

One of the specimens in the Yale Museum labelled as J/, paxil-

Ugera by Dana, differs specitically from another type-specimen, which

agrees Avell with his description and figure.

This coral forms a large, fiat-topped, turbinate clump, covered

above with stout, conoidal, subacute branches ; below, it arises from

a stout, compact pedicel, 6 to 7 inches (150 to 175"™) in diameter,

rapidly widening upward. It is formed l)y large, obliquely ascend-

ing, primary branches, which are almost completely coalesced into a

thick mass, with only a few submarginal openings, and covered

beneath with numerous, rather large (1.10 to 1.30'°"'), stellate,

immersed calicles, but without any projecting branchlets nor promi-

nent corallites.

The upper marginal branches are stout, very obliquely divergent,

and digitate, more or less coalesced proximally. The upright

branches of the central portions are not crowded, elongate-conical,

35 to 50™"' long, 15 to 25™™ in diameter at base, regularly tapered,

subacute.

The axial corallites are rather large, mostly 3 to 3.5™™ in diameter;

1 to 2°^™ exsert, with moderately thick, veiy porous walls, strongly

costulated externally ; septa usually 12, narrow.

The radial corallites are very unequal ; the larger distal ones are

2-3™™ exsert, about 1.5-2™™ in diameter, tubular, scarcel}^ com-

pressed, obliquely truncated or labellate, Avith a dimidiate lower lip,

which is not thickened nor incurved, or but slightly so ; inner lij)

usually pretty well developed, free, but thin, often entirely adnate
;

outer walls strongly costulate, with rows of large pores between the

<?ostulae. Septa usually 12, the six primaries rather narrow ; the

others almost rudimentar3^

Between the larger radial corallites there are many crowded

smaller ones, 0.5 to 1.25™™ in diameter, short-tubular, rather exsert,

with thin, costulate walls, and an open terminal aperture, which

may be more or less oblique. The larger corallites stand out rather
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prominently and are sometimes squarrose, but in other eases form an

an^le of about 6S°-75°. The ccenenchjana is loosely poroiis, or reti-

culate-porous. Immersed calicles become numerous on and between

the bases of the branches.

Tahiti, U. S. E.\pl. Expd. No. 2032.

The A. gemtnifera (Br.) grows in much the same form as this

species, so far as the upper side is concerned, but it does not seem to

form a solid basal disk, and its short, conical, lateral branchlets do

not occur in this species. The corallites are quite different in form.

Acropora Wardii Ver. , sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 13. Plate XXXVI B. Figure 4. Plate XXXVI
F. Figure 4.

Coral a flat-topped, corymbose clump, arising from a large, thick,

short base, 150 to 250™"" broad. The larger specimens are 18 to 20

inches across (450 to SOO"""), and 100 to 125""'" high. The lower

side of the disk is composed of firmly coalesced, nearly horizontal,

primary branches, united into a large, thick, continuous plate,

except near the margin, where it becomes lobate; most of the under

side is covered with epitheca, to within 50 to VO"'" of the margin,

where the coenenchyma is at first compact, nearly even, and finely

granulated, but nearer to the margin it bears slightly elevated cor-

allites, becoming more prominent close to the margin.

The upper surface is evenly and rather closely covered with short,

stout, often crowded and subangular, bluntly tapered, upright

branches, the submarginal ones becoming oblique, and those at the

edge short, nearly horizontal, often coalesced. The central ones are

mostly 35 to 40""" high, and 15 to 20'""^ thick at base ; they are

mosth^ separated by intervals of 6 to 10'"™. The ccenenchyraa

between their bases is covered with immersed calicles.

The axial corallites are of moderate size, often not much larger

than the radial ones, diameter 2.5 to 3™™, 0.5 to l'"™ exsert, with a

porous thickened wall, strongly costulate externally ; calicle small,^

about 0.75™'", with 12 narrow septa.

Radial corallites short, mostly 1.5 to 2™™, numerous, much

crowded, with a dimidiate or auricular lower lip, which is only a

little thickened and is strongly costulate externally, with small

pores between the costulw. The larger distal corallites are about

1.5 to l.V™"' thick, often short, dimidiate-tubular, scarcely, if at all»

compx'essed, Avith the upper side cut away obliquely, so that the
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aperture is wi(le-o]»eii, .'iiul looks ui»war(l and outward, and is visible

in a side view. The inner lip is often free for a short distance, but

usually wholly adnate. Lower down the eorallites rapidly become

shorter and the lower lip becomes a thin crescent-shaped raai'gin,

and at the base many calicles are wholly immersed.

The septa are all narrow, except the directives; the six secondaries

are often present, but very narrow; in other cases abortive. Coenen-

cliyma openly reticulate-porous.

East Indies or Polynesia? (coll. II. A. Ward), Yale Museum, No.

01 51. Also in Field Columbian Museum.

In form of coral and mode of growth, this species resembles A.

Guppyl (Brook), as figured by Brook, but the latter has stouter

branches with much larger axial eorallites, and the walls of the

latter are not costulate.

It has some resemblance to A. conigera (D), but the branches are

larger and more obtuse; the calicles are shorter, more crowded, and.

less labrate ; the walls are more regularly costulate and fenestrate
;

and the coenenchyma is finer and not so rough.

Several specimens were in the Ward collection several years ago

(Nos. 6118, 6120, 6151), from which the above description was made.

That collection was afterwai'ds sold to the Field Columbian Museum.

A few fragments of No. 6151 are in the Museum of Yale University.

Acropora polymorpha (Brook) Ver.

Madrepora polymor23ha Brook, Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., viii, p. 466, 1891.

Catal. Mad. Brit. Mns., p. 169, 1893.

Madrepora abrotanoides Dana, Zooph., p. 477, pi. xli, fig. 1, 1846 {non Lam.).

Several branches from specimens labeled as 31. itbrotanoides by

Dana are in the Yale Mus. (No. 4202). A careful study of these

.shows that they belong to tw^o distinct species.

That which is most fully represented is the species figured b}^

Dana. One of our specimens appears to be the figured branch. It

agrees with Brooks' description of his 31. polymorpha.

It has unequal, compressed-nariform, thick-walled, prominent,

divergent radial eorallites, with the small, elliptical, stellate calicles

looking obliquely upward; outer lip thick, rounded, and prominent;

inner lip usually free for some distance. External surface of wall is

densely and finely echinulo-granulate, not costulate.

Between the larger eorallites are many small tubular or verruci-

form eorallites with a small terminal or subterminal calicle. The
ca?nenchyma is compact and finely granulated.
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Acropora neglecta Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 21. Plate XXXVI E. Figure 7.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 5.

The other species, mixed witli the last, which I have been unable

to identify, is represented only bj" a single terminal branch, IS"^"'

in diameter, with a few short, divaricate branchlets, three arising

at one point in one case. It was evident!}' arborescently branched.

Axial corallites about 2.5™°^ in diameter, and 3"°°^ exsert, with

strongl}' costulate wall, and 12 very distinct subequal septa, the

directives Avider.

Radial corallites are tapei-ed, tubular, or conoidal, ascending, not

compressed, obliquely truncate, with the round stellate calicle looking

ujjward and somewhat outward ; outer lip a little prominent, not

much thickened, narrowed, and incurved; inner lip thin, usually free

for a short distance, but often entirely adnate. Outer wall strongly

costulate, Avith the costulge rather coarsely echinulate, and with small

pores in rows between the costulse.

Septa 12, unequal, but all narrow, the directives a little wider.

There are but few small calicles between the larger, and none

immersed.

The larger corallites are openly arranged, much fewer than in po^y-

inorpha, and very different in the conoidal form and strongly costu-

late exterior. The coenenchyma is irregularly and strongly pitted

and roughly echinulate. in series. This is a true Eumadrepora
(Brook).

Probably this specimen was from Singapore, or that region. U. S.

Expl. Exped., 1846. No. 6126, Yale Mus.

Acropora pumila Ver.

Madrejyora jmmila Verrill, Comm. Essex Inst., v, p. 23, 1866. Brook, p. 166.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 5. Plate XXXVI A. Figure 5.

Plate XXXVI D. Figure 9.

In addition to the original description, which is pretty complete,

the following points are noted. The calicles, both axial and radial,

are unusually small, mostly not over 0.5""", and some on the lower

branchlets are immersed and still smaller, but the immersed calicles

are scattered and inconspicuous. On the lower branchlets the axial

corallites are often so thickened that the calicle becomes very small,

or almost obsolete. Some of the calicles, both radial and axial, have

12 septa ; the primaries are all rather narrow and subequal ; the

secondaries verv narrow.
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Many of the lateral corallites are verrucifonii or low coiioidal,

with a wide thick base.

The coeneiichyma and walls are nearly uniformly covered with

close, rough, not very minute granules.

Bonin Islands, U. S. North Pacific Expl. Exp. Yale Mus., No. 1687.

Acropora striata Ver.

Madrepora striata Ver., Comm. Essex Inst., v, p. 24, 1866. Brook, p. 178.

Plate XXXVI. Figures 4, 4«. Plate XXXVI A. Figures 4, 4a.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 7.

This species is notable on account of the large size of the calicles

and the thin, flaring lips of the tubular corallites, which have regu-

larly costulate, thin walls.

The axial and gemmiferous radial corallites are either exsert-

tubular or somewhat trumpet-shaped, many being distinctly Avidened

distally and 2-2.5""' in diameter, with the wide, round calicle about

1.5"""; they are often 4-5™"" long, with thin, flaring, porous edges.

The normal radial corallites are mostly openly tubular, about 3°""

long, with the summit obliquely truncated and the inner lip nearly

or quite adnate, but not at all appressed nor compressed. The outer

lip is thin, but firm, usually somewhat excurved, so that the calicle

is widely open (1.5™"') and looks outward and upward. The coral-

lites mostly stand out pretty strongly, at angles of 50° to 70°.

The septa are unusually well developed in the radial corallites
;

the six primaries nearly or quite meet in the center, rather deep

down in the calicles; the directives generally unite: the secondaries

are narrow, but usually distinct.

The coenenchyma is firm, somewhat translucent, but with the sur-

face irregularly pitted and sharply echinulo-granulate.

It is a handsome, shrubby or arborescently branched species, not

very closely allied to any other that I have seen, except A. tubigera,

with which it has several points in common.

Ousima, U. S. N. Pacific Expl. Exped. Yale Mus., No. 1688.

Acropora urceolifera Ver., sp. nov.

Madrepora coryiubosa Dana, Zooph., p. 450, 1846 (non Lam.).

Plate XXXVI D. Figure 3. Plate XXXVI E. Figure 6.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 13.

It is remarkable that no recent writer seems to have had in hand

the species described by Dana as corymbosa. A part of the orig-

inal type is in the Yale Mus., No. 41 s7, labelled in Dana's hand-

writing'.
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It agrees well with his description. I have never met with any

other examjjle of the same species. It is easily recognizable on

account of its peculiar, more or less urceolate radial corallites, Avhich

have thin w^alls, often constricted below the aperture.

It is very unlike the type of corymhosa described by Brook,

which is nearly allied to A. splcifera, A. cytherea, and A. stirculosa.

Dana states that this species is ciespitose, but our fragment is insuffi-

cient to determine the form of growth. It is a single nearly straight

branch, oO™*" long and 10 in diameter, with four divergent branchlets

arising from one side, as if it were a proliferous submarginal branch

from the upper side of a corymbose or coespitose clump. The

branches are tapered, obtuse.

Axial corallites are rather large and prominent, 3.5'"™ in diameter

and ^-.S'""' exsert, with thick, porous, closely ecliinulate walls and

funnel-shaped calicles, about 1.5™" in diameter.

Radial corallites are thin-walled, and unequal in size and form.

The larger ones are rather large and prominent, 3™™ long and 2-2.5

in diameter, standing mostly at angles of 45° to 60°, and sometimes

in vertical rows. They are tubular, mostly somewhat swollen in the

middle and rather suddenly narrowed or constricted just below the

orifice, so as to give them an urceolate form; but many are scarce-ly,

if at all, swollen, and have the outer lip incurved, and often slightly

beaked, or with the edge lacerate.

The aperture is round, oblique, and looks upward and inward. The

corallites are not at all appressed, and the inner lip is usually free

for some distance. The walls are thin, but firm, not costulate, but

thickly covered with rather strong, sharp, rough spinules, sometimes

arranged in costal rows.

Between the larger corallites are many that are small, short-

tubular, or verruciform, with the calicle terminal and the lips

lacerate.

Septa distinct, but all narrow; the secondaries often rudimentary

or abortive.

The coenenchyma is firm, irregularly pitted, thickly covered with

sharp spinules.

Precise locality unknown, E. Indies or Indian Ocean (Dana).

This species differs from all others known to me in the swollen

and urceolate form of the radial corallites, with their spinulose walls.

A. neglecta Ver. approaches it, in this respect, more nearly than

any other species.
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Acropora armata Ver.

Madrepura armata Brook, op. cit., Ann. and Mag. N. Hist., x, p. 452, 1892.

Catal. Mad., p. 100, pi. x, figs. A, B, 1893 (?=^. turbinata Ver.).

Mr. Brook considered the coral figured by Dana as variety of his

spicifera (p. 443, pi. 31, figs. 6-6c, pi. 33, figs. A-\b) identical with

his armata.

This does not seem to be the case.

The type of Dana's variety is in the Museum of Yale Univ., No.

•200'?. It differs in the details of the corallites and coenenchyma,

though it grows in similar fonn. It also resembles A. turbinata

in its mode of growth, but it has much smaller calicles than the

latter, the walls and coenenchyma are much less porous, and the

outer lip is narrower and more ascending.

A. turbinata agrees, therefore, very closely with A. armata and

is probably identical with it, for the latter has the same spreading

radial corallites and very porous and fragile lower lip as turbinata.

But Dana's variety has an ascending or almost appressed outer lip,

which is compact and strong, though thin, and the corallites and cali-

cles are decidedly smaller. I propose to call the latter A. cytherella.

Acropora cytherella Ver., sp. nov.

Madrepora spicifera (var.) Dana, Zooph., p. 443. pi. xxxi, figs. 6-6c, pi. xxxlii,

figs. 4-4&.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 7. Plate XXXVI A. Figure 7.

Plate XXXVI F. Figure 1.

The coral is vase-shape or salver form, from a stout pedicel, and

the under surface of the coalesced branches is covered with diver-

gent calicles and dwarfed branchlets in the type, as figured by Dana.

The branches of the upper side are slender and very proliferous

distally, mostly 25 to 35™°* long. The axial corallites are about 2"™

in diameter and 2-3™" exsert, C3'lindrical, with firm, finely and

regularly costulate walls.

Radial corallites dimidiate-tubular, elongate, 2-3™™, strongh^

ascending, not truly appressed; outer lip long, thin, but not fragile,

half-round, with the aperture very oblique ; inner lip thin, often

free to some extent, but mostly adnate ; wall finely and regularlj^

costulate Avith a few very small pores in the grooves. Ca^nenchyma

irregularly and roughly pitted, and spinulose, rather firm.

Calicles small, 0.5 to 0.8'"™. Septa distinct, but narrow, in the

axial corallites, usually 6, sometimes 12 ; all nearly abortive in the

radial calicles.
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Fiji Is., U. S. Expl. Exped., No. 2007.

This is not identical with A. armata, as supposed by Brook. See

remarks under the latter, above.

It is closely allied to A. suradosa and A. cytherea, but has much
smaller corallites and calicles than either of those species, and differs

in other ways.

In the very numerous, small and slender upright branchlets this

species resembles A. arcuata (Br.), to which it appears to be nearly

allied.

Acropora symmetrica (Brook) Ver.

Madrepora symmetrica Brook, p. 94, pi. xv, 1893.

l^Madrepora corymbosa (pars, Lam.). Eestricted by Brook, p. 97.

t.^Madrepora surculosa Dana, var., p. 445.

Plate XXXVI. Figure 8. Plate XXXVI A. Figure 8.

A large specimen from Zanzibar, in the Yale Mus., seems to agree

closely with Brook's type, as described and figured, but is rather

more proliferous beneath and has somewhat longer upright superior

branchlets.

Our specimen is a broad, flat-topped corymbose coral, with a

stout pedicel, nearer to one side. It measures about 16x18 inches, or

400x450'"'", across the top.

The free part of the disk, beneath, on the Avidest side, is 12 inches,^

or 300'""^. Diameter of pedicel, 3.5 inches, or 88'"'". The disk is

composed of intricately coalesced branches, with numerous rounded

openings, 12-30™"^ or more in diameter. The under side is covered

with an abundance of short, irregular branchlets, more or less

appressed toward the margins, giving it a rough appearance. They
spread nearly at right angles on and near the pedicel, and are cov-

ered like the coenenchyma with large immersed calicles and others

that are short and appressed.

The upper side is thickly covered with rather slender, acute, fur-

cate and i^roliferous branches, upright in the middle and curved out-

ward and upward toward the margins, so as to rise to about one

general level. Many of them are 70 to 80'"'" long, with the branchlets

mostly 25 to 50"^'" long, and mostly about 6 to 8"" in diameter, but

often with shorter distal ones, 5-10'"™ long. They ai-e mostly sep-

arated by spaces of 10 to 20"""' at tips.

The axial corallites are slender, about l.'j to 1.5'"°^ in diameter, and

1 to S"""" exsert. They have a rather thin but firm, costulate wall ;

septa usually only six, and all narrow.
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The normal distal radial corallites are ascending and loosely

imbricated distall}', round, dimidiate-tubular, M'ith an elongated,

straight, slightly incurved, or a little flaring, hollow lower lip, which

is sometimes very slightly thickened ; its edge is obtuse and dentic-

ulate ; wall strongly costulate with rows of j)ores in the grooves
;

inner lip thin, mostly adnate.

The calicles are rather large, about 1""" in diameter, round or

neai'ly so, and look upward and slightly outward.

Lower down, the lower lip rapidly becomes shorter and mostly

disappears on the bases of the branchlets and on the larger branches^

where open immersed calicles are numerous and conspicuous ; they

are usually at least 1°"" in diameter.

Septa in all the radial calicles are nearly all abortive or rudimen-

tary ; often two very narrow directives are alone present ; in other

cases 4 or more additional rudimentary ones can be seen with a lens,

especially in the immersed calicles.

Coenenchyma is roughly and irregularly reticulately pitted and

vermiculate, and with rough echinulations in series.

Zanzibar. Xo. 79. Exchange, from Peabody Inst., Salem.

Branches of other specimens, with longer branchlets, from Mozam-
l)ique, are in the collection.

Although this specimen appears to be identical with A. symmetrica,

I have described it pretty fully, to show its probable identity with

A, siirciilosa Dana.

I have compared it directly with Dana's oi'iginal types of the

latter in the Yale Museum, and can find no tangible differences

between it and No. 4178, from Tahiti, and others, in the details of

the corallites. The walls, lips, calicles, and septa are identical,

except that the calicles of the Tahiti specimen may be in part a

trifle smaller, and the branchlets that I have at hand are also a little

smaller, but they do not differ so much as do those from contiguous

parts of our specimen.

The somewhat greater length of the upright branches of the

iipper side and the abundance of imperfect proliferous branchlets

on the lower side, are the only noticeable differences.

These are both very variable characters in corymbose corals of

this group. Therefore I believe that the two forms should be

united.

The above description may be considered as essentially a descrip-

tion of A. surculosa, as to the details of the corallites, calicles, and

coenenchyma.
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It is certain that several of the forms admitted as " species " by

Brook in this group are very closely related, and perhaps are mere

local or growth-varieties of one species. The A. corynihosa (Lam,)

as restricted and described by Brook, from the type, with its several

varieties, belongs to this series, and bears the earliest name.

It seems to me probable that a careful studj^ of a good series of

specimens would compel us to unite A. surculosa, A. turhinata, A.

armata, and A. synnmetrica as varieties of A. corymbosa. It maj''

also become necessary to unite with these A. cytherea and A. cythe-

rella, as somewhat more marked varieties.

All these forms are essentially alike in form and mode of growth
;

in the structure of the corallites; and especially in the rudimentary

condition of the septa. All have an abundance of rather large,

open, immersed calicles on the larger branches.

Brook puts all these forms in section C of his subgenus Poly-

stachys, but he puts sttrcxdosa in subsection c, and the rest in sub-

section a. I can see no grounds whatever for this distinction; more-

over these forms do not, as a rule, conform with the characters

given by him for his section C.

Some of the forms referred to corymbosa by Klunzinger (as his

fig. 1, pi. iv, and tig. 2, pi. 1) seem to me very different from the

corymbosa of Brook (after Lam.), although admitted by Brook, with-

out question, in his synonymy.

As photographed by Klz., the radial corallites are speading and

have a decidedly thickened outer lip, while Brook states the outer

lip is " half-tubular or labellate " and " very fragile." Moreover the

Red Sea form is represented as having much larger and stouter

branches than the type.

This stout-branched Red Sea form, with thickened walls and stout

lip to the corallites, seems to me a distinct species. I have examined

several specimens of this sort, from the Red Sea, but have not seen

a good series.

For the same reason, I have not thought it desirable, at this time,

to formally unite all the forms, mentioned above, as varieties under

A. corymbosa, for of some of them I have seen only single examples.

Far better series are doubtless to be seen in the British Museum and

probably, also, in the large collections of South Pacific corals recenth'

added to the Mus. Comp. Zoology by Mr. A. Agassiz, but which I

have not yet seen.

The M. corymbosa of Dana is a very different species. See A.

urceolifera, p. 251.
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Acropora millepora (Ehr.), and var. squamosa (Brook).

Madrepora millepora Brook, op. cit., j). 116, 1893. Dana, Zooph., p. 446, pi.

xxxiii, fig. 2, 1846.

Madrepora squamosa Brook, Ann. ancT Mag. N. H., x, p. 463, 1892; op. cit.,

p. 120, pi. XX, fig. B.

Brook has redescribed the type of Ehrenberg. He considered it

distinct from the J/, millepora of Dana, and described, as a new
species (A. squamosa), the form that he identified with Dana's.

To me, the differences mentioned seem trivial and not of specific

value.

In either case, Dana apparently had both forms in view when
he described his M. millepora. Portions of the types of his

species of that name are in the Yale Museum, and also a good series

of specimens of this species received from Singapore (coll. Cajit. W.
H. A. Putnam).

Several of the latter agree with the A. squamosa (Brook), but I

cannot distinguish them as more than a slightly marked variety of

A. millepora.

I think it probable, also, that A. siihulata is only a longer-

branched varietv of A. convexa.

Acropora nasuta (Dana) Ver.

Madrepora nasuta Dana, Zooph., jj. 453. pi. xxxiv, fig. 2, 1846.

Madrepora nasuta and var. crassilabia Brook, op. cit., pp. 73, 74, 1893.

One of Dana's types is in the Museum of Yale Universit}^ (No.

2026, and 4187, branches), as well as other similar specimens from

different sources. It is the form described as var. crassilabia by
Brook.

This type forms a rounded, convex, thick clump of divergent

branches and branchlets, which show no tendency to coalesce or

form a basal disk. The marginal branches are divergent, stout, and

shorter than the others. In these respects it agrees with Dana's

figure, but not with the larger specimen that he described.

The radial corallites are prominent, compressed, and truly nariform,

as well described by Dana. The lower lip is elongated, narrowed,

incurved, and decidedly thickened, as in the tj^pe of crassilabia.

The edge of the lip is usually lacerate and rough. The Avails are

finel}^ echino-costulate. The calicles are elliptical, with 12 septa,

more conspicuous in the immersed calicles of the bases of the

branches. Tahiti (Dana).

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 17 January, 1902.
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Acropora cucuUata Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXVI D. Figures 8, 8a. Plate XXXVI E. Figure 1.

The coral forms a broad, flat-topped, corymbose clump, covered

with rather long, moderately stout, upright, dichotomous, and more

or less proliferous branches, those toward the margin arching out-

ward at the base ; on the under side usually with numerous diver-

gent, abortive branchlets.

The upright branches are mostly 8 to 10"^°^ in diameter, and 35 to
5Qmm Qj. more long, round, or subangular when crowded, little

tapered to near the ends, which are rapidly narrowed and a little

obtuse.

Axial corallites moderately thick, about 2.5""", scarcely exsert
;

wall thick, porous, rounded, costulate, with many pores between the

costulse.

Radial corallites unequal; the larger normal ones are large, prom-

inent, about 2.5-3""" long, 2-2.5'"™ broad, divergent at angles of

45°-70°, a little compressed, arched-nariform or cucullate, with the

wall thickened and convex on the middle of the outer side, and the

thick, obtuse outer lip arched and incurved, so as to produce a

hooded form on many of the larger corallites. The edge of the lip

is thin and lacerate. Between these are many smaller, short, open

tubular or subnariform corallites, with thin lacerate lips, and also

many that are immersed, with wide, deep calicles, 1-1.10°'"' in

diameter.

The septa are all narrow, and part of them are often rudimentary.

In the larger radial corallites the directives are. more distinct, but

ten other subequal narrow septa are usually visible. In the im-

mersed calicles they are mostly obsolete, or nearly so, except the

directives, which may meet in the middle, in some cases. But many

calicles occur in which all six primary septa are well developed, deep

down in the calicle ; others occur with 12 distinct, equal septa, at

the edge.

Many of the upright branches also bear more or less numerous

gemmiferous corallites, rather longer and larger than the normal

radial ones, about 4""™ long and 2.5'"™ broad. These are also at first

cucullate with a thick, arched outer lip, and bear 1-4 small, arched

corallites ; some may later become more evenly tubular, like the

axial corallites. All the corallites have finely costulate walls.

Immersed corallites are abundant on the primar}^ branches ; less

numerous beneath. The ccenenchyma is porous, with numerous,

elongated pits, and roughly echinulate.
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Indo-Pacitio (coll. Ward), No. 6130, Yale Museum. Also Field

Columbian Museum. This species is somewhat allied to A. nctsiUa,

but is different, not only in growth, but the corallites are more

arched and incurved ; the walls are more fineh' costulate and not so

rough; the septa are less developed; and the texture more porous.

In mode of growth and form of branches it resembles A. Kentii

(Br.) and A. obscura .(Br.), but neither of those species have the pecu-

liar form and structure of radial corallites seen in this.

Acropora paniculata Ver., sp. nov.

Plate XXXYI D. Figures 7, 10, lOn. Plate XXXVI E. Figure 5.

Coral much branched, forming small dense clumps, 150 to 200™™

high and broad, in which the principal branches, which are 12 to

J
5mm

jjj diameter at base, are repeatedly forked ; branches proli-

ferous on all sides, with slender ascending or somewhat excurved

branchlets of different lengths, thus producing panicle-like groups of

branchlets. The terminal branchlets ma}^ be 20 to 40'"" Joiig? axid

3 to 5""™ in diameter, tapered, acute, often bearing 1-3 long, exsert,

tubular corallites, besides the axial one.

The axial corallite is slender and exsert, about 1.5°"" wide and 3 to
5mm long, with a thin strongly costulate wall and a regular 12-rayed

calicle.

The exsert, tubular, lateral gemmiferous calicles may be 6 to 8™™

long and 1.5™"" in diameter, with 1-3 small basal buds, and costulate

wall; the calicle is round and terminal, as in the axial one, with 12

distinct septa; some of them are slightly larger or clavate distally.

The normal radial corallites are prominent, ascending, elongate-

tubular, obliquely truncate, nearly as large as the axial ones, with

round calicles ; the more distal ones usually have the inner lip free

for some distance and the end only slightly obliquely truncated,

with thin, porous, but firm, costulate walls ; those lower down have

the inner lip adnate, or nearly so, and the aperture more oblique,

with the lower lip a little prolonged, and sometimes a little

thickened; some of them are slightly wider distally; all are strongly

costulate.

On the bases of the branches they become short-tubular, or verru-

ciform, and many are entirely immersed; these have calicles about

J
mm

jjj diameter, with 12 narrow septa.

The ca'nenchyma is firm, sparingly porous, irregularly pitted,

sparsely covered with minute, sharp granules.
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Fiji Islands (?) or Tahiti, Yale Museum (coll. Mrs. Mills), No. 3810.

This species has some resemblance to A. tuhlgera, but the form of

the radial corallites is different and it lacks the numerous long,

tubular, clustered, exsert corallites of the outer branches. The tex-

ture of the coenenchyma is also different and less compact. The

mode of branching is similar, and both have similar costulate walls

and stellate calicles.

It also has some resemblance to A. delicatula (Br., pi. xxviii), but

the latter is more suffruticose, with more profuse and more slender

branchlets. The tubular corallites are longer and more numerous.

Acropora acuminata Ver.

Madrepora acuminata Ver., Bull. Miis. Comp. Zool., i, p. 40, 1864. Brook,

op. cit, p. 38, 1893.

Plate XXXVI D. Figure 5. Plate XXXVl E. Figure 2.

Plate XXXVl F. Figure 11.

This arborescent species branches much like some specimens of A.

tnnricata, var. cervicornis. The long branches are apt to arise

several near together and diverge widely, tai:)ering very gradually.

The larger branches are about 20 to 30"'" in diameter and 150 to

250™™ long.

The axial corallites are of moderate size, not swollen. The normal

radial corallites ai*e mostly of one form but unequal in size, widely

divergent, mostly standing at angles of 60° to 80°, sometimes 90°.

They are mostly' rather large, 2 to 2.2™™ in diameter, and about the

same in length, or 2 to 2.75™™, with rather open, nearly round cali-

cles, 1 to 1.2™™ in diameter, looking outward and upward.

The corallites are regularly short tubular, with the end veiy

obliquely truncated or dimidiate and often slightly enlarged, rarely

a little compressed. Outer lip a little thickened, often slightly

incurved, obtusely rounded; inner lip thin, the free part not half as

long as the outer lip. Wall firm, stronglj^ costulate, with small

pores in the grooves. Between the large corallites there are many

small ones of similar form, but with the calicle less oblique and lips

thinner.

On the large branches there are also, in some cases, many longer,

spreading, gemmiferous, tubular corallites, with the calicle more

nearly or quite terminal. The larger of these are nearly like the

true axial corallites in form, about 3-4™™ long, and 2.25-2. 75™™ in

diameter; they mostly bear only 1-4 very small basal calicles. The

walls are roughly and strongly costulate.
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Septa very narrow in all the calicles : usually there are six narrow

primaries, the directives a trifle wider; sometimes a few rudimentary

secondaries are also present.

Ccenenchyma irregularly and roughly pitted, or vermicnlate and

echinulate.

Kingsmills Islands (coll. A. Garrett). Received from the Mus.

Comp. Zool. No. 1007.

The above description is from one of the original tyjjes. In

general appearance and mode of growth it considerably resembles

A. grandis (Brook) and A. intermedia (Brook), as figured by Brook

(op. cit., pi. i), but the corallites of both these are quite different,

being small and with a more nearly terminal aperture than in our

species.

Acropora Ehrenbergii (E. and Haime) var. scandens ?

? Madrepora Ehrenbergii Edw. and Haime, Hist. Corall., iii, p. 143.

.'' Madrepora scandens Klanz., Corall. Eothen Meeres, ii, p. 26, pi. ii, fig. 6,

pi. iv, fig. 3, pi. ix, fig. 21. Brook, p. 48.

Plate XXXVI D. Figure 6. Plate XXXVI E. Figure 3.

A large and fine specimen, apparently of this species, but not

agreeing very closely with the descriptions, was studied by me.

It was formerly in the Ward collection.

It consists of a very large, one-sided, irregularly reticulated coral-

lum, about three feet (900™">) broad and two feet (600"'^') high. It

arises ol)liquely from a stout pedicel. The main branches, which are

2.5-62""" in diameter, diverge and rapidly subdivide into smaller

branches, which are verA' proliferous, the branches being arranged

somewhat in one plane. The distal small branches rise up very

obliquely and have tapering tips ; many small, short, proliferous

branches, with similar tips are scattered over the upper side of the

frond. On the under side the branches coalesce into an open reti-

culum, with large, unequal and ver}- irregular meshes. To to 100™""

long and 2-5 to 38"'°^ wide.

The larger basal branches bear divai-icate, conical branchlets, lo

to 20""' long, .5 to 10""" thick, and others 50™"° or more long, and 12

to 15""" thick, which are proliferous and bear smaller divaricate,

conical branchlets, .5 to 12""" long. These small, conical branchlets

have a large, conical axial corallite, often 5 to 12"'"' long and 3 to 5™"'

in diameter at base. They are coveied with round, short-tubular,

obliquely truncate corallites standing at about 45°, Avith a round, open

calicle; outer lip thickened, obtuse.
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Septa 12, all narrow, the directives a little wider. On the larger

branches are scattered rather large, open calicles, about 1™"" in

diameter. Some of the calicles have a long acuminate outer lip

Ccenenchvma firm, rough, irregularly and roughly pitted, and

rudely echinulate.

On the upper branches the larger radial corallites are divaricate,

tubular, obliquely truncate, with the calicles opening outward, and

with a short, thick, rounded outer lip.

Red Sea ? (coll. Ward), probably now in the Field Columbian

Museum. Fragments are in the Yale Museum. No. 6139.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXXVI-XXXVI F.

Plate XXXVI.

[All the figures ou this plate are natural size.]

Figure 1.

—

Acropora tubigera Horn. Branchlet from the original type. P. 239.

No. 1483.

Figure 2.—The same. Upright branch from a Singapore specimen. No. 1370.

Figures 2a, 26.—The same specimen. Proliferous tubular corallites and

branchlets from the outer and lower sides.

Figures 3, 3a.

—

Acropora prolixa Ver. Branchlets from the type. No. 1686.

P. 237.

Figures 4, 4a.

—

Acropora striata Ver. Branchlets from the type. No. 1688.

P. 251.

Figure 5.

—

Acropora pumila Ver. Branchlet from the type. No. 1687. P. 250.

Figure 6.

—

Acropiora turbinata (Dana). Proliferous upright branch from the

type. No. 2017. P. 242.

Figiire 7.

—

Acropora eytherella Ver., sp. nov. An upright branchlet from the

type. No. 2007. P. 253.

Figure 8.

—

Acropora symmetrica (Br.). An upright branchlet from a Zanzibar

specimen. No. 79. P. 254.

Figure 9.

—

Acropora dissimilis Ver., sp. nov. A terminal branchlet from the

type. No. 4341. P. 226.

Figure 10.

—

Acropora austera (Dana). A terminal branchlet from the type. No.

4190. P. 226.

Figures 11, 11a, lib.—Acropora tumida Ver. Branchlets from the type. No.

886. P. 241.

Figure 12.

—

Acropora digitifcra (Dana). A terminal branch from the type.

No. 430. P. 228.

Figure 13.

—

Acropora Wardii Ver., sp. nov. An upright branchlet from the

type. No. 6151. P. 248.

Figure 14.

—

Acropora secale (Stud.). Distal part of an upright branchlet of the

type. Ceylon. No. 3063. P. 244.
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Figures 15, 15a.

—

Acvopora secaloidesVer., sp. uov. Distal and middle portions

of two upright brauchlets of the type. No. 2083. P. 245.

Figures 16, 16o.

—

Acropora effusu (Dana). Two upright branchlets from the

type. No. 3063. P. 229.

Figure 17.

—

Acropora acervata (Dana). An ujiright branchlet from the type.

No. 4185. P. 220.

Figure 18.

—

Acropora fraterna Ver., sp. nov. Distal part of an upright

branchlet from the type. No. 2032. P. 247.

Figure 19.

—

Acropora indurata Ver., sp. nov. Branch from the type. No.

6155. P. 230.

Figure 20.

—

Acropora pachycyathus Ver., sp. nov. Branches from the type.

No. 6141. P. 236.

Figure 21.

—

Acropora neglectaYer., sp. nov. A terminal branch of the type.

No. 6126. P. 250.

Figiire 22.

—

Acropora appressa (Ehr., Dana). Branchlet. \. P. 222.

Plate XXXVI A.

[All the figures on this plate are enlarged about two diameters.]

Figure 1.

—

Acropora tubigera (Horn). A branchlet from an outer upright

branch of the type. No. 1483. P. 239.

Figure 2.—The same. Distal part of an upright branch from a Singapore speci-

men. No. 1370. X 2.

Figures 2a, 2ft.—The same specimen. Proliferous branchlets from the lower

side of a lateral branch, x 2.

Figures 3, 3a.

—

Acropora, prolixa Ver. Branches from the type. No. 1686.

X 2. P. 237.

Figures 4, 4a.

—

Acropora striata Ver. Branches from the type. No. 1688.

x2. P. 251.

Figure 5.

—

Acropora pumila Ver. A branchlet from the type. No. 1687. x 2.

P. 250.

Figure 6.

—

Acropora turbinata (Dana). A proliferous upright branch from the

type. No. 2017. x 2. P. 242.

Figure 7.

—

Acropora cytherella Ver. A proliferous upright branch from the

type. No. 2007. x 2. P. 253.

Figure 8.

—

Acropora symmetrica (Brook). An upright branch from No. 79.

x2. P. 254.

Figure 9.

—

Acropora dissimiUs Ver. {—M. echidncea D.) A terminal branch of

the type. No. 4341. x 2. P. 226.

Plate XXXVI B.

[All the figures on this plate are enlarged about two diameters.]

Figure 1.

—

Acrojjora austera (Dana). A terminal branchlet from the type. No.

4190. P. 226.

Figiares 2, 2a, 26.

—

Acrojiora tumidaVev. Portions of the type. No. 886. x 2.

P. 241.

Figure 3.

—

Acropora digitifera (Dana). A branch from the type. No, 430. x 2.

P. 228.
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Figure 4.

—

Acropora Warclii Ver. An upright branchlet from the type. No.

6151. x2. P. 248.

Figure 5.

—

Acrojjora secede Stud. The distal part of upright branches from

the type of Dana. No. 3063. x 2. P. 244.

Figui'es 6, 6a.

—

Acropora secaloides Ver. Distal and middle portions of two

upright branches of the type. No. 2033. x 2. P. 245.

Figures 7, Ha.—Acropora effusa (Dana). Two upright branches of the type.

No. 3063. X 2. P. 229.

Figure 8.

—

Acropora, acerrata Dana. An upright branch of the type. No. 4185.

x2. P. 220.

Figure 9.

—

Acropora fraterna Ver. Distal part of an upright branch of the

type. No. 2032. x 2. P. 247.

Figure 10.

—

Acrojjora ajjpressa (Dana). Branchlet. x 2. P. 222.

Plate XXXVI C.

[All figures on this plate are enlarged about two diameters.]

Figure 1.

—

Acrojjora microphthahna Ver. A small branch from the type. No.

774. x 2. P. 232.

Figure 2.

—

Acropora diffusa Ver. Portion of one of the types. No. 1808. x 2.

P. 228.

Figure 3.

—

Acropora. steUulata Ver., sp. nov. Part of a branch of the type.

No. 435. X 2. P. 238.

Figure 4.

—

Acropora Luzonica Ver., sp. nov. Portion of a branch of the type.

No. 1809. X 1|. P. 231.

Figure 5.

—

Acropora pachycyathus Ver., sp. nov. A branch of the type. No.

6141. xlf. P. 236.

Figure 6.

—

Acropora indurata Ver., sp. nov. A branch of the type. No. 6155.

X If. P. 230.

Plate XXXVI D.

[All the figures on this plate are natural size, except lo, 2a, 9, 10, 10a, 11.]

Figure 1.

—

MiUepora nitida/Ver. Part of one of the types. No. 1458. |. P. 197.

Figure la.—The same specimen. Surface, x 5.

Figure 2.

—

MiUepora Braziliensis Ver. Part of a branch of one of the types.

No. 1461. |. P. 197.

Figure 2a.—The same specimen. Portion of the surface, x 5.

Figure 3.

—

Acrojjora urceolifcra Ver., sp. nov. Branch of the type. No. 4187.

\.' P. 251.

Figure 4.

—

Acropora appressa Ehr. Branches from Dana's type. No. 2029. \.

P. 220.

Figure 5.

—

Acropora acuminata Ver. Part of one of the types. No. 1007. \.

P. 260.

Figure 6.

—

Acropora. Ehrenbergii, var. scandens ? Klz. Branch from No. 6139.

\. P. 261.

Figure 7.

—

Acropora panicuiafa Ver., sp. nov. One of the outer branches of

the type. No. 3810. f P. 259.
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Figure 8.

—

Acropora eucullata Ver., sp. nov. Two ciarved upright branches

from near the margin of the type, 8a. A marginal branch from the under

side. No. 6130. f P. 258.

Figure 9.

—

Acropora pximila Ver. A branchlet from the type. No. 1687.

X 2%. P. 250.

Figiu'es 10, 10a.

—

Acropora paniciilata Ver., sp. nov. Portions of branchlets

from the type. No. 3810. x 2|. P. 259.

Figure 11.

—

Acropora effusa (Dana). Pai't of a branchlet of the type. No.

3063. X 2|. P. 229.

Plate XXXVI E.

Figure 1.

—

Acropora eucullata Ver., sp. nov. Two ascending branchlets of

upper side of type. No. 6130. x 2. P. 258.

Figure 2.

—

Acropora acuminata Ver. Part of a branch of type. No. 1007. x 2.

P. 260.

Figure 3.

—

Acrojjora Ehrenbergii, var. seasidens ? (Klz.). Branch of No. 6139.

xli. P. 261.

(gure 4.

—

Acrojjora a2J2oressa(Eh.T.). Branches of Dana's type. No. 2029. x If.

P. 222.

Figure 5.

—

Acropora panieulata Ver., sp. nov. Terminal branchlet of the type.

>.. 3810. X 1^. P. 259.

Figure 6.

—

Acropora urceolifei-a Ver., sp. nov. Branch of the tj^e. No. 4187.

xlf. P. 251.

Figure 7.

—

Acrojjora neglecta Ver., sp. nov. Distal part of branch of the type.

No. 6126. xlf. P. 250.

Plate XXXVI F.

Figure 1.

—

Acropora eytherella Ver., sp. nov. Branchlets of type. No. 2007.

x 2|. P. 253.

Figure 2.

—

Acropora turhinata (Dana). Branchlets of the type. No. 2017. x 2|.

P. 242.

Figure 3.

—

Acropora tumicla Ver. Branchlet of type. No. 886. x 2f . P. 241.

Figure 4.

—

Acropora Wcirclii Ver., sp. nov. Part of tip of upright superior

branchlet of type. No. 6151. x 2|. P. 248.

Figure 5.

—

Acropora neglecta Ver., sp. nov. Part of branch of type with small

lateral branchlet. No. 6126. x 2f . P. 250.

Figure 6.

—

Acrojjora pachycyathus Ver., sp. nov. Portion of type. No. 6141.

X 2f . P. 236.

Figure 7.

—

Acropora striata Ver. Part of a branch of the type. No. 1686.

x2|. P. 251.

Figure 8.

—

Acropora tubigera (Horn). Bi-anchlets of a typical specimen. No.

1370. X 2f . P. 239.

Figure 9.

—

Acropora Luzonica Ver., sp. nov. Portion of a branch of the type.

No. 1809. x2|. P. 231.

Figure 10.

—

Acropora stellulata Ver., sp. nov. Portion of a branch of the type.

No. 435. X 3. P. 238.
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Figui'e 11.

—

Acropo7-a acuminata Ver. Portion of a branch of a eotype. No.

1007. X 3. P. 260.

Figure 12.

—

Acropora inchirata Ver., sp. nov. Small branchlet of the type.

No. 6155. X 2|. P. 230.

Figure 13.

—

Acropora urceoliferu Yer. , sp. nov. Tip of branch of the type-

No. 4187. X 2f . P. 251.

Figure 14.

—

Acropora prolixa Ver. Branchlet of the type. No. 1686. x2|.

P. 237.

Figure 15.

—

Acropora microphthalma Ver. Branch of the type. No. 774. x 3.

P. 232.

Figure 16.

—

Acropora diffusa Ver. Portion of a branch of a eotype. No. 1808.

x3. P. 228.

ADDENDA.

Acropora effusa (Dana), see ]). 229, and A. secale (Stud.), see p. 244.

Under these species I mentioned that they are closely allied, as

shown by the types.

A later comparison of the types, with reference to their relation^

ship, shows that, judging from these two specimens, they cannot

properl}^ be united, although they agree in mode of growth and some

other characters.

The corallites show very evident differences without transitional

forms. The axial corallites of secale are distinctly larger, through-

out, than in effusa, and have thicker walls. The radial corallites are

larger, more unequal, and more prominent; the larger ones are more

tubular, with thicker walls, and a more nearly terminal calicle. In

effusa they are more obliquely truncated with a shorter inner lij)

and more oblique calicle.

Of course, a large series might serve to fill the gap between them,

but for the present they seem as distinct as most of the related

species. The types are both from Point Pedro, Ceylon.

Errata.

Page 184, line 6 from bottom, for MiUipora read Millepora.

Page 222, line 19, add Pl. xxxvi. Fig. 22 ; and Pl. xxxvi B. Fig. 10.

Page 229, line 17, add Pl. xxxvi D. Fig. 1 1.

Page 244, line 8, omit Fig. ha and 14a.
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Some Spiders and Mites from the Bermuda Islaxds.

By Xathan Banks.

The following pages contain a list of some spiders and mites

collected in the Bermudas by Prof. A. E. Verrill and some of his

assistants. Most of them were gathered the past spring, 1901.*

Several of the spiders ai'e immature, so that they cannot be fully

determined. Three of the spiders are described as new. There are

twentj'-eight spiders in the list, which is more than twice as large as

any previous list. They are distributed in sixteen families ; the

Theridiidie, with six species, leads in point of numbers ; eleven

families are represented by but one species

John Blackwall recorded six species of spiders from the Bermudas

in 1868.t They are as follows :

1

.

Loxosceles rufescens Lucas. +
2. Epeira gracllipes Blackw. +
3. 27iomisus pallens Blackw. +
4. Salticus diversus Blackw.

5. Heteropoda venatoria Linn.

C. Filistata depressa Koch.

His Epeira graclUpes, which was originally described from Rio

Janeiro, is probably the common Epeira tJieisii Walck. The Filis-

tata depressa is the same as E. hibernalis Hentz; while his Salticus

diverstcs is a synonym of Plexipjms jxiyl:idH And. and Sav.

Li 1889, Dr. George Marx reported on the spiders collected in the

Bermudas by Prof. Angelo Heilprin.J

He had twelve species, as follows :

1. Uloborus zosis Walck.
2. l^ephila clavipes Koch.

J. Cydosa eaudata Hentz.

4. Epeira labyrinthea Hentz. +
5. Theridium tepidariorum Koch.

* Tliese collections were made in April and May, 1898, and from March 10th

t(^Iay 9, 1901. Probably many other species coiild be found in summer and
autumn.—A. E. V.

f Xotice of several species of Spiders supposed to be new or little knowTi to

Arachnologists. Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), ii, 1868, pp. 403-410.

X A contribution to the knowledge of the spider fauna of the Bermuda Islands,

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1889, pp. 98-101, one plate. Heilprin's coUec-

tion was made in midsummer. Prof. Verrill's in the spring. This may account

for part of the difference.
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6. Argyrodes nej^/t ilce Tacz. +
1. Pholcus tipidoides Koch,

8. Dysdera crocata Koch.

9. Plexippus payliulll And.

10. Tapinattas melanognathus Lucas.

11. Heteropoda venatoria Linn.

12. Lycosa atlantica Marx,

Although in the present list there are raany more species than in

these two together, there are five species in these lists (indicated

by +) which do not appear in the collections of Prof. Verrill. Add-

ing these to the present list, we have a total of 33 spiders known

from the Bermudas.

Three of Blackwall's list he considered new ; the other three do

not show anything as to the affinities of the fauna. Of Dr. Marx's

twelve species, ten are found in the Southern United States, but

most of these are widely distributed in the neotropical region. The

present list will not uphold this affinity to the mainland, but indi-

cates a relationship) with the West Indian fauna.

Although Blackvvall described three new species in his list, Dr.

Marx one in his, and the writer three in this list, it is quite improb-

able that any of the species are peculiar to the islands ; two of those

here described are known to me from Hayti, and elsewhere in the

West Lidies,

FILISTATIBJE.

Filistata hibernalis Hentz. Large Brown Spider.

Filistata hibernalis Hentz, Journ. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist., iv, 227, pi. vii, fig. 6,

1842.

Several specimens; a male from Walsingham, May 5; one speci-

men from Tucker's Island, 3 Maj^, under stones. Known from the

Southern United States, Mexico, Central America, and the West
Indies. Nos. 2321, 2322, 2324, 2331-33.

SCYTODIDiE.

Scytodes longipes Lucas. *

Scytodeif longipes Lucas, Ann. Soc. Ent. France, 1845, p. 71, pi. i, fig. 1.

Three specimens ; a male from mouth of Tucker's Island cave,

3 May. Known from northern South America, Central America,

and West Indies. Two specimens collected by Mr. T. G. Goslin in

summer. Nos. 2319, 2343, 2360, 2408.
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Scytodes fusca Walckenaer.

Scytodes fusca Walck., Apteres, i, p. 272, 1837.

One specimen from the entrance of Tucker's Island cave, 3 May.

Distribution like that of the preceding species. Nos, 2355.

DYSDERIDiE.

Dysdera crocata Koch.

Dysdera crocata Koch, Die Arach., v, p. 81, pi. clxvi, figs. 392, 393, 394, 1839.

Several specimens, one from Walsingham, 3 May, common under

stones. Occurs in Europe and the Eastern United States. Nos,

2308, 2347.

OONOPIDiE.

Oonops bermudensis, s^^- ^^o\.

Ceplialothorax, mandibles, sternum and legs pale yellow, the

femora paler on bases, eyes on black spots ; abdomen pale gray.

Oephalothorax clothed with scattered black hair ; central eyes short

Figure 1 .— Oonops bermudensis ; a, eyes ; b, epigynum ; c, hind leg.

elliptical, touching ; lateral eyes I'ound, equal, their point of touch-

ing opposite the middle of the central eyes ; the eye-area plainly

broader than long. Legs with black hair and reddish spines, quite

long and slender, hind femora thickened and reaching the posterior

third of the abdomen. Palpi with many short stout spines and a

pair of longer spines under the bases of the tibia and tarsus.

Abdomen once and two-thirds longer than broad ; epigynum shows

a transverse crescentic mark and from the middle in front is a

clavate extension.

Length, 2'"'". No. 2340.

One specimen from the Bermudas, without more definite locality.
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DRASSID^.

Df a dark-col(

Tucker's Island cave, 3 May. No. 2356.

Callilepis, sp.

One immature specimen of a dark-colored species, from mouth of

CLUBIONID^.
Corinna, sp.

Several immature specimens from Hungry Bay, April. No. 2334.

Hypsinotus, sp.

An immature specimen, very close to, and perhaps identical with

a. pumilis Keys., from Porto Rico. No. 2309.

Anyphaena Verrilli, sp. nov.

Cephalothorax pale yellowish, darker in front, the clypeus and
mandibles red-brown ; sternum yellowish ; legs pale, more red-

brown on metatarsi and tarsi, especially of the anterior pairs.

Abdomen above and below pale, above with many rows of darker

hairs. The cephalothorax is rather short and broad ; the A. M. E.

scarcely diameter apart, rather closer to the

equal A. S. E. ; P. M. E. somewhat larger, nearly

twice their diameter apart and about as far from

the nearly equal P. S. E. Posterior eye-row

strongly procurved, longer than the anterior eye-

Figure 2.—Anyph(ena row. Mandibles rather large and hairy, but not
em t, pigyn

. pQn-ect nor divergent, a little longer than the

patella of leg I. Legs of moderate length, and quite densely spined.

Yenti'al furrow about three-fourths the distance from the spinnerets

to the lung-slits ; abdomen about twice as long as broad, truncate

at base.

Length $, 8.5™".

One specimen from Walsingham, 3 May, 1901. I have also seen

specimens from parts of the West Indies. No. 2346.

Eutichurus insulanus, sp. nov.

Cephalothorax dull brownish yellow, eyes on black spots ; mandi-

bles red-brown ; sternum brownish yellow ; legs pale greenish
;

abdomen pale gray, rather dai'ker above than below, blackish

around the spinnerets, the latter pale. The cephalothorax is rather
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low and quite broad in front. Tlu' mandibles are large and gibbous

above at base, plainly divergent, in front with many small granules

from each of which arises a bristle. Posterior eye-row straight, a

little longer than the anterior ; all eyes sub-

equal. A. M. E. less than their diameter

apart, and as close to the equal A. S. E.

;

P. M. E. once and one-half their diameter Figure Z.—EuHchumis
.1 j_ -<• . r ^1 iT-»ci-r< insulanus ; epicrynum.

apart, about diameter from tlie equal P. S. E. ^ ^"^

Legs moderateh' long, verj' hairy, with a few weak spines ; two

pairs under the tibiae and metatarsi I and II ; tibiae III and IV
below with one spine near base, one near middle, and a pair at tip,

these metatarsi with three pairs below. Abdomen about once and

three-fourths as long as broad, broadest behind the middle, rounded

at base and tip, convex above ; the superior spinnerets long, two-

jointed, the apical joint tapering and as long as the basal; epigynum

shows two oblique, elliptical openings, some distance apart.

Length ? , o.o""^. No. 2362.

One female from the Bermudas (without more definite locality)

collected by W. G. Van Name, in May. It occurs also in Hayti.

DICTYNID^.
Dictyna, sp.

One young specimen, without particular locality. No. 2367.

AGALENIDJE.

Tegenaria derhami Scopoli.

Aranea derhami Scop., Entom. Caraioli., p. 400, 1768.

Tegenaria derhami Emerton, Trans. Conn. Acad., viii, p. 29, pi. vii, figs.

6, 6c ; 1890.

Several specimens ; one from Walsingham, 3 May ; another

preyed upon by Plexippus jyayhulU, 20 April. It is a cosmopolitan

spider. Nos. 2326, 2327.

PHOLCID^.

Pholcus tipuloides Koch.

Pholcus tipuloides Koch, Die Arachn. Australiens, p. 381, 1871.

Pholcus tipuloides Marx, Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1889, p. 99, pi. iv, fig. 5.

Several specimens, some from Tucker's Island cave, 3 May. (It

occurred at and within the entrance of the cave in considerable

numbers.—A. E. V.). A cosmotropical species. Nos. 2315, 2316,

2320, 2361, 2409.
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THEBIDIID^.

Theridium. tepidariorum Koch.

Theridium tepidariorum Koch, Die Arach., viii, p. 75, figs. 647, 648, 1841.

Theridium tepidariorum Emer., Trans. Conn. Acad., vi, p. 13, pi. ii, fig. 1,

1882.

Four specimens collected by Mr. T. G. Goslin in summer. Nos.

2401, 2407. It is found in houses throughout the civilized world.

Theridium studiosum Hentz.

Theridium studiosum Hentz, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 274, pi. ix,

fig. 5, 1850.

Two females from Walsingham, 3 May, Occurs in the Southern

States, and Mexico, No. 2349.

Theridium rufipes Lticas.

Theridion rufijies Lncas, Explor. de I'Algerie, Arachn., p. 263, pi. xvi, fig. 5,

1847.

One specimen, male, from mouth of Tucker's Island cave, 3 May.

A common cosmotropical spider. No. 2854,

Lathrodectus geometricus Koch.

Lathrodectus geometricus Koch, Die Arachn., viii, p. 117, pi. cclxxxiv, fig.

684, 1841.

Several examples ; a pair from Paynters' Vale, 28 April ; two

females have their egg-cocoons. Known from South America, and

the West Indies, Nos, 2323, 2352, 2353, 2363,

Bathyphantes, sp.

Two specimens, both immature ; the sternum and venter are black,

the dorsum of abdomen dai'k gray with a black herring-bone mark,

legs pale, cephalothorax yellowish. No. 2338.

Erigone, sp.

One female, immature, abdomen and sternum black, mandibles

rather prominent and diverging. No, 2335,
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ULOBORIDiE.

Uloborus geniculatus Olivier.

Araneus geniculatus Oliv., Ency. Meth., ii, p. 214, 1789.

Uloborus zosis Walck., Apteres, ii, p. 331, 1842.

Uloborus zosis Marx, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., 1889, pi. iv, fig. 1.

Several specimens i-eceived from Mr. T. G. Goslin, collected in

summer. Nos. 2404, 2406. A widely distributed, cosmotropical

spider.

EPEIRIDJE.

Cyclosa caudata Hentz.

Epeira caudata Hentz, Joum. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., vi, p. 23, pi. iii, figs. 14,

14a, 146, 1850.

Cyclosa conica Emerton, Trans. Conn. Acad., vi, p. 321, pi. xxxiv, fig. 3, 1884.

Various specimens, several from Walsingham woods, 3 May, on

trees; two from Tucker's Island, 3 May. Distributed over the United

States and Mexico. Nos. 2339, 2350, 2358.

Argyroepeira hortorum Hentz. Silver Spider.

Epeira hortorum Hentz, Journ. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., v, p. 477, pi. xxxi, fig.

19, 1847.

Argyroepeira hortorum Emerton, Trans. Conn. Acad., vi, p. 332, pi. xxxvii,

figs. 29-32, 1884.

Three adults from Walsingham woods, 3 May, on trees ; several

young specimens. Occurs in the eastern United States, Mexico, and

the West Indies. No. 2330.

Nephila clavipes Fabricius. Silk Spider.

Aranea clavipes Fabr., Entom. Syst., ii, p. 420, 1775.

Nephila clavipes Koch, Die Arachn., v, p. 31, pi. clii, fig. 355, 1839.

Several adults taken by Mr. T. G. Goslin, last summer. The

largest has an expanse of 5.5 inches. This is the typical form, as is

shown by Mr. F. O. P. Cambridge in a recent paper on spiders from

the Bahama Islands (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., April, 1901, pp. 322-

332).

Occurs along the South Atlantic coast, and the regions adjacent to

the Carribean Sea.

(The adults are found only in late summer and autumn. It is men-

tioned by the earliest settlers, I(il0-1G15.—A. E. V.) Nos. 2314,

young; 2399, adult.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 18 January, 1902.
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SPARASSIDiE.

Heteropoda venatoria Linn. Great House Spider.

Aranea venatoria Linn., Syst. Nat., Ed. x, p. 1037, 1758.

Ocypete murina Koch, Die Arach., xii, p. 36, pi. ccccv, fig. 978, 1845.

Several specimens, one very young. A common cosmotropical

spider, occurring in the extreme southern portions of the United

States. (Found in outhouses and sometimes in dwellings. The

largest are 4.50 inches across the outstretched legs. It is a very

active running spider.—A. E. V.) Nos. 2305, 2306, 2317, 2342.

LYCOSID^.

Lycosa atlantica Marx.

Lycosa atlantica Marx, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Pliilad., 1889, p. 100, pi, iv,

fig. 4.

Several specimens ; one from Hungry Bay, April, under stones;

another from the mouth of Tucker's Island cave. May 8. It is verj'

possibly the same as Lycosa fusca Keys., described from Cuba in

1877. Nos, 2307, 2325, 2357, 2405.

OXYOPIDiE.

Oxyopes salticus Heutz.

Oxyopes salticus Hentz, Jour. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., v, p. 196, pi. xvi, fig. 10,

1845.

Two immature specimens. Occurs from the southern United

States to Brazil. No. 2345.

ATTID^.

Wala vemalis Peckham. Jumping Spider.

Anoka vemalis Peck., Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1893, p. 701.

Anoka vemalis Peck., Occ. Pap. Nat. Hist. Soc. Wise, vol. ii, no. 3, pi. xiii,

fig. 3, 1894.

One female collected by Mr, T. G. Goslin in summer. No, 2410,

Described from Jamaica, but now known from many parts of the

West Indies,
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Tapinattus melanognathus Lucas. Jumping Spider.

Salticus melanognathus Lucas, Hist. Nat. d'lles Canar., ii, ^. 29, 1839.

Menemerus melanognathus Marx, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1889, p. 99,

pi. iv, fig. 3.

One specimen. A cosniotropical spider, found in Florida and

California. No. 2313.

Plexippus paykulli Aud. and Sav. Larger Jumping Spider.

Attus paykulli A. and S., Descrip. de FEgypte, xxii, p. 173, 1827.

Menemerus paykulli Marx, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Philad., 1889, p. 99, pi. ii,

• fig. 2.

A number of specimens ; one feeding on a Tegenaria derhami, 20

April, A very common cosraotropical spider, not rare in the

southern United States. Nos. 2310-12, 2359, 2402.

ACARINA.

Actineda agilis Banks. Mite.

Actineda agilis Bks., Trans. Amer. Entom. Soc, 1894, p. 211.

Two specimens, one from Castle Island, under stones, 24 April.

Previously known only from the eastern United States. No. 2379.

Rhyncholophus, sp. Mite.

Two specimens of a small, undescribed species. No. 2380.

Holostaspis, sp.

Two specimens and one young, probably of the same species. The
American forms of this ffenus have not been studied. No. 2381,
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The Marine and Terrestrial Isopods op the Bermudas,

WITH Descriptions of New Genera and Species.

By Harriet Richardson.

[Collaborator, Smithsonian Institution.]

1. Tlie Marine Isopods of the Bermudas^ xmith descriptions of

thirteen New Species and three Neio Genera.

There is almost no literature relating to the Marine Isopods of the

Bermudas.

In 1891 Ives* described and figui-ed a new species of Cymodocea

from the Bermudas ( C. bennudensis), which has since been referred

to the genus Dynaniene.

Several species of wide-spread distribution have been recorded

from the Bermudas, as for example, Idotea marina (Linnaeus), speci-

mens of which are in the Smithsonian Institution. It was taken in

abundance by the Yale party in 1901, in Hamilton Harbor.

Spence Batef mentions, without any description, a species of

Bop)yrus from the Bermudas, parasitic on Latreiites ensiferus

(Milne-Edwards), which is without doubt, identical with Bopyroides

latreuticolq Gissler, found on the same host at Beaufort, North

Carolina.

The material for the present paper is the result of three expedi-

tions to the Bermudas ; one in 1876-7, when Prof. George Brown

Goode collected a number of Isopods ; one in 1898, undertaken by

Prof. A. E. Verrill and party ; and another in the spring of 1901,

by Prof. A. E. Verrill and Mr. A. H. Verrill.

These collections contain both known and unknown species.

Among the known species are to be mentioned specimens of Dyna-

mene hermudensis Ives, and Idotea marina (Linnaeus), already

recorded from the Bermudas.

Also specimens of Corallana quadricornis Hansen, Alcirona

krehsii Hansen, Nerocila acuminata Schicpdte and Meinert, Dyna-

mene perforata Moore, and Cilicoea caudata (Say), common to West

*Proc. Philad. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1891, p. 194.

t Report of the Scientific Results of the Exp. Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger,

xiv, p. 582, 1888.
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Indian waters ; Tanais cavolinii Milne-Edwards, Leptochelia rapax

Harger, and Leptochelia duhia (Kr</)yer), the first and last named of

wide distribution, and all three common to the Northeast coast of

America. These species have not been previously recorded from the

Bermudas.

The thirteen new species herein described are representatives

of the following families : Apseudidm, Anthuridce, Cirolanidm,

Sphoeromidce, and Janiridai. Three are the types of ncAv genera.

CHELIFEBA or TANAIOIDEA.

Family Tanaidse.

Tanais cavolinii Milne-Edwards.

Tanais cavolinii Milne-Edwards, in Audotiin and Milne-Edwards, Precis

d'Entomologie, i, pi. xxix, fig. 1, 1828 ; Hist. Nat. des Crust., iii, p. 141, pi.

xxxi, fig. 6, 1840.

Tanais tomentosus Kr(pyeT, Natnrhist. Tidsskr., iv, p. 183, 1842; ibid. (3) ii,

p. 412, 1847; Voy. en Scand., Crust., pi. xxvii, figs. 2a-q, 1849. Lillje-

borg, Ofvers. Vet.-Akad. Forli., Arg., viii, p. 23, 1851. Meinert, Crust.

Isop. Amph. Dec. Dauaise, p. 86, 1877.

Crossiirus vittatu^ 'Ra.thke, Faiina Norwegens, p. 39, pi. 1, figs. 1-7, 1843.

Tanais Jiirticaudatus Bate, Rep. Brit. Assoc, 1860, p. 224, 1861.

Tanais vittatus Lilljeborg, Bidrag Kann. Crust. Tanaid, p. 29, 1865. Bate

and Westwood, Brit. Sess. Crust., ii, p. 125, 1866. Stebbing, Trans.

Devon. Assoc, 1874, p. 7, and 1879, p. 6; Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist., (4) x\di, p.

78, 1876. Verrill, Am. Jour. Sci. (3), x, p. 38, 1875. Harger, Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., ii, p. 162, 1879 ; Eep. U. S. Fish Comm., pt. 6, p. 418-419, pi.

xiii, figs. 81-82, 1880.

Tanais tomentosus G. O. Sars, Crust, of Norway, ii, jDt. i, ii, p. 12, pi. v, 1896.

Tanais Cavolinii Dollfus, Bull. Soc. Zool. de France, xxi, p. 207, 1897 ; Mem.

de la Soc. Zool. de France, xi, p. 35, 1898. Norman, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist„

(7), iii, pp. 332-333, 1899. (See Norman for synonymy and full reference.)

Hab. Castle Harbor, Bermudas, in dead coral, collected by A. E.

Verrill and party.

Also found at Noank, Conn. ; Long Island Sound ; Greenland
;

west coast of Norway ; British Isles ; West France ; Azores^

Depth, 1-6 ft. (Verrill).
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Leptochelia dubia (Kr^yer).

Tanais dubius Kr^yer, Naturh. Tidssk., iv, p. 178, pi. ii, figs. 20-22, 1842-3.

Paratanais algicola Harger, Am. Jour. Sci. aud Art, xv, p. 377, 1878.

Leptochclia algicola Harger, Report U. S. Fish Com., pt. 6, p. 421, 1880.

Leptochelia dubia G. 0. Sars, Archiv for Math, og Natnrvid., p. 26, 1880; and

p. 317, pi. X, xi, 1886.

Leptochelia algicola Dollfus, M^m. de la Soc. Zool. de France, xl, p. 44, 1898.

Leptochelia dubia Norman, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (7), iii, p. 334, 1899.

^Leptochelia incerta Moore, Report U. S. Fish Com., ii, p. 165-166, 1901.

There are two males and a small number of females in the collec-

tion. The males and females agree with the original description and

figures of L. dubia (Kr<^yer), the inner branch of the uropoda in

both sexes consisting of five joints.*

There are also two specimens in the collection, both females, which

have the inner branch of the uropoda two-jointed. Although this

may be a new species of Leptochelia, I do not feel warranted with

such scanty material, and with no males, to describe a new species of

this genus.

Hab. Castle Harbor, Bermudas, collected by A. E. Verrill and

party, in 1898. Also Jersey ; Birterbu}^ Bay, Ireland ; Falmouth

Harbor ; Valentia, Ireland ; jNIediterranean ; Atlantic coast from

Brittany to Senegal and Teneriffe ; Northeast coast of N. America
;

Brazil.

Leptochelia rapax Harger.

Leptochelia rapax Harger, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, ii, p. 163, 1879. Report

U. S. Fish Comm., pt. vi, p. 424, pi. xiii, figs. 89, 90, 1880.

Hab. Bermudas, collected by W. G. Van Name, May, 1901.

Also found at Annisquam, Mass., in ;! feet of water, on mudd}^

bottom.

* There is no character of specific importance to separate L. algicola Harger

from L. dubia (Kr^yer) the males and females of L. dubia in the collection from

the Bermudas agreeing with Harger's specimens as figui'ed and described, with

the excei^tion that the Bermudian specimens have five joints to the inner branch

of the uropoda instead of six. Stebbing has pointed out (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist.

(6) xvii, p. 158-159, 1896) that there is some variation in the number of joints

in several species of Leptochelia, and L. Edwardsii, which Kr^yer figures and

describes as having seven joints to the inner branch, is now recognized as a

synonymy of L. savignyi, which is figured and described by the same aiithor as

having six joints. It is not improbable, as Stebbing has suggested, that L.

savigniji and L. dubia are identical.
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Family Apseudidae.

Apseudes triangulata Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXVII. Figures 1-5.

Body narrow, elongated, surface smooth.

Head with frontal margin produced at the middle in a rostrum

like a spear point, whose sides near the base are excavated below the

lateral expansion of the rostrum. On either side of the excavation

thus formed the margin is acutely produced in a small antei'ior pro-

cess. Lateral to this process is the ocular process, which is pro-

duced anteriorly about the same distance. The eyes are distinct

and black and occupy almost the whole surface of the ocular lobe.

The first pair of antenme have the first joint of the peduncle long,

the inner lateral margin of which is armed with three long spines

and one small one ; the outer margin, with one large spine near the

apex. The second joint is one-third the length of the first joint and

is unarmed. The third joint is one-half as long as the second joint.

The flagellum is comjjosed of about fourteen joints ; the secondary

appendage of about seven joints. The peduncle of the second pair

of antennfe extends to the end of the first joint of the peduncle of

the first pair, and has an exopod developed at the base of the third

joint. The flagellum is composed of about ten joints, and extends

about half the length of the flagellum of the first pair of antennae.

There is a prominent spine on the epistoma.

The first free segment of the thorax is shortest, the two following

ones being longer, the next two the longest, and the last but little

longer than the first. The first segment is as wide as the head, the

others decrease in width gradually. The antero-lateral margins of

all the segments except the first are produced into one acute process,

of the fourth and fifth free segments into two acute processes. The

last segment bears a ventral spine.

The abdominal segments gradually decrease in width backwards.

The sixth or terminal segment is produced on either side near the

base into two acute processes. Beyond the last process the segment

widens slightly for the attachment of the uropoda, and ends pos-

teriorly in a triangular process. The uropoda are very long, the

inner branch being half the length of the body, and composed of

about twenty-five joints. The outer branch is composed of seven

joints.

First gnathopods with the upper distal margin of the propodus,

finely serrate and armed with a tooth near the articulation of the
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dactylus. Second gnathopods have the merus armed witli one

spine at its distal extremity on the posterior margin, and one on the

anterior margin ; the carpus armed with two spines on its posterior

and one on the anterior margin at the distal extremity ; the margin of

the propodus armed with three spines on the posterior margin, and one

large spine and one small one at the distal extremit^^ on the anterior

margin. The dactyl us is serrate on its inner margin. Exopods are

present on both first and second gnathopods. The other legs are

beset with spines.

The specimen is a female and has a large marsupium filled with

eggs, extending the length of the first four free segments of the

thorax.

Only one individual was collected by A. E. Yerrill and party, in

Harrington Sound, Bermudas.

Type specimen in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No.

3102.

Apsevides propinquiis Richardson, s}). nov.

Plate XXXVII. Figures 6-9.

Body narrow, elongated, surface smooth.

Head with frontal margin produced in the middle in a long, acute,

deflected process, from base of which on both sides thei*e is an

abrupt lateral expansion, the margin forming an outward curve

which extends to the base of the ocular lobe and then proceeds

straight to the lateral margin of the head. Ocular lobe produced in

an acute process. Eyes large, black, occupying the whole of the

ocular lobe.

First pair of antennae with first joint of peduncle long, and

armed on inner lateral margin with two large spines and one small

one near the base, and on distal end of outer margin with one large

spine. Second joint less than one-third the length of first joint and

unarmed. Third joint one-half as long as second joint. Flagellum

composed of sixteen joints. Secondary appendage composed of

eight joints. Second pair of antenna? with an exopod at base of third

joint of peduncle ; flagellum composed of ten joints. There is a

conspicuous spine on the epistoma.

First two free segments of the thorax about equal in length, the

three following ones longer, increasing in length, the last segment a

little longer than the first two. The antero-lateral margins of all

the segments are acutely produced, those of the fourth and fifth free
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segments have two antero-lateral angulations. There is an anteriorly

directed cnrA^ed spine on the ventral surface of the first free seg-

ment. On the ventral surface of the second segment there is a

straight spine directed posteriorly. The third, fourth, and fifth seg-

ments bear each a ventral curved spine directed anteriorly. The

sixth segment has on the ventral surface a large, stout process.

The lateral margins of all the first five abdominal segments are

drawn out in acute processes.

The terminal segment has two lateral angulations above the

attachment of the uropoda. The posterior margin is triangulate.

The inner branch of the uropoda is ver}- long, equal in length to

half the body, and is composed of thirty-four joints. The outer

branch consists of eleven joints.

The first gnathopods have a tooth on the distal margin of the

propodus near the articulation of the dactylus. There is a con-

spicuous spine on the posterior margin of tlie basis.

The second gnathopods have one spine at the distal end of the

merus on the anterior margin ; one spine at the distal end of the

carpus on the anterior margin and two spines on the posterior mar-

gins of the same joint ; four spines on the posterior margin of the

propodus and two on the anterior margin at the distal extremity
;

the dactylus is serrate along the inner margin. Exopods are present

on both first and second gnathopods. The other legs are beset with

spines.

A few specimens, both males and females, were collected by A.

E. Verrill and party at Bailey Bay and Castle Harbor, Bermudas,

in 1898.

Type specimen from the Bermudas in Peabody Museum, Yale

University. Cat. No. 3194.

This species is very closely related to Apseudes intermedium

Hansen* but differs in the following points.

1.— The first joint of the peduncle of the first pair of antenna? is

armed with three spines on the inner margin, and one spine on the

outer margin at the distal end. In ^-1. intermed'iu.s, this joint is

unarmed.

2.—In the increased number of joints in the flagt-lla of both pairs

of antennre, there being sixteen joints in the flagelliim of the first

pair of antennae, eight in the secondary appendage, and ten in the

flagellum of the second pair of antennae, while in Dr. Hansen's spe-

*Isopoden, Cumaceen, und Stomatopoden der Plankton-Expedition, p. 49-50,

pi. V, fig. 10-lOb, pi. vi, fig. 1, 1895.
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cies tlie flagellnm of the first pair of antennae is composed of seven

joints, the secondary appendage of three joints, and the fiagelhim of

the second pair of antennae of four joints.

3.—In the much greater length of the uropoda, the inner branch

of wliich in A. propinqmts is half the length of the body and com-

posed of thirty-four joints, the outer branch consisting of eleven

joints, while in A. intermedius the outer branch has only four joints,

and the inner branch is only twice the length of the terminal abdo-

minal segment and is composed of only fifteen joints.

Parapseudes goodei Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXVII. Figures 10-14.

Surface of body smooth ; color light yellow.

Head but slightly narrowed anteriorly. Eyes with large, brown
ocelli and placed on ocular processes, articulated to the head.

Frontal margin with a rostrum projecting between the basal joints

of the first pair of antennae. The base of the rostrum is constricted,

the anterior margin broadl}" rounded.

The first pair of antennae have the peduncle short, the first joint

twice as long as the' second, the third half as long as the second, all

three with margins smooth, unarmed, but fringed with long hairs.

The flagellum consists of seven joints ; the secondary appendage of

four joints. The second pair of antennae extend only to the end of

the peduncle of the first pair ; the flagellum contains five joints ; a

scale is articulated to the peduncle.

The first, second and third free thoracic segments are about equal

in length, the following three being longer than the first three, and

sub-equal. The first and second segments have a small epimeral

lobe on the antero-lateral margin. The third segment has a small

lobe about the center of the lateral margin. The lobes of the three

following segments are situated post-laterally.

The abdomen is very short ; all the segments together not equal-

ling in length the last two thoracic segments. The first five seg-

ments have the margins produced at the sides, with deep lateral

incisions between the segments.

The terminal segment is triangulate posteriorly with the apex acute.

The uropoda are quite half the length of the body ; the inner

branch consisting of about twenty-five joints, the outer and smaller

branch consisting of six joints. There are but four pairs of pleo-

poda.
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The first pair of legs of the female are much more slender than

those of the male. In the male there is a deep excavation on the

distal margin of the propodus near the articulation of the dactylus,

while in the female this excavation is comparatively small. In the

male there is a spine within this excavation and one on the dactylus,

both situated at the articulation of the dact^dus and the propodus.

Exopods are present on both pairs of gnathopods. All the other

legs are very spinulose.

A few specimens (types) were collected by A. E. Verrill and party

in 1898, at Castle Harbor, Bermiidas, and one specimen was collected

by G. Brown Goode at the Bermudas in 1876-7.

Type in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No. 3222.

This species has a close resemblance to Parapseudes latifrons

(Grube),* but differs in the following characters: in P. goodei the

first pair of gnathopods ai"e more robust ; the propodus has a deep

excavation near the articulation of the dactylus, within which is a

large spine. There is also a spine on the dactylus.

The rostrum is constricted at the base in P. goodei, while in P.

latifrons the line is unbroken from the apex of the rostrum to the

lateral margin of the head.

The secondary appendage of the flagellum of the first antennae is

composed of four joints in P. goodei Avhile in P. latifrons this

appendage is composed of seven joints. The flagellum of the second

pair of antennae consists of five joints in P. goodei, while in Grube's

species it consists of eight joints.

FLABELI.IFEK-A or CYMOTHOIDEA.

Family Anthuridse.

Paranthura infundibulata Ricliardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXYIII. Figures 15-20.

S . Body narrow, elongate ; color yellow, with markings of black.

Head with antero-lateral angles prominent, between which the

frontal margin is excavate for the reception of the antennae, the mid-

dle being produced in a conspicuous median point. The eyes are

situated in the antero-lateral prolongations.

* Rhoea latifrons Grube, Die Insel Lussin rind ihre Meeresfauna, p. 75, 1864.

Parapseudes latifrons G. 0. Sars, ArcMv for Math, og Naturvidenskab, Vol.

xi, p. 304, pi. viii, 1886.
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The first pair of antenna? have the basal joint long, oblong in

shape, the other two joints of the peduncle being short and about

equal in length ; the flagellum consists of nine joints.

The second pair of antennae have the second joint of the peduncle

very long, slightly exceeding in length the first and second pedun-

cular joints of the first pair of antennje. The second antennae are

geniculate at the articulation of the second and third joints. The

other three joints, following the second, are of nearly equal length.

The flagelhim consists of a single tapering joint, furnished with

hairs.

The first three thoracic segments are about equal in length,

elongate, the first two having their posterior angles rounded. The

fourth, fifth and sixth segments are equal in length, and one-

third shorter than the first three. The seventh segment is about half

as long as the preceding one, and has the posterior angles produced

downwards.

The segments of the abdomen are distinct, and very short, all five

anterior to the terminal segment being no longer than half the length

of the seventh thoracic segment. The terminal segment is long and

narrow, of the same width throughout its length, except at the apex,

where the lateral margins are abruptly drawn out into processes,

which curve upwards, giving a funnel-shaj^ed appearance to the pos-

terior end of the segment, which is very concave. The posterior

margin is truncate and coarsely denticxilate.

The inner branches of the uropoda do not quite reach the extremity

of the terminal abdominal segment. The basal joint is about half

the length of the terminal abdominal segment. The inner branch is

extremely concave, with its entire margin denticulate, its ventral sur-

face having a longitudinal carina. The outer and superior branch is

long and narrow, quadrangular and somewhat narrowed posterioi'ly,

and from the middle slighth' curving upward, coarsely denticulate on

its inner lateral and posterior margin, the teeth being rather M'idely

separated. The branches of the uropoda and the terminal abdominal

segment are fringed with hairs.

The first, second aad third pairs of legs are sub-cheliform. The
second and third pairs have the propodus similar in shape to the first

pair, but more slender and armed on their posterior margin with

seven or eight large conspicuous spines. The other legs are longer

and more slender, and armed with four si)ines on the anterior margin

of both the carpus and the propodus.
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A number of specimens, all males, were collected by George Brown

Goode in 18 7 6-7, at the Bermudas.

Type specimens in Peabody Museum, Yale UniA^ersity. Cat. No.

3207.

Paranthura verrillii Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXVIII. Figures 21-22.

Body narrow, elongate. Color dark brown, with scattered black

dots.

Head with lateral angulations prominent, rounded, between which

the front is excavate on either side of a small median point. Eyes

large, situated in the lateral angulations.

First pair of antennae have the first joint of the peduncle oblong,

the other two shorter and about equal in length, flagellum six to

seven jointed. The second pair of antennae have a five-jointed

peduncle, (the first joint being short and indistinct,) of which the

second and fifth joints are longest, the flagellum being consolidated

into a single, flattened, tapering joint, furnished with hairs.

The first five thoracic segments are of equal length. The sixth is

somewhat shorter than any of the others, and the seventh is half as

long as the sixth.

The abdominal segments are distinct, the first five taken together

being no longer than the seventh thoracic segment. The terminal

abdominal segment is long and narrow, rectangular in shape, with

margins entire. The basal joint of the ui'opoda is half as long as

the terminal segment of the abdomen ; the inner branch is rectangu-

lar, coarsely denticulate, and reaches the apex of the telson. The

outer superior branch is narrow, elongate, rectangular, with mar-

gins coarsely denticulate, the teeth being close together.

The branches of the uropoda and the terminal abdominal segment

are fringed with long hairs.

The first three pairs of legs are sub-chelate. The second and third

pairs have the posterior margin of the propodus armed with spines,

as in the preceding species. In the following four pairs of legs the

anterior margin of the propodus is armed with four spines.

A single female was collected by A. E. Verrill and party in 1898,

at the Bermudas. Depth, 1-2 feet.

Type specimen in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No.

3186.
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Colanthura Richardson, gen nov.

Body narrow, elongate. First pair of antennae composed of four

joints, the last joint being the flagellar joint. Second pair of antennae

composed of five joints, the terminal joint fringed with hairs.

The first six segments of the thorax large, the seventh very short,

abruptly narrower than the sixth, not as wide as the abdominal

segments and devoid of legs.

The first three pairs of legs are sub-chelate, the three following

pairs ambulatory.

The abdominal segments are well defined and distinct from one

another. The terminal abdominal segment is rounded, entire. The
inner branch of the uropoda is likewise rounded; the outer and

superior branch arches over the telson.

This genus agrees with both Hyssura Norman and Stebbing and

Cruregans Chilton in the absence of the seventh pair of legs, but

diifers from the first named in the structure of the antennae, both

pairs of antennae in ITyssura having multi-articulate flagella; in the

striicture of the outer branch of the uropoda, Avhich in Hyssura does

not arch over the telson; and in the structure of the mouth parts.

Colanthura differs from Cruregans in the presence of eyes, which

are wanting in Cruregans, and in the structure of the outer branch

of the uropoda, the outer bi'auch in Cruregans being very narrow

and not arching over the squamiform telson, while in Colanthura

the outer branch is broad and arches over the rounded terminal seg-

ment. The structure of the mouth parts is the same as found in the

genera Paranthura, Calathura and Cruregans.

Colanthura tenuis Richardson, sp. uov.

Plate XXXVIII. Figures 23-28.

Bod}' narrow, elongate; surface smooth; color light yellow. Head
with a prominent median process extending between the first pair of

antennae. Antero-lateral angles prominent, produced, reaching the

distal end of the first joint of the peduncle of the first pair of antennae.

Ej^es large, conspicuoixs.

First pair of antennae consist of four joints, the terminal or flagellar

joint being fringed with long hairs. The second pair of antennae

are composed of five joints, the terminal joint being fringed with

hai^s.

The first three thoracic segments are about equal in length. The
fourth and fifth segments are each much longer than any of the
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three preceding segments, and are about alike in size. The sixth

segment is short, not quite as long as any one of the first three seg-

ments. The seventh is very short, being one-third the length of the

sixth segment, and in both specimens examined is devoid of legs.

The segments of the abdomen are distinct, the first five together

not being as long as the sixth thoracic segment. The last thoracic

segment is abruptly narrower than the sixth, and is likewise some-

what narrower than the abdominal segments.

The terminal segment of the body is linguiform, the posterior

margin evenly rounded and smooth. The inner branch of the

uropoda is likewise rounded posteriorly with a smooth margin. The

outer and suj^erior branch arches over the telson. Both branches,

as well as the terminal abdominal segment, are fringed with hairs.

The first pair of legs are cheliform, the propodus unarmed. The

second and third pairs are also cheliform, but smaller, with the pro-

podus armed on the posterior margin with five spines. The three

following pairs of legs are ambulatory in character. The seventh

pair are wanting.

Two specimens were collected by A. E. Verrill and party at the

Bermudas in 1898. Both specimens are adult females, the marsupium

in one being very large and extending the entire length of the thorax,

from the second segment.

Type specimen in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No.

3252.

Anthelura aflBnis Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXVIII. Figures 29-33.

Body nari'ow, elongate. Head with small median point. Eyes

distinct, situated in antero-lateral angulations.

Antennfe of both pairs with flagella consisting of severU joints,

and fringed with long hairs at the tip. Maxillipeds consist of five

joints.

First three thoracic segments about equal in length. Three fol-

lowing segments somewhat longer, and sub-equal. Seventh segment

fully half the length of preceding segment.

All the segments of the abdomen distinctly defined. Terminal

segment narrowly linguiform, roundly triangulate at the apex and

with smooth margins.

Outer superior branch of uropoda long, oval, reaching quite to the

exti'emit}^ of the terminal abdominal segment, and arching over the

telson. Inner branch with posterior margin widely rounded and
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extending beyond telson. Both branches have the margins smooth,

entire.

First gnathopods with small hand. Dactylus short. Free inner

margin of propodus furnished with hairs. Second gnathopods and

first periopods similar in shape to, but smaller in size than, first pair

of gnathopods. The free inner margin of the propodus is beset with

two spines, the carpus with one spine. The remaining periopods

have a single spine at the distal margin of the propodus and two

spines on the carpus.

One specimen, a female, was collected by A. E. Yerrill at the Ber-

mudas in 1901.

Type in Peabody Museum of Yale University. Cat. No. 3349.

This species differs from A. elongata Norman, in the shape of the

outer branch of the uropoda, in the length of both branches, as com-

pared with the terminal abdominal segment, and in the fact that the

margins of the outer branch in our species are smooth and not cren-

ulate, as in A. elongata.

Family Cirolanidse.

Colopisthus Eicliardson, gen. nov.

Head transversely elongated. Eyes situated in the middle of the

lateral margins at the extreme edge and elevated knob-like above the

surface.

Both pairs of antennae short; second pair reach the posterior mar-

gin of the first thoracic segment.

First five abdominal segments consolidated into one short segment.

Terminal segment strongly keeled in the median longitudinal line.

Colopisthus parvxis, Eicliardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXVIII. Figures 33-36.

Head transversely elliptical, the antei'ior and posterior margins

rounded. The eyes are situated in the middle of the lateral margins

at the extreme edge, and are elevated above the surface of the head

like knobs. The head is concave between the eyes.

The first pair of antennte are short, not much longer than the

width of the head, and reach the end of the last peduncular joint of

the second pair of antennae; the flagellum contains three joints.

The second pair of antennte are also short, extending to the pos-

terior margin of the first thoracic segment; fiagellum consists of

seven joints.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 19 January, 1903.
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The first thoracic segment is longest. The others are sub-equal

with well defined epimera.

The first five abdominal segments are all coalesced into one seg-

ment. The terminal segment is triangular and strongly keeled along

the median longitudinal line.

The inner branches of the urojjoda extend beyond the tip of the

terminal segment, are broadly oval and fringed with hairs. The
outer branches are narrowly oval, about half as wide as the inner

branches, and shorter.

Color light yellow, with numerous black dots.

About seven specimens Avere collected by A. E. Verrill and party

at Bailey Bay, Bermudas, in 1898. Found at low water in corallines.

Others werS" collected in 1901 at Waterloo, on Castle Harbor, Ber-

mudas.

Type specimen from the Bermudas in Peabody Museum, Yale

University. Cat. No. 3179.

Family Corallanidse.

Corallana quadricornis Hansen.

Corallana quadricornis Hansen, Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. (6), natnr. og math.

Afd., V, p. 382, pi. vii, fig. 2, 1890.

Hab. Bermudas, at the Flatts; at Long Bird Island in the cavities

of a massive, black keraotse sponge, living on the grassy sand-flats at

low tide; Castle Harbor, in the same sponge. Also St. Thomas,

West Indies.

Family Alcironidae.

Aleirona krebsii Hansen.

Alcirona krebsii Hansen, Vidensk. Selsk. Skr. (6), natur. og math. Afd., v,

pp. 391-393, pi. viii, figs. 1-19, 1890.

Plate XXXVIII. Figures 38a, 386.

Hab. Castle Harbor, Bermudas, in the cavities of living bathing

sponges and in dead coral. Two specimens (No. 33, 34) were

taken from the fins of a Hamlet Grouper, in May;* St. Thomas,

West Indies.

* The colors of these, in life, were as follows : Ground color, pale flesh-color
;

head and tail, yellowish brown ; seven transverse, irregular bands of yellowish

brown, those of the middle of the body with two points projecting forward, so

as to show a tendency to form two dorsal lines of brown. A. E. V.
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Family CymothoidEe.

Nerocila acuminata Schioedte and Meinert.

Neroeila acuminata Schicsdte and Meinert. Xatnrhist. Tidsskr. , xjii, pp. 48-

50, pi. iii, figs. 5-6, 1881-83.

Hab. Bermudas, collected by George Brown Goode in 1876-7.

Also recorded fi-om Beloxi, Miss,; St. Anna, Mexico ; Fort Macon,

North Carolina.

Family Sphseromidae.

Cilicaea caudata (Say).

Nesea caudata Say, Jonr. Phil. Acad., i. p. 482, 1818. Milne-Edwards, Hist.

Nat. des Crastaces, iii, p. 219, 1840.

C'ymodocea caudata Ives, Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci., p. 188, pi. vi, figs. 11-14,

1891.

Ciliccea caudata Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, xxiii, p. 536, 1901.

Hab. Bermudas, at Harrington Sound, Castle Harbor, and the

Flatts. Also Egg Harbor, N. J. ; Beaufort, X. C. ; No Name Key,

Fla.'; between Salt Pond Key and Stock Island ; Key West, Fla.

;

Sugarloaf Key, Fla. ; N. W. end St. Martin's Reef, Fla,; Sarasota

Bay, Fla.; off Progreso, Yucatan.

Found on the surface; also at the depth of 1 to 12 feet.

Djmamene bermudensis (Ives).

Cymodocea bermudensis Ives, Proc. Phil. Acad. Nat. Sci.. p. 194. pi. vi. figs.

15, 16, 1891.

Hab. Bermudas. Also Punta Rassa, Fla. ; Cedar Keys, Fla. ; Key
West, Fla ; No Name Key, Fla. ; Sarasota Bay, Fla, ; Beaufort, N. C.

Dynamene perforata Moore.

Dynamene j)^>'forata Moore, Report U. S. Fish Com., ii, pp. 173-174, pi. x,

figs. 9-19, 1901.

Plate XXXIX. Figure 89.

Head broader than long ; eyes situated post-laterally. First pair

of antennae with the first two peduncular joints large, the second

half as long as the first ; the third joint long and slender, twice as

long as second joint ; tlagellum consists of seven joints. The first

two peduncular joints of the second pair of antenna? are of equal

length ; the following three of equal length and longer than the first

two ; the flagellura consists of about seven joints, and extends to the

posterior margin of the third thoracic segment.

The thoracic segments are of equal length, with the exception of

the first, which is slightly longer. The seventh segment is produced
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backwards in two rounded lobes, one on either side of the median

line, and close together.

The first abdominal segment has two suture lines at either side,

indicative of coalesced segments. The terminal segment is very con-

vex at the base, and has four small tubercles, forming a square on

the convexity. Its apex has a heart-shaped opening, formed by the

prolongation of the lateral margins, which prolongations meet an-

teriorly, and are divergent posteriorly, so that a triangular excava-

tion is formed on the posterior end of the segment immediately

below the heart-shaped opening.

The two branches of the uropoda are similar in shape and size.

They are large, very much expanded, rounded posteriorly, with mar-

gins distinctly crenulate or denticulate, and extend some distance

beyond the tip of the terminal abdominal segment.

The color is brown, with markings of black. Surface smooth,

with the exception of the abdomen, which is very granular.

A number of specimens (13) were collected by George Brown
Goode in ISVe-Y, at the Bermudas.

Several specimens differ from the specimen described in not having

the 7th thoracic segment pi'oduced in lobes, and are without the four

small tubercles at base of terminal segment. Several differ in hav-

ing the uropoda not longer than the terminal segment.

The females do not have the heart-shaped opening in the terminal

segment.

Specimens described are in Peabody Museum, Yale University.

Cat. No. 3204.

The above species was described and figured as new, but the

manuscript had not been sent to print when Mr. Moore's Report on

the Porto Rican Isopoda was published, in which he described

Dynamene perforata.

It was thought best to publish the author's description and figures,

for although in the text Mr, Moore mentions the fact that the

uropoda are serrate or crenulate, he does not show this in his draw-

ings. The figures published here bring out this point.

Sphaeroma crenulatum Eichardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXIX. Figure 40.

Surface of body smooth. Color, light brown, with markings of

black.

Head rounded in front with small median point, on either side of

which is small excavation. Eyes situated post-laterally.
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First pair of autenna3 with the first joint of the peduucle long
;

second joint half as long as first ; third joint equal in length to first
;

flagellum of five joints reaches the ])ost-]ateral margin of the head.

Second pair of antennse extend to the middle of the first thoracic

segment.

Thoracic segments subequal. Lateral margins straight. Epimera

distinctly separated from segments.

First abdominal segment long, a little longer than any of the

thoracic segments, with two suture lines. Terminal segment ver}'

convex, surface smooth, jaosterior margin widely rounded. Uropoda

not extending beyond tip of terminal segment. Inner branch some-

what pointed at its extremity, margin smooth. Outer branch widely

rounded and crenulate on the posterior edge.

Legs similar, all ambulatory, with small curved dactyli.

A number of specimens were collected at the Bermudas in 1876-7,

by George Bi-own Goode.

Type in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No. 8250.

VALVIFERA.

Family Idoteidse.

Idotea marina (Linuseus).

Oniscus mannus Linnaeus, Fauna Siiecica, p. 500, 1761 ; Syst. Nat. (eel. xii),

p. 1060, 1766.

Oniscus tridens Scopoli, Entom. Camiolica, p. 41.j, 1763.

Oniscus balticus Pallas, Spic. Zool. (9), p. 67, pi. iv, fig. 6, 1772.

Stenosoma irvorata Say, Joiirn. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad., i, p. 423, 1818.

Idotea tricuspidata Desmarest, Diet, des Sci. Nat., xxviii, p. 373, pi. xlvi, fig.

11, 1823.

Idotea irrorata Milne-Edwards, Hist. Nat Cr., iii, p. 132, 1840. Verrill and

Smith, Invert. Vineyard Sd., pp. 32, 275, pi. v, fig. 23, from Report U. S.

Comra. Fish and Fisheries, i, pp. 316, 569, 1873. Harger, Rep. U. S. Fish

Comm., pt. 6, p. 343, pi. v, fig. 24-26, 1880.

Idotea marina Miers, Joiirn. Linn. 6oc. Lond., xvi, p. 25-31, 1883. (See

Miers for synonymy.

)

Hab. Bermudas, at the Flatts Inlet, collected by A. E. Verrill and

party. Also British Isles ; Kattegat ; Baltic ; Dutch coast ; coast

of France; Meditei'ranean; Black and Caspian Seas; Atlantic coast

of North America, from Nova Scotia and the Gnlf of St. Lawrence

to North Carolina. South America at Desterro and Rio Janeiro,

Brazil ; New Zealand ; Bed Sea ; Java.
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ASELLOTA or ASELLOIDEA.

Family Jauiridse.

Carpias Richardson, gen. nov.

Head without rostrum ; frontal margin straight. Both pairs of

antennae multi-articulate ; the second pair much longer than the

body, and with a scale-like appendage articulated to the peduncle.

Uropoda long, much longer than abdomen.

The first pair of legs in the male are prehensile and remarkably

long, being one and two-thirds times the length of the body ; are

greatly enlarged distally, forming a broad club-like hand armed with

triangular processes, to which is articulated a moveable finger, the

propodus, likewise armed with triangular processes.

The ambulatory legs are simple, biunguiculate, and are of normal

structure.

Carpias bermudensis Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXIX. Figures 42-45. Plate XL. Figure 41.

Surface of body smooth. Color j'ellow, with odd shaped markings

of black.

Head narrower than first thoracic segment, with lateral margins

rounded, entire. Frontal margin straight, antero-lateral angles not

produced, rounded. Eyes large, with many ocelli, and situated on

the lateral margins of the head.

The first pair of antenuje have the basal segment of the peduncle

enlarged, the next two segments successively narrower, all about

equal in length ; the flagellum is multi-articulate, composed of about

fourteen joints. The second pair of antenna? have a scale-like

appendage outside of the third joint ; the fourth and fifth joints are

long, the fifth a little longer than the fourth ; the flagellum is much

longer than the bod}^, and is composed of about one hundred joints.

The first thoracic segment is wider than the head ; the lateral

mai'gins are straight, entire. The second and third segments have

the lateral margins excavate, the anterior and posterior angles pro-

duced, with the epimeron situated in the excavation. The fourth

segment has the anterior angle produced, the epimeron being situ-

ated in the excavation of the entire posterior part of the segment.

The fifth, sixth and seventh segments have the lateral margins entire,

the epimeron showing at the posterior part of the segment.
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The terminal segment of the body is about as broad as long, the

entire margin smooth, with a small rounded lobe between the basal

joints of the uropoda.

The uropoda are very long, much longer than the abdominal

segment. The basal joint is about two-thirds the length of the

abdominal segment, and is narrower at the base than at the apex.

The two branches are of nearly equal length, the outer one being

slightly shorter, and are longer than the basal joint.

The first pair of legs in the male are remarkably long, being one

-and two-thirds times the length of the body, and are prehensile.

The basis is as long as the width of the first thoracic segment, and

has the distal end ver^^ much enlarged and inflated. The ischiiim is

not more than half the length of the basis. The merus is a little

longer than the basis, and is enlarged at its distal end. The carpus

is very much elongated, is longer than the ischium, is greatly

enlarged distally, and has its upper distal margin armed with three

large triangularly-shaped processes. The propodus has the inner sur-

face armed with two long, sharp triangular processes, its distal end

being widely expanded and rounded on the inner surface. The

dactylus is biunguiculate.

The other legs are of normal structure, ambulatory in character,

and biunguiculate. In the female the first pair of legs are similar

in structure and size to the other legs.

A number of individuals were collected by George Brown Goode

at the Bermudas.

Type specimens in Peabod}^ Museum, Yale University. Cat. Xo.

3203.

Stenetrium stebbingi Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXIX. Figures 46-49.

Body long, narrow, depressed. Color light yellow, with markings

of black.

Head narrowed posteriori}^, widening anteriorly ; the antero-lateral

angles produced into narrow acute processes, curving slightly inward;

the anterior margin is produced in a rostrum, which is truncated, on

either side of which is a triangular process. Eyes obliquely situated

on the anterior portion of the head.

First pair of antennse are placed between the two triangular pro-

cesses and the rostrum ; the first peduncular joint is large, broad,

the two following joints narrow ; the flagellum is composed of nine
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joints and reachs a little beyond the middle of the fourth peduncular

joint of the second pair of antennae.

The second pair of antennae have the first three joints short, the

third joint being provided with an exopod, the fourth and fifth joints

long and of equal length ; the flagellum is multi-articulate.

The first thoracic segment has the lateral margins straight, the

anterior angles acutely produced forwards. The lateral margins of

the second, third and fourth segment are also straight, with the

epimera evident about the middle.

The fifth and sixth segments have the posterior half of the lateral

margin rounded, the epimera evident below. The seventh segment

has the lateral margin acutely produced ^posteriorly, the epimera

evident on the posterior margin of the segment within the processes.

The thoracic segments are all widely separated from each other by

deep lateral incisions.

The terminal segment of the body has the lateral margin produced

backwards in two small spines, between which the posterior margin

is widely rounded. The uropoda are double branched, the branches

being nearly equal in length and about as long as the basal joint.

The first pair of legs are subchelate. In the male the carpus is

postero-distally produced in a markedly long process, Avhich extends

half the length of the propodus, its entire margin being fringed with

long hairs. The propodus is elongate, its lower two-thirds being

fringed with long hairs on the posterior margin, the upper third or

distal margin being provided with three large spines, the inner one

being bifurcate ; the dactylus is long and also fringed with hairs

upon its inner margin, and extends half its length beyond the last

digital spine, almost touching the carpal process. The ischium is

antero-distally produced in a short process.

The other legs are simple, biunguiculate.

In the female the carpus of the first pair of legs is not produced in ,

as long a process as in the male. The propodus is shorter than in

the male, more triangular in shape, denticulate on its distal margin,

with a long, acute, digital spine. The dactylus does not extend be-

yond the digital spine. The ischium is antero-distally produced in a

process fringed with hairs.

A number of individuals were taken by A. E. Verrill and party at

Bailey Bay, Bermudas, in corallines, at low water, and at Harring-

ton Sound, in 1898. Other specimens were collected at the Bermu-

das in 1876-7 by G. B. Goode.

Type specimens from Harrington Sound in Peabody Museum, Yale

University. Cat. No. 3209.
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Janira minuta Richardson, sp. nov.

Plate XXXIX. Figures 50-53.

Surface of body smootli. Color light j^ellow, almost white, spotted

with black.

Head with frontal margin straight ; eyes large, conspicuous, oblong,

and situated at the latei'al margin. First pair of antennje with the

three peduncular joints equal in length, the first one, however, being

very much the broadest, the second a little stouter than the third
;

liagellum multi-articulate, composed of about ten or eleven joints.

The second pair of antenna? have a scale outside the thii'd joint of

the peduncle ; flagellum multi-articulate, much longer than the body.

Thoracic segments subequal in length. First segment with the

lateral margin entire, epimeron not evident from a dorsal view.

Second and third segments with margins entire, straight, epimera

evident about the middle of the segments. Fourth segment with the

posterior half of the lateral margin slightly excavate, the ej^imeron

evident in the excavation. The last three segments with the lateral

margins entire, the epimera evident as small lobes at the post-lateral

angles.

The terminal segment is about as broad as long, rounded posteriorly

with a median lobe between the peduncular joints of the uropoda.

The uropoda extend much beyond the terminal segment, being

longer than that segment. The outer branch is somewhat shorter

than the inner branch ; both branches are longer than the peduncle,

and are fringed with long hairs.

In the female the first j^air of legs are prehensile ; the others

are simple walking legs, with biunguiculate dactyli. In the male,

however, the first ])air of legs are modified, though prehensile. The

carpal joint is very much enlarged and is produced on the inside, at

its outer distal end, in a long, acute process, between which and the

ai'ticulation of the propodus are two long acute processes about half

as long as the outer process. The propodus is similar to that of the

female ; the dactylus is biunguiculate.

A number of specimens, both males and females, were collected by

A. E. Verrill and party in 1898, at Castle Harbor, Bermudas.

Type specimens in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. Nos.

3194 and 3261.
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Jseropsis rathbunae Eichardson, sp. nov.

Plate XL. Figures 53, 54, 55a, 556, 55c.

Body elongate, depressed, segments loosely articulated ; surface

smooth ; color uniformly light, almost white.

Head with a median excavation, on either side of which the fron-

tal margin is produced into angulations. On either side of these

angulations is another excavation, on the outside of which are lateral

angulations. A rounded lobe is placed in the median excavation.

The eyes are small and are situated near the lateral margins about

half way between the anterior and posterior margins. The first pair

of antennae consist of five joints, the two first joints being large, the

three following ones small, the last fringed with hairs. The second

pair of antennae have a rudimentary flagellum, consisting of five or

six joints ; the peduncle has the third and fifth joints long and oval

in shape, the fourth joint somewhat triangular.

The thoracic segments are loosely articulated. The lateral mar-

gins are straight, with no indication of epimera.

The terminal segment of the body is rounded in outline, the pos-

terior margin excavated at the insertion of the uropoda, which do

not extend bej'ond the edge of the segment, thus preserving the oval

outline. Between the uropoda there is an acute median projection.

The legs are all simple, with biunguiculate dactyli.

One specimen was collected by A. E. Verrill and party at the

Bermudas, and another by G. B. Goode; from the same locality.

Type specimens in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No.

3251.

Six species of this genus have been heretofore described : Ja&rop-

sis lohata Kcshler, Jmropsis mariojiis Beddard, Jceropsls neo-zealan-

dica Chilton, Joivopsis lohata Richardson, Jmropsis Dollfusi Nor-

man, and Jmropsis curuicor/tis (Nicolet).* The present species adds

another to the above list. It is named in honor of Miss Mary J.

Rathbun.

* Jcera curvicomis Nicolet, in Gay's Hist, de Chile, iii, p. 263, Zool. Atlas,

Crust., No. 8, fig. 10, 1849. This species shovild be referred to the genus

Jceropsis.
,
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EPICARIDEA or BOPYROIDEA.

Family Bopyridae.

Bopyroides latreuticola (xissler.

Bopyroides latreuticola Gissler, Am. Nat., xvi, pp. 591-594, 1883.

Bopyrns, sp. ?, Spence Bate, Eeport of the Scientific Results of the Exploring

Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger, xxiv, p. 582, 1888.

Bopyroidea latreuticola Richardson, Proc. U. S. Nat. Museum, 1901, p. 579.

Hab. Bermudas, parasitic on Latretites eusiferus (Milne-Edwards),

(Spence Bate) ; Beaufort, North Carolina, parasitic on Latreutes

enslferiis (Milne-Edwards).

A Bopyrid parasitic on Clibanarius tricolor was collected by
G. Brown Goode at the Bermudas in 18/6-7.

2.— llie Terrestrial Isopoda of the Bermudas, toith a Description of
a Neio Genus of Armndillididfe.

Dollfus, in his report on the terrestrial isopoda of the Challenger

Expedition,* recorded from the Bermudas a number of well-known

forms common to other localities. In his list were included Tylos

niveiis Budde-Lund, Porcellio Icevis Latreille, Metoponorthus sexfas-

ciatus Budde-Lund, Armadillidium vidgare (Latreille), and Ligia

exotica Roux.

In addition to these forms, the collection made by Prof. A. E.

Yerrill and parties at the Bermudas, in 1898 and 1901, also contains

the following described forms common to other localities : Tylos

Latreilli Audouin and Savigny, Metoponorthus pruinosus (Brandt),

and Actoniscus elUpticus Harger.

Only three new species, one of which is also the type of a new

genus, are described herein.

*Bull. Soc.' d'Etudes Scientifiques de Paris, xii, p. 1-8, 1890.
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ONISCOIDEA.

Family Tylides.

Tylos Latreilli Aiidouin and Savigny.

Plate XL. Figure 56.

Tylos armadillo Latreille, Cuvier Eegne animal, ed. 2, iv, p. 142, 1829. Guerin,

Iconogr. Crust.
, p. 35, pi. xxxvi, fig. 4.

Tylos Latreilli Audouin and Savigny, Descript. de I'Egypte, p. 285-87, pi.

xiii, fig. 1, 1827. Milne-Edwards, Hist. Crust., iii, p. 188, 1840; Eegue
anim. Crust., pi. Ixx, bis., f. 2. Lucas, Expl. d'Alg., i, p. 73, 1849.

Heller, Verb, zool.-bot. Ver., Wien, xvi, p. 732, 1866. Miers, Proc. Zool.

Soc. Lond., p. 674, 1877. Budde-Lund, Crust. Isop. Terrestria, p. 273, 274,

1885. (See Budde-Lund for synonymy.)

Tylos armadillo Dollfus,* Mem. Soc. Zool. de France, p. 550, 1896.

Body elliptical in outline, very convex, and able to be contracted

into a ball. Surface smooth or minutely granular and setigerous.

Color yellow or light brown, marked with black spots.

Head with front not marginate ; lateral angulations produced into

lobes, which are truncate. Epistome forming a triangular shield,

advancing some distance beyond the surface of the head. E^^es situ-

ated post-laterall3^ External antennae, with a five-jointed peduncle

and a flagellum consisting of four joints, extends to the posterior

margin of the second thoracic segment.

The seven thoracic segments are subequal. The epimera of the

first segment are represented by a thickening of the lateral edge,

which is incised or cleft posteriorly. The epimera of all the other

segments are dorsally separated by distinct suture lines.

The first two abdominal segments have their lateral margins cov-

ered by the seventh thoracic segment. The three following seg-

ments complete the elliptical outline of the body, their lateral margins

forming a line curving inwards towards the terminal segment. The
last abdominal segment is quadrangular in outline, its post-lateral

angles rounded, and extends a little distance be^'ond the epimera of

the preceding segment. The uropoda are transformed into opercular

valves. At the ])osterior end of each large lamellar valve is a small

setose joint. The third, fourth and fifth abdominal segments have

* In tbe Bull. Soc. d'Etudes Scientifiques de Paris, xiitb year, pi. i, fig. 4,

1890. Dollfus gives figures of Tylos nivcus Budde-Lund and Tylos Latreilli

Audouin and Savigny.
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plates on the ventral side extending from the margin inwards in the

form of lamelloe, those of the fifth segment being longest and largest,

bnt not meeting in the median line, being a little distance apart.

The legs are simple, ambulatory.

Three specimens were collected by Mr. J. M. Jones at the Ber-

mudas, and about twenty more by Prof. A. E. Verrill and party at

the same locality in 1898. Others were collected in 1901 at Long
Bird Is., Bermudas.

Tylos niveus Budde-Liincl.

TiiJos nh-eus Budcle-Lund, Crust Isop. Terr., p. 278, 1885. Dollfus, Bull. Soc.

d'Etudes Scientifiques de Paris, xiith year, p. 8, pi. i, fig. 4a, 1890.

Hab. Bermudas (Dollfus). Also Key West (Budde-Lund).

Family Oniscidae.

Porcellio laevis Latr.

Porcellio Icevis Latreille, Hist. Nat. des Crust, and Insectes, vii, p. 46, 1804,

Porcellio degeerii Audouin and Savigny, Descript. de I'Egypte, p. 389, pi.

xiii, fig. 5.

Porcellio eucercus Brandt, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, vi, p. 177, 1833.

Porcellio syriacus Brandt, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, vi, p. 178, 1833.

Porcellio musculus Brandt, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, vi, 1833.

Porcellio cinerascens Brandt, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, vi, p. 178, 1833.

Porcellio dtibius Brandt, Bull. Soc. Imp. d. Moscou, vi, p. 178, 1833.

Porcellio poeyi Guerin, Comptes Eendus, p. 132, 1837.

Porcellio urhicus Koch, Deutsch. Crust., p. 36.

Porcellio flavipes Koch, Berichtig, etc., p. 206, pi. 8, fig. 97.

Porcellio cubensis Saussure, Mem. Soc. phys. , Geneve, xiv, p. 477, pi. v, fig. 35,

1858.

Porcellio sumichrcisti Saussiire, Mem, Soc. phys., Geneve, xiv, p. 478, pi. v,

fig. 36, 1858.

Porcellio cotilke Saussure, Mem. Soc. phys., Geneve, xiv, p. 478, pi. v, fig. 37,

1858.

Porcellio azfecus Saussure, Mem. Soc. phys., Geneve, xiv, p. 479, pi. v, fig. 38,

1858.

Porcellio mexicmms Saussure, Mem. Soc. phys., Geneve, xiv, p. 479, pi. v, fig.

39, 40, 1858.

Porcellio hevis Budde-Lund, Crust. Isop. Terrestria, p. 138-141, 1883. (See

Budde-Lund for synonymy and full reference.)

Porcellio Icevin Dollfus, Bull Soc. d'Etudes Scient. de Paris, xiith year, p. 4,

1890.

Habitat, Bermudas, collected by George Brown Goode. Ber-

mudas (Dollfus). Distribution world-wide.
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Porcellio parvicornis Eichardson, sp. nov.

Plate XL. Figure 57.

Body ovate, surface marked with minute granulations. Color

vellow, with markings of light brown.

Head with median lobe small, widely rounded. Lateral lobes

small, rounded. Eyes distinct, and situated on lateral lobes of head.

Exterior antennte short, about one-third the length of the body :

flagellum two-jointed, first joint very much shorter than second

joint, about one third shorter.

Thoracic segments subequal, with the exception of the first, which

is a little longer than any of the others.

First two abdominal segments with lateral parts hidden by the

preceding thoracic segment. Three following segments with lateral

parts expanded, the margins continuing the oval outlines of the body.

Terminal segment triangular, with sides somewhat incurved and

rounded at the apex. Basal joint of uropoda reaching a little

more than half the length of the last abdominal segment. Inner

branch extends a short distance beyond the terminal segment of the

body; outer branch extends but very little beyond inner branch.

One specimen Avas collected by A. E. Verrill at the Bermudas in

1901.

Type specimen in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No.

3353.

Metoponorthus sexfasciatus Budde-Lmid.

Metoponorthus sexfasciatus Budde-Lnnd, Crust. Isop. Terreslria, pp. 167-168,

1885. Dollfus, Bull. Soc. d'Etndes Scientifiques de Paris, xiith year, p. 4.

1890.

Hab. Bermudas (Dollfus). Also Mediterranean and Canaries,

Madeira, Azores, Spain, France, Algeria.

Metoponorthus pruinosus (Brandt).

Porcellio pruinosus Brandt, Consp. Monogr. Crust. Isop. terrestr.,p. 19, fig. 21.

1833.

Porcellio macidicornis Koch, Deutschlands Crustaeeen, p. 34, 1840. Stiixberg,

Ofversigt af Vetensk. Akad. Forhandl., No. 2, p. 55, 1875.

Metoponorthus pruinosus Budde-Ltind, Crust. Isop. Terrestria, pp. 169, 170,

1885. Sars, Crust of Norway, ii, pts. ix-x, p. 184, pi. Ixxx, fig. 2, pts. xi.

xii, p. 185, 1898. (See Budde-Lund for synonymy and full reference.)

Habitat, Bei*raudas at Harrington Sound, collected by Prof. Ran-

kin, of Princeton ; and at Walsingham, Castle Island, and Tucker's
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Island Cave, collected by A. E. Verrill, lijoi. Also Europe, North
America, South America, North Africa, Sumatra, Madagascar.

Leptotrichus granulatus Eichardsoii, sp. nov.

Plate XL. Figure 58.

Body roughly and minutely granulated. Color light reddish or

yellowish brown, with markings of dark brown in patches on each

segment, forming four longitudinal rows, the two median rows not

extending anteriorly beyond the third segment of the thorax in one

specimen, and in the other being almost obsolete.

The head is produced in front in a prominent rounded median lobe,

and at the sides in large rounded lateral lobes. The eyes are small,

but distinct, and are placed at the base of the lateral lobes. The ex-

ternal antennoe are very short, not reaching the anterior angle of the

first thoracic segment. The fourth joint of the peduncle is not

longer than the third ; the flagellum is composed of two joints, the

first of which is about half the length of the second.

The thoracic segments are subequal in length, the lateral parts

broadly expanded.

The first two abdominal segments have the lateral parts undevel-

oped. The third, fourth and fifth segments are broadlj^ expanded

laterally, the outer margins foi'ming a continuous and unbroken line

with the margins of the thoracic segments. The terminal segment

of the abdomen extends but a distance of half its length beyond the

epimera of the preceding segment ; its surface is smooth. The basal

joint of the uropoda attains half the length of the terminal segment.

The inner branch reaches the apex of tlie last segment. The outer

branch extends half its length beyond this.

Two specimens were collected by A. E. Verrill and party at the

Bermudas in 1898. They were found in dead coral at Castle Harbor.

Type in Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No, 3333.

This species cannot be identified with any of the described species

of the genus: L. pcmzerii (Audouin and Savigny), L. tauricus Budde-

Lund, L. squamatiis Budde-Lund, and L* lentus (Budde-Lund),

although it seems more closely related to the last named than to any

of the former.

* See DoUfiis, Mem. Soc. Zool. de France, pp. 542-543, 1896.
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Family Armadillididae,

Armadillidium vulgare (Latreille).

Armadillo vulgaris Latreille, Hist. Crust., vii, p. 48, 1804; Gen. Crust., i, p.

71, 1806. Leach, Edinb. Encycl., vii, p. 406. Lamarck, Hist. Nat. an. s.

vert., V, p. 152, 1818.

Armadillo pilularis Say, Crust. United States, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci., Pliilad.,

p. 432, 1818.

Armadillidium vulgare Budde-Lund, Crust. Isopoda Terrestria, pp. 66-68, 1885.

Dollfus, Bull. Soc. d'Etudes Scient. de Paris, xiith year, p. 4, 1890. Sars,

Crust, of Norway, ii, pts. ix-x, pi. 80, pts. xi-xii, p. 189-190, 1898.

Hab. Bermudas, collected by G, B. Goode in 1876-Y; and hy A. E.

Verrill, in 1901, at Tucker's Island ; Bermudas (Dollfus). Common
in all parts of Europe and neighboring regions of Asia and Africa;

North America.

Uropodias Eichardson, gen. nov.

Head with the front produced in a prominent rounded lobe. Eyes

small, obscure. External antennae, with a flagellum of two joints,

the second joint the smaller of the two.

First six thoracic segments with the lateral parts lamellarly ex-

panded. Seventh segment as long as the six preceding segments,

but with the lateral parts undeveloped, and not wider than the first

two abdominal segments, which ' likewise have the lateral j^arts or

epimeral plates undeveloped. Abdomen not narrower than thorax,

the lateral parts of the third, fourth and fifth segments being ex-

panded and continuing the regular outline of the body. The abdom-

inal segments equal in length and half as long as the thoracic

segments. Terminal segment quadrangular in shape, the posterior

margin produced in a median rounded lobe. The outer branch of

the uropoda is large, broad, flattened, with rounded margins ; the

inner branch is smaller and narrower, and rounded posteriorly.

There are onl}^ six pairs of legs, the appendages of the last thoracic

segment being wanting.

Uropodias bermudensis Eichardson, sp. nov.

Plate XL. Figures 59, 60.

Body very convex, able to be contracted into a ball. Surface

smooth. Color uniformly light brown.
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Head large, produced in front in a prominent rounded projection.

Eyes very small, obscure, and situated about the middle of the lateral

margin. The external antenme, with a flagellum of two joints, ex-

tend to the middle of the first thoracic segment, and are geniculate

at the articulation of the third and fourth joints.

The thoracic segments are subequal in length. The seventh seg-

ment is abruptly narrower than the preceding six, and not wider than

the first two abdominal segments. The seventh thoracic and the

first and second abdominal segments have the lateral parts or epi-

meral plates undeveloped. The first six thoracic and the third,

fourth and fifth abdominal segments have the lateral parts lamellarh'^

expanded, so that the regular outline of the body is preserved, the

third abdominal segment not being narrower than the six thoracic,

whose lateral portions extend down laterally beyond the seventh

thoracic and the first and second abdominal.

The terminal abdominal segment is quadrangular, with the pos-

terior margin produced in a median rounded lobe. The uropoda

extend but a short distance beyond the epimeral plates of the fifth

abdominal segment. The outer branch is broad, flattened and round
;

the inner branch is smaller and narrower, and posteriorly rounded.

There are but six pairs of legs, those of the seventh thoracic seg-

ment being Avanting.

A few specimens were collected by A. E. Yerrill and party at the

Bermudas in 1898, and at Castle Island in 1901, under stones, in dry

places.

Type in the Peabody Museum, Yale University. Cat. No. 3224.

Family Trichonisaidse.

Actoniscus ellipticus Harger.

Act(yniscus ellipticus Harger, Am. Jour. Sci. (3), xv, p. 373, 1878 ; Proc. U. S.

Nat. Mus., ii, p. 157, 1879; Report U. S. Fish Comm., pt. vi, p. 309, pi. i,

fig. 3, 1880.

Hab. Bermudas, collected by G. B. Goode, 1876-7 (one specimen

of a brown and yellow mottled color) ; and near Hungry Bay,

Bermudas, near salt water under decayed sea-weed and stones, col-

lected by A, E. Verrill in 1901. Savin Rock, near Ncav Haven
;

Stony Creek, Long Island Sound.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 20 January, 1902.
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Family Ligiidse.

Ligia baudiniana Milne-Edwards.

Ligia baudiniana Milne-Edwards, Hist, des Crust., iii, pp. 155-156, 1840.

f Ligia baudiana Spence Bate, Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (4), i, pp. 443, 446, 1868.

? Ligia baudiniana Saiissnre, M^m. Soc. phys. Geneve, xiv, p. 476, 1858.

Ligia exotica DoUfns, Bnll. Soc. d'Ettides Scientifiques de Paris, xiith year, p.

7, 1890.

Ligia exotica hirfitarsis DoUfus, Bnll. Soc. d'Etudes Scientifiques de Paris,

xiith year, p. 7, 1890.

Ligia baudiana Ives, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., pp. 185, 186, pi. vi, fig. 2,

1891.

Ligia baudiniana Richardson, Proc. United States Nat. Museum, xxiii, p. 574,

575, 1901.

Ligia gracilis Moore, Report U. S. Fish Comm., ii, pp. 161-176, pi. 7-11, 1901.

Plate XL. Figure 61.

Hab. Bermudas, collected by George Brown Goode in 1876-77,

and by A. E. Verrill and party in 1898 and 1901 ; Bermudas, col-

ected by J. M. Jones ; Bermudas (DoUfus) ; San Juan d'Ulloa,

Mexico (Milne-Edwards) ; Yucatan (Ives) ; Rio Janeiro (Spence

Bate) ; Cuba (Saussure.)

"At the Bermudas the Ligia occurs in great abundance on the

ledges and cliffs along all the shores. It runs with surprising activity

and quickly seeks refuge in the cracks and crevices of the ledges, so

that it is not easy to capture without injury.

Its dark, bluish-gray color is not particularly protective here,

unless in the night, owing to the light color of most of the rocks,

but on darker rocks it would be decidedly protective." A. E. V.

It is doubtful if the specimens found at Cayenne by Miers* and

identified by him as Ligia baudiniana really were that species.

I am inclined to think they should be referred to Ligia exotica. In

his description of them, Miers states that the antennre are very long,

reaching in one specimen to the extremity of the body, and in the

other specimen not quite, but almost to the extremity. The first

was probably the male and the other the female of L. exotica.

There has been much difference of opinion in regard to these two

species, Ligia baicdiniana and Ligia exotica, the former being con-

sidered by Budde-Lundf and DollfusJ as a synonym of the latter,

although Dollfus states of the specimens found at the Bermudas, and

*Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., p. 670, 1877.

f Crust. Isop. Terrestria, p. 267, 1885.

X Bull. Soc. d'Etudes Scientifiques de Paris, xiith year, p. 7, 1890.
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which he identified as L. exotica, that they differed from the speci-

mens of L. exotica in his collection from Senegal in the thickness of

the tarsus, which was furnished with long, stiff hairs in the males.

However, he did not consider this a specific character ; it could only

be sufficient to distinguish a variety, for which he proposed the name

hirtitarsis. His specimens should undoubtedly be referred to Ligia

baitdiniana, the characters of which, as a distinct species, near,

perhaps, but not identical with Ligia exotica, I shall endeavor to

point out.

A comparison of male specimens of Ligia baudiniana and Ligia

exotica show the following points of diflference :

First, in the size and formation of the body, Ligia baudiniana

being the smaller species, with the body more compact than in L.

exotica, which has the segments very loosely articulated.

Second, in the length of the antennae, which in L. baudiniana do

not extend beyond the last segment of the thorax (which character

is constant, being true of all the specimens examined), while in L.

exotica the antennae reach the extremity of the body in all the speci-

mens examined.

Third, in the length of the peduncle of the antennae, Avhich in L.

baudiniana extend to the posterior margin of the second thoracic

segment, the last two joints being shorter than in L. exotica, the

peduncle of whose antennae reach the posterior margin of the third

thoracic segment.

Fourth, in the character of the first pair of legs in the two species,

those of L. exotica (plate xl, figs. 62a, 62^,) having the propodus

furnished near the apex with a conspicuous process, oval and pro-

duced, the carpus and merus not being fringed with a thick row of

long stiff hairs, while those of L. baudiniana (fig. 61) have the pro-

podus simple, unarmed and without a conspicuous process, the carpus

and merus being fringed along the entire posterior margin with a

row of long stiff hairs.

Fifth in the shape of the terminal segment of the body, the angle

in the middle of the posterior margin being more acutely produced

in L. exotica than in L. baudiniana, and the lateral angulations

being also much more produced. In the color of the two forms, L.

baudiniana being much lighter in color, the color extending to the

margins of the segments, while in L. exotica there is a colorless bor-

der on the lateral and posterior edges of all the segments.

In the females of the two species the first pair of legs are simple.

The antennae are shoi'ter than in the males, and the peduncle of the
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antennse is also shorter. In the female of L. exotica the antennae do

not quite reach the extremity of the body ; in the female of L.

haudiniana they do not quite reach the extremity of the thorax.

In the female of X, exotica the peduncle of the antennre extends

only to the posterior margin of the second thoi-acic segment ; in

the female of L. haudiniana the peduncle of the antennae does not

extend beyond the posterior margin of the first thoracic segment.

The species recently described by Mr. Moore* as Ligia gracilis,

found at Porto Rico, is identical with Ligia haudiniana. The type

specimens of Ligia gracilis, which have been placed in the U. S.

Nat, Museum, have been carefully examined by Mr. Moore and

myself since the publication of his paper, and exhibit the same

characters found in Ligia haudiniana. The leg of the first pair,

figured by Mr. Moore, is the leg of the female, which does not pre-

sent the row of stiff hairs on the carpus and merus, as found in the

male.

Although Mr. Moore did not investigate the differences existing

between L. exotica and L. haudiniana, and was misled by such

eminent authorities as Dollfus and Budde-Lund,f who consider the

latter species a synonym of the former, yet he regai'ded his specimens,

when compai'ed with specimens of L. exotica, as specifically distinct.

Although Ligia gracilis cannot be considered new, yet the fact that

Mr. Moore considered his specimens specifically different from L.

exotica, and his identification of them later with L. hauditiiana give

additional weight to the view that Ligia haudiniana is distinct from

Ligia exotica.

* Eeport U. S. Fisli Commission, ii, pp. 161-176, pi. 7-11, 1901.

f It is very doubtful if Budde-Lund ever had specimens of L. baudiniuna. He
places L. baudiniuna in tlie synonymy of L. exotica, with a question mark.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate XXXVII.

Figure 1.

—

Apseudes triangulata E., sp. nov. Head. x 35.

Figure 2.—The same. Segments of thorax and abdomen, x 19f

.

Figure 3.—The same. Segments of abdomen and part of uropods. x 35.

Figure 4.—The same. First gnathopod. x 35.

Figure 5.—The same. Second gnathopod. x 35.

Figure 6.

—

A}}se\ules propinquus E., sp. nov. Head. x 35.

Figure 7.—The same. Segments of thorax and abdomen. 19f

.

Figure 8.—The same. Last four segments and part of uropods. x 35.

Figure 9.—The same. First gnathopod. x 35.

Figure 10.

—

Parapseudes goodei E., sp. nov. Head and first thoracic segment.

X 35.

Figure 11.—The same. General figure. x 19f

.

Figure 12.—The same. Abdomen with uropods and last thoracic segment, x 35

Figure 13.—The same. First gnathopod of female. x 35.

Figure 14.—The same. First gnathopod of male. x 35.

Plate XXXVIII.

Figures 15o, 15&.

—

Pcoxtnthura infundibulata E.. sp. nov. Mandible and max-

illipeds. x 33.

Figure 16a.—The same. Antenna of first pair, x 33.

Figure 166.—The same. Antenna of second pair. ;< 33.

Figure 17.—The same. Last four thoracic segments and abdomen, x 11|.

Figure 18.—The same. Lateral ^new of abdomen. xll|.

Figure 19.—The same. First gnathopod. x 32i.

Figure 20.—The same. Second gnathopod. x 32i.

Figure 21o.

—

Paranthura verrillii E., sp. nov. Antenna of first pair. x 32i.

Figure 216.—The same. Antenna of second pair, x 32i.

Figure 32.—The same. Last two thoracic segments and abdomen, x llf

.

Figure 23 —Colanthura tenuis E., sp. nov. Head and antennsB. x 62.

Figure 24.—The same. General figure, x 18|.

Figure 25.—The same. Abdomen and last two thoracic segments. x 62.

Figure 26.—The same. Lateral view of uropoda. x62.

Figure 27.—The same. First pair of legs, x 62.

Figure 28.—The same. Second pair of legs, x 62.

Figure 29.

—

Anthelura affinis E., sp. nov. General figure. x 32i.

Figure 30.—The same. First gnathopod. x 62.

Figure 31.—The same. Second gnathopod. x 62.

Figure 32.—The same. Sixth periopod. x 62.

Figure 33.

—

Colopisthus jxtrvun E., sp. nov. General figure, llf.

Figare 34.—The same. Head and first two thoracic segments, x 18f

.

Figure 35.—The same. First maxilla. 32|.

Figure 36.—The same. Second maxilla. 32|.

Figure 37.—The same. Maxilliped. x32|.

Figure 38rt.

—

Alcirona krehsii Hansen. First maxilla. x 32^.

Figure 386.—The same. Maxilliped. x32|.
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Plate XXXIX.

Figure 39.

—

Dynamene x)^^'forata Moore. Last two thoracic segments and

abdomen, x 17^.

Figure 40.

—

Sphceroma crenulatum R. , sp. nov. General figure. x i7}4'.

Figure 41.—See plate xl.

Figure 42.

—

Carpias bermudensis'R., sp. nov. Mandible, x 58.

Figure 42a.—The same. Maxilliped. x 58.

Figure 426.—The same. First maxilla, x 58.

Figure 42c.—The same. Second maxilla, x 58.

Figure 43.—The same. Male operculum, x 58.

Figure 44.—The same. Female operculum, x 58.

Figure 45.— The same. First leg of male, x 30^<^.

Figure 46.

—

Stenetrium stebbingi R., sp. nov. Head and first thoracic segments.

x3034.

Figure 47.—The same. Terminal segment of body and uropoda. x 30%.

Figure 48.—The same. First leg of male, x 30^.

Figure 49.—The same. First leg of female, x 30^.

Figure 50.

—

Janira minuta E., sp. nov. Terminal segment and uropoda. x 58.

Figure 51.—The same. Leg of first pair of female, x 58.

Figure 52.—The same. Leg of first pair of male, x 58.

Plate XL.

Figure 41.

—

Carpia.^ bermitdensis R., sp. nov. General figure. x 18f

.

Figure 53.

—

Jcerojjsis rathbunce R. , sp. nov. Head and first thoracic segment.

x32|.

Figure 54.—The same. Terminal segment and uropoda. x 32|.

Figure 55a.—The same. Mandible. 32|.

Figure 556.—The same. Mandible. 32|.

Figure 55c.—The same. Maxilliped. 32|.

Figure 56.

—

Tylos armadillo Latreille. Operculum.

Figure 57.

—

Porcellio parvicornis K. , sp. nov. General figure.

Figure 58.

—

Leptotrichus granulatus R., sp. nov. General figure. x 11|.

Figure 59.— Uropodias bermudensis R. , sp. nov. Head and first thoracic seg-

ment. X 62.

Figure 60.—The same. Abdominal segments and last two thoracic segments.

x62.

Figure 61.

—

Ligia baudiniana Milne-Edwards. First leg of male. x llf

.

Figure 62a.

—

Ligia exotica Bollins. First leg. x llf

.

Figure 626.—The same. Terminal joints. xll|.



VIII.

—

The Reconstruction of a Cretaceous Dinosaur, Clao-

SAURUS ANNECTENS MaRSH. By ChARLES E. BeECHEK.

(With Plates XLI to XLV.)

I)itroduction.—The completion of the mounting of the skeleton of

a large dinosaur is a matter of considerable moment to any museum,

as well as of "some general scientific interest. Although the subject

lies wholly outside the particular field of research of the writer, it

still seems desirable to present, even imperfectly, some description of

a specimen which is in many ways unique, and by chance is the first

dinosaurian skeleton to be mounted in America.

In most kinds of construction the concrete result is usually found

to differ in many particulars from the ideal or mental picture as

expressed in language or by an artist, This being a general state-

ment of fact, one would naturally expect some discrepancy between

the pictured restoration of the skeleton of an extinct animal and the

skeleton itself when actually put together and mounted.

The limitations of paleontologic work require that in order to give

a general conception of an animal, this must be represented by a

drawing or model in which the missing parts are restored according

to the best knowledge and inference on the part of the investigator.

The more complete the material studied, the more satisfactory and

accurate the restoration is likely to become. An illustration of this

fact will appear later on.

Even Avhen approximately entire skeletons of fossil vertebrates are

discovered, the bones are usually found displaced, and their natiire

and position are determined principally by comparative studies on

other better known animals supposed to be related or to have anal-

ogous features. In the study of a group of vertebrate animals that

is wholly extinct and has left no direct descendants, the difticulties

of attempting to make a restoration of any particular type are con-

siderabl}' increased. This api)lies either to a drawing or to the

mounting of the skeleton in a manner which shall be rendered true

to nature, by placing all the bones in their proper position and

giving the skeleton a posture it may have had during life. It has

therefore come about that the positive information conveyed by the

finding of a foot or of any other portion of a skeleton, with the

bones iti a sequential posit io)i in the rock, is offar greater anatomi-

cal value than any number of expert opitiiotis.
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In 1891, the Yale University Museum received the skeleton of a

herbivorous dinosaur from the Laramie beds of the Cretaceous in

Converse County, Wyoming. The specimen is one of the many

treasures in the Marsh collection, and was obtained in the field by

Mr. J. B. Hatcher and party. This skeleton and another apparently

belonging to the same species were made the basis of the pictorial

restoration of Glaosaurus annectens, as published by the late Profes-

sor Marsh.'' On account of the comi)leteness of the material, and

especially because many of the more important bones were in their

true position in the rock, the A\'riter decided to direct the prepara-

tion of the specimen as a museum exhibit. Most of the work of

mounting has been performed in an admirable manner by Mr. Hugh
Gibb, prejjarator in the Geological Department, and to his skill is

due the elegance of the finish and the solid strength of the specimen.

The animal lay on its side in the rock and Avas somewhat laterally

compressed. The preservation was such that the left side was in

much better condition than the right. It was therefore decided to

mount the skeleton in high relief on a slab consisting in part of the

original sandstone matrix. The amount of relief shows all four

limbs, those on the left side being entirely free. The left side of

the entire vertebral column is exposed and the head shows the front,

back, top, bottom, and left side, the right only being concealed.

Owing to the shattered condition of the left femur (making it

impracticable to free it from the matrix) and to its being in the

rock in its true position with respect to the pelvis, the pose of the

animal was determined in large measure by this bone. It is directed

forward at such an angle as to demand a running position for

bipedal locomotion. An attempt has been made to carry out this

idea of raj^id motion and to make all parts of the skeleton contribute

to the completeness and realism of the general effect. In order to

do this there must be the proper balance and the true swing of the

living animal.

It is intended, therefore, that this huge specimen, as now mounted,

should convey to the observer the impression of the rapid rush of a

Mesozoic brute. The head is thrown up and turned outward. The
jaws are slightly separated. The fore arms are balancing the sway

of the shoulders. The left hind leg is at the end of the forward

stride and bears the entire Aveight of the animal. The right foot

has completed a step and has just left the ground preparatory to the

forward swing. The ponderous and powerful tail is lifted free and

doubly curved so as to balance the weight and compensate for the
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swaying of the body and legs. Tlie whole expression is one of

action and the spectator with little effort may endow this creature

with many of its living attributes.

In seeking to secure a life-like pose for Claosaurus, considerable

assistance Avas afforded by photogi-aphs of existing animals in

motion, especially several illustrating bipedal locomotion among
living lizards. One of these is here inti'oduced for comparison

(figure 1).^

Figure 1.—Runnmg lizard, illustrating bipedal locomotion. From photograph

of living ChlamycJosav.rus, by W. Saville Kent.

Synonymy.—It is not within the province or purpose of this paper

to enter into any analyses or discussions of generic synonymy,

though the proper reference of the animal here described is some-

what uncertain. The tyjje species of Claosaurus
(
C. ayHis Marsh")

was obtained from the Niobrara of Kansas, and is possibly gener-

ically distinct from the species afterward described from the Laramie

as Claosaurus annectens, by Professor Marsh.' Neither is it feasible

at present to bring evidence that Thespesius occidentalis of Leidy*

does not include the Laramie type. The fragmentary remains upon

which Thespesius Avas based consisted only of several vertebrae and

a phalangial bone. These portions seem to have very little diagnos-

tic value within the group. Therefore the I'elationships of these

forms, as well as questions of jjriority, must be left for future careful

comparisons, and for the present it seems best to accept the name
Claosaurus annectens for this species.

Restorations of Ornithopoda.—Several restorations of various

members of the Ornithopoda have been already made, including the

genera Iguanodon, JIadrosaurus, Claosaurus, Ilypsilojihodon, Lao-

saurus, and Carnptosaxwus. The last three in the list have been

restored only by means of drawings.

Hadrosaurus was modelled by Waterhouse Hawkins to repi'esent

both the skeleton and the animal in the flesh. Owing to the

extremely fragmentary remains upon which this restoration was
based it was necessarily very faulty and has long since ceased to

have any value or interest except as a historical attempt. A figure
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of it is here introduced (figure 2), With somewhat greater success

Figure 2.—Restoration of Hadrosaurus. After Hawkins.

Hawkins also restored the Iguanodon, from material in the English

museums. The later discovery of a number of quite complete skele-

tons of this genus in Belgium, and their careful analysis by Dollo/

led to a subsequent successful restoration in a superb manner by

De Pauw (figui'e 3).

Figure 3.—Restoration of lyuanodon beniissartensis ; one-eightieth natiiral size.

After DoUo.
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The Pose of Claosaurus.—The entire skeleton of Claosaurus, as

already mentioned, was given in a drawing published by Professor

Marsh. This drawing is here reproduced (figure 4), since it differs

Figure 4.—Restoration of Claosaurus aanectens ; one-eightieth natural size.

After Marsli.

in some important details from the skeleton now mounted (Plates

XLI-XLV). It represents the animal as standing nearly on the

ends of the toes, with the tail resting on the ground and with

pendent fore limbs.

In the mounted specimen, for reasons previously stated, the animal

Avas placed in a running position. Moreover, since there is an

obvious analog}^ between the habits and posture of Iguanoclon and

Claosaurus, and the footprints of the former show no marks of a

dragging tail, the latter was mounted with the tail raised to balance

the weight of the animal. Further, this is the position assumed by

modern lizards employing bipedal locomotion (figure l). In Clao-

saurus the ischia are closely united at their distal ends, and it would

have been impossible for the chevrons to pass between them as

shown in figure 4. Without doubt the animal could have sat down
or dropped the tail to the ground. The mounted skeleton shows

that there were really four instead of two post-sacral vertebrae with-

out chevrons, and that the first chevrons were short and very oblique

so as entirel}^ to clear the ends of the ischia (Plate XLIII).

The present restoration represents the animal as touching nearly

the whole length of the toes to the ground (figure 5). This position

was adopted because of the fact that all the bird-like dinosaurian

footprints show the imprint of nearly the full length of the phalanges.
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The attitude of the fore limbs depends largely upon the jjlacing of

the scapula. In Professor Marsh's illustration the scapula is repre-

sented at about sixty degrees inclination to the vertebral column.

Figure 5.

—

Claosaurus annectens Marsh ; left hind foot, with tibia and fibula
;

one-tenth natural size.

The same position was jjreviously adopted in the mounting of

Iguanodon (figure 3), and in both cases it results in throwing the

fore limbs down so that thev would lose much of their value as
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organs of prehension. The present mounted specimen of Claoscnirus

shows the left scapula lying on the ribs nearlj^ parallel to the direc-

tion of the vertebrje (Plate XLIV, figure 1). The reason for this is,

primarily, that the bone is placed where it was found in the rock in

connection with the body, and as so much of the remaining portions

of the skeleton was in a normal position, it seemed safe to assume

that the scapula, also, was in its true }tlace. It is likewise of the

greatest significance that, in the specimen of Iguanodon figured by
Dupont,^ the position of the scapula as it was lying in the rock is

precisely identical and not as subsequently placed in the mounted

specimen (see figures 3, 6). It is quite possible that the present

Figure 6.—Skeleton of Ignnnodon in positiou in the rock. After Dupont.

scapula belongs higher up, though still retaining its parallel position,

but the actual location does not involve any question of judgment,

since the bone is where found. The scapulae in most birds (compare

skeleton of Penguin) are almost parallel to the vertebral axis, and a

similar position among the Ornithopoda would not be unexpected.

The structure of the pollex in Claosaurus shows that it was proba-

bly opposable to the other digits and functioned as a true thumb.

This with the slender form of the whole manus indicates that the

fore limbs were properly organs of prehension. To be thus used to

the greatest advantage, the position of the scapulae parallel with the

axis would be an obvious structural benefit.

There are a number of minor anatomical differences between the

actual specimen and its original pictorial representation which could

be discussed, but those here mentioned are believed to be the more

important ones. These discrepancies have arisen largely from the

difficulty in construing the whole or parts of a skeleton before the

actual articulation of the bones is attempted.
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Condition of the Skeleton and Amount of Restoration. (See Plate

XLV.)—The head and neck have been left in the original matrix,

with the exception of the five posterior cervicals, which were separated

in order to form the curve joining the trunk. As found, the head was

bent under the body and the cervicals turned ninety degrees from

the median plane. This accounts for the fact that the neural spines

are directed outward.

The series of dorsal vertebrae is complete. The spines of the pos-

terior dorsals are restored. With the excejition of the second, the

ribs from the first to the seventh were modelled from those on the

right side, while those remaining on the left side are well preserved

and in the matrix. They are somewhat bent by pressure, but it was

thought best to leave them as originally found, especially as the

impression of the blade of the scapula was preserved. The right

scapula of this individual is complete, but it was necessar}' to restore

the left one and to substitute the anterior half of the scapula of

another individual. The coracoid is modelled from another speci-

men. The sternal bone is complete and belongs to this skeleton.

Both humeri, radii, and ulnoe were preserved, as well as the metacar-

pals of both fore feet. The carpal bones were modelled after Pro-

fessor Marsh's drawing. About half the phalangial bones were pre-

served, and the missing ones have been modelled.

The sacrum and pelvic region were quite complete and are still in

the rock, the only restoration necessary being the spines of the sacral

vertebrae and part of the posterior portion of the ilium, which were

modelled from another specimen. The left pubis and ischium were

essentially entire.

The outside of the left femur was considerably exfoliated and

shattered and has been restored, though the main part of it is in its

original position in the rock. The end of the right femur is also

partially restored.

The remaining bones of both hind legs and both feet were all in

proper sequence in the rock, the only missing bone being the

terminal phalanx of the middle toe of the left foot. This was sup-

plied by a cast of the same bone in the right foot.

A considerable portion of the tail was wanting, though fortunately

the proximal third was nearly perfect and in a natural position, with

the chevrons attached. The middle and distal portions were repre-

sented by a number of detached vertebrae, and with the information

furnished by an entire tail of another specimen it has been possible

to restore this member in a satisfactory manner.
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The ossified tendons were mostly weathered away or very much
broken and no attempt to restore them has been made. A small

group is preserved over the spines of the first five caudal vertebrae.

From the foregoing somewhat detailed statement of the actual and

restored portions of this skeleton it is at once evident that for a fos-

sil vertebrate it is unusually complete. The most important parts,

as the pelvic region, the hind limbs, most of the bones of the fore

limbs, and the head and neck, were not only well preserved but were

in their true sequence and largely in their normal position.

Method of Mounting.—The skeleton of ClaosoMrus is mounted on

a slab consisting in part of the natural stone and in part of a rock

surface manufactured from ground and disintegrated Laramie

sandstone. The slab measures twenty-six feet ten inches, in length,

by fourteen feet two inches, in height ; and has a base two feet

two inches wide, extending out from the lower edge, and upon which

the feet rest. This method of mounting fossil skeletons has been

employed with great success in the American Museum of Natural

Histoi'y, New York, and is especially well adapted for skeletons that

are somewhat compressed or are more or less imperfect on one side.

The present specimen is very much larger than anything heretofore

attempted, and the result shows that slab mounts can be practically

employed with success for animals of considerable size.

For convenience in handling and to provide for the future possi-

bility of moving this specimen, it was mounted in four sections,

which may be detached by simply breaking the thin artificial rock

crust and removing the bolts holding them together. Each section

rests upon a truck supported on strong casters. This construction

is of course entirely concealed by the casing and framing of the fin-

ished mount.

The sections were made of timbers measuring three by four inches

in section, with vertical and hoi'izontal cross pieces at regular inter-

vals. The horizontal base was attached by means of heavy double

angle-irons. On these frames the pieces of rock carrying the

bones, together with the separate bones, were securely fastened and

the intervening spaces covered with w^ire netting of one-half inch

mesh. Over this netting Avas spread a thin layer of plaster of Paris,

and lastly a still thinner layer of ground Laramie sandstone mixed

with i^laster of Paris and gum Senegal. Before the artificial rock

covering was thoroughly hardened the surface was tool-dressed,

thus giving it the same appearance as the surface of the real rock

where it was chiseled away to expose the bones. The left fore and
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hind limbs are entirely free from the slab and are supported by irons

in the usual way. They are mounted so that they can be readih'

detached and taken apart for purposes of study. The original rock

connections of all the bones have been preserved and there can be no

controversy over their primary order and sequence.

Dimensions.—The entire length of the animal measured along the

spinal column is twentj^-nine feet three inches (8. "79"), and the

height of the head above the base is a little over thirteen feet (4™).

From the shoulder to the base is ten feet (3.08"), while the hind

limbs are aboiit nine and a half feet long (2.89™). The tail meas-

ures thirteen feet seven inches, in length (4.17"").

Measureinenta of the Skull.

Totallength 102<^"

Greatest vertical diameter 42"^°

Length in front of teeth 38"

Measurements of the Loicer Jaw.

Gi'eatest length of ramus to articulation 78'=

Greatest depth of ramus through dentition 16"=

Measurements of Shoulder Girdle and Fore Limbs.

Scapula, length 86"

Scapula, greatest width of blade 86"

Scapula, least width of blade -
19"='

Coracoid, length — 27"

Hnmei'us, length - 59"

Humeiiis, diameter of distal end 13'''

Humerus, least diameter - 8"='

Radius, length 55"

Radius, diameter of proximal end 8"

Radius, diameter of distal end 7"

Radius, least diameter 4"='

Ulna, length 60<='

Ulna, diameter of proximal end 12"='

Ulna, diameter of distal end - 10°'

Ulna, least diameter -- -. --. 5"'

Metacarpal I, length - 11"'

Metacarpal II, length, - 25.5"

Metacarpal III, length 27"='

Sternal bone, length 42"'

Sternal bone, width 26°'
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Measurements of the Pelvic Arch.

Greatest length 184<^'"

Diameter of acetabulum 26'="

Ilium, length 115'='"

Pubis, length in front of acetabulum 60""

Ischium, length ijosterior to acetabulum 115'=™

Measurements of the Hind Limbs.

"Whole length 289"="

Femur, length 106'=™

Femur, least diameter of shaft 16'=™

Tibia, length 95'=™

Tibia, diameter of proximal end 29'=™

Tibia, diameter of distal end 26"=™

Tibia, least diameter of shaft 10'=™

Fibula, length 92'=™

Fibula, diameter of proximal end 14'=™

Fibula, diameter of distal end 12"=™

Fibula, least diameter of shaft 5"=™

Metatarsal I, length 36'='"

Metatarsal I, diameter of proximal end 18'=™

Metatarsal I, diameter of distal end lo<=™

Metatarsal II, length . 36"=™

Metatarsal II, diameter of proximal end 17'=™

Metatarsal II, diameter of distal end 13'=™

Metatarsal III, length 28'=™

Metatarsal III, diameter of proximal end 13'=™

Metatarsal III, diameter of distal end 9'=™

Phalanx of I, length of proximal 14cm

Phalanx of I, diameter of proximal 10*=™

Phalanx of I, length of median 6'=™

Phalanx of I, diameter of median 7'=™

Phalanx of I, length of ungual 9"=™

Phalanx of I, diameter of ungual 9'=™

Phalanx of 11, length of proximal 12'=™

Phalanx of II, diameter of proximal 10.5"=™

Phalanx of II, length of second 5"=™

Phalanx of II, diameter of second II'™

Phalanx of II, length of third 4*=™

Phalanx of II, diameter of third 9.5'='"

Phalanx of II, length of ungual 10"=™

Phalanx of II, diameter of ungual ll^™

Phalanx of III, length of proximal 12"=™

Phalanx of HI, diameter of proximal 9"=™

Phalanx of III, length of second 3.5'=™

Phalanx of III, diameter of second 8"=™

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 21 January, 1902.
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Phalanx of III, length of third 3.5"»

Phalanx of III, diameter of third T"^™

Phalanx of III, length of fourth 3"^'"

Phalanx of III, diameter of fourth 6.5'^°^

Phalanx of III. length of ungual 9'=°'

Phalanx of III, diameter of ungual 8'='"

Measurements of the Tail.

Length 417"^"

Width at 8th chevron 63'=°'

Diameter of centrum in 3d caudal 8"^'"

Diameter of centrum in 30th caudal T"^'"

Diameter of centrum in 45th caudal 3.5'=™

Diameter of centrum in 60th caudal 3'='°

Measurements of Ribs.

Length of first rib 43'='"

Length of second rib 80"='"

Length of third rib _. 100<=™

Length of fourth rib 110"="'

Length of fifth rib , IIT.S"""

Length of sixth rib 135'="'

Length of seventh rib 125'='°

Length of eighth rib 123.5'=">

Length of ninth rib 112. S'""

Length of tenth rib 97.5'='^'

Length of eleventh rib 83.5'='"

Length of twelfth rib 77.5'='°

Length of thirteenth rib 55'='"

Length of fourteenth rib 42.5'='"

Length of fifteenth rib 32.5'='»

Length of sixteenth rib 30'='"

Length of seventeenth rib 27.5'='"

The Right Scapula (Plate XLIV, figure 1).—The right scapula is

well preserved and shows one very interesting feature. Near the

lower edge of the blade is an elongate elliptical hole, B'^™ in length,

with smooth edges, indicating that the animal received a severe

injury during life and completely recovered from it before death.

It is, of course, idle to speculate on the character of this accident,

yet the presence in the same beds of numerous remains of the

armored and horned Triceratops suggests that there may have been

an encounter between this Glaosaurus and one of the individuals of

the Ceratopsidfe. The injur}- to the scapula is just such a one as

could be made by a thrust of one of the horns of Triceratops.
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EXPLANATIONS OF PLATES.

Plate XLI.

Claosaufus annectens Marsh.

Side view of mounted specimen ; one-fortieth natural size.

Owing to the impossibility of properly lighting the specimen for photographic

purposes, it has been necessary to paint out the background and shadows in

the negative. Therefore this illustration merely gives a projection, and does

not show the high relief of the specimen.

Plate XLII.

Claosaurus annectens Marsh.

Oblique side view. As in the preceding plate, it was necessary to paint out

the background, with the consequent loss of actiial relief.

Plate XLIIT.

C'laosaurus annectens Marsh.

Pelvis and hind limbs, with proximal portion of tail ; one-eighteenth natural

size.

This illustration shows the detail of mounting and the finish of the slab.

Plates XLI and XLII should show the same characters of rock surface and the

same degree of relief.

Plate XLIV.

Claosaurus annecteiis Marsh.

Figure 1.—Right scapula ; showing elliptical perforation of blade due to an

injury received during life ; two-fifteenths natural size.

Figure 2.—Anterior portion of skeleton ; showing the fore limbs, shoulder

girdle, neck, and skull ; one-nineteenth natural size.

Plate XLV.

Claosaurus annectens Marsh.

Line drawing ; showing real and restored parts.

Original bones are represented by line shading.

Bones partially restored are represented by dotted line shading.

Bones wholly restored are represented in outline.
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The Ascidiaxs of the Bermuda Islands.

By Willard G. VaxXame, Ph.D.

Ix preparing the account of the Bermuda ascidians which is pre-

sented in the following pages, the writer has hoped that it would

not be of local interest only. The waters about these islands are

remarkably rich in animals of this class, including many new species

and several new genera, and the Tunicata of the part of the world

in which the Bermuda Islands are situated are only slightly known.

The species which have been described from the Atlantic coast of

North America are for the most part northern forms, from the

British Provinces and the New England States. Concerning those

of the Southern States but little is recorded. A large number of

species of Simple Ascidians from the West Indies and the adjacent

parts of tropical America have been described in the works of

Heller (4, 5), Traustedt (16), and Sluiter (15), though these writers

had only preserved, and often very insufficient, material as a basis

for their descriptions and figures. Only one of these writers

(Sluiter) describes any Compoxind Ascidians from this region, and

he describes only a very few.

Our knowledge in regard to the Tunicata of the Bermuda Islands

themselves was until very recently confined to the six species

obtained there by the Challenger Expedition, and described by

Herdman (6) in the reports of that voyage.

In the spring of 1898, Prof. A. E. Verrill, of Yale University,

and a party of students under his direction, made a general collec-

tion of the invertebrates of the Bermuda Islands, and among them

a considerable number of ascidians were obtained, though particular

attention was not directed to this class of animals. But few Simple

Ascidians were comprised in this collection. Most of these were

described by Prof. Verrill in these Transactions (Vol. x, 1900), as

well as one new Compound Ascidian. He also mentioned four genera

of the latter which had not been previously recorded from there,

though he did not describe or identify the species.

Prof. Verrill has turned over to the writer the entire collection of

Tunicata obtained by that expedition, and this paper is in part the

result of a study of those specimens. In the spring of 1901, Prof.

Verrill and Mr. A. Hyatt Verrill made another trip to Bermuda and

obtained an even larger collection of Tunicata than in 1898, and the
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writer liiraself spent some time during the mouths of April and May
of tliat year at Bermuda, part of the time in company with Prof.

Verrill, and has consequently been able to collect and study nearly

all the species in a living state and in their natural surroundings.

The writer has also examined some specimens obtained by Prof. G.

Brown Goode in the years 1876 and ISVT, though there proved to

be no forms among them which were not also obtained by the Yale

parties.

The fauna of the Bermuda Islands is exceedingly rich in Com-

pound Aseidians, not only in the number of species, but in individ-

uals also, many of the forms being ver^^ abundant and generally

distributed about the islands. There may be other localities of no

greater extent where an equal variety of species and abundance of

individuals may be found, but there are probably few places where

all the generally recognized families of this group are so fully repre-

sented. A very large proportion of the more important genera of

the Compound Aseidians are also present, and a study of the

Bermuda forms comes very near to giving a complete and compre-

hensive idea of this group of animals.

With the Simple Aseidians the case is different. The genera and

species are few, and though some of the species are common, none

are conspicuously abundant. One large and impoitant family, the

Molgulid*, does not appear to be represented at all.

No examples of the free-swimming Tunicata, the Pyrosomidre,

Thaliacea, and Larvacea were obtained, but no collecting of a kind

likely to result in finding them was attempted, owing to lack of

time. Unquestionably representatives of all these groups occur in

the vicinity of the islands and will be found when sought for.

The following are the Bermuda Tunicata described by Herdman
in the Challenger Reports :

—

Symplegma viride. Ectemascidia turhinata.

Didemwon {?) Inerme. Clavelina ohlonga.

Botrylloides nigrum. Ascidia nigra Savigny,

(= ^4. atra Lesueur),

All but the last of these were new sjiecies. With the exception

of Symplegma viride and perhaps Didemnum {?) inerme they are

represented in the Yale collections.

Didemnum inerme is a form described by Herdman from a single

small specimen in such a poor state of preservation that nothing

could be made out in respect to the structui-e of the zouids, and he is
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consequently uncertain in regard to the genus and even of the

family in which it should be placed. Considering the difficulty of

recognizing most species of Compound Ascidians even when an

abundance of well preserved material is at hand, the practice of

describing new species from such wretched specimens need not be

commented on. The writer does not believe that the animal in

question is a DidemnxLm. It may or may not be identical with one

of the forms described in this paper, but the description does not

warrant devoting time and space to conjectures concerning it.

The following are the additions to this list made in Prof. Verrill's

l^aper (17) above alluded to:

Styela partita (Stimpson). Microcosnius miniatus.

Styela canopoides Heller. Polycarpa multiphiala.

Halocynthia ruhrilahia. Diazona picta.

Halocynthia riiseana (Traustedt).

Of these, four were new species. All save the last named are

Simple Ascidians. Prof. Verrill also mentions the occurrence of the

following genera, Leptoclinum, DhtapUa, Distoma and Amarou-

cium, though naming no sj^ecies.

One of these, Styela canopoides Heller, is, I think, included on

insufficient evidence, while the Bermuda representatives of two of

the others, Styela partita (Stimpson) and Halocynthia riiseana

(Traustedt) differ sufficiently from the tj^pes to be considered as new

subspecies.

Omitting Styela canopoides and the doubtful Didemnuni inerme,

there remain a total of eleven species recorded from the islands. Of

these six are Simple and five Compound Ascidians, according to the

classification I have adopted in this paper, in which the Clavelinidae

and Perophoridae are regarded as Compound Ascidians. Only one

of these, Symplegma (unfortunately the most interesting of them), is

wanting from the Yale collections.

This is no inconsiderable number if the small geographical area

under consideration is taken into account, yet a study of the collec-

tions made in 1898 and 1901 enables me to increase it to no less than

38 species, one of which is represented by at least six well-marked

varieties and another by three, in addition to the type. As these

varieties differ sufficiently to constitute species if intermediate forms

did not occur, we have 46 as the total number of kinds of tunicates

know^n to occur at Bermuda. They are distributed as follows in 23

genera (4 new) and 9 families.
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COMPOUND ASCIDIANS.

Clavelinidae.

Glavelina [Stereoclavella) ohlo7iga Herdman.

Mhodozona ^ncta (Verrill),

Perophoridae.

Perophora viridis Verrill.

Ecteinascidia turhinata Herdman.

Distomidae.

Distoma capsulatum, n. sp.

Distonia co7ivezum, ii. sp.

Distoraa obscuratum, n. sp.

Distoma olivaceuvi, n. sp.

Distoma clarum, n. sp.

Cystodytes draschii Herdman.

Cystodytes violaceus, n. sp.

Distaplia hermiidensis, n. sp.

Polyclinidae.

Amaroucium bermudce, n. sp.

Arnarouciuni exile, n. sp.

Didemnidae.

Didemnwn solidum, n. sp.

Didemnum savignii Herdman.

Didemmim atrocanum, n. sp.

Didemnum porites, n. sp.

Didernnuni lucidum, n. sp.

Didemnum, orbiculatum, n. sp.

Leptoclinum speciosum Herdman, represented at Bermuda by

six new subspecies: bermudense, pageti, hamiltoni,harring-

tonense, acutilobatum, and somersi.

Polysyncraton amethysteu7n, n. sp.

Dipdosoraa macdonaldi Herdman.

Diplosoma lacteum, n. sp.

Diploaoma atropunctatum, n. sp.

Diplosomoides fragile, n. sp.

Echinoclinitm verrilli, n. sp.
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Botryllidae.

Botrylloides nigrum Herdman, represented by three new sub-

species: concolor^ planum, and sarcinum in addition to the

typical form.

Symplegma viride Herdman.

Polystyelidae.

Michaelsenia tincta, n. sp.

Diandrocarpa hotryllopsis, n. sp.

SIMPLE ASCIDIANS.

Halocynthiidae

.

Polycarpa ohtecta Traustedt.

Styela partita (Stimpson) var., hermudensis, nov.

Halocynthia rubrilabia Verrill.

Balocynthia riiseana (Traustedt) var., micnita, nov.

Microcosmus miniatus Verrill.

Ascidiidae.

Ascidia atra Lesueur.

Ascidia curvata Traustedt.

The writer does not believe that this list by any means exhausts

the number of forms really found there. The collections were made

during the spring months. Collecting at other seasons would prob-

ably result in finding new species and larger and better specimens of

many of those which are here described. Moreover, different

methods of collecting might further increase the number.

A few words in defense of the somewhat appalling number of

new species (21) are probably called for. The writer believes that

our knowledge of certain families, notably the Didemnidae, Halo-

cynthiidae, and Botryllidae, has been retarded rather than advanced

by the practice of many authors of describing as a new species

nearly every faded and shrunken specimen that comes into their

hands, because it cannot be made to agree perfectly with descrip-

tions of other authors, made in many cases from similarh^ poor and

scanty material. Such specimens had far better be left undescribed,

unless they present characters so marked, that there is not likely to

be much difficulty in identifying the form again, and characters of
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such a nature* that it is reasonably certain that they are not merely

individual peculiarities of the specimen.

iMinute and careful description cannot make up for insufficiency of

mateinal. Indeed it often decreases rather than increases the possi-

bility of positively recognizing the species again if the individual

peculiarities of the specimen be described as specific characters, and

if no indication is given in regard to the directions in which indi-

vidual variation (which is vastly greater in the ascidians than most

writers give credit for) may be expected to manifest itself.

In the case of some Bermuda forms, the amount of material avail-

able has not been as great as could be desired, yet in nearly all cases

I have had several specimens collected at different times and places.

In two cases only have I ventured to describe a species on the

strength of a single colony [Didemimni soUdiim and Diplosoma

atropiinctatv.tn), and these only where there wei'e well-marked

specific characters, and when I had examined the specimen in a liv-

ing state. In fact, there are only two or three of the forms which I

have not myself collected and studied in a fresh condition.

The almost total neglect of the Compound Ascidians of this part

of the world by previous collectors and investigators sufficiently

explains, I think, the large number of new species in that group.

Methods of Collecting.

Most of the species may be found attached to stones along the

shores of the bays and harbors, at low water. The}^ grow chiefly

on the under sides of stones of sufficient size to resist the movement

of the waves and currents to which they are exposed. In such

situations, as well as in narrow crevices in the rocks, they are safe

from the attacks of the fishes and larger animals of other kinds

which would otherwise destroy them.

The limestone rock, of which the islands are composed, contains

numerous cavei'ns to which the sea water has access through narrow

passages where there is always a current of water when the tide is

rising and falling. About the mouths of these passages (as at

Waterloo, on Castle Harbor) are the best collecting places, not only

for ascidians but for many other forms of invertebrates as well, as

the constant currents of water carry an abundant supply of the

minute organisms on which they feed. In such places it is not

uncommon to find five or six different species of ascidians attached

to the under side of the same stone. Sometimes several forms of

Compound Ascidians may be found attached to an individual of one

of the larger Simple Ascidians (Fig. 130).
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A few species are seldom to be found along the shore, but grow

chiefly on the corals, sponges, gorgonians, etc., on the reefs or in

water deep enough to escape the effect of the waves and tides.

These were obtained in collecting the corals and gorgonians by

diving or by means of the nippers, attached to a long pole, which

are used for that purpose.

Rhodozona picta (Verrill), Distoma oUvaceum, Cystodytes dra-

schil Herdman, Distaplia berniudensis, Amarouchirn bermudce, A.

exile, and JBotrylloides niyrum var. coiicolor are among the forms

which are partial to such situations.

As far as I know, no ascidians are to be found on the white shell

sand which covers large areas of the bottom in the sounds and har-

bors about the islands. So rough and rocky is the bottom in most

other places that but little dredging was done, and this did not add

any new forms to the list of tunicates.

It is possible that in the vicinity of the outer reefs there may be

bottoms where a dredge can be used to advantage, and would proba-

bly disclose the existence of other species, particularly of the Poly-

clinidae, which are partial to deeper water and are but poorly repre-

sented in our collections. Moreover, owing to the strong winds

and rough water prevailing during the spring season (when all the

collections were made), no collecting was done on the outer reefs.

As many forms of invertebrates occur there which are seldom found

on the reefs near shore, there are probably other kinds of ascidians

there also.

Note.—The names of places, given as the localities where the

specimens were found, ai'e those of places about the Bermuda
Islands, unless otherwise stated.

3Iethods of Preservation and Study.

Most of the specimens Avere preserved in formalin of from 2 to 4

per cent. This preserves the form and to some extent the color of

the specimens better than any other method, but for anatomical

study alcoholic specimens are usually better, though more contracted.

The specimens were studied microscopically by dissecting out the

zooids or parts and staining and clearing in glycerine ; also by
means of paraffin sections of the zooids, or of the colonies, or parts

of the same. Generally the specimens must first be decalcified.

Owing to the absence of silicious sand at Bermuda, no trouble was

met with in cutting the sections.
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Neio Genera.

Dlazona picta Verrill requires a new genus, which I have termed

Rhodozona. It is in many respects intermediate between Diazona

and Clavelina. In the general shape of the colony it is not unlike

Stereoclavella aiistraUs Herdman (8) from Australia, but only the

anterior portions of the zooids project from the common test, and

the colony has the beautifully transparent and gelatinous character

of a Diazona. The branchial sac resembles Clavelina in the absence

of internal longitudinal bars, but the sti'ong longitudinal muscle

bands along each side of the dorsal lamina, and the many ti'ansverse

muscle bands in the mantle are very different from any species of

that genus with which I am familiar.

The genus Echinoclinum is also an intermediate form, serving to

unite more closely the genera Didemnuni and Diplosoma, and fur-

nishes an additional argument for uniting the Didemnidse and

DiplosomidjB m one family. In its zooids and in the gelatinous

nature of the colony, it resembles the last named genus or family.

The large cavities present in the test in that genus are however

wanting, and the large tetrahedral sjjicules, though peculiar in their

shape and arrangement, are moi'e suggestive of the former genus.

The two new genera of the Polystyelidoe, Micliaelsenia and Dian-

drocarpa, appear to be connecting forms linking that family with

the Halocynthiidfe and Botryllidse respectively. In the latter genus

one or more of the forms included by Michaelsen (12) in his genus

Gynandrocarpa may also be placed, though the Bermuda form

approaches the genus Botryllus more closely in the general character

and pigmentation of the colony than any of the other species.

Classification.

The classification employed is based upon that of Herdman, but

with a number of modifications, such as separating the Perophorida^

from the Clavelinidie, and uniting the Diplosomidae with the Didem-

nidre, as many writers have done. Moreover, I include the Clave-

linida? and Perophoridae among the Compound Ascidians, because

they are compound. The}^ reproduce by budding and form colonies,

and are by no means so closely related to the Simple Ascidians as

some of the Polystyelidre are, though Herdman includes these among

the Compound Ascidians.

I have made free use of Herdman's diagnoses of families and

genera, as given in his Revised Classification (7), with many changes

and omissions, and wish to acknowledge my obligations to that

author.
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Before proceeding to the description of the species, I wish to

express my thanks to Prof. A. E. Verrill for the use of his material

and for much vahiable advice and assistance. I am also indebted

to Prof. H. C. Bumpus and Prof. H. M. Smith, of the United States

Fish Commission, for the opportunity of woi-king at the Fish Com-
mission laboratory at Wood's Hole, where a portion of this work was
done, and also to Prof. S. I. Smith and Dr. W. R. Coe of Yale

University, and Mr. T. Goodwin Gosling of Hamilton, Bermuda.

WiLLARD G. Van Name.
New Haven, Conn., December, 190 1.

Descriptions of iSj^ecies.

ASCIDIiE COMPOSITiE.

Fixed ascidians which reproduce by gemmation, forming colonies

the individuals of which remain united together by stolons or by
being more or less completely buried in the common test. This

group is usually regarded as a sub-order.

Family CLAVELINID^ Forbes, 1853.

Body attached by the posterior end or more or less entirely buried

in a creeping basal stolon or common stolonial mass, from which the

young zooids form by gemmation. Test usually gelatinous, aper-

tures simple, or (rarely) lobed.

Branchial sac not folded, with or without longitudinal bars.

Dorsal lamina represented by or provided with languets.

Alimentary canal extending beyond the thorax to form a distinct

abdomen.

Reproductive organs in or beside the intestinal loop.

Genus Claveiina Savigny, 1816.

Zooids oblong or club-shaped, nearly independent, each enveloped

in its own test and connected by stolons arising from the posterior

end.

Apertures not lobed. Mantle muscles mainly longitudinal.

Branchial sac with straight stigmata, with no internal longitudinal

bars or papillae, but with horizontal membranes.

The Bermuda species of this genus belongs in Herdman's sub-

genus iitereodavella, which differs from the typical Claveiina in

having the stolons united in a basal thickening or mass of test.
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Clavelina (Stereoclavella) oblonga Herdman.

Clavelina oblonga Herdman, Prelim. Eep. Proc. Eo)-. Soc. Ediu.. 1879-80, p.

724.

Clavelina oblonga Herdman. Eeport Voy. Challenger, Zool., vol. vi, pt. xvii,

p. 246, plate xxxv, figs. 6-10.

Stereoclavella oblonga Herdman, Trans. Biol. Soc. Liverpool, vol. v, pp. 160-

161, also Jonr. Linn. Soc. Zool., vol. xxiii, p. 603.

Plate XLVI. Figure 1. Plate XLVII. Figure 7.

Plate LXII. Figure 130o.

Individual animals club-shaped, the anterior end rounded, the

body tapering gradualh' into the very short stalk. The colony con-

sists of a number of such individuals quite closely grouped together,

united by the expanded bases of the stalks.

The total length of the largest individuals (including the short

stalk) is about SO"^"". Removed from the test the zooid ordinarily

measures less than half this length, but large ones fully expanded

measure about 20'"" in length.

The test is thick but perfectly transparent and colorless ; the

lower j^art niaj^ be slightly incrusted with fine sand. It is gelatinous

in consistency, firmer near the base. The zooids themselves are

nearly colorless. The stomach and intestine in life are brownish.

There are often spots of very pure opaque white on the thorax, and

alwaj^s about the edges of the orifices.

The musculature of the mantle consists of a rather small number

of slender bands, most distinct on the thorax. Beneath there are

very delicate transverse muscles placed close together. These form

an almost continuous but very thin layer about the thorax, but the

longitudinal muscles are much the stronger and the animals contract

greatly in length in preservation, llie thorax contracts more than

the abdomen. In life when the animal is expanded the branchial

sac is fully half the length of the bod}'.

There are 15 or more rows of stigmata, and sometimes 50 in a row.

The stigmata begin close beside the dorsal lamina.

According to Herdman, the dorsal languets are short, conical and

tentacular, and separated by about their own length. The tentacles

are short and stout, about 20 in number, of two sizes placed alter-

nately. The dorsal tubercle is small and irregularly oval.

In all the specimens obtained the reproductive organs were small,

but a large number of embryos in various stages were contained in

the atrial cavities of some of the zooids.
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This is a common species. It was obtained both in 1898 and 1901,

also by Prof. Goode, as well as by the Challenger Expedition. The
writer has collected it in Castle Harbor and on the north shore of

Coney Island, where a number of colonies were found under stones

a little below low water mark.

Genus Brhodozona, n. gen.

An examination of Diazona pictaXerviW (IV) shows that it differs

so materially from the type of Diazona that it must be made the

type of a new genus, having charactei's intermediate between

Diazona and Distoma or Clavellna.

It differs from the former genus in having the colony divided up

into a large number of small lobes, in the absence of internal longi-

tudinal bars from the branchial sac, and in having no lobes to the

apertures. It has a smooth-walled stomach, except for a single

longitudinal ridge on the inner surface.

Rhodozona picta (Veirill).

Diazona picta Verrill, Trans. Connecticnt Academy, vol. x, pt. 3, pl. Ixx, fig.

8, 1900.

Plate XLVI. Figure 3. Plate XLVII. Figure 5.

Plate LX. Figure 122.

" Forms large gelatinous colonies, consisting of a massive main

stem from which arise more or less numerous lobes, each lobe often

containing 12 to 20 zooids, which, in expansion, are much exsert

above the common mass, the free portion being slender and three or

four times as high as broad. Apertures, when expanded, on short

terminal tubes, the oral one larger and higher than the atrial.

" General color usually translucent pinkish white ; the oral aper-

ture surrounded by a band of bright carmine-red, edged on both

sides with flake-white ; a stripe of the same carmine color extends

from the oral band down the ventral side of each zooid.

" Height of the larger colonies, 125 to 160™™; breadth about the

same; height of free part of zooids, in life, 15 to 20™'"; their diam-

eter, 5 to 6™'"; diameter of oral tube, about 2™"'." (Verrill \1.)

The test is gelatinous and transparent and of similar character to

that of Diazona. In young colonies and in newly developing lobes

of larger colonies, where the zooids are still small, they do not pro-

ject above the surface of the lobe. Such specimens may, however,

be readily identified b}^ the color and the great numbers of anasto-
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inosing vessels with enlarged ends, which occur in the lower parts

of the colonies. These vessels arise from the posterior ends of the

zooids.

The largest zooids measure, in the preserved condition, about

22™"*, or slightly more, in length when removed from the test. In

formalin they are of a pale flesh-color. The white contents of the

intestine show plainly from the outside.

The mantle is jDrovided with a varying number of rather narrow

longitudinal muscle-bands. Beneath these bands there are still nar-

rower transverse bands of different sizes, which are spaced rather

far apart, so as to form with the longitudinal muscles square or

oblong meshes often of considerable regularity. (Fig. 5.) On the

abdomen, the musculature becomes weak and inconspicuous. The

siphons have delicate longitudinal and sphincter muscles. The

apertures are not lobed, but in contraction their edges become

thrown into folds which may easily be mistaken for lobes.

There are fifteen or more rows of stigmata in the branchial sac,

each with a great number of short but narrow and closely j^laced

stigmata. The transverse vessels are muscular and have very wide

membranes attached along their inner sides. These membranes unite

with each other and with the rather long tapering dorsal languets at

the dorsal lamina. The dorsal lamina itself is rather broad, and has

a thick muscle-band along each side.

There are about a dozen tentacles placed rather far apart and

forming a single circle in which large and small ones alternate, but

in addition to these there are numerous much smaller ones inserted

farther forward and apparently forming more than one circle. In

this it resembles the genus Distoma. There are no atrial tentacles.

The stomach is smooth-walled and elongated. It is provided with

a single internal ridge running longitudinally, and a similar ridge

may be ti'aced along a large part of the intestine.

The reproductive glands are poorly developed in the specimens in

the collection. The ovary is elongated and situated in the loop of

the intestine, and in most cases contains numerous small eggs, but

no large eggs or embryos were found. There is a well developed

oviduct.

"Harrington Sound and Castle Harbor, just below low-tide,

usually attached to gorgoniae or bryozoa" (Verrill). One or two

large colonies, and many small ones, were collected in 1898 ; but in

1901 only a few small ones were found. It appears to grow chiefly

on the gorgonian Muricea muricata.
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Family PEROPHORIDiE Giard.

Distinguisbed from the Clavelinida^ chiefly b}' the absence of an

abdomen.

Branchial sac witli from four to many rows of stigmata, either

plain or with papillae or longitudinal bars. The dorsal lamina may
be a continuous membrane, but languets ai'e usually present.

The stomach and intestine lie on the left side of the branchial sac.

Reproductive organs in the intestinal loop.

Genus Perophora (Lister, 1834), Wiegm., 1835.

Bod}- short and wide, the branchial sac with but four rows of

long, narrow stigmata. Both apertures lobed.

Branchial sac with papilla" (which are often branched) on the

transverse vessels, but no internal longitudinal bars. Dorsal lamina

with languets.

Perophora viridis Verrill.

Perophora viridis Verrill, American Jour. Science, ser. iii, vol. ii, p. 359,

1871 ; also Eep. of Comm. Fish and Fisheries, (Invertebrate animals of

Vineyard Sound, etc.), p. 702, 1871-72; also Webster's International Dic-

tionary, pp. 1365, 2004 (figures).

See also Lefevre, Budding in Perophora, Jour, of Morphology, 1898.

Plate XLVII. Figure 8.

"Colonies composed of nearh"^ sessile individuals about 2.5""^ to

3mm higli^ connected by slender stolons, and thickly covering the

surfaces over which they creep. Test compressed; seen from the

side, scarcely higher than broad, oval, elliptical or sub-circular, often

one sided or distorted, with a short pedicle or subsessile at base.

Branchial orifice large, terminal ; anal lateral or subterminal, both a

little prominent, with about 16 angular lobes, alternately larger and

smaller. Test transparent ; mantle beautifully reticulated with

bright yellowish green ; intestine yellow." (Verrill.)

There are a dozen or more tentacles of two sizes placed alternately.

The horizontal bars of the branchial sac bear one papilla for every

two stigmata except near the ends. Testis usually consisting of

several separate glands.

Sj^ecimens of Perophora from Bermuda do not appear to differ in

internal structure from this well known species of the New England

coast. The colonies collected were all small, with but few individ-

uals, and these were lighter colored and rather more transparent

Trans. Conn. Acad.', Vol. XI. 22 February, 1902.
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than the average of a large number of specimens collected at Wood's

Plole, Massachusetts. They were rather yelloAver m color during

life and appear to be somewhat less compressed laterally, though

this may be partly due to the fact that the zooids are in no case

crowded together, the colonies being loose and straggling.

The writer collected specimens in May, 1901, iinder stones at

various points, including Waterloo, on Castle Harbor, Coney, and

Long Bird Islands, Somerset Island, and Hungry Bay. It is widely

distributed, but at that season of the year, at least, it is not very

abundant or conspicuous.

Genus Ecteinascidia Herdmaii, 18S0.

Body elongated, usually tapering posteriorly, sometimes with a

short peduncle ; but not divided into thorax and abdomen. Test

thin and membranaceous, containing no blood vessels.

Mantle thin, musculature consisting of transverse bands.

Branchial sac with internal longitudinal bars which are not papil-

lated.

Dorsal lamina usually represented by a series of tentacular lan-

guets.

Viscera placed on the left side of the branchial sac.

Ecteinascidia turbinata Herdman.

Ecteinascidia turbinata Herdman, Prelim. Rep., Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin., p.

724, 1879-80.

Ecteinasidia turbinata Herdman, Report Voy. Challenger, part xvii, p. 243,

pi. xxx%'i, figs. 1-6.

See also Lefevre, Budding in Ecteinascidia, Anat. Anzeiger, vol. xiii, 1897.

Plate XLVII. Figures 4 and 6. Plate LIX. Figure 116.

Prof. Verrill (17) states that he found this species in 1898. There

were, however, no specimens among the ascidians he brought home.

In 1901 the writer found Avhat he considers to be immature speci-

mens of this species, but no adults.

The following is condensed from Herdman's description of the

adult :

Shape of each individual elongated, the anterior three-fourths

almost cylindrical, the posterior part tapering rapidl}^ to a short,

slender stalk. Apertures sessile and minute, both at the right side

of the anterior end. Thej'^ are not lobed.

Length of body 30"'"', breadth near the anterior end 10"'". Test

thin and membranaceous, transparent. Internal longitudinal bars of
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branchial sac narrow and borne on stout connecting ducts. No
horizontal membranes present. The meshes between the internal

longitudinal bars contain two or three sligniata. On each side of the

dorsal lamina (which consists of a row of narrow tentacular languets)

there are no internal longitudinal bars for a space of about ten stig-

mata, but there is a papilla on each transverse vessel at about half

this distance.

Tentacles simple aud filiforra. They are of three lengths placed

regularly. Dorsal tubercle elongated and tapering posteriorly. Its

aperture is anterior, and the horns are coiled.

Genital glands in the intestinal loop. Ovary alongside and curved

parallel to the intestine. Testis in the concavity of the ovary.

The young individuals obtained by the writer do not exceed
(jmm

jjj length. Most of them are smaller. The test and mantle

are verj^ transparent and the latter contains branching vessels similar

to those in jPeropho}-a.

In life the color is a pale greenish yellow, due to corpuscles of

that color in the vessels of the branchial sac and mantle. It becomes

brown in preservation.

The body and branchial sac are much shorter than in the adult;

none have over 18 or 20 rows of stigmata. There are two sizes of

tentacles. The apertures apjjear lobed, but these may merely be

folds produced by contraction of the strong sphincter muscles.

Xone of the individuals had I'eproductive organs developed.

The type specimen of this species was obtained by the Challenger

Expedition at Bermuda in shallow water. Herdman also states that

there are several colonies in the Liverpool Free Public Museum from

Alexandria Harbor (3 to 5 fathoms). It also occurs at Jamaica

(Lefevre 9).

The young specimens collected at Bermuda by the writer were

mostly found under stones along the shores of Castle Harbor and at

Coney Island, during the month of May.

Family DISTOMIDJE Giard, 1872.

Colony generally thick and massive, sometiines pedunculated.

Systems often wanting. Zooids usually completely imbedded in the

common test.

Zooids having the body divided into two distinct regions,—thorax

and abdomen. From the posterior part of the latter vascular pro-

cesses usually extend into the test, and u))on these the buds form.

Branchial sac without internal longitudinal bars or folds. Dorsal

lamina in the form of a series of lantruets.
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Reproductive organs in or on one side of the intestinal loop.

Testes consisting of a number of separate pyriform glands. Vas

deferens not spirally coiled.

This family is none too well separated from the Clavelinida?. On
the other hand the adult zooids of this family much resemble those

of the Didemnida^ but the last named family has an entirely differ-

ent method of budding and is in realitj^ onl}^ distantly related.

Genus Distoiua Savigny, 1816.

Colony generally thick and fleshy. Systems sometimes present.

More often both orifices of the zooids open independently on the

surface and the zooids are irregularly placed. No calcareous spicules.

Branchial orifice normally six-lobed. Atrial orifice also Avith six

lobes and placed at the end of a distinct tubular siphon.

Tentacles often very numerous; in more than one circle.

Stomach globular. Intestinal loop more or less twisted.

Reproductive organs on the left side of the abdomen, which is

separated from the thorax by a more or less elongated and narrow

peduncle. No incubatory pouch is present, though the embryos

develop under the mantle of the parent.

The stomach is smooth-walled in the Bermuda forms.

The zooids in this genus are quite elongated, but the mantle is

strongljr muscular, and in preserved specimens they are apt to be so

contracted as to give little idea of their natural shape. This must

be taken into account in identifying specimens of these animals.

For the purposes of illustrating this paper, individuals were

selected which were not much contracted.

Analytical Table of Bermuda species of Distoma, based on the

character of the colony.

A.—Incrusting, but thick. Surface uneven, usually slightly raised

over the positions of the zouids. Test firm, colorless but rendered

more or less opaque by included sand and shell fragments, which

are usually most numerous immediately about the zooids, foi*ming a

sort of capsule. Zooids large, not pigmented. D. capsidatnm.

B.—Ma,ssive, rounded, attached by most of lower surface. Upj^er

surface smooth and shining. Test soft and gelatinous, with brown
or dusky pigment, yet more or less transparent. Much sand included

in lower portions of colony. Zooids rather large with more or less

rich brown pigment. JD. convexwn.
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C.—Flattened and incrusting but rather thick. Test firm, color

greenish black, entirely opaque. Surface smooth. Zooids rather

large, with much black pigment. D. obscuratnm.

D.—More or less completely divided into heads raised on short

peduncles (small colonies consisting of a single head). Color some

shade of greenish yellow or olive. Upper surface of heads smooth

and glistening. Zooids of moderate size, somewhat pigmented, and

more or less distinctly visible through the test. D. olivaceum.

E.—Rounded, attached by most of lower surface. Test very trans-

parent, usually colorless, soft and gelatinous. Zooids small with the

thorax usually pure white and the intestinal loop orange, conspicu-

ously visible through the test. D. clarum.

Distoma capsulatum, n. sp.

Plate XLVI. Figure 3. Plate LVIII. Figure 107.

Forms a small rounded or unsymmetrical colony with an uneven

surface, which is often slightly raised over the anterior ends of the

zooids. Size of largest colony; i*/™'" by ll""" across, and 5 to V™™

in thickness.

Test colorless, rather tough and firm, containing many included

grains of sand and shell fragments, so that it may become entirely

opaque. The zooids lie in the test inclined at various angles, and

are often so surrounded by sand grains or shell fragments, that each

appears to be inclosed in a tubular calcareous capsule. In some

specimens the whole of the colony is so crowded with included

material that no such arrangement is noticeable. Some sand gen-

erally adheres to the surface of the colony also. The zooids do not

appear to be arranged in systems.

Though all the colonies found were very small, the zouids were

large and few in number. When removed from the test they are

light yellow or buff with the stomach and part of the intestine

orange. They often reach 6™™ or more in length in the preserved

specimens, which are of course somewhat contracted.

The mantle is well provided with longitudinal muscles, which are

gathered on the thorax into a rather small number of broad but not

very compact or solid bands. These may also be traced some dis-

tance back from the thorax, but gradually break up into narrow

bands or individual fibers toward the posterior end of the zooids.

Beneath these longitudinal muscles on the anterior half of the body

there are fairly strong transverse muscles, which are, however, not
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collected into definite bands. The sphincters of the siphons are well

developed. The lobes of the branchial opening are often somewhat

bifid.

The branchial sac has four rows of narrow stigmata with a con-

siderable number in each row. The tentacles are numerous, of

several sizes arranged in more than one circle, somewhat after the

manner described below in I), convexum.

The intestinal loop is twisted bringing the large globular stomach

to the dorsal side of the abdomen. The so-called hej^atic gland sur-

rounding the intestine is confined to a very short portion of its

length and consists of short tubules of rather large diameter with

expanded ends closeh^ clasping the intestine. (Fig. 2.)

The pyriform testes are very numerous, often 20 to 30 in number.

None of the specimens examined contained large eggs or embryos.

This is not an abundant species. Five small colonies were col-

lected in 1898 attached to the lower part of a mass of coral. The

writer also obtained several colonies at Coney Island, Bermuda, in

May, 1901, below extreme low water mark, attached to stones.

These were in poor condition, with very few and small zooids.

The species is probably commoner in deeper Avater than along the

shore.

Distoiua convexum, n. sp.

Plate XLIX. Figure 16. Plate LVIII. Figure 104. Plate LIX.

Figure 118.

Colony forming a thick, fleshy, rounded mass attached by a large

part of the lower surface.

The largest colony obtained measures about 24""™ across and fully

as much in greatest height. The others are of proportionately less

height.

The upper portion of the colonj" is free from included material

and the surface is smooth and glistening, but in the lower parts

there are many sand grains and shell fragments. The color of the

test is a smok}^ brown or dusky brown (due to scattered cells con-

taining the pigment), very soft and gelatinous yet transparent, so

that the zooids can be more or less distinctly seen. They are numer-

ous and closely placed, but no systems can be distinguished, at least

not in the preserved specimens. Bladder cells appear to be absent

from the test.

The zooids are perceptibly smaller than in the last described

species [D. capsulatum),i\\Q individual figured measuring 4.9""" in
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length b}' l""'" across, when somewhat contracted. Their tissues are

yellow, the stomach orange, and in addition many of the cells in the

mantle contain brown pigment grains of irregular shape, especially

on the anterior part of the thorax.

The musculature (not shown in fig. 16) is similar to that of D.

capsidatum though the longitudinal bands are rather more numer-

ous, and as in that species, it becomes very weak on the abdomen.

The branchial sac has four rows of stigmata, the number in a row

exceeding 20 on each side. The tentacles are evidently arranged

much as in T). adriaticuni (Yon Drasche, '\). There is a circle of

eight large ones; a little further forward, and alternating with them,

eight smaller ones ; and still further forward one or more circles of

still smaller ones.

The gland surrounding the intestine in this species differs from

that of I). ca2}sulatt(m. The tubules of which it consists run length-

wise of the intestine and lie parallel to each other, surrounding the

intestine on all sides. As in the last mentioned species, they do not

branch. Anteriorly they are of small diameter but increase in size

as they follow the intestine backward. After following it some dis-

tance they leave it and run toward the stomach. At a point near

the latter they converge and unite into the common duct. Along

the intestine they are thin-walled tubes composed of an epithelium

of flat hexagonal cells with nuclei which do not stain deejah'.

After leaA'ing the intestine they become suddenly smaller, with

thick walls and scarcely visible lumen, close to which the deeply

staining nuclei of the cells are placed, and they are provided with a

conspicuous basement membrane.

Two colonies were collected in 1898 and several in 1901. The

exact localities were not recorded, but they were no doubt taken at

points near the eastern end of the group of islands. One of the

colonies contained a few larvae.

Distoma obseuratum, n. sp.

Plate XLYIII. Figure 11. Plate LVIII. Figures 105 and 106.

Two specimens of this species, which is nearly related to D. con-

vexum, but evidently quite distinct from it, were collected in May,

1901, growing on corals in rather shallow water in Castle Harbor.

They are of flattened form, measuring between 20 and SO"""" across,

and are 3 to 4""" in thickness, with rounded edges. Thej^ are of

a uniform greenish black color, entirely opaque, and of firm semi-

cartilaginous consistency.
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Ill external appearance the colonies resemble those of Cystodytes

draschii so closely that they were taken for that species until they

were cut open.

Common cloacal apertures are present. The dai'k pigment of the

test is contained entirely in the numerous test cells. The zooids are

pigmented much as described in the case of D. convexum, but the

pigment is in this case much more thickly distributed and is of an

intense black color, so that the whole thorax appears black. There

is also much of the black pigment on the vessels of the branchial

sac.

The zouids average about the same size as those of D. convexum^

though they appear to be somewhat less stout, and differ from them

but very little in structure.

They have between 15 and 20 stigmata in a row on each side.

The tubules of the gland surrounding the intestine do not pursue

parallel courses along the intestine as in D. convexum, but resemble

rather those of D. capsulatum, though they are not so crowded

together (fig. 11).

The colonies contain some tailed larvffi.

Distoma olivaceum, u. sp.

Plate XLVIII. Figure 9. Plate LIX. Figure 113.

This species is also closely allied to D. convexum, but the form of

the colony differs. In this species it consists of a flat-topped more

or less distinctly pedunculated head of small size, seldom over 5 to

8""" across, and, including the peduncle, not much over 10™™ in

height. Many of the heads are very small, but usually a number of

them are grouped together in a mass which may cover several square

centimeters of the stone or coral on Avhich the colony grows, the

separate heads being connected by the expanded lower ends of the

peduncles. In shape the heads resemble those of DistapUa, but

average smaller. Common cloacal apertures are probably present.

Occasionally no distinct peduncle can be distinguished, the colony

being attached by its lower surface, and in such cases it often

becomes wider, though of less height than stated above.

The color also differs from that of D. convexum and is retained,

at least for a considerable time, in specimens preserved in formalin or

even in alcohol. It is some shade of olive, or yellowish olive, or in

a few specimens a very dark olive-green. The test is moderately

firm, the upper surface is smooth and glistening; the peduncle, how-

ever, is coated with an outside layer or pellicle containing fine sand
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grains. This coating of sand generally ceases abruptly at the top

of the peduncle. The interior of the colony is usually nearh^ free

from sand or shell fragments.

The zouids are light colored, with the stomach and part of the

intestinal loop orange. The mantle is less pigmented than in D.
convexurii, the spots are blackish and exceedingly minute, and it is

usually only on the anterior end just over the ganglion and over the

end of the endostyle that they are suflicienth^ numerous to conceal

the whitish ground-color of the mantle. These two points, however,

are in most individuals practically black, so thick is the spotting,

and they are visible through the semi-transparent test (especially in

light-colored colonies) as black dots, and in many of the specimens

are the most conspicuous parts of the zooids.

In structure the zooids resemble those of D. convexum. This

applies also to the structui'e of the gland surrounding the intestine.

They average, however, somewhat smaller and slenderer than those

of D. conrexnm, as a comparison of figs. 9 and 16, drawn to the

same scale, Avill show. There are the same number of rows of stig-

mata (four) but fewer in each row. There are also fewer tentacles.

There are a dozen or more quite long slender ones, also some small

ones inserted further forward.

None of the zooids examined contained embryos in advanced

stages, or very large eggs.

This species was not among those collected in 1898. In 1901,

however, it was abundant, especially on corals in Harrington Sound,

but common also under stones along the shore at various places,

including Coney Island, Long Bird Island, and Hungry Bay. It

appears, though, to prefer deeper water rather than situations near

low-water mark.

Distoma clarum, n. sp.

Plate XLVIII. Figure 10. Plate LIX. Figure 117.

Colony jelly-like, the test usually colorless and transparent in pre-

served specimens. In life, however, it is slightly opalescent with a

greyish, pinkish or sometimes a blue or green cast. The colony is

simply a rounded or oval mass without a peduncle, attached by most

of the under surface. It seldom exceeds 12'"™ in width and half

that in greatest thickness. The zooids, which are irregularly placed

and lie at all angles to the surface (no systems being discernible),

are visible through the test with perfect distinctness.
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The mantle of the thoi-ax is pure white, not pigraeritecl, while the

stomach and more or less of the intestine is yellow or orange. This

color fades out in preserved specimens, becoming 3'ellowish or flesh

color. In specimens which ai*e in a degenerate condition, the test

often becomes infested with parasitic algre, giving it a dirty and

greenish appearance.

Some specimens preserved in alcohol have the zooids very dark

colored, brownish or blackish. I think this may be due to the action

of the alcohol or of something contained in it. I have not seen

fresh specimens in which they are so colored.

The zooids are much smaller than in any of the above species.

The longitudinal muscles of the mantle are strong and form distinct

bands. In consequence of this development of these muscles the

zooids are nearly always found in a condition of violent contraction.

This is true of all the species of this genus, but particularly of this

one, and most of the zooids in preserved specimens are generall}^

contracted into a shapeless condition.

There are four rows of stigmata, but a rather small number in

each row. Neither are the tentacles very numerous, but they are of

two or three different sizes, the largest ones inserted farther back

than the smaller ones. In some colonies seven lobes to the branchial

aperture is the rule, in others six. The atrial aperture always has

six as far as I have observed. There are fewer testes than in any of

the larger species of this genus described above. Six ai^pears to be

a common number, but in some colonies it is often considerabh^

exceeded.

Specimens of this species collected in April and May are full of

large eggs and embiyos in all stages. Four or five large embryos,

together at least equalling in bulk the individual which has pro-

duced them, maj^ sometimes be found under the mantle of one zooid.

Those of most advanced development are nearest the atrial aperture,

the others further back, according to their stage of growth.

This species is abundant and may be found on the under side of

stones at every suitable place along the shore, and on corals, etc., on

the reefs. It is one of the two or three commonest ascidians at

Bermuda.

Genus Cystodytes von Drasche, 1888.

Differs from Distoma in that the abdomen of each zooid is

surrounded by a capsule of calcareous spicules lying in the test.

These spicules have the form of circular disks, thin at the edges and
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thicker at a point near the center, and slightly concave on the side

toward the zouid. The capsule is formed by a varying number of

such disks placed overlapping- each other, sometimes several deep.

The zooids are shorter than those of Distoma, and appear to have

no vascular appendages. If this be the case, the method of budding

must be somewhat modified from that of Distoraa.

Cystodytes draschii Herdman.

Cystodytes draschii Herdman. Eej^ort Voy. Challenger, pt. xxxviii, p. 137.

Plate XLIX. Figure 17. Plate LVIII. Figures 99 to 101 inclusive.

The type of this species, described in the above work, Avas

obtained in 400 fathoms off Barra Grande, Brazil, but Bermuda

specimens from shallow water agree almost perfectly with Herd-

man's description and figures.

It forms tlat incrusting colonies, about 5°*"' thick, and reaching 60'

or 80"'" across. The surface is smooth and the consistency of the

test moderately firm. The colonies are usually quite opaque. The

color is a deep, uniform, brownish gray. When the colony is cut

the white calcareous capsules surrounding the posterior ends of the

zooids are very conspicuous.

Under the microscope the test is shown to contain enormous

numbers of bladder cells, so closely packed in most places that their

outline becomes polygonal, and the amount of test substance is

actually small.

A spicule of ordinary size measures from 0.1 to 0.3"'™ in diameter

and about 0.03°"" in thickness at the thickest point, but somewhat

larger ones and of course many smaller ones occur. They resemble

the larger kind of spicules of C. violaceus shown in fig, 14.

The zooids are pale yellow in color when removed from the cap-

sule, which is not readily done without tearing them unless the

capsule is dissolved away. They are distinctl}' divided into thorax

and abdomen, but by a very short peduncle, if indeed there can be

said to be any. In life, however, they must be capable of some

extension, and their usual contracted condition is due to the great

strength of the longitudinal mantle muscles. These form many dis-

tinct bands on the sides of the thorax, but in the region of the

peduncle these separate bands run together and unite into a single

broad, thick band on each side. On the abdomen, the muscles spread

out again. The object of these strong bands is no doubt to retract

the thorax and bring it more or less completely within the protection
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of the calcareous capsule. The mantle contains a few black-pig-

mented corpuscles.

The tentacles are very slender and numerous, of two sizes, the

shorter inserted, as in Dlstonia, in a separate and more anterior

circle. There are four rows of stigmata with but a small number in

a row; Both apertures are six-lobed.

This species is rather common in Castle Harbor; off Bailey's Baj'^;

and doubtless in other places at Bermuda, on gorgonians, corals, etc.

Cystodytes violaceus, n. sp.

Plate XLVIII. Figures 12, 13 and 14.

Four small colonies of a species of this genus, evidently distinct

from C. draschii, were obtained in Castle Harbor, at Waterloo, in

May, 1901. The largest measures ovl\j about 12™™ across and not

-much over 2™" in thickness. They were attached to the under side

of a stone.

The test is semi-transparent, allowing the zooids, or rather their

capsules, to be seen, and contains corpuscles with purple i)igment,

which becomes brown in preserved specimens. The zooids have the

stomach yellow, but no pigment cells in the mantle.

The spicules forming the capsules about the zooids resemble those

of C. draschii, and reach a diameter of about .3™™, but the capsules

are less perfect, and in addition there are spicules scattered in the

lower layers of the test and taking no part in the formation of the

capsules. Theyare most numerous and conspicuous near the edges

of the colony. Most of them are of smaller size than those form-

ing the capsules, being usually only about one-fifth or one-sixth of

the diameter of the latter, and they are proportionately thicker,

with thick rounded edges, and are readily seen to be built up of

radially disposed rods or needles. The spicules of the capsules also

have radial striations or markings, but they are much less distinct.

(Figs. 13 and 14.) Bladder- cells occur in the test, but much less

abundantly than is usual in C draschii.

The zooids are similar to those of that sj^ecies, but average a little

smaller and generally have a smaller number of testes. Many of

them contain larwe eofffs in the abdomen.

Sluiter's figures and description (15) show that there is a very

striking resemblance, superficially at least, between this species and

his Dlplosoraa purpureum, found at Cape Verde, Africa. Though

he may have suflicient reason for placing his specimens in the genus
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Diplosomu^ it must be admitted that he gives nothing, either in the

figures or description, which demonstrates or even supports the cor-

rectness of his position, and in his figure the numerous hladder-cells

and the objects which he considers inchided " shells of Globigerinas"

bear a most extraordinary resemblance to the bladder-cells and

spicules of Cystodytes. Moreover, in his description he indicates

the existence of a number of testes. Diplosorna has but two.

The Y.\\\'0])e2iri^Cystodytes dellechiake Delia Valle has also a violet

color, and I do not feel very sure that the species here described is

really distinct from it.

Genus Distaplia Delia Valle, 1881.

Colony fieshy, often lobed or pedunculated. Test penetrated by
vascular processes of the zooids. Zooids arranged in distinct and

usually rather simple systems.

Branchial sac large, with four rows of long stigmata.

Atrial aperture with a large languet.

Stomach ovate. Intestinal loop not twisted.

Reproductive organs on the right side of the intestinal loop.

The larvfe in this genus are remarkably large. The eggs are

received into an elongated diverticulum of the atrial cavity which

is developed for the purpose, the incubatory pouch, where they

undergo development. The youngest embrj^os are always found in

that end of the pouch farthest from the body of the parent.

Distaplia bennudensis, n. sp.

Plate XLIX. Figures lo, 18 and 19. Plate LIX. Figures 108 and 111.

Plate LXII. Figure 130&.

Specimens of Distaj)Ua from Bermuda are very variable in resi3ect

to the form and color of the colony, yet I cannot find ground for

believing that more than one species occurs there. Bancroft (1)

reports a similar variability in the Pacific species, D. occidentalis.

There is reason to suspect that the number of species of this

genus occurring in European waters has been considerably over-

rated, through failure to make allowance for such variations.

I am unable to identify these specimens with any of the species

already described. Some of the colonies closely resemble D. valUi

Herdman (6), but it is doubtful whether that is a good species, and

moi'eover, if the stomach of that sjiecies resembles that of D. magni-

larva Delia Valle, as Herdman says, it must be pitted or folded on

the inner surface.
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The Bermuda form has the stomach smooth-walled within and

without, though, when highly magnified, the inner surface is finely

granular. No pits or folds are present, except such as may be

produced by the contraction of the body, the stomach -wall being

ver}^ thin and delicate. The smooth-w^alled stomach is, as far as I

know, peculiar to this species.

Some of the specimens have the form of rather flat-topped heads,

Avith more or less abrupt edges, attached by a shorC'peduncle. Such

heads are usually 10 or 12'"" across the top and (including the pedun-

cle) 12 or lo""™ in height, and they often consist of but a single

system. Other colonies (figs. 18 and 19) form rather thick but flat-

tened incrusting masses several centimeters across, attached by the

greater part of the lower surface. Between these and the heads

there is every gradation. The incrusting colonies usually contain

several systems, and may be produced into one or more lobes, or

more or less distinct heads.

The test is only moderately firm, but the outer layer is somewhat

tougher. It is rather opaque, j^et the zooids and the vessels may
usually be distinguished. The latter occur chiefly in the peduncle

and lower parts of the colonies. They seldom branch or anastomose,

and their terminal portions are only slightly enlarged. The test

may or may not contain groups or masses of bladder-cells.

No reliance w^hatever can be placed on the color of the colony as

a specific character. Whatever may be the color, it generally

becomes darker on the upper surface of the head or colony, espe-

cially about the atrial aperture or apertures, and paler on the sides

of the colony and on the peduncle, if one is present. Sometimes

the upper surface is nearly black, and some white pigment is often

present about the orifices. Usually the colonies have a chocolate

brown color: this often shades into olive, violet, purple, or rose color

in some parts of the colony, or one of these colors may predominate.

All these colors turn to a green, blue-green, or yellowish green, or

sometimes a deep blue, when the specimen is preserved in formalin.

Two large colonies obtained in 1901 were deep orange-red, almost

Vermillion, shading to blackish about the atrial orifices. These col-

onies turned browniish in formalin. Among the specimens obtained

by Prof. Verrill in 1898 were a few which were almost white, and

others of a dull yellowish olive. These were preserved in formalin,

with no notes as to their colors in life.

The zooids are easily removed from the test. They appear to

vary much in size, but this is no doubt largely due to a varying
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amount of shrinkage. This is veiy likely to occur in preserved

specimens, as the tissues of the zooids are exceedingly delicate.

Well-expanded individuals are heautiful objects, and the internal

structure can be made out with greater ease than in any other of the

Bermuda ascidians. The mantle is but slightly muscular, the fibers

running chiefly obliquely and transversely. It is often more or less

pigmented, at other times nearly colorless. The stomach and

duodenum are ahvaj^s orange in fn sh specimens. The largest and

best preserved zooids measure over .5""" in length, and about 1,2"^™

across the thorax.

The branchial sac has four rows of more than twenty long narrow

stigmata on each side, which become shorter as the ends of the rows

are approached. A very narrow intermediate transverse vessel

crosses the stigmata half Avay between each principal transverse

vessel. This is visible even in quite young buds, where the number

of stigmata in a row is still much less than in the adult. The struc

ture of the branchial sac agrees exactly with Herdman's (6) desci'ip-

tion of D. rosea and D. vallii.

The branchial orifice has an irregularly toothed margin. This is

not apparent when the aperture is much contracted. The atrial

opening is placed well back from the anterior end and is very large,

with the anterior lip produced into a long pointed languet. There

are about 16 tentacles of two sizes placed alternately, but their

arrangement and number is not ahvaj^s exactly the same.

As already mentioned, the stomach-wall is not pitted nor folded,

but is smooth within and Avithout.

The zooids are usually hermaphroditic, well-developed testes and

eggs of considerable size being present at the same time. (Fig. 1.5.)

Some, however, appear to have the organs of only one sex. Some
colonies contain great numbers of buds and embryos, the latter

usually contained in the long incubatoiy pouch, which eventually

becomes detached from the zouid. I have not observed more than

three embryos in a pouch.

Family POLYCLINID^ Giard, 1872.

Colony usually massive, sometimes incrusting, sometimes lobed or

pedunculated. Systems of various shapes, occasionally irregular or

wanting.

Zooids elongated antero-posteriorl}^, and usually divided into three

distinct regions ; the thorax, abdomen, and post-abdomen.
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Branchial aperture 6 or 8 lobed, atrial aperture often with a

languet.

Branchial sac generally long, with numerous rows of small round

or oval stigmata. It may be papillated, but no internal longitudinal

bars occur.

Dorsal lamina with languets.

Stomach-wall smooth or variously folded or pitted. Reproductive

organs and heart situated in the post-abdomen. Testis represented

by a number of small spermatic sacs.

Gemmation by division of the post-abdomen.

Genus Amaroucium Milne-Edwards, 1841.

Distinguished by forming massive, often pedunculated colonies,

with elongated zooids having long post-abdomens, usually six-lobed

branchial siphons, the atrial aperture placed well forward, and a large

atrial languet. The stomach-wall is, usually at least, longitudinalh'

folded, but in one of the Bermuda species this appears to be a very

variable character. The post-abdomen is sessile.

This genus, though almost universally accepted by writers on

Tunicata, is but poorly distinguished from Aplidium Savigny, which

in its typical form has a sessile colony, shorter zooids, often lacks

the atrial languet, and has the post-abdomen separated from the

abdomen by a more conspicuous constriction or peduncle. The

atrial aperture is also said to be placed further back. Most of these

differences are very trifling, and many species could be placed in

either genus with equal propriety.

Amaroucium bermudae, n. sp.

Plate L. Figure 20. Plate LVIII. Figures 96 and 97.

The colony is irregular in shape, seldom much over 30™™ across,

generally less, with rather flat top and abrupt sides tapering into a

more or less distinct peduncle. The combined height of the colony

and peduncle often reaches 20"™ or more.

The test is firm, almost cartilaginous, but softer in the interior of

the colony. It is usually quite free from sand grains, grayish and

nearly opaque in life, sometimes with a distinct bluish or pinkish tint.

In formalin it becomes more transparent and of a yellowish or flesh-

color. There are no bladder-cells. The systems are irregular and

the number of zooids in different specimens of the same size is very

variable.
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The zooids are ratlier large and stout. A fair sized specimen

measures 2.3"'™ long without the post-ahdomen, M-hich may itself

reach 4 or .5"'™ in length, though in most individuals it is much
shorter. In color they vary from orange to bright vermillion I'ed in

life, but gradually fade to yellow in preservation. The color is dif-

fused through most of the tissues, but in very red individuals the

mantle of the thorax contains an especially large amount of pig-

ment. The mantle, especially near the antei-ior ends of the thorax,

abdomen and post-abdomen, is often studded with rounded cells,

much larger than the ordinary epithelial cells.

Usually there are six lobes to the branchial orifice, but some indi-

viduals have more. There is a fairly large atrial languet placed a

little anterior to the orifice, which is itself provided with distinct

though very short lobes. The usual number of rows of stigmata

appears to be about eighteen, with more than a dozen in a row on

each side. They are small and round and placed rather far apart.

The transverse vessels are veiy muscular. The tentacles are small

and difficult to count.

The presence and arrangement of folds or plications in the wall of

the stomach have been made the chief characters by which the

genera of this family are distinguished. In the present species, how-

ever, it is clear that great importance should not be attributed to

them. Usually the stomach of this form has distinct longitudinal

folds, but often there are transverse folds also over more or less of

the surface, or the transverse folds may even predominate and

become the principal ones, exceeding the longitudinal folds in prom-

inence. Some individuals show, on some parts of the surface of the

stomach, an areolated condition not far removed from that which

is typical of the genus MorchelUum Giard. Others, again, appar-

ently have the stomach entirely smooth-walled in its natural condi-

tion, but in this species the stomach-wall is very thin and liable to

become folded by the contraction of the animal incident to preserva-

tion, and its original condition is not always easy to determine.

In another species of this genus, A. constellatuni Verrill, from the

New England coast, which normally has a longitudinally folded

stomach, I have also observed variations from the usual condition,

though not to such a great extent.

Many specimens of this species were collected, both in 1H9S and

1901. It was foiind most abundantly on corals in Harrington Sound,

in water of moderate depth, and evidently grows better in such situa-

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 23 February, 1902.
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tions than along the shore. The zooids often contain larvse in the

atrial cavity.

In the Peabody Museum of Yale University there are some speci-

mens of Amarouciura from Fort Macon, N. C, which appear to be

of this species.

Amarouciutn glabrum Verrill, from the coast of Maine, forms

colonies of very similar size and shape.

Amaroucium exile, n. sp.

Plate L. Figure 21. Plate LYIII. Figure 98.

The colony in this species is rounded or button-shaped. It is not

pedunculated and adheres by the greater part of the lower surface.

The edges are not abrupt as in the last described form, but rounded,

and the consistency^ of the test is not so firm. It does not generally

grow more than 5 or 6"^°^ high and 15 or 20""™ wide.

The test is often quite densely crowded with coarse sand grains

and shell fragments, in the interior of the colony as well as on the

surface; in other cases it is entirely free from such inclusions and is

very transparent and almost colorless. Such colonies are very beau-

tiful objects, for the zooids vary from orange to an even more bril-

liant red than those of A. bermndoe, being sometimes bright scarlet.

The zooids are smaller and slenderer than in A. bermudce. The

systems are iri-egular. The specimen figured measured a little under
4mm loiig including the post-abdomen, which was short in this

individual.

The chief anatomical differences between this and the last

described species apj^ear to be that the present one has fewer stig-

mata, only twelve or fourteen rows (the number in each row may be

slightly less also), and that in this species the stomach-wall is thicker

and always distinctly folded longitudinally with a variable but not

very large number of folds (generally about 9).

This is a less common species than the last, and though found in

the same situations, occurs under stones along the shore more fre-

quently than A. bermudoe does. The writer collected it at Coney

Island ; Waterloo ; and Somerset Island, among other places. It

was obtained both in 1898 and 1901. Many of the specimens contain

larvae, which begin to secrete test-substance even while still contained

in the atrial cavity of the adult zooid.

This species is related to A. constellatxim Verrill of the New
England coast. The more brilliantly colored sjiecimens of that
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form are, when small, of rather similar appearance to those of this

species; but the somewhat stouter zooids, with much more numerous

and often much less regular plications in the stomach-wall ; the very

milky appearance of the test ; and the tendency to form wedge-

shaped or pedunculated colonies, would serve to distinguish the New
England species, even if it did not form massive colonies of vastly

greater bulk than this species ever attains.

Family DIDEMNID^ Verrill, 1871.

Colony incrusting, sometimes thick and massive, not peduncu-

lated. Test usually containing bladder-cells and often calcareous

spicules, which are generally of stellate form. Zooids arranged in

complex branching s\'stems.

Zooids of small size, divided into thorax and abdomen, often with

a muscular and vascular process extending out into the test from the

region of the peduncle connecting the two divisions of the body.

Branchial aperture six-lobed ; atrial plain, or with a languet.

Three to six rows of stigmata. Dorsal lamina with languets.

Stomach smooth-walled, externally at least. Intestinal loop

twisted.

Reproductive organs on the left side of the abdomen, or more or

less ventral, or posterior. Testes few, often only one. Yas defer-

ens often spirally coiled about the testis before leaving it to follow

the intestine. There is no oviduct.

Budding from the pj'loric region (near the peduncle) ; thorax and

abdomen of the new zooid formed from separate buds.

The genera Diplosoma and. Diplosomoides, which are often

regarded as constitiitiug a separate family, the Diplosomidae, are

here included in this family.

Genus Didemnum Savignj', 1816.

Colony generally rather thick and fleshy. Test containing blad-

der-cells and usually stellate calcareous spicules.

Zouids with a strong muscular process extending into the test

from the ventral side of the peduncle connecting the thorax and

abdomen. Branchial orifice six-lobed, atrial plain, with no languet.

Branchial sac with three rows of stigmata.

Testis single, more or less conical in form. The vas deferens

makes a number of spiral turns about it before proceeding on its
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course to the rectum, which it follows to a point near the atrial

orifice.

The Bermuda species of this genus differ more in the habit and

character of the colony than in the structure of the zooids or the

form of the spicules. They ajjpear to have the following characters

in common :

The zooids vary in length, according to the species, from less than

J
mm ^Q 1.6"^™ in preserved specimens. The musculature of the man-

tle consists of a moderate number (perhajjs twenty or more) dis-

tinct, though slender, bands running longitudinally. Transverse

muscles (with the exception of the sphincters) are but slightly

developed in the mantle.

The transverse vessels of the branchial sac are, however, provided

with strong muscles, and each side of the dorsal lamina a strong

muscle-band I'uns longitudinally in the wall of the branchial sac.

These two bands, which run ventrally when they reach the posterior

end of the thorax, are joined near the posterior end of the endo-

style by fibers from different parts of the waW of the thorax, so that

they become quite thick, and passing out in a ventral and posterior

direction from the upper end of the peduncle, they unite to form

the muscle of the muscular process which extends out into the test.

The tentacles appear to be eight in number, four large and four

small ones placed alternately, but I am not certain that there are not

more in some cases. The stigmata are long and naiTow, about 16 in

number on each side in the species with the largest zooids, and some-

what fewer in the smaller species. The upper and lower rows of

stigmata do not contain quite as many as the middle row.

The stomach is round, or oval and smooth externally, and more or

less yellow in color. The gland about the intestine consists of a

small number of tubes clasping it. They branch but little, and

their terminal portions are not much dilated.

I have found well developed reproductive organs in only two

species [D. savignii and D. porites), but they are probably similar

in the others also. The testis, which is single and obtusely conical,

is very large, and is situated on the left side of the abdomen, with

its base close against the intestine. The vas deferens leaves it at its

apex and makes, usually, from eight to a dozen turns about its con-

ical surface, like the string wound around a top. It leaves it finally

about opposite the stomach. The ovary is placed between the testis

and the stomach.
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Analytical Table of Bermuda species of Bidemnum, based on the

character of the colony.

A.—Massive and irregular, opaque, consistency firm. Surface

roughish ; apertures far apart and conspicuous. Spicules uniformly

and thickly distributed. Color reddish grey or buif, almost flesh

colored. B. solidum.

B.—Moderately thick, opaque, gelatinous. Surface smooth and

glistening ; apertures inconspicuous. Spicules confined to a stratum

in the interior of the colony, invisible from above. Color rich

brown. B. savignii.

C.—Very thin, incrusting, gelatinous; zouids visible through the

test. Surface smooth, apertures inconspicuous. Spicules irregu-

larly distributed. General color blackish and greyish, irregularly

mottled, varying in places according to the abundance of the white

spicules and of the black pigment in the test and on the zouids.

B. atrocanmn.

D.—Massive, partly opaque, consistency moderately firm, surface

slightly rough ; apertures prominent. Spicules rather uniformly

distributed, only moderately numerous. Color greyish, becoming

black on parts of the upper surface. B. porites.

E.—Thin, incrusting, transparent, gelatinous. Surface smooth
;

zooids visible. Spicules in interior parts of the colony, not numer-

ous enough to greatly diminish the transparency of the colony.

Little or no dark pigment. B. lucidum.

F.—Thin, incrusting, translucent. Surface smooth, zooids more

or less concealed by the abundance of spicules, which are so dis-

tributed that the surface of the colony shows over the position of

each zooid a circular area, more transparent than the intervening

spaces, which latter are white and more opaque, owing to the greater

abundance of spicules there. Thorax of zooids often dark colored.

Colony whitish gray. B. orbiculatum.

Note.—The only specimens of species A and D which were found

incrusted branching algje, which no doubt influenced the form of the

colon}-. Colonies growing on smooth surfaces will probably be

found thinner and more expanded.
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Didemnum solidum, n. sp.

Plate LI. Figures 31 and 36. Plate LIX. Figure 119.

But one specimen of this species was found. It is a very irregu-

lar colony, incrusting a growth of seaweed. In greatest length it

measures about 45'"°^, and reaches 4'"'" or 5"°™ in thickness in places.

It is entirely opaque and of firm, almost brittle consistency, on

account of the abundance of spicules, which are very evenly dis-

tributed in all parts of the colony. The surface is, for the same

reason, slightly rough to the touch, and the apertures are conspicu-

ous. Bladder-cells are scarce in most points of the colony.

The color is difficult to describe, being a reddish grey or buff,

almost a flesh-color, darker above. It fades in preservation. The

spicules are veiy uniform in size and shape, being about .Oo'"'" to

Qi^mm
jjj (diameter, and have very short and stout, but regular and

numerous conical points.

The zooids are light colored and small, and placed rather far apart.

They do not much exceed 1™™ in length in preservation, and are

rather slender. There are probably not more than 12 stigmata in a

row on each side.

None of those examined had well-developed reproductive organs.

The colony was obtained at Coney Island, May 16th, 1901, just

below low water mark.

Didemnum. savignii Herdman.

Didemnnm savignii Herdman, Eeport Voy. Challenger, pt. xxxviii, p. 261.

Plate LI. Figures 27 and 35. Plate LIX. Figure 112.

The colony is incrusting but rather thick, and of rather soft, gela-

tinous consistency. The color is a rich brown, darker above, and the

surface is smooth and glossy, the apertures inconspicuous and the

spicules and zooids invisible from the surface.

The largest specimen measures about 16"'°^ across, and is between
gmm ^^^ ^mm

jj^ greatest tliickncss.

The test contains great numbers of bladder cells, especially near

the surfaces, where they are so abundant that they assume polygonal

forms from mutual pressure. The dark color is due to brown

pigment contained in the test cells. These pigment cells are most

abundant near the upper surface, where they are irregular in form.

In the deeper portions of the colony they are oval and less thickly

distributed.
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The spicules are veiy large, often .1™'" iu diameter, with numerous

long conical or somewhat flask-shaped points. They are chiefly con-

fined to a layer lying about .5'°'" to !'"" below the upper surface.

In this layer they are abundant and placed near together.

The zooids are placed close together and mostly nearly perpen-

dicular to the surface. They are rather large (the specimen figured

(fig. 35) measured 1.6™™ long) and rather dark in color, due to broAvn

pigment in the mantle, especially about the branchial aperture, and

to a less extent on other parts of the thorax. The lining of the

branchial siphon is particularly dark colored.

They have about sixteen stigmata in a row on each side. In

several different individuals I found the number of turns in the

spiral portion of the oviduct to be about eight. Herdman gives four

or five as the number in his specimen.

The locality of the type of this species, described in the Challen-

ger Report, is given as doubtful, but probably just south of the Cape

of Good Hope, in 150 fathoms.

Only two specimens of this species were found at Bermuda,

neither of them as large as the type specimen. One was obtained in

1898, the other in 1901, but the exact localities are not recorded.

Didemnum atrocanum, n. sp.

Plate LI. Figures 30 and 34. Plate LIX. Figure 114.

This species forms very thin incrusting colonies. The largest

that were obtained measure 2™" thick and from 30™™ to 40™™

across. In consistency it is gelatinous, and the spicules are not

sufiiciently abundant to greatly alter the character of the test.

The spicules are of moderately large size, averaging over .05™™ in

diameter, but differ somewhat from those of J), savignii in having

more numerous points, which are generally somewhat shorter and

more or less irregulai'ly rounded or split or broken at the extremities,

though some have the regular conical or flask-shaped points, as in

the last named species. They are irregularly distributed in the

interior of the colonies, being thickly crowded in small patches and

absent in other places. Where they are dense their white color

makes them noticeable against the grey or blackish yet transparent

test. Many bladder cells also occur.

The zooids are not on an average quite as large as those of the

last described species {D. savignii). In many of the specimens the

mantle cells contain so much black pigment that the whole colony
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appears quite blackish, for the zooids are numerous and closely

placed; in other cases they have but little dark pigment, and appear

lighter than the greyish test, which also contains a greater or less

number of black pigment cells.

I have found this form only at Hungry Bay, where it is common.

A number of colonies were collected under stones in the latter part

of May, 1901, None of the zooids appear to have reproductive

organs developed.

Didemnum porites, n. sp.

Plate LI. Figure 29 and 33. Plate LIX. Figure 115.

A couple of colonies, the largest about 25""° across and rather

thick, were obtained growing on algae in Bailey's Bay, May 1st,

1901. They differ considerably from D. atroca)iitm, though they are

also of a grayish color, becoming black in the upper parts of the

colony.

The test is of firm consistency, though bladder-cells are very

abundant in some places ; the spicules, which exactly resemble those

of D. lucidum described below, are fairly evenly distributed through

the test and come close to the surface, giving it a slightly rough

granular character. The apertures of the zooids on the surface are

consi^icuous and slightly prominent. The test is opaque.

The zooids are of good size (1.3™™ or 1.4"™ long in many cases in

the preserved specimen), and have a little black pigment in the

mantle walls. In structure they resemble those of D. savignii. I

have counted ten or eleven turns of the vas deferens in some indi-

viduals.

Didemnum lucidum, n. sp.

Plate LI. Figures 26, 28 and 37.

This is a species with very small zooids (usually less than 1'°™ in

length), which are slightly or not at all pigmented, forming small,

fairly transparent, nearly colorless incrusting colonies of slight

thickness. Sometimes the anterior end of the zooid is marked with

a little blackish pigment about the aperture and over the ganglion.

The spicules, though varying much in size, are mostly under .04"""

or .05™™ in diameter. They have long but not very numerous con-

ical points, and are distributed unevenly in the interior parts of the

colony, generally not in sufficient abundance to greatly interfere

with the transparency of the test. Near the surfaces of the colony

they are wanting and there are a good many bladder-cells.
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I have not been able to count more than about a dozen stigmata

in a row on each side. None of the specimens have reproductive

organs in good condition.

One colony of this little species was collected in 1898. In 1901

two or three were obtained in Bailey's Bay and Harrington Sound.

One of the specimens grew on a bi'anching alga, the others incrusted

coral.

Didemnum orbiculatum, n. sp.

Plate LI. Figures 32 and 38. Plate LXI. Figures 127a and 128.

This is a form in many respects intermediate between a true

Didemnum and a Leptoclinum, having the thin colony and abundant

spicules characteristic of the latter, yet the large size of the spicules,

their form, and the appearance and pigmentation of the zooids show

it to be closely related to some of the species just described, and as I

have been able to distinguish but three rows of stigmata it seems

best to place it in this genus.

The largest specimens found were 25 or SO""™ across, and about
2"^™ thick.

It may be recognized at a glance by the peculiarity in the distri-

bution of the spicules alluded to in the analytical table above.

The spicules, which are of fair size (about .04™"), with rather

slender conical points, ai'e abundantly and thickly disposed in the

test, yet not in such numbers as to give the colony the white, chalky

appearance of a Leptoclimim., but leaving it a translucent grayish

white. The zooids are placed very close together, and there being

but a thin layer of spicules over them, each branchial orifice appears

in the center of a more transparent circular area of about the diam-

eter of the thorax of the zooid.

The zooids are small (in contraction about 1""™ long). They have

strong muscle bands in the mantle and contract badly in preserva-

tion. The mantle contains much dark pigment on the thorax, so that

that part of the body often appears quite uniformly blackish.

This species is common and grows on the underside of stones near

low water in company with colonies of Leptoclinum, Diplosomoides

and Botrylloides at almost all suitable places along the shores of the

islands. I found it especially common at Long Bird Island and at

Waterloo, on Castle Harbor, in April and May, 1901. Many of the

zooids then contained large eggs, but I did not observe well devel-

oped testes in any of the numerous individuals examined.
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Genus Leptoclinum Milne-Edwards, 1841.

Differs from Didemnum iu having four rows of stigmata, and in

forming a thin incrusting colony, densely crowded with calcareous

spicules, so that the test becomes more or less hard and brittle.

Some species are said to have an atrial languet, but probably these

should be placed in another genus.

In some cases the testis is deeply lobed, or it may be completely

divided into two glands.

This genus is none too well distinguished from Didemnum, but is

accepted by nearly all writers. The number of rows of stigmata

(though apparently a reliable character in the Bermuda forms) is by

no means always invariable, even in the same species, and in the

character of the colony every gradation is found between the mas-

sive colony of a typical Didemnum and the thin, brittle crust of a

typical Leptoclinum.

In this paper the writer has placed all the forms with three rows

of stigmata in Didemnum, regardless of the thickness of the colony.

True Leptoclinums, with four rows of stigmata, occur in abund-

ance at Bermuda, growing on corals, sponges and algjB on the

reefs, and on the under side of stones along the shore, up to a point

well above low-water mark. It is the most abundantly represented

genus of ascidians there.

With only a limited number of specimens at hand, it is easy to

classify them into several distinct and well marked species, differing

from each other fully as much as some of the forms which are

described above as species of the genus Didemnum, but with a large

number of specimens available for study, the problem is by no means

such an easy one, as so many intermediate forms occur. The writer

devoted particular attention to collecting examples of this genus

during his visit to Bermuda in 1901, but is obliged to confess, after

examining a very large amount of material, that he has utterh' failed

to discover any character or characters by which the Bermuda

Leptoclinums may be divided into groups worthy of specific rank.

Apparently a process of active evolution is going on in the members

of this group, at least in the Bermuda representatives of it, and

from the hopeless confusion in which the species of this genus gen-

erally are involved, it seems not unlikely that this is the case else-

where as well.

As the differences between the varieties are too great to disregard

entirely, the only course open to the writer is to describe the most
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striking variations as subspecies. Between these there are an hidefi-

nite number of intermediate forms. Nevertheless all these forms

appear to have some deyree of jDermanence, and reproduce their

peculiarities at least in their immediate descendants, for often a

number of colonies attached to the same stone, or growing- near

together, will have exactly identical characters, indicating a common
parentage, while certain others, growing among them, will differ

from them, yet agree among themselves.

The relation of these numerous varieties to previously described

species of the genus is a difficult cpiestion. Xaturally their nearest

allies would be sought for on the Atlantic coast of the United States

and in the West Indies. In neither of these regions has the genus

been sufficiently studied.

Sluiter (15) has recently described tAvo new forms, L. conchylia-

tum and X. cbteraceum, from Jamacia, but these diifer from the

Bermuda forms, among other things, in the number of stigmata, for

he says that they are provided with but from four to six stigmata in

a row on each side, while the Bermuda forms have abont 12 in those

with large zooids, and probabi}' at least 8 or 10 in all cases.

From the Atlantic coast of Xorth America two species only have

been described, as far as the writer is aware ; L. albidum Veri'ill

and L. luteolum Verrill, the latter perhaps only a variety of the

former. Both of these are found on the New England coast. The

Bermuda varieties are quite different from the typical alhidum,

which has spicules of a different type from any of the Bennuda

forms (fig. 41), and in most specimens the spicules are much lai'ger

than is the case in any of the latter.

Specimens of L. luteolum, from Southern New England, however,

have spicules more like some of the Bermuda varieties (fig. 40).

Yet the correspondence between X. speciosum Herdman (6), from

Bahia, Brazil, and the commonest Bermuda form is so much closer

that it seems best to consider the latter, and consequently the

remaining Bermuda varieties, as subspecies of the Brazilian form.

The writer has not ascertained that any of the several varieties

here described is confined to any particular locality at Bei'muda.

Leptoclinum speciosum. Herdman.

Leptoclinum speciosum Herdman, Report Voy. Challenger, pt. xxxviii, p. 274.

The types are from Bahia, Brazil, in 7 to 20 fathoms. I have not

found specimens at Bermuda which correspond exactly to the

description of the Brazilian examples.
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Yar. bermudense, nov.

Plate LII. Figures 39, 42 and 50. Plate LXII. Figures 130r,

132 and 134.

Colony usually between 2 and S™"" thick (when incrusting irregu-

lar objects often very much thicker) and reaching 60 or 70™™ in

width in some cases. Spicules more abundant in the upper layers

of the colony, though generally the extreme upper stratum is free

from them, so that the surface is smooth to the touch. The spicules

(figs. 39 and 42) are usually rather small (less than 0.025"™ in

diameter) with a variable but generally very large number of

points or rays. Occasional very large spicules occur among the

small ones, but this is not peculiar to this variety. In some colonies

most of the spicules have their points blunt and broken, in other

colonies most of the points are perfect, but generally slightly

rounded. As a rule the spicules are not so abundant as to render

the test very stiff or brittle. The color is usually pure white, but

it often becomes yellowish in preserved specimens. The apertures

are generally not prominent.

The zooids are large (up to 1.5™™ long, or more). Their tissues

are yellow, the stomach and intestine being orange. They have 12

or more stigmata in a row on each side and 16 tentacles of two sizes.

When the zooids are very large, there are often additional, still

smaller tentacles between the larger ones. The testis is generally

single, but sometimes it is divided into two. The vas deferens

makes about a dozen spiral turns.

This is the commonest form at Bermuda.

Yar. pageti, nov.

Plate LII. Figure 45.

A dwarf variety of the last. The colonies are small (under 20™™

Avide) and usually considerably under 2™™ thick. They have

generally a distinct yellow tint, and the tissues of the zooids are

more strongly orange-tinted than in the last form, sometimes almost

red, in Avhich case the whole colony may have a salmon shade.

The zooids are smaller and proportionately shorter than in var.

bermudense. The spicules (fig. 45) are, however, similar. They

have so many rays that unless highly magnified they appear almost

spherical. Surface of colony rather smooth, apertures not conspicu-

ous.

Often found associated with the last described form.
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Var. hamiltoni, nov.

Plate LII. Figures 43, 44 and 47. Plate LXI. Figure 1276.

Plate LXII. Figure 135.

In this the spicules are larger than in var. bermudense and they

have coarser and less numerous but often rather longer points, and

are more evenly distributed through the test, coming close to the

upper surface. From this it follows that the colony is stiffer,

harder and rougher than in the two last described forms. The
zooids are rather small (usually not much over l""" or 1.2™™ long)

and placed near together. Their apertures are rather prominent on

the surface. The colonies grow somewhat largei', but not very

much thicker (generally about 2™") than those of var. pageti, into

which it grades, and with which it is found associated. The
colonies are very frequently decidedly yellow in color. It is a very

common variety.

Var. harringtonense, nov.

Plate LII. Figures 49 and 51.

This forms rather extensive (often 30 or 40™™ wide) colonies of

moderate thickness (2™™ or over), white in color and resembling var.

bermudense, but having much larger (up to 0.05™™), longer pointed

spicules. (Fig. 49.) Tbey are abundantly placed thi'oughout the test

and make the colony hard and rough to the touch.

The zouids ai'e decidedly slenderer than in var. bermudense.

They apparently have about 10 stigmata in a row on each side,

short lobes to the branchial orifice, and but one testis. There are 16

tentacles or nearly that number. The vas deferens makes 8 or more

turns (fig. 51).

Not common.

Var. acutilobatum, nov.

Plate LII. Figures 46 and 52.

Resembles the last externally, but the colonies are rather thinner,

and I have not observed such large ones. The spicules are small

(0.025'"™ in diameter), of remarkably uniform size and regularity of

form, with very few points, which are conical with bulging sides

(fig. 46). The zooids are small and short (fig, 52), about 1™™ long

in jireservation, and are remarkable for the length and sharpness of

the lobes of the branchial orifice. The testis is divided into two

separate glands, each of which may be two-lobed. The vas deferens

makes seven or eight turns.

Not common, but obtained both in 1898 and 1901.
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Var. somersi, nov.

Plate LII. Figure 48. Plate LXII. Figure 136.

Forms very small (10 to 20^'^ wide), flat colonies of a pure white

color. They are very thin (often under 1""') and not very opaque.

The zooids are as small as those of var. acutUohatum. They are

placed rather far apart. The spicules are large (fig. 48), with

regular conical points of some length, and are evenly but often not

very closely distributed in the colon}'. The positions of the zooids

are very conspicuous from the surface, though the apertures are not

especially so. There is but one common cloacal aperture to the

colony. The branchial apertures of the zooids have pointed lobes

but much shorter ones than those of the last described form.

Quite generally distributed, though not very abundant.

Genus Polysyncraton Nott, 1891.

Separated from Leptoclimim (which it resembles in having four

rows of stigmata) by having a number (sometimes as many as 10)

of distinct pyriform testes, arranged in a circle, forming together a

conical group, about which the vas deferens makes a few spiral

turns : and by possessing an atrial languet.

The type of the genus is from New Zealand (13).

Polysyncraton amethysteum, n. sp.

Plate LIV. Figures 63 and 64 to 67 inclusive. Plate LVIII. Figure 102.

Colony more or less transparent except for a thin layer of spicules

on the upper surface. The test is of an ameth3"st purple or rose

purple tint, due to pigment contained in the test cells, while the

tissues of the zooids are bright red. These colors fade out in pre-

servation, the test becoming yellowish and the zooids yellow or

orange. The colonies seldom exceed 30™™ in width and 3 or 3.5™™

in thickness.

The layer of white spicules on the upper surface of the colony

shows in strong contrast to the colors of the test. It may I'eadily be

stripped off. The spicules are entirely confined to it. Large areas

about the common cloacal openings are entirely bare of spicules,

also small oval areas about the branchial orifices, but in these latter

may be seen small V-shaped groups of spicules, six in number in

each, corresponding to the six lobes of the branchial siphons. This

arrangement of the spicules about the branchial openings occurs
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sometimes in other genera of this family {Leptoclimim, Didem,num),

but is especiall}' conspicuous here. (Fig. 65.)

The spicules are always small Avith short and often more or less

blunt and broken points. In some colonies they are all very minute,

in other specimens they vary more in size (compare fig. 64 with fig.

67 both down to the same scale). The test contains vast numbers

of bladder-cells.

The zooids also vary much in size in different colonies, reaching

1.5""" or more in length in many cases. There are six short lobes to

the branchial siphon, and a rather long, somewhat forked languet

over the atrial orifice. There are four rows of stigmata with a

moderate number in each, and probably eight tentacles.

The male reproductive organs consist of about five (the number

varies) separate pyriform testes placed radially with the small ends

in the center, where the short ducts arising from them unite to form

the vas deferens which coils about the group in the usual manner,

making about five turns. The ovary lies between two of the testes

on the side toward the stomach, more or less covered hj or included

in the coils of the vas deferens, except when the eggs become so

large that it must extend beyond these limits.

This beautiful species is moderately common, both along the shore

under stones, and in deeper water on corals, sponges, etc. It was

obtained in Castle Harbor; Harrington Sound; and at Hungry Bay;

and was collected both in 1898 and 1901. The specimens contain

large reproductive organs and larvae, and the species would probably

be an unusually favorable object for embryological or histological

investigation.

Genus Diplosoma MacDonald, 1858.

Colony incrusting, generally rather thin. The test is penetrated

by more or less extensive cavities continuous with, and regarded as

extensions of, the common cloacal cavities, which greatly reduce the

amount of test substance, leaving in extreme cases little of it except

the thin layer bounding the colony and a thin layer about each

zooid, the latter being retained in position by strands or columns of

test substance continuous with the layer bounding the colony.

All the rest of the interior of the colony becomes one large cavity.

The extent to which this modification proceeds varies in different

species and to a considerable degree in different individuals.

The test substance is gelatinous, becoming membranous on the

surface, and from its nature, as well as from the extensive cavities
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above mentioned, the colony is very soft and delicate. No spicules

are present. The test is often very transparent.

The zooids have six lobed or nearly simple branchial apertures,

and simple atrial openings.

The branchial sac has four rows of rather large stigmata. The
transverse vessels are muscular, and as in Leptoclinurn there is a

muscle band along each side of the dorsal lamina. The bands unite

at the posterior end of the thorax, and are prolonged into a muscu-

lar and vascular process extending posteriorly and ventrally into

the common test. It ends bluntly and is much weaker and less con-

spicuous than in LeptocUnu'm. I have found it in all the species of

this genus described in this paper.

The intestinal loop is twisted and generally bent so that its axis

lies about at right angles to that of the thorax. This brings the

reproductive organs, w^hich lie on the left side of the abdomen,

under the intestinal loop. The stomach is oval and smooth- w^alled,

on the outside at least.

There are two testes placed close together, forming as in Lepto-

clinurn a conical mass, but the vas deferens does not coil about them.

With the related Diplosomoides Herdman, which has small stel-

late calcareous spicules, this genus is often made a separate family,

the Diplosomidae.

Diplosoma macdonaldi Herdman.

Diplosoma macdonaldi Herdman, Eeport Voy. Challenger, pt. xxxviii, p. 315.

Plate LIII. Figure 60. Plate LX. Figure 124.

Colony large (.50™'° across) and rather thin, not exceeding 2 or

2.25™°^ in thickness. Test nearly colorless and very transparent,

membranous on the surface. The cavities characteristic of the genus

are well developed, yet there is considerable test substance about

the zooids which adheres very firmly to their mantles and contains

here and there a few bladder cells. In addition to the small test

cells, there ai'e large oval or slightly irregular cells which stain

deeply with plasma stains.

The zooids are also nearly colorless except that the stomach and

more or less of the intestinal loop is yellow or orange. This fades

out in preserved specimens. The zooids are large for this family,

sometimes reaching 1.6™™ in length when straightened out and

expanded. The mantle muscles are but slightly developed and are

mostly transverse.
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There are four rows of stigmata, with about a dozen in a row on

each side. The stigmata are large with very narrow interstigmatic

vessels. The transverse vessels are fairly muscular and contract

strongly in preserved specimens, as the rest of the branchial sac is

very delicate.

The endostyle is rather narrow. The dorsal languets are long

enough to extend more than half way across the branchial sac.

They are tentacular in form. The tentacles appear to be about

twelve in number, and ai"e of two sizes placed alternately.

This s})ecies was described by Herdman from a specimen found in

shallow water at Bahia, Brazil.

The large colony here described, which I identify with the Bra-

zilian form, Avas obtained in April, 1901, in Harrington Sound, on a

piece of coral. Another smaller colony was obtained off Bailey's

Bay a few days later. It was attached to a sponge, and differs in

having somewhat smaller zouids, but there seems to be little doubt

that both are of the same species. Some of the zooids contain well

developed testes and small eggs, but none of those examined con-

tained large eggs. Nearly all the zooids in each specimen have

buds.

Diplosoma lacteum, n. sp.

Plate LIII. Figure 59.

This species forms small, somewhat flattened colonies measuring

10 to 15"'™ across and 3 to 4""" in thickness when alive. The cavi-

ties in the test are enormously developed and onl}^ a very thin layer

of test surrounds each zooid, while the layer bounding the colony is

also very thin, so that preserved specimens are generally collapsed,

and present a very different appearance from living ones. This is

further increased by the fact that in life the test is opaque and of

a milky white color which disappears in preservation, leaving the

test colorless and transparent.

There is a little blackish pigment on the zooids, contained in the

mantle of the abdomen. The cells constituting the epithelium cover-

ing that part of the body are large and flattened, and contain the

dark pigment chiefly near the edges, the center being clear and

occupied by the nucleus, so that each cell appears as a small dark

colored polygon with a clear center.

The zouids measure at least one-third less than those of the last

described species, but do not differ in structure as far as I have

observed, except that there appear to be fewer stigmata in a row.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 24 February, 1902.
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The writer collected a number of small colonies of this form

under stones near low-water mark at Hungry Bay, May 2 1st, 1901.

One or two specimens were also found in similar situations at

Waterloo, on Castle Harbor, about the same date. None of the

specimens examined contained large eggs, though in some the testes

were well developed.

Diplosoma atropunctatum, n. sp.

Plate LIU. Figure 56. Plate LVIII. Figure 103.

Plate LXII. Figure 137.

This species is closely related to J), lacteum, and the writer

describes it with some reluctance, as he has but a single specimen.

This is a colony about 25""^ across, which was found growing on a

coral [Porites) in Harrington Sound, April 3()th, 1901, in water

about twelve feet deep. The test, both in the living and preserved

condition, is perfectly colorless and transparent, allowing the small

zooids, which are but little larger than those of 1). lacteum, to be

seen with the greatest distinctness. This is in strong contrast to

the milky white opaque test of living specimens of the last men-

tioned species. The test cavities are also less developed, leaving

more test substance than is usual in D. lacteum.

The whole abdomen of the zooid is deeply colored with blackish

or dark greenish pigment, contained in the mantle cells as described

in the last species, and as the thorax is colorless, the abdomens of

the zooids are conspicuous as small black dots, and the colony might

easily be mistaken for a mass of eggs of some mollusk.

I found no noticeable differences in the structure of the zooids by

which they could be distinguished from those of D. lacteum. Many
contained both large eggs and large testes.

Genus Diplosomoides Herdman, 1886.

Differs from Diplosoina only in having stellate calcareous spicules

in the test.

Diplosoinoides fragile n. sp.

Plate LIU. Figures 57 and 58. Plate LXI. Figure 126.

In appearance, this species resembles a Leptoclinicm,, as it forms

very thin, flat, expanded colonies often 60™"^' or 80™" across, of a

very pure white color, which is produced by the abundance of

minute spicules. These are generally not much over .02™"' in diame-
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ter, and have veiy short, but often veiy slender and numerous

points, which are usually more or less rounded or broken at the ends,

though they may be needle-like. The points are so numerous and

short that the spicule appears practically spherical when not much
magnified. They greatly resemble those of some forms of the genus

Leptoclinum. In life, the colony is of a purer white color than

most of the species of Leptoclinum found at Bermuda, but pre-

served specimens turn slightly yellowish.

This species may at once be distinguished from the other members
of the family with which it is found associated by the great delicacy

of its structure. It breaks or tears at the slightest touch, and is

difficult to remove whole from the object on which it grows. This

is due to the extensive development of the cavities of the test as

already described in Diplosoma. The test is reduced to an upper

and lower layer forming the two surfaces of the colony, and a small

mass surrounding each zooid, and the fact that it is in all parts quite

densely crowded with the spicules renders the thin layers of test

substance very brittle.

The zooids are large (1.5™™ long) and also of very delicate struc-

ture. Their apertures are always distinctly visible on the surface of

the colony. Their tissues are yellow or orange in coloi-.

The musculature, both of the mantle and of the branchial sac, is

very weak. The muscle bands along the doi'sal lamina are dis-

tinguishable, but the muscular process is rudimentary, if indeed it is

developed at all, and the transverse vessels of the branchial sac are

not perceptibly muscular. All the vessels of the branchial sac are

very slender. There are about a dozen large stigmata in a row on

each side. The tentacles are slender and of at least two sizes; I

have not determined the number.

The stomach wall is exceedingly thin and often becomes folded,

but this is probably not its natural condition.

The reproductive organs resemble those of Diplosoma.

This is a very common species, occurring under stones near low-

water mark at various points about the islands. I found it particu-

larly abundant at Waterloo, on Castle Harbor, also at Long Bird

Island and Coney Island.

Genus Echinoclinum, n. gen.

Test gelatinous, becoming tough and membranous on the surface

and about the zooids. The latter are surrounded b}'^ a more or less

complete calcareous capsule composed of the test spicules.
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These spicules are tetrahedral in form, with each angle prolonged

into a pointed ray or spine, and usually so placed about the zooid

that one point is directed radially outward, A few are also scat-

tered about in other parts of the test.

Zooids with rather large branchial sacs with four rows of stig-

mata. Branchial aperture six-lobed, atrial plain.

Echinoclinum verrilli, u. sp.

Plate L. Figures 23, 24 and 25.

The largest colony of this species which was obtained measured

about 12™'" across and about 3™™ in thickness. The zooids are

arranged in branching sj^stems.

The test is colorless and very transparent in the preserved speci-

mens. I have no notes upon its appearance in life. Though soft

and flexible, it is continuous and solid, and no such extensive cavi-

ties occur as is usual in Diplosoma. On the surface and immedi-

ately around the zooids, where, as already mentioned, most of the

spicules are situated, the test is xevy tough and membranous. Else-

where it is soft and gelatinous, and contains only a few scattered

spicules, and here and there a few bladder cells.

I have not been able to distinguish any muscular processes

extending out from the zooids into the test, but it is almost impos-

sible to remove the zooids from the above mentioned tough mem-
branous layer of test which surrounds them. It adheres to the

mantle very closely at several points. One of these is about the

atrial aperture. In addition there are two small areas, one on each

side of the posterior 2:»art of the thorax, where the mantle and test

are verj^ firmly united, but I have made out no vascular processes

extending out at these points. Sections of the thor|fe; show that in

these places there is a concavity in the contour of the body Avail,

and a corresponding projection of the common test into it, this

being the part which adheres to the mantle.

The spicules vary much in size, the largest measuring about .15"°^

across from point to point. On each side of the thorax of the zooids,

these are small groups containing smaller spicules than those found

elsewhere. Apparently these are at the points above mentioned

where the mantle and test adhere together. In addition to the

spicules, the test contains some large, round, yellowish green cells,

which are probably symbiotic alga?, as well as the usual small test

cells.

The zouids are small (less than 1'"™ iu length in the contracted
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state), and pale yellowish in color. The mantle is not noticeably

muscular, but there are strong muscles on the transverse vessels of

the branchial sac and along each side of the dorsal lamina.

There are four rows of a dozen or more rather long stigmata and

apparently about a dozen tentacles. Between the thorax and abdo-

men the body is constricted into a narrow but rather short

peduncle. The mantle is somewhat produced just anterior to the

atrial orifice, but hardly sufiiciently to be termed a languet. The

branchial siphon is short and has six small lobes.

The intestine forms a rather small twisted loop, and the stomach

is rounded and smooth-walled externally, though slightly ridged on

the inner surface in a longitudinal direction.

Though I have examined a great number of the zooids, I have not

found any with sexual organs developed, but many of them have

small buds in the region of the peduncle.

Three small colonies were found in 1898, one of Avhich was grow-

ing on a specimen of Clavelma oblonga / the other two on a

branching alga. None were collected in 1901. I do not know the

exact locality where the specimens wei'e obtained.

Family BOTRYLLIDJE Verrill, 1871.

Colony thin and expanded or thick and fleshy. Zooids always

arranged in systems. Test gelatinous, traversed by branching ves-

sels with enlarged terminal bulbs, which are especially numerous

near the margins of the colony.

Zooids short-bodied, not divided into thorax and abdomen.

Branchial sac large, with numerous stigmata and with several

internal longitudinal bars on each side, but no folds. Dorsal lamina

a plain membrane. Tentacles usually few.

Loop of alimentary canal placed alongside the jjosterior portion

of the branchial sac. Stomach-wall folded longitudinally. A large

gastric coecuni is present.

Reproductive organs (both ovaries and testes) developed on both

sides of the body. Budding from wall of peribranchial cavity.

ISynq^legma Herdman presents exceptions to this diagnosis.

Gemxs Botrylloides Milne-Edwards, 1842.

Distinguished from Botryllns by having the zooids arranged in

extended branching systems instead of small round or oval ones, and

from Harcohotrylloides von Drasche by forming thin instead of

thick fleshy colonies.
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The form of the systems is not a very satisfactory character on

which to base a group of full generic rank, and various writers have

attempted to attribute to Botrylloides additional distinguishing

characters based on the cylindrical form and upright position of the

zooids in the colony, as well as on the position of the atrial siphon,

which in this genus is said to be placed near the anterior end, while

in Botryllas the zooids are of more ovate form, lie horizontally in

the colony and have their apertures more widely separated.

These chara,cters are of veiy little significance. The form and

position of the zooids is chiefly dependent on the closeness with

which they are crowded together in the colony, while the position,

form, and length of the atrial siphon depend entirely on the relation

of the zooids to the common cloaca, or the branch of the same into

which the zooid discharges, and to which, of course, the atrial siphon

must reach. Great variations in these characters may occur within

the limits of a single colony, and they are not even of specific value.

The genus must be separated from Botryllus, if separated at all, on

the strength of its complex branching systems.

As with the Botryllidae of other parts of the world, the Bermuda
forms are very variable, both in color and shape, and in the arrange-

ment of the zooids in the colony, and it is diflicult to determine how
many distinct species are really represented. The differences between

the extremes of variation are ample for regarding them as distinct

species. Yet so many colonies with characters intermediate between

those of the types described below are to be met with in a large

series of specimens, that the writer does not feel justified in giving

the new forms which are here described full specific rank, and in

this paper all the Bermuda forms, distinct from each other as the

typical examples are, will be treated as subspecies of B. nigrum
Herdman.

Botrylloides nigrum Herdman.

Botrylloides nigrum Herdman, Eeport Voy. Challenger, pt. xxxviii, p. 50.

Botrylloides nigrum Herdman, Sluiter, Tunicaten von Sud-Afi'ika, Zool.,

Jahrbucher, vol. 11, 1897.

Plate LHI. Figure 54. Plate LXI. Figure 125.

To this species, described by Herdman from specimens taken

"near the island of Bermuda," most of the examples obtained can be

referred without much question. It is a common species and was
found both in 1898 and 1901, and also bv Prof. Goode in 1876.
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It forms flat, incrusting colonies, 2 or 2.5™™ in thickness, and

sometimes 70™"° across. There is great valuation in respect to the

closeness with which the zooids are arranged in the colony in differ-

ent specimens. Where they are placed close together the zooids are

nearly cylindrical and have a nearly upright position ; where they are

less crowded, the}' lie more obliquely, with the anterior end turned

up, so that the body is curved. There is also great variation in the

number and conspicuousness of the test-vessels and their bulbs, and

in some colonies the young zooids, or buds, appear between the rows

of adults arranged with neai'ly as great regularity as the adults

themselves, but often quite differently colored.

In addition to these variations the color varieties are almost

innumerable. Not much weight can be placed on such differences

in the case of this family. They do not constitute true varieties,

but are mere individual peculiarities. The work of Pizon (14) on

certain species of Botrylhis emphasizes this fact and shows that the

colors of the same individual may change from time to time.

In the majority of specimens the zooids are colored some shade of

purple, purplish brown, or purplish red ; sometimes so dark as to be

almost black ; at other times very pale and light colored. When
the zooids are deeply tinted the test is usually dark colored and

pervaded with more or less of the same tint which predominates in

the zooids, so that it loses a good deal of its transparency. In light

colored specimens it is often nearly colorless, allowing every detail

of the external anatom}^ of the zooids and the test vessels to be seen

with great clearness.

The purple jiigment which gives the zooids their color is in part

diffused through the tissues, but is chiefly contained in cells which

occur most abundantly in the mantle near the anterior ends of the

zooids. They are also present in other parts of the zooids, especially

along the transverse vessels of the branchial sac, and on the walls of

the end bulbs of the test-vessels. The purple pigment is also con-

tained in many of the blood corpuscles, and in the cells contained

in the bulbs of the test-vessels. The extent of its distribution is very

variable.

In some cases this purple pigment is replaced by a light bluish

grey pigment, but in preserved specimens this changes to purple.

In addition to this ground color the zooids are usually, though not

always, marked with a light colored pigment. It is usually a pecu-

culiar and very pure white, which is contained in opaque oval cells

of the same size as those containing the ground color. Thev either
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covei' the anterior end of the zooids about the branchial orifice

(often obscuring the ground color) or form a ring about it, or in

other cases a star-shaped area with about eight rays. Frequentl}'"

they are scattered over the mantle in small groups, on the bulbs of

the test-vessels, and often elsewhere. The white may be replaced

by pale greenish, light yellow or (in one specimen) even bright

orange. This light colored pigment disappears completely when the

animal dies, and the zooids become some shade of purple, purple-red,

or blackish, and the test loses most of the color it possessed during

life (even where it was quite dark colored) and becomes much more

transparent.

Space will not permit of more particular description of the various

colors assumed by different specimens, all of which I consider no

more than individual variations of one and the same species. It is,

in many of its forms, among the most beautiful and brilliantly col-

ored of compound ascidians, and the name nigrum is by no means

apjDropriate, though black colonies do occasionally occur. Herdman
wrote his description from alcoholic specimens, which are often black

or nearly so.

There are nearly always small groups of very large round cells

Avith purple or purplish red pigment on the mantle along each side

of the endostj'^le. What their nature or function is I am unable to

say. Such cells occur also in the varieties concolor and plamim,

described below.

The zooids in this species are rather small. In the contracted

state in which they occur in preserved specimens they do not average

over 1.5"™ in length.

The mantle is (for this genus) fairly muscular and the zooids in

the contracted state are apt to assume the curved cylindrical form

which is well shown in fig. 54 and is rather characteristic of the

species. The mantle muscles consist of delicate fibers and are chiefly

developed in the dorsal region. The transverse vessels of the

branchial sac also have muscle fibers.

There are about thirteen rows of stigmata and three internal lon-

gitudinal bars on each side. Between each of these there are about

three stigmata, but on each side of the dorsal lamina and endostjde

there are four or five. The tentacles are eight in number, larger

and smaller alternating. The atrial siphon is very large and forms

a capacious chamber with a large funnel-shaped opening, the anterior

lip of which is prolonged into a languet. The position, form and

length of the siphon varies according to the relation of the zouid to
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the common cloacal chamber into which it discharges. It is usually

back a considerable distance from the anterior end.

The stomach has about eight or ten longitudinal folds and a large

coecum on the side toward the intestine. With this the duct from

the glandular organ about the intestine communicates. The tubes

of this organ have large dilated extremities.

The male reproductive organs consist of a large many-lobed testis

on each side, near the posterior end of the branchial sac; just anterior

to them the ovaries are located. In many colonies none of the

zooids appear to have reproductive organs. Fig. 54 was drawn from

such a specimen.

This form is very widely distributed at Bermuda, occurring

attached to the under side of stones near low water mark, and in

deeper water on the lower parts of corals and gorgonians. One of

the specimens obtained b}' Goode was growing on eel grass as is the

common habit of Botryllus goiddii Verrill of the New England

coast. Sluiter records this species from South Africa.

The internal structure of the zooids in the two following forms

does not appear to differ from that of the tj'^pical B. nigrum.

Var. planum, nov.

Plate LIII. Figure 55. Plate LIX. Figure 110.

The type specimen was obtained by Professor Verrill in 1898. It

covers a number of square centimeters of the surface of a piece of

limestone. In the preserved specimen the zooids appear of a dark

purplish color. Some of the mantle cells are especially rich in pig-

ment, giving the zooids a speckled appearance under the microscope.

The peculiarity of the specimen is the greatly flattened and expanded

condition of the colony, the zooids lying on their ventral surfaces,

well separated from each other, though arranged in the characteris-

tic elongated systems of a Botryllokles.

The zooids themselves are much flattened and the anterior end is

sharply turned up. The mantle is nearly devoid of muscle fibers
;

it is much larger than the branchial sac, and the atrial siphon opens

far back toward the postei'ior end.

Another specimen, incrusting a piece of coral, was obtained by

Prof. Verrill, in 1901, in Harrington Sound. The zooids are purple

in color, but lack the deeply pigmented cells in the mantle. In both

colonies the test-substance is transparent and nearly colorless, form-

ing a very thin expanded layer over the object on which the colony

grows. I have no notes on their colors during life.
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Var. concolor, nov.

Plate LIII. Figure 53.

The colony in this variety resembles that of the typical B. tiigruni

in form, though I have not seen specimens measuring more than 30

or 40'"'" across. The zouids are slightly larger, and the mantle-

musculature appears to be generally weaker, so that in preserved

specimens the zooids are not generally found contracted into the

compact cylindrical shape which, as already remarked, is rather char-

acteristic of JB. nigrum.

In life the color is a brilliant orange; the zooids, and to. some

extent the test as well, having this color. It mimics quite closely

the color of a species of sponge very abundant in the same situations.

In specimens preserved in formalin the orange changes to a brown,

red-brown, or even purplish.

Examples were collected in Harrington Sound, Castle Harbor, and

at Somerset Id. It appears to be commoner on the reefs, attached

to algre, corals and gorgonians, than it is near low-water mark.

Var. sarcinum, nov.

Differs from the typical H. nigrum in forming a thick, fleshy

colony of gelatinous consistency, with thick rounded edges. The

type specimen measures about SO™'" across and is from 4 to 8™™ or

more in thickness. The zooids (purple in color in the preserved

specimen) exactly resemble those of a typical B. nigrum. The gela-

tinous test is yellowish with a purplish tinge. It was obtained by

Prof. Verrill in 1898.

There are other specimens in the collection which show characters

more or less intermediate between this form and the true nigrum.

This variety forms a sufficiently thick and massive colony to be

placed in the genus Sarcobotrylloides von Drasche, which is distin-

guished from Botrylloides only by the thickness of the colony. The
writer is inclined to question the necessity of recognizing Sarcobo-

trylloides, even as a subgenus.

GemTs Symplegma Herdman, 1886.

Symplegma viride Herdman.

Symplegma viride Herdman, Eeport Voy. Challenger, pt. xxxviii, p. 144, pi.

xviii, figs. 7-14.

Plate L. Figure 22.

Herdman described under this name a specimen, taken by the

Challenger expedition " in shallo\v water near Bermuda," forming

for it a new genus and placing it, though with some doubt, in the
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Distomidfe. Lahille considered that it should be placed in the

Botryllidie, and Herdman in his later work has followed him in this.

Only a single colony was obtained, and that, as Herdman says, was

in poor condition. As far as the writer is aware, the species has not

been found since, though through an oversight it was included in

Prof. Verrill's (17) statement of the species found in 1898.

The following details are from Herdman's description :

The colony consists of heads connected by branching peduncles.

The heads are narrow at the lower end and taper gradualU" into the

peduncles. " The color of the head is a dull green with spots of

reddish brown scattered here and there. The peduncle is of a dull

greyish yellow color." (These no doubt were the colors of the pre-

served specimen.) Length of head of average size 12™™, greatest

thickness 7'"™, length of peduncle about 15""", thickness 3™™.

The test is tough and firm. Muscle bands of the mantle not large,

but numerous and running in all directions. The sphincters of the

siphons are especially strong.

The branchial sac is large, with numerous stigmata, and provided

with internal longitudinal bars. The dorsal lamina is a plain mem-
brane and there are eight tentacles, all of one size.

The body of the zooid is not divided into thorax and abdomen.

The alimentary and reproductive organs form a mass projecting a

short distance beyond the branchial sac. The stomach is folded

longitudinally and provided with a coecum.

There are branching vessels in the test, with enlarged terminal

bulbs containing corpuscles.

Family POLYSTYELIDiE Herdmau, 1886. (Polyzoidee Michaelsen, 1900.)

Colony variable in form, but always without systems, the atrial as

well as the branchial aperture of each zooid opening independently

on its surface. Test penetrated by branching vessels with enlarged

terminal bulbs.

Zooids with both apertures four-lobed, if lobes are developed.

Branchial sac with many rows of stigmata, with internal longitudi-

nal bars, and often with folds. Dorsal lamina a plain membrane.

Alimentary loop usually lying alongside the branchial sac.

Stomach-wall longitudinally folded.

Reproductive organs in the form of polycarps containing either

testes or ovaries, or both, attached to the inner wall of the mantle in

the pevibranchial cavity. They are developed on both sides of the

body.
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Method of budding pallial (from wall of peribrancliial cavity).

The most important work dealing with the classification of the

members of this family is that of Michaelsen (12), previous classifi-

cations being based upon the form of the colon}^ or other features of

little significance.

Michaelsen makes the structure of the reproductive organs the

chief character in distinguishing the genera. There is no doubt that

this is a great advance toward a natural system, and although his

innovations in the nomenclature may not be accepted in every

instance, he is amply justified in rejecting many of the older and

imperfectly characterized genera.

I have not, however, been able to include either of the two Ber-

muda forms, here described, in any of Michaelsen's genera. Even if

only the structure of the reproductive organs be considered, his defi-

nitions would have to be modified (though in one case only slightly)

in order to receive them, and I believe that other differences in the

anatomy are of suflicient weight to justify the formation of new

genera.

Michaelseuia, n. gen.

Colony incrusting. Test thick and leatheiy. Both apertures four-

lobed.

Branchial sac with folds and many internal longitudinal bars.

Reproductive organs consist of a number of hermaphrodite poly-

carps of rounded or oval form, arranged in two rows (one each

side of the endostyle) on the ventral surface of the body, from which

they project into the test as papillae or tubercles, invested by an

evagination of the mantle, to the inner surface of which they are

attached.

The form for which I have established this genus differs from the

genus Styelaoi the Simple Ascidians in only two essential characters:

first, in producing buds and forming colonies ; second, in the above

described arrangement of the sexual organs. In the character and

appearance of the test, apertures, tentacles, and branchial sac, as well

as in many minor particulars, the resemblance to Styela is very

striking.

It is most closely related to Michaelsen's genus Polyzoa Lesson as

far as the structure of the reproductive organs is concerned, though

there the testis consists of but one vesicle in each polycarp. In

that genus, moreover, the branchial sac is without folds and has but

eight internal longitudinal bars on each side, and the form of the

colony is verj' different.
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Michaelsenia tincta, n. sp,

Plate LIV. Figures 61 aud 63. Plate LIX. Figuke 109.

The examples found contain only a few zooids, from two or three

to a dozen, and do not often measure more than lo"™ across or .3.
.5'"™

in thickness at any point. The surface is finely wrinkled and

uneven, often raised over the positions of the zooids, and the edges

of the colony are thin and produced some distance beyond the zooids.

It is i>ractically free from all incrusting matter. The test-substance

is tough and leathery, and opaque, e.xceptthat about the edges of the

colony, or in other places where it is thin and slightly pigmented, it

is more or less translucent. The zouids and the test vessels (which

have elongated club-shaped bulbs) can usually not be distinguished

through it, and in many specimens the number and location of the

former can only be seen by the slightly projecting apertures, which

do not show their square or four-lobed shape when they are con-

tracted, unless the zooid is removed from the test.

The color is a rather dull carmine-red, deeper about the apertures

and paler near the edges and in the lower parts of the colony.

Where the pigment is scarce, the test becomes yellowish. When
sectioned and stained the test is seen to have a fine fibrillar structure.

The largest zooids measure from .5 to 6™" in length and 2 to 2.4™"

across. They lie on the ventral surface, with the anterior end

turned more or less abruptly upward, bringing the branchial orifice a

little Avay back from the end, and are much flattened dorso-ventrally.

The atrial orifice, which like the branchial is situated at the summit

of a low conical projection, is placed at a varying distance from the

posterior end.

The mantle, especially the dorsal part, is colored a bright carmine

by pigment grains contained in its cells. These grains are situated

near the periphery of the cells, the central part remaining clear.

The mantle-muscles are weak and not gathered into bands.

There are a great many slender tentacles of two or three sizes,

none of them very long.

The branchial sac has three or four distinct folds on each side.

On each fold there are about three internal longitudinal bars, and

usually one on each intervening space. The internal longitudinal

bars are thus situated at unequal distances apart, there being some

six or eight stigmata between them in some places and only about

two on the folds. The large transverse vessels number about

fifteen, but between each pair there is usually a more slender inter-

mediate vessel. The stigmata (which are narrow) often run past
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this intermediate vessel from one large vessel to the next. In other

places the stigmata are interrupted by the intermediate vessel.

The stomach is long and narrow, deep yellow or brown in color,

with many longitudinal folds and a small ccecum on the side toward

the intestine. There are a considerable number of short atrial ten-

tacles.

There are a number of polycarps arranged along each side of the

ventral part of the body. They are hermaphrodite, containing two

large pyriform or oval testes and a number of ova. Often, as sections

of the colonies clearly show, they lie in small papillse or knob-like

evaginations of the body-wall which are thus more or less nearly

surrounded by the test, and ma}'^ communicate with the bod}' only

by a somewhat constricted neck. It is probably on account of

these, as well as because of the large and strong Avascular processes

arising from the posterior ventral part of the body, that it is very

difficult to remove the zooids from the test entire.

Specimens of this species preserved in formalin retain their natural

color for a considerable time. In its character and appearance a

colony closely resembles a flattened example of some of the simple

ascidians of the family Cynthiidae, with which it is found associated,

though the numerous apertures serve to distinguish it. The colony

looks more like an aggregation of small simple ascidians than a com-

pound ascidian.

Tliis species is found on the under side of stones near low water

mark, nowhere in great abundance, but widely distributed, and it

was collected in 1901 at nearly all the points about the islands where

much collecting was done.

Diandrocarpa, n. gen.

Colony incrusting. Apertures elliptical, without lobes. Tenta-

cles few.

Bi'anchial sac simple ; no folds and few internal longitudinal bars.

No small intermediate transverse vessels.

Loop of alimentary canal large, placed beside the branchial sac.

Reproductive organs consist of a single mass on each side of the

bod}^, each with two large pyriform or lobed testes and a group of

eggs.

I form this genus for the species described below, which differs

too much from the type of Gynandrocarpa Michaelsen to be placed

in the same genus with it. (The type of Michaelsen's genus is
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Goodsiria pluceidd Herdmau, which forms peduncuLited colonies

and has a folded branchial sac with numerous longitudinal bars.)

Synstyela nionocarpa Sluiter, from South Africa, which is included

by Michaelsen in Gynandrocarpa, is however closely related to the

form here described, and is better placed in this new genus than in

Gynandrocarpa, and I have so defined the genus that it may be

included. Possibly one or two other species might also find their

place here. Synstyela Giard is rightly rejected by Michaelsen as too

poorly defined to be certainly recognized.

Diandrocarpa botryllopsis, n. sp.

Plate LIV. Figure fi8. Plate LIX. Figures 120 and 121.

Plate LX. Figure 123.

The colonies are very thin, seldom averaging over 2""™ thick,

though the surface is slightly raised over the position of each zouid.

In outline they are very irregular, but sometimes measure 60"™ or

more in the longest direction. Frequently they break up into a

number of small colonies, which may remain slightly connected.

The test is very soft and gelatinous with a slightly tougher outer

layer. It is transparent and almost colorless after death, but in the

living and expanded animal it has more or less of the dark color of

the zooids. The reason for this is not clear, but it may be due in

part to greater distension of the test vessels with colored corpuscles

in the living animal. These vessels are quite numerous, especially

in the marginal parts of the colony, and have club-shaped terminal

bulbs, but the latter are not proportionately verv large.

The zooids reach about 2.5™"' in length and 1.3™™ in width, or

slightly larger when fully expanded. They lie on their ventral sur-

faces, and have the branchial aperture close to the anterior end and

the atrial near the middle of the body. The apertures project but

little and are elliptical, with the long diameter parallel to the long

axis of the body, and without lobes, but sometimes with minutely

denticulate edges.

Their color (due chiefly to corpuscles contained in their vessels

and in the mantle) is blackish, or some shade of dark purplish brown

or brown, sometimes even dark olive. During life the branchial

aperture is surrounded by an area of white })igment, or sometimes

greenish white, pale salmon, or pale yellow. This has an irregularly

stellate outline, and there is also considerable of the light pigment

over the region of the ganglion and in small dots at various j)oint8

on the mantle and on the bulbs of the test-vessels. This pigment
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mostly disappears when the animal dies, and the dark pigment of the

test and vessels usually becomes lighter and of a more pi;rple tint.

The whole coloration is strongly suggestive of the family Botrj^l-

lidse.

The zooids taper toward the anterior end, and have the posterior

end broad and rounded. They are more or less flattened in a dorso-

ventral direction, or somewhat obliquely. The musculature of the

mantle is chiefly transverse, but weak and inconspicuous. The ten-

tacles are few in number and are probably of two sizes, placed

alternately.

The branchial sac extends practically the whole length of the body

and conforms to its shape. The dorsal lamina is a plain membrane.

There are four, possibly five, internal longitudinal bars on each side,

and four or five stigmata in the meshes of the network thus formed.

The transverse vessels appear to be of one size only, but the

branchial sac is somewhat irregular and the transverse vessels of the

two sides do not meet the dorsal lamina exactly opposite'each other.

There are about 13 or 14 rows of stigmata.

The stomach and intestine lie on the left side of the branchial sac.

The short, curved oesophagus extends ventrally and to the left, and

opens into the stomach, which is grooved or folded longitudinally

with about ten folds, and lies with its axis directed obliqueh' for-

ward and somewhat ventrally. The cardiac end is the smaller.

From the stomach the intestine, which is in this region of large

diameter, proceeds forward and dorsally, then posteriorly and finally

bends abruptly forward to form the rectum, which is of smaller

diameter. The glandular tubes which surround the intestine have

large dilated ends. I have not been able to determine that any

atrial tentacles are present. The reproductive glands are generally

further forward on the left side than on the right. On each side

there are two large pyriform testes placed one behind the other, with

their small ends together, and the ovary, which was small in all the

specimens examined, was situated between or close against the

testes.

The test vessels arise from the posterior part of the ventral side

of the zooid.

This is a moderately common species, and was collected in several

places, especially, however, at Coney Island, and Waterloo on Castle

Harbor. It was obtained both in 1898 and 1901, as well as by Prof.

Goode in IBVO-TT, and generally grows on the under side of stones

or other solid objects near or below low-water mark.
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ASCIDIiE SIMPLICES.

Fixed (rarely unattached and never free swimming) ascidians

which do not reproduce 1)}^ budding or form colonies.

The branchial sac is enormousl}^ developed, occupj'ing the greater

portion of the hodj and is provided with a very large number of

stigmata.

The viscera lie alongside the branchial sac, though they may pro-

ject behind it to a very slight extent.

This group is usually considered a sub-order.

Family HALOCYNTHIID^. (Cynthiidae Lac. Duth., 1877.)

Body usually attached, sometimes stalked.

Test membranous, coriaceous, or sometimes cartilaginous, some-

times incrusted with sand or other substances. Branchial and atrial

apertures usually four-lobed.

Branchial sac longitudinally folded, with internal longitudinal

bars, which do not bear pa4)illa?.

Tentacles simple or compound.

Intestine on left side.

Reproductive organs attached to the inner surface of the mantle,

on one or both sides of the body.

The name of the principal genus of this family was changed by

Verrill to Halocynthia, as the name Cynthia was preoccupied, hav-

ing been used for a genus of insects.* This change has not been

generally adopted, but appears to be required. The family name

requires a corresponding change.

Polycarpa Heller, 1877.

Body sessile or moi'e or less distinctly pedunculated.

Branchial sac with about four folds on each side. Tentacles sim-

ple. Dorsal lamina a plain membrane.

Reproductive organs consist of numerous small hermaphrodite

gonads distributed on the inner surface of the mantle, on both sides,

of the body.

* Bulletin No. 15, U. S. Nat. Museum, p. 147, 1879.

Trans. Conn. Acad., Vol. XI. 25 February, 1902,
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Polycarpa obtecta Traustedt.

Polycarpa obtecta Traustedt, Vestindiske Aseidiae Siinplices, Aftryk af

Vidensk. Meddel. fra den naturh. Foreu. i Kjobenhavn, p. 51, pi. v, figs.

7-8, plate vi, fig. 15, 1882.

Polycarpa obtecta Sluiter, Tuniciers receullis en 1896 par la " Chazalie,"

M^m. Soc. Zool. France, vol. xi, p. 11.

Polycarpa imdtqjJuala Verrill, Additions to the Tiinicata and Molluscoidea of

the Bermndas, these Trans., vol. x, part 2, page 591, 1900; vol. xi, pi. ix,

fig. 7, 1901.

Plate LYII. Figures 88, 89 and 92 to 94 inclusive. Plate LXIII. Figures

140 and 144. Plate LXIV. Figures 151 and 153.

Though the tj^pe of P. midtlj^hiala Yerrill differs in some points

from Traustedt's description and figures of the West Indian form,

other specimens from Bermuda agree with the latter more closelj^,

and I do not think there is sufficient reason for regarding the two

species as distinct.

The body usually measures somewhat more in length (that is

antero-posterioi'ly) than in breadth (dorso-ventrallj^) and is, when not

distended with water, decidedly compressed in a lateral direction.

The test is tough, yet soft and flexible, rather thin toward the pos-

terior end of the body, but thickened and much toughened near the

anterior end, so that the siphons, though in reality fairly well devel-

oped (as may be seen when the animal is removed from the test),

usually appear very short. The surface is sometimes partly covered

with sand and shell fragments, in other cases bare. The inner sur-

face is smooth and nacreous.

The color of the test is a dirty yellowish or brownish gray, often

dai'keniug to red, brown, or })urplish brown about the apertures.

The animal is usually attached by a very small area near the pos-

terior end, which may be thickened or even produced into a verj^

rudimentary peduncle. Sometimes several individuals are attached

together in a loosely connected group.

The largest specimens found do not much exceed 45™"" in greatest

length. They are somewhat less in breadth, and not over 12 to 15""°

in thickness when not distended with water.

The mantle is smooth and rather thin, of a uniform dark biown

color. The rather narrow muscle-bands run transversely', longitu-

dinally and obliquel}^, forming a rather open and regular network.

The apertures are distinctly four-lobed. The branchial siphon is the

longest.
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The tentacles are long and more or less bi-own-pigmented. Ver-

rill gives 40 as the number in the type specimen of P. mtdtiphiala,

hut this number is sometimes exceeded. They vary somewhat in

size, but no very regular arrangement, except an alternation of

larger and small ones, is to be distinguished. Traustedt gives 36-40

as the number of tentacles.

The dorsal tubercle is large ; the opening is horseshoe-shaped with

incurved, but not spirally rolled, horns. (This was the condition in

several specimens examined and agrees with Traustedt's description).

Traustedt states that there are 4 folds on the left and 5 on the

right side. Sluiter mentions one specimen with 4 on each side.

This I have found to be the case in most of the Bei'muda specimens

examined, though in one case a rudimentary fifth fold was present

on the right side, next to the dorsal lamina. The folds are generally

Avide. The one nearest the dorsal lamina is the smallest. The
internal longitudinal bars are very wide and flattened. They are

quite numerous, about four or five occurring between the folds, and

sometimes as many as 10 or 11 on one side of a fold. The}' are sep-

arated by 10 or 12 stigmata in the spaces between the folds (14 near

the endostyle). This number diminishes to 3 or 4 or less near the

summit of the folds, where the bars are so close together that when

flattened down against the branchial sac they overlap each other for

most of their width, covering the intervening stigmata entirely.

The transverse vessels are of various sizes, but are not arranged with

great regularity. Small transverse vessels crossing the stigmata

without interrupting them are generally wanting.

The alimentary loop is of the same color as the mantle and

branchial sac. It forms in some cases a moderately large, open loop;

in others a much narrower one (see figs. 92, 93 and 94). The

stomach is small. In all cases the alimentary loop is confined to the

l^osterior half of the body.

The gonads are distributed to the number of 20 or more on each

side of the body. They are flask-shaped bodies, and are so placed

that their orifices are directed toward the atrial siphon. The central

part of each is occupied by the ovary, and the oviduct opens at the

extreme end of the gonad. The sperm-duct oi)ens on a separate

papilla or projection a little distance from the end, and is formed by

the union of two branches, one of which runs along each side of the

ovary and receives the ducts from the numerous small })yriform

testes. (Figs. 8S and S9.) In these figures the ovaries are not fully

ripe, and the gonads have an elongated phial-like form. This is one
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of the characters upon which Verrill based the species midtiphiala.

When the ovaries are ripe and are distended Avith large eggs, the

gonads become thick and swollen, and resemble iu shape those shown

in Traustedt's figure, though I have not found them developed to

such an extent in any of the Bermuda specimens as was evidently

the case in the individual figured by the latter author.

This species was collected both in ISO 8 and 1901. I obtained a

few individuals at Coney Island and Long Bird Island, but it appears

to be more common on the reefs than along the shore. A number

of large specimens were found washed up on the beach, but still

alive, at a place known as the " Scaur," on Somerset Island, May 5th,

1901.

Styela MacLeay, 1824.

Body attached, sessile, rarely pedunculated.

Test usually coriaceous.

Branchial sac with four folds on each side, or less. Dorsal lamina

a plain membrane. Tentacles simple.

Reproductive organs on both sides of the body, attached to the

inner surface of the mantle. Ovaries consist of a small number of

elongated glandular tubes. Testes numerous, variously placed in

relation to the ovaries.

Styela partita (Stimpson), var. bermudensis, nov.

<S. x>artita : Plate LV. Figure 69. Plate LVI. Figures 76 to 78 inclusive.

Plate LXIV. Figures 147 and 149. S. partita var. bermudensis: Plate

LV. Figures 70 to 75 inclusive. Plate LXIII. Figures 142 and 148.

In Prof. Verrill's list (IV) two species of Styela are mentioned as

having been found at Bermuda ; S. jMirtita (Stimpson), a species

originally described from Boston Harbor, and occurring on the

Atlantic Coast of the United States from Massachusetts southward,

and the Mediterranean species, S. canopoides Heller (4), which has

also been recorded from the West Indies by Traustedt (16).

After an examination of about 25 specimens of this genus col-

lected at various points about the Bermuda Islands in 1898 and 1901,

including those on which Prof. Verrill based his list, I have come to

a somewhat different conclusion. The Bermuda specimens vary a

great deal in nearly every character, but I cannot satisfy myself

from the material available that more than one species is really

represented.
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None of the specimens correspond exactly to specimens of S.

partita from Massachusetts (Wood's Hole); though some bear a

very strong external resemblance to them, even to the " alternate

striping of red and white in the apertures," mentioned by Yerrill,

which is characteristic of S. partita; but as the differences are hardly

tangible enough to base a species on, it seems best to consider the

Bermuda form as a subspecies of S. partita. The specimen in Prof.

Verrill's collection, marked S. canopoides, does not differ specifically

from the others, though it certainly does correspond well with

Heller's (4) and Traustedt's (16) description and figures of that

species.

This raises the question as to the status of S. ptw'tito (Stimpson)

as a species, and of its relations to <S. canopoides and other European

forms. Metcalf (11) has expressed the opinion that the New Eng-

land form is only a variety of Styela aggregata of Northern Europe.

He has not, however, given any detailed statement of his reasons for

this belief. Unquestionably the two species are closely allied, but

if the New England form is only a variety of a European species, it

would seem more reasonable to regard it as a variety of S. cano-

2)oides, rather than of S. aggregata, especially as the latter is a

northern species, while S. partita is distinctly southern in its distri-

bution. This is, however, a j^oint Avhich I do not feel in a position

to decide without a considerable series of European specimens for

comparison, and in the present paper I shall confine myself to the

consideration of the relations between the Bermuda and New Eng-

land forms.

Though Cynthia {Styela) partita Avas described half a century or

more ago, no account or figures of its internal anatomy have been

published as far as I am aware.* The following details are from

specimens taken at Wood's Hole, Mass., in Jul3', 1901. They were

growing attached to the piles of a wharf, in large masses (sometimes

8*^"" across), which contained as many as a dozen individuals closely

crowded together. The attachment was by the i)Osterior end of the

body. Where individuals grow singly, they are often attached by

the whole ventral surface, or by a large part of it. In such speci-

mens the branchial siphon may be a little back from the anterior

end of the body.

The body tapers rather rapidly at the anterior end, and the atrial

siphon is placed well forward and also dii-ected more or less ante-

* Except Professor Yerrill's figures of the gonads in this volume (pi. ix, tigs.

8, a, b, c), V.m.
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riorly. The test is tough and coriaceous, of a dirty yellowish color,

becoming a purplish brown or red toward the anterior end of the

body. It is not very thick at any point. On the outer surface it is

finely wrinkled ; within it is smooth and glistening.

The largest of these specimens does not exceed 30"°™ in length,

and most of the individuals are considerably smaller.

When removed from the test the bod}^ is ovate, with both the

siphons near one end. The mantle is of a yellowish color, and rather

thick and opaque, with numerous longitudinal muscle-bands, but few

conspicuous bands running in other directions. The internal organs

cannot be seen very readily through the mantle.

The tentacles vaxy in number in different specimens. As a rule

the larger the specimen the more tentacles. • The individual shown

in figure 78 had hardly over 30, those shown in figures 76 and 77

had from 40 to 50. The tentacles are of several sizes. Sometimes

they are arranged with some regularity ; one tentacle of a given

size being placed midway between two of the next larger size and so

on ; but this arrangement is not very strictly adhered to. Often

those of the smallest size will be wanting in many of the places

where, according to the above scheme, thev should occur, or they

may be represented by a mere tubercle, so that it is hard to say

whether it should be counted as a tentacle or not. No doubt as the

individual increases in size these grow out into tentacles.

The dorsal tubercle is variable in size and form, and its orifice

had a different shape in each specimen examined, though always

some modification of the U-form. The ends were not spirally coiled

in any case. Evidently the form of the dorsal tubercle will not do

as a specific character in this genus, if indeed it is of much value in

any other genus of this family, which I am inclined to doubt.

The branchial sac has four distinct folds. These vary in size rela-

tively to the interspaces in different individuals. Figure 69 shows a

section extending clear across one side of the sac near the middle of

the body. (Toward the ends of the body, the sac is more contracted

and the number of stigmata between the bars becomes smaller.) It

is taken from the individual shown in fig. 77, a fully adult and fairly

large specimen. In this it will be seen that there are about 10

stigmata in the largest meshes in the interspaces between the folds

(14 each side of the endostyle and 8 each side of the dorsal lamina).

In the dorsal part of the sac, the bars are more crowded, and the

maximum number of stigmata in a mesh is about eight. The first

fold begins at the third bar from the endostyle and there are four
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bars between the last fold and the dorsal lamina. There are from

seven to ten bars between the base and summit of a fold, varying

according to its breadth.

The transverse vessels are of four or five sizes : the smallest cross

the stigmata at their middle point without interrupting them. In

general they are arranged according to the same scheme as the ten-

tacles, a vessel of a given size being located midway between two of

the next larger size, but many irregularities occur. The transverse

vessels become thicker as the dorsal lamina is approached.

The above may be taken as the average condition of the branchial

sac in a fully adult specimen. Considerable individual variation

occurs in the distribution and number of internal longitudinal bars

on the folds and interspaces, and in the number of stigmata in the

meshes formed by them. In many examples it averages one or two

less than in the specimen shown in fig. 69. Figs. 14*7 and 149 show

a part of the sac of such a specimen.

Such variations are merely individual peculiarities. In addition,

there are also differences due to the age of the animal. The branch-

ial sac in the individual shown in fig. V8 did not differ materially in

structure from those of larger specimens, but when still smaller and

evidently immature specimens are examined, the structure of the sac

is found to be more or less simplified. One or more of the folds

may be wanting or present only in a rudimentary condition, and the

number of internal longitudinal bars, as well as of the stigmata,

becomes reduced.

The intestinal loop is small and the intestine doubles back so that

it comes in contact with the stomach near the middle of that organ,

or a little posterior to the middle. The rectum is long and its open-

ing has about a dozen rounded lobes, or more strictly, plications of

the edge. The stomach is of a brownish orange color, and has from

18 to nearly 30 longitudinal folds in its wall, the number varying

according to the age and size of the individual.

The ovaries consist of stout glandular tubes, usually two on each

side (one of which may be forked). They pursue a more or less

crooked course from near the endostyle (on the left side from near

the intestine) and end near the atrial siphon. The sperm ducts accom-

pany them and the openings are close beside those of the oviducts.

In some specimens both orifices may be seen to have a lobed or pli-

cated margin similar to that of the rectum, but the lobes are smaller.

The testes are elongated, more or less branched organs of small size

with enlarged ends. They are arranged along each side of the ova-
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ries in varying numbers, and communicate with the sperm duct

which follows the ovary by slender connecting ducts. Usually the

larger the individual the more numerous and more extensively

branched are the testes, though this is not always the case.

After this description of the New England form it will be suffi-

cient to mention the particulars in which the Bermuda variety differs

from it.

In the first place, it is of considerably smaller size, the largest

specimen obtained measuring 22™°^ by 10™". Most of them were

hardly more than half this size. It is not unlikely, however, that if

the collections had been made later in the season, larger specimens

might have been found.

In external form it appears to vary more than the typical partita.

It is attached either by a small area near the posterior end or by a

part or the whole of the ventral surface, and in the latter case the

siphons are both situated on the dorsal surface. The character of

the surface of the test is very variable ; it is generally roughest

near the apertures, which are usually more or less prominent, but

whether the ridges and wrinkles of the surface are large or small,

regulai'ly or irregularly disposed, low and rounded or prominent and

sharp-edged, appears to be a character of no specific value.

The color is generally a more or less reddish or brownish yellow, or

grayish yellow, becoming brown or red on the ujsper surface, espe-

cially about the siphons. The colors are brighter and the test pro-

portionately thicker and of a more cartilaginous character than in

the New England specimens. The striping of the aj^ertures, which

many specimens show in common with the typical partita, has been

mentioned above.

As figs. 71 to 75 indicate, the form of the body and length and

position of the siphons ai'e very variable. The mantle is thinner,

less muscular, and more transparent, though of a deeper yellow color

in most cases, and the tentacles are rather more numerous, but the

branchial sac does not appear to differ essentially from that of New
England specimens of similar size.

The more usual form of the orifice of the dorsal tubercle is a U
or horseshoe-shape, with one horn curved inward and posteriorly,

alongside the other, but not spirally coiled. Considerably more

complex forms occur, as is also the case in the true partita.

The reproductive organs are similar, but the testes are fewer and

often are not branched at all, but merely simple elongated bodies.

This form was found in many localities about the islands and on
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the reefs, attached to stones and corals. It is nowhere very abund-

ant, nor did I ever find many individuals growing together or near

together. Among the places where it was obtained were Coney and

Long Bird Islands, Somerset Island, Harrington Sound, and Water-

loo, Castle Harbor. One specimen was obtained at Hungry Bay.

Genus Halocynthia Verrill, 1879. (Cyiithia Savigny, 1816.)

Body sessile or very nearly so, sometimes incrusted with sand.

Both apertures 4-lobed,

Test coriaceous, rarely cartilaginous, no spicules.

Branchial sac with 6 or more longitudinal folds on each side. Ten-

tacles compound. Dorsal lamina a continuous but sometimes toothed

membrane, or it may be provided with a series of languets.

Intestine on left side forming a rather wide loop.

Reproductive organs developed on both sides.

Halocynthia rubrilabia Verrill.

Halocynthia rubrilabia VeiTill, Additions to the Tunicata and Molluscoidea

of the Bermudas, Trans. Conn. Acad. Sei., vol. x, p. 589, fig. 7, 1900.

Plate LVI. Figure 83. Plate LYII. Figures 86 and 90. Plate LXII.

Figure 133. Plate LXIV. Figures 150 and 152.

Body swollen, oblong or ovate, usually longer than high, attached

by the entire venti'al surface or by a larger or smaller area near the

posterior end which may be produced into a rudimentary peduncle.

Siphons of variable length, widely sepai'ated, the branchial generally

longer than the atrial.

Size 35 to SO'"™ long, 25 to 30""" high, 20 to 25"'° wide.

Test thick and firm (in many specimens remarkably so), deeply

and irregularly wrinkled, in large specimens often so covered with

extraneous matter that its reddish color shows only faintly. Aper-

tures similar, -t-lobed, the test about them roughly nodulose or warty.

Mantle very muscular, especially on the right side; the muscle

bands, of which the longitudinal are the most conspicuous, form a

rather irregular, close, oj^aque network. Many oblique as well as

transverse bands occur also. The mantle is yellow Avith a reddish

tinge, usually becoming bright red on the siphons.

Tentacles all simph^ jjinnate, about 20 in number and of various

sizes; the larger ones number about a dozen and are thick, tapering to

a point and provided with a row of simple pinna? along each side.

Dorsal tubercle U-shaped, with more or less spirally coiled horns,

which may be both incurved or both curved to the right or left.
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The branchial sac has 6 wide folds on each side separated by nar-

row interspaces on which there are but four or five internal longitu-

dinal bars. Tliei'e are, however, about 7 or 8 bars on the spaces each

side of the endostyle and dorsal lamina. The bars are Avide and

flattened and placed near together, being separated by only four or

five stigmata in the spaces between the folds and by a less number

on the folds. Between the base and summit of the folds there are

sometimes as many as 14 or 15 bars. The stigmata are short and

rather wide.

The transverse vessels are mostly of about the same size with an

occasional much larger one. In addition there are the usual fine ves-

sels which cross the middle of the stigmata. There is often much
red pigment on the vessels of the sac. The dorsal lamina is provided

with a series of slender tentacle-like languets.

Prof. Verrill states that the anus has about \-2 lobes. This is not of

value as a specific character. One specimen had but 4 barely percep-

tible lobes. The intestine forms a broad loop. The stomach is but

little enlarged and is partly covered by the large greenish hepatic

gland which lies dorsal to it.

The reproductive glands are irregularly lobulated or foliated

bodies arranged along each side of the genital ducts. When much
enlarged they are so crowded that their serial arrangement is not

very apparent. On the left side one series of the glands lies within

the intestinal loop. Another set lies along the dorsal side of the

intestine, the duct following close along the intestine and the glands

lying only along one side of it, while in the case of those which lie

within the loop, as well as the single set which is present on the right

side of the body, they lie on each side of the duct.

This appears to be the commonest member of the family at Ber-

muda, at least in shallow water, where it is found adhering to stones,

shells, corals, etc.

Halocynthia riiseana (Traustedt) var. munita, nov.

Plate LVI. Figure 84. Plate LVII. Figures 85 and 87.

Plate LXIII. Figure 141.

In addition to H. rubrilahia there is another species of the genus

found at Bermuda, but it is much less common. It was onlj- poorly

represented by one or two small specimens in Prof. Verrill's collec-

tion and he considered it identical with Traustedt's West Indian

species, Cynthia Miiseana. In 1901, I obtained three good sized

specimens, of which the largest measures 28""™ by 25™™. The others
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were not much smaller. They were growing attached to stones

along the shores of Coney Island and Long Bird Island.

From these, though the material is too scanty to give a satisfactory

idea of the individual variations which specimens of this species are

likely to exhibit, I believe that the Bermuda form is sufficiently dif-

ferent from the West Indian one to justify its description, provi-

sionally at least, as a new variety.

The bod}^ is ovate, slightly longer than deep, and decidedly com-

pressed laterally. The test is not thick; it is soft and flexible, light

colored, and would be translucent were it not for the dense coating

of sand and shell fragments which cover not only the surface, but

are more or less buried in the test substance. The area of attach-

ment is small. The siphons are wide apart in two specimens, in the

other they are rather near together. They are rather short in all

cases. The appearance of the animals is rather that of a Molgida

than one of the family to which they realh^ belong.

The mantle is thin and more or less transparent with Aveak mus-

culature. In one specimen the tips of the siphons are pink. None

of the other specimens show any red color on any part of the body.

In all these j^articulars the examples differ from Traustedt's de-

scription, in which the test is described as leatherly with a wrinkled

surface, and the mantle musculature as very strong.

There are about a dozen large tentacles beside some smaller ones.

They differ greatly from those of II. rubrilnbia, the largest ones

being bipinnate (fig. 84). The dorsal tubercle, in the specimen in

which I examined it, had a U-shaped aperture Avith one horn incurved,

but not sufficiently to form a spiral. The dorsal lamina is provided

with numerous tentacular languets. The}' begin a little way back

from the anterior end, the lamina being plain for a little distance.

As in the last described form, there are six branchial folds on each

side. There are, however, fewer internal longitudinal bars (I counted

only ten or eleven on one side of one of the longest folds) and they

are separated by 7 or 8 or even 9 stigmata in the meshes on the

interspaces between the folds, instead of 4 or 5 as in JZ nihrilabia.

The stigmata are also longer and narrower than in that species, but

in other respects the branchial sac resembles that of II. ridn'ilabia.

The intestinal loop is rather narrower than in that species and the

reproductive organs differ, the gonads being spherical though

arranged in a similar manner along each side of the genital ducts,

Avith which they communicate by short branch ducts. There is only

one series of reproductive organs on each side. On the left side it

lies within the intestinal loop.
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Microcosmus Heller. 1877.

Distinguished from Halocynthia by the plain, nntoothed dorsal

lamina, and by the narrow intestinal looj).

Microcosmus miniatus A^enill.

Microcosmxis ininiatus Verrill, Additions to the Tunicata and Molluscoidea of

the Bermudas, Trans. Conn. Acad. Sci., vol. x, p. 590, 1900.

Plate LVI. Figure 79. Plate LVII. Figures 91 and 95. Plate LXII.

Figures 129 and 130. Plate LXIV. Figure 148.

Test more or less completely red or dull orange-red externally,

rather thick and tough, somewhat cartilaginous. In adult specimens

it is much wrinkled and raised (especially on the dorsal surface and

about the apertures) into prominent ridges with sharp rough edges.

Young specimens are much smoother.

The shape is ovate, more or less elongated ; the apertures are widely

separated. The attachment is by an area of considerable extent on

the ventral side, generally near the posterior end. In external

appearance this species closeh^ resembles Halocynthia rtihrilabia,

described above, but is usually colored more intensely and extensively

red than that species, and the body is often somewhat more elon-

gated. Internally the test is smooth and pearly and less deeply

colored than on the outside.

Size of the largest specimen, 50 by 35 by 25™™.

Removed from the test, the animal is ovate with very widely sep-

arated and divergent siphons of very variable size and length in

different specimens, both four-lobed. The mantle, especially near the

apertures, is more or less tinged with red. Its muscles, stronger on

the dorsal part of the body, are gathered into very distinct and mod-

erately thick bands, which for the most part cross each other neai'ly

at right angles and form a rather open network, so that the internal

organs are more or less distinctly visible through the mantle.

The tentacles are bipinnately branched. There are about 8 or 10

larger ones alternating with others of smaller size and between them

are a variable number of still smaller ones. Even the smallest are

somewhat branched. The aperture of the dorsal tubercle had

spirally incurved horns in the specimens examined.

The number and arrangement of the folds of the branchial sac

proved to be quite constant in a number of individuals of various sizes

from about 15™™ in length up to individuals of full size. There are

nine folds on each side of the sac, but the last one (that nearest the
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endostyle) usually reaches only one-quarter or one-third of the dis-

tance back from the anterior end, and is often so rudimentary that

it is easily overlooked. It is apt to be smaller on the left than on

the right side of the body. The eighth fold is generally fairly large

and of full length.

As a rule there are four or five internal longitudinal bars in the

spaces between the folds and these are separated by from 5 to 8

stigmata. Along one side of a fold, from the base to the summit,

there maj' be a dozen bars (if the fold is a large one), and the num-

ber of stigmata between them diminishes from about four near the

base to three or two at the summit. The transverse vessels are

numerous and rather stout, and the stigmata consequently are not

very greatly elongated. There are various sizes of the transverse

vessels but apparently no regular scheme in their arrangement.

The smallest ones usually cross the stigmata without interrupting

them. The larger ones have more or less conspicuous membranes

attached to them.

The intestinal loop is very long and narrow, and the two portions

lie in contact with each other for the greater part of the distance.

The two dark colored hepatic glands lie close against and partially

covering the stomach.

The reproductible organs consist of about four double clusters of

follicles lying along and extending each side of a slender curved

duct, which runs toward the atrial aperture. On the left side one

group of follicles lies within the bend of the intestinal looj), the

others outside of and dorsal to it and anterior to the rectum.

Fairly common on the reefs and attached to the under side of

stones along the shores. Collected both in 1898 and 1901.

This species is closely allied to the ^V'est Indian species M. varie-

gatus Heller, which is also described and figured in Traustedt's (16)

work on the West Indian Simple Ascidians. That species has from 8

to 10 branchial folds, of which three are short and onl}^ reach a part

of the distance toward the posterior end of the sac. According to

Traustedt's figure, it also has very large siphons, but this is a char-

acter which varies not only in different individuals, but is largely

determined by the state of contraction of the specimen, and would

hardly serve to separate the species; while the differences in color

are easily explained by the fact that Heller and Traustedt undoubt-

edly wrote their descriptions from faded alcoholic specimens. The

condition of the branchial folds seems, therefore, to be the chief dis-

tinguishing character. I haA'e found this to be practically con-

stant in a number of specimens of the present species.
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Family ASCIDIID^ Herdman. 1880.

Body usually sessile, rarel}' pedunculated. Branchial aperture gen-

erally 8-lobed ; atrial generally 6-lobed. Test gelatinous or cartila-

ginous, rarely cliitinous or horny.

Branchial sac without folds. Internal longitudinal bars present

and usually papillated. Stigmata straight or curved. Tentacles

simple.

Alimentary canal on one side of the branchial sac, sometimes

extending posteriorly beyond it to a slight extent.

Reproductive organs placed close against or within the intestinal

loop.

Genus Ascidia Linu.. 1767.

Body attached, sessile, rarely pedunculated ; surface bare or

incrusted with sand. Branchial and atrial apertures placed far

apart, usually 8-lobed and 6-lobed respectively.

Test cartilaginous, membranous, or gelatinous, soft or hard, usuallj''

ci'owded Avith bladder-cells.

Branchial sac sometimes minutely i)licated. Stigmata straight.

Internal longitudinal bars generally papillated.

Dorsal lamina a continuous membrane, which may be provided

with ti'ansverse ribs or with teeth. It is continued behind the oeso-

phageal aperture.

Alimentary canal and reproductive organs on the left side of the

l)odj.

Ascidia atra Lesueui-.

Ascidia atra Lesueur, Descriptions of several new species of Ascidia, Journ.

Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia, vol. iii, pt. 1, p. 2, pi. i, fig. 2, 1823.

Ascidia nigra Sav. ; Herdmau, Prelim. Rep. Challenger, Proc. Royal Soc.

Edinb., vol. ix, pp. 460 and 466, 1880.

Phallusia atra Lesueur ; Traustedt, Vestiudiske Ascidiae Simplices, Aftryk af

Vidensk. Meddel. fra den naturh. Foren. i Kjobenhavn, p. 22, pi. iv, fig.

6, and pi. v, fig. 17, 1881.

Ascidia nigra Sav.; Herdman, Rep. Voy. Challenger (Zool.), vol. vi. part

xvii, p. 210, 1882.

Ascidia atra Lesueur ; Sluiter, Tuniciers recueillis dans la Mer des Antilles,

etc., M^m. Soc. Zool. de France, vol. 11, p. 7, 1898.

Plate LXIII. Figures 138 and 139.

The body is only moderately elongated, Math large, anteriorly

directed siphons which often have more than the normal number of

lobes to the apertures. It is usually attached by the posterior end.
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but sometimes by the left side. Its most conspicuous character is

the abundant blue-bhick pigment which colors the test and many of

the internal organs as well. In very j^oung specimens the test is

nearly colorless and transparent, but the dark pigment begins to

appear while the individual is still very small.

The largest specimen obtained at Bermuda measured about 70x30""".

In the West Indies it attains a considerably larger size.

The branchial sac tapers posteriorly. The internal longitudinal

bars are provided with curved papillae somewhat similar to those of

A. ciirvata Traustedt illustrated below, but rather longer and more

curved. They have a narrow membrane attached to the concave

side. According to Traustedt the papilloe are bifid at the extremity.

This does not appear to be common in the Bermuda specimens.

There are about five or six stigmata in a mesh, and the sac exhibits

minute undulations or plications between the internal longitudinal

bars. The transverse vessels alternate in size. In addition there are

much thicker ones at intervals.

The tentacles are numerous and slender, of several sizes, arranged

with some degree of regularity. The dorsal tubercle generally has a

U-shaped opening.

This species is common on the reefs and at a little distance much
resembles a kind of sponge which abounds there. As already men-

tioned, the individuals found were of small size compared to those

occurring in the West Indies.

It is questionable whether this form is distinct from PhaUusla

nigra Savigny, a European and Red Sea species. As far as I am
aware, the only distinction between the two is that the European

form has small intermediate papillae on the internal longitudinal bars,

midway between the transverse vessels. Both Traustedt and Sluiter

mention their absence in the West Indian form, and I have failed to

find them, even in the largest of the Bermuda specimens which I

examined.

Herdman (6), though aware of Traustedt's observation, identifies

the Bermuda form with Savigny's species, and mentions intermediate

papillje as present in parts of the branchial sac. He does not, how-

ever, expressly state that he found them in American specimens, and

later may have changed his opinion, as in his Revised Classification

of the Tunicata (7) he lists A. nigra Savigny and A. atra Lesueur

as distinct species. Phallusia violacea Gould, from Rio Janiero,

Brazil, may be identical with this species.*

* U. S. Exploring Expedition, Molluska and Sliells, p. 41)5, fig. GIO.
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Ascidia curvata Transtedt.

Ascidia curvata Transtedt, Vestindiske Ascidiae Simplices, Aftryk af Vidensk.

Meddel. fra den naturh. Foren. i Kjobenhavn, p. 25, pi. iv, figs. 8, 9, and

10, and pi. V, fig. 19, 1881.

Plate LVI. Figures 80, 81 and 82. Plate LXIII. Figures 145 and 146.

The body is much more elongated than in the last species and

tapers gradually toward the anterior end. It is strongly flattened

laterally. The atrial siphon is generallj^ situated behind the middle

of the body.. Both siphons are usually long and often turned to the

right, the animal being generally attached by the entire left surface.

Great variations in the external form of the body are common. The

largest specimen measures about 50°'"^ in length and half as much in

a dorso-ventral direction.

The test is greyish or practically colorless and transparent, soft

and gelatinous, moderately thick on the right side but verj^ thin and

easily torn on the left side. Its surface may be smooth and glossy,

allowing much of the internal structure to be seen, or it may be

wrinkled or in some cases so incrusted with sand and shell fragments

that nothing can be seen through it. The apertures generallj^ have

about the number of lobes characteristic of the genus, but they are

not readily counted in the contracted state of the orifices. There

are markings of light orange brown about the apertures in the living

animal.

The mantle is very delicate and transparent. On the right side

there are numerous but very slender muscle-bands, mostly transverse

or only slightly oblique. They taper off and end soon after passing

the median line on the dorsal and ventral surface, leaving the left

side practically free from muscle bands except the sphincter muscles

of the siphons, which are composed of similar delicate bands placed

close together. Very few longitudinal bands are present.

The tentacles are numerous and placed close together, slender and

uniformly tapering, of several sizes. The dorsal tubercle is small^

U-shaped.

The branchial sac extends for a long distance behind the oesopha-

geal opening. Its internal longitudinal bars are separated by 4 or

5 stigmata ; 8 or 10 stigmata intervene betAveen the dorsal lamina

and the first bar on each side of it. In some places the transverse

vessels are nearly equal in size, in other parts (especially in the pos-

terior portion of the sac) they show more or less tendency to alter-

nate in size. Very large vessels, such as are shown in Traustedt's
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figure, do not appear to be frequent. The papillae are rather stout,

of moderate length and somewhat curved. Their ends are obtuse.

Those opposite the smaller transverse vessels are smaller. These

small transverse vessels are occasionally interrupted and rudimentary

though the corresponding papilla? may be present and well developed.

In most parts of the sac there is little or no sign of the undulation

or plication common in this genus, the sac being almost flat, but

individuals vary in this respect. On the whole the branchial sac is

of a simple type. Horizontal membranes are developed only on each

side of the dorsal lamina and to a very slight degree on the adjacent

parts of the sac. Elsewhere they are inconspicuous or wanting.

The dorsal lamina is often nearly plain-edged for most of its length.

In other cases it is finely denticulated in the postei'ior portion of the

body.

The stomach and intestine are proportionately small and form a

very compact and short loop. The stomach has a few longitudinal

folds and during life is of an orange color. This color may also

extend to part of the intestinal loop.

The reproductive organs lie between the stomach and intestine

and the branchial sac. The duct follows the rectum and ends near

the anal opening.

This species was found at Coney Island, Long Bird Island, in

Harrington Sound, at Somerset Island, and many other places,

attached to stones, shells, etc. It is one of the commonest simple

ascidians at Bermuda. Traustedt's specimen (he apjDears to have

had but one) was from St. Thomas, W, I.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XLVIII-LXIV.

The figures showing entire zooids were in all cases drawn with the aid of a

camera lucida, as far as the outlines of the body and the principal organs are

concerned ; the smaller details were necessarily filled in without it. The mag-

nification of the figures of zooids is uniform ; 32 diameters, except in the case

of a few forms with zooids too large to admit of this. It is hoped that these

figures will give a better conception of the relative sizes of the zooids than

simple measurements, as the latter fail to give any idea of the state of contrac-

tion the animal is in. It has not been possible to get fully expanded specimens

in the case of most species, but the degree of contraction, of the thorax at least,

may be judged by the course of the endostyle, which is crooked or convoluted

in the contracted state, but straight or nearly so when the animal is fully

expanded. In all cases they have been represented as if transparent to show

the internal structure.
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The figures showing spicules are also (with the exception of those of Cysto-

dytes and Echinociinum) drawn to a iiniform scale, a magnification of 450

diameters, and all were drawn with a camera lucida. In selecting spicules for

illustration, neither the largest nor the smallest, nor the extremes of variation

in form to be found in the colony, were chosen, but a group was selected that

would give a fair idea of the forms and sizes most characteristic of the species

or variety.

In regard to the photographs of the simple ascidians, it may not be out of

place to say that all tlie Bermuda species vary endlessly in their external char-

acters and shape, and the writer woiild caiition against the belief that even very

great differences in these characters, from the specimens illustrated, are neces-

sarily indicative of difference in species. With the exception of a few (men-

tioned in the descriptions of the figures), which were taken from living speci-

mens by Mr. A. Hyatt Verrill, all the photographs were made from specimens

preserved in formalin.

I am indebted to Prof. A. E. Verrill for the use of the photographs from

which plate Ixiv and also figs. 138 and 139 were made.

Plate XLVI.

Figure 1.

—

Clavelina oblonga Herdman. Zooid containing embryos and larvae

seen from the right side. x 12. Page 334.

Figure 3.

—

Disfoma cajjsulatum n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side ; showing

the arrangement of the mantle muscles, x 32. Page 341

.

Figures.

—

Rhodozonajjicta (VerriW). Zooid seen from the left side. x 8. Page-

335.

Plate XLVII.

Figure 4.

—

Ecteinascidia turbinata Herdman. Young individual with no repro-

ductive organs developed. Seen from the left side, x 16. Page 388.

Figure 5.

—

Rhodozona picta (Verrill). Side view of thorax to show the arrange-

ment of the muscle bands in the mantle, x 9. Page 335.

Figure 6.

—

Ecteinascidia fv.rbinafa Herdman. Colony of adult individuals.

Two-thirds the natural size. (After Herdman.) Page 338.

Figure 7.

—

Clavelina oblonya Herdman. Colony of four individuals, the two on

the left being expanded, the others contracted as usual in preserved speci-

mens. X 2. Page 334.

Figure 8.

—

Perophora viridis Verrill. Individual seen from the left side, show-

ing outline of test and part of the branching stolen, x 32. Page 337.

Plate XLVIII.

Figure 9.

—

Distoma oUvaceum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side. Showing

the arrangement of the back pigment dots on the mantle (chiefly on the

thorax), x 32. Musculature of mantle not shown. Page 344.

Figure 10.

—

Disto)na clarum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side, containing

large eggs and larvae. Showing muscle bands of mantle. x 32. Page 345.

Figure 11.

—

Distoma obscuratum, n. sp. Zooid (much contracted) seen from the

left side, x 32. Musculature of mantle not shown. Page 343.
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Figure 12.— Cystodytes violaceus, n. sp. Zooid (mucli contracted) seen from the

left dorsal aspect, containing two large eggs. Rectum containing pellets of

undigested matter, x 33. Page 348.

Figure 13.

—

Cystodytes violacens. Small spicules which are scattered in the test.

X 40. Page 348.

Figure 14.

—

Cystodytes violaeeus. Large spicules forming the capsules about

the zooids, but occiu'ring to some extent elsewhere in the test, x 40.

Page 348.

Plate XLIX.

Figure 15.

—

Distaplia hermude)xsis, n. sp. Zooid seen from the right side,

showing the muscle bands of the mantle, x 33. i. fj'=intermediate trans-

verse vessel of branchial sac. Page 349.

Figure 16.

—

Distoma convexum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side, showing

arrangement of brown pigment spots on the mantle, x 32. Musculature

of mantle not shown. Page 342.

Figure 17.

—

Cystodytes draschii Herdman. Zooid seen from the left side. x 32.

Page 347.

Figures 18 and 19.

—

Distaplia bermudensis, n. sp. Colony of the flattened in-

crusting form showing the arrangement of the zooids. Side and top view.

X 3. Page 349.

Plate L.

Figure 20.

—

Amaroucium bermudce, n. sp. Zooid with short post-abdomen,

seen from the right side. Dorsal languets not represented in the figure.

Ovary not developed, e. c. =large ectoderm cells on the mantle, x 33.

Page 352.

Figure 21.

—

Amaroucium exile, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side containing

a large embryo. Dorsal languets not represented, x 33. Page 354.

Figure 33.

—

Symjilegma viride Herdman. Colony, two-thirds the natural size.

(After Herdman.) Page 378.

Figure 33.

—

Echinoclinum verrilli, n. sp. Entire colony incrusting a branching

alga, showing distribution of zooids and spicules, x 2. Page 373.

Figure 24.

—

Echinoclinum verrilli. Zooid seen from the left side. No repro-

ductive organs developed, x 32. Page 372.

Figure 35.

—

Echinoclinum verrilli. Spicules from the test, x 225. Page 373.

Plate LI.

Figure 26.

—

Didemnum lucidum, n. sp. Spicules, x 450. Page 360.

Figure 27.

—

Didemnum savignii Herdman. Si^icules. x 450. Page 358.

Figure 28.

—

Didemnum lucidum, n. sp. Colony incrusting a branching alga,

showing distribution of zooids and spicules, x 2. Page 360.

Figure 29.

—

Didemnum porites, n. sp. Spicules, x 450. Page 360.

Figure 30.

—

Didemnutn atrocanum, la.. &]i. Spicules. x450. Page 359.

Figure 31.

—

Didemnum solidum, n. sp. Spicule, x 450. Page 358.

Figure 33.

—

Didemnum orbiculatum, n. sp. Spicules, x 450. Page 361.

Figure 33.

—

Didemnum porites, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side, x 32.

Page 360.
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Figure 34.

—

Dklemnum atvocanum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the right side.

X 32. Page 359.

Figiire 35.

—

Dklemniim savignii Herdman. Zooid seen from the left side. x 32.

Page 358.

Figure 36.

—

Didemnum solidum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the right side, x 32.

Page 358.

Figure 37.

—

Didemnum hicidum, n. sjd. Zooid seen from the left side. No
reprodxictive organs develoiDed. x 32. Page 360.

Figure 38.

—

Didemnum orbiculatum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side. The

female reproductive organs only are developed. x 32. Page 361.

Plate LII.

Figure 39.

—

Lejitoclinum siieciosum, var. nov. benmidense. Spicules, x 450.

The smallest spicules were about the branchial orifices. (See also Figure

42.) Page 364.

Figure 40.

—

Leptoclinum albidum, var. luteolum Verrill. From Vineyard Sound,

Massaehussetts. Spicules, x 450. (Introduced for comparison with the

Bermuda forms.) Page 363.

Figure 41.

—

Leptoclinum albidum Verrill. From the Bay of Fundy. Spicules.

x450. (Introduced for comparison.) Page 363.

Figure 42. Leptoclinum speciosum var. nov. bermudense. Spicules ( x 450) from

a different colony- from figure 39, showing forms with blunt and broken

points. Page 364.

Figures 43 and 44.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum var. nov. hamiltoni. Spicules from

two different colonies, x 450. (See also figure 47.) Page 365.

Figure 45.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum, wav. nov. pageti. Spicules. x450. (The

small spicules in the right hand part of the figure were in small groups

alongside the bodies of the zooids, not scattered among the other spicules.)

Page 364.

Figure 46.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum, var. nov. acutilobatunt, Spicules, x 450.

Page 365.

Figure 47.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum, var. nov. hamiltoni. Spicules ( x 450) with

thicker points than those shown in figures 43 and 44. Page 365.

Figure 48.

—

LejJtcolinum speciosum, xar. nov. somersi. Spicules. x450. Page

366.

Figure 49.

—

Leptoclinum sjieciosum, var. nov. harringtonense. Spicules. x 450.

Page 365.

Figure 50.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum, var. nov. bermudense. Zooid seen from left

side. X 32. Page 364.

Figure 51.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum, var. nov. harringtonense. Zooid from the

same colony as the spicules shown in figure 49. x 32. Page 365.

Figure 52.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum, var. nov. acutilobatum . Zooid from the

same colony as the spicules shown in figure 46. x 32. Page 365.

Plate LIII.

Figure 53.

—

Botrylloides nigrum, var. nov. concolor. Zooid seen from the right

side. The male reproductive organs only are developed on the right side.

On the left side a large egg is present just anterior to the testes, x 32.

Page 378.
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Figure 54.

—

Botrylloides nigrum Herdman. Zooid seen from the right side.

No reproductive organs developed. Page 374.

Figure 55.

—

Botrylloides nigrum, var. nov. 2^^<^^^^'^'>^^- Zooid seen from above

(from the dorsal side), x 32. Page 377.

Figure 56.

—

Diplofoma atropunctatum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side.

X 32. Page 370.

Figure 57.

—

Dijjlosomoides fragile, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side, fuUy

expanded. x 32. Page 370.

Figure 58. —Diplosomoides fragile. Spicules, x 450. Page 370.

Figure 59.

—

Diplosoma lacteum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side. x 32.

Page 369.

Figure 60.

—

Diplosoma macdonaldi Herdman. Zooid seen from the left side.

Rectum containing pellets of undigested material, x 32. Page 368.

Plate LIV.

Figure 61.

—

Michaelsenia fincta, n. sp. Zooid seen from the right side. The

outline about it is that of the mantle, not the test. To simplify the figure

the internal longitudinal bars of the branchial sac are not indicated. (See

figure 63.) x 24. af. in. =atrial tentacle. Page 381.

Figure 62.

—

Poly.tyncraton amethysteum, n. sp. Zooid seen from the left side,

showing the muscle bands in the mantle, x 32. Page 366.

Figure 63.— Michaelsenia tincta, n. sp. Part of the endostyle and two of the

folds of the branchial sac. Showing internal longitudinal bars, x 48.

Page 381.

Figure 64.

—

Polysyncraton amethysieum, n. sp. Si^icules. x 450. (See also

figure 67.) Page 366.

Figure 65.

—

Polysyncraton amethysteum. Upper siirface of part of a colony

including the branchial orifices of two zooids. Showing the distribution of

the spicules, which are confined to the upper surface of the colony, x 16.

Page 366.

Figure 66.

—

Polysyncraton amethysteum. Zooid seen from the anterior end,

containing a large egg ; showing displacement of the coils of the vas

deferens due to the enormous development of the egg, which has reached its

full size. X 32. Page 366.

Figure 67.

—

Polysyncraton amethysteum. Spicules from a colony in which they

average of smaller and more uniform size than those shown in figure 64.

x450. Page 366.

Figure 68.

—

Diandrocarpa botryllo2Jsis, n. sp. Zooid seen somewhat obliquely

from the right side. (The reproductive organs of the left side are indi-

cated in outline.) This individual is less compressed dorso-ventrally than

is usually the case, x 32. Page 383.

Plate LV.

Figure Qd. — Styela partita (Stimpson), from "Wood's Hole, Alass. Part of the

branchial sac from near the middle of the body extending from the

endostyle to the dorsal lamina, x 10. (Introduced for comparison with

the Bermuda form.) Taken from the specimen shown in figure 77. Page

389.
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Figure 70.

—

Styela partita, var. nov. bermudeyisis. Part of the branchial sac

from near the middle of the body extending from the endostyle to the

dorsal lamina. x 10. (Taken from the specimen shown in figure 72.)

Page 388.

Figures 71 to 75 inclusive.

—

Styela partita, var. nov. bennudensis. Five indi-

viduals, showing the outlines of the body when removed from the test, the

alimentary canal and the re^jroductive organs of the left and right sides.

xlJi^. Page 388.

Plate LVI.

Figures 76, 77 and 78.

—

Styela partita (Stimpson) from Wood's Hole, Mass.

Three individuals, showing the outlines of the body when removed from

the test, the alimentary canal and the reproductive organs of the left and

right sides, x 1}^. Page 389.

Figure 79.

—

Microcosimis miniatus Verrill. Tentacle. x about 36. Page 396.

Figure 80.

—

Aseidia curvata Traustedt. Small part of the branchial sac show-

ing part of the dorsal lamina. From the posterior part of the bod}'. x 40.

{h. 7H. = horizontal membrane of transverse vessel.) Page 400.

Figure 81.

—

Aseidia curvata Traustedt. Small individual seen from the right

side showing the outline of the test and the muscle bands of the mantle
;

also the papillae of the branchial sac. The alimentary canal and repro-

ductive organs, situated on the left side, are visible through the transparent

tissues. X 4. Page 400.

Figure 82.

—

Aseidia eurvata Traustedt. Anterior end of the dorsal lamina and

adjacent part of the branchial sac, dorsal tubercle and part of the tentacles.

X 20. {h. »!. =horizontal membrane of transverse vessel.) Page 400.

Figure 83.—Haloeynthia i-ubrilatna Verrill. Tentacle, x about 36. Page 393.

Figure 84.

—

Haloeynthia riiseana (Traustedt), var. nov. munita. Tentacle.

X about 36. Page 394.

Plate LVII.

Figure 85.

—

Haloeynthia riiseana, var. nov. miinita. Small piece of the branch-

ial sac from one of the spaces between two folds near the middle of the

body. X 24. Page 394.

Figure 86.

—

Haloeynthia rubrilabia Verrill. Outline of individual (removed

from the test) showing alimentary and reproductive organs of both sides.

xli^. Page 393.

Figure 87.

—

Haloeynthia riiseana var. nov. munita. Outline of individual

(removed from the test) showing alimentary and reproductive organs of both

sides. X 1%. Page 394.

Figures 88 and 89.

—

Polycarpa obtecta Traustedt. Two polycarps. The ovaries

are not fully ripe, and the eggs and ovaries themselves are small, x 32.

Page 386.

Figure 90.

—

Haloeynthia rxtbrilabia Verrill. Small piece of the branchial sac

from one of the spaces between two folds near the middle of the body.

X 24. Page 393.
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Figure 91.— ilficrocosmiis miniatus Verrill. Outline of individual (removed

from the test) showing alimentary and reproductive organs of both sides.

Two-thirds the natural size. Page 396.

Figures 92, 93 and 94.

—

Polijcarpa obteeta Traustedt. Outlines of three

individuals (removed from the test), showing alimentary and reproductive

organs of both sides. Two-thirds the natural size. Page 386.

Figure 95.

—

Microcosmus miniatus Verrill. Small piece of the branchial sac

from one of the spaces between two folds near the middle of the body.

X 24. Page 396.

Plate LVIII.

Photographs of colonies of Compound Ascidians ; all natural size.

Figure 96.

—

Amaroucium bermudce, n. sp. Three colonies seen from the side.

Page 352.

Figure 97.

—

Amaroucium beiinudcv, n. sp. Colony seen from above. Page 358.

Figure 98.

—

Amaroucium exile, n. sp. Two colonies seen from above. Page

354.

Figures 99 and 100.

—

Cystoclytes draschii Herdman. Colony seen from above.

Page 347.

Figure 101.

—

Cystodytes draschii Herdman. Colony see from the side. A
portion is cut away, showing the white calcareous cajasules suiTounding

the zooids. Page 347.

Figure 102.

—

Polysyncrafon amethysteum, n. sp. Colony attached to a piece of

sponge. Seen from above. Showing the characteristic distribution of the

spicules on the surface of the colony. Page 366.

Figure 103.

—

Diplosoma atropunctatum,, n. sp. Colony attached to a fragment

of coral (Porites). The same specimen is shown enlarged in figure 137.

Page 370.

Figure 104.

—

Distoma convexum, n. sp. Colony (sectioned) seen from above and

from one side, showing the cut surface. Page 342.

Figures 105 and 106.

—

Distoma obscuratum, n. sp. Two colonies seen from

above. Page 343.

Figure 107.

—

Distoma capsulatum, n. sp. Two colonies seen from above. Page

341.

Plate LIX.

Photographs of colonies of Compound Ascidians ; all natural size.

Figure 108.

—

Distaplia bermudensis, n. sp. Flat incrusting colony seen from

above. Page 349.

Figure 109.

—

3Iichaelsenia tincta, n. sp. Colony seen from above. Page 381.

Figure 110.

—

Botrylloides nigrum Herdman, var. nov. pkoium. Colony incrust-

ing a piece of limestone. Page 377.

Figure 111. Distajjlia bermudensis, n. sp. A capitate and an irregularly

incrusting colony, the former seen from the side, the latter from above.

Page 349.

Figure 112.

—

Didemnum, savignii Herdman. Colony seen from above. (A small

piece has been removed.) Page 358.
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Figure 113. — £)i,s<o»ia olivaceum, n. sp. Group of heads seen from above. Page

344.

Figure 114.

—

Didemnum atrocanum, n. sp. Colony seen from above. Page 359.

Figui'e 115

—

Didemnum jjorites, n. sp. Colony incrusting a calcareous alga.

Page 360.

Figiire 116.

—

Ecteiuascidia turbinata Herdman. Group of young individuals

connected by stolons. Page 388.

Figure 117.

—

Distoma clarum, n. sp. Colony seen from above. Page 345.

Figure 118.

—

Distoma convejcum, n. sp. Small colony seen from above. Page

342.

Figure 119.

—

Didcmnutn solidum, n. sp. Entire colony. Page 358,

Figure 120 and 121.

—

Diandrocarpa boti-yllopsis, n. sp. Shomng the appearance

of preserved specimens in which the zooids are much contracted. Page 383.

Plate LX.

Figure 122.

—

Rhodozona pieta (Verrill). Colony attached to a gorgonian.

About three-fourths the natiiral size. Page 335.

Figure 123.

—

Diandrocarpa botryllopsis, n. sp. Photogi-aph from a living colony

growing on a piece of limestone. Owing to the transparency of the test,

the limits of the colony are visible only by the row of white pigmented

end-bulbs of the test vessels, these being developed chiefly at the margin of

the colony. The apertui'es of the zooids are mostly expanded, the atrial

being the largest. The branchial apertures are also distinguished by the

larger amount of white pigment about them. Enlarged between two and

three times. Page 383.

Figure 124,

—

Diplosoma macdonaldi Herdman. Fragment of a colony, x 3.

Page 368.

Plate LXI.

Figure 125.

—

Bofrylloides nigrum Herdman. Photograph of the surface of a

rock on which two diiierent color varieties of this species are growing.

The prevailing color of the elongated colony on the right is purple, with

white markings. Of the small colonies on the left, it is pale blue gray,

with white markings. The photograph is from the living and expanded

animals, enlarged nearly three times. Page 374.

Figure VZQ.—Dij^losomoides fragile, n. sp. Fragment of a colony showing the

upper surface. Nat. size. Page 370.

Figure 127.

—

Didemnum, orbiculatum, n. sp. and Leptoclinum speciosum Herd-

man, var. nov. hamiltoni. Photograph from living colonies enlarged nearly

three times. The common cloacal aperture of the Didemnum is beside the

letter a. One of the cloacal apertures of the Leptoclinum is beside the

letter b. Pages 361 and 365.

Figure 128.

—

Didemnum orbiculatum. Fragment of a colony taken from a

preserved specimen. Enlargement same as last figiire to show the contrac-

tion incident to preservation. Page 361.
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Plate LXII.

Figure 129.

—

Microcosmus miniatus Verrill. Nat. size. (See fig. 131.) Page
' 396.

Figure 130.

—

Microcosmus miniattis Verrill. Nat. size. Individual on which

three kinds of compound ascidians are growing, as follows : above the letter

a a zooid of Clavelina oblonga Herdman ; below 6 a colony of Distaiilia

bermudensis ; opposite c a colony of Leptoclinum speciosum Herdman var.

berynudense.

Figure 131.

—

Microcosmus miniatus Verrill. Animal (slightly enlarged) removed

from the test. Same individual as figure 129. Page 396.

Figure 132.

—

Leptoclinum sjjeciosum Herdman, var. n. bermiidense. Colony

(nat. size) which grew on a gorgonian. (This is the largest Leptoclinum

colony in the collection.) Page 364.

Figure 133.

—

Halocynthia rubilabia Verrill. Rather small individual, natural

size. Page 393.

Figure 134.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum Herdman, var. nov. bermudense. Small

colony, natural size. Page 364.

Figure 135. —Leptoclinum sp)eciosum Herdman, var. nov. hamiltoni. Nat. size.

Page 365.

Figure 136.

—

Leptoclinum speciosum Herdman, var. nov. somersi. Nat. size.

Page 366.

Figure 137.

—

Diplosoma atrop\inctatum , n. sp. Colony incrusting a piece of

coral (Porites). The test is very transparent and the black-pigmented

abdomens of the -zooids are the most conspicuous feature, x 3. (This

specimen is shown natural size in figure 103.) Page 370.

Plate LXIII.

Figure 138.

—

Ascidia atra Lesueur. Natural size. Page 398.

Figure 139.

—

Ascidia atra L,esneuv. Animal removed from the test, seen from

the left side, somewhat enlarged. Page 398.

Figure 140.

—

Polycarpa obtecta Traustedt. Seen from right side. Natural size.

Page 386.

Figure 141.

—

Halocynthia riiseana (Traustedt), var. nov. munita. Natural size.

Page 394.

Figures 142 and 143.

—

Styela partita (Stimpson), var. nov. bermudensis. Natu-

ral size. Page 388.

Figure 144.

—

Polycarpa obtecta Traustedt. Smaller specimen seen from the

right side. Natural size. Page 386.

Figures 145 and 146.

—

Ascidia curvata Traustedt. Natural size. Page 400.

Plate LXIV.

Figure 147.

—

Styela partita (Stimpson) from Wood's Hole, Massachusetts. Part

of the branchial sac showing two folds, x 15. Page 389.

Figure 148.

—

Microcosmus miniatus Verrill. Removed from the test and cut

transverselv to show the branchial folds. Slightlv enlarged. Page 396.
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Figure 149.

—

Styela p(frtita (Stimpson). Part of the branchial sac of the speci-

men shown in figure 147, more highly magnified. Page 389.

Figure 150.

—

Halocynthia rubrilabia Verrill. Animal removed from the test,

seen from the left side. Showing the muscle bands of the mantle, x

about 1}4. Page 393.

Figure 151.

—

Polycarpa obtecfa Traustedt. Small piece of the branchial sac

(showing two internal longitudinal bars) from one of the spaces between

two folds near the middle of the sac. x 30. Page 386.

Figure 152.

—

Halocynthia rubrilabia Verrill. Specimen cut transversely.

Slightly enlarged. Page 393.

Figure 153.

—

Polycarpa obtecta Traustedt. Small piece of the mantle showing

longitudinal, transverse and oblique muscle bands, x about 30. Page 386.
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ABBREVIATIONS.

[For explanation of any other abbreviations, see description of figure.]

at. atrial aperture.

br branchial aperture.

d. 1 dorsal lamina.

d. Ig dorsal languet.

d. t dorsal tubercle.

em embryo.

en. endostyle.

fd fold.

g ganglion.

g. c gastric coecum.

h heart.

h. g .hepatic gland.

in intestine.

i. 1. b .internal long. bar.

Ig languet.

Iv. larva.

m. a. muscular appendage.

m. b _ muscle band.

j

od oviduct.

oe oesophagus.

ov .ovary.

p. papilla.

p. c pigment cell.

pep polycarp.

p. s pigment spot.

r. rectum.

rep reproductive glands.

sg. . stigma.

st stomach.

t. - testes.

tn tentacle.

tr. V. transverse vessel.

ty. typhlosole.

V. ap vascular appendage.

V. d.. vas deferens.
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Acanthastrnea, 120, 184, 19o.

Braziliensis, 192.

clipsacea, 127.

Acanthopovii, 132.

Acarina, 275.

Acropora (=Madrepora Lam.), 65, 111,

113, 163, 164, 170, 184, 188, 206, 207,
308.

Distribution aud subdivisions of,

211.

List of species examined, 212.

Notes on corals of the genus, with
descriptions and figures of types and
of new species. A. E. Verrill, 207.

abrotanoides, 207, 212, 249.

acervata, 212, 320.

aculeus, 212.

acuminata, 212, 260.

alces, 167, 168.

alliomorpba, 212, 222, 223, 324, 227.

amblyclados. 212, 220.

appressa, 212, 213, 222, 323, 324,

326, 337.

Arabica, 213.

arbuscula, 213, 224.

arcuata, 213, 254.

armata, 213, 243, 343, 353, 254, 256.

aspera, 213.

assimilis, 213, 333, 333. 334, 226,
227.

austera, 213, 326.

bffiodactyla, 230.

Baudensis, 240.

brachiata, 213.

Brueggemanni. 213.

bullata, 222.

calamaria, 213, 247.

canaliculata, 213.
canalis, 236.

carduus, 213.

cerealis. 213. 227.

Ceylonica, 344, 245.

elathrata, 213.

coalescens, 220.

concinna, 213.

conferta, 213.

confraga, 214.

conigera, 214, 249.

convexa, 314.

corymbosa, 314, 343, 351, 353, 254, ;

356.

crassa. 168.

cribripora, 314.

Acropora cucullata, 314, 258.
cuneata, 214.

cuspidata, 214.

cvclopea, 214.

cvtherea, 214, 254. 2o6.
cytherella. 213, 214, 253, 256.
l)anae, 214.

deformis, 214.

delicatula, 260.

diflEusa, 214. 228.

digitifera, 214, 228.
dissimilis. 214, 224, 226.
divaricata. 214.
diversa. 222.

echidu.Tea, 214, 226.
echinata, 214.

efiioresc^ns, 210, 215.
eflfusa, 210, 215, 229, 245. 266.
Ehrenbergii, 215, 261.
erythraea, 215.

exigua, 215.

exilis, 215.

florida, 315.

fonnosa, 215.

Forskalii. 215.

fraterna, 215, 247.
fruticosa. 215, 222.

gemmifera, 215, 348.
glauca, 242.

globiceps, 215.

gonagra, 237.

gracilis, 215.

grandis, 215, 361.

gravida, 315.

Guppyi, 345, 349.

Haimei, 215.

bebes, 215.

Hempricbii, 215.

horrida, 216.

humilis, 216.

hvacinthus, 216.
hydra, 216.

implicata. 216.

indurata, 230.

intermedia, 261.

Kentii, 259.

(Isopora) labrosa, 216, 217.
laxa, 213. 216. 224, 226.

leptocvathns, 245.

longicvathus. 216, 237.
Luzonica, 216, 231.

microclados, 218.

microphthalma, 232.
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Acropora millepora, 21G, 257.

muricata, 164-169, 170, 208, 210,

211, 216.

var. cervicornis, 165-167, 211, 216.

prolifera, 165, 168, 216.

flabello-prolifera, 166, 216.

palmato-prolifera, 166, 216.

surculo-palmata, 166, 216.

coruiita, 216.

flabellum, 166, 216.

palmata. 166, 167, 216.

perampla, 167, 216.

alces, 167.

infundibiihim, 167, 216.

coliimnai'is, 167.

clivosa, 216.

ethica, 168.

nasuta, 217, 257, 259.

neglecta, 217. 250, 253.

nobilis, 217, 233.

var. secunda, 217.

obsciira, 259.

ocellata, 217.

pachycyatlins, 217, 236.

Paeifica, 217.

(Isopora) palifera, 217.

pallida, 218.

paniciilata, 217, 259.

parvistella, 216, 217, 233.

paxilligera, 217, 247.

Pharaouis, 217.

plautagiuea, 210, 215, 217, 218, 220,

244, 245.

pocillifera, 217.

polymorpba, 212, 217, 247.

prociimbeus, 238.

prolixa, 216, 217, 237.

prostrata, 217.

pulcbra, 231.

pumila, 217, 250.

pyramidalis, 218.

ramiculosa, 218.

remota, 244.

Rayneri, 238.

retusa, 218.

robnsta, 218, 230.

rosacea, 218, 226, 227.

rosaria, 218.

Samoensis, 218.

scandens, 215, 218, 261.

secale, 218, 244, 246, 266.

secaloides, 218, 245.

secunda, 218, 234.

secundella, 235.

(Isopora) securis, 218.

seriata, 218.

Solanderi, 218.

spectabills, 218.

spicifera, 213, 214, 218, 253.

squamosa, 219, 257.

squarrosa, 219.

stellulata, 219, 238.

striata, 219, 251.

Acropora Studeri, 222, 230.

subglabra, 238.

subtilis, 219.

subulata, 219. 257.

surculosa, 219, 242, 243, 254, 256.
symmetrica, 219, 243, 254.

tenuis, 219.

teres, 219.

tortuosa, 219.

tubicinaria, 219.

tubigera, 219, 239, 241, 251, 260.

tubulosa, 219.

tarbinata, 213, 219, 242, 253, 256.
tumida, 219, 241.

turgida, 219.

urceolifera, 219, 251, 256.

valida, 220, 244.

variabilis, 220.

virgata, 220, 239.

Wardii, 220, 248.

Aci'oporidae, 163.

Actinaria, 47.

Actineda agilis, 275.
Actinia melanaster, 51.

Actoniscus ellipticus, 299, 305.

Addenda, 206.

Additions to the fauna of the Bermudas
from the Yale Expedition of 1901,
with notes on other species, Verrill,

A. E., 15.

to the library, xlv.

Address by Simeon E. Baldwin, vii, xiii.

by W. H. Brewer, vii, xlvi.

by Wm. North Rice, vii, xxxvi.

of Welcome, Lyman A. Mills, vii.

AgaleuidfP, 271.

Agaricia, 133, 140, 141. 184, 185, 186,

187.

agaricites, 134, 140, 143, 145, 146,

149, 186, 194, 195.

agaricites, var. agaricites, 146, 147.

agaricites, var. Dana?, 146, 147.

var. faveolata, 150.

gibbosa, 148.

humilis, 194.

pusilla, 148, 195.

tenuifolia, 146, 148.

anthophyllum , 141.

crassa, 145. 183.

cristata, 140, 145, 146, 149.

cucuUata, 135, 140.

Danai, 141, 146, 149, and Errata,

elephantotus, 133, 135, 140, 141, 142,

150, 151.

Forskalli, 141.

fragilis. 111, 133, 134, 140, 141, 143,

144, 151, 181.

frondosa, 145, 146. 149.

gibbosa, 141, 146.

Lamarcki, 141, 142, 144, 148.

Lessoni, 141, 148.

megastoma, 135.

nobilis, 150.
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Agaricia planulata, 155, 156.

purpurea, 185, 145, 149.

regnlaris, 141.

Saucti-Johaniiis, 141.

midata, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144.

vesparia, 141, 148.

AgaricidiP, 139, 181, 194.

Agassiz, Alexander, 37, 154.

Prof. Loiais, lii.

Aiptasia tagetes, 49.

Albunea oxycephala, 18, 62.

oxyophthalma, 62.

Aleiroua krebsii, 277, 290.

Alcironida^, 290.

Alveopora, 184.

Amaroucium bermiidse, 328, 331, 352,
354.

constellatum, 353, 354.

exile, 328, 331, 354.

glabrnm, 354.

Amatliia Goodei, 54.

American Academy of Artsand Sciences,

xiii, xvii, xxix.

Association for the Advancement
of Science, 1.

Chameleon, 57.

Journal of Science and Arts, xxi.

Philosojohical Society, xiii, xvii,

xxix, xlvii.

Amphelia, 110.

Amphihelia, 110, 206.

Anacropora, 163.

Analysis of the Papain Digestion, 12.

Anarthropora minuscula, 54.

Andrews, Prof. Ethan A., xxiii.

Anemonia elegans, 50.

Annelida, 38.

Anniversary, Centennial, vii.

Anoka vernalis, 274.

Anolis^ Carolinensis, 57.

principalis, 57.

Anthelura affinis, 288.

elongata, 289.

Anthozoa, 47.

Anthuridre, 278.

Amaranthus saxeus, 82.

Antillastrpea spongiformis, 106.

Anyphaena Verrilli, 270.

Aplidium, 352.

Aplysia, see Tethys, 27.

ascifera, 23.

dactylomela, 27.

megaptera, 26.

morio, 25.

tarda, 26.

Apseudes intermedins, 282.

propinquus, 280.

triangulata, 280, and Errata.
Apseudid.-e, 278, 280.

Apthorp, Rev. George H., 210.

Aranea clavipes, 273.

derhami, 271.

venatoria, 274.

Araneus geniculatus, 273.

Arenicola cristata, 87, 89.

Argyrodes nephilae, 268.

Argyroepeira hortorum, 273.

Armadillididae, 304.

Armadillidii^m vulgare, 299, 304.

Armadillo pilularis, 304.

vulgai'is, 304.

Arthrostraca, 21.

Ascidia atra, 326, 329, 398, 399.

curvata, 829, 399, 400.

nigra, 398.

Ascidias compositse,'388.
Ascidife simplices, 385.

Ascidians, literature of, 401.

of the Bermuda Islands, W. G.
Van Name, 325.

AscidiidiB, 829, 898.

Aselloidea, 294.

Asellota, 294.

Asterias clathrata, 36.

Asterioidea, 36.

Asteroseris, 155.

planulata, 156.

Astrangia, 194.

Rathbuni, 194.

solitaria, 183, 194.

Astrangid*, 194.

Astrfeopora, 184.

Astroporpa affinis, 35, 36.

Astrsea. (See Astrea.)

Astrea, 88, 89, 93.

ananas, 90.

annularis, 94.

argus, 102.

Barbadensis, 94.

cavernosa, 102.

coarctata, 90.

conferta, 102.

decactis, 108.

deformis, 69.

dipsacea, 127.

endothecata + cylindrica + antigu-
ensis + intermedia + antillarum + bre-
visr=: cavernosa, 102.

excelsa, 98.

faveolata, 94.

varia, 68, 79.

fragum, 90.

galaxea, 88, 153.

heliopora, 93.

hyades, 104.

incerta, 90.

intersepta, 93, 106.

magnihca, 92.

parvistella, 98.

radians, 88, 158.

radiata, 102.

reticularis, 80.

rigida, 127, 128.

rotulosa, 88, 89.

siderea, 151.

stellulata, 94, 95.
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Astrea tes^erifera, 93.

Attergatis lobatus, 17.

Attidae, 274.

Attiis paykulli, 275.

Aucjur, H. , xxiii.

Axhelia. 109.

decactis, 108.

Axohelia, 109, 206.

diimetosa, 182, 198.

myriaster, 110.

Schrammii, 110.

Bacon, Dr., xxvi.

Baird, Prof. S. F., 210.

Balaeiia Biscayensis, 59.

cisaretica, 59.

Balanoglossus, 55.

Balanus declivis, 22.

Baldwin's Annals of Yale College, xxi.

Baldwin, Simeon E., Historical Address
delivered by, xiii.

Bangs, Outram, on birds, 58.

Banks, Nathan, Some Sjjiders and Mites
from the Bermuda Islands, 267.

Banks, Sir Joseph, 176.

Bathyactis symmetrica, 182.

Bathycyathus macalatus, 198.

Bathj'phantes, sp., 272.

Beecher, Prof. Chas. E., Reconstmction
of a Cretaceous Dinosaur, 311.

Bermuda Cardinal Bird, 58.

Bermudas, Additions to the Fauna of,

from the Yale Exped. of 1901, A. E.
Verrill, 15.

Marine Isopods of the, 277.

Bermudian Coral Fauna. Characteristics

of the, 169.

Corals, Revised List of, 171.

West Indian, and Brazilian Coral
Faunae, Comparisons of the. 169.

Bibliogi-aphy of Ascidians, 401.

Dinosaurs, 323.

Birds of Bermuda. 58.

Biscay Right Whale, 59.

Bishop, Abraham, xviii.

Bivalvia. 35.

Blackwall, John, 267.

Blaimeria heteroclita, 35, 62.

Blue Bird. 58.

Blue-tailed Lizard, 57.

Bopyridae, 299.

Bopyroidea, 299.

Bopvroides latreuticola, 277, 299.

Bopyrus, 299.

Boston Societv of Natural History, xii.

Botrvllid*. 329, 373, 374, 377.

Botrvlloides, 373.

Botrylloides nigrum, 326. 329, 374-378.
varieties concolor, planiim, sarcin-

um, 323, 374-378.
Botrvllus gouldii, 377.

Bradlee, Thos. S , on birds, 58.

Brain Coral, 66, 70, 74, 171.

Brain Stone, 70, 74, 77, 171.

Branchiostoma Caribaeum, 55.

Brazilian Coral Fauna, Characteristics
of the, 185.

Reef Corals, Revised List of, 188.

Brewer, Prof. Wm. H., Address by,
xlvi.

Bristol, Prof. C. E., 57.

Bnish, Prof. George J., xii.

Brvozoa, 54.

Bu'mpus, Prof. H. C, 333.

Bush Coral, 175.

Cactus Coral, 115, 177, 178, 180.

Callilepis, sp., 270.

Callogyra formosa, 86.

Cambridge, F. O., 273.

Camptosanrus, 313.

Cancer lobatus, 17.

Carcharias platyodon, 55.

Carcharinus platyodon. 55.

Cardinal Bird, 58.

Cardinalis Bermiidianus, 58.

cardinalis Somersii, 58.

Cardiosoma Guanhumi, 17.

Cardium medium. 35.

Carica hastifolia, 8.

papaya, 1.

Carita, 56.

Carpias bermudensis, 294.

Caryophyllia, 111.

carduiis, 130.

communis, 182.

cylindracea, 182.

Catbird, 58,

Catesby, History Carolina, etc., 58.

Catophragmus imbricatus, 23.

Caulerpa clavifera, 29.

Cellepora avicularis, 54.

Centennial Anniversary, vii.

Cerianthus natans, 47.

Chaetodon lauceolatus, 56.

Chaetopoda, 38.

Chapin, Lebeus C, xxvii.

Characteristics of the Bermiidian Coral
Fauna, 169.

of the Brazilian Coral Fauna, 185.

of the West Indian Coral Fauna,
183.

Chelifera, 278.

Chittenden. Pref. R. H., 4.

Chlamydo-saurus, 313.

Chromodoris roseopicta, 33.

Cilicaea caudata, 277, 291.

Cirolauida?, 278, 289.

Cirripedia, 22.

Cladocora, 184.

arbuscnla, 182.

patriarca, 198.

Claosaurus annectens, 311-324.
Clark. H. L., 37.

Clavelina, 332. 333.

Clavelinidte, 328, 333.
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Claveliua (Stereoclavella) oblonga, 328,
334.

Clibanarius tricolor, 299.
Verrillii, 18.

Cock-eve Pilot, 56.

Ca?loria, 66, 67, 68, 69.

striji;osa, 74.

Colauthura, '287.

Colantliura tenuis, 287.

Colopistlms, 289.

parvus, 289.

Colpophyllia. 67, 84, 85, 86, 88, 170, 206.

gyrosa. 85.

Columbigallina Bermiadiana, 58.

passerina Bahamensis, 58.

Comoseris, 156.

Comparisons of the Bermudiaia, West
Indiau, and Brazilian Coral Faunsi",

A. E. Verrill, 169.

Compound Ascidians, 328.

Condjiactis jjassiflora, 50, 52.

Connecticut Historical Society of Hart
ford, xii. xxvi.

Society for the Promotion of Agri-
culture, xlix.

Copeland, Ralph, xii.

Corallana quadrieornis, 277, 290.

Corallanidsp, 290.

Corallium rubrum, 112.

Coriuna, sp., 270.

Cosmoporites h^vigata, 160.

Cowles, Rev. J. P., xxiii.

Crossiims vittatus, 278.

Cruregans, 287.

Crustacea of Bermudas, 16.

Cryptobacia, 184.

Ctenophyllia, 78.

Braziliensis, 190.

Cyamus fascicularis, 21.

Cvclois Bairdii, 18.

Cyclolites, 111.

Cyclosa caudata. 267, 273.

Cyclosa eonica, 2^3.

Cymodocea bermudensis, 277, 291.
caudata, 291.

Cymothoidfe, 291.

Cvmothoidea, 284.

Cvuthia, 385, 393.

partita, 389.

riiseaua, 394.

Cyphastraea eostata, 94, 98.

nodulosa, 107.

oblita, 96, 98.

Cvstodytes dellechiai.Te, 349.

drasehii, 328, 331, 344. 347.

violaceus, 328, 347, 348.

Daggett, Judge, xx, xxii.

Dana, Prof. E. S., xii.

Dana, Prof. J. D., 187, 208. 209. 210.
Day, President, xii, xx-xxiii, xxiv.
Debt of this Century to Learned Socie- I

ties, Win. H. Brewer, xlvi.

Decapoda, 16.

Delphinus delphis. 59.

Deltocyathus italicus. 182.

DendrogjTa, 67, 170, 184, 188.

cyliudrus, 183.

Dendrophyllia ramea, 111.

Devotion, John, xv, xxvii.

Diandrocarpa, 332, 382.

botrvllopsis. 329, 382, 383.

Diazona picta, 327, 332, 335.

Dichocoenia, 90, 170, 184, 188.

Dictyna, sp., 271.

Dictvnidfe, 271.

Didemnidfe, 328, 355.

Didemnum atrocanum, 328, 357, 358.

inerme, 326, 327.

lucidum, 328, 357, 360.

orbiculatum. 328, 357, 361.

porites, 328, 356, 357, 360.

savignii, 328, 356. 357, 358.

solidum, 328. 330, 357, 358.

Digestion of Proteids with Papain, Men-
del and Underbill, 1.

DinosaiU', reconstruction of, 311.

Diploria, 66, 67, 68, 69. 188, 206, 207.

cerebriformis, 67, 70.

crassior, 69.

geographica, 67, 70, 72.

labyrinthiformis, 70.

Stokesi, 70, 71, 72.

truncata, 70.

Diplosomaatroiiunctatum, 328. 330. 370.

lacteum, 328, 369, 370.

macdonaldi, 328, 368.

piirpureum, 348.

Diplosomoides, 355, 361.

Diplosomoides fragile, 328, 370.

Discocelis binocnlata, 43.

Cyclops, 44.

Distaplia bermudensis, 328-331, 349.

magnilarva, 349.

occidentalis, 349.

rosea, 351.

vallii, 349. 351.

Distichopora uitida, 211.

Distoma, analytical table of species, 340.

adriaticiim, 343.

oapsulatum. 328, 340, 341. 342, 343.

clarum, 328, 341, 345.

convexum, 328, 340, 342, 343, 344.

obscuratiim. 328, 341, 343.

olivacenm, 328, 331, 341. 344.

Distomidae, 328, 339.

Dolabrifera ascifera, 23.

ornata, 28. and Errata.
virens, 24.

Dolphin, 59.

Doris olivacea, 33.

Dwight, Dr. Benjamin W., xx.
Dwight, President Theodore, xvii, xviii,

xix, XX, XXX.
Dwight, Sereno, E., xx.

Dynamene bermudensis, 277.
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DvTiamene perforata, 277.

Dvsdera crocata, 268, 269.

Dysderidae, 269.

Echinoclinum, 332, 371.

veiTiUi, 328, 371, 372.

Ecbinoderma, 35.

Echinoidea, 37.

Echinoneiis conformis, 37.

elegans, 37.

gibbosiis, 37.

semi-lunaris, 37.

Echinopora, 184.

concinua, 139.

elegans, 138.

Frauski, 94, 171.

striatula, 139.

Ecliluoporidse, 132.

Ecteinascidia, 338.

tnrbinata. 328.

Edwardsia, 49.

Edwards, Jonathan, xvi.

Edwards, Judge Pierpont, xviii.

Ellsworth, Chief Justice, xviii.

Elysia flava, 30.

ornata, 28.

papillosa, 31.

picta, 30.

snbornata, 29.

Enteropneusta, 55.

Epeira caudata, 273.

gracilipes, 267.

hortorum, 273.

labyrinthea, 267.

theisii, 267.

Epeiridse, 273.

Epialtiis bituberculatus, 16.

Braziliensis, 16.

var. Bermudensis, 16.

Epicaridea, 299.

Epicystis crucifera, 47.

osctilifera, 47.

Eques balteatus, 56.

lanceolatus, 56.

Erigone, sp., 272.

Eunicea atra. 52.

Etiphyllia, 84, 85, 86.

aspera, 114.

Euphylliaceae, 113.

Eupoiia, 46.

Enpomacentrus fuscus, 56.

Eupsammidse, 184.

European Starling, 59.

Eusmilia, 184, and Errata.

aspera, 114.

Knorrii, 114.

Eusmilida>, 65, 113, 190.

Eusmilinae, 113.

Eutichurus insulanus, 270.

Evans, A. W., Secretary, vii.

Facelina Goslingii, 34.

Fallacia protochona, 39.

Fauna of Bermudas, Additions to, from
Exped. 1901. A. E. Verrill, 15.

Favia, 84, 88, 89, 184, 192.

ananas, 88, 90.

cavernosa, 88, 102.

coaretata, 90.

conferta, 84, 91, 188.

fragum, 84, 88, 90, 171. 183, 185.

gravida, 87, 91, 185, 188.

incerta, 90.

leptophylla, 91, 186, 189.

Whitfieidi, 132.

Favidae, 171, 206.

Favites, 88, 89, 92, 184.

^^gyptonim, 93.

armata, 93.

Chinensis, 93.

coronata, 93.

coi'onella, 93.

crassior, 92.

Ellisiana, 92.

favites, 88.

favulus, 92.

flexuosa, 92.

fusco-viridis, 92.

gibbosa, 93.

magnifica, 92.

magnistellata, 92.

obtusata, 92.

pentagona, 93.

profundicella. 92.

Quoyi, 92.

robusta, 93.

siniiosa, 92.

spectabilis, 92.

spinosa, 93.

sulfurea, 92.

tessellata, 93.

tesserifera, 93.

valida, 33.

vasta, 93.

virens, 92.

Favites =Prionastrgea, 92, 206.

Favitinit?, 65, 87.

Field, Dr. David Dudley, xix.

Filistata depressa, 267.

hibernalis, 267, 268.

Filistatid^, 268.

Finger Coral, 182.

First Century of The Connecticut Aca-
demy of Arts and Sciences, Simeon
E. Baldwin, xiii.

Fisher, A. K., on Bermuda birds, 58.

Fisher, Prof. A. M., xxii.

Fishes, 55.

Fissicella, 87, 88-89.

Flabellifera, 284.

Flabellum Braziliense, 198.

Franklin, Benj., xiii, xiv.

Fungia, 111, 184.

Fungidse, 139, 184.

Galaxea, 111, 184.
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Galeoscoptes bermiidianns. 58.

Garuiaii, Samnel, oo, o7.

Gastropoda, 23.

Gemellipora glabra, 54.

Geological Society of London, xii.

Gephyrtea. 39.

Gibbs, Prof. J. Willard, xii, xxvi, xxxii.

Ginger Coral, 182.

Gnathopbyllum Americanum. 19.

Goldfinch, American, 58.

Eui-opean, 58.

Goniastraea varia, 68, 79.

Gonodactyhis chiragra, 20.

Goode, G. Brown, 55, 57, 277.

Goodrich, Professor, xxiii.

Goodsiria placenta, 383.

Gorgoniacea. 52.

Gosling, T. Goodwin, 18, 35, 272, 273,

274, 333, and Errata.

Grampus grisens, 59.

Great House Spider, 274.

Green, J. R., 1.

Greetings of Learned Societies, viii-xi.

Ground Dove, 58.

Guapena, 56.

Guild, Beniamin, xiv.

Gulf-Stream crabs, 170.

Gwyther, R. G., xi.

Gymnothorax funebris, 57.

Gynandrocai-pa, 332, 382.

Gyrosmilia, 85.

Hadrosauiiis, restoration of, 313, 314.

Halocynthia versus Cynthia, 385, 393.

Halocynthia riiseana var. munita. 327,

329, 394.

mbrilabia, 327, 329, 393, 395, 396.

Halocynthiidse, 329, 385.

Halomitra, 184.

Hartt, Prof. C. F.. 187.

Harvard University, xii.

Hat Coral, 181.

Heilprin, Prof. Angelo, 267.

Heliastraea, 93.

abdita, 104.

acropora, 94, 95. 105.

annularis, 94.

aperta, 103.

cavernosa, -hH. confertai H. radi-

ata, 102.

excelsa, 98.

hyades, 104.

Lamarckana, 94.

Lamarcki. 94.

stellulata, 94, 96, 97, 105.

Helicina lucida, 62.

Helioseris, 133.

Herpetolitha, 184.

Herrick, Edward C, xxi, xxxiv.
Hesione protocliona, 39.

Heteropoda venatoria, 267, 268, 274.

Heteropora, 112.

Heteropora=r Acropora, 164.

Hippothoa mucronata, 54.

History of the Academy diaring its First
Century, Simeon E. Baldwin, vii,

Holostaspis, sp., 275.

Holothuria Rathbuni, 37.

Holothurioidea, 37.

Homophyllia. 118.

Hooker, Dr. Charles, xxxi.

Hosmer, Chief Justice, xviii.

Hubbard, Dr. Bela, xviii.

Hubbard, Prof., xxii.

Hvdnophora, 184.

Hydrocorallia, 182, 197.

Hydrozoa, 182, 197.

Hypsilophodon, 313.

Hypsinotus, sp., 270.

pumilis, 270.

Hyssura, 287.

Idmonea Atlantica, 54.

Idotea irrorata, 293.

marina, 277, 293.

tricuspidata. 293.

Idoteidpe, 293.

Iguanodon, 313, 314-317.
Isophyllia, 115-117, 177, 178.

australis + cylindrica + Knoxi = I.

dipsacea, 118.

Danaana, 126.

dipsacea, 117, 118-121, 125, 126, 180.

fragilis, 117, 118, 119, 121-126, 154,

177, 180.

Gnadulpeusis, 121.

multiflora, 125-127, 180.

mnltilamella, 125.

rigida, 127.

erythrsea, 118.

Isopods of the Bermudas, 277.

Isopora, 112, 113, 207, 208.

Isopora= Acropora, 164, 206.

Ivory Coral, 172, 173, 175-177.

Jaeropsis curvicomis, 298.

dollfusi, 298.

lobata, 298.

marionis, 298.

neo-zealaudica, 298.

rathbuntp, 298.

Janira minuta, 297.

Janiridae, 278.

Jones, Francis, xi.

Jumping Spider, 274, 275.

Kelvin, President, xi.

Killer, 59.

Kingsley, Professor, xxiii, xxx.

Lamb, Horace, President, xi.

Lamellidoris aureopuncta, 31.

lactea, 32.

miniata, 32.

olivacea, 33.

Lancelet, 55.
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Laud Crab, great, 17.

Lanman, Chas. R., xii.

Laosaurus, 313.

Larmor, Josepli, xi.

Larned, Prof., xxiv, xxv, xxvi, xxvii.

Lathrodectus geometricns, 272.

Lathrop, Professor, xxiii.

Latreutes ensiferus, 277, 299.

Lebruuia Danse, 48.

neglecta, 48.

Lepralia edax, 54.

Leptocardia, 55.

Leptochelia algicola. 279.

dubia, 278, 279.

Edwardsii, 279.

incerta, 279.

rapax, 279.

Savignyi, 279.

Leptoclimim. 361, 362, 366-368, 371.

albidtim, 363.

cineracenm, 363.

conchyliatiim, 363.

luteohim, 363.

speciostim, 328, 363.

s. sp., acutilobatum, bermudense,
bamiltoni, harringtoneiise, pageti,
somersi, 328, 364-366.

Leptoplana alcinoi, 44.

lactoalba, 46.

lactoalba, var. tincta, 46.

Lejitoria, 66, 07, 68, 69.

fragilis, 74.

gracilis, 69.

tenuis, 69.

Leptotrichus granulatus, 303.

lentus, 303.

panzerii, 303.

squamatiis, 303.

tauricus, 303.

Lettuce Coral, 121.

Leucin, Tyrosiu, and Tryptophan
formed by Papain, 7.

Ligia baudiana, 306.

baudiniana, 306, 307, 308.

exotica, 299.

exotica liirtitarsis, 306.

gracilis, 306.

oceanica, 308.

Ligiidfe, 305.

Linckia Guildingii, 36.

ornithopus. 36.

Lineus, 46.

Linsley, James Harvey, xxiii.

Lister, President, letter from, x.

Literarj^ and Phil. Society of Manches-
ter, xii.

Lithophyllia, 115, 117, 118, 180.

argemoue, 118.

Cubensis, 130, 131.

cylindrica, 118.

lacera, 118, 130.

Lizard, blue tailed, 57.

Loligo Pealei, 23.

London Mathematical Society, letter

from, xi.

Loomis, Professor Elias, xii, xxi, xxxiv.

Lojahactfea lobata, 17.

Lophohelia, 110, 111, 206.

Lophoseridiie, 139.

Lophoserinse, 139.

Lophoseris, 141.

Love, A. E. H., xi.

Loxosceles rufescens, 267.

Ludlow, Rev. Henry G., xxvi.

Luidia clathrata, 36.

Lupinus hirsutus, 14.

Lycodontis funebris, 57.

Lycosa atlantica, 268, 274.

fusca 274.

Lycosidee, 274.

Macrocceloma subpai-ellum, 62.

Madracis versus Axolielia, 109, 110, 206.

Madracis. 109, 206.

asperula, 108, 109, 183, 198.

decactis, 108, 172.

Madrepora=Acropora. See Acropora,
164, 206, 208-266.

Madrepora, 65, 110, 111-113, 206.

acropora, 94, 95.

agaricites, 141, 146.

alces, 167.

amaranthus, 82.

ananas, 90.

angulosa, 131.

annularis, 94.

anthophyllites, 113.

arenosa, 159.

areola, 81, 82.

areolata, 81, 82.

astroites, 89, 94, 95, 159.

Candida, 113.

Carolina, 113.

carduus, 130.

cavernosa, 102.

cerebrum. 74.

: cervicornis + M. prolifera + M. pal-

raata+M. flabellum=muricata, 165.

clivosa, 78.

couglomerata, 159.

coruuta, 165, 166.

cucullata, 135.

Defrancei, 113.

elephautotus, 133-136, 140, 151.

ethica, 165, 168.

exigua, 113.

faveolata, 94, 95.

favosa, 92.

j

filograna, 78.

!
flabellum, 165.

fragum, 90.

galaxea, 153.

hyades, 105.

implicata, 70.

infundibulifera, 113.

intersepta, 106.
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Madrejiora lacera, 130.

labyiinthica, 74.

labyrinthiformis, 70.

lactnca, 134.

Mexicaiia, 165.

meandrites, 66, 70, 81.

muricata, 110, 113, 165, 170.

oculata, 110, HI, 206.

oruata, 118.

palmata, 165.

perampla, 165.

pleiades, 95, 105.

polvgama, 112.

porites, 158, 159, 160, 208.

prolifera. 111, 118.

radians, 158.

radiata, 102.

ramea, 111, 140.

rubra, 112.

siderea, 151.

siniiosa, 74.

spinosa, 112.

stellnlata, 95, 97, 105.

subaquilis + Madrepora perampla=
var. palmata, 165.

subcostata, 113.

tenuis, 113.

Thomasiana, 165.

undata, 144.

veniista, 118.

virginea. 111, 113.

vulgaris, 111.

Madreporaria, 65, 171.

Madreporidae= Acroporidae, 168.

Maeaiidra. 65-69, 184, 206.

Maeandra Agassizii, 79, 80. 84, 185.

areola, 66, 81, 82.

areolata, 66-68, 81-86, 170, 191.

var. angusta, 84.

columellaris, 84.

confertifolia, 88.

hispida, 83.

laxifolia, 83.

cerebriformis, 70.

cerebram. 70-73, 74-78, 171.

clivosa, 68, 70, 75, 77, 78, 80, 84.

170.

var. dispar, 79.

explanata, 79.

eonferta, 84, 163, 185, 186, 188, 189.

delicatula, 69.

filograna, 66.

implicata, 67.

labyrinthica, 74.

labyrinthiformis, 66-68, 70-73, 171.

var. compacta, 73.

meandrites, 70.

phrygia, 69.

mdis, 69.

rustica, 69.

valida, 69.

varia, 79, 84.

Maeandra versus Platygyra, 66-68, 206.

(Coeloria) Arabiea, 69.

astrffiiformis, 69.

Australiensis, 69.

Bottai, 69.

diedalea, 69.

daedalina, 69.

deltoides, 69.

elegans, 69.

Esperi, 69.

Forskaelana, 69.

labyrinthiformis, 69, 70.

lamellina, 69.

laticollis, 69.

laxa, 69.

leptochila, 69.

leptoticha, 69.

pachychila, 69.

Sinensis, 69.

spongiosa, 69.

stricta, 69.

subdentata, 69.

(Diploria) crassior, 69.

labyrinthiformis, 70.

spinulosa, 69.

(Leptoria) gracilis, 69.

tenviis, 69.

Maeandridfe, 65, 171, 206.

Micandrina. See Maeandra and ilean-

drina, 66, 67, 68.

cerebriformis, 67, 70.

clivosa, 78.

ctiassa, 74.

filograna. 66, 74, 77, 78.

grandilobata, 78.

heterogyra, 74.

interrupta, 78.

labyrinthica, 74.

labyrinthiformis, 70.

serrata, 74.

sinuosa + var. viridis + var. appressa
+ var. rabra + var. vineola, 74.

sinuosissima, 74, 78.

strigosa, 74.

superficialis, 78.

Maeandrinae, 65, 66.

Mteandrinidse, 65.

Maendroseris Au-straliae, 155.

Maria Molly, 56.

Marine and TeiTestrial Isopods of the

Bemiudas, with descriptions of new
Genera and Species, Richardson, Har-
riet, 277.

Marsh, Prof. O. C, xxxi.

Marx, Dr. George, 267.

Matrepora, 110, 111.

Meandrina=Ma?andra, 66-69.

Meandrina= Pectiuia, 60*, 67, 170, 184,

206.

areolata, 81.

Braziliensis. 86. 180, 190.

cerebriformis, 70.

dedalea, 74.
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Meandrina filograna, 78.

interrupta, 78.

labyrinthica. 74.

mammosa, 78.

meandrites, 66, 67, 74, 186, 191, 206.

seiTata, 74.

sinuosa, 74, 77.

var. viridis, 77.

appressa, 280.

spongiosa, 79.

strigosa, 74.

truncata, 70, 72.

Mammals, 59.

Manchester Literary and Phil. Soc'v, xi.

Manicina, 65, 66, 84-86.

areolata, 66-68, 81-84, 86, 183.

var. angnsta, 84.

Danai, 81.

dilatata, 81, 82.

gyrosa, 84, 85.

hispida, 81, 83.

interrupta, 85.

manica, 81.

prajiTipta, 81, 83.

masandrites, 85.

strigilis, 81.

Yalenciennesi, 81.

Meigs, Josiah, xviii.

Melampns bnlimoides, 35.

Members, List of, iii.

Mendel, Lafayette B. and Underbill, F.

P., on Digestion of Proteids, 1.

Menemerns melanognathus, 275.

paykulli, 275.

Merulina, 184.

amjiliata, 140, 157.

Metastrsea ^gyptorum, 92, 93.

Metoponorthiis prninosus, 299.

sexfasciatus, 299.

Michfelsenia, 332.

tincta, 329, 380, 381.

Microcosmns miniatus, 327, 329, 396.

variagatus, 397.

Millepora, 110. 112, 184, 187, 188, 208,

266.

alcicomis, 182, 197.

aleicomis var. eellnlosa, 197.

alcicoi'nis var. digitata, 197.

alcieornis var. fenestrata, 197.

Braziliensis, 197.

Carthaginiensis, 182.

murieata, 165, 170.

nitida, 197.

ramosa, 182.

Milleporida?, 182, 197.

Mills, Lyman A., vii.

Mitchell, Professor, xxiii.

Mocking Bird, 58.

MoUia patellaria, 54.

Mollusea of Bermudas, 23.

Montipora, 112.

Moray, Black, 57, 163, 184.

Green, 57.

Morchellium, 353.

Monis, James, xix.

Morse, Prof. E. S., xii.

Motacilla sialis, 58.

Murdock, Rev. Dr. Jas., xxii, xxiv, xxvii.

Muricea mnricata, 336.

Mussa, 11.5-118, 128, 177.

angulosa, 131.

annectens, 169, 178.

Braziliensis, 177, 185, 192.

carduxis, 117, 130.

dipsace^. 118. 179. 180.

Harttii, 128, 185, 192.

var. confertifolia, 129, 192.

conferta, 128, 129. 192.

intermedia. 128, 192.

laxa, 128, 178, 192.

fragilis, 121, 122, 177, 180.

hispida, 127, 193, 194.

lacera. 117, 130, 131.

multiflora, 125, 169, 180.

rigida, 127, 128, 180, 183.

tenuisepta, 177, 185, 193.

Mussidce, 115, 177, 192.

Mycedia, 133, 140.

Mycedium, 66, 133, 134, 140, 184.

Danai 146 149.

elephantotus, 133-136, 142, 150, 151.

explanatiim, 136.

fragile, 134, 142.

Lessoni, 141. 146. 148.

Okeni, 135.

Sancti-Johaunis, 141, 145, 146.

tenuicostatnm, 137.

tnrgidum, 137, and Errata.

vesparinm, 141, 146, 148.

Mycetophyllia, 68, 81, 115, 126, 177.

Danaana, 115.

Lamai'ckana, 68.

Nature of some products of Papain Pro-

teolysis, 10.

Nemertina of Bermuda, 46.

i
Neoporites littoralis + N. superficialis +
N. Guadalupensis + N. agaricus + N.

incerta= Porites astreoides, 160.

I Neoporites Michelini + N. astrfeoides +
[

N. subti]is=P. astreoides, 160.

Nepenthes, 14.

Nephila clavipes, 267, 273.

j

Nerocila acuminata, 277, 291.

i Nesea caiidata, 291.

I

New Englander. xxii.

Newton, Prof. H. A., xii.

j

North of England Institute of Mining
!

and Mechanical Engineers, xii.

Notes on corals of the Genus Acropora
(Madrepora Lam.) with new descrip-

tions and figures of t_\-pes, and of

several new species, A. E. Yerrill, 207.

Notes on the Distribution and Subdi^'i-

sions of Acropora, A. E. Verrill, 311.

Nudibranchiata, 28.
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Observations on the Digestion of Pro-
teids with Papain, L. B. Mendel and
F. P. Underhill, 1.

Oeiilina, 110, 111, 170, 172, 184, 187,

188.

Bank si, 176.

Bermudiana, 176.

coronalis, 177.

diflEusa, 175.

palleas, 175, 177.

robusta, 173.

speciosa, 175.

Valenciennesi. 176.

varicosa, 173-175.

Oculina varicosa var. conigera, 175.

Oculinidae. 110, 172.

Ocypete mnrina, 274.

Officers, List of, ii.

Olmstead. Professor, xxi, xxii.

OmmastreiJhes Bartramii, 23.

Oniscoidea, 300.

Oniscus balticus, 293.

mariniis, 293.

tridens, 293.

Oonopidit, 269.

Oonops bermudensis, 269.

Ophidiaster ornithopns, 36.

Ophinroidea, 36.

Orbicella, 93.

acropora, 94, 95.

annularis, 94-98, 101, 159, 171, 173.

var. stellulata, 96, 100.

annularis versus 0. acropora, 94,

95, 206.

aperta, 103, 186, 189.

argus, 102.

Braziliana, 101. 189.

cavernosa, 88, 101-103, 171, 189.

var. compacta, 190.

var. hirta, 103, 189.

excelsa, 98, 104, 105.

hirtella, 100.

hispidula, 100.

hyades, 104.

radiata, 102.

Orbicellidi?, 96, 206.

Orca gladiator, 59.

orca, 59.

Orchestia agilis, 22.

Oroseris. 156.

Oulophyllia crispa, 131.

Ovnlum iiniplicatum, 35.

Oxyopes saltieus, 274.

Oxyopidae, 274.

Pachyseris, 140. 141, 157, 184.

Pachyseris antliophyllum, 141.

mouticnlosa. 141.

Palythoa grandiflora, 52.

Papain, Observations on the digestion
by, Mendel and Underhill, 1.

Digestion of coagulated egg-albu-
men, 7.

Papain Proteolj^sis, products of, 10.

Paranthura infnndibiilata, 284.
verrillii, 286.

Parapseudes goodei, 283.

latifrons, 284.

Parastrea, 88.

Paratanais algicola, 279.

Parrot Fish, green, 56.

Pavona= Pavonia, 111, 140. 141.

Pavonia, 140, 141, 184.

agaricites, 146.

fcristata, 140.

lactuca, 140.

siderea, 151.

Pectinaria regalis, 38. •

Pectinia, 85.

Braziliensis, 190.

meandrites, 67, 206.

Pentalophora, 109.

Percival, Dr. James G., xix, xxxiii.

Pericera subparallela, 17, 62.

Perophora, 337.

viridis, 328, 337, 338.

Perophoridfe, 328. 337.

Phallusia atra, 398.

violacea, 399.

Phellia rufa, 49.

simplex, 48.

Philadelphia Society for the Promotion
of Agriculture, xlviii.

Philological Society, xxvii.

Phoca vetulina. 59.

Pholcus tipnloides, 268, 371.

Phvllangia Americana, 194.

Phyllastr£ea, 133.

explanata, 136.

tubifex, 135.

Phyllocoenia limbata, 94.

sculpta, 94.

Physalia, 170.

Physcosoma, 40.

Pineapple Coral, 145, 183.

Placobranchopsis nivens, 27.

Platygyra, 66, 67.

clivosa, 78.

sinuosa, 74.

viridis, 74, 171.

Platvpodia spectabilis, 17.

Plerogyra, 67, 85, 86, 184.

Plesiastra?a, 88, 89.

armata, 93.

Goodei, 106, 172, 183.

ramea, 94.

Plesiofungidie, 139.

Plesioseris, 155.

Plexippus pavkulli, 267, 268, 271, 275.

Pocillopora, 184, 208.

damicornis, 164.

grandis, 210.

Pocilloporidfp, 184.

Podabacia Crustacea, 136.

dispar, 136.

Podasteria, 84, 85.
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Podasteria gyrosa, 84, 85.
,

Podobacia, 184 and Errata. i

Polvastra venosa. 156.

Polycp.rpa obtecta, 329, 385, 386.

multiphiala, 386.

Polvcladia, 41.

PolVclinidfe, 328, 351.

Polystyelidae, 329, 379.

Polvsyncraton amethysteiim, 328, 366.

Polyzoa, 54, 380.

Poinacentnis fuscus, 56.

Porcellio aztecus, 301.

cinerascens, 301

.

cotillse. 301.

cubensis, 301.

dubius, 301.

eucercus. 301.

flavipes, 301.

degeerii, 301.

Ifevis, 299.

maciilicornis, 302.

inexicanus. 301.

mtiseulus, 301.

parvicornis, 302.

poeyi, 301.

pruinosns, 302.

siimiclirasti. 301.

sj-riaciis, 301.

tirbicvis, 301.

Porina plagiopora, 54.

subsulcata, 54.

Porites, 112, 184, 185, 188, 208.

HStraeoides=astreoldes, 160.

astreoides, 160, 162, 170, 181, 187,

196.

astreoides var. Braziliensis, 160, 196.

Branueri, 162, 196.

clavaria, 158, 162, 163, 170, 206.

fm-cata, 159, 170.

nodifera, 158.

polvmorpha, 158, 159, 170, 181, 206.

porites, 158, 159, 206.

solida, 161.

superfieialis + incerta + Guadahi-
pensis + agaricus= astreoides, 160.

valida, 158.

Verrillii, 161, 196.

Poritidffi, 158, 181, 196.

Poritinfe, 158.

Priouastrtea, 89, 92, 184.

abdita, 88, 92.

Agassizii, 80.

Chinensis, 93.

favosa, 92.

melicerum, 93.

rigida, 127.

spectabilis, 92.

varia, 79.

Proteolytic Action of Papain, 5.

Psammocora, 184.

Pseudoceros aureolineata, 42.

bicolor, 42.

Pseudoscarus gnacamaia, 56.

Pseudosquilla ciliata, 20.

stvlifera, 20.

Pterosyllis, 38.

Publication Fund, Contributors to, v.

Pulmonata of Bermuda, 35.

Eathbun, Miss M. J., 17. 18.

Rathbun, Mr. R., 187, 191.

Reptiles, 57.

Reussia lamellosa, 108. 109.

Rhodaraea calicularis, 159.

Lagreneii, 159.

porites, 159.

Rhodozona, 332, 335.

picta, 328, 331, 335.

RliTncholophus. sp., 275.

Ribbon Fish, 56.

Rice, Wm, ISortb, vii, viii, xii, xiii.

Address by, xxxvi.

Richardson, Harriet, Marine and Ter-

restrial Isopods of the Bermudas, with
descriptions of new Genera and Spe-
CIGS i i

Rose Coral". 115, 118, 121, 178, 180.

Rothwell, Richard, xii.

Royal Observatory of Edinburgh, xii.

Royal Society of London, x.

Runcina inconspicua, 28.

Salticus diversus, 267.

melanognathus, 275.

Sarcobotrylloides, 373.

Scaiais guacamaia, 56.

Scaur, The, 38, 39, 45.

Scientific Thought in the Nineteenth

Century, Wm. North Rice, xxxvi.

Scolymia lacera, 117, 130.

Scomber maculatiis. 56.

Scomberomorus macnlatus, 56.

Scyllsea pelagica, 34.

Scytodes fusca, 269.

longipes, 268.

Scytodidae. 268.

Sea Devil. 41.

Sea Ginger, 182.

Seal, common harbor, 59.

Seriatopora, 184.

Shade Coral, 181.

Sheffield, JosejDh, xxvii.

Sheffield Scientific School, xxvii.

Shepard, C. M., xxii.

Dr. Charles Upham, xix, xxxiii.

Sialia sialis Bermudensis, 58.

Siderastraea, 89.

galaxea, 153.

grandis, 151.

I

radians, 88, 152, 153-155, 181, 186.

siderea, 151. 154, 155, 181. 186.

var. nitida, 152.

stellata, 155, 186, 196.

var. conferta, 155, 196.

Siderina galaxea, 153.

Silk Spider, 273.
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Silver Spiflor, 273.

SilliinMU, Prof. B., xix, xxi, x.xiii, 210.
Simple Asc-idians, 329, 385.

Sipanculiis midus. 39.

Smith, Prof. H. M., 333.

Prof. S. I., 333.

Solenastrfea, 97, 99, 100, 105, 109, 183,
184, 188.

Bournoni, 104.

excelsa, 98.

hyades, 97, 98, 99, 100, 104, 183.

micans, 104.

pleiades, 105.

stellnlata, 97, 104, 105.

Some Si)iders and Mites from the Ber-
muda Islands, Nathan Banks, 267, 2(58.

Spanish Mackerel, 56.

Sparassidas, 274.

Sperm-whale Lonse, 21.

Sjiliferoma crennlatum, 292.

Sphtpromidi*, 278, 291.

Sphenotrochns anritus, 198.

Spirilla Peronii, 23.

Squalus platvodon, 55.

Squid. 23.

Star Coral, 88, 94. 98, 171, 181.

small-eyed, 172.

ten-rayed, 172.

Starling, Eni-opean, 59.

Stenetrium stebbingi. 295.

Stenosoma irrorata, 293.

Stephanocoenia, 106, 170, 184.

dendroidea, 108.

intersepta, 106, 183.

Michelini, 106.

Stereoclavella, 333.

anstralis, 332.

obloiiga, 334.

Sthenoteuthis Bartramii, 23.

Stiles, President, xiv, xv. xvi, xvii, xxvii.

Stomatopoda, 20.

Strombus gigas, 55.

Strong, Professor, xx.

Eev. Dr. Nathan, xv, xvi.

Styela, 380, 388.

aggregata, 389.

canopoides, 327, 328, 889.

partita, var. bermudensis, 327, 329,
388, 389.

Stylaster. 198.

elegans, 211.

Styla.sterida>, 198.

Stvlochus Bermudensis, 43.

Stylophora, 184.

mirabilis, 108, 109.

Stylophoridae, 108, 172.

Stylophorinfe, 108.

Sv'mphyliia, 86, 115, 116, 118, 177, 178,
185.

Symphyllia anemone -(- S. conferta \- S.

aglse + S. helianthus 4- S. Thomasiana
-t- S. aspei-a -I- S. cylindrica + S. Knoxi
-1- S. verrucosa= dipsacea? 118.

Symphyllia dipsacea. 118.

Gnadnlpensis, 121.

Harttii, 128.

margiiiata, 121.

strigosa -I- S. anemone -f- S. margi-
nata= fragilis, 121.

verrucosa, 121.

Symplegma viride. 326, 329, 373, 378.
Synaraea, 184.

Tanais cavolinii, 278.

dubius, 279.

hii'ticaiidatus, 278.

tomentosus, 278.

vittatus, 278.

Tanaioidea, 278.

Tapinattus melanognathus, 268, 275.

Tectibranchiata, 23.

Tegenaria derhami, 271, 275.
Terebellides, 38.

Tethys Braziliana, 27.

dactylomela, 27.

Floridensis, 27.

megaptera, 26.

morio, 25.

tarda, 26.

Tetraclita porosa, 22.

Tetrastemma agricola, 46.

Thalassema Baronii. 40.

Thallepus omatus, 28.

Thecocyathus cylindraceus, 198.

Theridiidfe, 272.

Theridion nifipes, 272.

studiosiim, 272.

tepidariorum , 267, 273.

Thespesius occidentalis, 313.

Thomisus pallens, 267.

Thor Floridanus, 19.

Thysanozoon Brochii, var. nigrum, 41.

griseum, 41.

nigrum, 41.

Tichoseris, 156.

Tomlinson, Dr. Henrv A., xxvi.

Tooth Coral, 178.

Tozeuma Carolinensis, 19.

Trachyphyllia, 81, 86. 87, 184.

amarauthus, 82.

amarautum, 81, 82.

amarantus. 82.

Geoffroyi, 85.

Trachyphvliin;¥, 65, 84.

Tree Coral, 173, 175, 176.

Tree Sparrow, European, 58.

Triceratops, 322.

Trichonisaidae, 305.

Tridaeophyllia, 85, 116, 184.

laotuca, 135.

Trigouoijorus cephalophthalma, 45.

microjis, 45.

Tropic Bird, Red-billed, 58.

Tucker, Robert, xi.

Tunicata of Bermuda, 325.

Turbellaria, 41.
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Tiirbinaria. Ill, 184.
j

Twining, Prof., xxvi.

Tylides, 5500.

Tylos armadillo, 800.

latreilli, 399, 300.

niveus, 299.

Tyrosin, 8.

Uloboridae, 273.

Uloborus geniciilatus, 273.

zosis, 267. 273.

Ulophyllia, 115-118, 132, 177, 178, 184.

aspera, 132.

cellulosa, 132.

crispa, 115, 181.

maxima, 132.

Stuhlmanni, 132.

Undaria agaricites, 140, 146.

undata, 140.

Underliill, Frank P., and Mendel, on
Digestion of Proteids, 1.

Uropodias bermudensis, 304.

Valvifera, 298.

Van Name, W. G., 15, 25, 46, 271, 279.

Van Name, W. G. , Ascidians of the
Bermuda Islands, 325.

Vanghau, T. W., 64. 144, 169, 190, 206.

Verrill, A. E., 267, 277, 325, 327, 833.

835, 336, 337, 838, 388, 389. 394, 403.

Additions to the Fauna of the Ber-
mudas, 1901, 15.

Comparison of the Bermudian,West
Indian, and Brazilian Coral Faunas,
169.

Verrill, A. E., Notes on Corals of the
Genus Acropora CMadrepora Lam.)
with new descriptions and figures of

TyjDes, and of several New Species,

207.

Variations and Nomenclature of

Bermudian, West Indian, and Brazil-

ian Reef Corals, with Notes on vari-

ous ludo-Pacific Corals, 68.

Verrill, A. Hvatt, 15, 16, 18, 20, 23, 24,

26, 27, 29, 31, 35, 37, 41, 42, 47, 50,

51, 56, 58, 208, 277, 325, 403.

on Bermuda birds, 58.

Verrucella, 35.

grandis, 53.

Vireo, white eyed, 58.

bermudianus, 58.

Volva uniijlicata, 35.

Wala vernalis, 274.

{

Webster, Dr. Noah, xviii, xx, xxii,

j

xxix.

Wesleyan University, xii.

West Indian Coral Fauna, Characteris-

tics of the, 183.

Wheatear, 58.

White-eyed Vireo, 58.

White, Henry, xxvi.

Whitfield. R' P., 176.

Whitney, Professor W. D., xxxi.

Woolsey, President Theodore D., xxiii,

xxiv, XXV, xxvi.

Yale Natural History Society, xxviii.

Yale Review, xxii.



Errata. xv

ERRATA.
Page 2S, line G from bottom, for Dalabrifeva, read Dolabrifera.

Page 48, line 20, for lix read Ixix.

Page 51, line 39, for Flagg's read Flatt's.

Page 53, line 15, for 1901 read 1900.

See also page 62.

Page 68, line 10 from bottom, for Vaiigban, read Gregory.

Page 69, line 5, for PI. xii read PL xiv. •

Page 93, line 22, for T. read F.

Page 113, line 8 from bottom, for EusmillidiB read Eusmilidae.

Page 114, under cut, and p. 170, line 25, for Eusmillia read Eusmilia.

Page 126, line 22, for PI. xxi read PI. xxv.

Page 128, line 17, for PI. xxxiii, fig. 4 read PI. xxv, fig. 3.

Page 129, last line, for 4551 read 4544.

Page 137, line 17, for tiirgida read turgidum.

Page 145, line 3 from bottom, for type read types.

Page 149, line 7, for Danai read Dance.

Page 151, line 1, for 400""" read 240""", for 150""" read 195"'">.

Page 184, line 24, for Cryptobacia read Cryptabacia, and for Podubacia read

Podabacia.

Page 190, line 15, for 4557 read 4537.

Page 194, line 9, for 4543 read 4513.

Page 200, line 13, for 81 read 80 ; and line 20, omit No. 1901.

Page 202. line 9, for Fig. 1 read Fig. 2 ; and line 12, for Fig. 2 read Fig. 1.

Page 203, line 33, for 1487 read 1489.

Page 204, line 23, omit No. 1901 ; and line 24, for West Indian read Florida.

Page 245, line 6, for 3063 read 3063a.

Page 257, line 25, for 4187 read 4167.

Page 262. last line, for 3063 read 3063o.

Page 264, line 4, for 3063 read 3063a ; and line 38, for 220 read 223.

Page 265, line 8 from bottom, for 1686 read 1688.

See also page 266.

Page 268, line 3 from bottom
;
page 872, line 6 ; page 273, line 28

;
page 274,

line 3 fi'om bottom, for Goslin read Gosling.

Page 280, line for triangulata read triungulatus.

Page 282, line 29, for 3194 read 3255.

Page 351, line 34, for Giard 1872 read Verrill 1871.

Page 354, line 30, for 9 read 20.
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